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This report has been reviewed by the Municipal Environmental Research
Laboratory, U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, and approved for publica
tion. Mention of trade names or commercial products does not constitute
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FOREWORD

The Environmental Protection Agency was created because of increasing
public and governmental concern about the dangers of pollution to the
health and welfare of the Amer~can people. Noxious air, foul water, and
spoiled land are tragic testimony to the deterioration of our natural
environment. The complexity of that environment and the interplay of its
components require a concentrated and integrated attack on the problem.

Research and development is the first necessary step in problem solu
t~on; it involves defining the problem, measuring its impact, and searching
for solutions. The Municipal Environmental Research Laboratory develops
new and improved technology and systems to prevent, treat, and manage
wastewater and solid and hazardous waste pollutant discharges from municipal
and community sources; to preserve and treat public drinking water supplies;
and to minimize the adverse economic, social, health, and aesthetic effects
of pollution. This publication is one of the products of that research -
a vital communications link between the researcher and the user community.

This report provides state-of-the-art information on hazardous waste
land treatment units. Information is provided on site selection, waste
characterization, treatment demonstration studies, land treatment unit
design, operation, and closure, -and other topics useful for design and
management of land treatment units.

Frand sT. Mayo
Director, Municipal Environmental
Research Laboratory
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PREFACE

Subtitle C of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) requires
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to establi sh a Federal hazardous
waste management program. This program must ensure that hazardous wastes are
handled safely from generation until final disposition. EPA issued a series
of hazardous waste regulations under Subtitle C of RCRA that is published in
40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 260 through 265 and 122 through 124.

Parts 264 and 265 of 40 CFR contain standards applicable to owners and
operators of all facilities that treat, store, or dispose of hazardous wastes.
Wastes are identified or listed as hazardous under 40 CFR Part 261. The Part
264 standards are implemented through permits issued by authorized States or
the EPA in accordance with 40 CFR Part 122 and Part 124 regulations. Land
treatment, storage, and disposal (LTSD) regulations in 40 CFR Part 264 issued
on July 26, 1982, establish performance standards for hazardous waste landfills,
surface impoundments, land treatment units, and waste piles.

The Environmental Protection Agency is developing three types of documents
for preparers and reviewers of permit applications for hazardous waste LTSD
facilities. These types include RCRA Technical Guidance Document s, Permit
Guidance Manuals, and Technical Resource Documents (TRDs). The RCRA Technical
Guidance Documents present design and operating specifications or design evalua
tion techniques that generally comply with or demonstrate compliance with the
Design and Operating Requirements and the Closure and Post -Closure Requirements
of Part 264. The Permit Guidance Manuals are being developed to describe the
permit application information the Agency seeks and to provide guidance to
applicant s and permit writers in addressing the information requi rement s.
These manuals will include a discuss~on of each step in the permitting process,
and a descriptio~ of each set of specifications that must be considered for
inclusion in the permit.

The Technical Resource Documents present state-of-the-art summaries of
technologies and evaluation techniques determined by the Agency to constitute
good engineering designs, practices, and procedures. They support the RCRA
Technical Guidance Document s artd Permit Guidance Manuals in certain areas
(i.e., liners, leachate management, closure, covers, water balance) by describ
ing current technologies and methods for designing hazardous waste facilities
or for evaluating the performance of a facility design. Although efuphasis is
given to hazardous waste facilities, the information presented in these TRDs
may be used in designing and operating non-hazardous waste LTSD facilities as
well. Whereas the RCRA Technical Guidance Documents and Permit Guidance Manuals
are directly related to the regulations, the information in these TRDs covers
a broader perspective and should not be used to interpret the requirements of
the regulations.
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A prev:Lous version of this document dated September 1980 was announced in
the Federal Register for public comment on December 17, 1980. The new edition
incorporates changes as a result of the public comments, and supersedes the
September 1980 version. Comments on this revised publication will be accepted
at any time. The Agency intends to update these TRDs periodically based on
comments received and/or the development of new information. Comments on any
of the current TRDs should be addressed to Docket Clerk, Room S-269(c), Office
of Solid Waste (WH-562), U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 401 M Street,
S.W., Washington, D.C., 20460. Communications should identify the document by
title and number (e.g., "Lining of Waste Impoundment and Disposal Facilities,"
SW-870) •
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ABSTRACT

This technical resource document provides state-of-the-art information on
all aspects of hazardous waste land treatment (HWLT). The document is a practi
cal reference for people involved in design and design review, beginning with
site selection and waste characterization and progressing through facility
design, operation, and closure. Information on the fate of both inorganic and
organic compounds in the soil environment is included and provides a basis for
developing treatment demonstrations. Non-hazardous waste constituents are
also discussed because they are likely to be important to the overall design
and management of the HWLT unit. Waste-site interactions that affect treatment
processes are di scussed as well as laboratory, greenhouse, and field testing
protocols for assessi ng land treatment performance. Met hods for ca1cu1ati ng
loading rates and determining limiting constituent s are presented.

Plot layout, water control, erosion control, management of soil pH and
fertility, vegetation establi shment, waste storage facilities, waste application
methods and equipment, site inspection, and recordkeeping requirements are
discussed. Monitoring procedures for waste, soil cores, soil-pore liquids,
runoff water, ground water, and vegetation are presented. The contingency
plans and emergency equi pment needed at HWLT units are also included. Finally,
closure requirements and recommendations are presented with the objective of
closing the site so that little environmental hazard will exist both during
and after the post-closure care period.

The information in this document supplements the permitting and interim
status standards in 40 CFR Parts 264 and 265 and related Agency guidance manuals
under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act for establishing the design
and management of hazardous wast eland treatment units.
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1.0 CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The problem of eliminating vast and increasing quantities of hazardous
waste is an important issue facing any growing, industrialized society.
Waste products, the inevitable consequence of the consumptive process,
require proper handling to minimize public health and environmental
hazards. H1storically, instances of poor disposal technology have caused
extensive environmental damage and human suffer~ng. In the United States,
problems related to waste disposal surfaced whose real and potential rami
fications led to the passage of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
in 1976 to regulate the management of hazardous waste. The limitations of
many of the d~sposal technologies used in the past are becoming apparent to
representatives of industry, federal, state and local governments; and the
general public. Along with these realizations has come a reassessment of
the waste factor when evaluat~ng the technical and economic feasibility of
any ~ndustrial process.

Development of best available technolog~es for handling hazardous
waste is essential. Ideally, a method of treatment and disposal results in
the degradation of any decomposable hazardous materials and the transforma
tion and/or immobilization of the remaining constituents so that there
would be no r~sk to human health or the environment. Al though all tech
niques will fall short of this ideal, some methods will prove more effec
t~ve than others.

Land treatment is one alternative for handl~ng hazardous waste that
simultaneously constitutes treatment and final disposal of the waste.
Hazardous waste land treatment (HWLT) ~s the controlled application of
hazardous waste onto or into the surface horizon of the so~l accompanied by
continued monitoring and management, to degrade transform or immobilize the
hazardous constituents in the waste. Properly designed and managed HWLT
fac~lities should be able to accomplish disposal without contaminating run
off water, leachate water, or the atmosphere. Additionally, in some sys
tems the land used for disposal may be free of undesirable concentrations
of residual materials that would l~mit the use of the land for other pur
poses in the future.

Land treatment is already widely practiced by some industries for
handl~ng hazardous industrial waste. Although many facilities have suc
cessfully used land treatment for their waste, the lack of systematic stud
ies or monitoring of most facilities has limited the amount of knowledge
available on important parameters and waste-site interactions. Additional
ly, many potent~ally land treatable wastes have not been tested or have
been examined under only a limited range of conditions. To evaluate a pro
posed HWLT unit, ~nformat~on ~s needed on site and waste characteristics,
soil and climatic conditions, application rates and scheduling,
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decomposition products, and contingency plans to avert environmental con
tamination. In addition, the facility design should minimize potential
problems such as the accumulation of toxic inorganic and recalcitrant
organic waste constituents in the soil, as well as surface and groundwater
pollution and unacceptable atmospheric emissions. Given these many con
cerns, the preparation and review of permit applications should be
approached with interdisciplinary expertise having a ready source of cur
rent information on land treatment performance and practice.

The guidance presented in this document is to be used in assessing the
technical aspects of hazardous waste land treatment. Generally, the values
given in subsequent chapters for the parameters important to land treatment
(e.g., application rates) are intended to provide a guide to reasonable
ranges for these parameters as gathered from the best available sources.
Because the actual range for a given parameter will be largely site
specific, design and operating parameters may frequently fall outside of
the ranges presented in this document. Instances where parameters fall
outside of these ranges signal that further information is needed or that
the waste or site may not be suitable for land treatment.

The objectives of this Technical Resource Document are to describe
current land treatment knowledge and technology and to provide methods to
evaluate the potential performance of a proposed or existing HWLT unit
based on information supplied about design parameters, operation and main
tenance, monitoring, and closure plans. Unl1ke other documents in the
Technical Resource Document series, which present information only on
limited aspects of unit design or operation, this document presents infor
mation on all aspects of land treatment unit design and management. This
document takes a comprehensive decision-making approach to land treatment,
from initial site se1.ection through closure and post-closure activities.
Additional information sources are referenced liberally to help provide
state-of-the-art answers to the multitude of design considerations. As
noted in the preface, the EPA Technical Resource Documents provide state
of-the-art information on hazardous waste technologies and are not intended
to be used to specifically interpret the hazardous waste regulations. This
document follows the approach of these other documents; however, the guid
ance presented in this document is consistent with the current EPA regula
tions which are briefly summarized in Section 1.4 of this chapter.

1.1 THE ROLE OF LAND TREATMENT

An understanding of the potential usefulness and associated environ
mental risks of the various disposal options helps to place land treatment
in perspective as a sound means of waste treatment and disposal. Hazardous
waste disposal options are narrowing due to increasing environmental con
straints, soaring energy costs, widespread capital shortages, and a desire
to decrease potentially high long-term liabilities. In a properly managed
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HWLT unit, treatment processes may decrease the hazard of the applied waste
so that the potential for groundwater contaminat10n is lowered.

Compared to other d1sposal opt10ns, properly designed and managed land
treatment units carry low combined short and long-term liabilities. In the
short-term, the land treated wastes are present at or near the land surface
so that mon1toring can rapidly detect any developing problems and manage
ment adjustments can be made 1n a preventive fashion. Also by virtue of
using surface s01ls for waste treatment, management actiV1ties can exert
direct and immed1ate control on the treatment/d1sposal process. S1nce most
organic wastes undergo relatively rapid and near complete degradation, and
hazardous metals are pract1cally immobilized in an aerobic soil enV1ron
ment, long-term monitoring, ma1ntenance and potent1al cleanup l1ab1lities
are potentially lower than with other waste d1sposal options if the HWLT
unit 1S properly managed. Many wastes are well suited to land treatment
and because of the potent1ally lower liabi11ties associated with this
method of waste d1sposal and the relat1vely low 1nit1al and operating
costs, this option 1S becoming 1ncreas1ngly attractive to industry.

In a recent nationwJ.de survey of HWLT, 197 facilitJ.es disposing of
more than 2.45 x 109 kg of waste per year were identifJ.ed. Over half of
these were assoc1ated with petroleum refJ.ning and production (K. W. Brown
and Associates, Inc., 1981; see AppendJ.x A). In a study of the waste dis
posal practJ.ces of petroleum refiners, 1973 records were compared with pro
J ections for 1983 and a general trend toward the increasing use of land
treatment was evident (Rosenberg et al., 1976). Approximately 15% of the
HWLT units were associated with chemJ.cal production. Industries providing
electric, gas and sanitary services and producing fabrJ.cated metal items
were the next largest users of HWLT, each having approximately 7% of the
total number of units (K. W. Brown and Associates, Inc., 1981). Table 1.1
shows the numbers of land treatment un1ts classed accord1ng to industry,
using the standard industrial classification (SIC) codes for maJor indus
trJ.al groups. Geograph1cally, land treatment un1ts are concentrated in the
Southeastern United States from Texas to the Carolinas with a few scattered
J.n the Great Plains and Far West regions (AppendJ.x A). Most are found in
areas having intensive petrochemJ.cal refining and processing activities and
moderate climates.

Ten to fifteen percent of all industrial wastes (roughly 30-40 billion
kg annually) are considered to be hazardous (EPA, 1980b). Many wastes cur
rently be1ng d1sposed by other methods without treatment could be treated
and rendered less hazardous by land treatment, often at lower cost. Of the
six main groups of hazardous materials which have been found to migrate
from sites to cause envJ.ronmental damage (Table 1.2), three are prime can
dJ.dates for land treatment. These three are (1) solvents (halogenated sol
vents may benefit from some form of pretreatment to enhance their biode
gradab1lity), (2) pesticides, and (3) oJ.ls (EPA, 1980b). Land treatment is
not, however, limited to these classes of wastes and may be broadly appli
cable to a large variety of wastes. The design princJ.ples and management
practices for land treatment of waste discussed 1n this document are
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TABLE 1. 1 LAND TREATMENT USAGE BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUP*

SIC Codet

29
28
49

34

97
24

36

20
22

39
35
26

13
44
76

02
30
33

37
51
82

Description

Petroleum refining and related industries
Chemicals and allied products
Electric, gas, and sanitary services

Fabricated metal products, except machinery
and transportation equipment

National security and international affairs
Lumber and wood products, except furniture

Electrical and electronic machinery,
equipment, and supplies

Food and kindred products
Textile mill products

Miscellaneous manufacturing industries
Machinery, except electrical
Paper and allied products

Oil and gas extraction
Water transportation
Miscellaneous repair services

Agricultural production - livestock
Rubber and miscellaneous plastics products
Primary metal industries

Transportation equipment
Wholesale trade - nondurable goods
Educational services

Number of
Units

105
30
16

12
9
7

5
4
4

3
3
3

2
2
2

1
1
1

1
1
1

* K. W. Brown and Associates, Inc. (1981).

t A listing of HWLT units by more specific SIC codes appears in
Appendix A.
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directed to the treatment and disposal of hazardous industrial waste. The
same principles and practices apply to the land treatment of any waste
material, whether or not it is presently described as being hazardous;
however, some of the controls and precautions necessary when disposing
hazardous waste may be unnecessary when disposing nonhazardous waste.

TABLE 1.2 LAND TREATABILITY OF THE SIX MAIN GROUPS OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
MIGRATING FROM DISPOSAL SITES*t

Hazardous Material Group

(1) Solvents and related organics such as
trichloroethylene, chloroform and toluene

(2) PCBs and PBBs

(3) Pesticides

(4) Inorganic chemicals such as ammonia, cyanide,
acids and bases

(5) Heavy metals

(6) Waste oils and greases

Land Treatability

High

Limited

High

Limited

Limited

High

* EPA (l980b).

t High land treatability does not infer immunity from environmental
damage. Only through proper design and management of a land treatment
unit can the desired level of treatment be obtained and the migration of
hazardous materials be prevented.

1.2 CONTROLLING CONTAMINANT MIGRATION

In a well designed and operated HWLT unit, most hazardous waste con
stituents become less hazardous as they degrade or are transformed or
immobilized within the soil matrix. In addition, the long-term maintenance
and monitoring liabilities and the concomitant risk of costly cleanup
efforts are minimized. However, it is important to remember that land
treatment activities use unlined surface soils which are subject to direct
contaminant losses via air, water or food chain; consequently, facility
management has a tremendous impact on both the treatment effectiveness and
the potential for contamination. If improperly designed or managed, land
treatment units could cause various types of human health or environmental
damage. The potential for such problems has not been closely studied for
land treatment of hazardous wastes, but, it is evident from research
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conducted on the land treatment of nonhazardous waste that damages some
times occur. For land treatment to be an effective system, the process
must be managed to operate within given ranges for various design para
meters. Frequent or consistent violation of these parameters could cause
the inadvertant release of pollutants to the environment. The following
brief discussion of the various means of contaminant m~gration emphasizes
the importance of careful design and management.

Probably the most obvious pathway for contaminant migration at HWLT
units is runoff since waste materials are often exposed on the soil surface
or mixed into a nonvegetated so~l surface. If control structures for run
off are improperly constructed or maintained, high concentrations of sus
pended and soluble waste constituents could be released to the environment.
Therefore, control structures that are adequate to prevent release of
untreated runoff water are obviously essential parts of a good design and
the management plan should ensure that these structures are ~nspected and
repaired, when necessary.

Since HWLT units are not lined, attention must be given to the poten
tial for leaching of hazardous constituents to groundwater. Interactions
between the waste and soil at the site may either increase or decrease the
leach~ng hazard. Management practices, which can affect the b~ological,

physical and chemical state of waste con'stituents in the treatment zone,
can be designed to minimize leach~ng if the mobility of the waste const~tu

ents and their degradation products ~s carefully evaluated before opera
tions begin. During the operating life of the facility, unsaturated zone
monitoring provides information that can be used to adjust management prac
tices to control leaching.

Release to the atmosphere ~s the third pathway that should be con
trolled. Emissions of volatile organic const~tuents can be reduced by
carefully choosing the method and time of waste appl~cation. Wind-blown
particulates can be controlled by management pract~ces such as maintain~ng

a vegetative cover and/or optimal water content in the treatment zone.
Odors, another cause for concern, can also generally be controlled through
management practices.

Migration of contaminants to the food chain must be prevented. If
food chain crops are grown during the active life of the HWLT un~t, the
crop must be free of contamination before it is harvested and used for
either animal or human food. In addition, waste constituents should not be
allowed to accumulate in surface soils to levels that would cause a food
chain hazard if food chain crops are likely to be grown.

Sites for HWLT units should be selected considering the potential
pathways for contamination. Testing methods that can be used to predict
waste-site interactions and the potential for contamination by each of
these pathways are presented ~n this document. Facility design and
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management to minimize operational problems during the active life and at
closure are also discussed.

1.3 SOURCES OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION

This document is not intended to encompass a thorough review of all
the literature pertinent to the topic of land treatment of waste. Instead,
information is provided which is specifically pertinent to the land treat
ment of hazardous waste. For many considerations, specific information and
examples are sparingly few in the literature, therefore, it was necessary
to draw on professional experience, the available published information on
land treatment of municipal effluents and sludges, and associated litera
ture concerning the fate of chemicals applied to solIs. There are a number
of sources from which the reader may obtain additional information on the
principles and procedures of land treatment of waste. Some of the avail
able books dealing with various aspects of this topic are listed in Table
1.3.

1.4 OVERVIEW OF REGULATIONS

Standards for all hazardous waste land disposal facilities regulated
under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act were issued on July 26,
1982. These regulations were issued by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) after a wide range of regulatory options were considered.
Briefly, the regulations for land disposal facilities contain a groundwater
protection standard and certain design and operating requirements for each
type of land disposal unit (e.g., landfill, land treatment, waste pile,
etc.).

Part 264, Subpart M of the July 1982 regulations specifically deals
with HWLT units (EPA, 1982) and applies to {both new and existing land
treatment units. Of key importance to HWLT is the treatment program
established by the owner or operator to degrade, transform or immobilize
the hazardous constituents (Appendix B) in the waste placed in the unit~

The regulations define the three principal elements of the treatment
program as the wastes to be disposed, the design and operating measures
necessary to maximize degradation, transformation and immobilization of
hazardous waste constituents, and the unsaturated zone monitoring program.
HWLT units are also required to have a groundwater monitoring program.

A treatment demonstration is required to establish that the combina
tion of operating practices at the unit (given the natural constraints at
the site, such as soil and climate) can be used to completely degrade,
transform or immobilize the hazardous constituents of the wastes managed at
the unit. The treatment demonstration will be used to determine unit-
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TABLE 1.3 SOURCES OF INFORMATION ON LAND TREATMENT OF WASTE

00

Title

Proceedings of the International
Conference on Land for Waste
Management

Land Treatment and Disposal of
Munic~pal and Industrial
Wastewater

Soils for Management of Organi~

Wastes and Waste Waters

Land as a Wastewater
Management Alternative

Managing the Heavy Metals
on the Land

Sludge D~sposal by Land
Spreading Techn~ques

Author/Editor

J. Tomlinson

R. L. Sanks
and T. Asano

T. F. Elliott
and F. J.
Stevenson

R. C. Loehr

G. W. Leeper

S. Torrey

Publisher (Date)

Agricultural
Institute of
Canada (1974)

Ann Arbor Science
Publications,
Inc. (1976)

ASA, SSSA, and
CSSA (1977)

Ann Arbor Science
Publications,
Inc. (1976)

Marcel Dekker,
Inc. (1978)

Noyes Data Corp.
(1979)

Area

Overview of waste disposal and
its interaction with soils with
particular emphasis on northern
areas ..

Summary of land treatment
technology as of March 1975.

A collection of papers dealing
mainly with municipal and
agricultural waste.

Proceed~ngs of a symposium
dealing mainly with mun~cipal

and animal waste disposal.

Summary of the movement and
accumulation of soil applied
metals.

A collection of a group of
government sponsored research
projects dealing w~th sewage
sludge disposal.

Design of Land Treatment
Systems for Industrial
Wastes-Theory and Practice

Decomposit~on of Tox~c and Non
Tox~c Organic Compounds in
Soils

M. R. Overcash Ann Arbor Science
and D. Pal Publicat~ons,

Inc. (1979)

M. R. Overcash Ann Arbor Science
Publications,
Inc. (1981)

Provides information on land
d~sposal techniques for both
hazardous and nonhazardous
industr~al wastewaters.

Provides information on the
terrestrial effect of various
organic compounds.



specific permit requirements for wastes to be disposed and operating
practices to be used.

HWLT units must be designed, constructed, and operated to maximize
degradation, transformatJ.on and immobJ.lization of hazardous constituents.
In addition, HWLT units must have effective run-on and runoff controls and
the treatment zone must be desJ.gned to mJ.nimize runoff. Runoff collection
facilities must be managed to control the water volume generated by a 25
year, 24 hour storm. Wind dispersal of partJ.culate matter must be con
trolled. If food chaJ.n crops are grown, the owner or operator must demon
strate that the crops meet certain criteria.

HWLT unJ.ts must follow a groundwater monitoring program similar to
that followed by all disposal facJ.lJ.ties. The goals of the groundwater
monJ.toring program are to detect and correct any groundwater contamination.
HWLT units must also have an unsaturated zone monitorJ.ng program, includJ.ng
both sOJ.l core and sOJ.l-pore liquid monitorJ.ng, to provide feedback on the
success of treatment in the treatment zone.

The July, 1982 regulatJ.ons also set forth requirements for closure and
post-closure care. The owner or operator must contJ.nue managing the HWLT
unJ.t to maximJ.ze degradation, transformatJ.on, and J.mmobilization during the
closure period. A vegetative cover capable of maJ.ntaining growth WJ.thout
excessive maintenance J.S generally required. During the closure and post
closure care perJ.od the owner or operator must continue many of the activi
ties required durJ.ng the actJ.ve life of the unJ.t including. control of
wind dispersal, maintenance of run-on and runoff controls, continuance of
food chain crop restrictions, and soil core monitorJ.ng. Soil-pore liquid
monitoring may be suspended 90 days after the date of the last waste appli
cation. The post-closure care regulations also contain a variance whJ.ch
allows the owner or operator to be relJ.eved from complying with the vegeta
tive cover requJ.rements and certain post-closure regulatJ.ons if it is dem
onstrated that hazardous constJ.tuents WJ.thin the treatment zone do not
significantly exceed background values.

The regulations also contain requirements for recordkeeping, reactive
and ignitable wastes, and incompatible wastes. In addJ.tion to the general
recordkeeping requirements for all hazardous waste disposal units (Part
264, Subpart E (EPA, 1981», records must be kept of waste application date
and rate to properly manage the HWLT unit. Special recordkeeping require
ments for wastes disposed by land treatment are necessary to ensure that
the treatment processes are not inhJ.bited.

The effective date of the Part 264 regulations J.S January 26, 1983.
Existing facilities with interim status authorization are subj ect to the
interim status standards (Part 265 regulatJ.ons) untJ.l they obtain a Part
264 permit. ThJ.s document provides useful guidance for interim status
facilJ.ties as well as new facilities with Part 264 permJ.ts.
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The information presented in this technical resource document can be
used to design and operate HWLT units that are technically sound. There
are a number of other guidances available to assist the owner or operator
in determining the specific HWLT design and operating procedures that will
comply with the EPA Part 264 regulations. Guidances are also available for
preparing the permit application and to assist the permit writer in evalu
ating information submitted in applications for HWLT units. The availabil
ity of these guidances is discussed in the preface of this document.
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2.0 CHAPTER TWO

THE DYNAMIC DESIGN APPROACH

Th~s chapter outlines a comprehensive land ~reatment design strategy
based on sound environmental protection principles. Basic elements of the
design are described as they fit into a total system approach. An under
standing of this dynamic design approach is essential and is the key to
using this document. The remaining chapters more thoroughly describe the
specific components of the strategy and show how each component is impor
tant to an effective hazardous waste land treatment (HWLT) unit design.

Anyone involved with some aspect of land treatment of hazardous waste,
whether treatment unit design, permit writing, or site management, should
understand the basic concepts behind land treatment. The primary mecha
nisms involved in land treatment are degradation, transformation and
immobilization of hazardous constituents in the waste so that the waste is
made less hazardous. Land treatment is considered a final treatment and
disposal process rather than a method for long-term storage of hazardous
materials. Thus, facilities are designed to prevent acute or prolonged
harm to human health and the environment. Land treatment of wastes is a
dynamic process. Waste, site, soil, climate and biological activity inter
act as a system to degrade or immobilize waste constituents, and the prop
ert~es of each of these system components varies widely, both initially and
temporally. Furthermore, land treatment is an open system which, if mis
managed or incorrectly designed, can potentially lead to both on-site and
off-site problems with groundwater, surface water, air, or food chain con
tamination. Therefore, design, permitt~ng and operation of HWLT units
should take a total system approach including adequate monitoring and
environmental safeguards, rather than an approach which appraises the
facility only as a group of unrelated components.

The dynamic design approach discussed in this Chapter is based on a
log~cal flow of events from the init~al choice of waste stream to be land
treated and potential site through operation and closure. This design
approach is used throughout the document and ~s presented as an appropriate
method for evaluating permit applications for HWLT units. This approach
assures that all cr~tical aspects of hazardous waste land treatment are
addressed and provides the permit evaluator with a better understanding of
each individual HWLT unit. Although this document has been written to be
consistent with current federal regulations, it is important to note that
the approach presented here can be used to adequately evaluate all land
treatment systems regardless of regulatory changes because this approach is
based on scientif~c principles.

This strategy for designing and evaluating HWLT units is patterned
after a computer flow d~agram (Fig. 2.1) and suggests the essential design
elements and choices to be made. Several others have dealt with
comprehensive planning, and their basic considerations are comparable to
this suggested strategy, although the format and emphasis of each vary
(Phung et al., 1978a & b; Overcash and Pal, 1979, Loehr et al., 1979a & b).
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CHARACTERIZATION OF

THE UASTE STREA~l

EXPECTED FATE OF SPEC·
IFIC COMPOUNDS ANO

ELEI4£NTS IN 501 L

C'~MACTERlZATION OF THE

TREATMENT MEDIUM

Figure 2.1. Essential design elements and potential areas of reJect~on to
be considered when planning and evaluating HWLT systems.
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For a given permit appl1cat10n, the particular approach may 11kew1se vary
somewhat from Fig. 2.1 depending on the background of the fac111ty planner
or cond1t~ons unique to the spec1f~c waste or site. However, all of the
elements ~ntroduced in the f1gure and d1scussed below should be cons1dered,
and 1n all cases, conclusions must be supported by appropriate eV1dence.

2.1 PRELIMINARY SITE ASSESSMENT

The first fundamental decis10n to be made 1S 10cat1ng the fac1lity.
The preliminary assessment of a site 1nvolves a two faceted approach to
evaluating technical site character1st1cs (i.e., hydrogeology, topography,
climatology, s01ls, etc.) and socio-geograph1c factors (1.e., land use and
availab1l~ty, prox~m~ty to the waste generator, public relations, local
statutes, etc.). In des1gn1ng and permitt1ng HWLT un~ts, evaluat10n of the
technical site character1stics 1S emphas~zed S1nce these factors d1rectly
affect the environmental acceptab1l1ty of a proposed site. The owner or
operator cons1ders the socio-geograph1c factors to determine the
feasibi11ty of land treatment among the ava1lable waste management options.
In situations where an HWLT un1t w1ll be located near a large populat10n
center or where waste W1ll be hauled long d1stances over public roads,
sociogeographic factors are also 1mportant to env1ronmental protect10n.
Chapter 3 deals W1th the factors considered 1n the pre11minary s1te
assessment in greater deta1l. However, the final ch01ce of s1te often
cannot be made without cons1der1ng the spec1fic waste to be treated, the
results of waste-s1te interaction stud1es, and the pre11m1nary management
design; these top~cs are d1scussed 1n Chapters 4 through 8.

2.2 THE TREATMENT MEDIUM

Soil is the treatment med1um for HWLT.
during the pre11m1nary s1te assessment, a
treatment medium is necessary to:

Although soils are cons1dered
more thorough analysis of the

•
(1) develop a data base for pilot laboratory and/or field exper-

iments; and

(2) 1dentify any lim1t~ng cond~t10ns wh1ch may restr1ct the use
of the s1te as an HWLT un1t.

The major components of 1nterest are the var1ations 1n b10log1cal, physical
and chemical properties of the soil. Native or cultivated plants, if used,
and the climate modify the treatment med1um. Methods for evaluating soil,
as the treatment medium, are discussed 1n Chapter 4.
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2.3 THE WASTE STREAM

Since wastes vary 1n their const1tuents, hazards and treatabi11ty, one
must determ1ne if the waste is (1) hazardous and (2) land treatable. The
determination of whether a waste is hazardous is based on general knowledge
of the industrial processes involved 1n generating the waste and on the
chemical, phys1cal and biological analyses of the waste as requ1red by
regulation. Knowledge of waste generat1ng and pretreatment processes helps
determine which compounds are l1kely to be present. In some cases, the
treatability of a waste stream can be 1mproved by controlled pretreatment
or in-plant process changes. Chapter 5 presents information to be used in
evaluating waste streams proposed for land treatment.

2.4 EXPECTED FATE IN SOIL

Information on the expected fate of specific compounds and elements in
the soil, drawn from current literature and experience in land treatment,
is presented. This information helps to identify waste constituents which
may be resistant to degradation or that may accumulate in soils. Since
waste streams are complex nuxtures, the fate of the waste m1xture in the
environment can be estimated based on the information presented in Chapter
6. However, to specifically define waste treatabi11ty and the suitability
of the land treatment option, waste-site interactions need to be evaluated
by laboratory and/or field studies.

2.5 WASTE-SITE INTERACTIONS

The key to the successful design of land treatment units for hazardous
waste is the interpretation of the data emanating from preliminary waste
site interaction pilot studies. To justify using land treatment, the owner
or operator must demonstrate that degradation, transformation, or immob1li
zation will make the waste less hazardou~. In addit10n, preliminary test
ing establishes the following:

(l) the identity of waste constituents that l1mit short-term
10ad1ng rates and the total allowable amount of waste over
the life of the HWLT unit;

(2) the assimilative capacity of soils for specific waste con
st1tuents,

poss1ble contaminant
water, air and cover

1ndicate
surface

(3)

(4)

criteria for management;

monitoring parameters to
migrat10n into groundwater,
crops;

(5) the land area required to treat a g1ven quantity of waste,
and
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(6) the ultimate fate of hazardous constituents.

The laboratory, greenhouse and f1eld tests are set up to determine degrad
ability, mobility and toxicity of the waste in the land treatment system
(Chapter 7). The amount of testing required depends on the amount of
available information on the specific waste d1sposed at s1m1lar sites.
Waste-site interaction studies are the major focus of HWLT des1gn, S1nce
the independent inputs of waste and site converge here and the results form
the foundation for subsequent planning and engineer1ng.

2.6 DESIGN AND OPERATING PLAN

The design and operation of an HWLT unit are based largely on the
results obtained from the waste-site interaction studies. Management deci
sions include design of both the structure of the physical plant and the
strategy for its operation. The var10US components considered 1n the
management plan, include:

(1) water control, including run-on control and runoff retent10n
and treatment;

(2) waste appl1cation, including technique, schedul1ng, storage,
and monitoring for uniform distribut10n,

(3) air emiss10ns control wh1ch 1S closely related to waste
applicat10n considerations, 1ncluding control of odor,
particulates, and and volatile constituents;

(4) erosion control, involv1ng largely agricultural pract1ces
wh1ch are employed to 11mit wind and water erOS10n,

(5) vegetative cover and cropp1ng pract1ces; and

(6) records, reporting and 1nspections.

The management plan must adequately control waste load1ng and to prov1de
effective waste treatment under varied env1ronmental cond1tions; these
topics are discussed in Chapter 8.

2.7 FINAL SITE SELECTION

Where more than one potent1al site is being considered for an HWLT
unit, adequate knowledge of site lim1tat1ons and faci11ty economics, devel
oped at this point in the design process (F1g. 2.1), provides the bas1s for
deciding the location. Detailed management plans need not be prepared to
determine the final site; however, cons1derat10n should be g1ven to the
topography, method of waste application, and required controls to manage
water. These considerations affect the management, env1ronmental protec
tion, and the operat1ng costs of the proposed facility and so s:hould be
cons1dered during site select1on. Where severe env1ronmental or treatment
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constraints have not already limited the choice of sites, the decision will
be based partly on economics and partly on the preferences of the owner or
operator. Since it is likely that no site will be J.deally suited, final
site selection is often based on the best Judgment of the owner or operator
and the permit writer after careful revJ.ew of all the data.

2.8 MONITORING

Monitoring J.S intended to achieve the threefold purpose of (1) deter
mining whether the land treatment process is indeed decreasing the hazard
of a waste, (2) identJ.fyJ.ng contaminant m1gration, and (3) providing feed
back data for site management. Comprehensive monitoring includes following
hazardous constituents along all of the possible routes of contaminant
migration. Soil treatment J.S generally sampled in the treatment zone to
characterize waste treatment processes. Analysis of soil cores and soil
pore liquid J.n the unsaturated zone below the treatment zone aids the soil
monitoring program in detectJ.ng the occurrence of contaminant leaching.
Surface runoff may be analyzed. Air sampling may be advisable where vola
tile wastes are being land treated. Finally, since vegetation can trans
locate some hazardous compounds into the food chain, crops should be moni
tored when they are raised for human or animal consumption. Methods and
requirements for monitoring the possible routes of contamination are dJ.s
cussed in Chapter 9.

2.9 CONTINGENCY PLANNING

After final site selection and before the owner or operator of a pro
posed HWLT unit applies for a permit, the final design must be completed
and several additional considerations must be addressed (Chapter 10).
Routine health and safety procedures must be developed as well as
preparedness for envJ.ronmental emergencies. ContJ.ngency plans must also be
developed to determine the remedial actJ.ons that will be taken J.n the event
of:

(1) waste spill;

(2) soil overload;

(3) breach of surface water control structures;

(4) breakthrough to groundwater; or

(5) fire or explosion.

In addJ.tion, since permits for a particular waste stream are approved
on the basis of the results from preliminary testing, the decision to dis
pose of an alternate waste or to drastically change the compositJ.on of the
approved waste stream may need to be accompanied by further data demon
strating that the new treatment combJ.nation also meets the land treatment
objectives. Permits must then be amended as appropriate. The amount of
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additional testing required will depend on the waste stream, but the
requirements may range in scope from simple loading rate adjustments to a
complete preapp1ication experimental program.

2.10 PLANNING FOR SITE CLOSURE

Plans for closure must be completed before a permit can be approved
for an HWLT unit. Site closure relies on the philosophy of nondeteriora
tion of the native resource and emphasizes the eventual return of the land
to an acceptable range of potential uses (Chapter 11). Plans must include
the method of closure and procedures for site assessment and monitoring
following closure. In addition, costs of closure and post-closure activi
ties should be estimated.

2.11 PERMIT APPLICATION/ACCEPTANCE

In Fig. 2.1, an application-modification-acceptance feedback loop
illustrates the permit application process. Because of the need for treat
ability data and the complexity of the design of any HWLT unit, the permit
writer and the owner or operator are encouraged to cooperate in interpret
ing results from preliminary stud~es, evaluating data and modifying the
HWLT unit design. The permitting process may vary depend~ng on whether the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency or a State agency has the authority
for permit issuance. Administrative procedures of the permitt~ng process
are not discussed in this document.

2.12 HWLT OPERATION

After receiving the approprl.ate permit, the owner or operator of an
HWLT unit begins operations fo110w~ng the des~gn and monitor~ng plans out
lined l.n the permit app1l.cation. Wastes delivered to the unit should be
tested to determine l.f they contain the chemicals that are expected and for
which the unit was designed. Monitoring and ~nspectl.ons must be carr~ed

out during the operation of the HWLT un~t.

2.13 SITE CLOSURE

When the Sl.te capacity for whl.ch the HWLT unit has been designed is
reached, the unit must be properly closed. HWLT units may also be closed
for other reasons before this time. The closure plans submitted with the
permit application must be followed. The owner or operator is responsible
for implementing these plans and ~s financially liable for closure costs,
including any costs resulting from ensuing off-site groundwater pollution.
Site closure requirements are discussed l.n detail in Chapter 11.
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3.0 CHAPTER THREE

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF SITES

The assessment of sites proposed as locat1ons for hazardous waste land
treatment units involves a technical evaluation of the characterist1cs of
each site and an evaluation of socio-geograph1c factors 1nclud1ng area land
use. The following ob]ect1ves are fundamental to dec1sion-mak1ng.

or
of(1) Site character1stics should min1m1ze the probabi11ty

off-site contamination via groundwater, surface water,
atmospher1c emissions.

(2) S1te character1stics should min1mize the associated risk to
the public and the environment 1n case of acc1dental fire,
explosion, or release of hazardous substances.

Chapter 2 presented a model shoW1ng the flow of events from site assessment
through s1te closure (F1g. 2.1). Figure 3.1 expands that model to 1nd1cate
the aspects of s1te assessment and selection discussed in this Chapter.

Careful select10n of sites is critical because, once the HWLT unit is
in operation, the owner or operator has l1ttle control over natural proc
esses (e.g., water table fluctuat10ns, floods, winds) or over external
societal influences (e.g., urban or industrial development). The operator
of an existing HWLT unit can only adjust management practices to respond to
these influences since the unit cannot be relocated without great cost.

S1te analysis is essentially the same for both eX1sting and proposed
facilities. In perm1tt1ng eX1sting HWLT un1ts, the permit evaluator must
determine the appropriateness of continued operation. For exist1ng units,
the site assessment will indicate the aspects of the design or management
that need to be modified to assure protection of human health and the envi
ronment. For example, a un1t where excessive water dur1ng the wet season
has historically caused odor problems due to system anaerobicity might be
allowed to continue operation if water control devices and water management
were modified. In this case, reduction of wet season waste applications
and mod1f1cation of water management techniques might be requ1red before
permit approval.

In add1tion to determining the suitability of a given s1te for land
treatment, predesign site analysis provides input for the design of demon
stration studies and for subsequent management des1gn. Site data also
estab11sh background conditions and furnish knowledge of the likely routes
of contaminant migration for damage assessment in the event of accidental
discharges. Table 3.1 shows how the information gained from the site
assessment can be used throughout the design and management of the unit.

Evaluating the techn1cal acceptability of a s1te involves establishing
threshold cond1tions beyond which land treatment is not feasible, and the
failure of a site to meet anyone of these cr1teria may eliml.nate land
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TABlE 3.1 USE OF PRELIMINARY SITE ASSESSMENT INFORMATION

INFORMATION GATHERED IN THE SIrE ASSESSMENT PHASE USED IN DECISION~ING OF LATER PHASESFACTORS
CONSIDERED
IN THE SITE
ASSESSMENT
PHASE

Regional
Geology

Topography
and Drainage

Climate

Waste-Soil
Interaction

Studies

o deterlline effect
on the ability
of the soil to
re.ain aerobic

o deter.ine effect
on the abUity
of the soU to
remain aerobic

o determine the
risk of mobile
constituen s
being leached
to groundwater

o determine effect
of telllperature
and lIIOisture
regimes on waste
degradation

Managellent
Design

o determine facil
ity layout-plots
roads. retention
basins. etc.

o consider modifi
cations to natu
ral topography

o determine waste
application
methods

o determine waste
storage capacity
required due to
wet or cold con
ditions

o determine need to
control wind dis
persal of con
taminants

o determine (optimal)
timing of opera
tions

Monitoring
Design

o determine the
placellent of
IIIOnitoring
wells

o detemine the
placellent of
unsaturated
zone IIIOnitoring
devices

o determine the
placement of
air IIIOnitoring
devices
(optional)

Final Site
Selection

o detemine if the
unit lies in a
floodplain or aqui
fer recharge zone.
over a fault zone.
etc.

o determine the local
availability of
suitable materials
for pond and levee
construction

o choose site to
minimize amount of
soil to be IIIOved

o avoid unstable
areas

o choose location
downwind of major
population centers

Closure
Planning

o consider long
tera stability
of the site

o consider drain
age patterns
needed at time
of closure

o consider the
potential for
acid rain and
possible
effects on
waste constitu
ent IlObUity

--continued-



TABLE 3.1 (continued)

INFORMATION GATHERED IN THE SITE ASSESSMENT PHASE USED IN DECISION~KING OF LATER PHASESFACTORS
CONSIDERED
IN nIE SITE
ASSESSMENT
PHASE

Soils

Geotechnical
Description

Sociogeo
graphic

Waste-Soil
Interaction

Studies

o determine effect
of physical and
chemical soil
properties on
waste degrada
tion, transfor
mation, and
immobilization

o determine if
groundwater will
adversely affect
treatment zone

Management
Design

o determine erosion
hazards, calculate
terrace spacings

o consider horizon
ation

o consider how ,to
minimize public
risk from opera
tions

o determine need for
buffer zones

Monitoring
Design

o consider how the
leaching poten
tial of soil
will affect the
choice and
placement of
IIlOnito ring
devices

o determine the
placement of
upgradient
and down
gradient IDOni
toring wells

o consider exist
ing quality of
water in under
lying aquifers

Final Site
Selection

o determine overall
suitability of
soils as a treat
ment medium for
HWLT

o consider depth to
water table

o consider other
potential sources
of groundwater pol
lution in the area

o consider public
opinion, zoning,
current and future
land use, etc

o avoid special use
areas

o choose a site close
to waste generator

Closure
Planning

o consi.der ero
sion potential
of soils fol
lowing waste
application

o consider public
opinion and
future land use
when deter
mining closure
method



treatment as an option. Threshold values are determined on the basis of a
point or level beyond which the site constraints cannot be reasonably over
come by management. In formulating criteria, some threshold values appear
rather arb~trary, even though an attempt has been made to remain flexible
to account for the diversity of needs and circumstances. However, many
limitations are ult~mately a question of management extremes versus econom
ics. For example, where alternate treatment or disposal techniques are not
reasonably available, an industry may, for economic reasons, choose land
treatment and use extreme management procedures to overcome site restric
tions. The factors wh~ch determine the technical suitability of a site are
d~scussed ~n Sections 3.1 to 3.5. These sections present general guide
lines based on a moderate level of management, and the permit writer must
recogn~ze that exceptions to these could be acceptable. Section 3.6 dis
cusses socio-geographic factors associated with the site selection
process.

3.1 REGIONAL GEOLOGY

An understanding of the regional geology of the area in which the HWLT
unit ~s located is an essential part of the site assessment. Knowledge of
the geology of the site also helps determine the proper design and monitor
ing needs of the unit. Geologic information, published by federal and
state geological surveys, describes the location, physical make-up, thick
ness and boundaries of geologic un~ts which may be aquifers (EPA, 1977). A
map of the proposed site(s) should be prepared to show the significant
geologic features of the area, includ~ng:

(1) depth to bedrock,

(2) characterist~cs of the uncortsolidated materials above the
bedrock;

(3) characteristics of the bedrock;

(4) outcrops,

(5) aqu~fer recharge zones; and

(6) discontinu~t~es such as faults t fissures t joints t fractures t
sinkholes t etc.

The depth to bedrock and the characteris tics of the unconsolidated
materials above the bedrock affect the condit~ons of the soil where treat
ment of wastes will take placet such as the ab~lity of the soil to remain
aerobic. Shallow water tables often occur in fine-grained geologic materi
als with low hydraul~c conduct~v~t~es. This does not necessarily make the
site unacceptable for HWLT because these fine-grained materials may not
provide a groundwater resource. F~ne-gra~ned materials are more effective
than coarse-grained materials in slowing the movement of leachate and
remov~ng contaminants and are t therefore t more effective in protecting
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aquifers (Cartwright et ale, 1981). The characteristics of the bedrock
underlying the HWLT site also help to determine the potential for wastes to
reach the groundwater unchanged. For example, a site underlain by lime
stone bedrock may be unacceptable because it may contain solution channels
or develop sinkholes through which wastes could be rapidly transmitted to
groundwater.

Outcrops of rock on or near the proposed site may indicate aquifer
recharge zones. If water in a shallow aquifer is of high quality, or is
being used as a drinking water source, this may be an unacceptable location
for an HWLT unit. In addition, if any discontinuities exist, they should
be carefully investigated to determine if they will allow contaminated
leachate to reach groundwater (EPA, 1975). Hazardous waste facilities are
required to be located at least 61 m (200 ft) away from a fault which has
had displacement in Holocene time (EPA, 1981). How the groundwater direct
ly beneath the site is connected to regional groundwater systems and drink
ing water aquifers is also an important consideration for choos1ng a site
and designing effective monitor1ng systems.

3.2 TOPOGRAPHY AND DRAINAGE

Sites selected for HWLT units should not be so flat as to prevent
adequate surface drainage, nor so steep as to cause excessive erosion and
runoff problems; however, in selecting a site, it is important to remember
that topography can be modified to some extent by facility design. The
advantages of a relatively flat location include the ability to make waste
applications by surface flooding in a slurry, minimization of erosion
potential, and easy access by equipment. A 1% grade is usually sufficient
to avoid standing water and prevent anaerobic conditions. One advantage of
rolling terrain is that with careful design, less earth needs to be moved
to construct retention basins and roads can be placed along ridges, provid
ing all-weather site access. Slopes steeper than 4% may require special
management practices to reduce erosion hazards. Management designs for
different terrains are discussed in Chapter 8.

Generally the most desirable areas for HWLT units are upland flat and
terrace landforms where the probability for washouts is low. Washouts are
more likely in areas that are adJacent to stream beds or gullies or are in
a floodplain. Site assessment and/or selection can be done by analyzing a
topographic map for the area surrounding the HWLT site. The map should
include the location of all springs, rivers and surface water bodies near
the proposed site. Drainage patterns for the area should be determined.
If the site lies within the lOa-year floodplain, the level of the flood
should be indicated on the map. Management of HWLT units located in the
lOa-year floodplain must include provisions to prevent washout of hazardous
wastes (EPA, 1982).

The characteristics of the soil also affect the ability of the soil to
remain aerobic and to support traffic. Aerobic conditions are necessary
for the degradation of many wastes, so well drained or moderately well
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dra1.ned soils are needed. Poorly dra1.ned soils may become anaerob1.c and
may 11.mit the use of heavy equ1.pment, and very well dra1.ned soils in humid
regions may encourage rapid leaching of contaminants. Soil characteristics
are discussed 1.n Section 3.4

3.3 CLIMATE

Although climate greatly influences waste treatment, climatic condi
tions are not necessarily' a maJor consideration 1.n S1.te selection. The
principal reason for this 1.S that the owner or operator of a proposed or
eX1.sting unit has 11.ttle cho1.ce about S1.te locat1.on with respect to climate
since conditions do not usually vary greatly W1.th1.n a g1.ven region and long
distance waste shipment could be risky as well as uneconomical. An add1.
t1.onal reason 1.S that few regions w1.th1.n the United States exhibit such
restrict1.ve climatic cond1.tions that land treatment is economically or
technically 1.nfeas1.ble. Careful design and a moderate level of management
can safely overcome most cl1.mat1.c restr1.ct1.ons. An exception to th1.s
reasoning would be where inadequate land 1.S available to treat the g1.ven
waste stream based on cl1.matic constra1.nts (i.e., extended periods of low
temperatures or exceSS1.ve wetness).

The atmosphere directly affects the land treatment system by provid1.ng
transport mechanisms for waste constituents, and acts indirectly as a modi
fier of s01.I-waste 1.nteractions. Table 3.2 lists these effects and the
controlling atmospheric parameters wh1.ch are important considerations for
site select1.on. HWLT design and management plans should receive particular
scrutiny 1.f a temperature or moisture regime 1.S present w,hich would greatly
influence treatment effect1.veness. As a general rule, less land 1.S
required to treat a given quant1.ty of waste if the unit is located 1.n a
warm, humid climate than in a cold, arid cl1.mate.

Since few if any HWLT S1.tes have a suff1.cient h1.stor1.cal data base to
make reliable design dec1.s1.ons, climat1.c data must be extrapolated from a
reporting station exh1.biting condit1.ons similar to those of the proposed
site. For reliable cl1.matological data 1.t 1.S best to choose an official
National Weather Service reporting station. These stations have standard
1. zed instrumentat1.on, scrupulous instrument placement, and trained
observational personnel. It is not always easy to choose a Weather Service
reporting stat1.on that has a s1.milar cl1.mate. S1.mply extrapolating from
the nearest station is not necessarily acceptable. Due to orographic
effects and maJ or climatic modifiers, such as large bodies of water, a
weather station 50 km from the proposed HWLT site may better match local
conditions than observations made at a station only 5 km away from the
site. Based on these considerations, the owner or operator of an HWLT unit
or the permit wr1.ter should consult the services of a professional
meteorologist.
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TABLE 3.2 THE INFLUENCE OF ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLES ON LAND TREATMENT OPERATIONS AND PROCESSES

Operation or Process

Biodegradation

Waste appl~cation

Site selection

Atmospheric variable

Temperature

Precipitat~on

Evapotranspiration

Temperature

Prec~p~tation

Evapotransp~ration

W~nds

Atmospheric stability

Winds

Effect

Indirect - controls soil temperature which con
trols microbial populations and act~vity

Indirect - controls soil moisture which controls
(1) so~l aeration, the supply of oxygen for
microbes, and (2) adequacy of water supply

Direct - cold temperatures ~ncrease waste viscos
ity, thus decreas~ng ease of handling and hot
temperatures may restrict application due to
waste volatility hazard

Ind~rect - cold temperatures keep so~l temperature
low, wh~ch can l~mt soil workabil~ty and waste
degradation, and may ~ncrease the amount of
runoff

Ind~rect - so~l wetness can inh~b~t field access
ability and enhance the waste leaching hazard

D~rect - hazard of off-site pollution due to
transport of part~culates and volat~le con
st~tuents

Direct - surface ~nvers~ons can lead to fumigat~on

of the surface layer by volatile waste con
stituents

Direct - potential hazard to publ~c from advected
particulates and volatile const~tuents



3.3.1 Winds

Winds directly control site selection because of the need to minimize
public risk from treatment operations. Although management strives to
reduce air emissions to a minimum, atmospheric transport of contaminants
may unavoidably occur when:

(1) hot weather or recent waste applicatl.ons cause volatiliza
tion of waste constituents;

(2) aerosols from spray irrigation or suspended particulates
from surface erosion are carried by high winds; or

(3) noxious vapors are released due to an accident such as fire
or explosion.

Therefore, HWLT units should be placed downwind of maJor population centers
whenever possible. Methods to control wind dispersal of contaminants are
discussed in Section 8.4 and are particularly important during parts of the
year when winds may blow toward a population center.

Siting with regard to winds is based on an analysis of prevailing
winds during the waste application season. The application season is of
particular importance since fresh wastes have the greatest potential for
atmospheric emissions and applications often coincide with warm weather,
which increases volatility and ignitability. Atmospheric stability at the
time of waste application is also important. Accidents are more probable
during waste handling operations and in case of fire or other emergency
that release air contaminants, a knowledge of wind direction and speed
helps the operator to assess the hazard and plan the response. Wind is a
vector quantity, described by both magnitude and direction. Consequently,
a frequency analysis to determine prevailing winds uses a two-way frequency
distribution (Table 3.3) to construct a standard wind rose, (Fig. 3.2)
which. simultaneously considers wind speed and direction.

3.3.2 Temperature and Moisture Regimes

Although climatic variables other than wind have a very limited effect
on site suitability, two additional factors should be considered during the
site assessment since management of HWLT units is greatly influenced by
climate. An appreciation of two broad climatic relationships can illumi
nate regions where particular scrutiny is required to determine if the
design properly accounts for climatic effects. First, the degradation of
organic wastes effectively ceases when soil temperatures remain below 5°C
(Dibble and Bartha, 1979). Therefore, units located in cold northern or
mountainous regions (Fig. 3.3) may have seasonal treatment restrictions and
will need to have storage capacities, pretreatment methods and/ or land
areas that are adequate to handle the projected quantity of waste. Second,
when soil moisture content exceeds field capacity, aerobic decomposition,
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TABLE 3.3 TWO-WAY FREQUENCY DISTRIBlITION OF WIND SPEED AND DmECTION*

Rating SPEED, m/sec S SW W NW N NE E SE

Weak 1.8- 3.1 2 1 1 4
3.2 - 4.4 6 8 2 16 13 17 2 64

4.5 - 5.8 11 12 5 4 16 8 15 7 78
Moderate 5.9 - 7.1 11 16 10 14 21 7 6 2 87

7.2 - 8.5 5 8 9 22 8 1 5 5 63

8.6 - 9.8 1 5 6 37 8 1 58
9.9 - 11.2 1 5 26 2 2 1 37

11.3 - 12.5 4 11 2 17
Strong 12.6 - 13.9 1 1 4 14 2 22

14.0 - 15.2 2 4 6
15.3 - 16.6 1 2 3
16.7 - 17.9 5 5

w 18.0 - 19.3 1 10
35 4T 50 138 76 29 47 19 445

* Mod1f1ed from Panofsky and Brier (1958).
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Figure 3.2. Standard wind rose using data presented in Table 3.3
(MOdified from Panofsky and Brier, 1958). Reprinted
by permission of Pennsylvania State University.
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which is the pn.mary treatment mechanism active in land treatment, is
l.nhibited (Brown et ale, 1980). Seasonally wet cll.mates promote soil
anaerobicity and may also restrict access to the field. Regions with
excess moisture (Fig. 3.3) may require special designs or operational pro
cedures such as l.ncreased waste storage capacl.ty, field drainage systems to
control water table depth, maJ or runoff and run-on control structures,
careful waste application timing, and/or vehicles equipped with flotation
tires. A more detailed discussion of how management must respond to cli
matic influences appears in Chapter 8.

As noted above, in some areas there may be seasonal restrictions on
waste applicatl.on based on climate. The waste appll.cation season may be
restricted l.n the northern and mountainous regions because of prolonged
periods of low temperatures. The Southeast and Pacific Northwest may have
restrictions due to seasonal wetness. If these restrictions are severe
enough to halt the application of wastes, then sufficient waste storage
capacity must be provided for the wastes being produced during these
periods. Section 8.8.1 dl.scusses how to determine the waste application
season.

3.4 SOILS

Since soil is the treatment medium for HWLT, careful consideration
must be given to selecting a site with soil properties suitable for reten
tion and degradation of the wastes to be applied. The potential for ero
sion and leaching of hazardous constituents must be evaluated.

3.4.1 Soil Survey

A detailed soil survey conducted according to standard u.S. Soil Con
servation Service (SCS) procedures should be completed to identify and map
the soil series on sites proposed for HWLT units. For each soil series, a
general description of soil properties is needed to select potential areas
for waste application and to determine uniform areas for monitoring. Soil
samples should be taken to adequately characterize the site and to deter
mine the physical and chemical properties required for design (Chapter 5).
Information, usually included in soil survey descriptions, that is useful
during various phases of the design and management of HWLT units includes
the following:

(l) estimates of the erodibility of the soil (Section 3.4.2),
used to calculate terrace spacl.ngs and other erosion control
structures (Section 8.5),

(2) ~-il__ ",rmation on the depth
3.4.5), used to determine
constructing clay berms
(Section 8.3); and

and texture of subsoils (Section
if suitable soil is available for
and clay lined retention ponds
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(3) measurements of surface texture, used to est1mate acceptable
waste application rates, water retention capacity, and types
and amounts of constituents that will be reta1ned (Sect10n
3.4.3).

An SCS soil survey may also contain information on the average and/or
seasonal water table height. Addit10na1 information on the historical
water table height can be gained from a visual inspection of the soil hori
zons. Differences in s011 color and patterns of soil color such as mottl
ing and the gray colors that accompany gleying (a process that occurs in
soils that are water saturated for long periods) are good indicators of
poorly drained soils (USDA, 1951). Poor drainage can result from a season
ally high water table, a perched water table, or the internal drainage
characteristics of the s011. In this inspection it is important to realize
that the soil color may indicate past cond1tions of poor drainage and that
drainage may be improv1ng. In th1s case, soils will gradually become more
oxidized as indicated by red, yellow and reddish brown colors. Geotechni
cal investigations described in Section 3.5 should be designed to verify
water table fluctuations if soil color indicates poor drainage.

3.4.2 Erosion

Erosion is a function of the c11mate, topography, vegetative cover,
soil properties and the activities of animals and man. The Universal Soil
Loss Equation (USLE) is commonly used to estimate soil lost due to erosion;
it is an empirical formula based on years of research and actual field
work. The equation includes factors that affect soil loss and considers
management alternatives to control soil loss. The USLE calculates loss
from sheet and rill erosion. This is not the same as sediment yield at
some downstream point; it equals sediment yield plus the amount of soil
deposited along the way to the place of measure (Wischmeier and Smith,
1978). The USLE equation and tables for each factor use English units
rather than metric for two reasons, 1) the USLE has traditionally used
English units and direct conversion to metric units produces numbers that
are awkward to use, and 2) data to be used in the USLE is more readily
available in English units. The value of soil lost per acre per year can
be multiplied by 2.24 to convert the value to metric tons per hectare per
year. Wischmeier and Smith (1978) provide additional guidance on using the
USLE with metric units for all factors. Although the soil losses calcu
lated are estimates rather than absolute data, they are useful for select
ing sites. Choosing management practices that minimize the factors in the
equation will minimize erosion. The USLE is written as:
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where

A = RKLSCP (3.1)

A= Soil-loss in tons/acre/year;

R = Rainfall factor;

K = Soil-erodibility factor;

L = Slope-length factor,

S = Slope-gradient factor;

C = Cropping management factor; and

P = Erosion control practice factor.

Rainfall (R). The amount, intensity and distribution of precipi
tation determine the dispersive action of rain on soil, the amount and
velocity of runoff, and the losses due to erosion. Maps of the United
States with iso-erodent lines, indicating equally erosive annual rainfall
have been prepared; the R factor can be read off these maps. Wischmeier
and Smith (1978) developed a map for the cont1nental U.S. (Fig. 3.4).

Soil-erodibility (K). Some soils erode more readily than others
even when all other factors are equal. This difference, due to the proper
ties of the s01l itself, is called soil erodibility. K values have been
determined experimentally and can be obtained from nomographs (Fig. 3.5).

Slope-length and Slope-gradient (LS). These factors are closely
interrelated and are considered as one value. Slope length is the distance
from the point of origin of overland flow to the point where the slope
gradient decreases to the extent that deposition begins or to the point
where runoff enters a well-defined channel. The soil loss per unit area
increases as the slope length increases. As slope gradient becomes
steeper, the velocity of the runoff water increases, increasing the power
of the runoff to detach particles from the soil and transport them from the
f1eld. Figure 3.6 shows how to determine the LS factor for a given site.

Cropping Management (C). This factor shows the combined effect
of all the interrelated cover and management variables. The C factor is
the ratio of soil loss from land managed under specified conditions to the
corresponding loss from continuously fallow land. Values vary widely as
shown in Table 3.4. Vegetation to be selected for levees and land treated
areas between applications, or at closure, should have a minimum C value.
A dense stand of permanent vegetation will give a C value of 0.01 after
establishment.
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TABLE 3.4 TYPICAL VALUES FOR THE C FACTOR

Cover

1. Bare soil conditions freshly disced to 15-20 cm
After one rain
Undisturbed except scraped
Sawdust 5 em deep, disced in

2. Seedings
Temporary, 0 to 60 days
Temporary, after 60 days
Permanent, 0 to 60 days
Permanent, 2 to 12 months
Permanent, after 12 months

3. Weeds and brush
No appreciable canopy, 100% ground cover
No appreciable canopy, 29% ground cover
75% canopy cover* of tall weeds or short brush,
100% ground cover
75% canopy cover of brush or bushes,
100% ground cover

4. Undisturbed wood land
100% canopy cover with forest litter on 100% of area
20% canopy cover with forest litter on 40% of area

t

C Factor

1.00
0.89
0.66-1.30
0.61

0.40
0.05
0.40
0.05
0.01

0.003
0.24

0.007

0.007

0.0001
0.009

* Portion of total area that would be hidden from view by canopy projec
tion.

Erosion Control Practice (P). This factor is the ratio of soil
loss with the supporting practice to the soil loss with straight uphill and
downhill plowing. Support practices that slow the runoff water and reduce
the amount of soil it can carry include contour tillage, contour strip
cropping, and terrace systems (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978). Tables 3.5
through 3.7 show the P values that have been prepared for various conserva
tion practices.
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TABLE 3.5 P VALUES AND SLOPE-LENGTH LIMITS FOR CONTOURING*

Land Slope Maximum Lengtht
(%) P Value (feet)

1 to 2 0.60 400
3 to 5 0.50 300
6 to 8 0.50 200
9 to 12 0.60 120

13 to 16 0.70 80
17 to 20 0.80 60
21 to 25 0.90 50

* Wischmeier and Smith (1978).

t Limit may be increased by 25% if residue cover after crop seedlings
will regularly exceed 50%.

TABLE 3.6 P VALUES, MAXtMUM STRIP WIDTHS, AND SLOPE LENGTH LIMITS FOR
CONTOUR STRIPCROPPING*

Land Slope P Valuest
Strip Width" Maximum Length

(%) A B C (feet) (feet)

1 to 2 0.30 0.45 0.60 130 800
3 to 5 0.25 0.38 0.50 100 600
6 to 8 0.25 0.38 0.50 100 400
9 to 12 0.30 0.45 0.60 80 240

13 to 16 0.35 0.52 0.70 80 160
17 to 20 0.40 0.60 0.80 60 120
21 to 25 0.45 0.68 0.90 50 100

* Wischmeier and Smith (1978) •

t P values:

A For 4-year rotation of row crop, small grain with meadow seeding,
and 2-years of meadow. A second row crop can replace the small
grain if meadow is established in it.

B For 4-year rotation of 2-years row crop, winter grain with meadow
seeding, and I-year meadow.

C For alternate strips of row crop and small grain.

# Adjust strip-width limit, generally downward, to accomodate widths of
farm equipment.
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TABLE 3.7 P VALUES FOR CONTOUR-FARMED, TERRACED FIELDS*t

Farm P1annJ.ng Computing Sediment Yie1d#

LAND SLOPE Contour Stripcrop Graded Channels Steep Backs10pe
Percent Factor+ Factor Sod Outlets Underground Outlets

1 to 2 0.60 0.30 0.12 0.05

3 to 8 0.50 0.25 0.10 0.05

9 to 12 0.60 0.30 0.12 0.50

13 to 16 0.70 0.35 0.14 0.05

17 to 20 0.80 0.40 0.16 0.06

21 to 25 0.90 0.45 0.18 0.06

* Wischmeier and Smith (1978).

t Slope length is the horizontal terrace interval. The listed values are
for contour farming. No additional contouring factor is used in the
computation.

# These values include entrapment efficiency and are used for control of
off-site sediment within limits and for estimating the field's contribu
tion to watershed sediment yield.

+ Use these values for control of interterrace erosion within specified
soil loss tolerances.

3.4.3 General Soil Properties

The description of each soil series should include information on soil
texture, permeability, available water holding capacity and the shrink
swell potential. Soil texture is an important consideration in the site
selection process because texture influences many other soil properties,
including the infiltration and subsoil percolation rates and aeration.
Table 3.8 presents advantages and disadvantages of various soil textures
for use in land treatment units. In general, HWLT units should not be
established on extremely deep, sandy soils because of the potential for
waste migration to groundwater. Similarly, silty soils WJ.th crusting prob
lems should not be selected since they have the potentJ.a1 for excessive
runoff. Generally, the soils best suited to land treatment of hazardous
waste fall into one of the following categories: loam, silt loam, clay
loam, sandy clay loam, si1ty clay loam, silty clay, or sandy clay. The
leaching potential of soils, discussed in Section 3.4.4, depends greatly on
soil texture.
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TABLE 3.8 SUITABILITY OF VARIOUS TEXTURED SOILS FOR LAND TREATMENT OF
HAZARDOUS INDUSTRIAL WASTES

Texture

sand

loamy sand

loam

silt loam

silt

silty clay
loam

silty clay

clay loam

clay

sandy clay

sandy clay
loam

Advantages

very rapid infiltration
usually oxidized & dry
low runoff potential

high infiltration
low to medium runoff

moderate infiltration
fair oXJ.dation
moderate runoff potential
generally accessible
good CEC

moderate infiltration
fair oxidation
moderate runoff potential
generally accessible
good CEC

low infiltration
fair to' poor oxidation
good CEC
good available water

medium to low percolation
fair structure
high CEC

good to high available
water

medium to low percolation
good structure
medium to poor aeration
high CEC
high available water

low percolation
high CEC
high available water

medium to low percolation
medium to high CEC

medium to high available
water

good aeration
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Disadvantages

very low CEC
very high hydraulic conductivity
low available water
poor soil structure

low CEC
moderate to high hydraulic con

ductivity rate
low to medium available water

fair structure

some crusting
fair to poor structure

high crusting potential
poor structure
hJ.gh runoff

medium to low i~filtration

some crusting potential

moderate runoff
often wet
fair oxidation

medium to low infiltration
moderate to high runoff
often wet

low infiltration
often massive structure
high runoff
sometimes low aeration

fair structure
moderate to high runoff

medium infiltration



Permeability of each horizon or zone should be determined by the
methods discussed in Sect10n 4.1.1.5, from available soil surveys of the
area, or by the methods listed in other sources (Bouwer, 1978; Bouwer and
Jackson, 1974; Linsley et al., 1975). Permeability is an indication of the
length of time the mobile constituents of the waste will remain in the soil
(Sommers et al., 1978), and thus, is an indicator of the potential for
groundwater contamination. H1gh permeabilities of 2.5 cm/hr indicate rapid
transmiss10n of water associated with wastes and thus a high potential for
groundwater contamination. The permeability of lower horizons influences
the amount of water that will remain in the surface horizon following rain
fall or irrigation. A textural discontinuity from coarse texture to fine
texture or vice versa will result in greater amounts of water being
retained above the discontinuity than would be retained in a deep uniform
prof1le, thus resulting in wetter conditions than would otherwise be expec
ted. Permeabilities of less than 0.05 cm/hr for the most restrictive layer
in the top 1 m of soil may require artificial drainage.

Available water holding capac1ty (AWC) is a measure of the amount of
water held against the pull of gravity. High AWC reduces the chance of
runoff under high antecedent m01sture conditions by permitting more mois
ture to be held. Water holding capacity also affects the amount of leach
ing. The higher the AWC the lower the chances for rapid contamination of
groundwater. For example, a medium textured soil, when dry enough so that
plants begin to wilt, with an AWC of 15-20% can adsorb 20-30 cm of water
from sludge, wastewater or rainfall in the upper 1.5 m of the soil profile
before transmitting the water to an underly1ng aquifer (Hall et al., 1976).
Acceptable values for the AWC of the top 1.5 m of the profile would be 7.5
to 20 cm for humid regions and no less than 7.5 cm for arid regions
(Sommers et al., 1978).

Shr1nk-swell potential, especially in montmorillonitic clay soils, can
increase groundwater contaminat10n hazard due to formation of cracks deep
1n the soil during extended per10ds of dry weather. Soils with a low to
moderate shrink-swell potential are preferred for HWLT.

3.4.4 Leaching Potential

Based on the minimum 1nf1ltration rate of bare soil after prolonged
wetting the SCS has developed a classification sys tem which divides the
soils into four hydrolog1c groups, A through D (USDA, 1971). These groups
ind1cate the potent1al for water to flow through the entire soil profile.
They may also be used as an indicator for the transmiss10n of contaminants
through the s01l. Hydrologic Group A consists mainly of sands and gravels
that are well drained, have high infiltration rates and high rates of water
transmission. The greatest leaching potential is with Group A soils. The
danger from leach1ng is highest with deep sandy soils which may connect
with shallow aquifers. These soils have low cation exchange capacity (CEC)
and high infiltration and hydraulic conductivity and will not be as effec
tive in filtering water as will a f1ner soil with a higher CEC, lower
infiltrat10n and lower hydraulic conductivity (Groups B and C).
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Group B soils are moderately deep to deep, moderately well to well
drained, and moderately fine to moderately coarse in texture. They have
moderate infiltration rates and water transmission rates. Group C soils
are moderately fine to fine textured s01ls with a layer that impedes down
ward water movement. Both infiltration rates and water transmission rates
are slow in this group.

Group D soils have the lowest leaching potent1al and one will need to
be very cautious in applying liquids to avoid excessive runoff because
these soils have very slow rates of 1nf1ltration and transmission. Group D
soils are generally clays with high swelling potential, soils with a
permanent high water table, soils with a claypan near the surface, or
shallow soils over nearly impervious materials.

Leaching of applied wastes can be minimized by good design and manage
ment. High volume applicat10ns of liquid effluent to sandy soil may be
permissible only if there is no evidence of leaching or groundwater contam
ination by mobile constituents such as nitrates or mobile organic
compounds. In most cases, soils in hydrologic Group C, or possibly D, are
best suited for the land treatment of hazardous wastes.

Soil structure as well as texture influences the leaching of waste
constituents. If an organic waste is applied to a soil via irrigation or
if the waste contains a high percentage of liquids, soils with very porous
structure (such as cr~mb) or a high percentage of pore space to soil par
ticles (low bulk density) have a high leaching potential. Leaching is
increased in these soils because the detention t1me of the organic waste in
the soil is decreased and the surface area of soil particles available to
react with the waste is also decreased. Leaching of this nature can be
expected when the moisture holding capacity of the soil is exceeded.

3.4.5 Horizonation

Surface soil characteristics alone are not sufficient to assess the
suitability of a site for land treatment of hazardous waste. Many soil
profiles have properties which make them a poor choice for use as a dis
posal facility. The specific properties that need to be examined include
the depth to bedrock, an impermeable layer and/ or the groundwater table,
and the presence of an inadequate textural sequence within the soil.

The profile depth to bedrock should be approximately three times the
depth of the waste incorporation or 1.2 m (6 ft), whichever is greater.
Soils having an impermeable layer or a deep groundwater table may be well
suited to HWLT. If an impermeable layer is present, it should be at a
depth of 1.5 m or greater to allow sufficient soil profile to treat the
waste. Although data is available on which to base estimates of needed
profile depth to the groundwater table for nontoxic sludges (Parizek,
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1970), none is available for hazardous waste. Certainly, further work is
needed to clarify these needs. The presence of a sand or loam layer ~n the
profile, within 3 m of the surface, overlying a fine textured clay pan also
creates a potential for horizontal flow and contamination of adJacent
areas. Such a profile is thus unsuited for use as a hazardous waste dis
posal medium without spec~al precaut~ons.

While deep soils of relatively uniform physical and chemical charac
teristics are occasionally found, more often soils are characterized by
d~stinct horizons which differ in texture, water retention, permeability,
CEC and chemical characteristics. Append~x C lists the maJor hor~zons that
may be present in a soil. Most of the b~olog~cal activity and the waste
decomposition is accomplished in the treatment zone which may range from
several inches to one foot. Therefore, the characterist~cs of this horizon
will be an important design consideration. Lower horizons will influence
the rate of downward water movement and may serve to f~lter and remove
other waste constituents or the~r degradation products which would other
wise move below these depths.

There are advantages to selecting soils which have coarser textural
surface horizons over those with fine textured slowly permeable surface
materials. Such soils will generally have greater infiltration rates and
may be easier to work and ~ncorporate large amounts of waste than those
with clay surfaces. A clay subsoil will, however, slow the movement of
leachate and protect groundwater. When such soils are selected, it is
essential that water retaining levees are keyed into the less permeable
subsurface materials.

3.5 GEOTECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

A geotechnical descr~ption which characterizes the subsurface condi
tions at the site should be prepared during the s~te assessment. The fac
tors that need to be evaluated are the groundwater depths and flow ~rec

tions, existing wells, springs, and other water supplies, and other activi
ties located near the facility boundaries that might affect or come into
contact with the groundwater. Any nearby sources of potential groundwater
pollution other than the HWLT unit should also be considered. All data
should be compiled on a map to assess the subsurface conditions at the
site.

Some estimate of the groundwater recharge zone needs to be made dur~ng

the site assessment. Whenever possible, it ~s desirable to locate HWLT
units over areas with an isolated body of groundwater. If this is not pos
sible, estimates of mixing between aquifers which may be impacted need to
be made.
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3.5.1 Subsurface Hydrology

Hydrologic characteristics of the soil and subsoil govern the speed
and direction of fluid movement through the soil. Surface and subsurface
hydrology are interrelated processes wh1ch are very important in evaluating
the feasibility of using a g1ven site for HWLT. The depth of soil to the
seasonal water table 1S an 1mportant factor for Judging potent1al ground
water contamination. The s01ls at the site should be deep enough so that
the desired degree of treatment 1S attained within the treatment zone so
that hazardous constituents do not percolate through the soil and reach
groundwater. Shallow soils especially over karst formations and those with
a sand classification have a high potential for transm1tting hazardous
wastes to groundwater. The maximum depth of the treatment zone should be
1.5 m and at least 1 m (3 ft) above the seasonal h1gh water table to pre
vent contamination of the water table with untreated waste, and to provide
sufficient soil aeration to allow microb1al treatment and degradation of
hazardous wastes, and to provide room to install an unsaturated zone moni
toring system.

3.5.2 Groundwater Hydrology

Water table data are needed to position upgrad1ent and downgradient
monitoring wells and to determ1ne if the water table is so close to the
surface that it will interfere with land treatment. The depth of the water
table tends to vary W1 th surface topography and is usually shallower in
relatively impermeable soils than 1n permeable soils. Since local water
table depths and gradients cannot be accurately est1mated from available
regional data, it may be necessary to install observation wells at various
locations within and surrounding the land treatment area. Sampling fre
quency of these observation wells should be chosen to account for seasonal
changes. If care is taken in locating and properly installing these ini
tial observat10n wells, future groundwater mon1toring can use these same
wells, minimizing the requirement and cost of additional well placement.
Torrey (1979) recommends collection and analysis of three monthly samples
from each well prior to waste application at new sites. For existing
sites, only the upgradient well 1S useful for establishing background
values. More information on groundwater monitoring can be found in Chapter
9.

3.5.3 Groundwater Quality

Current uses of groundwater in the area should also be noted. Where
state regulations vary based on the current or potential uses of ground
water, groundwater quality may be an important concern during site selec
tion. Information on groundwater quality, available from the U.S. Geolo
gical Survey and state agencies, can be used for prelim1nary site investi-
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gations, but site specific background quality data are needed for each HWLT
unit.

3.6 SOCIO-GEOGRAPHIC FACTORS

Land use considerations generally have little impact on the technical
grounds for site selection. Instead, land use encompasses the restraints
imposed by the public and local or regional governmental authorities on the
use of a parcel of land for HWLT. Occasionally past land use diminishes
the ability to manage the area as an HWLT unit. For example, areas former
ly used for landfills or areas contaminated with persistent residues from
past chemical spills are likely to be unsuitable for HWLT units.

Evaluation of land use at and near a proposed or existing HWLT unit is
primarily the responsibility of the owner or operator. There are a number
of legal constraints that affect facility siting. Factors to consider
include zoning restrictions, special ecological areas, historic or archaeo
logical sites, and endangered species habitats. Local, state and federal
laws concerning these factors will affect the siting of an HWLT unit. The
proximity of the unit to the waste generator and the accessibility of the
site both affect the transportation requirements. Ideally, a land treat
ment operation would be located on-site or immediately adjacent to the
waste generator. If wastes must be transported to an off-site HWLT unit
via public roads, rail systems or other means, the transporter must comply
with 40 CFR Part 263, under the jurisdiction of the EPA, and 49 CFR Sub
chapter C, enforceable by the Department of Transportation. The operator
may also want to route the waste through industrial areas rather than
through reside~tial neighborhoods.

In addition to the legal constraints to be cons1dered, there are a
number of social factors which must often be dealt with during the evalua
tion of proposed sites. How the owner or operator handles these issues may
determine whether the public accepts or rejects the location of the unit.
Social factors may include wooded areas and bod1es of water that may be
important visually or for recreational purposes, pr1me agricultural lands,
existing neighborhoods, etc. Although facility design should strive to
prevent deterioration of local resources while maximizing public and
environmental protection, the possibil1ty for conflict exists since most
sites are less than ideal and are often situated near populated areas
or in zones of high growth potential. Some potential areas of conflict
include:

(1) proximity of the site to existing or planned community or
industrial developments,

(2) zoning restrictions,

(3) effects on the local economy, and

(4) relocation of residents.
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Socio-geographic considerations and interactl.ons with the public are
beyond the scope of this manual, except for the above discussion which
points out the importance of including the public in the permitting proc
ess. It is the responsibility of the owner or operator to maintain an open
and credible dialogue with local public officials and with individuals who
will be directly affected by the HWLT unit. The role of the EPA in this
respect is simply to assess whether the plans, as proposed, are technically
and environmentally sound.
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4.0 CHAPTER FOUR

THE TREATMENT MED rUM

Soil characterization is essentl.al to the design of hazardous waste
land treatment units since sOl.l l.S the waste treatment medium. When gener
ally acceptable values for the varl.OUS system propertl.es are known,
analyses may reveal condi tions that make land treatment unsuitable, and
consequently, may eliminate a proposed Sl.te (Chapter 3). In addl.tl.on,
analysl.s of the treatment medium will al.d l.n effl.cl.ently designing labora
tory or fl.eld waste treatability experiments. Preliminary sOl.l characterl.
zation can be used for the following:

(1) to choose the soil parameters to be studied that Wl.ll be
most important in waste treatment;

(2) to determine the practl.cal range of these parameters and the
specific levels at whl.ch tests Wl.ll be made;

(3) to choose the extremes to be measured; and

(4) to provide background data for comparl.son agal.nst later
sampling results.

Many of the processes that occur l.n sOl.ls that treat the waste and
render it less hazardous are the same processes that are used l.n l.ndustrial
waste treatment plants. Table 4.1 lists sOl.l treatment processes that
are similar to the categories of treatment to be used by l.ndustries l.n
descrl.bl.ng their processes (from Appendl.x I of 40 CFR Part 264).

TABLE 4.1 TREATMENT PROCESSES OF SOIL IN A LAND TREATMENT UNIT

Absorption
Cheml.cal fl.xation
Chemical oXl.dation
Chemical precipl.tation
Chemical reduction
Degradation
Detoxification
Ion exchange
Neutrall.zation
Photolysis
Filtration

Flocculation
Thl.ckenl.ng
Blending
Dl.stillatl.on
Evaporation
Leaching
Liquid ion exchange
Liqul.d-liqul.d extraction
Aerobl.c treatment
Anaerobic treatment

The treatment medium is a part of the larger system including soil,
plants and atmosphere. Plants and atmospherl.c conditions can I1Pdl.fy the
processes occurring in the treatment medl.um. Plants can protect the
treatment zone from the adverse effects of Wl.nd and water. Plants may also
take up water and waste constituents and, if not harvested, supply the soil
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with additional organic matter. Atmospher~c conditions control the water
content and temperature of the soil and consequently affect waste
degradation rates and constituent mobility. The modifying effects of
plants and atmosphere are briefly discussed. Figure 4.1 illustrates how
the information presented ~n this chapter fits into the overall design
process for HWLT units (F~g. 2.1).

4.1 SOIL PROPERTIES

Soil characterization is commonly done by conducting a soil survey,
either in conjunct~on with the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) or by a
certified professional soil scientist (Section 3.4.1). In such an
endeavor, the so~l series present at a given site are identified and
sampled. Soil series are generally named for locations and are based on
both physical and chemical characteristics. These characteristics vary
widely from place to place, and classification distinguishes one soil from
another based on recognized limits in soil properties.

4.1.1 Phys~ca1 Properties

Phys~ca1 properties of a soil are defined as those characteristics,
processes or reactions of a soil that are caused by physical forces and are
described by physical terms or equations. Physically, a mineral soil is a
porous mixture of inorganic particles, decaying organic matter, air, and
water. The percentage of each of these components as well as the type of
inorganic and organic particles determine the behavior of the soil.

4.1.1.1 Particle Size Distribution

Particle size distribution is a measure of the amounts of inorganic
soil separates (particles < 2 mm) ~n a soil. This property is mst often
called soil texture and is probably the most important physical property of
the soil. The USDA (United States Department of Agriculture) classifica
tion is generally accepted and used by agricultural workers, soil scien
tists, and most of the current literature. The USCS (Unified Soil Classi
fication System) was developed for engineers and is based on particle size
distribution as influenced by the overall physical and chemical properties
of the soil. A comparison of the two sys tems is given in Table 4.2. The
standard methods used to measure particle size distribution are the hydro
meter and pipette methods as described by Day (1965).
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Figure 4.1. Characterization of the treatment medium for HWLT.
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TABLE 4.2 CORRESPO~ING USDA AND USCS SOIL CLASSIFICATIONS*

United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) Soil Textures

1. Gravel, very gravelly loamy sand

2. Sand, coarse sand, f1ne sand

3. Loamy gravel, very gravelly sandy
loam, very gravelly loam

4. Loamy sand, gravelly loamy sand,
very fine sand

5. Gravelly loam, gravelly sandy clay
loam

6. Sandy loam, fine sandy loam, loamy
very fine sand, gravelly sandy
loam

7. Silt loam, very fine sandy clay loam

8. Loam, sandy clay loam

9. Silty clay loam, clay loam

10. Sandy clay, gravelly clay loam,
gravelly clay

11. Very gravelly clay loam, very
gravelly sandy clay loam, very
gravelly silty clay loam, very
gravelly s1lty clay and clay

12. Silty clay, clay

13. Muck and peat

* Fuller (1978).

Corresponding Unified Soil
Classification System (USCS)

S01l Types

GP, GW, GM

SP, SW

GM

SM

GM, GC

SM

ML

ML, SC

CL

SC, GC

GC

CH

PT

The three dominant soil particles are sand, silt and clay. Sand and
gravel particles are the coarse separates. Coarse textured soils usually
have low water holding capacity, good drainage, high permeability and aera
tion, and generally have a loose and fr1able structure. Sand grains may be
rounded or irregular depending on the amount of abrasion they have
received. They do not have the capac1ty to be JD:llded (plastic1ty) as does
clay.

The silt and clay part1cles are the f1ne separates. Silt particles
are irregularly fragmental, have some plasticity, and are predominantly
composed of quartz. A high percentage of silt 1S undesirable and leads to
physical problems such as soil crusting. Clay particles are very small,
less than 0.002 rom in d1ameter, and therefore have a very high surface
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area. Clays are plate-like, highly plastic, cohesive, and have a very high
adsorptive capacity for water, ions and gases. This high adsorptive capac
ity may be very useful to hold ions, such as heavy metals, in an immobile
form and prevent their movement.

The USDA has devised a method for naming soils based on particle size
analysis. The relationship between textural analysis and class names is
shown in Fig. 4.2 and is often referred to as a textural triangle. When
the percentages of at least two size separates are known, the name of the
compartment where the two lines intersect is the textural class name of the
soil being evaluated.

4.1.1.2 Soil Structure

Soil structure is the grouping of soil particles of a general size and
shape into aggregates, called peds. Structure generally varies in differ
ent soil horizons and is greatly influenced by soil texture and organic
matter content. The arrangement of the primary soil separates greatly in
fluences water movement, aeration, porosity and bulk density (Pritchett,
1979). Addition of organic matter and the use of sod crops helps build and
maintain good soil structure. Other factors Which promote aggregation in
clude 1) wetting and drying, 2) freezing and thawing, 3) soil tillage, 4)
physical activity of plant roots and soil organisms, 5) influence of decay
ing organic matter, and 6) the modifying effects of adsorbed cations
(Brady, 1974). Sandy soils need to be held together, into granules, by the
cementing action of organic matter to stabilize the soil surface and in
crease water retention. Fine textured soils also need adequate structure
to aid in water and air movement in the soil. Some types of organic waste
additions may help soil structure by increasing aggregation.

Four primary types of soil structure are recognized: platy, prism
like, block-like and spheroidal. All structural types except platy have
two subtypes each. Subgroups for the prism-lik~ structure are, prismatic
and columnar; for block-like, cube-like blocky and subangular blocky; and
for spheroidal, granular and crumb. The names of the categories imply the
form or shape of the aggregates, with crumb being the smallest structural
aggregate. Two or more of the structural conditions may exist in the same
soil, for example, a soil may have a granular surface horizon with a sub
surface horizon that is subangular blocky.

Porosity and pore size distribution are related to soil structure as
well as soil texture. Nonaggregated (poor structured) fine-textured soils
have small pores with a narrow range of pore sizes. Nonaggregated coarse
textured soils have large pores also with a narrow range of pore sizes. An
intermediate situation is desirable in soils chosen for land treatment,
such as a soil with texture to give several pore sizes as well as good
structure for a wide distribution of sizes.
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PERCENT SAND... \~

Figure 4.2. Textural triangle of soil particle size separates.
Shown is an example of a soil with 35% silt, 30%
clay and 30% sand, which is classified as a clay
loam.
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4.1.1.3 Bulk Dens1ty

Bulk dens1ty 1S a weight measurement 1n wluch the ent1re soil volume
1S taken into cons1.deration. It 1S def1ned as the mass of a unit volume of
soil and 1S generally expressed as gm/ cm3 (lb/ft3). This measurement
takes into account both the volume of the soil part1cles and the pore space
between them. Techn1.ques for measur1.ng bulk density are outlined by Blake
(1965) •

Soils that are loose and porous will have low we1ghts per un1.t volume,
and thus, low bulk densit1es. Soils that are m::>re compact will have high
bulk dens1ty values. Soil bulk dens1ty generally increases with depth
because there is less organ1c matter and less aggregation with depth and
greater sOl.l compressl.on due to the weight of overlying soiL Bulk density
is also influenced by soil texture and structure. Sandy soils which have
part1.cles that are close together, that is, have poor structure, have high
bulk densities usually in the range of 1.20 to 1.80 g/cm3• Fine textured
soils generally have a h1gher organic content, better structure, more pore
space and thus, lower bulk densi t1.es • Bulk dens i ties for fine textured
soils generally range from 1.0 to 1.6 g/cm3 (Brady, 1974).

Good soil management procedures will decrease surface bulk density
because the factors that build and ma1ntain good soil structure will gener
ally increase with management. Conversely, intensive cultivation and
excessive traffic by equipment generally increases bulk density values.
Land treatment management should m1nimize unnecessary tillage and traff1c,
and maximize structural formation through organ1c matter addi tions and
vegetative covers. Good structure and relat1vely low soil bulk densit1es
promote good aeration and dra1nage, wh1cQ are desirable conditions for
waste treatment.

4.1.1.4 Moisture Retent10n

M01.sture retention or m::>isture holding capacity is a llEasure of the
amount of water a given soil 1S capable of retaining and is generally
expressed as a weight percentage. The most common method of expressing
soil m::>isture percentage is grams of water associated with 100 grams of dry
soil. Soil tensions from the strong chem1cal attraction of polar water
molecules are responsible for the adsorpt1.on of pure water in a soil.
Water commonly cons1dered to be available for plant and microbial use is
held at tensions between 1/3 and 15 atm. This water is retained in capil
lary or extremely small soil pores. Moisture retained at tensions greater
than 1/3 atm is termed gravitational or superfluous water (Fig. 4.3).
Grav1tational water m::>ves freely 1n the s01l and generally drains to lower
portions of the profile carrying with it a fraction of plant IUltrients
and/or waste constituents. After all water has dra1ned from the large soil
pores and the water is held in the soil at 1/3 atm the soil is at field
capacity. Moisture retained at tens10ns greater than 15 atm is termed
unavailable or hygroscop1c water because 1t is held too tightly to be used
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Figure 4.3. Schematic representation of the relat10nship
of the various forms of soil moisture to plants
(Buckman and Brady, 1960). Reprinted by permission
of the Macmillan Publishin2 Co., Inc.



by plants. A soil is said to be at the permanent wilting point When the
water is held at >15 atm. Generally, finer textured high organic content
soils will retain the most water while sandy, low organic content soils
will retain only very small amounts of available water.

For management of a land treatment unit, knowledge of the moisture
retention of the soil is needed to help determine water loading rates that
will not cause flooding or standing water, to predict possible irrigation
needs, and to estimate leaching losses and downward migrat10n of waste con
stituents. At a minimum, the values for 1/3 and 5 atm of suction should be
measured to give an estimation of how much water will be available for
plant and soil chemical reactions. Moisture retention can be measured by
the pressure plate technique as outlined by Richards (1965).

4.1.1.5 Infiltration, Hydraulic Conductivity and Drainage

Infiltration is the entry of water into the soil surface, normally
measured in cm/hr. Knowledge of this parameter is critical for a land
treatment unit since application of a liquid at rates exceed1ng the infil
tration rate will result in runoff and erosion, both of Which are undesir
able in such a system. Infiltration rates are also needed When calculating
the water balance of an area.

Permeability, also called hydraulic conductiv1ty, is th,e ease with
which a fluid or gas can pass through the soil and is measured 1n cm/hr.
Once a substance enters a soil, its movement is governed, in part, by soil
permeability_ Permeability is closely associated with particle size, pore
space, and bulk density. Table 4.3 lists the classes of hydraulic conduc
tivity for soils. Fine textured clays with poor structure and high bulk
densities usually have very low permeabilities. Knowledge of the permea
bility is necessary to estimate the rate of movement of water or potential
pollutants through the soil of the land treatment unit. The potential for
a given chemical to alter the permeability of the s01ls on-site needs to be
determined as a safeguard to prevent deep leaching and reduce the potential
for groundwater contamination.

Hydraulic conductivity (K) is conventionally measured in the labora
tory by either the constant head or falling head techniques as outlined by
Klute (1965). For more exact, on-site determinations, field techniques are
available. If the soil is above the water table, the double tube or "per
meameter" method (Boersma, 1965a) is used; if below the water table, the
auger hole or the piezometer method is used (Boersma, 1965b). More exten
sive reviews of field and laboratory methods for measuring hydraulic con
ductivity are given by the American Society of Agricultural Engineers
(1961) and Bouma et ale (1982). These reviews cover most methods currently
used to measure permeability.

Drainage refers to the speed and extent of the removal of water from
the soil by gravitational forces in relation to additions by surface run-on
or by internal flow. Soil drainage, as a condition of a soil, refers to
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TABLE 4.3 SATURATED HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY CLASSES FOR NATIVE SOILS

Class*

Very high

High

Moderate

Moderately
low

Low

Very low

Saturated
Hydraulic Conductivity*

cm/hr

>36

3.6 - 36

0.36 - 3.6

• 036 - 0.36

0.0036 - 0.036

<.0036

Description

Soils transmit water downward so
rapidly that they remain wet for
extremely short periods. Soils are
coarse textured and dominated by
coarse rock fragments without
enough fines to fill the vo~ds or
have large permanent cracks or
worm holes.

Soils transmit water downward
rapidly so that they remain satu
rated for only a few hours. Soils
are typically coarse textured with
enough hnes to fill the voids in
the coarse material. So~l pores
are numerous and continuous.

So~ls transmit water downward very
readily so that they remain wet for
a few days after thorough wetting.
Soil layers may be massive t granu
lar t blockYt prismatic or weak
platy and contain some continuous
pores •

Soils trans~t water downward read
ily so they remain wet for several
days after thorough wetting. Soils
may be massive t blockYt prismatic t
or weakly platy with a few continu
ous pores.

Soils transmit water downward slow
ly so they remain wet for a week or
more after a thorough wett~ng.

Soils are structureless with f~ne

and discontinuous pores.

Soils transmit water downward so
slowly that they remain wet for
weeks after thorough wetting.
Soils are mas~ivet blockYt or platy
with structural plates or blocks
overlapping. Soil pores are few t
fine t and discontinuous.

* USDA (1981).
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the frequency and duration of periods of saturation or partial saturation
of the soil profile. Drainage is a broad concept that encompasses surface
runoff, internal soil drainage, and soil hydraulic conductivity. Seven
classes of natural soil drainage are recognized in Table 4.4. Drainage may
be controlled to maintain an aerobic environment and to minimize leaching
hazards. Surface drainage can be managed by diversion structures, surface
contouring, and ditches or grassed waterways to remove excess water lefore
it totally saturates the soil. An understanding of these principl '9 is
necessary since rainfall and runoff must be managed and directed to ...ppro
priate locations. Subsurface drainage systems use underground drains to
remove water from the upper portion of the soil profile and can also be
successfully used to lower the water table and drain the treatment zone.
Section 8.3 provides additional information on managing water at HWLT
units.

4.1.1.6 Temperature

Soil temperature regulates the rate of many soil Chemical and biologi
cal reactions. Mos t biological activi ty is greatly reduced at 10°C and
practically ceases at 5°C, as illustrated in Fig. 4.4. Waste degradation
during the cool spring and fall lOOnths is lower than in summer when the
soil biological activity is at its peak. Thus, loading rates in some areas
of the country need to be varied according to the soil temperature on a
site-specific basis. In general, locations where soil temperatures are at
or near freezing for much of the year will need seasonal adjustments in the
amount of waste applied per application. Moreover, soil temperatures
should be considered when estimating application rates and the land area
required to treat the waste.

Freezing of the soil also Changes many physical and Chemical proper
ties. Infiltration and percolation are nearly stopped when soil water
becomes frozen so that surface waste applications need to be curtailed
(Wood1ng and Shipp, 1979). Subsurface injection of wastes may be success
ful in some cases if the soil is not frozen below a 10-15 cm depth. Figure
4.5 illustrates the area of the country where frost penetration is a con
sideration.

Reliable predictions of soil temperature are needed for a sound HWLT
management plan, but there are few sources of soil temperature information.
Only recently have soil temperature measurements been taken rout1nely. The
owner or operator should Check with the state climatologist to see if soil
temperature data are available for the area of the proposed HWLT unit. The
lack of extensive historical records is further complicated by the fact
that lOOst observations have been only seasonal as they related to agricul
tural needs. Therefore, a stochastic approach to soil temperatures in
facility design is not possible for lOOst locations. No attempt has been
made to directly correlate soil temperatures with atmospheric parameters
for which better records exist.
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TABLE 4.4 SEVEN CLASSES OF NATURAL SOIL DRAINAGE

Class*

Excessively
drained

Somewhat
excessively
drained

Well
drained

Moderately
well

drained

Physical Description

Water is very rapidly removed from the
soil as a result of very high hydraulic
conductivity and low water holding
capacity. Soils are commonly very
coarse textured, rocky or shallow. All
soils are free of mottling related to
wetness.

Water is removed from the so~l rapidly
as a result of ~gh hydraulic
conductivity and low water holding
capacity. Soils are commonly sandy
shallow and steep. All are free of
mottling related to wetness.

Water is removed from the soil readily,
not rapidly, and the soils have an
intermediate water hold~ng capacity.
Soils are commonly med~um textured and
mainly free of mottling.

Water ~s removed from the so~l somewhat
slowly. Soils commonly have a layer
with low hydraulJ..c conduct~v~ty, a wet
state relatively high in the profile,
receive large volumes of water, or a
combination of these.

-continued-

Use

Soils are not sui ted to crop production
without supplemental irrigation. Soils not
suited for land treatment due to possible
high leaching of constituents.

Soils are sui ted for crop production only
with irrigation but yield will be low.
Soils are poorly suited for land treatment
due to leaching and low water holding
capac~ty.

Soils are well suited for crop productwn
s~nce water is available through most of
the year and wetness does not inhib1t
growth of roots for significant periods of
the year. Soils are well sui ted for land
treatment.

Soils are poorly suited for crop production
without art~ficial drainage s~nce free
water rema~ns close enough to surface to
lint growth and management during short
periods of the year. Soils are not well
sui ted for land treatment as a result of
free water being at or near the surface for
short periods of time.



!ABLE 4.4 (Continued)

Class Physical Descr1ption Use

Somewhat
poorly
drained

Poorly
drained

Very
poorly
dra1ned

* USDA (1981).

Water is removed slowly enough that the
soil is wet for s1gnificant per10ds
during the year. S01ls commonly have a
slowly pervious layer, a high water
table, an add1tion of water from seep
page, nearly continuous rainfall, or a
combination of these.

Water is removed so slowly that the
soil 1S saturated for long periods.
Free water 1S commonly at or near the
surface but the s01l is not cont1n
uously wet d1rectly below plow depth
(6"). Poor drainage 1S a result of a
h1gh water table, slowly pervious layer
within the profile, seepage, continuous
rainfall or a combinat10n of these.

Water is removed so slowly from the
s01l that free water remains at or
below the surface dunng much of the
year. Soils are commonly level or
depressed and frequently ponded yet 1n
areas with high rainfall they can have
moderate to high slope grad1ents.

Soils are not sU1ted for crop product10n
without artif1cial drainage since free
water remains at or near the surface for
extended periods. S01ls are poorly sU1ted
for land treatment since they remain
saturated for extended periods.

S01ls are not sU1ted for production under
natural cond1t10ns since they rema1n
saturated dur1ng much of the year. Land
treatment operat10ns are greatly l1mited
due to free water rema1ning at or near the
surface for long per10ds.

S01ls are sU1table for only rice crops
S1nce they rema1n saturated during most of
the year. Soils are not acceptable for
land treatment unless artif1c1ally drained
due to excessive wetness.
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-Depth 01 Irost pentratlon, inches

Figure 4.5. Average depth of frost penetration across
the United States (Stewart et a1., 1975).
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(4.1)

Work by Fluker (1958) is the only published study of an attempt to
predict the annual soil temperature cycle. Fluker presented a mathematical
expression to calculate soil temperature at a given depth from the nean
annual soil temperature, as follows:

ezt = avg. annual + 12.0e-0.1386zsin (~-1.840-0.132Z)
soIl temp. 364

where

ezt = the average soil temperature in °C at depth z;
z = the depth in the soil in feet; and
t = time in days after Dec. 31.

The average annual soil temperature can be approximated as equal to,
or slightly higher than, the average annual air temperature. The term
used to represent the change in temperature with depth is 12e-0.1386z The
factor of 12 is defined as one-half the difference between the maximum and
minimum average soil temperatures. Short of measuring these values, an
estimate can be obtained by using the dlofference between the maximum and
minimum air temperatures and adding 20%. Although the equation was devel
oped empirically for a particular locale, the coefficients may be similar
for other sites. The equation, however, should be used with caution,
particularly in extremely cold climates.

Based on the lack of better predJ.ctive tools for soil temperatures,
one approach is to collect data from one year at an on-site recording
station and use it as a reasonable approximation of future conditions.
Since a demonstration of waste treatability is required before an HWLT unit
may be permitted, there would generally be tJ.me to take soil temperature
measurements at the 10 cm depth. Climatic records can be consulted for
guidance as to how the recorded year compares with other years; however,
site topography and other factors cause local sOJ.l temperature variations.

4.1.2 Chemical Properties

Chemical reactions that occur between the soil and waste constituents
must be considered for proper HWLT management. There are large numbers of
complex chemical reactions and transformatloons which occur in the soil
including exchange reactions, sorption and precipitation, and complexation.
By understandJ.ng the fundamentals of soil chemistry and the soil components
that control the reactions, predict loons can be made about the fate of a
particular waste in the soil. Fate of specific waste constituents is
discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.
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4.1.2.1 Cat10n Exchange

Cation exchange capacity (CEC) is the total amount of exchangeable
cations that a soil can sorb and is measured 1n meq/100 g of soil. These
cations are bound on negatively charged sites on soil solids through elec
trostat1c bonding and are sUbject to interchange wi~h cations in the soil
solution. Among the exchangeable cations are some of the essential plant
nutr1ents including calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium, ammonium, alumi
num, iron and hydrogen. In addition to these, the soil can also sorb non
essential cations and effect1vely remove and retain heavy metals (Brown et
a1., 1975). The CEC depends on the amount of specific types of clay, the
amount and chemical nature of the organic matter fraction, and the soil pH
(Overcash & Pal, 1979). The cation exchange reactions take place very
rap1dlyand are usually reversible (Bohn et al., 1979).

Cat10n exchange capacity is associated with the negatively charged
surface of the soil colloids which arises from isomorphic substitutions
(e.g., Al3+ for Si 4+) in many layer silicate minerals. The total
charge of soil colloids consists of a permanent charge as well as a pH
dependent charge. All cat10ns, however, are not retained on the soil
coll01d to the same degree. Usually, trivalent and divalent cations are
more t1ghtly held than monovalent cat10ns with the exception of lwdrogen
(H+) ions. Also, 10ns are less tightly held as the degree of lwdration
increases (Bohn et al., 1979). Generally, clays have large surface areas
and a h1gh CEC. Sands, being relatively low in surface area, are usually
low 1n CEC.

Ions may also be bound to soil solids by covalent, rather than elec
trostat1c bond1ng. When this type of bonding predom1nates, specif1c sorp
tion is observed for many cations as well as anions ~ This phenomenon has
been observed with clays, aluminum and iron oxides, and organic matter.
Specif1c sorpt10n is a more permanent type of sorption than cation exchange
and 1S not always related to CEC.

Measurement of the CEC is necessary to give an estimation of the
abi11ty to the soil to sorb and retain potential pollutants. Methods used
to measure CEC are ammonium or sodium saturat10n (Chapman, 1965a), however,
laborator1es in each region of the country may have developed other appro
priate techniques for their area. If the ammonium displacement technique
is used to determine CEC, exchangeable bases can also be measured in the
extract (Chapman, 1965b).

4.1.2.2 Organ1c Carbon

Residual organic carbon found in soil is a result of the decay of
former plant and animal life. The organic fraction is in a constant state
of flux W1th more organic matter being added by roots, crop residues, and
dying plants, animals and microorganisms and organic matter being removed
by further decay. In the soil, microbial activity is constantly working to
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decompose organic residues, result~ng ~n the evolution of carbon moxide
(C02). Figure 4.6 illustrates the carbon cycle.

The effect of organic matter on the physical properties of soils has
already been discussed. It improves soil structure by increasing aggrega
tion, reduces plasticity and cohesion, increases the infiltration rate and
water holding capacity, and imparts a dark color to the soil. The organic
fraction of the soil has a very high GEC, and consequently, increasing the
organic matter content of a soil also increases the GEC. However,
increases in organic carbon from large waste applications cannot be relied
upon to provide long-term increases in soil sorption capaci ty since the
organic matter decomposes over time and ultimately, the organic content of
the soil will return to near the original concentration. Measurement of
the amount of soil organic matter is normally done by using the Walkley
Black method as outlined by Allison (1965).

Native soil organic matter is comprised of humic substances which have
a large influence on the soil chemistry. Soil organic matter exhibits a
high degree of pH-dependent affinity for cations in solution by a variety
of complexation reactions. Humic substances with high lIDlecular weights
complex with matals to form very insoluble precipitates, however, low
molecular weight organic acids have high solubility in association wi th
metals. A discussion of the reaction of organic matter with matals is
found in Chapter 6.

4.1.2.3 Nutrients

There are sixteen elements essential for plant growth. Of these,
carbon (C), hydrogen (H2) , and oxygen (02) are supplied from air and
water, leaving the soil to supply the other thirteen. 8ix of the essential
elements, nigrogen (N), phosphorus (P), potassium (K), calcium (Ca), magne
sium (Mg), and sulfur (8), are required in relatively large amounts.
Nitrogen, P and K are considered primary plant nutrients while Ca, Mg and 8
are referred to as secondary plant nutrients.

All three of the primary plant nutrients (N, P and K) are normally
included in inorganic fertilizers. Nitrogen is of prime importance since,
if deficient, it causes plants to yellow and exhibit stunted growth.
Nitrogen deficiencies also greatly inhibit the degradation of hazardous
organic wastes because N is also essential for microorganisms. If N is in
excess, it is readily converted to nitrate (N03) which is a lIDbile anion
that can leach and contaminate groundwater. Phosphorus is normally present
in low concentrations and is specifically sorbed by soil colloids. The
amount of K in the soil is sometimes adequate but often it is present in a
form that is unavailable for plant use.

Each state generally has an extension soil testing laboratory that
will analyze soil samples for primary and secondary plant nutrients.
Nitrogen analysis is usually done by the Kjeldahl mathod (Bremner, 1965)
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and P and K are usually analyzed in an ammonium acetate extract as outlined
by Chapman (1965a, 1965b).

Calcium and Mg are also required in relatively large amounts when
plants are grown. Deficiencies in Ca usually occur in acid soils and can
be corrected by liming. Most lime contains some Mg, but if the soil is
deficient in Mg, the use of dolomitic lime is suggested. Sulfur, although
required by plants in large amounts, is usually found in sufficient quan
tities in soils. Small amounts of S are normally in fertilizers as a con
stituent of one of the other components. Sulfur compounds can be used to
lower soil pH.

Elements required by plants in relatively small amounts include iron,
manganese, boron, molybdenum, copper and zinc, and chloride ions. Most of
these micronutrients occur in adequate amounts in native soils. Excess
concentrations of certain elements often cause nutrient imbalances that
will adversely affect plant survival. Therefore, careful control of waste
loading rates and routine monitoring of soil samples for these elements is
essential to prevent buildup of phytotoxic concentrations when plants are
to be grown during the active life or at closure. The single most impor
tant management consideration is pH since the solubility of each of these
elements is pH dependent. Chapter 6 discusses this issue in greater detail
for each element.

4.1.2.4 Exchangeable Bases

The exchangeable bases in a soil are those positively charged cations,
excluding hydrogen, held on the surface exchange sites that are in equilib
rium with the soil solution. These cations are available for plant use as
well as for reaction with other ions in the soil solution. As they are
absorbed by plants, more cations are released into solution from the
exchange sites. This is a type of cation exchange reaction (discussed in
Section 4.1.2.1). The major cations include calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg),
sodium (Na), and potassium (K). Plants can tolerate a fairly wide ratio of
cations but the optimum ratio, as calculated by Homes (1955) is 33 K:36 Ca:
32 Mg. This ratio can be varied on a field scale as necessary by additions
of lime, Ca(C03); dolomite, CaMg(C03)2, or potash fertilizer.

Laboratory analysis for exchangeable bases can be done by the ammonium
acetate extraction procedure as outlined by Chapman (l965b) followed by
measurement of Ca, Mg, Na and K in the extract using atomic absorption
spectroscopy. The sum of the exchangeable bases expressed in meq/100 g is
multiplied by 100 and divided by the CEC to give the percent base satura
tion. In essence, this tells what pe;rcentage of the CEC is occupied by
bases. The percentage of the CEC that is not occupied by bases is predomi
nantly filled by hydrogen ions which form what is called the reserve
acidity. Percent base saturation depends on the climatic conditions, the
materials from which the soil was formed, and the vegetation growing on the
site (Pritchett, 1979). Generally, the percent base saturation increases
as the pH and fertility of the soil increases.
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4.1.2.5 Metals

Analysis of soil samples for metals content is normally done using an
air dried sample ground with a porcelain mortar and pestle to pass a 2 mm
sieve and digested using concentrated RN03 (EPA, 1979) or hydrofluoric
acid in an acid digestion bomb (Bernas, 1968). Extracts can be analyzed
for arsenic, cadmium, copper, chromium, iron, manganese, molybdenum, lead
and zinc using atomic absorption spectrophotometry. Boron is normally
measured in a hot water extract as described by Wear (1965). Selenium
determinations can be done according to a procedure outlined by Fine
(1965). The EPA has also established methods for analyzing arsenic,
barium, beryllium, boron, cadmium, chromium, copper, cyanide, iron, lead,
magnesium, manganese, mercury, molybdenum, nitrogen, nickel, potassium,
selenium, sodium, vanadium, and zinc (EPA, 1979). The normal ranges for
metals in soil and plants are presented in Chapter 6 (Tables 6.52 and
6.49) • Prior to waste disposal by land treatment, the concentrations of
various metals in the soil and waste should be measured. From these data,
loading rates for waste can be calculated and background concentrations
established.

4.1.2.6 Electrical Conductivity

Electrical conductivity (EC) is used to measure the concentration of
salts in a solution. Since electrical currents are carried by charged ions
in solution, conductance increases as electrolyte concentration increases.
The standard method for assessing the salinity status of a soil is to pre
pare a saturated paste extract and measure the EC using standard elec
trodes (USDA, 1954). This can be related to the actual salt concentration
in the soil solution that might be taken up by plants. The EC measurement
of the saturated paste extract is considered to be one-half the salt con
centration at field capacity and one-fourth of that at the permanent wilt
ing point (-15 bars). As a general rule, where saturated paste extract EC
values are less than 4 mmhos/cm salts have little effect on plant growth.
In soils with EC values between 4 to 8 mmhos/cm salts will restrict yields
of many crops. Only a small number of tolerant species can be grown on
soils with EC values above 8 mmhos/cm.

When selecting a site and eValuating it for land treatment, careful
attention should be given to the soluble salt content of both the soil and
the proposed waste stream. Applications of large amounts of salty wastes
to an already alkaline soil may decrease microbial degradation and result
in barren conditions. These problems are most common to low rainfall, hot
areas and to areas near large bodies of salt water. Remedial actions to be
taken in the event of accidental salt buildup include stopping the addition
of all salt containing materials, growing salt tolerant crops, and if prac
tical, leaching the area with water. In some cases leaching salts may not
be acceptable because hazardous constituents would also leach.
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4.1.2.7 pH

Soil pH is probably the most informative and valuable parameter used
to characterize the chemical property of a soil. Standard measurement pro
cedures are given by Peech (1965). There are three possible basic soil
conditions: acidic (pH<7.0), neutral (pH=7.0) , and alkaline (pH)7.0).
Acidic soils are formed in areas where rainfall leaches the soluble bases
deep into the soil profile. Alkaline soils form 1n areas Where rainfall is
small and evaporation is high, allowing the accumulation of salts and bases
in the soil profile.

Large amounts of lime or other neutralizing agents are needed to ra1se
the pH of acidic soils. In general the pH should be maintained between 6
and 7 to have adequate nutrient availability for plants and microbes with
out danger of toxicity or deficiency. The addit10n of large quantities of
organic wastes may require liming over and above' that required by the
native soil since many organic and inorganic acids are formed and released
from the decomposing of organic wastes. The decision to add large quanti
ties of fertilizer should be based on the potential for soil acid1fication,
for example, ammonium sulfate may lower the soil pH.

Geographic areas of low rainfall and h1gh evaporation tend to have
alkaline soils where cations (Ca, Mg and K) predominate. When base satura
tion is above 90%, the formation of hydroxide 1S favored resulting in high
pH. These conditions alter the nutrient ava11ability since boron, copper,
iron, manganese, phosphorus and zinc are only slightly available at a pH of
8.5 and above.

Measures commonly used for altering soil pH 1nclude liming and sulfur
applications. Liming is the most common procedure used to raise soil pH.
Normal agricultural lime, CaC03 1S most often used, but dolomite
CaMg(C03)2 1S also available for soils of hmited Mg content. Lowering
soil pH is much less commonplace, but can be accomplished by addition of
ferrous sulfate or flowers of sulfur. Both of these compounds result in
the formation of H2S04' a strong acid. Sulfur flowers have a much
higher potential acidity; however, in special situat10ns, sulfur1c acid may
be used directly. Management of soil pH at HWLT un1tS 1S mscussed in
Section 8.6.

4.1.2.7.1 Acid Soils. As exchangeable bases are leached from the soil in
areas of high rainfall, surface s011s gradually become more acidic. Local
acid conditions can also result from oxidation of iron pyrite and other
sulfides exposed by mining. Many conifers grow best at low soil pH and
simultaneously take up and hold basic cations from the s011 While dropping
fairly acidic pine needles, thus, pine forests tend to increase soil
acidity. Continued use of ammonia (NH3) or ammon1um (NH4+) ferti
lizers may also lead to a gradual increase in acid1ty as th1s reaction
takes place in the soil:

(Brady, 1974)
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Many plants grow poorly in acid soils due to high concentrations of
soluble aluminum (Al) or manganese (Mn). Aluminum at a solution concentra
tion of 1 ppm slows or stops root growth in some plants. Solution concen
trations of 1-4 ppm Mn produce symptoms of toxicity in many plants (Black,
1968). Although most plants can tolerate slightly higher levels of Mn than
AI, Mn levels in flooded or poorly drained acid soils can reach 10 ppm
(Bohn et al., 1979).

4.1.2.7.2 Buffering Capacity of Soils. The ability of the soil solution
to resist abrupt pH changes (buffering capacity) is due to presence of
hydrolyzable cations, specifically Al3+, on the surface of the clay
colloid. Thus, the buffering capacity is proportional to the cation
exchange capacity if other factors are equal (Brady, 1974).

In the soil environment Al3+ ions sorbed on the clay surface
maintain equilibrium with A13+ ions in the soil solution. As solution Al3+
ions are hydrolyzed and precipitated as A1(OH)3' surface-bound A13+ ions
migrate into solution to maintain equilibrium. As the Al3+ ions hydrolyze
and remove OH- from solution, the solution pH tends to remain stable.
Simultaneously as the sorbed A13+ ions migrate into solution, other cations
replace the A13+ ions on the soil colloid. Cations such as Na+, Ca2+ and
and Mg2+ are defined as basic cations because of their difficulty in
hydrolyzing in basic solution as compared to A13+. As the pH of the
soil solution is increased, the percentage of the cation exchange complex
occupied by basic cations (base saturation) increases. There is a gradual
rise in pH and the percent base saturation increases.

At the high and low extremes of base saturation in soils, the degree
of buffering is lowest. Buffering capacity is greatest at about 50% base
saturation (Peech, 1941). Titration curves vary somewhat for individual
soils. The pH of soils dominated by montmorillontic clay is 4.5-5.0 at 50%
base saturation. At 50% base saturation soils dominated by kaolinite or
halloyite are at a pH 6.0-6.5 (Mehlich, 1941).

Soils resist a sharp decrease ~n pH. When acid is added to a neutral
soil, A1(OH)3 dissolves, enters the soil solution, and the available
A13+ ions replace the basic cations on the exchange complex. The decrease
in pH is gradual (Tisdale and Nelson, 1975) because of the stoichiometry of
the neutralization reaction.

Plants and microorganisms depend upon a relatively stable environment.
If the soil pH were to fluctuate widely, they would suffer numerous ill
effects. The buffering capac~ty of the soil stabilizes the pH and protects
against such problems (Brady, 1974).

4.1.3 Biological Properties

The soil provides a suitable habitat for a diverse range of organisms
which help to render a waste less hazardous. Hamaker (l971) reports that
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biological action accounts for approximately 80% of waste degradation in
soil. The types and numbers of decomposer organisms present in a waste
amended soil are dependent on the soil moisture content, ava1lable oxygen
and nutrient composition.

The population establishment of decomposer organisms following the
land application of a waste material begins with bacteria, actinomycetes,
fungi and algae (Dindal, 1978). These organisms have diverse enzYmatic
capabilities and can withstand extremes in environmental conditions.
Following establishment of microbial decomposers, the second and third
level consumers establish themselves and feed on the initial decomposers
and each other (Fig. 4.7). Secondary and tertiary consumers include worms,
nematodes, mites and flies. As these organisms use waste components,
energy and nutrients from organic materials are released and distributed
throughout the immediate environment.

4.1.3.1 Primary Decomposers

4.1.3.1.1 Bacteria. Soils conta1n a diverse range of bacteria which can
be used to degrade a wide range of waste constituents. Bacteria are the
most abundant of soil microorganisms, yet they account for less than half
of the total microbiological cell mass (Alexander, 1977). Bacteria found
in soil may be indigenous to the soil or invaders which enter via precipi
tation, diseased tissue, or land applied waste. The genera of bacteria
most frequently isolated from soil include Arthrobacter, Bacillus,
Pseudomonas, Agrobacterium, Alcaligenes, and Flavobacterium (Alexander,
1977) •

Bacterial growth or inhibition is influenced by moisture, available
oxygen, temperature, pH, organic matter content, and inorganic nutrient
supply. In temperate areas, bacterial populations are generally greatest
in the upper layers of soil, although in cultivated soils the populat10n is
less dense at the surface due to the lack of moisture and the bactericidal
action of sunlight (Alexander, 1977). Bacterial act1vity is usually great
est in the spring and autumn months but decreases during the hot, dry
Summer and during cold weather.

Soil bacteria may require organic nutrients as a source of carbon and
energy, or they may obtain carbon from carbon dioxide (C02) and energy
from the sun. Fungi, protozoa, animals, and most bacteria use organic
carbon as a source of energy. Autotrophs, which obtain carbon from C02'
obtain energy from sunlight or the oxidation of inorganic materials.

4.1.3.1.2 Actinomycetes. Under conditions of limited nutrient supply,
actinomycetes become the predominate microorganism and use compounds which
are less susceptible to bacterial attack. They are heterotrophic organisms
that utilize organic acids, lipids, proteins, and aliphatic hydrocarbons.
These organisms are a transitional group between bacteria and fungi, and
appear to dominate other microbes in dry or cultivated areas (Alexander,
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1977). Primary ecological influences on actinomycetes include lIDisture,
pH, temperature, and amount of organic matter present. Addition of organic
matter to the soil greatly increases the density of these organisms.
Following the addition of organ~c matter, they undergo a lag phase of
growth after which they show increased activity indicating that they are
effective competitors only when the lIDre resistant compounds remain. In
addition, actinomycetes seem to influence the composition of the microbial
community due to their ability to excrete antibiotics and their capacity to
produce enzymes capable of inhibiting bacterial and fungal populations
(Alexander, 1977).

4.1.3.1.3 Fungi. This group of heterotrophic organisms is affected by the
availability of oxidizable organic substrates. Other environmental influ
ences affecting the density of fungal populations include lIDisture content,
pH, organic and inorganic nutrients, temperature, available oxygen, and
vegetative compos~tion. Fungi can withstand a wide range of pH and temper
atures. They also have the ability to survive in a quiescent state when
environmental conditions are no longer favorable for active matabolism.
These organisms, because of their extensive mycelial or thread-like net
work, usually compose a signif~cant portion of the soil biomass. One of
the major activities of fungi in the mycelial state is the degradation of
complex 1OO1ecules. In addition, fungi are active in the formation of
ammonium and simple nitrogen compounds.

4.1.3.1.4 Algae. This group of organisms uses light as a source of energy
and C02 as a source of carbon. Thus, algae are abundant in habitats
where light is plentiful and lIDisture is available. The population of
algae is normally smaller than bacteria, actinomycetes or fungi. Because
of the inability of algal populations to multiply beneath the zone of soil
receiving sunlight, the most dense populations are found between 5 to 10 cm
deep. Algae can generate organic matter from inorganic substances.
Normally, they are the first to colonize barren surfaces, and the organic
matter produced by the death of algae provides a source of carbon for
future fungal and bacterial populations. Surface blooms produced by algae
bind together soil particles contributing to soil structure and erosion
control.

4.1.3.2 Secondary Decomposers

4.1.3.2.1 Worms. The major importance of small worms in decomposing
organic material is their abundance and relatively high matabolic activity.
When sewage sludge is land applied, the total number of earthworms in the
biomass is enhanced with increasing treatment. Increased earthworm popula
tions also enhance soil porosity and formation of water stable soil aggre
gates, thus improving the structure and water holding capacity of the
soil.
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Mitchell et ale (1977) found sludge decomposition was increased two to
five times by the manure worm. Specific physical and biological character
istics improved by the manure worm include: 1) removal of senescent bac
teria, which results in new bacterial growth; 2) enrichment of the sludge
by nitrogenous excretions; 3) enhancement of aeration; 4) addition of
mineral nutrients; and 5) influence on the carbon and nutrient flux pro
duced by interactions between the microflora, nematodes and protozoa. In a
later study they found that fresh anaerobic sludges killed earthworms,
although aging the anaerob~c sludge for two lll>nths removed this toxicity
(Mitchell et al., 1978).

4.1.3.2.2 Nematodes, Mites and Flies. As these organisms use waste com
ponents, energy and nutrients are released and made available to other
decomposers. Nematodes harvest bacterial populations while processing
solid waste material. Both nematode and bacterial populations in sewage
sludge are increased by the feeding of the isopod Oniscus sellus (Brown et
ale, 1978). Mold mites will feed on yeast and fungi. Beetle mites and
springtails will also feed on lll>lds, but usually under drier and lll>re
aerobic conditions. Flies are vital in the colonization of new organic
deposits. These insects are used to transport the immobile organisms from
one site to another.

4.1.3.3 Factors Influencing Waste Degradation

Following the land application of a hazardous waste, macrobiological
activity is suppressed until the microorganisms stab~lize the environment.
The full range of soil organisms are important to waste degradation, how
ever, habitation by macroorganisms depends on microbial utilization and
detoxification of waste constituents. The rate at which microbes attack
and detox~fy waste constituents depends on many factors including the
effect of environmental conditions on microbial life and the presence of
certain compounds which are resistant to microbial attack (Alexander,
1977).

The adverse effects of land treatment on the soil fauna may be reduced
by a carefully planned program which may involve m::>d~fications of certain
waste characteristics or environmental parameters. Through the use of pre
treatment methods of in-plant process controls (Section 5.2) certain waste
characteristics may be modified to improve the rate of v.""aste degradation.
The factors affecting degradation which may be adjusted in the design and
operation of a land treatment unit include soil parameters (moisture con
tent, temperature, pH, available nutrients, available oxygen, and soil tex
ture or structure) and design parameters (applicat~on rate and frequency).

In lll>st cases, it is not feasible to adJust the soil lll>isture content
in the field to enhance degradation. However, when soil lll>isture is low,
it may be advantageous to add moisture through irrigation and when the
moisture content is high, to delay waste application until the soil
moisture content is more favorable for waste degradation. Water, although
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essential for microbial growth and transport, has a lim1ted effect on the
rate of waste degradat10n over a broad range of s01l lOOisture contents.
Only under excessively wet or dry cond1t10ns does soil lOOisture content
have a significant effect on waste degradation (Brown et al., 1982).
Dibble and Bartha (1979) found a negligible mfference in the microb1al
activity of oil-amended s01l at lOOisture contents between 30 and 90% of the
water holding capacity of the s01l.

Both lOOisture content and temperature will exert a s1gnificant effect
on the population size and species compos1t10n of microorgan1sms 1n waste
amended soil. The 1nfluence of temperature on the lIEtabolic capab1l1t1es
of soil bacteria was observed in a study by Westlake et ale (1974) in which
enrichment cultures of soil bacteria grown on oil at 4°C were able to
utilize the same 011 at 30°C, while enrichment cultures obtained at 30°C
exhibited little capacity for growing on the same oil at 4°C. At 4°C, the
isoprenoid compounds phytane and pristane were not bJ.odegraded, wh1le at
30°C the bacteria metabolized these compounds (Westlake et al., 1974). In
a six lOOnth laboratory study evaluat1ng the rate of b10degradation of two
API-separator sludges in soil, the rate of biodegradat10n of both wastes
doubled between 10° and 30°C, but decreased slightly at 40°C (Brown et al.,
1982). Similarly, a 50 day laboratory study by Dibble and Bartha (1979)
showed little or no increase 1n the rate of hydrocarbon biodegradat10n
above 20°C. The influence of temperature on the b10degradat10n of oil
sludge in these laboratory studies 1S presented 1n F1g. 4.8. These results
indicate that the optimum temperature for degradation of these 01ly wastes
is between 20° and 35°C; and, that biodegradation 1ncreases with decreasing
application rates. While temperature adjustments in the f1eld are
impractical, enhanced biodegradat10n rates may be ach1eved by delay1ng
or reducing waste app11cat10ns according to the soil temperature. Measure
ment of soil temperature is mscussed 1n Section 4.1.1.6.

Through management actiV1ties such as the add1 t10n of hme, the s01l
at a land treatment unit 1S generally ma1nta1ned at or above 6.5 to enhance
the immobilization of certain waste constituents. This pH is also W1thin
the optimum range for soil m1crobes. Verstraete et ale (975) found the
optimum pH for microbial act1vity to be 7.4 with inhib1tion occurring at a
pH of 8.5. In add1tion, Dibble and Bartha (1979) found that lime apphca
tions favored oil-sludge biodegradation.

Another soil parameter which may be read1ly adjusted at a land treat
ment unit is nutrient content. The land app11cat10n of sludges with a h1gh
hydrocarbon content stimulates m1crob1al activity and results in the deple
tion of available n1trogen wh1ch eventually slows degradation. Through the
addition of nitrogen conta1ning ferti11zers the C:N rat10 can be reduced,
thus stimulat1ng microbial activ1ty and maintaining the rate of biodegrada
tion. It appears that optimum use is made of fertilizer when the applica
tion is delayed until after the less res1stant compounds have been
degraded. In a field study by Raymond et ale (1976), the rate of b10degra
dation in fert1lized plots was not 1ncreased unt1l a year after waste
application. The rate of fert1l1zer needed depends on the character1stics
of the waste. Wh1le the addition of proper amounts of nutr1ents can
increase biodegradation, exceSS1ve amounts, particularly of n1trogen,
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provide no benefit and may contribute to leaching of n1trates. Dibble and
Bartha (1979) determined that the optimum C:N ratio for the oily waste they
studied was 60:1; whi1e t in a study by Brown et al. (1982) a ref1nery waste
exhibited optimum degradation at a C:N ratio of 9: It and a petrochem1ca1
waste at 124: 1. Thus t it appears that optimum degradation rates can be
achieved when the fertilizer app11cation rate is determined on a case-by
case basis.

The texture and structure of the soil exerts a significant influence
on the rate of waste biodegradation. Although the choice of soil will in
many cases be restricted t a careful evaluation of the rate of biodegrada
tion using the specific soil and waste of the land treatment unit will
result in the JOOst efficient use of the land and minimize environmental
contamination. In a laboratory study eva1uat1ng the biodegradation rates
of two wastes in four soils t the JOOst rapid degradation occurred in the
silt loam soil and the leas t rapid in the clay (Table 4.5) (Brown et al. t

1982). In fine textured soils where the availability of oxygen may limi t
degradation t frequent tilling may increase aeration and enhance
degradation; although t excessive tilling can promote erosion.

TABLE 4.5 THE EFFECT OF SOIL TEXTURE ON THE BIODEGRADATION OF REFINERY AND
PETROCHEMICAL SLUDGE*

Soil

Total Carbon
Appliedt

(mg)

% Carbon Degraded as
Determined by

Residual C

Refinery Waste

Norwood sandy clay
Nacogdoches clay
Lakeland sandy loam
Bastrop clay

Petrochemical Waste

Norwood sandy clay
Nacogdoches clay
Lakeland sandy loam
Bastrop clay

350
350
350
350

2 t 100
2 t 100
2,100
2 t l00

60
44
37
37

15
9

13
0.3

63
54
45
47

34
32
30
19

* Brown et a1. (1982)

t Sludge was applied at a rate of 5% (wt/wt) to soils at field capacity and
incubated for 180 days at 30°C.

The frequency and rate of application are design parameters that can
be used to enhance waste biodegradation. The amount of residual sludge in
the soil influences both the availability of oxygen and the toxic effects
of waste constituents on soil microbes. When small amounts of waste are
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appl~ed frequently, the tox~c effects of the waste on the microbes are
minim:z.zed and ID1crobial act:z.v:z.ty is ma:z.nta:z.ned at an optimum level. Brown
et ale (1982) observed that repeated appl~catwns of small amounts of
waste resulted :z.n greater degradation over the same t1me than occurred 1f
all of the waste was appl1ed at one t~me (F1g. 4.9). These results agree
w1th those of D1bble and Bartha (1979) and Jensen (1975) who found maximum
degradat~on at apphcation rates of oily waste of less than 5% (wt/wt).
Thus, it appears that the best results W1l1 be obtained when a balance is
reached between the mos t eff1cient use of the land treatment area and the
opt1mum app11cat10n rate and frequency. Calculat10ns are descr1bed ~n

Sections 7.2.1.5 and 7.5.3.1.4 which can be used to ass1st :z.n determ:z.n:z.ng
these parameters.

Land treatment of hazardous waste is a dynamic process reqU1ring care
ful des:z.gn and management to maintian opt1mum degradation and prevent
environmental contamination. The laboratory stud1es described in Sections
7.2-7.4 can be used to evaluate the value of each parameter that will allow
optimum biodegradation. In s1tuations where an equivalent waste has been
handled at an equ1valent land treatment un1t such test1ng may not be
necessary. However, due to the variabil1ty of waste streams, soils, and
climatic cond1 tions, a careful evaluation of environmental parameters is
required in order to obta1n maximum degradation rates using the mn1mum
land area.

Environmental mod1f1cations to enhance biodegradation may take the
form of amendments applied to the s01l, as d1scussed above, or they may
take the form of a microbial spike added to act on a specif1c class of com
pounds. S01l part:z.cles in sludges may hold bacteria or fungi :z.n a
res:z.stant state. Once these organ:z.sms become accl~mated to waste const1tu
ents, they may flour:z.sh whenever env1ronmental cond:z.t10ns are :z.mproved. In
most cases, the add1t10n of b.m1ted amounts of organ:z.c matter to the s01l
results 1n increased microbial act1v1ty. Excess1ve addit10ns of organ1c
matter, however, can result in m1crobial 1nh1bit10n because of the nature
of the organic matter.

Pretreatment of recalcitrant waste const1tuents by chem1cal, physical,
or biological degradation may render a waste more amenable to degradat:z.on
in the soil. For example, pretreatment of PCB containing wastes by photo
decomposit10n can remove one or two chlorine atoms per molecule (Hutz1nger
et ale, 1972). S1nce the most s1gn:z.f:z.cant factor in the relat1ve degrad
ability of PCB wastes the degree of chlorination (Tucker, 1975), pretreat
ment of PCBs could render the waste more suscept1ble to microbial attack.
Methods of pretreatment that may be useful for HWLT are discussed in
Section 5.2.

4.1.3.4 Waste Degradat10n by M1croorganisms

It is d1fficult to pred1ct the effect of a hazardous waste on the
microbial population of the s01l. Most hazardous wastes are complex
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mixtures which contain a variety of toxic compounds, res1stant compounds,
and compounds susceptible to microbial attack. The application of a
readily available substrate to the soil stimulates the microbial population
and should provide a more diverse range of organisms to deal with the
resistant compounds once the preferred substrate has been degraded. Davies
and Westlake (1979) found that the inability of an asphalt based crude oil
to support growth was due to the lack of n-alkanes rather than the presence
of toxic compounds. Therefore, it appears that the effect of toxic
inorganic and organic compounds on m1croorgan1sms W1ll be reduced if there
is a readily available substrate which can be used by these organisms.

Many hazardous wastes contain substantial quantities of tonc inor
ganic compounds, such as heavy metals. Kloke (1974) suggests that concen
trations of lead in soil above 2000 mg/kg inhibit microb1al activity. In
addition, the recommended limit for total lead plus four times total zinc
plus forty times total cadmium is 2000 mg/kg (Kloke, 1974); however, this
calculation fails to account for both the synergistic effects between these
cations and the effect of soil characteristics. Doelman and Haanstra (1979)
found that a lead concentration of 7500 mg/kg had no effect on m1crobial
activity in a peat soil with a high cation exchange capacity. These
results were verified by Babich and Stotzky (1979) who found that lead
toxicity was reduced by a high pH (greater than 6.5), the addition of phos
phate or carbonate anions, a high cation exchange capacity, and the pres
ence of soluble organic matter. Thus, it is evident that no f1xed limit on
heavy metal concentration can be generally applied to all waste-soil mix
tures. Inorganic toxicity can be better determined empir1cally on a case
by case basis. Similarly, the toxicity of organic compounds in a hazardous
waste is dependent on the concentration of organic and 1norganic const1tu
ents and the properties of the receiving soil. Under certain circum
stances, the application of toxic organic compounds to soil may stimulate
fungal or actinomycete populations while depressing bacterial populations.
Applications of 5000 mg/kg 2,4-D reduced the number of bacteria and actino
mycetes, but had little effect on the fungal populat10n (Ou et al., 1978).
Since many hazardous wastes can have an adverse effect on biological forms
j,n the soil, land treatment should be carefully planned and IOOnitored to
ensure that the biological forms responsible for degradation have not been
adversely affected.

There are indications that after long-term exposure to toxic com
pounds, microbes can adapt and utilize some of these compounds. Results of
numerous experiments indicate that microbes have the capacity to adapt and
use introduced substrates. The majority of these stud1es, however, have
dealt with microbial utilization of a relatively pure substrate and even
those dealing with the use of crude oil are examining a substrate which is
predominantly composed of saturated hydrocarbons.

Poglazova et ale (1967) isolated a soil bacterium capable of destroy
ing the ubiquitous carcinogen benzo(a)pyrene. This study indicated that
the ability of soil bacteria to degrade benzo(a)pyrene may be enhanced by
prolonged cultivation in media containing hydrocarbons. Th1s indicates
that the land treatment of hazardous wastes may st1mulate the growth of
microorganisms with the increased enzymatic capabilities to deal with toxic
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waste constituents. Jensen (1975) states that the most common genera of
bacteria showing an increase in activity due to the presence of hydrocar
bons in the soil J.nclude CorynebacterJ.um, Brevibacterium, Arthrobacter,
Mycobacteria, Pseudomonas and Nocardia. Of all groups of bacteria, Pseudo
monas appear to have the most diverse enzymatic capabilities, perhaps due
to the presence of plasmids which increase their ability to use complex
substrates (Dart and Stretton, 1977). Friello et al. (1976) have trans
ferred hydrocarbon degradive plasmids to a straJ.n of Pseudomonas which
gives the bacterium a broader range of available substrates. Enrichment
cultures of such organisms may be useful for rapidly degrading certain
classes of compounds. It may be useful to apply this type of an enrichment
culture to enhance the degradation of a particular recalcitrant compound or
group of compounds, although in the case of many complex wastes, a mixed
microbial population is required to co-metabolize the various waste consti
tuents.

Large additions of chlorinated hydrocarbons into the environment exert
selective pressure on microorganisms to detoxify or utilize these compounds
(Chakrabarty, 1978). As a result, bacteria are frequently isolated which
have the capacity to use compounds previously thought to be resistant to
microbial attack. For example, mixed or enrichment cultures of bacteria
have been shown to degrade PCBs (Clark et al., 1979), DDT (PatH et al.,
1970), polyethylene glycol (Cox and Conway, 1976), and all classes of oil
hydrocarbons (Raymond et al., 1976) • However, some compounds, such as
hexachlorobenzene, appear to be resistant to microbial attack (Ausmus
et al., 1979).

Various strains of actinomycetes are capable of degrading hazardous
compounds. Walker et ale (1976) isolated petroleum degrading actinomycetes
from polluted creek sedJ.ments which composed over 30% of all the organisms
isolated. In addition, Chacko et al. (1966) isolated several strains of
actinomycetes that could use DDT.

Fungi capable of degrading the persistent pestJ.cide dieldrin were iso
lated in a study by BJ.xby et al. (1971). Perry and Cerniglia (1973) found
fungi able to degrade greater quantities of oil during growth than bac
teria. This capability was probably due to the ability of fungi to grow as
a mat on the surface of the oJ.l. The most efficient hydrocarbon using
fungi isolated by Perry and Cerniglia (1973) utilized 30-65% of an asphalt
based crude oil. Davies and Westlake (1979) also isolated fungi that could
use crude oil. The genera most frequently isolated in their study were
Penicillium and Verticillium.

4.2 PLANTS

Plants modify the treatment functions that occur in soil. Primarily,
a crop cover on the active treatment site, protects the soil-waste matrix
from adverse impacts of wind and water, namely erosion and soil crusting.
Plants also function to enhance removal of excess water through transpira
tion. Some of the more mobile, plant-available waste constituents may be
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absorbed along wl.th the water and then altered within the plant. Absorbed
wastes ultimately are returned to the soil as the decaying plants supply
organic matter. The organic matter, in turn, enhances sOl.l structure and
cation exchange capacity. The plant canopy may range from spotty to com
plete coverage and may vary with the season or waste application schedule.
Also, cover crops are not required during the ope.ration of an HWLT unit so
management decisions about the selection of species, tl.me of planting,
desired periods of cover, or whether or not plants are even desirable are
all left to the discretl.on of the owner or operator. A cover crop is
advantageous in many cases but l.t is not essential. The functions plants
serve can be divided into two classes, protective functions and cycling and
treatment functions.

Plants protect the soil by intercepting and dampening the effects of
rainfall and wind. In climates where wetness is a problem for land treat
ment, a plant canopy can l.ntercept precipitation and prevent significant
amounts of water from ever reaching the sOl.l; however, this depends on
plant speCl.es, completeness of cover, rainfall intensity, and atmospheric
condl.tions. Plants also decrease the erosive effects of raindrop l.mpact on
the sOl.l, preventl.ng detachment of particles from the soil and decreasing
the splash transport of sOl.l and waste particles. Plants enhance infiltra
tion and lessen runoff transport of waste constituents by decreasing
surface flow velocl.ties and by fl.ltering particulates from runoff water.
Wl.nd erOSl.on is reduced since the plant canopy dampens wind speed and tur
bulent mixing at ground level.

Cycling and treatment functl.ons include translocation of substances
from soil to plant, transformations within plants, and loss from plants to
the atmosphere or back to the sOl.l. Land treatment l.n a wet climate can
benefl.t from an establl.shed crop cover to enhance water loss through uptake
and transpiratl.on. Certal.n soluble, plant available waste constituents and
plant nutrl.ents can also be absorbed through plant roots. If testing of
plant tissues indicates no food chain hazard from these absorbed constitu
ents , crop harves t can be a removal pathway. Howeve r , crop s may not be
harvested el.ther because tissue analyses have indicated unacceptable con
centratl.ons of hazardous constituents or because the expense of plant moni
torl.ng exceeds any potential benefit from harvesting. In such cases, the
crop resl.dues can be returned to the soil organic matter pool.

Where it has been determl.ned that cover crop is desirable, proper
selectl.on of plant speCl.es or mixture of species can maximize the desired
functl.on. The choice of plant speCl.es will vary depending on the season
and the regl.on of the country. It l.S a good l.dea to consult with area
agronomists from the State Agrl.cultural Extension Service, U.S. Department
of Agriculture, or the agronomy department at a nearby university to obtain
l.nformatl.on on varl.eties and cultural practices which are suited to a given
regl.on. Sectl.on 8.7 provl.des addl.tl.onal information on species selection.
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4.3 ATMOSPHERE

The atmosphere primarily operates as a mod1fier of treatment processes
in the soil. Atmospheric condit10ns control the water content and tempera
ture of the soil which in turn control biological waste degradat10n rates
and waste constituent mobility. Winds act along with the heat balance and
mois ture content to provide for gas exchange, such as the movement of
oxygen, carbon dioxide, water vapor, and waste volatiles between soil and
atmosphere. In addition to soil-atmosphere interactions, the atmosphere
exchanges gases with plants and transmits photosynthetically act1ve rad1a
tion to plants. Finally, shortwave rad1ation may be responsible for some
degree of photodegradation of some waste organics exposed at the soil sur
face. Comprehension of soil, plants and atmosphere interactions and of the
various active treatment functions directs attention to those system
properties which influence treatment effect1veness and wh1ch should be
examined more thoroughly.

The important climatic parameters affecting land treatment should be
understood from the perspective of site history for design purposes. On
site observations are essential as an input to management decisions
(Chapter 8). An off-site weather reporting stat10n will ordinar1ly be the
source of climatic records. Section 3.3 d1scusses the selection of reli
able sources of information that will be representative of site conditions.
During the operational life of the HWLT unit it may be useful to install an
instrument package and make regular observations of important climatic
parameters, such as temperature, rainfall, pan evaporation and wind velo
city. Measurement of soil temperature and m01sture and particulate emis
sions may also be useful.

Climate affects the management of hazardous waste facilities. Air
temperature influences many treatment processes but has an especially pro
found effect on the length of the waste application season, the rate of
biodegradation, and the volatilization of waste constituents. On an opera
tional basis, temperature observations can aid in application timing for
volatile wastes and surface irrigated liquid wastes. W1nd, atmospheric
stability and temperature determine application timing for volatile wastes.
The moisture budget at an HWLT unit is cr1tical to timing waste applica
tions and determining loading rates and storage requirements. Climatic
data can be used in the hydrologic simulation to predict maximum water
application rates, and to design water retention and diversion structures.
A discussion of how the management of the unit can be developed to respond
to climatic influences is included 1n Chapter 8.
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5.0 CHAPTER FIVE

HAZARDOUS WASTE STREAMS

This chapter presents information to be used in evaluating waste
streams proposed for land treatment. There are three main factors that
need to be considered when evaluating the information on waste streams sub
mitted with a permit application for an HWLT unit. These three factors are
the characterization of the wastes, the pretreatment options available and
the techniques used for sampling and analysis. Figure 5.1 shows how each
of these topics fits into the decision-making framework for evaluating HWLT
units, first presented in Chapter 2 (Fig. 2.1).

Each section in this chapter focuses on one of the topics shown in
Fig. 5.1. Section 5.1 brl.efly discusses sources of hazardous waste. A
number of pretreatment options are available that can reduce the hazards
associated with certain waste streams, Section 5.2 discusses these options.
Finally, in order to accurately predict the fate of a given waste in an
HWLT unit, the permit evaluator must know what analytical techniques were
used by the applicant in performing the waste analysis. Section 5.3
discusses procedures that are appropriate for analyzing hazardous wastes.

5.1 SOURCES OF HAZARDOUS WASTE

The first step in evaluating a waste stream is to determine what the
expected waste constituents are based on what is known about the sources of
the waste. Hazardous waste sources fall into two broad categories as
folloW's:

(1) Specific industrial sources that generate waste streams
peculiar to the feedstocks and processes used by that
industry, such as leather, rubber or textiles, and

(2) Nonspecific sources of waste that cut across industrial
categories, but may still be characterized according to the
raw materials and processes used, such as solvent cleaning
or product painting.

5.1.1 Specific Sources

Industries that produce a waste unique to that industry are "specific
sources" of that waste. Examples of "specific" industrial sources are
textiles, lumber, paper, inorganic chemicals, organic chemicals, petroleum
products, rubber products, leather products, stone products, primary
metals and others. Table 5.1 ranks most of the specific sources according
to the volume of hazardous waste each is projected to generate in 1985.
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POTENTIAL I
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Figure 5.1. Character1zat10n of the waste stream to be land treated.
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TABLE 5.1 PROJECTED 1985 HAZARDOUS WASTE GENERATION BY INDUSTRY*

Annual Volume of Waste Generatedt

SIC
1985 Projection

Code Industry 1980 Estimate Low!1 High+

28 Chemicals & Allied Products 25,509 24,564 30,705
33 Primary Metals 4,061 3,699 4,624

Nonmanufacturing Industries 1,971 1,882 2,352
34 Fabricated Metal Products 1,997 1,807 2,259
29 Petroleum & Coal Products 2,119 1,789 2,236
37 Transportation Equipment 1,240 1,309 1,§36
26 Paper & Allied Products 1,295 1,201 1,501
36 Electric & Electronic Equipment 1,093 1,145 1,431
31 Leather & Leather Tanning 474 342 428
35 Machinery, Except Electrical 322 330 413
39 Miscellaneous Manufacturing 318 299 374
30 Rubber & Miscellaneous Plastic

Products 249 226 282
22 Textile Mill Products 203 162 203
27 Printing & Publishing 154 145 182
38 Instruments & Related Products 90 99 124
24 Lumber & Wood Products 87 75 94
25 Furniture & Fixtures 36 29 36
32 Stone, Clay & Glass Products 17 15 19

TOTAL 41,235 39,118 48,899

* Booz-Allen and Hamilton, Inc. and Putnam, Hayes and Bartlett, Inc.
(1980) •

t In thousands of wet metric tons.

HBased on a reasonable estimate of the potential reduction (20%) in
waste generation.

+ Based on the industrial growth rate used to calculate 1980 and 1981
estimates.
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5.1.2 Nonspecific Sources of Hazardous Waste

There are several hazardous waste generating activities that are not
specific to a particular industry. For instance, many manufactured pro
ducts are cleaned and painted before they are marketed. Product cleaning
is usually done with solvents and, consequently, many industries generate
spent solvent wastes. Similarly, industrial painting generates paint resi
dues. Eighteen nonspecific wastes are listed in Table 5.2. There are
three main categories of hazardous constituents generated by these nonspe
cific sources which are solvents, heavy metals and cyanide, and paint (Fig.
5.2).

5.1.3 Sources of Information on Waste Streams

The applicant and the permit writer can use published
the chemical analysis of similar hazardous wastes to help
the constituents expected in the wastes to be land treated.
this information may indicate the presence of constituents
to be pretreated before they are disposed in an HWLT unit.

information on
them determine
In some cases,

which may need

There is little information on the waste streams from the organic
chemicals industry because each plant uses a unique collection of feed
stocks and unit chemical processes to produce its line of products. How
ever, some information about the nature of the waste can be gained if
information is known about the chemical feedstocks and unit process used
(Herrick et al., 1979).

A document is currently being prepared for EPA by K. W. Brown and
Associates, Inc. that will pull together information on waste streams gen
erated by the industries that produce hazardous wastes. This document will
present chemical analyses (where available) and information on the hazard
ous constituents contained in the waste streams of these industries accord
ing to the standard industrial classification. This document together with
waste analyses supplied to EPA should form a basis for a better understand
ing of hazardous waste streams.

5.2 WASTE PRETREATMENT

Pretreatment processes may be used to render a waste more amenable to
land treatment. This can be accomplished by altering the waste in a way
that either changes its physical properties or reduces its content of the
waste constituents that limit the land treatment operation. Physical
alterations include premixing the waste with soil and reducing the unit
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TABLE 5 2 PO'fblUIALLY HAZARDOUS WA~TE SfREAIiS GEliERATED BY :IONSPECH (C INDUbTRIAL SOURCfS

================== ------:;--::;-====== .----------------
Modlfied
SIC Code

3471 1

3471 2

ID 3471 3
()\

3471 4

3398 1

3398 2

3398

3312 1

3479

3479 2

lIazardous
Waste
Number

FOOl

F002

F003

F004

F005

F006

F007
F008

F009

FOlO

FOll

FOl2

FOl3
~Ol4

F015

FOl6

Fon

FOl8

Activlty

Degreaslng opera
tlons (halogenated
solvent)

l~logenated solvent
recovery

Nonhalogenated sol
vent recovery

Nonhalogenated sol
vent recovery

Nonhalogenated sol
vent recovery

ElectroplatlOg

ElectroplatlOg
Electroplatlng

Electroplatlng

Metal heat treatlng

Metal heat treatlng

Metal heat treatlng

Metal recovery
Metal recovery

Metal recovery

Operatlons lnvolvlng
coke ovens & blast
furnaces

Industrlal palntlng

Industrlal paIntlng

~laste Stream

Spent halogenated
solvents & sludge

Spent halogenated
solvents , still
bottoms

Spent nonhalogenated
solvents & still
bottoms

Spent nonhalogenated
solvents & stlll
bottoms

Spent nonhaolgenated
solvents & stlll
bottoms

Wastewater treatment
slUdge

spent platlng bath
PlatIng bath bottom

slUdges
Spent strippIng &

cleanIng bath
solutions

QuenchIng 011 bath
sludge

Spent salt bath
solutlons

Wastewater treatment
slUdge

Flotatlon traillngs
Cyanldatlon wastewater

treatment tdlllng
pond bottom sedlments

Spent cyanide bath
Solutlons

Alr pollutlon control
scrubber sludge

Palnt resldues

Wastewater treatment
sludge

LAUD fREATMM1T POTEll'l'IAL*------- Rate (R) or Capacity (C)
Llmiting Components

Tetrachloroethylene (C), carbon tetrachlorlde IC),
Trlchloroethyllene (C), l,l,l-trichioroethane (C),
lIethylene chlonde (C), chlorinated fluorocarbons (C)
Tetrachloroethylene (C), methylene chlorIde (C),
TrIchloroethylene (C), l,l,l-trichioroethane (C),
l,l,2-trichloro-l,2,2-fluoroethane (C) Chlorobenzene (C)
O-dichiorobenzene (C), trichiorofluoroethane IC)
Flammable solvents (R)

Cresols (R) and cresyllc aCId (R), nltrobenzene (C)

Methanol (R), toluene (R), methyl ethyl ketone (R),
Methyl isobutyl ketone (R), carbon disulflde (R),
Isobutanol (R), pyrIdIne (R)
CadmIum (C), chromIum (C), nlckel (C),
CyanIde (complexed) (C)
CyanIde salts (C)
CyanIde salts (C)

Cyanlde salts (C)

Cyanlde salts (C)

Cyanlde salts (C)

CyanIde (complexed) (C)

Cyanlde (complexed) (C) and metals from the ore
Cyanlde (complexed) (C)

CyanIde salts (C)

CyanIde (complexed) (C)

CadmIum (C), chromlum (C), lead (C), cyan1des (C),
toluene (R), tetrachloroethylene (C)
Cadm1um (C), chrom1um (C), lead (C), cyan1de (C),
toluene (R), tetrachloroethylene (C)

* Values for waste const1tuents may vary, hence, load1ng rates and capacltles should be based on the analys1s of the
spec1f1c waste to be land treated and on the results of the pllot stud1es performed Organ1c compounds are labeled (C)
when lt lS bel1eved that there may be some SOlI cond1t1ons under WhlCh the compound may not degrade rapldly enough to
prevent toslClty hazards, e1ther due to accumulat10n 1n SOlI or mlgratlon VIa water or aIr
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Figure 5.2. Categor1es of hazardous const1tuents generated by nonspecif1c sources.



size of waste materials. Specific waste constituents can limit the ulti
mate capacity, yearly loading rate, or the single application dosage of a
waste disposed in an HWLT unit (Section 7.5.1). Pretreatment processes are
available that will reduce the concentration of a limitl.ng constituent.
Pretreatment may improve both the economic and environmental aspects of the
HWLT unit. When waste form or waste constituents warrant examining pre
treatment options, in-plant process changes should also be explored.

It is beyond the scope of this document to review all the available
pretreatment techniques and their treatment efficiencies for the thousands
of pollutant species. However, EPA (1980a) has recently published a five
volume manual that exhaustively covers the following topics that can be
used to evaluate pretreatment.

(1) Volume one is a compendium of treatability data, industrial
occurrence data, and pure species descriptl.ons of matals,
cyanides, ethers, phthalates, nitrogen containing compounds,
phenols, mono and polynuclear aromatics, PCBs, halogenated
hydrocarbons, pesticides, oxygenated compounds, and a number
of miscellaneous organic compounds. This volume focuses on
the 129 priority pollutants and other compounds that are
prevalant in industrial wastewaters and that do not readl.ly
degrade or disappear from aqueous environments, which are
the ultimate receivers of leachates generated by land treat
ment units.

(2) Volume two is a collection of industrial wastewater dis
charge information and includes data for both raw and
treated wastewaters.

(3) Volume three is a compilation of available performance data
for existing wastewater treatment technologies.

(4) Volume four is a collection of capital and operating cost
data for the treatment technologies described in volume
three.

(5) Volume five is an executive summary and describes the use of
information contained in volumes one through four.

To determine the most desirable mix of pretreatments for a land treat
ment system, total costs should be weighed against the degree of treatment
required. Possible pretreatment steps for enhancing the land treatability
of waste as presented by Loehr et al. (1979), are discussed below.

(1) Preliminary treatment (coarse screening or grinding) is used
to remove large obj ects such as wood, rags and rocks to
protect piping and spray systems.

(2) Primary treatment usually involves the removal of readily
settleable and floatable solids. The primary treatment
effluent can then be land treated by spray irrigation or
overland flow. Since the removed solids can clog both spray
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nozzles and the sOl.l surface, these soll.ds are usually land
treated by soil l.ncorporatl.on.

(3) Secondary treatment l.ncludes several biological treatments
(such as aerated lagoons, anaerobic dJ.gestl.on, composting
and activated sludge) and any subsequent solids settling.
Secondary pretreatment systems may be necessary where it is
desirable to remove soluble organics or suspended soll.ds
that may clog the soil. Secondary treatment effluents are
usually suitable for spray irrigatl.on whl.le the secondary
treatment sludges can be l.ncorporated into the soil. Land
treatment of a waste often results in the breakdown of
organics as rapl.dly as secondary treatment but the addl.
tional treatment may be necessary for some refractory
organics.

(4) Disinfection is the treatment of effluents to kill disease
causing organl.sms such as pathogenic bacteria, viruses and
amoebic cysts. Chlorl.natl.on effectively kl.lls pathogens but
may also generate chlorl.nated organics and have undesirable
effects on cover crops and leachate quality. Ozonation is
more expensl.ve than chlorl.nation, but effectively disinfects
a waste stream without the undesirable effects of chlorina
tion. Coupling ozonation with irradiation by ultraviolet
light may improve l.ts economic feasibility and enhance over
all waste treatment. Compounds normally refractory to ozone
alone are rapidly converted to carbon dioxide and water when
subjected to the combination (Rice and Brownl.ng, 1981).

(5) Advanced (tertiary) wastewater treatment refers to processes
designed to remove dissolved soll.ds and soluble organics
that are not adequately treated by secondary treatment.
Land treatment usually exceeds the results obtainable
through tertl.ary treatment for removal of nitrogen, phos
phorous and soluble organics. In these cases a tertiary
treatment may not be useful; however, tertiary treatment for
the removal of dissolved salts (such as reverse osmosis or
distl.llation) may produce an effluent of drinking water
quality and circumvent the need for land treatment.

Table 5.3 lists the dJ.fferent pretreatment methods and their applic
abili ty to hazardous waste treatment. Although, in many cases, pretreat
ment of the waste is not necessary prior to land treatment, pretreatments
wl.th the lOOSt potential for enhancing the land treatability of wastes are
examined in the following sections (5.2.1 through 5.2.6). Neutralization,
dewatering, degradation processes, premixing with soil, and Sl.ze reduction
may greatly increase the effectiveness of land treatment for a given waste;
however, in-plant process changes may also be effective in reducing
troublesome waste constituents. In all cases, care must be taken when pre
treatment processes are being considered to evaluate the cost effectiveness
of the process and to determJ.ne if the process (whl.ch may have originally
been developed to render a waste compatible with another disposal option)
is appropriate for land treatment operations.
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TABLE 5.3 PRETREATmmT ME1'II00S FOR llAZAROOUS WASTES·

Heavy Waste
Pretreatment Metal Organic Organ1c Volume

Method Removal Removal Destruct10n Reduction Comments Physical Form Treated

Activated Yes Yes Yes Yes Waste must have heavy metal content L1qu1d, slurry, slud9a
slUdge less than 1\

Aerated No Yes Yas Yes Used 1n temperate climates Liquid, slurry, sludge
lagoons

Anaerobic
di'Jestion No Yes Yes Yes Very sensitive to tOX1C compounds

Compost109 No Yes Yes Yes Least sensitive method of b1ological Slurry, sludge, liqu1d
treatment

Enzymatic
b1olog1cal llo Yes Yes No Only works for spec1fic chemicals Liquid, .,lurry, sludgp

treatment

Trlckllng No Yes Yes Ye'! Low efficiency for organic removal Liqu1d, slurry, sludge
filters

\~aste

stab1llZation No Yes Yes Yes Waste must have d1lute concentrations LiqU1d, slurry, sludge
...... ponos of organic and 1norganics
0
0 Carbon Yes Yes No No Efficient for wastes with less than 1% LiqU1d

adsorptIon organics

ReSin POSSIble Yes No No Extracts and recovers maInly organics Liqu1d
adsorpt1on ganlcs solutes from aqueous waste

Calcination Possible No Yes Yes 1'1111 require volume of nonorganics Liquid, slurry, sludge
and convert them into a form of low
leachability

CatalyslS No No Yes No L1qU1d

Centnfugatlon Yes No No Yes Primarily used for dewatering sludge Slurry

ChlorinolyslS No tlo Yes Yes ConverSIon of chlonnated hydrocarbons LiqUid
to carbon tetrachloride

DIalysIs Yes No No tlo Separahon of salts from aqueous L1qU1d

D1ssolution Yes No 110 No Removal of heavy metals from fly ashes Llqu1d, slurry, sludge

OlShllation No Yes No Yes Recovery of organic solvents L1quId, slurry, sludge

Piectrolysis Yes No No ·~o Removal of heavy metals from concen- L1qu1d
trated aqueous solut1on

--contl'lued--



TABLE 5 3 (continued)

Heavy Waste
Pretreatment Metal Organic Organic Volume

Method Removal Removal Destruction Reduction COIIIIents Physical Form Treated

Electrodialysis possible No No No Recovery of inorganic salts Liquid

Evaporation No Posslble No Yes Recovery of inorganic salts Liquid

Piltratlon Yes No No Yes Removal of metal precipltates Slurry

Preclpltation,
flocculation,
sedimentation Yes Yes No Yes Removal or recovery of sohds from Liquid, slurry

aqueous solution

Flotation- Yes No No No Separation of soli~ partlcles SUB- Slurry
blological pended in a liquid medium

Freeze Yes Yes no Yes DesalinatIon of water Liquld, slurry, sludge
crystalization

Freeze drying No No I~o Yes ~eparatlon of pure water from solids LiquId, slurry

I-' SuspensIon Yes No No Yes Separation of suspended particles Liquid
0 freezIng magnetic particles from lIquids
......

HydrolysIs No No Yes No Hay lncrease toxiClty of waste Liquid, slurry, sludge

Ion exchange Yes Yes No No Selective removal of heavy metals and LIquids
hazardous anions

LH)Uld ion Yes No No No Selective removal and/or separation of LiqUId, slurry, sludge
exchange free and complexed metal lons In high

concentrations

LiquId-llQUld
extractlon of
organics No Yes No 110 Solvent recovery LiqUId

~licrowave No possible Yes Yes Developmental stages, primarily for Liquid
dlscharge ~mall quantities of tOXIC compounds

tleutralizatlon No No No No Renders waste treatable by other Liquid, slurry, slUdge

ChemIcal Posslble No Yes No DetoxifIcation of hazardous materIals Liquld
oXldatlon

OzOnOljSIS No No Yes No ~Iay be used to make toxic wastes more LIquid
susceptlble to blological actlon,
especially chlorlnated hydrocarbons

--continued--



'fABLE 5.3 (continued)

Heavy Waste
Pretreatlllent Metal Organlc Organlc Volume

Method Rellloval Rellloval Destruction Reductlon Comlllents Physical Forlll Treated

Photolysis No No Yes No Degradation of aromatic and Liquid
chlorinated hydrocarbons

Chemical possible No No No Detoxification of hazardous materials Liquid
reduction

Reverse oSlllosis Yes Yes No Yes Purlflcation dilute wastewaters Liquid

Slze reduction No 110 No No For spill debns such as contamlnated Solid
pallets and lulllber

Soll lJIlxlng No No No No Volume of waste will increase, this
technique applles to stlck or tarry
waste

Steam No Yes No Yes Solvent recovery Liquid, slurry, sludge
dlStl tlatlon

Alr stripPlng No Posslble No No Recovery of volatIle compounds from Liquid, slurry
...... aqueous solutions
0

Steam No Yes No No Recovery of volatile compounds from Liquld, slurryl-v strlPPlng
aqueous solutlons

Ultra Yes Yes No No Separation of dissolved or suspended LlqUld
filtration particles from a liquld stream

Zone refInlng Yes Yes No No Purlflcatlon technique for obtalnlng Liquld
hlgh-purity organic and inorganlc
materials

* De Renzo (19781



5.2.1 Neutralization

Neutralization (pH adjustment) may be a desirable pretreatment for
strongly acidic or alkaline wastes being land treated. Biological
treatment systems, such as land treatment, rely on microbial degradation as
the major treatment mechanism for organic constituents in the waste.
Microbial growth and, hence, treatment efficiency are optimized by
maintaining the pH near neutral.

Neutralization involves the reaction of a solution with excess hydron
ium or hydroxide ions to form water and neutral salts (Adams et al., 1981).
Care should be taken to select a neutralizing agent that will not produce a
neutral salt that is detrimental to the land treatment process. For
instance, lime (CaC03) is vastly preferable to caustic soda (NaOH) as an
agent to neutralize an acidic waste. Lime adds calcium to the waste which
will improve the workability of the treatment soil. Calcium is also an
essential nutrient for cover crops and microbes. Conversely, caustic soda
adds sodium which can decrease the workability of the soil and, at high
concentrations, sodium is toxic to cover crops and microbes.

It should be noted that the biological treatment process that occurs
in land treated soils may itself change the pH of a waste-soil mixture.
The pH of treated soil is reduced by the following (Adams et al., 1981):

(1) Hydroxide alkalinity is destroyed by the biochemical produc
tion of CO2;

Carbohydrate + (n)02 ~ Biochemical ~ (n) C02 + (n) H20oxidation

C02 + OH-

(2) Reduced forms of sulfur can be biochemically oxidized to
sulfuric acid; and

H2S + 202 ~ Biochemical -+ H2S04
oxidation

(3) Oxidation of ammonium releases hydrogen ions.

The pH of treated soil is increased by the biochemical oxidation of organic
acids as follows (Adams et al., 1981).

R - COOH + (n)02 ~ Bioche~cal ~(n) C02 + (n)H20
oxidation
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5.2.2 Dewatering

Dewatering is a broad term referring to any process that reduces the
water content and, hence, the volume of a waste wluch increases the sol~ds

content of the remaining waste. The oldest, s~mplest and most economical
method of dewatering a waste uses shallow evaporation ponds. However, for
such a system to be feasible, adequate land area must be available and
evaporation rates must exceed precipitat~on rates (Adams et al., 1981).

Evaporative rates can be increased by placing spray aerators on the
surface of the pond. Spray aeration has the added advantages of increasing
waste decomposition by exposing the wastewater to ultraviolet rays present
in sunlight and encouraging aerobic decomposition using oxygen adsorbed
during spraying.

A wastewater can be s~gnficantly dewatered through freeze crystaliza
tion. This process is used to segregate a liquid waste stream into fresh
water ice cyrstals and a concentrated solution of the remaining heavy
metals, cyanides and organics. The ice crys tals can then be removed r T

mechanical means (Metry, 1980). Freeze crystalization is an especia
attractive dewatering technique in northern sections of the U.S. wh
evaporative rates are low and the cold climate provides cost-fx_c
freezing.

Drying beds are shallow impoundments usually equipped with sand
bottoms and tile drains. Typically, sludge is poured over the sand to a
depth of 20 to 30 cm. Free drainage out of the tile drains occurs for
several days and drying time ranges from weeks to mmths, depend~ng on the
weather and sludge properties (Ettlich et al., 1978).

Filtration is the mechanism used in several dewatering processes. It
involves the separation of liquids and solids by forcing liquids through
porous membranes (screen or cloth) or med~a as in the drying beds ~scussed

above. Liquids are forced through by pressure, vacuum, gravity or centri
fugal force and the dewatered solids can then be land treated.

Various processes are used to increase the ease or extent to which
sludge dewaters. The most widely used of these processes involves two
steps. First, a chemical conditioner (such as lime, ferric chloride,
aluminum chloride or a variety of organic polymers) is added to the
wastewater that causes dissolved or suspended solids to clump together into
suspended particles. Then these suspended particles clump together into
larger particles which either settle out of solution or can be more easily
removed by filtration.

5.2.3 Aerobic Degradation

Several aerobic degradation
treated wastes. These processes

processes are used to pretreat land
can effectively reduce the quantity of
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volatile and highly mobile orgam.c spec~es

processes discussed below are compost~ng,

lagoon~ng.

~n a waste stream.
act~vated sludge and

Aerob~c

aerated

Compost~ng ~nvolves the aerobic degradat~on of a waste material placed
~n small piles or W1ndrows so that the heat produced by m~crob~al act~on ~s

conta~ned. Maintenance of an abundant supply of oxygen ~n the compost
p~le, coupled with elevated temperature and suffic~ent mo~sture, results ~n

a degradat~on process wluch is much more rap~d than that which would
otherwise occur. Pretreatment by compost~ng can result in a product that
can be easily stored unt~l land treated. Th~s is a particularly useful
approach where a continuous stream of waste cannot be continuously land
treated due to frozen or wet so~l condit~ons.

The Beltesville method of compost~ng uses forced aeration through
windrows and has been used for compost~ng o~ly wastes (Epste~n and Taffel,
1979; Texaco Inc., 1979). , In these stud~es, the O1ly waste is hrst mixed
with a bulking agent, such as r~ce hulls or wood chips, to reduce the mo~s

ture content to 40-60%. Aeration of the ~xed waste is ma~nta~ned by draw
ing air through a perforated p~pe located under the waste p~le us~ng an
exhaust fan. The waste pile is covered mth prev~ously composted mater~al

wh~ch acts as an insulator and helps to mainta~n an elevated temperature.
Air which has passed through the p~le is filtered through another smaller
pile of previously composted waste to reduce odors. Epstein and Taffel
(1979) noted that compost~ng of sewage sludge almost completely degraded
the polycycl~c aromatic hydrocarbons.

ActJ.vated sludge uses an aerob~c mcrob~al popUlation that is accli
mated to the particular waste stream to ~ncrease the rate of degradat~on.

The acclimated population ~s recycled and kept in constant contact with
incoming wastewater. Act~vated sludge has been extensively appl~ed to
industrial wastewaters for the degradat~on of organ~c wastewaters that have
low heavy metal content. Tucker et al. (1975) demonstrated that PCBs can
be degraded ~n the activated sludge process, but others have found heav~ly

chlorinated molecules to be resistant to mcrobial degradat~on by this
method. Use of mcroorganisms accl~mated to these chlor~nated waste con
st~tuents may improve effJ.c~ency of the activated sludge process for pre
treatment of wastes conta~n~ng these types of res~stant compounds.

As with activated sludge, aerated lagoons are used for the treatment
of aqueous solut~ons mth a low metals content. Aerobic lagoon~ng is cur
rently used by ~ndustry ~n temperate climates where suff~cient land ~s

avaJ.lable. ThJ.S method of aerobic degradation ~s land ~ntens~ve and slow
compared to composting and activated sludge processes; however, ~t may be
less expensive and ~t serves as a convenient method for stor~ng wastes
untJ.I weather or other l~miting cond~t~ons are su~table for the waste to be
land treated. A major drawback of aerated lagooning ~s that ~t presents a
cons~derable risk of groundwater contamnat~on. Th~s r~sk has prompted
regulatory requ~rements (d~scussed ~n Sect~on 5.2.4) for lagoons.
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5.2.4 Anaerob1c Degradation

Anaerobic degradation involves microbes that degrade organics in the
absence of oxygen. These microbes use metabolic pathways that differ from
the pathways used by aerob1c microbes and can~ therefore~ more effectively
degrade some organics that are resistant to degradation in the aerobic
soils of a land treatment unit. Two widely used mathods for this type of
degradation are anaerobic 1agooning and anaerobic digestion.

Anaerobic and aerobic lagooning of wastes has been widely used for
pretreatment and storage of wastes to be land treated. While the technique
has been inexpensive~ recent regulatory requirements for lining~ monitoring
and closing these facilities will increase the cos t of lagooning hazardous
waste. Other disadvantages associated with both types of lagooning include
the following:

(1) wastes often requ1re retention t1mes of several m:>nths for
effective treatment;

(2) due to the long retention times ~ large amounts of land may
be requ1red to handle all the waste; and

(3) there may be significant long-term liability associated with
lagoons due to their potential for groundwater contamina
tion.

Anaerobic digestion of waste uses enclosed tanks to anaerobically
degrade waste under controlled condit10ns. Initially, the technique is
capital intensive; however~ there are several advantages compared to
anaerobic 1agooning, as follows:

(1)

(2)

since the treatment process is completely enclosed ~

would be few, if any~ long-term liabilities;

retention time for waste~ although dependent on
composition~ may be less than 10 days (Kugelman and
1981);

there

waste
Jeris~

(3) short retention times mean less waste volume on hand at any
time and consequently less land is required for treatment
facilities; and

(4) useful by-products ~ such as methane and carbon dioxide ~ can
be obtained from the process.

5.2.5 Soil Mixing

Several industries produce tarry wastes that may be too sticky or
viscous to be easily applied to land. Examples of this physical state are
coal tar sludge and adhes1ves waste. Mixing of these wastes with soil is
difficult because the st1cky wastes tend to ball-up or stick to the surface
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of discing implements. A treatment that eliminates most of these difficul
ties is the premixing of soil with the waste in a pug milL Pug mills cut
up the sticky mass as it combines with the soil, producing a soil-waste
mixture that can be easily applied to land.

5.2.6 Size Reduction

Often bulky materials are contaminated with hazardous waste during
production processes or accidental spills. Examples of contaminated bulk
materials are pallets, lumber and other debris saturated or coated with
hazardous materials. A common approach to making these wastes suitable for
land treatment is to grind or pulverize the debris.

5.3 WASTE CHARACTERIZATION PROTOCOL

A waste Characterization protocol serves an important function to pre
vent adverse health, safety, or environmental effects from land treatment
of hazardous waste. It is required for the following reasons:

(1) to evaluate the feasibility of using land treatment for a
particular waste;

(2) to define waste characteristics indicative of Changes in
composition;

(3) to evaluate results generated ~n pilot studies;

(4) to define management and design criteria;

(5) to determine application, rate, and capacity limiting con
stituents (These design parameters are further discussed 1n
Chapter 7.);

(6) to determine if the treatment medium is effectively render
ing the applied waste less nonhazardous; and

(7) to effectively monitor any environmental impact resulting
from the HWLT unit.

To satisfy these requirements, the applicant needs to provide an
acceptable Characterization of the waste. Additionally, the permit writer
needs to be able to evaluate the results of the analyses to determine if
the appropriate parameters have been addressed or if additional analyses
are required. This section prov1des the information needed to evaluate the
waste Characterization phase of the design process for HWLT.

Because of the complexity involved in both the characterization of
hazardous waste and the evaluation of the results submitted by the appli
cant, a set of guidelines or analytical requirements are appropriate. The
follOWing step-by-step approach to waste Characterization will provide
guidance to both the permit applicant and permit writer. The follOWing
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sections are designed to reduce and simplify the Characterization and
evaluation processes.

5.3.1 Prelim1nary Waste Evaluation

There are a tremendous number of industrl.al process wastes which
contain a wide variety of complex chemical m1xtures. Initial indicators of
the probable composition of a particular waste include the following:

(1) previous analytical data on waste constituents;

(2) feedstocks used 1n the part1cular industrial process; and

(3) products and by-products result1ng from product10n processes.

By examining data presented on waste streams, the analytical requirements
for a particular waste may be sufficiently evaluated by both the permit
applicant and the permit wr1ter to preclude any extensive, unwarranted
analyses. One must realize, however~ that there may be toxic or recalci
trant constituents present in a given hazardous waste that are either new
or previously unnoted. Therefore, all possible means need to be used to
thoroughly characterize the constituents found in waste samples.

5.3.2 Waste Analys1s

The analytical chem1stry associated W1th HWLT should include appropri
ate analyses of the waste 1n conjunction with prelim1nary soil studies,
compound degradation determ1nations, and monitor1ng needs (Chapters 4, 7,
and 9). Most of the following discuss10n refers primarily to a general
approach to be used for analyzing the waste 1tself. Physical, chemical and
biological waste analyses are d1scussed.

5.3.2.1 Sampling and Preparation

In sampling hazardous waste and olner med1a relevant to HWLT, one must
continually strive to ensure personal safety wh1le correctly collecting
representative samples that W111 provide an accurate assessment of the
sample constituents. After obtain1ng some background information about the_
probable nature of the waste and the associated dangers, the analys1s may
then proceed using the appropriate safety measures, as outlined by de Vera
et al. (1980). The person sampling a hazardous mater1al must be aware that
it may be corrosive, flammable, explosive, toxic or capable of releasing
toxic fumes.

Since hazardous waste may be composed of a diverse mixture of organic
and inorganic components present in a variety of waste matrices (i.e.,
liquids, sludges and solids), 1t 1S necessary to use specialized sampling
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equipment to ensure that the sample is representative of the waste in ques
tion. For instance, the Coliwasa sampler, which consists of a tube, shaft
and rubber stopper, may be used for sampling layered liquids: after inser
tion of the tube into the liquid waste, the shaft is used to pull the stop
per into place and retain the sample. Other examples of appropriate sam
plers that may be used for sampling various types of wastes are listed in
Table 5.4. Additional information on sampling equipment, methods, and
limitations can be found in EPA (1982a).

TABLE 5.4 SAMPLERS RECOMMENDED FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF WASTE*

Waste type

Free flowing liquids
and slurries

Dry solids or wastes

Sticky or moist solids
and sludges

Hard or packed wastes

* EPA (1982a).

Waste Location
or Container

Drums, trucks, tanks
Tanks, bins
Pits, ponds, lagoons

Drums, sacks, waste
piles, trucks, tanks
pits, ponds, lagoons

Drums, trucks, tanks,
sacks, waste piles,
pits, ponds, lagoons

Drums, sacks, trucks

Sampling Apparatus

Coliwasa
Weighted Bottle
Dipper

Thief, scoops, shovels

Trier

Auger

It is very 1mportant that all sampling equipment be thoroughly cleaned
and free of contamination both prior to use and between samples. Storage
containers should be similarly free of contamination. Plastic or teflon
may be used for samples to be analyzed for inorganic constituents. Glass,
teflon or stainless steel may be used for samples intended for organic
analysis. Caution should be observed that both the sampler and storage
container materials are nonreactive with the waste. Ample room in the
sample container must be left to allow for expansion of water if the sample
is to be frozen in storage.

To ensure that the analytical methods employed in the waste character
ization do not under or over-estimate either the potential impact or treat
ment effectiveness, representative samples must be obtained. A representa
tive sample is proportionate with respect to all constituents in the bulk
matrix. The probability of obtaining a representative sample is enhanced
by compositing multiple samples. These composites can be homogeni~ed prior
to subsampling for subsequent analysis. Table 5.5 may be used to determine
the number of samples to be taken when a waste is sampled from multiple
containers. These numbers should be considered a minimum requirement. If
large variability is encountered 1n the sample analysis, additional samples
may be required. Similar precautions must be taken to ensure that the
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total waste substrate has been sampled. Table 5.6 suggests appropriate
sampling points to be selected for sampling various waste containments.
Descriptions of detailed statistical analyses for use in sampling can be
found in EPA (1982a).

TABLE 5.5 MINIMUM NUMBER OF SAMPLES TO BE SELECTED FROM MULTIPLE
CONTAINERS*t

Number of Number of Samples Number of Number of Samples
Containers to be Composited Containers to be Composited

1 to 3 all 1332 to 1728 12
4 to 64 4 1729 to 2197 13

65 to 125 5 2198 to 2744 14
126 to 216 6 2745 to 3375 15
217 to 343 7 3376 to 4096 16
344 to 512 8 4097 to 4913 17
513 to 729 9 4914 to 5832 18
730 to 1000 10 5833 to 6859 19

1001 to 1331 11 6860 or over 20

* ASTM D-270

t Numbering the containers and using a table of random numbers would give
an unbiased method for determining which should be sampled.

Following sampling operations, all samples should be tightly sealed
and stored at 4°C (except, in some cases, soils). Freezing may be required
when organic constituents are expected to be lost through volatilization.
This may be easily accomplished by packaging all samples in dry ice
immediately after collection if other refrigeration methods are
unavailable. Prior arrangements should be made with the receiving
laboratory to ensure sample integrity until the time of analysis.

5.3.2.2 Physical Analysis

The physical characteristic of hazardous waste that is most relevant
to land treatment is density. Density determinations are required to
convert the volumes of waste which will be treated into their corresponding
masses. The mass measurements will then be used to determine loading rates
and other application requirements (Section 7.5).

The density of a liquid waste may be determined by weighing a known
volume of the waste. A water insoluble viscous waste may be weighed in a
calibrated flask containing a known volume and mass of water. The water
displaced is equivalent to the volume of waste material added. A similar
technique may be used for the analysis of water soluble wastes by replacing
water with a nonsolubilizing liquid for the volumetric displacement
measurement. In this case, a correction must be made for the density of
the solvent used.
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TABLE 5.6 SAMPLING POINTS RECOMMENDED FOR MOST WASTE OONTAINMENTS

Conta~nment type

Drum, bung on one end

Drum, bung on s~de

Barrel, f~berdrum, buckets,
sacks, bags

Vacuum truck and s1m~lar

conta~ners

Pond, p~t, lagoons

Waste plle

Storage tank

Sampling po~nt

WHhdraw sample from all depths through bung opening.

Lay drum on s~de w~th bung up. W~thdraw sample from all depths
through bung open~ng.

W~thdraw samples through the top of barrels, fiberdrums, buckets,
and sim1lar containers. W~thdraw samples through fill openings of
bags and sacks. W1thdraw samples through the center of the contain
ers and ~fferent po1nts ~agonally opposite the po~nt of entry.

Withdraw sample through open hatch. Sample all other hatches.

Visually J.nspect the area. If there 1S eV1dence of differential
settling of material as J.t enter the pond, this area needs to be
estimated as a percentage of the pond and sampled separately.

If the rema~ning area ~s free of ~fferent~al sett11ng, div~de sur
face area into an imaginary surface, one sample at m~d-depth or at
center, and one sample at the bot tom should be taken per grid.
Repeat the samp11ng at each gr~d over the ent~re pond or S1te. A
m1nimum of 5 gr1ds should be sampled.

Wlthdraw samples through at least three dlfferent points near the
top of plle and points diagonally oppos1te the po1nt of entry.

Sample all depths from the top through the samphng hole.



5.3.2.3 Che~cal Analys1s

The chemical characterizat10n of complex m1xtures such as hazardous
waste consists of chemically spec1f1c analytical procedures which need to
be performed under a str1ct qual1ty control program by well-trained person
nel. Procedural blanks def1ning background contamination should be deter
mined for all analyt1cal techn1ques. Maximum background contam1nation
should not exceed 5% of the detector response for any compound or element
being analyzed. (For instance, if the concentration of a constituent
results in 95% full-scale deflect10n on a recorder, the background level
found in the analytical blank should not exceed 4.5% full-scale deflec
tion.) The procedural blank should be taken through the complete analyti
cal character1zation, 1ncluding all steps in collection and storage,
extraction, evaporative concentrat1on, fract10nation, and other procedures
that are applied to the sample. A general reference for the control of
blanks in trace organic analys1s 1S Giam and Wong (1972).

The accuracy and precision of all detailed analytical methodology need
to be evaluated by no less than three reproducible, full procedural analy
ses of reference standards. All data on procedural recovery levels
(accuracy) and reproducib111ty (precision) need to be reported as a mean
plus or minus the standard deviat10n. Analytical data should be reliable
to at least two signif1cant figures or as defined by the measuring devices
used. Other qual1ty control and assurance guidelines may be found in EPA
(l982a) •

If a waste conta1ns other hazardous constituents, not covered 1n
either the following general chemical characterization protocol or EPA
(l982a), it is the respons1b1lity of the permit applicant to determine an
appropriate and reliable analyt1cal technique for their determination.
This may be accomplished through a hterature search or consultation with
regulatory officials or an analyt1cal service. All techniques need to meet
the quality control requirements of EPA (1982a).

The following sections are des1gned primarily to provide relevant
information and explanations of chemical analytical techniques applicable
to hazardous waste and land treatment. For the permit applicant, it is
intended to prov1de some guidance and understanding of analytical chemistry
and the role it plays in HWLT. For the permit writer, these sections
should provide aid in understanding and evaluating the analytical data sub
mitted by the permit applicant.

In providing a general overview of the analytical chemistry, refer
ences are provided wh1ch describe spec1f1c methods which may be used for
analyzing waste and other media relevant to HWLT. The U.S. EPA in Test
Methods for Evaluat1ng Sol1d Waste (EPA, 1982a) has developed detailed
methodologies wh1ch may be acceptable by the EPA as methods for analyzing
hazardous waste and used by the EPA in conducting regulatory investiga
tions. However, many of the analytical methods descr1bed have not yet been
tested on actual waste samples. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the
individual laborator1es to test all spec1f1c analytical methodologies under
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strict quality control and assurance programs to ensure that the ana1ys1.s
is providing an acceptable chacterizat1.on of the spec1.f1.c waste 1.n
question.

5.3.2.3.1
hazardous
and other
inorganic
cussed in

Inorganic Analysis. The inorganic chem1.ca1 characterizat1.on of
waste and other samples will cover a diverse range of elements
inorganic parameters. Standard techn1.ques that may be used for
analyses are presented in the following sect1.ons and are d1.s-

more detail by the EPA (l982a).

5.3.2.3.1.1 Elements, present in the waste, may include a large var1.ety of
heavy metals and nutn.ents. Elemental analys1.s is necessary to determ1.ne
the numerical values needed to calculate the constl.tuents that hml.t the
land treatment process (Sect1.on 7.5). The general method for determ1.n1.ng
metals, nutrients and salts consists of approprl.ate sample d1.gestion fol
lowed by atomic absorption (AA) spectrophotometry or l.nductively coupled
plasma are spectrometry (rCp). Specifl.c techn1.ques may be found l.n EPA
(1982a), EPA (1979c) and Black (1965). Halides may be determl.ned by var1.
ous techniques (EPA, 1979c and 1982a; Stout and Johnson, 1965; Brewer,
1965). Boron may be determined by colorl.metr1.c techniques (EPA, 1979c,
Wear, 1965). Total nitrogen may be analyzed by a KJeldahl techm.que (EPA,
1979a; Bremner, 1965).

5.3.2.3.1.2 Electrical conduct1.v1.ty (EC) determ1.nation 1.S necessary
because it provides a numerical est1.mat1.on of soluble salts wh1.ch may l1.m1.t
the treatment process. EC may be d1.rectly determJ.ned on a highly aqueous
waste. For organ1.C wastes an aqueous extract may be analyzed, and Wl.th
highly V1.SCOUS or solid wastes, a water-saturated paste may be prepared and
the aqueous fl.ltrate analyzed for EC. Specifl.c methods applicable to waste
and other samples may be found 1.n EPA (1979a) and Bower and W1.lcox (1965).

5.3.2.3.1.3 ,pH and titratable acids and bases may be determ1.ned by var1.OUS
methods. The determination of hydrogen ion actl.v1.ty and the concentration
of inorganl.c aCl.ds and bases l.S important to the treatment processes of
HWLT due to possible adverse effects on so1.1 structure, s01.l microbes, and
constituent mobility. The measurements of pH may be made on aqueous waste
suspensions and other samples accordl.ng to procedures out11.ned in EPA
(l979a) and Peech (1965). Titratable aC1.ds and bases may be determ1.ned on
aqueous waste suspensions accord1.ng to EPA (1979c). The use of 1.nd1.cators
to determine equivalence po1.nts may result 1.n erroneous values unless
caut1.on is taken to ensure that the t1.tration 1.S performed 1.n a way winch
would be sensitive to all acid and base strengths (Skoog and West, 1979).
This measurement may also determl.ne titratable strong organic aC1.ds and
bases.

5.3.2.3.1.4 Water may be a hmit1.ng constituent l.n the land treatment of
certain wastes and so it is necessary to est1.mate the percent water (wet
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weight) of highly aqueous wastes. Detennl.nations by such techniques as
Karl Fischer t~trations (Bassett et ale, 1978) are unnecessary because
water content is important only when it ~s present as an appreciable com
ponent of the waste. In an organic waste, water may be present as a dis
creet layer and thus may be eas1ly quant~tated. If water ~s present 1n an
emulsion, salts may be added to disrupt the emuls10n to determine the quan
tity of water. If water ~s the carrier solvent for a mssolved inorganic
waste, water concentrat10n may be estimated as 100%. For viscous inorganic
wastes, in which water is present at a level comparable to the other inor
ganic constituents, heavy metals or sludge-l~ke mater1als may be filtered
from the aqueous phase following precipitat10n with a known amount of KOH.

5.3.2.3.2 Organic Analys1s. The determination of organic constituents
present in waste and other samples may be reported W1th respect to the fol
lowing sample classes and constituents:

(1) Total organic matter (TOM);

(a) Volatile organic compounds;

(b) Extractable organic compounds (ac~ds, bases, neutrals
and water solubles); and

(2) Residual solids (RS).

The Inlmerical concentrations should be reported on a wet weight basis for
both gravimetric determination of each ind1v1dual class and specif1c deter
mination of each compound contained ~n each class.

5.3.2.3.2.1 Total organic matter der~ved from this determinat~on W1ll
indicate the amount of organ1c matter available for mcrobial degradation
in HWLT. The percent TOM (wet weight) may be used for est1mating organic
carbon necessary to calculate the C.N rat10. The percent TOM will be
numerically equal to the sum of the gravimetr1c determ1nat10ns of percen
tage of volat~les and extractables (ac1ds, bases, neutrals, and water
solubles).

5.3.2.3.2.1.1 Volatile organic compounds are sample const~tuents that are
amenable to either purge and trap or head space determinations and gener
ally have bo~ling points rang~ng from less than DoC to about 200°C. Th1S
upper li~t 1S not an exact cut-off po~nt, but techn1ques that rely on
evaporative-concentrat10n steps may result in appreciable losses. Examples
of typical organ1c compounds which may be found as volat~le const1tuents in
hazardous wastes are g~ven ~n Table 5.7.

A grav~metr1c estimation of the concentration of these compounds
should be reported as percent wet we~ght for calculat1ng total organ~c

matter (TOM). This may be accomphshed by bubbhng a~r through a vigorous
ly stirred aqueous sample. The percentage loss in sample we~ght may be
used to estimate percent volat1les. A h1ghly viscous or so11d waste may be
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TABLE 5.7 PURGABLE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS.*t

I. Hydrocarbons

A. Alkanes (Ru)fF_-CI-ClO

B. Alkenes (R=R')--CI-CIO

C. Alkynes (R=R")--CI-ClO

D. Aromatics (Ar)#--benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene, styrene

II. Compounds containing s~mple functional groups

A. Organic halides (R-X, Ar-X)*--chloroform, 2-dichlorobenzene,
trichlorofluoromethane, tetrachloroethylene, trichloroethylene,
vinyl chloride, vinylindene chloride

B. Alcohols (R-OH; OH-R-R-OH)--methanol, benzyl alcohol, ethylene
glycol, dichloropropanol

C. Phenols (Ar-OH)--phenol, cresols, o-chlorophenol

D. Ethers (R-O-R', Ar-O-R', C4HSO)--ethyl ether, anisole,
ethylene oxide, dioxan, tetrahydrofuran, vinyl ether, allyl
ether, bis(2-chloroethyl)ether

E. Sulfur-contain~ng compounds

1. Mercaptans (R-SH)--methylmercaptan

2. Sulfides (R-S-R', C4H4S)--thiophene, d~methyl sulfide

3. D~sulf~des (R-SS-R')--diethyldisulf1de, dipentyldash
d1sulfide

4. Sulfoxides (R-SO-R')--Dimethyl sulfoxide

5. Alkyl hydrogen sulfates (R-O-S03H)--methyl sulfate

F. Amines

1. Alkyl (R-NH2, RR'-NH, RR'R"-N)--methylamine, triethylamine,
benzylamine, ethylenediamine, N-nitrosoamine

2. Aromatic (Ar-NH2' etc.)--aniline, acetanilide, benzidine

3. Heterocyclic (C5HSN)--pyr1dine, picolines

--continued--
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TABLE 5.7 (Continued)

III. Compounds containing unsaturated functional groups

A. Aldehydes (R-CHO, AR-CHO)--formaldehyde, phenylacetaldehyde,
benzaldehyde, acrolein, furfural, chloroacetaldehyde,
paraldehyde

B. Ketones (R-CO-R')--acetone, methyl ethyl ketone, 2-hexanone

c. Carboxylic acids (R-COOH)--C1-Cs carboxylic acids

D. Esters (R-COO-R', AR-COO-R)--methylacetate, ethyl formate,
phenylacetate

E. Amides (R-CO-NHR')--acrylamide

F. Nitriles (R-CN, Ar-CN)--acetonitrile, acrylonitrile, benzonitrile

* Hendrickson et 81. (1970); Morrison and Boyd (1975).

t The following compound classes are not expected due to their
instabilities either in air and/or water:

acid halides and anhydrides
imines
oximes

R= alkyl groups, eg., CH3, CH3CH2-' etc.
Ar= aromatic groups, eg., C6Hs
x- halogen, eg., CI, Br, etc.
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suspended 1n a known we1ght of prev10usly boiled water and similarly ana
lyzed. If a 10 g sample 1S used (and suspended in perhaps 100 g of water),
an accuracy to the nearest 0.1 g may be acceptable.

The two methods recommended for the specif1c determ1nation of 1nd1
vidual volat11e sample const1tuents are head space analysis and purge-and
trap techn1ques (EPA, 1982a). In head space analys1s, the sample is
allowed to equilibrate at 90°C, and a sample of the head space gas 1S W1th
drawn W1th a gas-tight syr1nge (EPA, 1982a). The gaseous sample is then
analyzed by gas-chromatography (GC) and/or GC-mass spectrometry (GC-MS).
The maJor hm1tations to the method appear to be var1abil1ty 1n detection
limits, accuracy, and precis10n caused by the equilibr1um requirement. For
instance, detect10n lim1ts may be reduced W1th both increasing b01l1ng
p01nt and affin1ty of the compound for the sample matr1x (EPA, 1982a).

The alternate techn1que using purge-and-trap methods appears to be the
most rel1able of the two. It requires more soph1st1cation, but can be
applied to a greater number of sample types and a larger range of compound
volatil1ty (EPA, 1982a). The major lim1tat10n 1S that only one analysis
may be performed per sample preparation. Thus, 1f analys1s by several GC
detectors 1S required, several samples may need to be prepared.

A s1mplif1ed example of the purge-and-trap techn1que follows. An
aliquot of a liqu1d waste may be placed 1nto an a1rt1ght chamber which 1S
connected to a supply of inert gas and an adsorbent trap. The carrier gas
is bubbled through the waste of room temperature and passes out of the
chamber through an adsorbent spec1fic for volatile organ1cs. Following
th1s purge step, the adsorbent trap may be flushed for a few minutes W1th
clean carr1er gas to remove any residual water and oxygen, attached to the
inJection port of a GC or a GC-MS, and heated to desorb the organics. As
the carr1er gas passes through the heated trap, the volatiles are trans
ferred onto the cooled head of the analytical GC column. Follow1ng heat
desorpt10n, the GG 1S temperature-programmed to fac1litate resolution of
all volat1le compounds collected from the sample.

A variety of adsorbents may be used 1n this analys1s (EPA, 1982a;
Namiesnik et al., 1981; Russell, 1975), but Tenax-GC (registered trademark,
Enka N.V., the Netherlands) appears to be the most widely used (Bellar and
Lichtenberg, 1979; Dowty et al., 1979). It is a hydrophobic porous polymer
wh1ch has a high affinity for organ1c compounds. Because of 1tS high ther
mal stab1hty (maximum 375°C), it can be easily cleaned before use and
regenerated after use by heating and flushing with an inert gas. However,
there are some problems with Tenax-GC due to its 1nstability under certain
cond1tions (Vick et al., 1977). Other general information concerning
Tenax-GC may be found 1n "Applied Science Laborator1es Techn1cal Bullet1n
No. 24."

Tenax-GC has been shown to be an effective adsorbent for collect1on
and analysis of volatile hazardous hydrocarbons, halogenated hydrocarbons,
aldehydes, ketones, sulfur compounds, ethers, esters and nitrogen compounds
(Pellizzari et al., 1976). Technical descriptions of usable techniques may
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be found in Pell~zzari (1982), Reunanen and Kroneld (1982), Pellizarri and
Little (1980), EPA (1982a and 1979b), Pell~zzari et al. (1978), Bellar and
Lichtenberg (1979), and Dowty et al. (1979).

These methods may be used for a var~ety of hazardous wastes. Soils
may be analyzed by the procedure for solid wastes. Air samples for m:>n~

toring act~vities may be taken mrectly by pulhng a known volume of air
through a similar adsorbent trap and analyzing ~t follow~ng heat desorpt~on

(Brown and Purnell, 1979; Pellizzari et al., 1976).

To accurately analyze the different classes of volatile organics pre
sent in samples, different GC detectors may be requ~red. A flame ioniza
tion detector (F1D) may be used for hydrocarbons, a flame photometric
detector (FPD) for sulfur and/or phosphorus-containing compounds, an elec
tron capture detector (ECD) for halogenated hydrocarbons and phthalates,
and a nitrogen-phosphorus detector (NPD) for n~trogen and/or phosphorus
containing compounds. There are several other GC detectors on the market
available for analyz~ng different classes of organ~cs. The final confirma
tion, or even the complete analys~s, of volatiles present ~n samples may be
determined by GC-MS computer techniques. Some general references dealing
with organic mass spectrometry are Safe and Hutzinger (1973), Middleditch
et al. (1981) and McLafferty (1973).

5.3.2.3.2.1.2 Extractable organic compounds are organic constituents that
are amenable to evaporative-concentration techniques and may be analyzed by
methods based on the classical method of isolation according to functional
group acid-base react~ons. Other methods have been developed for the
chromatographic fractionation of complex organic mxtures into individual
compound classes (Miller, 1982; Boduszynsk1 et al. 1982a and b; later et
al. 1981; Crowley et al., 1980; Brocco et al., 1973), but the liquid-liquid
acid/base extract~on method appears to be the easiest and least instru
mentally intensive. Th~s technique has been used ~n the analysis of a
variety of complex organic mixtures (Colgrove and Svec, 1981), including
fossil fuels (Buchanan, 1982; Matsushita, 1979; Novotny et al., 1981 and
1982) and environmental samples (Adams et al., 1982; Stuermer et al., 1982;
Hoffman and Wynder, 1977; Grabow et al., 1981; Lundi et al., 1977). This
method is also the basic techn~que recommended by the U.S. EPA (EPA, 1982a;
Lin et al., 1979). Fractions derived from this analysis may be used in
biological assays and other pilot stud~es (Grabow et al., 1981).

The liquid-liquid acid/base extraction method is based on the acidity
constants (PKas) of organic compounds. Compounds characterized by low
pKas are acidic; compounds with high pKas are basic. If a complex mix
ture is equilibrated with an aqueous inorganic, acid at low pH «2), the
organic bases should protonate to become water soluble positively-charged
cations, while the organic acids remain unaffected and water insoluble (and
thus extractable by an organic solvent). The neutral organics, which are
not affected by either aqueous acids or bases, will remain in the organic
solvent phase at all times. Similarly, if an aqueous inorganic base at
high pH (>12) is added to a complex organic mixture, the organic acids
should deprotonate to become water soluble negatively-charged anions, while
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the organic bases remain unaffected and water insoluble. Thus by selec
tively adjusting the pH of the aqueous phase, a complex mixture may be
separated into its acidic, basic and neutral organic constituents. Table
5.8 lists some common organic Chemicals and their pKas.

TABLE 5.8 SCALE OF ACIDITIES*

Conjugate Acid

R-NH3+
RR'-NH2+
RR'R"-NH+

Ar-OH
HCN
CSHSN-H+
Ar-NH3+
RCOOH
HCOOH +
Ar2-NHz+
2, 4, 6-Trinitrophenol

pKa

10

10
9.1
S.2
4.6
4.S
3.7
1.0
0.4

Conj ugat e Base

R-NH2
RR'-NH
RR'R"-N

Ar-O-
CN-
CSHSN
Ar-NH2
RCOO-
HCOO
Ar2-NH
(N02)3-Ar-0-

* Hendrickson et ale (1970). Note: the most acidic compound 18 the con
jugate acid with the lowest pKa (i.e., 2,4,6-trinitro-phenol). Con
versely, the most basic compound is the conjugate base with the h1ghest
pKa (i.e., alkyl amines). Thus, at neutral pH, compounds with pKas ~ 9
9 should predominantly exist as their conJugate acids, and compounds with
pKas ~ S should predominantly exist as their conjugate bases.

Figure 5.3 outlines the steps wh1ch may be taken in this initial class
separation scheme. Table S. 9 lists typical organic compounds that may be
present in hazardous waste and other samples which are amenable to th1s
type of separation. Air samples collected on Florisil (registered trade
mark, Floridin Co.), glass fiber f1lters, or polyurethane foam may be f1rst
extracted with appropriate solvents and then the extract may be s1milarly
analyzed by the above procedures (EPA, 1980b; Adams et al., 1982; Cautreels
and van Cauwenbergh, 1976). Either diethylether or dichloromethane may be
used as the organic solvent in the extraction procedures. Dichloromethane
has been recommended (EPA, 1982a) and has the advantage that it is denser
than water. Thus, it can be removed from the separatory funnel in the
extraction procedure without having to remove the aqueous phase. However,
it may be prone to bumping in evaporative concentration procedures (Adams,
1982). Ether, however, is more water soluble, and extra time 1S required
in the extraction procedure to allow the phases to completely separate.
Either solvent must be dried with an hydrous Na2S04 prior to evapora
tive concentration. For either solvent, a few grains of Na2S04 in the
evaporation-concentration flask should facilitate boiling and reduce bump
ing (Adams et al., 1982). The EPA (1982a) has recommended the use of
Kuderna-Danish evaporative concentrators equipped with three-ball Snyder
columns for concentrat1ng solvents. For the higher molecular weight
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SAMPLE
I

organlc solvent plus
aqueous aCld

(pH<2)*
aq. phase
(plus sample residue) org. hase

orgam C solvent
(pH> 12)

aqueous base
(pH>12)

aq. phase org. phase aq. phase org. phase

orgam c so1vent
(pH<2)

org. phaseaq. phase

dlscard

n-butanol

aq. phase org. phase

evaporatlon

l-'
N
o

*Initial acidic extraction may lessen severity of emulsions (}pusa and Whitlock, 1979).

Figure 5.3. Typical aC1d-base extraction scheme for isolating organic chemical classes.



TABLE 5.9 TYPICAL HAZARDOUS ORGANIC CONSTITUENTS AMENABLE TO ACID-BASE
EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES

Extractable Neutral

1,2-Dichlorobenzene
1,3-Dichlorobenzene
1,4-Dichlorobenzene
Hexachloroethane
Hexachloropentad1ene
Hexachlorobenzene
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene
bis(2-Chloroethoxy)methane
Naphthalene
2-Chloronaphthalene
Isophorone
Nitrobenzene
2,4-Dinitrotoluene
2,6-D1n1trotoluene
4-Bromophenyl phenyl ether
bis (2-Ethylhexyl)phthalate
Di-n-octyl phthalate
Dimethyl phthalate
D1ethyl phthalate
Di-n-butyl phthalate
Acenaphthylene
Acenaphthene
Butyl benzyl phthalate
Fluorene
Fluoranthene
Chrysene
Pyrene
Phenanthrene
Anthracene
Benzo(a)anthracene
Benzo(b)fluoranthene
Benzo(k)fluoranthene
Benzo(a)pyrene
Indeno(I,2,3-c,d)pyrene
Dibenzo(a,h)anthracene

Organic Compounds

Benzo(g,h,i)perylene
4-Chlorophenyl phenyl ether
bis(2-Chloroethyl)ether
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene
bis(2-Chloroisopropyl)ether

Pesticides/PCB's

a,-Endosulfan
s-Endodsulfan
Endosulfan sulfate
a,-BHC
S-BHC
cS-BHC
y-BHC
Aldr1n
D1eldrin
4,4'-DDE
4,4'DDD
4,4'DDT
Endrin
Endr1n aldehyde
Heptachlor
Heptachlor epoxide
Chlordane
Toxaphene
Aroclor 1016
Aroclor 1221
Aroclor 1232
Aroclor 1242
Aroclor 1248
Aroclor 1254
Aroclor 1260
2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorod1benzo-p-

d10X1n (TCDD)

Extractable Bas1c Organic Compounds

3,3'-Dichlorobenz1dine
Benz1dine
1,2-D1phenylhydraz1ne
N-N1trosod1phenylam1ne
N-N1trosod1methylam1ne
N-Nitrosodi-n-propylam1ne

Qu1noline
Isoqu1noline
Acrid1ne
Phenanthridine
Benz [c]acrid1ne

--continued--
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TABLE 5.9 (continued)

Extractable Ac~dic Organic Compounds

Phenol
2-Nitrophenol
4-Nitrophenol
2,4-Dinitrophenol
4,6-Dinitro-o-cresol
Pentachlorophenol
p-Chloro-m-cresol
2-Chlorophenol
2,4-Dichlorophenol
2,4,6-Trichlorophenol
2,4-Dimethylphenol
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Abietic ac~d

Dehydroabietic acid
Isopimaric ac~d

Pimaric acid
Oleic acid
Linole~c acid
9,lO-Epoxystearic ac~d

9,lO-Dichlorostearic acid
Monochlorodehydroabietic acid
3,4,S-Trichloroguaiacol
Tetrachloroguaiacol



compounds, th1.s method should prov1.de an easy, eff1.cient and reproducJ.ble
method for concentratJ.ng solvents. However, some researchers (Adams et
al., 1982) have found that for mJ.crogram quantJ.tJ.es of some lower molecular
weight extractables (i.e., 2- and 3-r1.nged aza-aromat1.cs), optJ.mum recover
1.es l.n the concentration step were ach1.eved by uS1.ng a vacuum rotary evapo
rator at 30°C; the solvent rece1.v1.ng flask was J.mmersed 1.n an ice bath, and
the condenser was insulated W1.th glass wool and aluminum foil. In any
case, samples for spec1.fic compound determination should not be evaporated
to dryness as this may cause s1.gnif1.cant losses of even high m:>lecular
we1.ght compounds such as benzo(a)pyrene (Bowers et al., 1981).

For each of the follow1.ng classes l.solated by th1.s method, a separate
aliquot of the sample extract may be analyzed gravJ.metr1.cally for use in
determ1.n1.ng total organ1.c matter. In th1.s case, the solvent may be evapo
rated to dryness at room temperature. To mJ.nim1.ze losses, the vaporation
should be allowed to occur naturally W1.thout externally applied methods to
increase solvent vapor1.zat1.on (e.g., N2 blow-down, heat, etc.) as l.n
Bowers et al. (1981).

The following sect1.ons descrJ.be spec1.f1.c methods wh1.ch may be used l.n
the analyses of the var1.OUS classes obtained from the aCJ.d-base fractiona
t1.on. Some general references which may be useful are McNair and Bonell1.
(1968), Johnson and Stevenson (1978), Packer (1975), Holstein and Severin
(1981), Hertz et ale (1980), and Bartle et ale (1979).

OrganJ.c AC1.ds. Th1.S class of compounds may 1.nclude a variety of car
boxylic aC1.ds, guaiacols, and phenols (Claeys, 1979). They frequently are
determ1.ned follow1.ng der1.v1.t1.zation (Franc1.s et al., 1978, Shackelford and
Webb, 1979; EPA, 1982a, Cautreels et al., 1977). WJ. th diazomethane, the
relat1.vely non-volatile carboxyl1.c acids are converted 1.nto esters which
may be determ1.ned by gas chromatography. D1.azomethane s1.m1.larly converts
phenols l.nto the1.r corresponding anisoles (ethers). Pentaflourobenzylbro
mide converts phenols l.nto their pentafluorobenzyl (PFB) der1.vat1.ves.

Whereas carboxyl1.c acids require der1.v1.tizat1.on pr1.or to GC analys1.s,
phenols may be determ1.ned d1.rectly by GC (EPA, 1982a; Shackelford and Webb,
1979; Mousa and Whitlock, 1979). The d1.rect determination of phenols
appears to be preferable because of problems encountered W1.th both mazo
methane and pentafluorobenzylbrom1.de der1.vit1.zation techn1.ques (Shackelford
and Webb, 1979). Gua1.acols may be determ1.ned as in Knuut1.nen (1982).

These compounds may be character1.zed by GC W1.th either cap1.llary or
packed columns. For packed-column GC, the polar1.ty of these compounds
requires the use of specially deact1.vated supports and liquid phases.
SP-1240A (manufactured by Supelco, Inc., Supelco Park, Bellefonte, PA
16823) has been recommended for use (EPA, 1982a; Shackelford and Webb,
1979). Detect1.on may be accompl1.shed by either flame 1.0n1.zation or elec
tron capture, depending on the compounds being determl.ned. GC-MS may be
used for further 1.dent1.fJ.cat1.on and/or conf1.rmat1.on.

Organic Bases. Th1.S fractl.on may contain a varl.ety of nl.trogen con
tal.n1.ng compounds including alkyl, aromatl.c, and aza-heterocyclic am1.nes.
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These compounds may be d~rectly character~zed by GC Wl.th e~ther FID or
nitrogen-specif~c detect~on. As Wl.th the organ~c acids, e~ther cap~llary

or packed-column gas chromatography Wl.th spec~ally deactivated packing
materials may be used. For organ~c bases, Supelco, Inc. also manufactures
a packing material, SP-2250 DB, wIuch provides good packed-column resolu
tion with a minimum of peak tailing. The analysis of this class of com
pounds should be performed soon after ~solat~on because they tend to decom
pose and polymer~ze Wl. th t~me (Tomk~ns and Ho, 1982; Wors tell and Daniel,
1981; Worstell et al. 1981). Add~tional GC-MS conf~rmat~on and ~dentifica

tion may be performed.

Neutrals. Th~s fract~on may be composed of a variety of organ~c com
pounds includ~ng al~phat~c and aromat~c hydrocarbons, oxygenated and chlor
inated hydrocarbons. Th~s class may requ~re further fract~onation depend
ing on whether the sample ~s to be analyzed for either hydrocarbons and
more polar compounds by flame ~on~zat~on, flame photometric, or ~ trogen
phosphorus detection GC, or for chlor~nated hydrocarbons and phthalic acid
esters by electron-capture detect~on GC.

For FID, FPD or NPD-GC analysis, an aliquot of the neutral fraction
may be separated ~nto aliphat~cs, aromat~cs, and other semi-polar compounds
and polar compounds by column chromatography. Lin et al. (1979) used 5%
deactivated silica gel to separate neutral compounds isolated from drinking
and waste treatment water: hexane eluted aliphat~cs; hexane/benzene eluted
aromatics; dichloromethane eluted phthal~c and fatty aC1d esters; methanol
eluted aldehydes, alcohols, and hetones. Anders et al. (1975), using
washed alumina, eluted hydrocarbons with pentane, moderately polar com
pounds with benzene, and Irore polar compounds Wl. th rethanol. The polar
fraction was then further characterized by chromatography on silica gel
using increasing ratios of ethyl ether in pentane. Other researchers have
used similar chromatograph~c methods for separating this class of compounds
into its constituents (Giam et al., 1976, Gr~tz and Shaw, 1977). A good
general rev~ew of methods applicable for this type of separat~on is
(Altgelt and Gouw, 1979).

Since esters and other hydrolyzable compounds may be present in the
aromatic and later fractions, the sample fract~ons may be analyzed prior to
and following alkaline hydrolysis. (Hydrolyzable compounds may not with
stand the original acid-base extract10n and perhaps may be determined by
other procedures). Alkaline hydrolysis may easily be accomplished by plac
ing a small sample al~quot into a tightly capped vial containing 2% metha
nolic KOH and heating on a steam bath. After cooling, water is added to
solubilize the result~ng carboxylic acids and alcohols, and the organic
phase is brought to original volume with solvent. The organic phase is
then reanalyzed. The hydrolyzable compounds are thus confirmed through
their disappearance, and interference in the analysis of the aromatics is
removed.

For ECD-sens1tive compounds, it may be possible to reduce analytical
requirements 1f the prev10usly descr1bed alumina/silica chromatographic
separations can be co-adapted for use with halogenated hydrocarbons and
phthalates (Holden and Marsden, 1969; Snyder and Reinert, 1971).
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Additionally, with appropriate technology, it may be possible to simultane
ously detect both FID- and ECD-sensitive compounds in the GC analysis
(Sodergren, 1978).

However, a separate aliquot of the neutral fractJ.on may be analyzed
for halogenated hydrocarbons and phthalates. (Some of these compounds may
not withstand the original acid-base extraction and perhaps may be deter
mined by other methods.) This procedure typically requires the use of
Florisil to separate different polarities of halogenated compounds and
phthalates (EPA, 1980b, 1979b and 1982a). If needed, clean mercury metal
may be shaken with the various fractions to eliminate sulfur interference.

For compound confirmation these samples also may be analyzed by ECD-GC
prior to and following alkaline hydrolysis. In this case, alkaline hydrol
ysis saponifies the phthalic acid esters and dehydrochlorinates many of the
chlorinated organics. Table 5.10 lists compounds which can be confirmed by
alkaline hydrolysis. The experimental conditions must be carefully con
trolled for obtaining reproducible results. Addit10nal GC-MS confirmation,
using selective ion monitoring (SIM) if necessary, may be performed.

Water Solubles. This class of compounds may consist of constituents
which were not solvent extractable in any of the previously isolated
organic fractions. The use of n-butanol as extracting solvent may serve to
isolate this class of compounds (Stubley et al., 1979) • Since further
characterization of this class may be diff1cult, results of pilot studies
may be used to determine further analytical requ1rements.

5.3.2.3.2.2 Residual solids may be determined by evaporating the water
(llOOC) from the original aqueous fraction J.solated in the aCJ.d-base
extraction procedure (Fig. 5.3). Residual solids (RS) may consist of both
inorganics and relatively non-degradable forms of carbon such as coke,
charcoal, and graphite. This value may be used in waste loading calcula
tions and for determinJ.ng the rate of waste solids bUildup. A bUildup of
solids may increase the depth of the treatment zone.

5.3.2.4 Biological Analysis

A primary concern when disposing any waste material is the potential
for adverse health effects. Toxic effects resultJ.ng from improper waste
disposal either may be' acute, becoming evident within a short period of
time, or they may be chronic, becoming evident only after several months or
years. Before a hazardous waste is disposed in an HWLT unit, biological
analyses should be performed to determine the potentJ.al for adverse health
effects. The complex interactions of the components of a hazardous waste
make it impossible to predict the acute or chronic toxJ.city of any waste by
chemical analysis alone. A solution to this problem is to use a series of
biological test systems that can efficiently predict the reduction of the
acute and chronic toxic characteristics of the waste. Biological systems
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TABLE 5.10 REACTONS OF VARIOUS COMPOUNDS TO ALKALINE HYDROLYSIS*

Compound

Esters (phthalic and fatty aC1d)

PCBs

Heptachlor

Aldrin

Lindane, other BHC isomers

Heptachlor epoxide

Dieldrin

Endrin

DDE

DDT

DDD

Chlordane

HCB

Mirex

Endosulfan I and II

Dicofol

Toxaphene

Alkylhalides

Nitriles

Amides

Chromatographic Appearance
After Hydrolysis

Disappear

Unchanged

Unchanged (under mild conditions)

Unchanged

D1sappear

Unchanged (under m1ld conditions)

Unchanged

Unchanged

Unchanged

D1sappears as DDE appears

Disappears as DDE appears

Unchanged

Unchanged

Unchanged (under mild cond1tions)

Disappear

Disappears

Changed (other peaks appear)

D1sappear t

Disappear t

Disappear t

* EPA (l980c).

t Predicted according to reactions typical of these compound types.
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can be used to determ~ne the toxicity and treatability of the waste and to
mon1tor the env1ronmental impact of land treating the waste.

5.3.2.4.1 Acute Toxicity. The acute toxic~ty of a hazardous waste should
be evaluated w~th respect to plants and m1crobes endemic to the land treat
ment site. This evaluat10n w1ll indicate the effects on the immediate
environment of the land treatment unit. Obviously, a waste which is toxic
to microbes will not be degraded unless it ~s applied at a rate that will
diminish these acute tOX1C effects. The acute toxicity of a waste with
respect to soil bacter1a and plants can be evaluated 1n treatability
studies as descr1bed in Chapter 7. Specific methods for measuring acute
tox1city are presented 1n Sect10n 7.2.4.1.

5.3.2.4.2 Genet1c tox1C1ty. Hazardous wastes should be managed so that
the publ1c is protected from the effects of genotoxic agents 1n a waste.
Genotoxic compounds 1n a hazardous was te should be monitored to minimize
the acc1dental exposure of workers or the general public to mutagen1c,
carcinogenic, or teratogenic agents, and to prevent transmission of related
genetic defects to future generat~ons. Genetic toxic1ty may be determ~ned

using a series of biological systems wh1ch pred~ct the potential of waste
constituents to cause gene mutations and other types of genet1c damage. A
list of some of the prospect1ve test systems and the genetic events wh1ch
they can detect is given 1n Table 5.11. These are test systems for which a
standardized protocol has been devel'Jped, and the genet1c events detected
are clearly understood.

The test systems used to detect gene mutations should be capable of
detect~ng framesh1ft mutat10ns, base-pair substitut~ons, and deletions.
The systems that are used to detect other types of genetic damage should
exh~bit a response to compounds that 1nh1bit DNA repa~r and to those that
cause various types of chromosome damage. A minimum of two systems should
be selected that will respond to the types of genetic damage described
above and wh1ch can incorporate metabol~c act1vation into the testing
protocol. All systems should include prov1sions for solvent control and
positive controls to demonstrate the sensitivity of the test systems and
the functioning of the metabolic act1vation system, and to act as an inter
nal control for the biolog1cal system. Samples should be tested at a mini
mum of four equally spaced exposure levels, all of which will yield between
10 and 100% survival. Cell surv~val should be estimated by plating exposed
cells on a supplemented minimal medium. The data from waste analysis
should be in the form of mutation induction per survivor or per surviving
fract10n if the waste ~s overly toxic.

Typ~cal results from mutagenicity test~ng using the Salmonella/micro
some assay (Ames et a1., 1975) on the subfract10ns of a wood-preserving
bottom sediment and the liquid stream from the acetonitrile purif1cat10n
column are presented in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 (Donnelly et al., 1982). These
results demonstrate that constituents of these wastes have the ability to
induce point mutat10ns 1n bacteria, such constituents may be mutagenic,
carc1nogenic, or teratogenic (Kada et al., 1974).
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TABLE 5.11. BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS WHICH MAY BE USED TO DETECT GENETIC TOXICITY OF A HAZARDOUS WASTE

Genetic Event Detected

Organism

PROKARYOTES
Bac~llus subtilis

Escher~chia col~

Other Types of
Gene Mutation Genetic Damage

Forward, DNA repa~r

reverse

Forward, DNA repair
reverse

Metabolic
Activation

Mammal~an

Mammalian
plant

References

Felkner et al., 1979; Kada
et al., 1974; Tanooka, 1977;
Tanooka et al., 1978.

Green et al., 1976; Mohn et
al., 1974, Slater et al.,
1971; Speck et al., 1978;
Scott et al., 1978.

I-'
N
co

Salmonella
typh~mur~um

Streptomyces
coel~color

EUKARYOTES
Asperg~llus n~dulans

Neurospora crassa

Forward,
reverse

Forward

Forward,
reverse

Forward

DNA repa~r

DNA repa~r

DNA repa~r,

chromosome
aberrat~ons

Not developed

Mammal~an

plant

Not
Developed

Mammal~an

plant

Mammal~an

Ames et al., 1975; Plewa and
Gent~le, 1976; Skopek et
al., 1978.

Carere et al., 1975.

B~gna~ et al., 1974; Roper,
1971, Scott et al., 1978,
Scott et ale, 1980.

DeSerres and Ma~ll.ng, 1971,
Ong, 1978; Tom1~nson, 1980.

-- cont~nued -



TABLE 5.11 (cont1nued)

Genet1c Event Detected

Orgamsm

Saccharomyces
cerV1S1ae

Gene Mutat10n

Forward

Other Types of
Genet1c Damage

MJ.tot1C gene
converS10n

Metabolic
Activat10n

Mamma11an

References

BruS1ck, 1972; Loprieno et
al., 1974; Mort1mer and
Manney, 1971; Parry, 1977.

Sch1zosaccharomyces Forward M1tot1c gene Mammal1an
pombe converS10n

PLANTS
Tradescant1a sp. Forward Chromosome Plant

aberrat10ns
t-'
N
\0

Arabidops1s Chlorophyll Chromosome Plant
tha11ana mutat10n aberrat10ns

Hordeum vulgare Chlorophyll Chromosome Plant
mutat10n aberrat10ns

P1sum sat1vua Chlorophyll Chromosome Plant
mutat10n aberrat10ns

Tr1t1cum sp. Morphological Chromosome Plant
mutat10n aberrat10ns

Glycine~ Chlorophyll Chromosome Plant
mutat10n aberrat10ns

-- cont1nued

Brusick, 1972; Lopr1eno et
al., 1974; Mort1mer and
Manney, 1971; Parry, 1977.

Nauman et al., 1976;
Underbr1nk et al., 1973.

Rede1, 1975.

Kumar and Chauham, 1979;
N1coloff et al., 1979.

Ehrenburg, 1971.

Ehrenberg, 1971.

V1g, 1975.



TABLE 5.11 (continued)

Genetic Event Detected

....
w
o

Organism

Vida faba

Alb.um cepa

INSECTS
Drosophila

melanogaster

Habrobracon sp.

Gene Mutation

Morphological
mutatJ.on

Morphological
mutation

RecessJ.ve
lethels

None
developed

Other Types of
Genetic Damage

Chromosome
aberratJ.ons

Chromosome
aberrations

Non
disJunctJ.on,
deletJ.ons

DOmJ.nant
lethels

Metabolic
Activation

Plant

Plant

Insect

Insect

References

Kihlman, 1977.

MarJ.muthu, et al., 1970.

Wurgler and Vogel, 1977.

Von Borstel and SmJ.th, 1977.

MAMMALIAN CELLS IN CULTURE
Chinese hamster Forward,

ovarJ.es reverse
Chromosome

aberratJ.ons
Mamma1J.an NeJ.ll et al., 1977; Beek

et al., 1980.

V79 ChJ.nese hamster
cells

ChJ.nese hamster
lung cells

Human fJ.broblasts

Human lymphoblasts

Forward,
reverse

Forward

Forward

Forward

Chromosome
aberrations

Chromosome
aberrations

DNA repair

DNA repau

-- contJ.nued

MammalJ.an

Mammalian

Mammalian

MammalJ.an

Artlett, 1977, Soderberg et
al., 1979.

Dean and Senner, 1977.

Jacobs and DeMars, 1977.

Thilly et al., 1976.



TABLE 5.11 (continued)

Organism

L5178Y mouse
lymphoma cells

P388 mouse lymphoma
cells

Human perl.pheral
blood lymphocytes

Various organl.sms

Genetic Event Detected

Other Types of Metabolic
Gene Mutation Genetic Damage Activatl.on References

Forward Chromosome Mammall.an _ Clive and Spector, 1975; Clive
aberrations et al., 1972; Clive, 1973.

Forward Chromosome Mammalian Anderson, 1975.
aberrations

Forward Chromosome Mammalian Evans and O'Riordan, 1975.
aberrations

None Sister Mammalian Perry and Evans, 1975; Stretka
developed chromatid and Wolff, 1976.
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Figure 5.4. Mutagenic activity of acid, base, and neutral fract10n of wood
preserving bottom sediment as measured with S. typhimurium TA 98
w1th metabolic activat10n (Donnelly et a1., 1982).
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The presence of genotoxic compounds in a waste indicates the need for
monitoring land treatment units using biological analysis when genotoxic
compounds are present in a waste stream. Bioassays can also be performed
at various stages of the waste-site interaction studies to determl.ne the
reduction of genotoxic effects along with the other treatabl.lity data col
lected. The data obtained from biological analyses of waste-soil mixtures
can be compared with the toxicity of the waste alone to determine the
degree of treatment (see Section 7.2.4).

5.3.3 Summary of Waste Characterization Evaluation

To adequately address the needs of both the permit applicant and the
permit writer, a standardized waste evaluation data processing procedure
should be devised. For instance, Table 5.12 gives an example summary of
the type of information (and appropriate section references to this manual)
needed to fulfill initial analytical requirements for an HWLT permit. The
preface of this document references guidance documents being prepared by
the EPA to help the applicant prepare a RCRA permit application. Ideally,
all permit applicants and officials would have access to a computerized
data bank containing a compilation of data describing standard waste
streams and analytical results derived from in-coming permit applications.
Thus, as analytical needs are evaluated and fulfilled, future permit appli
cants and regulatory agencies would have a continuous up-date on toxic or
recalcitrant compounds determined in the wastes and analytical procedures
acceptable for their determination. Thl.S should reduce the necessity for
extensive analytical requirements in the future, as monitoring could be
limited to those compounds either found to restrict rate, application or
capacity of the HWLT unit, or to adversely affect environmental quality.

5.3.4 Final Evaluation Process

A critical question within the broad scope of waste stream character
istics is whether all wastes are land treatable, given the proper design
and operation, or if there are any waste streams which should be unequivoc
ably prohibited from land treatment. In view of this, one must be cogni
zant of the acceptable treatment processes for HWLT units: degradation,
transformation and immobilization (EPA, 1982b).

Few compounds remain unchanged when incorporated into the active sur
face horizons of soils. As previously established (Section 4.1.3), the
primary pathway of organic waste degradation in soils is biological, sup
plemented by chemical alteration and photodecomposition. In contrast, many
inorganic waste constituents are adsorbed, complexed or precipitated to
innocuous forms within reasonable limits. Any given waste can, however, be
unacceptable for land treatment if proposed soils or sites lack the ability
to render the constituents less hazardous. For example, a highly volatile
waste may not be adequately treated in a coarse textured soil, or the
application of an acidic waste to an already acidic soil may present a high
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TABLE 5.12 HAZARDOUS WASTE EVALUATION

I. Applicant's Name
II. Waste SIC Code or Description of Source Process

III. Analytical Laboratory
A. Person Responsible for Analyses
B. Quality Control Certif1cation

IV. Analytical Results
A. Method of Collection and Storage (5.3.2.1)
B. Density and Method of Measurement (5.3.2.2)
C. Chemical Analyses

1. Brief Description of Analytical Methods
2. Recoveries & Reproducibilities of Methods
3. Inorganics (6.1 and 5.3.2.3.1)

a. Elements (5.3.2.3.1.1)
(1) Metals (6.1.6)
(2) Nutrients (6.1.2)

(a) Nitrogen (N)
(b) Phosphorus (p)
(c) Sulphur (S)
(d) Boron (B)

(3) Salts (6.1.4)
(a) Calcium (Ca)
(b) Magnesium (Mg)
(c) Potassium (K)
(d) Sodium (Na)
(e) Sulfate (S04-2)
(f) Bicarbonate (C03-2)

(4) Hal1des (6.1.5)
(a) Flouride (F-)
(b) Chloride (Cl-)
(c) Brom1de (Br-)
(d) Iodide (I-)

b. EC (5.3.2.3.1.2)
c. pH and Titratable Acids & Bases (5.3.2.3.1.3)
d. Water (6.1.1 and 5.3.2.3.1.4)

4. Organics (6.2, Table 6.53 and 5.3.2.3.2)
a. Total Organic Matter (TOM) (5.3.2.3.2.1)
b. Volatiles (5.3.2.3.2.1.1)
c. Extractables (5.3.2.3.2.1.2)

(1) Organic Acids
(2) Organic Bases
(3) Neutrals
(4) Water solubles

d. Residual Solids (RS) (5.3.2.3.2.2)
D. Biological Analysis

1. Acute Toxicity (5.3.2.4.1 and 7.2.4)
2. Genetic Toxicity (5.3.2.4.2)
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mobility ha~ard for toxic const1tuents. In add1tion, some compounds, such
as hexachlorobenzene, may not be altered within a reasonable time by soil
processes or may be mobile and subject to volatilization or leaching.

Dilution is not an acceptable primary treatment process for land
treatment. D1lution may in some cases serve as a secondary mechanism
associated with degradation, transformat10n or immobilization. Volume
reduction (i.e., evaporation of water) is also not acceptable as the pri
mary treatment process in a land treatment system. Although evaporation
may be an 1mportant mechanism, application of hazardous waste to land
purely for dewatering should, in general, be restricted to lined surface
impoundments which are designed with ground and surface water protection in
mind. In an acceptable HWLT design, evaporative losses should, therefore,
be of secondary importance and only one among several mechanisms
operating.

In any case, one must be hesitant to set arbitrary prohibitions on
particular waste streams until their unacceptability has been adequately
demonstrated. Where d1lution is functioning, supportive to treatment, the
question of what constitutes adequate dilution also requires restraint to
avoid setting arbitrary standards.

Due to the myriad of components and the complexities associated with
possible interactions, chemical analytical data may not adequately predict
acceptability of land treatment for a waste liquid, slurry or sludge.
Acceptability is perhaps best derived empirically. Thus, the final deci
sion as to the acceptability of a was te needs to be based on evaluations
derived from the integrated results of waste analysis, preliminary experi
ments such as waste degradability, sorption and mobility in soils, toxic
ity, mutagenicity, and f1eld pilot studies, and the ultimate design and
monitoring criteria relevant to HWLT. The following chapters are designed
to aid the evaluation and decision processes by addressing the integration
of these parameters.
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6.0 CHAPTER SIX

FATE OF CONSTITUENTS IN THE SOIL ENVIRONMENT

An understanding of the behavior of the var10US waste streams in the
soil environment at an HWLT unit may be derived from a knowledge of the
specif1c constituents that compose the waste. Chapter 5 provided general
information on the characterization of waste streams. After determining
the constituents present in the waste, th1s chapter can be used to gain a
better understanding of the fate of the wastes disposed by HWLT.

Knowledge about the specific components expected to be found in a
given waste stream can be ga1ned from information on the sources of the
waste, any pretreatment or 1n-plant process changes, and waste analyses.
Although only hazardous const1tuents are regulated by EPA, there may be
other waste constituents, not l1sted as hazardous, that are nevertheless
significant. Once waste character1zation (Section 5.3) has confirmed the
presence of a specific compound or element, this chapter will serve as a
source of information on the environmental fate, toxicity and land treat
ability of individual components of the waste. Figure 6.1 indicates the
topics discussed and the organization of the material presented in this
chapter. Addit10nal literature references are cited which can be used when
more detailed information is des1red.

6.1 INORGANIC CONSTITUENTS

Although inorgan1c chemical soil reactions have been more thoroughly
studied than organic, comprehens1ve information is still limited on the
behavior of some 1norganic chemicals in the heterogeneous chemical, physi
cal and biological matrix of the s01l. Agriculturally important compounds
have received greater scrutiny than others. For instance, metals have only
recently begun to attract widespread interest as the use of land treatment
for municipal wastes has increased. The information developed from treat
ing municipal wastes does not, however, address the entire range of con
stituents that may be present in hazardous industrial wastes.

6.1.1 Water

Water is pract1cally ubiquitous in hazardous waste streams and often
constitutes the largest waste fraction. In a land treatment system, water
has several maJor functions. As a carrier, water transports both dissolved
and particulate matter through both surface runoff and deep percolation.
Water also controls gas exchange between the soil and the atmosphere.
Thus, water may be beneficial by controlling the release rate of volatile
waste constituents. For example, where aeration is poor due to high soil
water content, biological decomposition of waste constituents is inhibited
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and may be accompanied by acute odor problems. A lack of soil water can
also inhibit wast~ degradation.

Since the application of waste may contn.bute signifl.cant amounts of
water in addition to precipitation inputs, a complete hydrologl.c balance
including the water content of the waste must be developed. Techniques for
calculating the hydrologic balance are presented l.n Section 8.3.1; these
calculations are used to estimate waste storage requirements, waste appli
cation rates, and runoff retention and treatment needs.

6.1.2 Plant Nutrients

Many of the elements essential to plant growth may have detrimental
effects when excessive concentratl.ons are present in soil. Some may be
directly toxic to plants, while others may l.nduce toxic responses in ani
mals. Further problems may l.nvolve damage to the soil physical properties
or to surface water ecosystems. Consequently, plant nutrients, present in
significant concentrations in the waste, that may adversely affect the
environment should be consl.dered l.n determinl.ng the feasibility of land
treatment and appropriate waste loadl.ng rates. This section deals with the
plant essential elements not classified and dl.scussed as metals or hall.des,
which may cause problems l.n an HWLT unl.t.

6.1.2.1 Nitrogen (N)

Land appll.cation of a waste high l.n Ul.trogen reqUl.res an understandl.ng
of the various forms of N contal.ned l.n the waste, the transformations that
occur in soils, and the rates associated with these transformations. A
knowledge of N additions to and losses from the disposal site can then be
used to calculate a mass balance equatl.on which is used to estl.mate the
amount and rate of waste loadl.ng.

Wastes high in N have typically included sewage sludges, wastewaters,
and animal wastes. Table 6.1 lists the N content of several sewage types
and Table 6.2 gives the N analysis of manure samples. Pharmaceutl.cal and
medicinal chemicals manufacturing generate wastes high in ammonia,
organonitrogen and soluble inorganic salts. In sewage and animal manure, N
is usually found as ammonium or nl.trate. Industrial wastes often contain N
in small quantities incorporated in aromatic compounds, such as pyridl.nes.
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* Sommers (1977).

t Data are from numerous types of sludges (anaerobic, aerob1c, act1vated,
lagoon, etc.) 1n seven states: W1scons1n, M1ch1gan, New Hampsh1re, New
Jersey, Illinois, Minnesota, Ohio.

# Oven-dry solids baS1S.

+ Standard dev1at1on as a percentage of the mean. Number of samples on
which th1s 1S based may not be the same as for other columns.

TABLE 6.2 CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF MANURE SAMPLES TAKEN FROM 23 FEEDLOTS IN
TEXAS*t

Range Average
Element (%) (%)

N 1.16 1.96 1.34

P 0.32 0.85 0.53

K 0.75 2.35 1.50

Na 0.29 1.43 0.74

Ca 0.81 1.75 1.30

Mg 0.32 0.66 0.50

Fe 0.09 0.55 0.21

Zn 0.005 0.012 0.009

H2O 20.9 - 54.5 34.5

* Mathers et al. (1973).

t All values based on wet weight.

Prec1pitat10n adds to the N that reaches the surface of the earth and
several attempts have been made to quant1tate this. Addi t10ns of N from
prec1p1 tat10n are greater 1n the tropics than in humid temperate regions
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and larger in humid temperate reg10ns than 1n sem1ar1d c11mates. Table 6.3
lists N values 1n precipitat10n from var10US 10cat10ns. A study by Gamble
and Fisher (1964) revealed that most of the N reach1ng the earth is in the
N03 -and NH4+ forms. Concentrat10ns of N 1n the ra1n result1ng from a
thunderstorm are shown 1n F1g. 6.2. The 1nit1al concentrat10ns of N03
are 8 ppm and decrease sharply as the prec1p1 tat10n cleanses the air of N
containing dust, eroded s011, and 1ncomplete combust10n products.

TABLE 6.3 AMOUNTS OF NITROGEN CONTRIBUTED BY PRECIPITATION*

Years
kg/ha/yr

of Rainfall Ammoniacal Nitrate
Location Record (cm) Nitrogen Nitrogen

Harpenden, England 28 73.2 2.96 1.49

Garford, England 3 68.3 7.20 2.16

Flahult, Sweden 1 82.6 3.72 1.46

Groningen, Holland 70.1 5.08 1.64

Bloemfontein and Durban,
South Africa 2 4.50 1.56

Ottawa, Canada 10 59.4 4.95 2.42

Ithaca, N.Y. 11 74.9 4.09 0.77

* Lyon and Bizzell (1934).

Nitrogen exists in waste, soil and the atmosphere in several forms.
Organic N, such as alkyl or aromat1c amines, is bound in carbon-containing
compounds and 1S not available for plant uptake or leaching until
transformed to inorganic N by microbial decompos1tion. Humus and crop
residues in the soil contain organic N.

Inorganic N is found in various forms such as ammonia, ammonium,
nitrite, nitrate and molecular nitrogen. Ammonium (NH4+) can be held 1n
the so;l.l on cation exchange sites because of its posi t1ve charge. Ammon1um
is used by both plants and microorganisms as a source of N. Ammon1a (NH3)
exists as a gas, and NH4+ may be converted to NH3 at high pH values.
(N02-) is a highly mobile an10n formed 1n soils as an 1ntermediate in
the nitrification process discussed 1n Sect10n 6.1.2.1.3. Nitrite 1S toxic
to plants in small quant1ties. Nitrate (N03-) is a h1ghly mob1le an10n
readily used by plants and microorganisms. Nitrates may be read1ly leached
from the soil and may present a health hazard. (The term N03-N 1S read
nitrate-nitrogen and is not the same as N03 (10 mg/l N03-N = 44.3 mg/l
N03). Molecular nitrogen (N2) 1S a gas compr1sing nearly 80% of the
normal atmosphere.
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The nitrogen cycle (FJ.g. 6.3) J.S often used to J.llustrate the addi
tions and removals of N from the soil system and the subsequent changes in

" form due to the prevaJ.lJ.ng sOJ.l enVJ.ronment. In addJ.tion to the N added to
the soil by wastes and precJ.pJ.tation (dJ.scussed previously), the nitrogen
cycle is affected by the processes of mJ.neralJ.zatJ.on, nJ.trogen fixation,
nitrification, plant uptake, denJ.trJ.fJ.catJ.on, volatilizatJ.on, storage in
the soil, immobilization, runoff, and leaching. The amount of N added or
removed by each of these mechanisms, the rate at wluch they occur, and the
optimum soil condJ.tJ.ons for each are dJ.scussed below.

6.1.2.1.1 MJ.neralJ.zatJ.on. The process of mineralJ.zation involves the con
version of the plant unavailable organJ.c forms of N to the available inor
ganic state by microbJ.al decomposJ.tion. Mineralization includes the ammon
ificatJ.on process which oXJ.dJ.zes amJ.nes into N02- or N03-. Organic
N contained in wastes J.S not available for plant uptake or subject to other
losses until mineralizatJ.on occurs. Only a portion of the organic N in the
waste mIl be converted to the avaJ.lable J.norganic form during the first
year after application, and only smaller amounts will be mineralized J.n
subsequent years.

Table 6.4 shows an estimated decay series, or fractional mineraliza
tion, for a gJ.ven waste application. The table also shows a ratio of N
inputs necessary to supply a constant mineralization rate. The table,
developed by Pratt et ale (1973), J.S an estimate of decomposition based on
the type of anJ.mal waste and amount of weathering the waste has undergone.
For example, dry corral manure containing 2.5% N has an estJ.mated decay
series of 0.40, 0.25, and 0.06 which means that at any given application,
40% of the N applied mIl be mineralized the fJ.rst year, 25% of the remain
ing N will become avaJ.lable the second year, and 6% of the remaining N will
be mineralized in the thJ.rd and all subsequent years. If 22.5 metric
tons/ha of thJ.s manure (dry weight basis) were applied, of the 560 kg total
N, 224 kg would be mineralJ.zed the first year, 63.75 kg the second, 12.4 kg
the third, 11.6 kg the fourth, 10.9 the hfth, and 10.2 the sixth year
(Pratt et al., 1973). The ratios shown J.n Table 6.4 are useful for esti
mating the amount of N that will be available gJ.ven a decay series. In the
example above, 2.5 kg of total N must be added to furnish 1 kg of available
N the first year. If manure is added to the same field next year, only
~.82 kg must be added to provide 1 kg of available N, and so on.

Research by Hinesley et ale (1972) shows that considerable amounts of
organic N in sludge and soil organic matter are mineralized during a grow
ing season. This research indJ.cates that about 25% of the organic N in
sludge is mJ.neralized J.n the first year of application, and 3-5% of the
organic N is converted to inorganic N during the next three years.

Another decay series of mineralization is given in Table 6.5 where the
values are calculated on the basis of having 3% of the remaining or resid
ual organic N released as avaJ.lable inorganic N during the second, third,
and fourth growJ.ng seasons. For example, if 5 metric tons/ha of sludge
containing 3.5% (175 kg) of organic N were applied to a soil one year, dur
ing the following growJ.ng season, 0.9 kg/metric ton of sludge would become
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TABLE 6.4 RATIO OF YEARLY NITROGEN INPUT TO ANNUAL NITROGEN MINERALIZATION RATE OF ORGANIC WASTES*t

Decay Series
Typical
Material II 1 2 3

Time (years)

4 5 10 15 20

---------------N 1nput/m1neralization ratio---------------

0.90, 0.10, 0.05

0.75, 0.15, 0.10, 0.05

0.40, 0.25, 0.06

0.35, 0.15, 0.10, 0.05

Chicken manure

Fresh bovine
waste, 3.5% N

Dry corral
manure, 2.5% N

Dry corral
manure, 1.5% N

1.11

1.33

2.50

2.86

1.10

1.27

1.82

2.06

1.23

1. 74

1.83

1.09

1.22

1.58

1.82

1.08

1.20

1.54

1.72

1.06 1.05

1.15 1.11

1.29 1.16

1.40 1.23

1.04

1.06

1.09

1.13

0.20, 0.10, 0.05

0.35, 0.10, 0.05

Dry corral
manure, 1.0% N

L1qu1d sludge,
2.5%

5.00

2.86

3.00

2.33

2.90

2.19

2.44

2.03

2.17

1.90

1.38 1.13 1.04

1.45 1.22 1.11

* Pratt et al. (1973).

t Th1s rat10 1S for a constant yearly m1neral1zat10n rate for S1X decay ser1es for var10US times
after 1n1t1al appl1cat10n. The rat10 equals k1lograms of N 1nput requ1red to m1neral1ze 1 kg of N
annually.

# The N content 1S on a dry we1ght baS1S.



ava1.lable. Therefore, for a 5 metric ton/ha rate, 4.3 kg N/ha would be
mineralized to the inorganic form (Sommers and Nelson, 1976).

TABLE 6.5 RELEASE OF PLANT-AVAILABLE NITROGEN DURING SLUDGE DECOMPOSITION
IN SOIL*

Organic N Content of Sludge, %
Years After

Sludge Application 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

kg res1.dual N release per metr1.C ton sludge added

1 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.85 0.95 1.1 1.2

2 0.45 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.05 1.15

3 0.45 0.55 0.65 0.75 0.85 1.0 1.1

* Sommers and Nelson (1976).

Microb1.al degradation of complex aromatic compounds containing N
depends on the structure, nature, and pos1.tion of functional groups. Gen
eral results of many 1.nvestigations are summar1.zed as follows: short chain
am1.nes are more resistant to m1.neral1.zation than those of higher molecular
weight; unsaturated aliphatic amines tend to be more read1.ly attacked than
saturates; reS1.stance to decompos1.tion increases W1.th the number of chlor
1.nes in the aromatic r1.ng; and branched compounds are m:>re reS1.stant than
unbranched compounds (Goring et al., 1975).

6.1.2.1.2 Fixation. The process by wInch atmospher1.c n1.trogen (N2) is
converted to available inorgan1.c N by bacter1.a 1.S called nitrogen f1.xation;
1.t may either be symbiot1.c or nonsymb1.otic. Symbiotic N fixation 1.S the
converS1.on of NZ to NH4+ by Rhizob1.um bacter1.a, Wh1.ch live in root
nodules of leguminous ~lants. Nonsymb1.ot1.c f1.xation involves the
conversion of N by free-living bacter1.a, Clostr1.dium and Azotobacter.
F1.xation by legum1.nous bacteria accounts for the great maJor1.ty of N
f1.xation (Brady, 1974). Table 6.6 reports the N fixation of various
legumes in kg/ha/yr.
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TABLE 6.6 NITROGEN FIXED BY VARIOUS LEGUMES*

Crop (kg/ha/yr) Crop (kg/ha/yr)

Alfalfa (Medicago sativa) 281

Sweet clover (Melilotus sp.) 188

Red clover (Trifolium
(pratense) 169

Alsike clover (Trifolium
hybridum) 158

* Lyon and Bizzell (1934).

Soybeans (Glycine~)

Hairy vetch (Vicia villosa)

Field beans (Phaseolus
vulgaris)

Field peas (Pisum arvense)

118

76

65

53

The amount of N fixed by Rhizobium depends on many factors. Soil
conditions favorable for microbial populations include good aeration,
adequate m:>isture, and a near neutral pH. A high N containJ.ng waste or
fertilizer may actually discourage nodulation and thereby reduce fixation
(Fig. 6.4). Therefore, N input from N-fixing bacteria is of minor
significance on land receiving waste applications.

The exact amount of N f1xed by nonsymbiotic bacteria in soils is very
difficult to determine because other processes involving N are taking place
simultaneously. Experiments in several areas of the U.S. indicate that
20-60 kg N/ha/yr may be fixed by nonsymbiotic organisms (Moore, 1966).
Table 6.7 lists amounts of N fixed nonsymbiotically.

TABLE 6.7 NITROGEN GAINS ATTRIBUTED TO NONSYMBIOTIC FIXATION IN FIELD
EXPERIMENTS*

Period Nitrogen Gain
Location (years) Description (kg/ha/yr)

Utah 11 Irrigated soil and manure 49

Missouri 8 Bluegrass (Poa sp.) sod 114

California 10 Lysimeter experiment 54

California 60 Pinus ponderosa stand 63

United Kingdom 20 Monoculture tree stands 58

Australia 3 Solonized soil 25

Nigeria 3 Latosolic soil 90

Michigan 7 Straw mulch 56

* Moore (1966).
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6.1.Z.1.3 N1tr1f1cat10n. The process of n1tr1f1cation 1nvolves the
converS10n of NH4T to NOZ by N1trosomonas and the converS10n of NOZ- to
N03- by Nitrobacter V1a react10ns that occur 1n rapid sequence and preclude
any great accumulat10n of N03- • These n1tr1fY1ng organ1sms are auto
trophic (obta1n1ng energy from oX1dat10n or 1norgan1c NH4T or NOZ-) in con
trast to the heterotroph1c organ1sms 1nvolved 1n the mneralizat10n proc
ess. These organisms are str1ctly aerob1c and can not survive 1n saturated
soils. The optimum temperature for n1tr1f1cat10n is 1n the range of
30-36°C (Downing et ale, 1964). MaX1mum oX1dat10n rates for N1trosomonas
are found at pF 8.5-9.0 (Down1ng et ale, 1964) and at pH 8.9 for N1tro
bacter (Lees, 1951). The activity of these bactena may cease altogether
where the pH 1S 4.0-4.5 or below. N1tr1f1cat10n occurs at a very rapid
rate under cond1t10ns 1deal for mcrob1al growth. Da1ly rates of 7-1Z kg
N/ha have been found when 110 kg ammon1um nitrate/ha were added (Broadbent
et al., 1957).

The nitrificat10n curves for most s01ls are s1gm01d-11ke curves when
N03- production 1S plotted aga1nst t1me. A typical nitrif1cation pattern
is shown in F1g. 6.5. The NH3-N concentration decreases sigm01dally
until it disappears. The NOZ- and N03- concentrations start r1sing from
the firs t day, but by the fourth day, the concentration of NOZ-N more
than doubles that of the N03-N. A steady state 1.S reached after the
seventh day when the NOZ-N concentrat1.on approaches zero and the N03-N
approaches total nitrogen.

6.1.Z.1.4 Plant Uptake. Crop uptake of N by harvestable crops constitutes
a significant removal of N. Table 6.8 l1.sts the N uptake for various crops
in kg/ha. Nitrogen 1S returned to the s01.l by crop res1.dues (Table 6.9).
The fract10n of total N03- 1n the s01.l that 1.S ass1.m1.lated by the roots
of growing plants var1.es depend1ng on the depth and d1.str1.but1.on of root
ing, nitrogen 10ad1.ng rate, m01.sture movement through the root zone, and
species of plant. In general, the effic1ency of uptake 1.S not h1.gh, and
grasses tend to be more eff1.c1.ent than row crops. Excess available N in
the soil does not cause phytotox1.city, yet corn silage and other grass
forages that contain greater than O. Z5% N03-N may cause animal health
problems (Walsh et al., 1976).

I
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TABLE 6.8 REMOVAL OF NITROGEN FROM SOILS BY CROPS AND RESIDUES*t

Crop

Corn (Zea mays)
Soybeans (GQYC1ne max)
Grain sorghum (SorghUm bicolor)

Peanuts (Archis hypogaea)
Cottonseed (Gossypium hirsutum)
Wheat (Triticum aestivum)

Rice (Oryza sativa)
Oats (Arena sativa)
Barley (Hordeum vulgare)

Corn silage (Zea mays)
Sugarbeets (Beta VUlgaris)
Alfalfa (Medicago sativa)

Alfalfa hay (Med1cago sativa)
Coastal bermuda hay

(Cynodon dactylon)
Orchard grass (Dactylis glomerata)

Bromegrass (Bromus sp.)
Tall fescue (Festuca arund1nacea)
Reed canary grass

(Phalaris arundinacea)

Reed canary grass hay
(Phalaris arundinacea)

Bluegrass (Poa sp.)
Tomatoes (Lyeopersicon esculentum)

Lettuce (Lactuca sativa)
Carrots (Daucus carota)
Loblolly pine (Pinus taeda)

Annual Crop Y1eld N1trogen Uptake
(metr1c/tons/ha) (kg/ha/yr)

9.4 207
3.4 2884/
9 280

2.8 105
2 69
4.3 140

6.7 87
3.6 168
5.4 168

71. 7 224
56 24
17.9 504//

15.7 372
21.3 272

13.4 336

11.2 186
7.8 151

13.4 493

15.7 189

6.7 224
44.8 80

28 38
44.8 65

annual growth 10

* Hart (1974).

t Where only grain is removed, a significant proportion of the nutrients
is left 1n the residues.

# While legumes can get most of their N from the air, 1f mineral n1trogen
is available 1n the soil, legumes will use it at the expense of fixing N
from the a1r.
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TABLE 6.9 THE NITROGEN RETURNED TO THE SOIL FROM UNHARVESTED OR UNGRAZED
PARTS OF STUBBLE ABOVE THE GROUND*

Crop

Corn (Zea mays)

Wheat (Trit~cum aestivum)

Rye (Secale cereale)

Oats (Avena sativa)

Alfalfa (Med~cago sativa)

* McCalla and Army (1961).

Nitrogen Returned to Soil
(kg/metric ton)

9

7

7

6

24

6.1.2.1.5 Denitr~ficat10n. The microbial process whereby N03- is
reduced to gaseous N compounds such as nitrous oxide and elemental nitro
gen 1S termed den1trification. Th1S reaction is facilitated by heterotro
phic, facultat1ve anaerob1c bacter1a l1ving mainly in soil micropores where
oxygen 1S limited. As a waste 1S applied on land, the rate and extent of
den1trif1cat10n is likely to be governed by the organic matter content,
water content, soil type, pH, and temperature of the soil. The degree of
water saturat10n has a profound 1nfluence on the rate of denitrification.
The cntical 11Icnsture level is about 60% of the water holding capacity of
the soil, below which practically no denitrif1cation occurs, and above this
level den1tr1f1cation increases rap1dly W1th increases in moisture content.
The amount of N lost through den1trification as a function of water content
(descr1bed as percentage of the water holding capacity) is illustrated in
F1g. 6.6 (Bremner and Shaw, 1958).

The rate of denitrifJ.cation is also greatly affected by the pH and
temperature of the S011. It tends to be very slow at pH below 5. O. The
rate 1ncreases with increasJ.ng soil pH and is very rapid at pH 8-8.5. The
optimum temperature for denitrif~cation is about 25°C. The rate of deni
trJ.fication J.ncreases rapidly when the temperature is increaed from 2° to
25°C. F1gure 6.7 1llustrates the effect of temperature on N lost as gas
over t1me.

Organic matter content also affects the amount and rate of denitrif1
cation. Denitrification of N03- by heterotrophic organisms cannot
occur unless the subs trate conta1ns an organic compound that can support
the growth of the organ1sms. The rate of denitrJ.f~cation for these materi
als varJ.es W1th their res1stance to decomposit10n by soil microorganisms
(Table 6.10). The rate is most rapid W1th cellulose and slowest with
lignin and sawdust.
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TABLE 6.10 PERCENTAGE OF ADDED NITROGEN LOST DURING INCUBATION OF WATER-
LOGGED SOIL WITH NITRATE AND DIFFERENT AMOUNTS OF ORGANIC
MATERIALS AT 25°C*

N Lost (% of added N03-N)

Organic 50 mg added 100 mg added 200 mg added
Materials

Added 4t 12t 20t 30t 4t 12t 20t 30t 4t 12t 20t 30t

Lignin 2 3 6 8 5 6 8 11 7 7 9 15

Sawdust 5 7 8 9 6 9 10 12 9 11 16 18

Grass 6 8 11 13 14 27 30 36 27 37 49 60

Straw 7 10 12 14 16 28 33 37 20 44 56 84

Cellulose 5 29 83 90 5 37 87 91 5 39 88 90

* Bremner and Shaw (1958).
t Length of incubation period 1n days.

Denitrification can be a maJor source of N removal from an HWLT unit
containing a high inorganic nitrogenous waste or an organic nitrogenous
waste that has been mineralized. Under the optimum conditions of neutral
to alkaline pH, high soil water or small pores filled with water, warm
temperatures, and the presence of easily decomposable organic matter,
almost 90% of the N03-N in the waste can be converted to gaseous Nand
lost from the system (Bremner and Shaw, 1958).

6.1.2.1.6 Volatilization. Another mechanism for N loss is volatilization.
Ammonium salts such as (NH4) 2C03 can be converted to gaseous ammonia
(2HN3 + H2C03) when sludge is surface applied to coarsely textured alkaline
soils. The magnitude of such losses is highly variable, depending on the
rate of waste application, clay content of the soil, soil pH, temperature,.
and climatic conditions. In a greenhouse study, Mills et ale (1974)
reported that when pH values were above 7.2, at least half of the N applied
to a fine sandy loam was volatilized as NH3' generally within two days of
the application. In a laboratory study, Ryan and Keeney (1975) reported
NH3 volatilization from a surface applied wastewater sludge containing
950 mg/l of ammonium-nitrogen. Volatilization values ranged from 11 to 60%
of the applied NH3-N. The greatest losses occurred in low clay content
soils with the highest application rate. Incorporating the sludge into the
soil decreases volatilization losses.

6.1.2.1.1 Storage in Soil. Both the organic and inorganic soil fractions
have the ability to fix NH4+ in forms unavailable to plants or even
microorganisms. Clay minerals with a 2:1 type structure have this
capacity, with clays of the vermiculite group having the greatest capacity,
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followed by illite and montmorillon~te. Ammon~um ions f~xed into the cry
stal lattice of the clay do not exchange read1ly with other cat~ons and are
not accessible to nitrifying bacteria (Nommik, 1965). The quantity of
NH4+ fixed depends on the kind and amount of clay present. Figure 6.8
illustrates the amount of NH4+ fixed by three soils receiv~ng five con
secutive applications of a 100 mg/l solut~on of NH4+-N. The Aiken
clay, primarily kaolinite, fixed no NH4+ and the Columbia and Sacra
mento soils containing verm~culite and montmor~llonite were capable of
NH4+ fixation (Broadbent et al., 1957).

Like other cations ~n the waste, NH4+ can be adsorbed onto the
negatively charged clay and organic matter colloids in so~l. Retention ~n

this exchangeable form is temporary, and NH4+ may become ~trif~ed when
oxygen and nitrifying bacteria are available.

6.1.2.1.8 Immobilization. The process of ~mmob~l~zat1On is the oppos~te

of mineralizat~on; it is the process by which ~norgan~c N is converted to
an unavailable organic form. This requires an energy source for micro
organisms such as decomposable organ~c matter with a carbon to N ratio
greater than 30 to 1. Th~s condit~on may exist ~th certa~n ~ndustrial

wastes or cannery wastes and some crop residues, straws or pine needles.
In a study of immobilization of fertilizer N, only 2.1 kg/ha was ~mmob~l

ized during the first 47 days after fert~l~zation with 328 kg/ha. As so~l

temperature ~ncreased above 22°C, the rate ~ncreased to an add1t~onal 60
kg/ha immobilized by day 107 (Kissel et al., 1977).

6.1.2.1.9 Runoff. At an HWLT un~t conta~n~ng a nitrogenous waste, the
runoff water may remove a s1gnif1cant amount of N, potent1ally pollut1ng
adjacent waterways. However, a well des~gned and managed msposal s~te

should have mn~mum runoff since waste appl~cat~on rates would not exceed
soil infiltration capacity. Though surface runoff from HWLT un~ts ~s col
lected, it may be important to keep the runoff water of h~gh qual~ty if the
facility has a mscharge permit. Soil and cropping management practices,
rate of waste application, and the time and method of applicat~on control
the amount of runoff. Of these factors, a highly signif~cant correlat~on

between N loading rate and its average concentrat~on in runoff water was
shown in a linear regression analys~s (Khaleel et al., 1980). Appl~cat~on

of waste during winter and on the surface results in less rap~d decompos~

tion and high concentrations of N in runoff water. Re~ncorporat~on of
plant material into, the soil decreases N concentrat~ons ~n runoff by one
third over areas where all plant residues are removed at harvest (Zwerman
et al., 1974). Table 6.11 provides a summary of N concentrations in runoff
from areas receiving animal waste.
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TABLE 6.11 TRANSPORT OF TOTAL NITROGEN IN RUNOFF WATER FROM PLOTS
RECEIVING ANIMAL WASTE*

Type of Total N Total N
Location Manure Applied Runoff Remarks Reference

Wisconsin Fresh dairy 120 12.7 8 Plots) 10- Minshall et
liquid 17% slope) al. (1970)

95 3.6 silt loam

Alabama Liquid dairy 5661 13.8 12 Plots) 3.3% McCaskey et
3774 al. (1971)
1782

Dry dairy 7769 18.3
5179 17.7
2590 7.5

N. Carolina Swine 1344 23.4 9 Plots) 1-3% Khalee1 et
lagoon slope, sandy al. (1980)

loam, coastal
effluent bermuda

New York Dairy 478 18.4 24 Plots corn, Klausner et
continuous al. (1976)
study

* Total N = organic N+NH4-N + N03-N in ppm.

6.1.2.1.10 Leaching. Of all the losses of N from an HWLT unit, leaching
is the potentially most serious. Groundwater can become contaminated) and
drinking water containing greater than 10 mg/l nitrate-nitrogen may cause
human health problems. Not only should high concentrations of N in leach
ate be avoided) but also large amounts of leachate with a low concentration
of N. Methemoglobinemia, a reduction in the oxygen-carrying capacity of
the blood) can develop in infants when nitrate-nitrogen levels in drinking
water are greater than 10 ppm (or greater than 45 ppm nitrate).

Most
water is
another.
leachate
texture,
modified

studies of N leachate agree that the amount of N in percolating
site-dependent and diffl.cu1t to extrapolate from one site to
Parameters that have the most direct effect on N content in

are N application rate, cropping system, soil water content, soil
and climate. A number of these parameters can be controlled or
by management practices.

A study by Bielby et a1. (1973) l.nvestigates the quantity and concen
tration of N03- l.n percolates from lysimeters receiving liquid poultry
manure over three years. Nitrogen removal by corn (Zea mays), plus that in
the leachate) accounts for less than 25% of the amou~applled to the soil.
The average concentration of N03- in percolates from all treatments
exceeded the drinking water standard (10 ppm).
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6.1.2.2 Phosphorus (P)

Phosphorus is a key eutroph~cat~on element and may be transported in
such forms as adsorbed phosphate and soluble phosphate by surface runoff
and groundwater, respectively. Enr~chment of lake waters and sed~ments

with high P concentrat~ons may create a potent~al for water quality
impairment and eventual extinction of aquat~c hfe in a lake or stream.
The critical level above wll1ch eutrophication may occur has been set at
0.01 mg/l of P. Th~s level may be exceeded when surface runoff levels are
greater than 10 kg/ha/yr (Vollenweider, 1968). Runoff P concentrations
from well-managed agricultural lands are typically less than 0.1 kg/ha/yr
(Khaleel et aL, 1980). Municipal wastewaters generally have total P
concentrations rang~ng from 1.0 to 40 mg/l (Hunter and Kotalik, 1976;
Bouwer and Chaney, 1974; Pound and Curt~s, 1973), while concentrations of
less than 20 mg/l are average (Ryden and Pratt, 1980).

Phosphorus concentrat~ons in waste streams that range from 0.01 to 50
mg/l P pose little runoff or leachate hazard. However, P concentrations
found in waste from rock phosphate quarries, fertilizers and pesticides are
high enough to potentially contaminate runoff water or leach into the
groundwater beneath a soil ~th low P retention capacity. Once the
waste-soil parameters of P are adequately assessed, land treatment of P
laden hazardous wastes may be managed to successfully reduce soluble P
concentrations to the levels usually found ~n so~l.

The soluble P concentration in the unsaturated zone of normal soil
ranges between 3 and 0.03 mg/l (Russel, 1973), where the lower value is at
the normal level of groundwater (Reddy et aL, 1979). Barber et aL
(1963) report that this value generally decreases ~th depth in the soil
profile. Surface soil layers tend to have a greater P adsorption capac~ty

than lower levels of the prof~le (F~g. 6.9).

Decomposition of organic wastes and dissolution of inorganic fertil
izers provide a variety of organic and soluble forms of P ~n so~l. Phos
phorus may be present in such forms as soluble orthophosphate, condensed
phosphate, tripolyphosphate, adsorbed phosphate or crystallized phosphate,
thus, reflecting the chemical compos~tion of the source and ~ts phosphorus
content. Hydrolysis and mineralization convert most of the condensed and
polyphosphate forms to the soluble phosphate ion which is readily available
to plants and soil microorganisms. Hence, soluble orthophosphate is
released from organic wastes and so~l humus through weathering and mineral
ization. On the other hand, it ~s expected that organ~c compounds resis
tent to decomposition will immobilize P, especially when the carbon:phos
phorus ratio exceeds 300:1.

Given sufficient time, net mineralization ~ll release P from organic
substrates and this solubilized P generally may be used as a IUltrient
source by microbial populations degrading other carbonaceous substrates.
Degradation of organic P compounds accounts for only 10-15% of the removal
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efficiency; however, microbes appear to be highly effl.cl.ent in llDbi1izing
the natural P reservoir l.n soil. Phosphorus concentrations in soil in
quantities greater than the nutrient requl.rements for growth and substrate
decomposition will be attenuated on the adsortion sites in the soil profile
or reduced by dilution in the groundwater. Given sufficient retention
time, P will precipitate as l.ron, aluminum or calcium phosphate (Ballard
and Fiske11, 1974). The iron and aluminum oXl.des and hydrous oxides (e.g.,
hematite and gibbsite) are of prl.mary importance since they have extremely
high absorptive capacities (Ryden and Pratt, 1980).

Retention efficl.ency of the soil for P is related to the soil pH,
cation exchange capacl.ty, clay content and ml.nera10gica1 composition. The
equilibrium time for sOl.l-phosphorus interactions is influenced by the
retention time of the waste l.n soil, whl.ch is dependent on the soil infil
tration capacity and permeability. The presence of organic anions and high
pH will tend to decrease P sorptl.on (Ryden and Syers 1975). Subbarao and
Ellis (1977) and John (1974) report precipitation of calcium phosphates
following liming usually control the solubility of P in acidl.c soils.

Phosphorus released from point sources will llDve radially by diffusion
(Sawhney and Hill, 1975), thus increasl.ng the P adsorption capacity through
additional underground travel distance. Retention time may be positively
influenced when waste leachate is slowed by the increased tortuosity or
some relatively impermeable layer. If insufficient soil volume is avail
able above the water table, the equi1ibratl.on time in shallow soil can be
drastically reduced and penetratl.on to groundwater is likely to occur.

Phosphorus supplied in waste app1l.cations augmented over time may
saturate the P adsorption capacity of the soil, thus creating the potential
for extreme discharges to the groundwater. Adriano et al. (1975) showed
evidence of perched water table contaml.nation by P from daily application
of food processl.ng waste in quantl.tl.es that exceed the adsorption maxima.
Lund et al. (1976) observed that coarsely textured soil is enriched with P
to a depth of 3 meters below sewage disposal ponds. Since soil has a
finite capacity to fl.x P, attention should be directed to the long-term
effect of waste applications containing P on the adsorption mechanisms.

The Langmuir isotherm has been used to estimate the P adsorption maxi
mum of several soils (Table 6.12). To prepare a Langmuir isotherm test,
standard amounts of soil are shaken wich a known concentration of KHZP04
over a dilution range of 0 to 100 mg/1 of P. When the mass of the P
adsorbed per gram of soil is linear with the equilibrium concentration of
the P remaining in solution, the sorption maximum can be calculated from
the slope. The Langmuir equation is:

where

C/b = C/bmax + (I/Kbmax )

C = equilibrium P concentratl.on (~g/m1);

b = P adsorbed on soil surface (~g/g soil);
bmax = adsorption maximum of the soil (~g/g soil), and

K = constant related to the bonding energy.
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The Langmuir adsorption maximum must be evaluated with the mineralogy,
since P retention is known to improve when aluminum and iron are present in
the soil. Successive P sorptions (Fig. 6.10) have been found to decrease
the P sorption capacities of the soil (Sawhney and Hill, 1975) • After
wetting and drying treatments, the P sorption capacity may be reestablished
in some soils such as the Merrimac sandy loam. In the Buxton silty clay
loam the P sorption capacity was only partially reestablished. Thus, P in
waste leachate in quantities that exceed the adsorption capacity can be
expected to pass through the profile to groundwater.

TABLE 6.12 SUMMARY OF PHOSPHORUS ADSORPTION VALUES*

Compound
Location

No. of
Soil Samples Notes

Sorption Capacity
or b max.

mgP /100 g soil

2.5-20

0.165-355

26-71

13.3-25.9

3.8-51.0

12.0

0.3-278

1.81-49.0

nil - 28.0

227-1760

1

Average for 31 soils

A, Band C horizons
and deeper

A, Band C horizons

..

Average for 1 m depth

Average for 50 cm depth

Soils from upper B
horizon

A, Band C horizons

From column tests

5

17

3

2

5

31

240

29-100

6

24

New York

New Jersey

Maine

Wisconsin

Michigan

Florida

New Brunswick

* Toff1emire and Chen (1977).

Harvested forage crops may be used to remove as much as 50 to 60% of
the P applied (Russel, 1973), however, annually harvested crops normally
remove less than 10% of the annual P application (Ryden and Pratt, 1980).
Furthermore, as the application of P increases, crop removal of the element
decreases (Ryden and Pratt, 1980). Maximum crop removal is dependent on
crops having a large rooting mass such as various grasses (Table 6.13).
Moreover, studies have shown that P is the most limiting plant nutrient for
production of legumes (Va11entine, 1971; Brady, 1974; Heath et a1., 1978;
Chessmore, 1979). A grass-legume mixture with legume species dominating
may be a viable alternative to enhance P uptake in many land treatment
units. Various herbaceous species may be clipped either two or three times
a year, thus allowing significantly greater P removal.
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TABLE 6.13 REMOVAL OF PHOSPHORUS BY THE USUAL HARVESTED PORTION OF
SELECTED CROPS

4.1 19

5.2 22

7.8 22

3.0 25

27 11

90 34

78 18

60 11

32

45

30-40

26-69

Crop

Corn (Zea mays)

Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum)
Lint and seed

Wheat (Triticum aestivum)

Rice (Oryza sativa)

Soybeans (Glycine max)

Grapes (Vitus sp.)

Tomatoes (Lycopersicon esculentum)

Cabbage (Brassica oleracea)

Oranges (C1trus sp.)

Small grain, corn-hay
rotation

Reed canary grass
(Phalaris arundinacea)

Corn s1lage (Zea mays)

Poplar trees (Populus sp.)

Barley (Hordeum vulgare)-
sudan grass (Sorghum sudanense)
rotation for forages*

Johnson grass (Sorghum halepense)

Guinea grass (Panicum maximum)

Tall fescue (Festuca arundinacea)

Annual Crop Y1eld
(Metric tons/ha)

11

27

26

7.8

Phosphorus Uptake
(kg/ha/yr)

35

84-95

94

50

32

* Unpubl1shed data for barley 1n the w1nter followed by sudan grass in the
summer. P.F. Pratt and S. Davis, Un1versity of California, and USDA-ARS,
Rivers1de, Cal1forn1a.
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Application of P from wastewater may be described as el.ther a low
application rate system, usually less than 10 mg/l or a hl.gh rate applica
tion system, consisting of greater than 10 mg/l (Ryden and Pratt, 1980).
Low rate systems use crop uptake as a sl.nk for both the P and wastewaters
applied. The P rates applied and the crop yields are comparable to those
attained under good agronomic management of intensive cropland. Movement
of P in this type of system is generally very slow since the P l.S retained
near the zone of incorporation. The essential features of a low rate
system are removal of a large amount of P by a forage crop, control of
surface runoff to prevent erosion, and reduction of P concentrations to a
desirable level by using a long pathway of highly sorptive materl.als
between the soil surface and the discharge point of water into surface or
groundwaters (Ryden and Pratt, 1980).

High-rate wastewater treatment systems usually have large quantities
of water moving through the soil profile and the quantl.ties of P applied
are higher than those normally used on intensively farmed croplands. Thus,
this system usually requires coarse gravelly soils which can maintain high
infiltration rates (Ryden and Pratt, 1980). Generally, a cycle of flooding
and drying is used to maintal.n the infiltratl.on capacity of the system and
increase the P sorption capacity by enhancing the oXl.dation-reduction
cycle. Soils with a high sand or organic content that have low contents
of iron and aluminum hydrous oxides associated with a low surface area are
most likely to have the greatest leachl.ng of P (Syers and Williams, 1977).
Ryden and Pratt (1980) report P removal by harvested crops, in a high rate
system, to be insignl.ficant unless P concentrations are less than 1 mg/l.

6.1.2.3 Boron (B)

The B concentration in rocks var1.es from 10 ppm 1.n igneous rocks to
100 ppm in sandstones. The average soil concentration of B l.S 10 ppm
(Bowen, 1966). High levels of Bare rost likely to occur in soil derived
from marine sediments and arid soils. In most humid reg1.on soils, B l.S
bound in the form of tourmaline, a borosilicate that releases B quite
slowly. MOst of the available soil B is held by the organic fraction where
it is tightly retained. Boron is released as the organics decompose and 1.S
quite subj ect to leaching losses. Some B is adsorbed by iron and aluIDl.num
hydroxy compounds and clay minerals. F1.ner textured s01.ls reta1.n added B
longer than do coarse, sandy soils. Therefore, less B can be applied to
sandy soil than to fine-textured soil (Tisdale and Nelson, 1975). Boron
sorption by clay minerals and iron and aluminum oxides is pH dependent,
with maximum sorption in the pH range 7-9. The amount of B adsorbed
depends on the surface area of the clay or oxide and this sorption l.S only
partially reversible, indicating the retention is by covalent bondl.ng.

Boron is frequently deficient in acid soils, light-textured sandy
soils, alkaline soils, and soils low in organ1.c matter. Boron availability
to plants is decreased by liming, but the 1.ncrease of pH alone is not
sufficient to decrease B absorption. Fox (1968) found that both high
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levels of calcium and high pH values reduced B uptake by cotton by nearly
50%, but that high calc~um concentrat~ons or high pH stud~ed separately had
little ~nfluence on reduc~ng B uptake.

Boron in plants is involved in prote~n synthesis, nitrogen and carbo
hydrate metabolism, root system development, fruit and seed formation, and
the regulation of plant water relat~ons (Brady, 1974). The symptoms of B
def~ciency vary somewhat from one plant species to another. Symptoms often
include dieback, chlorotic spott~ng of leaves and necros~s in fruits and
roots (Bradford, 1966).

The difference between the amount of B wh~ch results in deficiencies
and that which is toxic ~s very small. Boron-sensitive plants can tolerate
between 0.5 and 1.0 ppm available B ~n so~ls wh~le boron-tolerant plants
usually show toxicity symptoms at 10 ppm B (Bingham, 1973). Table 6.14
shows the tolerance limits of several plant species to boron. The first
symptoms of B injury are generally leaf-tip yellowing, followed by a pro
gressive necrosis of the leaf. Leaching of B below the root zone is recom
mended ~n the case of moderate toxic~ty. Moderate liming of the soil or
liberal application of n~trogen fertil~zers may be benefic~al (Bradford,
1966).

If B can be leached from the soil at concentrations acceptable for
groundwater discharge, B may be applied cont~nously in small amounts as
long as it does not accumulate to toxic levels. No dr~nk~ng water stand
ard has been set for human consumption; however, water used for cattle
should contain less than 5 ppm B.

6.1.2.4 Sulfur (8)

The earth's crust contains about 600 ppm S and soils have an average S
content of 700 ppm (Tisdale and Nelson, 1975). S~nce S is a constituent of
some amino acids, ~t is an important plant nutrient. The widespread occur
rence of S in nature ensures that it will be a common industrial waste
product. Wastes from kraft mills, sugar refin~ng, petroleum refining, and
copper and ~ron extraction all conta~n appreciable amounts of S (Overcash
and Pal, 1979).

Because of its anionic nature and the solubility of most of its salts,
leaching losses of S can be quite large. Leach~ng is greatest when mono
valent cations such as potassium and sodium predominate and moderate leach
ing occurs where calcium and magnesium predominate. When the soil is
acidic and appreciable levels of exchangeable iron and aluminum are pres
ent, S leaching losses are ~nimal (Tisdale and Nelson, 1975).

Land application sites where wastes containing large amounts of 8 are
disposed must be well drained. The hydrogen sulfide formed ~n reducing
conditions ~s tox~c and has an unpleasant odor. Since ac~d is formed by
oxidation of 8 compounds, the pH of the s~te must be monitored and regu
lated. In the soil under aerobic conditions, bacteria oxidize the more
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TABLE 6.14 CROP TOLERANCE LIMITS FOR BORON IN SATURATION EXTRACTS OF SOIL*t

Tolerant

4.0 ppm B

Athel (Tamar1x aphylla)
Asparagus off1c1nal1s
Palm (Phoen1x canar1ens1s)
Date palm (P. dactyl1fera)
Sugarbeet (Beta vulgar1s)
Mangel (Beta-vulgar1s)
Garden beet (Beta vulgar1s)
Alfalfa (Med1cago sat1va)
Glad10lus (Glad10lus sp.)
Broadbean (V1c1a faba)
Omon (Alhum cep~
Turn1p (Brass1ca-rapa)
Cabbage (Brass1ca-oIeracea
var. cap1tata)

Lettuce (Lactuca sat1va)
Carrot (Daucus carota)

2.0 ppm B

Semitolerant

2.0 ppm B

Sunflower (Hellanthus annus)
Potato (Solanum tuberosum)
Cotton, Acala and P1ma

(GossYPJ.um sp.)
Tomato (Lycopers1con esculentum)
Sweetpea (Lathyrus odoratus)
Rad1Sh (Raphanus sat1vus)
F1eld pea (P1sum sat1vum)
Ragged-rob1n rose (Rosa sp.)
Ol1ve (Olea europae~
Barley ~deum vulgare)
Wheat (Tr1t1cum aest1vum)
Corn (Zea mays)
Milo (sorg~b1color)
Oat (Avena sat1va)
Z1nn1a (Z1nn1a elegans)
Pumpk1n (Cucurb1ta spp.)
Bell Pepper (Caps1cum annuum)
Sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas)
L1ma bean (Phaseolus lunatus)

1.0 ppm B

Sensitive

1.0 ppm B

Pecan (Carya illnoensis)
Walnut, Black and Pers1an, or

Engl1sh (Juglans spp.)
Jerusalem art1choke

(Hellanthus tuberosus)
Navy bean (Phaseolus vulgarJ.s)
Amer1can elm (Ulmus amer1cana)
Plum (Prunus domesuca)
Pear (Pyrus commun1s)
Apple (Malus sylvestr1s)
Grape, Sultan1na and Malaga

(V1tUS sp.)
Kodata f1g (F1cus car1ca)
Persimmon (D10spyros v1rgJ.n1ana)
Cherry (Prunus sp.)
Peach (Prunus pers1ca)
Apr1cot (Prunus armeniaca)
Thornless blackberry (Rubus sp.)
Orange (C1trus s1nensJ.s)
Avocado (Persea amer1cana)
GrapefruJ.t (C1trus paradJ.sJ.)
Lemon (CJ.trJ.s lJ.mon)

0.3 ppm B

* Bresler et al. (1982).

t For each group, tolerant, semJ.tolerant, and sensitJ.ve, the range of tolerable boron J.S J.ndJ.cated,
tolerance decreases J.n descending order J.n each column.



reduced forms of S to form sulfate which will decrease the pH. In water
logged soils, anaerobic bacteria reduce sulfides, generating hydrogen
sulfide.

Some soils have the capacity of retain sulfates in an adsorbed form.
At a given pH, adsorption is least when the cation adsorbed on the clay is
potassium, moderate when the adsorbed cation is calcium, and greatest when
the adsorbed cation 1S aluminum (Tisdale and Nelson, 1975). Adsorption by
clay minerals is ranked as kaolinite(illite(bentonite (Chao et al., 1963).

When soils contain large amounts of carbon and nitrogen, but little S,
immobilization of added S may occur when S is incorporated into proteins by
soil microorganisms. Organic S may also be mineralized in which the organ
ic form becomes the plant available S04 (Brady, 1974). Sulfur behaves
much like nitrogen as 1t is absorbed by plants and microorganisms and moves
through the S cycle.

Management techniques for land treatment systems receiving large
amounts of S can improve the S assimilat10n capacity of s01ls. A slightly
acidic pH will minimize leaching losses, but 1t must not be so much below
neutral that mineralization and plant uptake are reduced. The amount of S
which can be applied to a particular soil depends on the abi11ty of that
soil to neutralize the acidity resulting from the add1tion. If acid-toler
ant plants are chosen, a larger addition is possible. Active pH mon1tor1ng
and pH correction, when required, is essential.

6.1.3 Acids and Bal'les

Waste acids and/or bases can be d1sposed by land treatment. These
wastes should, if at all possible, be neutralized before they are app11ed
to the soil. According to the Lowry-Bronsted theory of aC1d-base reac
tions, an acid is any material which produces hydron1um (H30+) ions
when dissolved 1n water. Conversely, a base is a material wh1ch produces
hydroxyl (OH-) ions in water. Thus, when an acid and base are combined,
the net neutralization reaction can be expressed as:

As the neutralization reaction occurs, the cations and an10ns from the
original acidic and basic species combine to form a salt. W1th strong
acids and bases, the aqueous reaction equilibrium strongly favors d1ssocia
tion into hydronium and hydroxyl ions. With weaker species, however, the
dissociation equilibrium will depend on the strengths of the ionization
constants (Bohn et al., 1979).

The buffering capacity of the soil should be determined and used as a
gUide to loading rates. If the buffering capacity 1S exceeded, the soil pH
must be adjusted by appropriate liming or addition of aC1d. When both
acidic and basic wastes exist, the basic waste should be applied f1rst and
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mixed with the soil, then the acidic waste can be applied. This method
will prevent the solubi1izat10n and leaching of metals 1n the soil. Addi
tion of acids and bases to the soil can increase the concentration of solu
ble salts in the system. For a discuss10n of salts, refer to Section
6.1.4. Management of soil pH 1S discussed in Sect10n 8.6.

6.1.4 Salts

By definition, a salt is any substance that y1elds ions upon dissolu
tion other than hydrogen ions or hydroxyl ions. For all practical purposes
in agriculture and land treatment, th1s definit10n has been narrowed to
include only the major d1ssolved solids in natural waters and soils. The
principal ions involved are calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium, chlor
ide, sulfate, bicarbonate and occas10nally nitrate. Salts occur naturally
in many soils and are a common const1tuent of hazardous and nonhazardous
wastes. Salt inputs to the soil may occur from fert1lizer applications,
precipitation, and irrigat10n. Typ1cal irr1gation pract1ces may result 1n
annual salt applications to s01l wh1ch exceed 4000 kg/ha. Table 6.15 lists
the salinity classes of water.

The behavior of salts 1n soil and the1r 1nfluence on plant growth has
been studied by agr1cultural scientists for many years and is still the
topic of extensive research. The U. S. Salin1ty Laboratory Staff (USDA,
1954) and Bresler et ale (1982) have rev1ewed various aspects of soil
salinity, includ1ng d1agnosis and management of salt affected soils.
Salinity problems may result from the bulk osmot1c effects of salts on the
soil-plant system and the individual effects of specif1c ions, especially
sodium.

6.1.4.1 Salinity

The concentration of salt in water can be expressed in terms of elec
trical conductivity (EC), total d1ss01ved so11ds (TDS), osmot1c pressure,
percent salt by weight, and normality. Electr1cal conductivity in mmho~/cm

is the preferred measurement for solut10ns of common salts or combinations
of salts. The follow1ng factors are useful for obtaining an approximate
conversion of units.

(0.35) x (EC mmhos/cm) = Osmotic pressure 1n bars
(651) x (EC mmhos/cm) = TDS mg/l
(10) x (EC mmhos/cm) = Normality meq/1
(0.065) x (EC mmhos/cm) = Percent salt by we1ght

Measuring the concentration of salts in soil first requires that an
aqueous soil extract be obta1ned. Extracts taken from soils at field mois
ture content will seldom provide a sufficient quantity for analysis. On
the other hand, exhaustive leaching or extraction at very high moisture
contents will yield a sample that 1S not typical of the soil solution
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TABLE 6.15 WATER CLASSES IN RELATION TO THEIR SALT CONCENTRATION*

Class
of

Water

Low
salin~ty

water

Electr~cal

Conductivity
micromho

per em. at 25°C

0- 400

fulligrams
per hter

0- 250

Kilograms
per hectare-30 cm

0- 800

Comments

These waters can be used for irrigat
~ng most crops with a low probability
that salt problems will develop. Some
leach is required, but this generally
occurs with normal irrigation prac
tices.

Moderate 400-1,200
salinity
water

,....
(X),....

High 1,200-2,250
salinity
water

Very high 2,250-5,000
salinity
water

* Bresler et al. (1982).

250- 750

750-1,450

1,450-3,200

800-2,200

2,200-3,300

3,300-9,600

These waters can be used if a moderate
amount of leaching occurs. Plants
with moderate salt tolerance can be
grown in most instances without spe
cial pract~ce3 for salinity control.

These waters should not be used on
soils with restricted drain age. Spe
cial management is required even with
adequate dra~nage. Plants tolerant to
sal~nity should be grown. Excess
water must be applied for leach1ng.

These waters are not suitable for
irrigation except under very special
circumstances. Adequate drainage is
essential. Only very salt-tolerant
crops should be grown. Considerable
excess water must be applied for
leaching.



because of the effect of ion exchange and ID1neral dissolut~on. As a com
promise, soil saturation has been selected for obta~n~ng aqueous extracts
(USDA, 1954) • A suff~c~ent amount of solut~on can usually be extracted
with vacuum from 200-300 grams of so~l. The concentrat~on of salts ~n soil
is, therefore, commonly expressed as the EC of a saturated so~l paste
extract. The relat~onsh~p of salt concentrat~on ~n the so~l to the EC of a
saturation extract ~s ~nfluenced by the mo~sture hold~ng capac~ty of the
soil as ~llustrated ~n F~g. 6.11. The EC of a saturat~on extract does not
directly reflect the sal~nity of the so~l solut~on, but the saturatl.on
extract is the best pract~cal means to obta~n such a measurement. Under a
typical irrigated crop system, the average sall.nl.ty of the sOl.l solutl.on l.S
approximately twice the salinl.ty of the saturatl.on extract (Rhoades, 1974);
however, use of the saturat~on extract ~s so wl.dely practl.ced that l.t 1S
the measure best correlated l.n the ll.terature to plant growth responses,
soil structure, and other observations of soil condit~on.

In the absence of adequate rainfall or l.rr1gatl.On and subsequent
drainage, applied or naturally occurrl.ng salts can accumulate on the sOl.l
surface and in upper hor~zons of the soil. Salt concentrations ~n the sOl.l
that exceed 4 mmhos/ cm can l.nhib1t growth of senSl.tl.ve plants and may
retard microbial actl.vity. Phys~cal and chemical character1stl.CS of the
soil are also affected by salt accumulation. Severe salt accumulatl.on can
be disastrous to a land treatment system and may requl.re costly remedl.al
action. Furthermore, soluble salts are relatl.vely mob1le ~n the soil and
can easily migrate to ground or surface waters, resultl.ng in pollution.
Management of salts applied in l.rrl.gatl.on water or waste materl.als there
fore requires that salt accumulation be controlled, whl.le at the same tl.me
pollution of ground or surface waters 1S prevented.

Many schemes for managing salt accumulat~on and migration assume
steady state conditions and that appll.ed salts do not interact w~th the
soil matrix. Salts do, however, interact Wl.th the sOl.l matrl.x. They may
be precipitated as insoluble compounds, sorbed by soil colloids, or ms
solved in the soil solution. The extent of prec~pl.tatl.on, sorpt~on and
dissolution depends upon the salt concentration l.n the sOl.l, the ionl.c
species present, soil physical and cheml.cal propert~es, and the mol.sture
content of the soil. Predicting the concentrat~on of salts l.n the sOl.l
solution at any given time for a partl.cular sOl.l is therefore difficult.
The assumptions of steady state and no interactions may be val~d ~n an
irrigated crop system, but is not appll.cable to many land treatment
systems, especially those receivl.ng relatively heavy and l.nfrequent waste
applications. Understanding so~l and salt l.nteractions may, and should,
be quantified and included in the waste applicatl.on rate desl.gn.

Where inadequate water or poor soil drainage prevent leaching of salts
from the treatment zone or the plant root zone, salts will concentrate in
the soil through evaporation. The sOl.l surface behaves 1l.ke a seml.-per
meable membrane allowing soil water to enter the atmosphere through evapo
ration while leaving dissolved salts at or near the soil surface. Once
salts are deposited at the soil surface in this manner, addit10nal soil
water and its dissolved salts are driven to the surface by osmotic forces
in addition to evaporative demand. For this reason, many saline soils will
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Figure 6.11. Correlation of salt concentrat10n in the s011 to the EC of
saturation extracts for var10US soil types (USDA, 1954).
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appear to be moist, when 1n reality there 1S llttle or no water ava1lable
for plants or waste decomposing m1crobes.

Soil salinity inhibits plant growth by restricting plant uptake of
water. As the osmot1c grad1ent between the soil solut10n and plant roots
increases, the plant uptake of water and nutr1ents decreases. Th1s same
mechanism may also adversely affect the growth of soil m1crobes. Crop
sensitivity to salt damage va.r1es between different spec1es and varieties
d~pending on the specific salts present. See Table 6.16 for general crop
response to soil salinity and Table 6.17 for the salt tolerance of var10US
crops. For specific choice of the proper plant species, other factors,
such as drought tolerance and regional adaptation, must be considered.
Additional guidance on species selection is provided 1n Section 8.7.

TABLE 6.16 GENERAL CROP RESPONSE AS A FUNCTION OF ELECTRICAL OONDUCTIVITY*

EC (mmhos/cm)

0-2

2-4

4-8

8-16

greater than 16

* USDA (1954).

Degree of Problem

None

Slight to none

Many crops affected

Only tolerant crops yield well

Only very tolerant crops yield well

Salts that acculllulate in surface soils may be reduced by precipi ta
tion, irrigation, and to a small extent by crop uptake. In the presence of
adequate precipitation or irr1gation, the salts dissolve and are then car
ried away in runoff or are leached 1nto the subsoil. Leached salts may be
transported back to the soil surface as a result of evaporation if subse
quent precipitation or irrigation does not occur. If a sufficient quantity
of drainage water passes through the soil profile, leached salts may be
carried farther into the subsurface and may 1ntercept groundwater. The
concentration and quantity of salts present 1n drainage water and that re
maining in the surface soil may be approximated by a mass balance approach
such as that proposed by Rhoades (1974).

In general, management of the soil-plant system to prevent damaging
salt accumulation in surface soils includes the following:

(1) limiting the amount of salt applied to the soil in
irrigation water or waste;

(2) using salt tolerant crops;

(3) m?intaining a healthy vegetative cover or mulching;

(4) properly scheduling irrigation and waste applications; and
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TABLE 6.17 THE RELATIVE PRODUCTIVITY OF PLANTS WITH INCREASING SALT
CONCENTRATIONS IN THE ROOT ZONE*t

% Product (wi t,.
RebUvc Producthlty %llt Selected ftC aaho/c:ra decrease per Salinity

-I.. Threshold
Plant 10 11 I~ IJ 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 n 2~ 23 ~4 incf'e••e IX:

s>NSltlYE
Alsertan I'll

(Meders cannleneta) 100 81 62 3S 10
Al~

(Prunu. dulch) 100 91 71 SS 36 18 0 18 I 5
Apple
(~ allv••trb)' 100 91 n I 0

Apricot
(PrUl'!UB aneniaca) 100 91 68 45 ~3 ~3 16
AV~---

(Perna ..rJeana) 100 90 10 1 0
Be...
(Phaseolu. vulsaris) 100 8l 6~ 43 ~5 18 9 10

Blackberr,
(~"I'l') 100 89 61 44 22 0 22 2 I 5

Boy.enberry
(Rubu. ordnua) 100 89 61 44 22 0 22 2 I 5

Burford holl,
(lleK cornuta) 100 82 59 36 14 10

ea'U'Ot---
(~carot.) 100 86 12 58 44 30 15 0 14 I 10

Celery
(~ sraveoleul)' 100 90 7S 10

Crapefrult
(~par.dl") 100 97 81 65 48 32 16 16 I 18,... Heavenly ba.boo

(Xl (Handin. dOIle'tica) 100 88 15 61 41 34 20 1 0

Vt IU.bhcus (H1bhcul
ro••-.ll1e~ 100 86 12 S6 42 28 15 10

LelJlQn (CUru. 11-.on)' 100 91 75 10
Okra (Abel",c~
eseuleatua), 100 90

Onion (AlUtt. ~) 100 87 71 SS 39 23 16 I I 2
Orange
(~l1nen.b) 100 9S 79 63 48 )2 16 159 1 7
peaCh(~~) 100 94 13 52 31 10 0 188 32
Pear (!l!!!. 8pp ) 100 91 75 10
Pinapple gua".
(Fei'o.~) 100 71 J4 I 2

PI...
(~ do.utica) 100 91 71 SS 36 18 18 2 I 5

Prune
(~ doaelltle-)' 100 91 IS I 0

Pltto8porUII
(PlttolPorua tob1ra)+ 100 89 79 69 60 50 40 30 20 10

Raspberry
(Rubus ldaeu.)' \00 60 62 I 0

Ro••
(Rosa 8pp ) 100 74 36 10

Stni'Wberry
(Fragar1a sp ) 100 61 33 333 10

--cont inued--



TAILE 6 11 (C.O"UAU")

Itelattve Prodlilctl't1t:" t: at Selected EC .JIho/CIt
% Product IYlt,
tlecreue per Salhlt,

..bo/ca t'ht'ubold
rlarat 10 II 12 13 IA IS 16 11 18 I' 20 21 22 23 2A !rtcreue I!l:

Ster J...l"e
(Tr.che1olpenull
J••ld.noldee) 100 83 61 40 18 I 6

ItOD&AAT8LT SEIISlnV8
Alfalfa

(MedtCl50 a.titr.) 100 100 9l 85 78 11 6A 56 A9 A2 3A 27 20 12 7 3 20
Arborvttae
(~ orienuu..)+ 100 100 91 81 72 62 52 43 33 24 2 0

Bottlebrullh
(Cal1htetlOQ
via1naUa)+ 100 94 85 77 6S 59 50 AI II I 5

Boxvood
(BuXUI .{cromu.
var J.ponlca) 100 96 86 76 65 54 A3 32 21 II 0 10 8 I 7

Broadbean (Vlela laba) 100 96 87 77 67 58 48 l8 29 19 10 D 96 16
Caultflower----
(Ir.-etel oleucea)' 100 100 9l 85 2 5

Cabbas:e ---
car.uta alerace.
~it.ur- 100 98 88 7' 69 59 50 40 30 20 II 9 7 I 8

Clover, .bik. ladlM
red. strawberry
(~"Pl') 100 9A 82 70 58 AO 34 22 10 120 I 5

Corn forage..... (~.!:!Z!.) 100 99 'I 84 76 6' 61 54 A7 19 32 2A 17 10 7 A 18
00 Corn grata .treet
0' (!!!. !!!!) 100 96 84 72 60 48 16 24 IZ 0 120 I 7

Co1olpe.
(.!!!!!!. unrlculat.) 100 90 76 61 47 33 19 14 3 I 3

Cueu.ber
(~ ..t:lvu,) 100 100 94 81 68 55 42 Z9 16 130 2 5

Dodonea (Dedonl.
viaco•• var----
~pure.) 100 94 86 77 68 59 51 42 II 25 17 7 8 10

Flax
(Vinu. usitathdeua> 100 96 84 72 60 48 16 24 12 0 120 I 7

Crs:pe-(VUh .pp ) 100 95 86 76 66 57 47 38 28 18 0 9 5 I 5
Juniper

(Juniperus cbineoda) 100 'I 81 72 6l 54 45 36 27 18 , 9 5 1 5
Lantana
(~cuer.) 100 92 82 72 62 51 41 30 20 9 18

Lettuce
(Latuca ..tlv.) 100 'I 78 65 52 19 26 13 130 I 3

Lovegn..--

H~~:!rf:~::l:PP) 100 100 92 83 75 66 58 49 41 l2 24 15 0 8 5 20

(~::::~ 100 9~ 85 76 66 56 47 37 27 17 9 7 1 5
Uuskcaelon
(~.e1o)' 100 100 95 80 2 5

--contlnued--



TABL! 6 17 (contlnuttd)

Plant

Rehtlvl! Productivity %at Selected EC .1lho/ca

10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 24

% Producth1ty
deere.le per

_leu
increase

SalinitJ'
Threahold

Be

100 100

100 100 98 89 80 71 61 52 43 34 25 16

100 100 100 100 91 82 73 64 55 46 38 29 20 11

100 100 100 100 100 100 93 86 79 72 65 58 SI 44 37 30 23 15

1 2

3 0

2 3

20

20

25

3 2

1 5

1 7

1 5

20

2 5

1 7

16

1 5

20

2 S

2 3

30

1 4

2 8

60

40

7 0

90

9 1

5 ,

II 0

28 6

9 1

13 0

7 6

12 0

14 1

122

7 0

9 1

9 9

18 9

111

132

133

Olennder
(NerlullI oleander)+ 100 100 93 86 79 72 65 58 51 44 37 30 24Pe-.-----
(Phul'll 8stlvUII)' 100 100 90

Peli'ri'lit- --
(~N~) 100 100 100 77 49 20

Pepper
(CapsiCUli ~) 100 93 19 65 51 37 23

Potato
(SolanUQ: tuberosu8) 100 96 84 72 60 48 36 24 IZ

I'yracantha----
(Pyracanth. braped) 100 99 90 81 72. 62 53 43 34 24 14

RBdish
(Raphanus aathus) 100 90 77 64 51 38 25 12Rice Paddy---
(~~) 100 100 100 88 76 63 51 39 27 15

Sesbania
(Seabanla exaltllta) 100 100 95 88 81 74 67 60 53 47 40 33 26 19
Sp~---

(SplRllc1a oleracea) 100 100 92 85 77 70 62 55 47 39 32 24 17
Squash

(Cucurbita maxllaa)' 100 100 90 74
Sugarcane (Sacchatu.
officlnaru-m)--- 100 98 92 86 81 75 69 63 57 51 45 39 34 28

Sl1verbeny
(Elae.gnu-s pungens) 100 °5 87 78 69 59 50 41 32 23 15 16 0

Stteec potato
(lpomoes~) 100 95 84 73 62 51 40 29 18

Texas privet
(Ligu.e.u. lucldu.) 100 94 85 75 66 56 46 36 26 16

Tomato (Lycopt'"r8i('On
esculentullI) 100 100 95 85 75 65 5S 46 36 26 16

Trefoil Big
(~ ul1ginosus) 100 100 87 68 49 30 11 0

Vetch Common
(Vida sativa) 100 100 100 89 18 61 56 44 33 22 11
Vl~--

(Viburnum spp ) 100 90 73 58 44 32 20 10
Xylosma

(Xylosma~) 100 94 81 61 54 ~o 27 14

HODE....TELY TOLERANT
Alk.alt S3caton

(Sporobolu8
airoldes)'

Barrey--t'Orage
(JfordeWll vulgsre)

Beet garden
(~ vulgaris)

Broccoli
(Brassica oleracea
~t~
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TABLE 6 17 (e.ontintMd)

% hoduet19ft,
Relative ProducthU, % at Selected EC aaIo/c. decre••e per' SaUnlt,

_./ea 1bruhold
Plant 10 II 12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 lnereaae Be

Natal PI...
(~ StaDIIUlor.>' 100 82 6 a

RaselMry(~
loc1(voodU 100 95 85 75 68 4 5

Sugarbeet
~ ...llorh) 100 100 100 lOa 94 E8 82 16 11 65 59 53 41 41 35 29 24 18 12 a 5 9 1 a

W'heatgr.... created
(Astoprton~) 98 94 90 86 82 18 14 10 66 62 58 54 50 46 42 38 34 30 26 22 18 4 a 3 5

Wheat,r... hinlay
(~ eriatat..) 100 100 100 lOa 91 90 8l 16 69 62 55 48 41 34 28 21 14 a 6 9 1 5

Wbeat!ra.l.~

w~t:~:tr:it::OD!.t..) 100 lOa 100 100 98 94 89 85 81 11 73 68 64 60 56 52 47 43 19 35 31 4 2 7 5

(!!I!'!!.~) 100 lOa 100

* Irell1er et d (1982)

t Selt coneentratt01l Ie ahown as the electrical conetucthoU, of utureted .aU extractl (Ee)

, Tabled ..lues ue aU_tel balll!le! on the !Ie for .. relative Jield of 90% and Jield reductione for .{-.ltar crop••• IX: increases

+ The lover part of the 11e1d curve approacbes IerG • .,.ptottcaU1 to the absicia•• ,. only llaear du. are amvn

, Tabled .,.lues are tated on three data poinu nalbble in the Uter.ture

.... *'" Tabled ...at,," are bIllMd on three data pointl productivity drops thnp!, tovuda zero for the lower 50% procluctlvit,
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(5) prudent leaching of salts below the root zone through
J.rrigatJ.on.

In addition, migration of unacceptable quantJ.tJ.es of salts to ground or
surface waters may be controlled by.

(1) using soil erosJ.on and runoff control practJ.ces;

(2) avoidJ.ng 10catJ.ons with shallow unconfined aquifers;

(3) limiting the amount of applied salt through optimum waste
applJ.catJ.on rates J.n conJunctJ.on with soil, sOJ.l water, and
groundwater monitoring, and

(4) using effectJ.ve irrigation practices.

Where salts are anticipated to be a problem J.n a gl.ven waste, choice of a
site havJ.ng at least moderately well draJ.ned sOJ.ls J.S essentJ.al to maintain
the usefulness of the land treatment unJ.t. In soils where a high water
table causes continued capillary rise of salts, subsurface drainage (e.g.,
drain tile or mtches) can be J.ustalled to lower the water tc1ble and the
associated capJ.llary frJ.nge.

Aside from these general guidelines, there is no reliable and widely
available means to quantJ.fy acceptable salt loading rates and management
practices. The approach descrJ.bed by the SalJ.nity Laboratory Staff (USDA,
1954) is inappropriate to the case of intentional salt applications, and,
even if it were mdifJ.ed to better fJ.t the given case, the nethod is too
simplistic to relJ.ably YJ.eld results that are accurate enough for design
purposes. Therefore, J.t is recommended that this simplistic approach not
be patently applied to all situatJ.ons. Some, more complex, computer mdels
which show promise are in developmental or trodification stages (Dutt et
al., 1972; Franklin, personal communication). These trodels, however, would
require considerable alteration to apply generally and in a land treatment
context. Based on the current lack of a definitive solution to the prob
lem, salt management questions in a land treatment system should be
referred to a soil scientist having specific experience regarding saline
and sodic soils. Other useful information can be found J.n a book by
Bresler and McNeal (1982).

6.1.4.2 Sodicity

Sodium, as a constituent of soluble salts contained in applied waste
or irrigation water, deteriorates soil structure and exhibits direct toxic
effects on sensitive crops. When soluble salts accumulate in the surface
soil, sodium salts may be preferentially concentrated in the soil solution
because of their higher solubility in comparison to the corresponding cal
cium, magnesium, or potassium salts. Sodium ions are, therefore, more
available for plant uptake and to compete in cation exchange reactions with
soil colloids. Sodic effects on soils and crops can be minimized by limit-
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ing the amount of applied sodl.um and by mal.ntainl.ng a favorable balance
between sodium ions and other basic cations in the soil solution.

Sodium affects soil structure by dispersing flocculated organic and
inorganic soil colloids. Dispersl.on occurs when sodium l.ons are adsorbed
to clay surfaces and colloidal organic matter causing l.ndividual particles
to repel one another. In addition, sodium ions can hydrolyze water mole
cules resulting l.n elevated soil pH and dissolution of soil organic matter
that holds soil aggregates together (Taylor and Ashcroft, 1972). As soil
aggregates are collapsed by raindrop impact and tillage, the infiltration
capacity and hydraulic conductivity of the soil decrease significantly.
Air and water entry into soil is then restricted so runoff increases, soil
erosion increases, plants die, and oxidative waste degradation processes in
the soil are slowed. Sodium affected soils can be reclaimed by adding
various soil amendments and intensively managing the Sl.te. Reclamation
efforts, however, can be costly and are often l.neffectl.ve. The threshold
sodium concentratl.on of the soil solutl.on that results l.n dl.spersion of
soil colloids is influenced by several factors includl.ng the followl.ng.

(1) the relative concentration of sodl.um to calcl.um and magne
sium is commonly expressed as the sodium adsorption ratio
(SAR) where concentratl.ons are expressed l.n normality
(meq/l)

SAR [Nal= ....,----='---=--.....,...........,..
([Cal; [MglY72

(2) the salinity of the soil solutl.on,

(3) physical and chemical soil propertl.es,

(4) cropping and tillage practices; and

(5) irrigation and waste application methods.

(6.2)

Prediction of a threshold value l.n terms of sodl.um application to the soil
is therefore difficult. The USDA (1954) states that sOl.l sodl.city occurs
when the percentage of exchangeable sodl.um exceeds 15 or the SAR of a
saturated soil paste extract exceeds 12. Other researchers, however, have
observed decreased infiltration rates when SAR values are as low as 5
(Miyamoto, 1979). Permeability is also decreased when the exchangeable
sodium percentage (ESP) l.ncreases. Figure 6.12 l.llustrates that hydraulic
conductivity is decreased by over 50% when the ESP is ral.sed from 5 to 10%.
As with soil salinity, management schemes for predl.cting and controlling
sodicity have been developed for irrigated agriculture and assume steady
state conditions. To the extent that these schemes apply to land treatment
systems, the general approach assumes that the SAR should be mal.ntained at
or preferably below 12. Management to achieve this objective would
logically fall into one of the following approaches:

(1) waste pretreatment or addl.tion of calcium or magnesl.um salts
to maintain the SAR of the waste below the critl.cal level,
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Figure 6.12. Effect of 1ncreas1ng ESP upon hydraulic conduct1v1ty
(Martl.n et al.. 1964). Reprinted by permission of
the Soil Science Society of America.



(2) calcium or magnesium salts (e.g., gypsum) amendements to
soils;

(3) applications of waste to larger areas of land; and

( 4) allow SAR to exceed critical levels, then take correct i ve
action (the least attractive alternative).

Details of these approaches can be found in Overcash and
Sodium affected soils can be diagnosed by the occurrence
infiltration rates, low aggregate stability, elevated
exchangeable sodium, and elevated soil pH.

Pal (1979).
of decreased

levels of

The phytotoxicJ.ty of sodium to various crops is listed in Table 6.18.
Sodium toxicity can occur through direct plant uptake of sodium and through
nutrient imbalance caused by an unfavorable calcium to sodJ.um ratio (USDA,
1954).

TABLE 6.18 SODIUM TOLERANCE OF VARIOUS CROPS*

Tolerance Range

Extremely Sensitive
(Exchangeable Na = 2-10%)

Sensitive
(Exchangeable Na = 10-20%)

Moderatley Tolerant
(Exchangeable Na = 20-40%

Tolerant
(Exchangeable Na = 40-60%)

Most Tolerant
(Exchangeable Na exceeds 60%)

* Pearson (1960).

Crop

Deciduous fruits
Nuts
Citrus
Avocado (Persea americana)

Beans (Phaseolus spp.)

Clover (TrJ.folium spp.)
Oats (Avena fatua)
Tall fescue (Festuca arundinacea)
Rice (Oryza sativa)
Dallis grass (Paspalum dilatatum)

Wheat (Triticum aestJ.vum)
Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum)
Alfalfa (Medicago sativa)
Barley (Hordcum vulgare)
Tomatoes (Lycopersicon esculentum)
Beets (Beta vulgaris)

Crested wheatgrass (Agropyron desertorum)
Fairway wheatgrass (Agropyron cristatum)
Tall wheatgrass (Agropyron elongatum)
Rhodesgrass (Chloris gayana)
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6.1.5 Halides

The halides are the stable anions of the highly reactive halogens,
fluorine (F), chlorine (Cl), bromine (Br) and 10dine (I). Although halides
occur naturally in soils, overloading a land treatment facility with wastes
high in halides poses a toxic threat to soil microbes, cover crops and
grazing animals. Chloride, iodide, and probably fluoride are essential
nutrients to animals, however, only chloride is essential to plants. Each
of the halides is discussed below with respect to its sources in wastes,
background levels, mobility in soils, and plant and animal toxici ty • The
fate of halogenated organic compounds is discussed in Section 6.2.3.4.

6.1.5.1 Fluoride

Fluoride is present in many industrial wastes including the process
wastes from the production of phosphatic fertilizers, hydrogen fluoride,
and fluorinated hydrocarbons and in certain petroleum refinery waste
streams. Fluorides occur naturally in soils at levels ranging from 30-990
ppm (Table 6.19).

TABLE 6.19 TYPICAL TOTAL HALIDE LEVELS IN DRY SOIL

PPM (Dry Weight)

Halide (Mean) (Range) Reference

Bromide 10 (2-100) Bowen (1966)
(10-40) Martin (19600)

Chloride 100 Bowen (1966)

Fluoride 200 (30-300) Bowen (1966)
240 Brewer (1966a)
345 (70-990) Gilpin and Johnson (1980)

Iodide 5 Bowen (1966)
2.83 (2.5-3.9)* Aston and Brazier (1979)

(0.1-10) Martin (1966b)

* Iodide deficient soils.

The IOObility of fluoride in soil depends on the percentage of the
total fluoride that is water soluble. Fluoride solubility is dependent on
the kind and relative quantity of cations present in the soils that have
formed salts with the fluoride ion (F-). Sodium salts of fluoride (NaF)
are quite soluble and result in high soluble fluoride levels in soils low
in calcium. Calcium salts of fluoride (CaF2) are relatively insoluble
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and serve to limit the amount of fluoride taken up by plants or leached
from the so~l.

Fluoride is not an essential nutrient to plants but may be essential
for animals; however, soluble fluorides are readily taken up by plants at
levels that may be toxic to grazing animals. The upper level of chronic
lifetime d~etary exposure of fluoride (dry weight concentration in the
diet) that will not result in a loss of production for cattle is 40 ppm and
for swine, 150 ppm (National Academy of Sciences, 1980). Chronic
fluorosis, a disease in grazing animals caused by excess dietary fluoride,
has reportedly resulted from industrial contamination of pastures and
underground water sources. Fluorosis can occur in grazing animals from the
consumption of water containing 15 ppm fluoride (Lee, 1975) or forage con
taining 50 ppm fluoride (Brewer, 1966).

Phytotoxic concentrations of fluoride based on plant tissue content
and irrigation water fluoride content are given in Table 6.20. A t~ssue

concentration of only 18 ppm (dry weight) was toxic to elm, a sensitive
plant (Adams et al., 1957), yet, buckwheat survived tissue concentrations
of 990-2450 ppm fluoride (Hurd-Karrer, 1950). Tissue concentrations toxic
to various crops have been determined (Brewer, 1966a).

While liming a soil will temporarily decrease both plant uptake and
leaching of fluoride, the loading capacity allowed for fluoride in a land
treatment un~t should take into account that liming will cease following
closure. Soils with high cation exchange capacities (CEC) that are high in
calcium and low in sodium have a higher long-term loading capacity for
fluoride than soils with lower CECs or higher sodium content. Leachate
concentrations of fluoride should not exceed the EPA drinking water stand
ard. The EPA drinking water standard (Table 6.21) is dependent on climatic
conditions because the amount of water (and consequently the amount of
fluoride) ingested is primarily influenced by air temperature. The ration
ale behind limiting the leachate concentration of fluoride to the drinking
water standard is that groundwater is a primary source of drinking water
and since groundwater is likely to remain in the same climatic zone (with
respect to where it may be used as drinking water) a graduated standard is
a reasonable guide for leachate quality.

6.1.5.2 Chloride (Cl)

Chlorides occur to some extent in all waste streams either as a pro
duction by-product (i.e., chlorinated hydrocarbon production wastes, chlor
ine gas production, etc.) or as a contaminant in the water source used. A
typical value for chloride in soil is 100 ppm (Table 6.19). Chloride is
very soluble and will move with leachate water.
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TABLE 6.20 PHYTOTOXICITY OF HALIDES FROM ACCUMULATION IN PLANT TISSUE AND
APPLICATIONS TO SOIL

Tissue Content

Toxic Level
in Tissue

Halide Plant (ppm dry wt.)* Reference

Fluoride Buckwheat (Fagopyrum
esculentum) 2450-990 Hurd-Karrer (1950)

Elm (Ulmus sp.) 18 Adams et ale (1957)

Chloride Apple (Malus sp.) 0.24% Dilley et ale (1958)
Alfalfa (Medicago

sativa) 0.27% Eaton (1942)

Bromide Cabbage (Brassica
oleracea) 0.1% Martin (1966a)

Citrus seedling
(Citrus sp.) 0.17% Martin et ale (1956)

Iodide Tomato (Lycopersicon
esculentum) 8.05 Newton and Toth (1952)

Buckwheat (Fagopyrum
esculentum) 8.75% Newton and Toth (1952)

Soil Applied in Irrigation Water (IW) or Water Soluble (WS)

Toxic Level
Halide Plant (ppm) Reference

Fluoride Tomato (Lycopersicon
esculentum) 100 (IW) McKee and Wolf (1963)

Red Maple seedlings
(Acer rubrum) 380 (IW) Maftoun and Sheilbany

(1979)

Chloride Pea (Pisium sativum) 9 (IW) Eaton (1966)
Oats (Avena sativa) 120 (IW) Eaton (1966)

Bromide Bean (Phaseolus
vulgaris) 38 (WS) Stelmach (1958)

Cabbage (Brassica
oleracea) 83 (WS) Stelmach (1958)

Iodide Tomato (Lycopersicon
esculentum) 5 (WS) Newton and Toth (1952)

Buckwheat (Fagopyrum
esculentum) 5 (WS) Newton and Toth (1952)

* Unless otherwise noted.

t Possible Cl-salt effect on toxicity.
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TABLE 6.21 EPA DRINKING WATER STANDARD FOR FLUORIDE*

Annual average of maximum daily
air temperatures (Degrees C)t

12 and below
12.1 to 14.6
14.7 to 17.6
17.7 to 21.4
21.5 to 26.2
26.3 to 32.5

Fluoride maximum (mg/l)

2.4
2.2
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4

* EPA (l976a).

t Based on temperature data obtained for a minimum of 5 years.

When soils are carefully managed to av01d leachate generation, chlor
ide concentrations in the soil may increase rapidly. To av01d chloride
buildup in soils, the amount applied in wastes and irrigation water should
be balanced with the amount removed by cover crops and leached through the
soil profile.

Chloride is an essential element to both plants and animals. Al
though, plants readily take up chloride, animals are generally unaffected
by concentrations in forage. Phytotoxicity generally occurs before plant
concentrations reach levels that would adversely affect grazing animals.
Phytotoxic levels of chloride with respect to its concentratl.on in plant
tissue and irrigation water are given 1n Table 6.20•

...
Plant removal of chlorides can be increased by regularly harvesting

the stalk and leafy portion of the cover crop. Corn plants remove only 3
kg/ha/yr of chloride when harvested as corn; however, when the same crop is
harvested for silage over 35 kg/ha/yr of chloride is removed (Kardos et
al., 1974).. The concentration of chloride in soil solutions associated
with yield reductions in various crops have been determined (Van Beekom et
al., 1953; Van Dam, 1955; Embleton et al., 1978).

Loading rate considerations for chloride should include the amount
removed by plant uptake and the amount lost in leachate while keeping the
concentration in the soil below the phytotoxic level. Additionally, the
leachate concentration should not exceed the EPA drinking water standard
for chloride of 250 mg/l.

6.1.5.3 Bromide

Bromide is present in several industrial wastes including synthetic
organic dyes, mixed petrochemical wastes, photographic supplies, production
wastes, pharmaceuticals and inorganic chemicals. Hydrogen bromide is pro
duced for use as a soil fumigant in agr1culture. Naturally occurring
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bromide concentrations in soil range from 2-100 ppm (Table 6.19). In add1
tion to the bromide ion, other forms of th1s element that occur naturally
in soils, though at smaller concentrations, are bromate (Br03-) and bromic
acid. Most bromide salts (CaBr, MgBr, NaBr and KBr) are suff1ciently solu
ble to be read1ly leachable in water percolating through soils. Conse
quently, most of the bromide found in soils is organ1cally comb1ned.

Bromide is not an essential nutrient to plants or animals. Although
bromide is strongly concentrated by plants, reports of toxicity to animals
are scarce. Table 6.20 lists bromide concentrations that are phytotoxic
with respect to plant tissue content and the water soluble content in
soils. The upper level of chronic lifetime dietary exposure of bromide
(dry weight concentration in the diet) that will not result in a loss of
production for cattle and swine is 200 ppm (National Academy of Sciences,
1980). Loading rates for bromide should include consideration of plant
uptake and leachate losses to maintain the concentration in the soil below
phytotoxic levels.

6.1.5.4 Iodide

Iodide is present in several industr1al wastes including those gener
ated by the pharmaceutical industry and the analytical chemical 1ndustry.
Iodides naturally occur in soils at levels ranging from 0.1-10 ppm (Table
6.19). It is only slightly water soluble (0.001 m) and ,is thought to be
retained 1n soil by forming complexes W1th organic matter and poss1bly by
being fixed with soil phosphates and sulfates (Whitehead, 1975).

Iodide is not essential for plant growth, but 1t 1S an essential
nutrient for animals. Soluble 10dide 1n wastes W1ll be readily taken up by
plants and animals consuming large quantities of 10d1de-rich forage may
ingest toxic levels. Phytotoxic concentrations of iodide in plant t1ssues
and of water soluble iodide in soils are given in Table 6.20. It should be
noted that toxic responses may be part1ally a result of excess salts not
iodide. The upper levels of chronic lifetime dietary exposure of iodide
(dry weight concentration in the met) that W1ll not result 1n a loss of
production for cattle is 50 ppm and swine, 400 ppm (Nat10nal Academy of
Sciences, 1980).

Loading rate calculations for the land treatment of wastes containing
iodide should include iodide taken up by plants and leached, from the soil
to maintain the concentration in the s01l below phytotoxic levels.

6.1.6 Metals

The netallic components of waste are found 1n a variety of forms.
Metals may be solid phase insoluble precipitates, sorbed or chelated by
organic matter or oxides, sorbed on exchange sites of waste constituents or
soil colloids, or in the soil solution. If an element is essentially
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insoluble at usual soil pH ranges (5.5-8.0) then the metal has a low con
centration in the soil solution and cannot be absorbed by plants or leached
at an appreciable rate. If the metal is strongly sorbed or chelated, even
though it is not precipitated, it will have low plant uptake and low leach
ing potential. If the metal is weakly sorbed and soluble, then it is
available for plant uptake or transport by leaching or runoff. When
present in this soluble form metals may accumulate in plants to excess.
Little specific information on metal immobilization is available so treata
bility tests should be designed to determine the mobility of a given metal
in a given waste-site environment (Chapter 7).

Although many HWLT units will not use plants as a part of the ongoing
management plan, plant uptake of metals is discussed extens~vely in this
section since closure of sites generally requires a vegetative cover (EPA,
1982). Metals may be applied in excess of the phytotoxic level if they
continue to be immobil~zed in the treatment zone. However, since a vegeta
tive cover will be necessary at closure (unless hazardous constituents show
no increase over background), highly contaminated soils may need to be re
moved and disposed in another hazardous waste facility. This could
increase the cost associated with disposal and make consideration of more
land and lower loading rates a viable option.

Plants do not accumulate metals in a consistent proportional relation
ship to soil concentrations. Thus, predictions of the plant concentrations
of a metal resulting from growing on metal containing soil is extremely
difficult. Due to the variability of soil properties and conditions, and
plant species, h.sts are given for each metal, when available, to provide
the broadest range of operating conditions.

The reaction of plants to metals in the growth media depends on
whether or not the element is plant essential. The upper half of Fig. 6.13
shows the response of plants to an essential nutrient. At low concentra
tions the metal is deficient; at h~gher concentrations of the element the
plant reaches optimum growth and additional metal concentrations have
little effect; at very high concentrations the metal will become toxic.
The response of plants to nonessential metals, in which no deficiency
results, is shown in the lower half of Fig. 6.13.

Most positively charged metals remain in the treatment zone under
aerated conditions where they are immobilized, either temporarily or some
what permanently, by the properties of the soil itself. The mechanisms of
metal retent~on by soil are described in Section 4.1.2.1 and ~nclude chemi
sorption and electrostatic bonding. Chemical sorption is a more permanent
type of metal retent~on than electrostatic sorption and is primarily due to
the mineralogy of the soil. Electrostatic bonding, or ion exchange,
increases as the CEC of the soil increases and is revers~ble. A direct
comparison between CEC and the sorption capacity of the soil is not possi
ble, however, since competition between ions in the waste or present in the
native soil will influence the quantity of metal ions sorbed by the soil.

A variety of mathematical relationships has been used to quantify
sorption of metals to soils. These models, generally called isotherms,
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include the linear, Freundlich, Langmu1r, two-surface Langmuir and various
kinetic sorpt10n isotherms. The models prov1de a reasonably good bas1s for
interpolation of metal sorpt10n and are extensively reviewed by Trav1s and
Etnier (1981) who include numerous references for a var1ety of metals.
Bohn et al. (1979) discuss isotherm theory in deta11. Sorpt10n 1sotherm
experiments may be included dS part of laboratory analys1s for treatment
demonstrat10n of metal immobilization.

The partitioning of metals between various chemical forms 1S a dynamic
process, regulated by equilibrium reactions. The 1nitial behavior of the
metal after addition to the soil largely depends on the form in wh1ch it
was added, which 1n turn, depends on its source. A complex set of chemical
reactions, physical and chemical characteristics of the soil, and a number
of biological processes acting within the s01l govern the ultimate fate of
metallic elements.

This section discusses the sources of metal enrichment to the environ
ment as well as background soil and plant concentrat10ns. The s01l chemis
try of each metal including solubility, metal speC1es and soil conditions
governing the predominant form of the metal are presented. Following a
review of metal chemistry, the fate of each metal in the soil, whether bio
accumulated, sorbed by soil or waste constituents, or transported, is dis
cussed. Finally, recommendat10ns for metal loading are g1ven based on
accumulation in the soil and plant and animal toxicity. These recommenda
tions are generally based on the accumulation of the element within the
upper 15 cm (6 in) of soil, or "plow layer," which is estimated to be
2 x 106 lb/acre or 2.2 x 106 kg/ha. In developing the recommendat10ns,
consideration was given to the 20-year irr1gat10n standards developed by
the National Ac&demy of Sciences and Nat10nal Academy of Engineering
(1972) which are based on the tolerance of sens1tive plants, to metal
chemistry, and to other sources of 1nformation on plant and animal toxic
ity. There are more data available on plant and animal toxicity to metal
concentrations in the soil than on the ability of the soil to 1mmobilize a
given element. Consequently, treatabi11ty studies are generally needed to
determine if adequate immobi11zat10n of metals is occurring in a given soil
since the factors affecting immobilizat10n are very site-spec1f1c.

6.1.6.1 Aluminum (AI)

Hazardous wastes contain1ng AI include paper coating pretr~atment

sludge and deink1ng sludge. It 1S one of the most abundant elements 1n
soils, occuring at an average concentration of 71,000 ppm.

Aluminum exists in many forms in soil. There are several Al oxide and
hydroxide minerals includ1ng Al(OH)3 (amorphous, bayerite, and g1bbsite)
and AlOOH (d1aspore and boehm1te) (Lindsay, 1979). In s01ls W1th pH less
than 5.0, exchangeable AI is found as the trivalent ion (Bohn et al.,
1979). In an alkaline med1um, Al is present as (AI)OH4-. Aluminum in
soil may be precip1tated as Al phosphates; this react10n removes plant
essential phosphate from the soil solution. Where the NaOH:Al ratio is
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greater than 3:0, polymer1zation of Al and hydroxide ions may lead to the
formation of crystalline Al hydroxide m1nerals (Hsu, 1977).

The most soluble form of Al found 1n most soils is Al(OH)3 (amor
phous) and other Al oxides are somewhat less soluble. At pH 4.06, 96 ppm
soluble Al may be found in a part1cular soil solut10n, yet when the pH is
raised to 7.23, the Al concentration in the same soil solution is reduced
to zero (Pratt, 1966a). Aluminum is highly unstable in the normal pH range
of soils and readily oxidizes to A13+ (Lindsay, 1979).

There is no evidence that Al is essential to plants. Sensitivity to
Al varies widely and some plants may be harmed by low concentrations of the
element in the growing media (Table 6.22). Very sensitive plants whose
growth is depressed by soil concentrations of 2 ppm Al include barley
(Hordeum vulgare), beet (Beta vulgaris), lettuce (Lactuca sativa) and
timothy (Phleum pratense). -rQlerant plants depressed by 14 ppm Al are
corn (Zea mays), redtop (Agrostis gigantea) and turnip (Brassica rapa). An
interesting Al indicator plant is the hydrangea which produces blue flowers
if Al is available in the growth medium and pink flowers if Al is not
available (Pratt, 1966a).

There are some accumulator plants that can tolerate large amounts of
Al. Accumulator plants that transport Al to above-ground parts include
club moss, sweetleaf (Symplocos tinctor1a), Australian silk oak, and
hickory (Juncus sp.). Aluminum concentrat10ns of 3.0-30 ppm have been
reported for ash (Fraxinus sp.) and hickory (Pratt, 1966a).

Loehr et al. (1979b) state that Al poses relatively little hazard to
animals. Cattle and sheep can tolerate dietary levels of 1000 ppm AI.
Poultry, cons1dered sens1tive to the element, can tolerate d1etary levels
of 200 ppm Al (National Academy of Sciences, 1980).

Aluminum
if the pH is
ale, 1979b).
applied.

levels in sludge seldom lim1t app11cation rates, particularly
maintained above 5.5 and the soil is well aerated (Loehr et
With proper pH management, large amounts of Al may be land

6.1.6.2 Antimony (Sb)

The major producers of hazardous wastes containing Sb are the paint
formulation industry, textile mills, and organic chemical producers.
Concentrations of Sb r~nge from 0.5-5 ppm in coal and 30-107 ppm in
petroleum, and urban air contains 0.05-0.06 ppm Sb (Overcash and Pal,
1979). The average concentration of Sb in plants is 0.06 ppm and the
average range of Sb in dry soils is 2-10 ppm (Bowen, 1966).

Naturally occurring forms of Sb include Sb sulfides (stibinite) and Sb
oxides (cervanite and valentinite). Antimony in soils usually occurs as
Sb3+ or Sb5+ and is very strongly precipitated as Sb203 or Sb205 (Overcash
and Pal, 1979).
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TABLE 6.22 PLANT RESPONSE TO ALUMINUM IN SOIL AND SOLUTION CULTURE

Al
Concentration

(ppm) MedJ.a

1-2 So1utJ.on
1-2 So1utJ.on
2-5 Solution
2-8 Solution

2-8 Solution
4 Soil

6-8 Solution
6 SolutJ.on

N 7 Solution
0
w

14 Solution
12 Solution

Reduced growth Klimashevsky et 81.
( 1972)

No response Pratt (1966a)

Depressed growth Lee (1971a)
Damage Ve11y (1974)

20% yield reduction Pratt (1966a)

13

20

20
25

3'2-80

Solution

SolutJ.on

Sand
ACJ.d soil

Solution

Species

'Barley (Hordeum vulgare)
Sorghum (Sorghum bico10r)
Corn (Zea mays)
Kentucky bluegrass

(Poa pratensis)
Yellow foxtaJ.l
Sugar beet

(Beta vulgaris)
Rye (Seca1e cerea1e)
Wheat (Triticum aestivum)

Cabbage
(Brassica oleracea)

TurnJ.p (Brassica rapa)
Lovegrass (EragroSt1S

secundifl-ora) &
tall fescue (Festuca
arundJ.nacea)

Pea (Pisum sativum)

Potato (Solanum
tuberosum)

Potato (S. tuberosum)
Cotton (Gossypium
hirsutum)

Co10nJ.a1 bentgrass
(Agrostis fenuJ.s)

--continued--

Effect

50% yield reduction
50% yield reduction
50% yield reduction
20% yield reduction

20% yield reduction
SignJ.ficant root
growth reduction

31% yield reduction
Tolerant

No response

No response
Serious inj ury

Reference

Pratt (1966a)
Ibid.
IbJ.d.
Ibid.

IbJ.d.
Keser et a1. (1975)

Pratt (1966a)
Kerridge et 81.

( 1971)
Pratt (1966a)

Ibid.
Fleming et 81.

(1974)



TABLE 6.22 (continued)

N
o
.po.

A1
Concentration

(ppm)

32-80

60
100 kg/ha

120-130
2000

Media

Solution

Solutl.on
Glacial
tl.ll sOl.l
(pH 6.5)

ACl.d sOl.l
Solutl.on

Species

Red top (Agrostis
gigantea)

Wheat (T. aestivum)
Barley (H. vulgare)

Mal.ze (Zea mays)
Peach seedlings

(Prunus persl.ca)

Effect

20% Yl.eld reduction

Chlorosl.s of leaves
Signl.ficant yield
reduction

Damage
Severe toxicity

Reference

Ibid.

Cruz et al. (1967)
Hutchinson and

Hunter (1979)

Velly (1974)
Edwards et al.

(1976)



Very high concentrations of Sb may present a hazard to plants and ani
mals, though l~ttle ~nformation is available. A concentration of 4 ppm Sb
in culture solution has been shown to produce a toxic response in cabbage
(Brassica oleracea) plants (Hara et al., 1977). Bowen (1966) points out
that Sb in industrial smoke may cause lung disease.

6.1.6.3 Arsenic (As)

Arsenic is contained in wastes from the production of certain herbi
cides, fungicides, pesticides, veterinary pharmaceuticals and wood pre
servatives. Arsenic levels in municipal sewage are variable, ranging from
1-18 ppm (Loehr et al., 1979a). In addition, industries manufacturing
glass, enamels, ceramics, o~l cloth, linoleum, electrical semiconductors
and photoconductors use As. The element is also used to manufacture pig
ments, fireworks and certain types of alloys (Page, 1974).

In so~ls, the total As concentration normally ranges from 1-50 ppm,
though it does not generally exceed 10 ppm. Soils producing plants con
taining As at levels toxic to mammals are found ~n parts of Argentina and
New Zealand (Bowen, 1966).

Research involving applicat~on of As compounds to agricultural soil
plant systems has dealt pr~marily with an anions arsenate (As04-3) and
arsen~te (As03-3). Arsenate is an oxidized degradation product from
organoarsenic defol~ants and pesticides. Arsenite may be formed both bio
logically and ab~ot~cally under moderately reduced conditions (Woolson,
1977). The reduced state of As (arsenite) is 4 to 10 times more soluble in
soils than the oXld~zed arsenate and, consequently, more prone to
leaching.

Cycling of As in the environment is dominated by sorption to soils,
leaching and volatil~zation (Fig. 6.14). The most important mechanism for
attenuation is sorption by soil colloids (Murrman and Koutz, 1972).
Arsenic movement in soils may be reduced by sorption to, or precipitation
by, iron (Fe) and aluminum (AI) oxides or calcium. The amount of As
sorbed by the soil increases as pH and clay, AI, and Fe content increase
(Jacobs et al., 1970). Movement of As ~n aquat~c systems often results
from As sorpt~on to sediments containing Fe or Al (Woolson, 1977). W~nd

borne part~cles may also carry sorbed As. Reduct~on of Fe in flooded soils
may resolubilize As from ferric arsenate or arsenite to arsine or
methylarsines (Deuel and Swoboda, 1972).

Reduction of As compounds under saturated cond~tions can result in As
volatilization. Some As may be reduced to As 3- and then lost as arsine, a
toxic gas (Keaton and Kardos, 1940). In a study by Woolson (1977), how
ever, only 1-2% of arsenate applied at a rate of 10 ppm was volatilized as
d~methyl arsine [(CH3) ZAsH] after 160 days. High organic matter content,
warm temperatures and adequate moisture are the conditions conduc~ve to
microbial and fungal growth. These conditions may cause the reduction of
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Figure 6.14. Cyclical nature of arsenic metabolism
in different environmental compartments
(Woolson. 1977). Reprinted by permission
of the National Institute of Environmental
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As and can drive the react10n toward methylat10n and subsequent volat1liza
tion of As. Reducing condit10ns may also lead to an increase in As as
arsenite which 1ncreases the leach1ng potent1al of the element.

B10magnification through the food cha1n does not occur with the arse
nicals. Lower members of the aquatl.c food chal.n contain the highest As
residues (Woolson, 1977); tYP1cally brown algae contal.n about 30 ppm As and
mollusks conta1n about 0.005 ppm As (Bowen, 1966). In plants, the As con
centratl.on varies between 0.01-1.0 ppm. Even plants grown l.n soils
contaml.nated w1th As do not show mgher concentrat10ns of As than plants
grown on uncontaml.nated sOl.l. The toxl.city of As ll.ml.ts plant growth
before large amounts of As are absorbed and translocated (Ll.ebl.g, 1966).

There is no eVl.dence that As is essent1al for plant growth. Arsenic
accumulates in much larger amounts in plant roots than in the tops.
Arsenic 1n soils is most toXl.C to plants at the seedll.ng stage where 1t
liml.ts germinatl.on and reduces vl.ability. The concentratl.on of As that 1.S
toxic to plants was determ1.ned to be greater than 10 ppm by the Nat1.onal
Academy of Sciences and Nat1.onal Academy of Eng1.neer1ng (1972). In1tial
symptoms of As toxicity include w1lt1.ng followed by reductl.on of root and
top growth (Liebl.g, 1966).

Arsenic at 1 ppm in nutrient solutl.on reduces root and top growth of
cowpeas (Vigna ungu1.culata) and concentrations of soluble As as low as 0.5
ppm in nutrient solut10n produce an 80% y1.eld reductl.on in tomatoes
(Lycopersicon esculentum). Sudan grass (Sorghum sudanense), considered to
be quite tolerant, does not show growth reductl.on until the As
concentration in the sOl.l reaches 12 ppm (National Academy of SC1.ences and
National Academy of Engineering, 1972). Table 6.23 ll.sts the response of
various crops to As levels 1.n soil and solutl.on culture, and it l.ndl.cates a
wide response to As depend1ng on the plant speC1es. '

The toxic1ty of As to animals results from its interact1.on with the
sulhydryl groups or SH radl.cals of some enzymes (Turner, 1965). The inor
ganic forms of As are much more toxic than the organl.C forms which are more
rapidly el1minated by an1mals. Frost (1967) states that a dl.etary level of
10 ppm As will be toxic to any anl.mal. There 1S little evidence that As
compounds are carc1nogenic in experl.mental animals (Milner, 1969) although
studies indicate that human subjects chronically exposed to As compounds
have a significantly increased 1ncidence of cancer (Yeh, 1973).

The greatest danger from As to l1vestock is in dr1nking water where As
is present as inorganic oXl.des. An upper limit of 0.2 ppm As 1.S recom
mended for l1.vestock dr1.nk1.ng water. A concentration of 0.05 ppm 1S the
upper allowable limit for As 1n water 1ntended for human consumption
(National Academy of SC1.ences and Nat1.onal Academy of Engineer1ng, 1972).

A review by Overcash and Pal (1979) ind1cates that As 1.S tOX1.C to
plants at soil application rates between 200 and 1000 kg/ha. However,
Table 6.23 ind1.cates that some plant species may be affected by less than
100 ppm As in the S011. A s011 accumulat1.on of between 100 and 300 ppm
appears acceptable for most land treatment un1ts.
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TABLE 6. 23 PLANT RESPONSE TO .ARSENIC IN SOIL .AND SOLUTION CULTURE

As
Concentration

(ppm) Media

2-26 Soil

8 Sand

50 Clay loam

80 S1lt loam

Spec~es

Potatoes (Solanum
tuberosum)

Rye (Secale cereale)

Horse bean (V~c~a faba)

Maue (Zea mays)

Effect

None

Translocated to
shoots and leaves

Decreased growth

Toxic

Reference

Steevens et ale (1972)

Chrenekova E. (1973)

Chrenekova C. (1977)

Jacobs and Keeney
(1970)

N
o
(Xl

85

100

100

450

Loamy sand Blueberry

So~l Reed canary grass
(Phalaris arund1nacea)

So~l Apple (Malus sp.) trees

So~l Apple (Malus ap.) trees

Plant 1nJury

No effect

Decreased S1ze

Zero growth

Anastas1a and Kender
(1973)

Hess and Blanchar
(1977)

Benson et ale (1978)

Benson et ale (1978)



6.1.6.4 Barium (Ba)

Barium is found ~n waste streams from a large number of manufacturing
plants in quantitl.es that seldom exceed the normal levels found in so~l.

Normal background levels for soil range from 100-3000 ppm Ba (Bowen,
1966).

Although Ba is not essent~al to plant growth, soluble salts of Ba are
found in the accumulator plant Aragalus lambert1.. Bar1.um accumulat~on ~n

plants is unusual except when the Ba concentrat~on exceeds calcium (Ca) and
magnesium (Mg) concentrations in the soil, a cond1.t~on wh~ch may occur when
sulfate is depleted. L1.ming generally restores a favorable Ca: Ba balance
in soil (Vanselow, 1966a). All the soluble salts of Ba, wh1.ch exclude Ba
sulfate, are hl.ghly tox~c to man when taken by mouth. There is l~ttle

information ava1.lable on which to base a Ba load~ng rate for HWLT
facilities.

6.1.6.5 Beryllium (Be)

Beryll~um may be found ~n waste streams from smelting l.ndustr~es and
atomic energy proJects. The major source of Be ~n the enV1.ronment l.S the
combust~on of fossil fuels (Tepper, 1972). So~l concentrat~ons generally
range from 0.1 to 40 ppm, w1.th the average around 6 ppm.

Beryllium reacts s~milarly to alum~num. It undergoes ~somorphic sub
st~tut~on as well as cat~on exchange reactlons. It lS strongly lmmobl.llZed
in s01.ls by sorptl0n. It ~s present ~n the so~l solut~on as Be2+ and
it may displace divalent catl.ons already on sorptl.on s~tes. It lS read~ly

precipl.tated by ll.ming.

Beryllium becomes hazardous when found 1.n s01.l solut~ons or ground
water supplies. It may be taken up by plants at levels that result ~n

yield reduction, phytotoxl.C1.ty of Be is caused by the l.nhl.bl.tl.on of enzyme
activity (Wilhams and LeRl.che, 1968). The growth l.nhl.biting effects
usually recognl.zed in higher plants are reduced as the pH ~s ra~sed above
6.0, and it has been proposed that the decreased toxlcity lS caused by Be
prec~pitation at h~gh pH levels (Romney and Childress, 1965). The response
of plants to Be applled to soil l.S g1.ven 1.n Table 6.24 whl.ch 1.nd~cated that
40 ppm Be ~n sOlI dl.d not cause a y1.e1d decrease ln neutral pH s01.1s but
substantl.ally decreased plant yl.elds l.n quartz s01.ls. Table 6.25 ~llus

trates that a very soluble Be salt w~ll decrease plant yields substantially
when present ~n so~l concentrat~ons of 20 ppm.
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TABLE 6.24 YIELDS OF GRASS AND KALE WITH LEVELS OF BERYLLIUM IN QUARTZ AND
SOIL*

Soil

Lincolnshire

Hertfordshire

Quartz

pH

7.5

7.5

t

Mean Yield of

Soluble Be Fresh Matter (G)

Added (ppm) Grass Kale

0 13.3 36.0
0.4 17.2 46.0

40.0 19.9 42.8

0 21.3 44.8
0.4 31.0 55.6

40.0 25.0 57.0

0 6.4 2.8
0.4 7.9 1.8

40.0 0.1 0.1

* Williams and LaRiche (1968).

t Not available.

TABLE 6.25 YIELD OF BEANS GROWN ON VINA SOIL TREATED WITH BERYLLIUM SALTS
DIFFERING IN SOLUBILITY*

Be Applied to Soil
Solubil~ty of Be Salt Y~eld Dry Plant

Form ppm g/100 ml Cold Water Tops (g)

BeO 2.3 x 10-5
0 8.76

10 8.72
20 8.64

(Be05) C02 5H20 Insoluble
0 8.68

10 8.36
20 8.30

BeS04 4H20 42.5
0 8.81

10 7.03
20 5.92

Be(N03)2 3H20 Very soluble
0 8.31

10 6.09
20 2.97

* Romney and Childress (1965) •
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Beryll~um is a suspected carcinogen. Experimental data indicate Be causes
cancer in an~mals and ep~dem~ological studies report a s~gnificant increase
~n respiratory cancers among Be workers (Reeves and Vorwald, 1967; Mancuso,
1970) •

Recomm.endat~ons established in the National Academy of Science and
National Academy of Eng~neering (1972) Water Quality Criteria limit irriga
tion over the short-term to water contain~ng 0.50 ppm Be; water for long
term irrigation is lim~ted to 0.20 ppm. The use of irrigation water con
taining the upper l~mit of the acceptable Be concentrat~on recommended by
the National Academy of Sciences and Nat~onal Academy of Eng~neering (1972)
is equivalent to an accumulat~on of 50 ppm Be in the soil. Table 6.24 shows
that soil concentrations of 40 ppm do not cause a decrease in plant y~elds

if applied to a neutral pH soil. Thus, a comparison of the irrigation
water standard and the phytotoxic l~mit appears to provide a reasonable
estimate of the acceptable cumulative soil Be level of 50 ppm.

6.1.6.6 Cadmium (Cd)

Cadmium is used in the product~on of Cd-nickel batteries, as p~gments

for plastics and enamels, as a fumicide, and ~n electroplating and metal
coatings (EPA, 1980a). Wastes conta~ning s~gn~ficant levels of Cd include
paint formulating and textile wastes. The est~mated mean Cd concentrat~on

of soil is 0.06 ppm, ranging from 0.01-0.7 ppm (Siegel, 1974).

The soil che~stry of Cd ~s, to a great extent, controlled by pH.
Under acid~c condit~ons Cd solubil~ty ~ncreases and very little sorption of
Cd by soil colloids, hydrous ox~des, and organ~c matter takes place
(Anderson and Nilsson, 1974). Street et al. (1977) found a 100-fold
increase in Cd sorption for each un~t increase in pH.

Solid phase control of Cd by precipitation has been reported under
high pH cond~t~ons. F1gure 6.15 illustrates that the formation of Cd(OH)4
controls the equilibrium concentration of Cd at high pH values. Precipita
t10n of Cd with carbonates (CdC03) and phosphates (Cd3(P04) 2) may regu
late Cd concentration in the s01l solut~on at low pH values. Under reduc
1ng conditions, such as poorly drained soils, the precipitation of Cd sul
f~de may occur. S1nce this compound is relat1vely stable and slowly OX1
dized, a lag occurs between the formation of Cd sulf1de and the release of
Cd to the s01l solution.

Cad~um may also be sorbed by organic matter in the so~l as soluble or
insoluble organometal11c complexes or by sorption to hydrous ox~des of 1ron
and manganese (Peterson and Alloway, 1979). Evidence suggests that these
sorpt~on mechanisms may be the pr1mary source of Cd removal from the soil
solut10n except at very h1gh Cd levels. Column studies by Emmerich et al.
(1982) show that no leach~ng of Cd occurred from sewge sludge amended
soils, all of wh~ch had CEC values between 5 and 15. Of the 25.5 ppm Cd
appl~ed to the Ramona soil, 24.7 ppm or 97% of the Cd was recovered from
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the columns. Yet, as the equ1l1br1um between sorbed Cd and s01l solut10n
Cd changes, some sorbed Cd may be released to the s01l solut10n.

Land treatment of Cd conta1n1ng waste can affect microb1al populat10ns
as well as plant and an1mal l1fe. M1croorganisms exh1bit varY1ng degrees
of tolerance or 1ntolerance toward Cd. W1ll1ams and Wollum (1981) found
that 5 ppm Cd 1n the grow1ng med1a retards Act1nomycete and s01l bacter1a
growth, but at concentrat10ns greater than 5 ppm, the ffi1croorgan1sms
exh1b1ted a tolerant response and the tolerant populat10n atta1ned dom1
nance 1n the cultures. Borges and Wollum (1981) reported Rh1zobium
Japon1cum stra1ns assoc1ated w1th soybean (Glyc1ne max) plants showed
tolerance to Cd and that after t1me, R. ]aponuim strains develop the ab1l
1ty to accomodate the element.

The long-term ava1lab1lity of Cd to plants 1S related to several s01l
propert1es, the presence of other ions 1n the s01l solut10n, and the plant
species. S01l organ1c matter, hydrous oX1des, redox potential, and pH (the
dom1nant factor) 1nfluence the concentrat10n of Cd 1n the s01l solut10n as
well as 1tS ava1lab1l1ty to plants. L1m1ng reduces Cd uptake by plants and
increases Cd sorpt10n by s01l (CAST, 1976), wll1le acid1f1cat10n releases
the Cd bound in hydrous oX1des. High organ1c matter 1n s01l reduces plant
uptake of the element (White and Chaney, 1980).

Cadm1um absorbed by plant roots 1S slowly translocated to the leaf and
stem. The metabo11c processes respons1ble for Cd absorpt10n are 1nfluenced
by temperature (Schaeffer et al., 1975; Hagh1ri, 1974) and other m1nerals
in the nutr1t1ve solut10n (Cunn1ngham et al., 1975, M1ller et al., 1977).
Chaney (1974) proposed that z1nc-cadm1um 1nteract10ns reduce the amount of
Cd taken up by plants when the concentrat10n of Cd is less than 1% of the
Z1nc (Zn) content 1n the sludge. Th1S 1S due to the compet1t10n of Zn and
Cd for -SH groups of prote1ns and enzymes 1n plants. Since the content of
Zn and Cd taken up by plants is not always related to the concentration 1n
waste, the pr1nc1ple of the Zn-Cd 1nterrelat10n~h1p should not be the sole
bas1s for determ1n1ng 10ad1ng rates. Calc1um has been shown to depress Cd
content 1n plants because these d1va1ent cations compete for adsorpt10n by
roots.

Crops d1ffer markedly 1n the1r Cd accumulat10n, tolerance and trans
10cat10n. The fo11ar Cd concentrations assoc1ated w1th phytotox1city vary
1n different crops from 5 to 700 ppm, dry we1ght (Chaney et al., 198i) yet
the phytotoxic1ty of Cd does not 11m1t Cd in crops to acceptable 11m1ts for
an1mal consumpt10n. Soil add1t10ns of Cd at a rate of 4.5 kg/ha/yr for two
consecut1ve years ra1sed the Cd content of corn (Zea mays) leaves from 0.15
to 0.71 ppm, wh1le the 1ncrease was less s1gnificant to gra1n (Overcash and
Pal, 1979). Cadm1um add1t10ns rang1ng from 11 to 7640 ppm 1n s011 resulted
in reduced y1elds of var10US forage crops (Table 6.26). Melsted (1973)
suggested a tolerance l1m1t of 3 ppm Cd 1n agronom1c crops. The 1nfluence
of Cd concentrat10n on the growth of var10US plants 1S given in Table 6.27.
The yield and Cd concentration 1n the leaves of bermudagrass grown 1n
sewage sludge contain1ng Cd are g1ven in Table 6.28. Recently, Cd toler
ance has been found 1n grasses in some populat10ns from Germany and Belg1um
(Peterson and Alloway, 1979). Tomato (Lycopers1con esculentum) and cabbage
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(Brassica oleracea) are cons~dered Cd tolerant and soybean (Glyc~ne ~) is
considered rather sens~tLve.

TABLE 6.26 CADMIUM ADDITION TO A CALCAREOUS SOIL ASSOCIATED WITH A 50%
YIELD REDUCTION OF FIELD AND VEGETABLE CROPS*

Crop

Soybean (GlycLne max)

Sweet corn (Zea mays)

Upland rice (Oryza sativa)

Sudan grass (Sorghum sudanense)

Field bean (Phaseolus sp.)

Wheat (Tr~ticum aestLvum)

Turn~p (BrassLca rapa)

White clover (Trifol~um sp.)

Alfalfa (Med~cago sat~va)

Swiss chard (Beta vulgar~s var. CLcla)

Tall fescue (Festuca arund~nacea)

Bermudagrass (Cynodon dactylon)

Paddy rice (Oryza sat~va)

* Page et 81. (1972).

Cd AddLt~on rate
reduc~ng yield 50%

mg/kg

11

35

36

58

65

80

100

120

145

320

320

400

7,640

Cadmium can be qUJ.te tox~c to aquat~c organ~sms, even in concentra
tions of less than 1 ppm Cd ~n water, therefore, runoff or movement of
particles contain~ng Cd into water must be avoJ.ded. Coombs (1979) rev~ewed

the Cd content in f~sh, mar~ne mammals, invertebrates, and plankton and
determined the tox~c levels of Cd for each spec~es. Experimental data
indicate that Cd causes cancer in an~mals (Lucis et al., 1972). However,
there have not been any large scale ep~demiological studJ.es to show signif
icant association between occupatJ.onal exposure to Cd and cancer in workers
(Sunderman, 1977). Acceptable Cd levels for crops used for animal feed or
human consumpt~on have not been establJ.shed although adverse health effects
from prolonged consumption of food grown on Cd enriched soils is well
documented (TsuchJ.ya, 1978; Friberg et al., 1974).

The National Academy of SCJ.ences and National Academy of Engineering
(1972) and Dowdy et 81. (1976) suggest maximum cumulative applications of
Cd should not exceed 3 mg/kg or 10 ppm when added J.n sewage sludge. EPA
cumulative criter~a have adjusted application levels to 5 kg/ha Cd for
soils with a pH less than 6.5 and for so~ls WJ.th a pH greater than 6.5,
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TABLE 6.27 PLANT RESPONSE TO CADMIUM IN SOIL AND SOLUTION CULTURE

Cd
Concentration

(ppm) Media Species Effect Reference

1 Solutl.on Purple nutsedge Growth reduction Quimby et ale (1979)
1 SOl.l Pl.n oak (Quercus Chlorosis Russo and Brennan (1979)

palustris) Reduced root Lamoreaux et ale (1978)
2 Rooting Honeylocust growth

medl.um (Gleditsia trl.acanthos)
3-5 SOl.l Soybean (Glycl.ne max) Depressed growth Miller et al. (1976)
4 Sand Soybean (G. ~) Severe growth Chaney et ale ( 1977)

reductl.on
5 Solution R1.ce (Orzya satl.va) Growth redution Sal.to and Takahashi

seed1l.ngs (1978)
10 SOl.l Wheat (Trl.tl.cum aestl.vum) Reduced growth Keul et ale (1979)

N 25 SOl.1 Beans (Phase01us aureus) Growth l.nhibl.tl.on Jal.n (1978)
I-' 25 SOl.l Mal.Ze (Zea mays) Depressed growth Hassett et ale (1976)VI

30 S011 (Rudbeck1 hirta) 25% germ1nat10n M1.1es and Parker (1979)
reduct10n

50 S01l Oats (Avena sat1va) Chlorsl.s Kloke and Schenke (1979)
50 S011 Soybean (G. ~) Relatively Boggess et ale (1978)

(pH 7.3) res1stant
65 Solut10n Cotton (Gossypl.um Y1eld reductl.on Rehab and Wallace

husutum) (1978d)
100 Sandy Ll.tt1e b1uestem Tolerant Ml.1es and Parker (1979)

sO:l.l (Schl.zachyr1um scoparl.um)
100 S011 Wh1te pine (P1nus strobus) Reduced yield Kelly et ale (1979)
600 Yolo s1lt Cotton (G. h1rsutum) 15% y:l.eld reduc- Rehab and Wallace

loam t10n (l978e)



TABLE 6.28 CADMIUM CONTENT OF BERMUDAGRASS ON THREE SOILS WITH DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS OF SEWAGE
SLUDGE

Sludge applied Cd added per Domino So~l Harford Soil Redding Soil

per hectare, gram of so~l Cd per gram of Cd per gram of Cd per gram of
metric tons mg pH dry matter, mg pH dry matter, mg pH dry matter, mg

80 0.40 6.6 0.41 5.6 0.44 5.6 1.55

80 0.59 6.7 0.40 5.4 0.49 5.4 2.94

80 1.08 6.8 0.78 5.4 1.60 5.1 5.68

80 1.56 6.8 0.85 5.5 1.73 5.2 4.65

80 2.05 6.8 1.30 5.5 2.95 5.4 4.02

N 80 3.03 6.8 2.64 5.6 4.00 5.3 6.60!-'
0\

80 4.00 6.7 3.56 5.5 3.52 5.1 8.72

* Page (1974).



maximum cumulatlve amounts of Cd are allowed to increase with CEC
(5 meq/lOO g, 5 kg/ha; 5-15 meq/lOO g, 10 kg/ha; and >15 meq/lOO g,
20 kg/ha) (EPA, 1982). It lS recommended that the level of Cd in wastes be
reduced to below 15-20 mg Cd/kg waste by pretreatment if at all possible.
This review indicates soil m1crobial populations can be affected by soil
concentrations of 5 ppm, but plant populations exhibit a high tolerance for
the element. Therefore, the basis for Cd loading should not be phytotoxic
response but the ability of the soil to lmmobilize Cd. Liming the soil
supplles carbonates and calcium 10ns WhlCh help immobllize Cd. Liming also
serves to maintain an equl11brium between the soluble and precipitated
forms of Cd ln soil, thus reducing the hazard of Cd mobllizatlon.

6.1.6.7 Cesium (Cs)

Ceslum metals are used in research on thermoionic power conversion and
10n propulslon. Ceslum-137 contamination may occur by nuclear fallout.
Ceslum-137 lS a beta emltter with a half 11fe of 33 years. Soil concentra
tions range from 0.3-25 ppm Cs, W1th an average of 6 ppm (Bowen, 1966).

Although Cs is retalned ln fleld crops and grasses over long periods
of tlme, phytotoxic levels have not been reported. One explanation of Cs
tolerance may be that potassium (K) provldes protection against plant con
tamlnation by Cs since the two monovalent catlons may compete for plant
absorpt10n (Konstantinov et al., 1974). Cesium uptake 1n plants increases
wlth nitrogen fertllization, possibly reflectlng exchangeable Cs concentra
tl0ns in SOlI. Fertllization wlth phosphorus and potassium decreases Cs
concentratl0ns in most plants. Weaver et al. (1981) found that kale
(Brass1ca campestrls) accumulated more Cs-137 ln the early stages of growth
than after four weeks of growth. The average concentration of Cs in plants
lS 0.2 ppm, and pytotoxlcity would not be expected in Cs amended soils lf
adequate K lS avallable.

6.1.6.8 Chromium (Cr)

The sources of Cr 1n waste streams are from ltS use as a corrosion
1nhlbltor and from dyelng and tannlng industrles. Chromium is used in the
manufacture of refractory bricks to llne metallurgical furnaces, chrome
steels and alloys, and in platlng operatl0ns. Other uses of Cr include
toplcal antisept1cs and astringents, defoliants for certain crops and
photograph1c emulsions (Page, 1974). Chromium 1S w1dely dlstributed in
sOlIs, water, and biolog1cal materlals. The range of Cr in natlve soils is
1-1000 ppm with an average concentratl0n of 100 ppm Cr (Bowen, 1966).
SOlIs derived from serpentlne rocks are very high ln Cr and U1ckel.

The Cr ln most industrial wastes is present in the +6 oxidation state
as chromate (Cr04-2) or as dlchromate (Cr207-2). In this +6 or hexavalent
form, Cr is tOX1C and qU1te moblle ln sOlI. Under acid condltions there is
a conversion from chromate to dlchromate. Soluble salts of Cr, such as
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sulfate and nitrate, are more toxic than insoluble salts of Cr such as
oxides and phosphates. This tox~c~ty becomes more important as the acid~ty

of the soil is increased (Aubert and Pinta, 1977). Overcash and Pal (1979)
state that in an aerob~c ac~d soil, hexavalent Cr ~s quickly converted to
the less toxic tr~valent Cr or chromic, wh~ch ~s qu~te immobile, they con
sider the trivalent form to be relat~vely inert in soils. The oxidation of
trivalent to hexavalent Cr has not been documented in field studies but
does warrant further cons~derat~on because of the extreme toxicity and
mobility of the hexavalent form.

Downward transport of Cr will be more rapid ~n coarse-textured soils
than in fine textured soils because of the larger pores, less clay and
faster downward movement of water. Chromium (III) forms precipitates
readily with carbonates, hydrox~des and sulf~des and would likely be a
means of reduc1.ng leaching (Murrmann and Koutz, 1972). These precipita
tion reactions are also favored by a pH>6. Data from Wentink and Edzel
(1972) show that these d~fferent sOJ.ls were capable of almost 100% reten
tion of Cr(III).

Chromium has been shown to be toxJ.C to plants and animals, and recent
studies indicate it may also be toxic to sOJ.l mJ.croorganisms. Ross et al.
(1981) found that levels as low as 7.5 ppm in the growth media were toxic
to gram negative bacteria includJ.ng Pseudomonas and Nocardia. This indi
cates that soil microbial transformations such as nitrification and hydro
carbon degradation may be adversely affected by Cr. Rudolfs (1950)
reviewed the literature on metals in sewage sludge and recommended a 5 ppm
limit for Cr+6 in sewage sludge which is land treated. Mutations in bac
terial populations have also been observed J.n bacteria grown in the
presence of Cr+6 (Petrilli and De Flora, 1977).

Many investigators have found that Cr J.S toxic to plants. Dichromate
is apparently more phytotoxic than chromate (Pratt, 1966b) and that both of
these tetravalent forms are more toxic than the tr~valent state (Hewitt,
1953). Application of 75 ppm Cr to so~l is not toxic to sweet-orange
(Citrus sinensis) seedlings, but addJ.tJ.ons of 150 ppm Cr are to:dc. In
sand cultures, 5 ppm Cr as chromate J.on was toxJ.C to tobacco (Nicotiana
tabacum) and 10 ppm was toxic to corn (Zea mays) (Pratt, 1966b). Plants
affected by Cr toxicity are stunted and frequently have narrow, discolored
and necrotic leaves (Hunter and Vergnano, 1953).

There is some indication that Cr is accumulated in plant roots. The
influence of plant Cr concentration on plant growth is given in Table 6.29
which indicates that some plants experience decreased yield at soil concen
trations as low as 0.5 ppm Cr. These data indicate that the phytotoxic con
centration is greater than 10 ppm. Soane and Saunder (1959) found the Cr
content of tobacco roots to be twenty times higher than in the leaves of
plants showing symptoms of Cr toxicJ.ty. They found only slightly higher Cr
levels in the leaves of plants showing toxic symptoms than in leaves of
healthy plants. Therefore, translocation of Cr from roots to the plant
tops apparently is not a serious problem. This does not, however, elimi
nate Cr as a toxic element sJ.nce it has a defJ.nite toxic effect on roots.
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TABLE 6.29 PLANT RESPONSE TO CHROMIUM IN SOIL AND SOLUTION CULTURE

Amount of
Cr (ppm)

.01

0.5

4.8
5.2

10
10
10
25

30-60
52

55

100-200

128-640
150

400

300-500

Med1a

S11t s011

Solut10n

Sand
Solut10n

Pot exper1ments
Solut10n
S011
Pot exper1ments
Solut10n
Pot exper1ments

Sandy loam

Yolo loam

Sand & peat
S011

Submerged s011

Soil

Spec1es

Fescue (Festuca
clat10r) & alfalfa
(Med1cago sat1va)

Soybean (Glycme
max)

Mustard
Cotton (Gossyp1um
h1rsutum)

Mustard
Oat (Avena sat1va)
Soybean (Q.. ~)
Mustard
Soybean (G. max)
Potato (Solai1tim
tuberosum)
seed11ngs

Rye (Secale
cereale)

Bush bean
(Phaseolus
11mens1s)

Mustard
Sweet orange

(C1trus s1nens1s)
R1ce (Oryza sat1va)

R1ce (.2,. sat1va)

Effect

No 1ncrease 1n
plant -Gr

Reduced y1eld

Decreased Y1eld
83% y1eld reduct10n

Tox1c
Iron clorosis
Reduced yield
Tox1c
Tox1c
Threshold of

tOX1C1ty

No 1ncrease 1n
plant Cr

Decreased y1eld

Reduced y1eld
Tox1c

Shght y1eld
reduct10n

No effect

Reference

Stucky & Newman (1977)

Turner and Rust (1971)

Gemmell (1972)
Rehab and Wallace (1978b)

Andrz1ewsk1 (1971)
Hew1tt (1953)
Turner and Rust (1971)
Andrz1ewsk1 (1971)
Turner and Rust (1971)
MukherJ1 and Roy (1977)

Kell1ng et al. (1977)

Wallace et al. (1976)
I

Gemmell (1972)
Pratt (1966b)

Kamada and Dok1 (1977)

S1lva and Begh1 (1979)



Chromium is essential for glucose metabolism in an~mals and ~ts act~v

ity is closely tied to that of ~nsuhn (Scott, 1972). Although Cr is
highly toxic to many ~nvertebrates, ~t ~s only moderately toxic to higher
animals, and most mammals can tolerate up to 1000 ppm Cr in their d~ets.

In animals, however, exper~mental data have shown conclus1vely that Cr in
the hexavalent form can cause cancer (Hernberg, 1977). The predilection of
workers in Cr plants to respiratory cancer has been thoroughly documented
in several studies and has been reviewed by Enterline (1974).

The use of irr~gat10n water conta1ning the upper limit of the accept
able concentration of Cr recommended by the National Academy of Sciences
and National Academy of Engineer~ng (1972) 1S equivalent to an accumulation
of 1000 ppm Cr in the soil. Informat10n obtained from this study ind1cates
that the phytotoxic level of Cr 1n soil ~s h~ghly var1able, depend1ng on
the soil type and plant spec~es, but can be as low as 25 ppm. Therefore, a
more suitable criteria on which to base load~ng rates would be the amount
of Cr immobilized by the s01l as determined from demonstrat10n of treat
ability tests.

6.1.6.9 Cobalt (Co)

Cobalt is used in the production of h1gh grade steel, alloys, super
alloys and magnet1c alloys. It is also used 1n smaller quantities as a
drier in paints, varnishes, enamels and ~nks. Compounds of Co are also
used in the manufacture of pigments and glass (Page, 1974). The concentra
tion of Co ~n so~ls ranges from 1-40 ppm with an average of 8 ppm (Aubert
and Pinta, 1977). Extensive areas can be found where the Co level in soil
is deficient for animal health (Bowen, 1966).

The availability of Co is primanly regulated by I>H and is usually
found in soils as Co2+. At low pH 1t is oxidized to Co3+ and often found
associated with iron (Ermolenko, 1972). Adsorption of Co 2+ on soil col
loids is high between pH 6 and 7 (Leeper, 1978), whereas leaching and plant
uptake of Co are enhanced by a lower pH. Cobalt sorbed on soil exchange
sites is held more strongly than the common cations and can revert to a
more strongly sorbed form over time (Banerjee et a1., 1953). Soils natur
ally rich in Co have a high pH (Aubert and P1nta, 1977). If Co is added to
soils containing lime, precipitation of Co w~th carbonates can be expected
(Tiller and Hodgson, 1960).

Cobalt is water soluble when in the form of chloride, nitrate' and sul
fate salts. At a pH of 7, Co is 50-80% soluble when it is associated with
cations such as ammonium, magnes~um, calcium, sodium and potassium. At pH
8.5 Co becomes less soluble and cobaltous phosphate, a compound which is
relatively insoluble ~n water, may regulate solubility (Young, 1948). In
soils, Co is bound by organic matter and is very strongly sorbed or copre
cipitated with manganese oxides (Leeper, 1978).

There is no eV1dence that Co is essentlal for the growth and develop
ment of higher plants. It is, however, required for the symbiotic fixation
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of nitrogen by nodulating bacteria associated with legumes (Ahmed and
Evans, 1960 & 1961; Delwiche et aI., 1961; Reisenauer, 1960). Excessive
amounts of Co can be toxic to plants. Symptoms of Co toxicity vary with
species but are frequently described as resembling that of iron deficiency
(Vanselow, 1966b). In solution cultures, Co concentrations as low as 0.1
ppm produce toxic effects in crop plants. Cobalt applications to soil of
0.2 ppm had no effect on bean (Phaseolus sp.) growth in a study by dos
Santos et ale (1979). In greenhouse experiments, FUJimoto and Sherman
(1950) found Sudan grass (Sorghum sudanense) to be unaffected by an appli
cation rate equivalent to 224 kglha which resulted in a Co content in
plants of 3-6 ppm. Phytotoxicity from soil Co occurs in plants containing
50-100 ppm and foliar symptoms are apparent at these levels (Hunter and
Vergnano, 1953).

A recent study ind~cates that plants grown in a Co conta~nated soil
overlain by uncontaminated soil will accumulate large concentrations of the
metal as shown in Fig. 6.16 (Pinkerton, 1982). This appears to be due to
healthy vigorously growing roots encountering the elevated soil Co as
opposed to having to develop in the h~gh Co soil. This research implies
that proper mixing of the Co waste and the so~l is essential to preventing
excessive plant accumulation of Co.

Most plants growing in soils with native Co concentrations do not
accumulate Co and values exceeding 1 ppm are rare. Yet when growing in Co
enriched media, these same species may accumulate the element and show
yield reductions (Table 6.30). Yamagata and Murakami (1958) found 600 ppm
Co in alder (Alnus sp.) leaves, while white oak (Quercus alba), chestnut,
saxifrage and dogwood (Cornus florida) growing in the same area had 2-5 ppm
Co in leaf ash. Swamp blackgum (Nyssa sylvatica) has also been found to
contain a higher concentration of Co than grasses growing in the same area
(Vanselow, 1966b). Blackgum is such a good ind~cator of Co status in a
soil that Kubota et al. (1960) consider an area to be Co deficient for
grazing animals when the concentrat~on of Co ~n blackgum trees is less than
5 ppm; th~s method may be used to indicate so~ls suitable for amendment
with Co-rich waste. The level of Co in cucumbers (Cumcumis sativus) and
tomatoes (Lycopersicon esculentum) ~s increased by increasing the Co
additions in nutrient solution (Coic and Lesa~nt, 1978), yet appl~cations

of 0.5-2 kg Colha had no effect on the Co concentration of the metal ~n red
clover (Trifolium pratense) hay (Krotkikh and Repn~kov, 1976).
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TABLE 6.30 PLANT RESPONSE TO COBALT IN SOIL AND SOLUTION CULTURE

Co
Concentration

(ppm) Media Species Effect Reference

5 Solution Cabbage 50% yield Hara et ale
(Brassica reduction (1976)
oleracea)

25 Soil Corn seedlings Top injury Young (1979)
(Zea mays)

40 Soil Oats (Avena Toxic Young (1979)
sativa)

100 Soil General Threshold Allaway (1968)
toxicity

400 Solution White bean 34% yield Rauser (1978)
(Phaseolus sp. ) reduction

Cobalt is required by animals because it is the central atom in vita
min B12 (Rickles et ale, 1948). Although vitamin B12 is synthesized by
microorganisms in the ruminant gut, Co must st1l1 be supplied 1n the diet
(Sauche11i, 1969). Since Co is essential for ruminants, pasture plants
deficient in it cause a d1etary deficiency of Co which is the cause of a
progressive emaciat10n of ruminants (McKenzie, 1975). Areas where Co
deficiency in animals was observed had forage which contained less than 2.5
ppm Co. Extremely high Co levels in forage can also result in toxicity to
grazing animals, howeve r, Co toxici ty in lives tock has not been reported
under field cond1tions. The National Academy of Science (1980) established
100 ppm Co in plant dry matter as the acute level for ruminants.

The use of irrigation water that conta1ns the upper limit of the
acceptable concentration of Co recommended by the National Academy of
Sciences and National Academy of Engineering (1972) is equivalent to an
accumulat10n of 500 ppm Co in the upper 15 cm of soil. However plant
toxicity results at soil concentrations well below this value, depending on
plant species. Animal health is affected by plants containing 100 ppm Co.,
therefore loading rates should be based on soil concentrations which pro
duce plants with Co concentrations less than 100 ppm. A conservative
value for cumulative Co of 200 ppm in the soil is suggested to immobilize
the element as well as to avoid excess plant uptake.
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6.1.6.10 Copper (Cu)

Significant amounts of Cu are produced in wastes from textile mills t

cosmetics manufacturing, and sludge from hardboard production. Soil Cu
contents range from 2-100 ppm with an average around 30 ppm (Bowen, 1966).

The abundance of Cu enrichment to the environment has prompted studies
of the behavior of the element in relation to soil properties. Copper
retention in soils is dependent on pH, sorption of Cu increases with
increasing pH. In kaolinitic soils where clay surfaces have a net negative
charge with incr.easing pH t the amount of Cu desorbed increased as the pH
was lowered from 6 to 2 (Kishk and Hassan, 1973). The lack of adsorption
of Cu at a low pH may be due to competition from Mg 2-1; Fe 3-1; H+ and A13+
for sorption sites. Soils selected to represent a broad range of mineral
and organic contents were found to have a specific adsorption maximum at pH
5.5 of between 340 and 5780 ppm Cu in soil (McLaren and Crawford, 1973).
Land treated Cu waste should be limed 1f necessary to maintain a pH of 6.5
or greater to ensure the predominance of insoluble forms of Cu t Cu(OH)2
and Cu(OH)3 (Hodgson et al., 1966 and Younts and Patterson, 1964).

Soil organic matter forms very stable complexes with Cu. Carboxyl and
phenolic groups are important in the organic complexing of Cu in soils
(Lewis and Broadbent, 1961). Sorption of Cu to organic matter occurs at
relatively high rates when the concentrations of iron and manganese oxides
in the soil are low. There is some evidence that Cu bound to organic
matter is not readily available to plants (Purvis and MacKenzie t 1973) •
Organic matter may provide nonspecif1c sorption sites for Cu; however t the
loss of organic matter through decompos1tion causes a significant decrease
in this retention mechanism.

Clay mineralogy also plays a significant role in determining the
amount of Cu sorbed. Exper1ments have shown that Cu2+ is sorbed
appreciably by quartz and even more strongly by clays. The adsorption
capacity of clays increases in the order kaloninte to illite to montmoril
lonite (Krauskopf, 1972). The strength of Cu sorption of soil constituents
are in the following order:

manganese oxides < organic matter < iron oxides < clay minerals.

A column study by Emmerich et a1. (1982) indicated that Cu applied as
sewage sludge to a concentration of 512 ppm essentialy did not move below
the zone of incorporation and that 94% of that applied was recovered from
the soil. This soil had a pH between 5.2 and 6.7 and a CEC of 4.4 to 9.7
meq/l00 g. Soil components which are less significant in Cu attenuation
include free phosphates, iron salts t and clay-size aluminosilicate
minerals.

Cation exchange capacity is a soil property ind1rectly related to
mineralogy which may influence metal loading. Overcash and Pal (1979) have
suggested that loading rates b~sed on CEC only be used as a suggestion of
the buffering capacity of the soil and critical cumulative limits have been
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adJusted to so~l CEC (0-5 meq!100 g, 125 kg!ha, 5-15 meq!100 g, 250 kg!ha;
15 meq!100 g, 500 kg!ha).

S~nce the normal Cu concentrat~on in plants (4 to 15 ppm) ~s lower
than Cu levels found ~n most so~ls, the so~l Cu content appears to be the
most ~mportant factor ~n controll~ng plant levels of Cu. Management prac
t~ces must be developed consider~ng the chem~stry of Cu ~n so~ls and Cu
tox~c~ty to plants and an~mals. The data of Gupta (1979) ~nd~cate that the
toxic range of Cu ~n the leaves of plants ~s greater than 20 ppm, depend~ng

on spec~es. The influence of so~l and solution culture concentrat~on on
plant growth are given ~n Table 6.31, and ~nd~cates a so~l concentrat10n of
over 80 ppm ~s necessary before most plant growth ~s adversely affected.

Copper ~s essential to the metabo11c processes common to decomposing
bacteria, plants and animals. Small quantit1es of Cu activate enzymes
required in resp1ration, redox-type react~ons and prote1n synthesis.
Copper has been shown to be magn~f~ed WJ.th~n the food chain and moderate
levels of Cu 1ngested by rum1nants may be po~sonous unless the effect 1S
alleviated through proper diet supplements of molybdenum or sulfate
(Kubota, 1977).

Several researchers have reported a decrease in plant Cu when large
amounts of organic matter are present. Goodman and Gemmell (1978) reported
successful reclamat10n of eu smelter wastes treated with pulverized fly
ash, sewage sludge or domestic refuse. In a greenhouse experiment, MacLean
and Dekker (1978) eliminated the toxic effects of Cu on corn (Zea mays) by
applying sewage sludge. Kornegay et 81. (1976) found that add1tions of hog
manure conta1ning 1719 ppm Cu d1d not affect the Cu content 1n grain when
compared to grain from control experiments. Purvis and MacKenzie (1973)
found that the organ1c form of Cu was not read1ly taken up by plants when
Cu-laden mun~cipal compost was app11ed to s01l at rates from 50 to 100
metric tons sludge!ha.

A study by futchell et a1. (1978) evaluated Cu uptake by crops grown
in acid1c and alka11ne s01ls (Table 6.32 and Table 6.33). In this study,
wheat and grain growing 1n an acid soil showed the greatest amount of Cu
accumulat10n. Copper may be strongly chelated in plant roots; consequent
ly, root concentrat10ns are usually greater than leaf concentrations.
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TABLE 6.31 PLANT RESPONSE TO COPPER IN SOIL AND SOLUTION CULTURE

N
N
0\

Amount of
Cu (ppm)

.03

1

10

26

30

50-115

69

91
100

100

130

150

400

400

Med1a

Solution

Solut10n

S01l

Sand

Solution

S01l of
min1ng area

S01l

S01l
Root1ng m.ed1a

Soil

S01l

Soil

Yolo loam

Yolo loam

Species

Andropogon scoparius

Horse bean (Vicia faba)

Barley (Hordeum vulgare)

Barley (H. vulgare), pea
(P1sim sp.)

Coffee

Anthoxanthum odoratum

Corn (Zea mays)

Barley (H. vulgare)
Barley (H. vulgare)

Green alder
(Alnus americana)

Barley (H. vulgare)

Black spruce
(Picea mar1ana)

Cotton (Gossypium
hirsutum)

Cotton (G. hirsutum)

Effect

Root damage

Growth
inhibited

Stunted growth

Inhib1t10n of
shoot growth

Toxicity
threshold

None

Decreased root
weight

Reduced yl.eld
Stunted growth

Seedl1ng damage

Accumulated 21
ppm in leaves

Growth decrease

Leaf y1elds
reduced by 35%

Leaf yields
reduced by 53%

Reference

Ehinger and Parker
(1979)

Sekerka (1977)

T01vonen and Hofstra
(1979)

Blaschke (1977)

Andrade et al. (1976)

Karataglis (1978)

Kle1n et al. (1979)

Dav1s (1979)
Toivonen and Hofstra

(1979)
Fessenden & Sutherland

(1979)
Davis (1979)

Fessenden & Sutherland
(1979)

Rehab &Wallace (1978a)

Rehab & Wallace (1978a)



TABLE 6.32 COPPER CONCENTRATION IN PLANT TISSUE IN RELATION TO COPPER
ADDITION IN AN ACID SOIL (REDDING FINE SANDY LOAM)*

Cu
Concentration Plant Plant

(ppm) Portion Crop Concentration Effect

5 Shoots Lettuce (Lactuca 6.8 None
sativa)

5 Leaves Wheat (Triticum 10.7 None
aestivum)

5 Grain Wheat (T. aestivum) 7.3 None
80 Shoots Lettuce-(L. sativa) 8.9 None
80 Leaves Wheat (T.-aest1vum) 10.7 None

320 Shoots Lettuce_(L. sativa) 10.7 60% yield
reduction

320 Grain Wheat (T. aestivum) 12.3 20% y1eld
reduction

640 Shoots Lettuce (L. sativa) 18.3 90% yield
reduction

640 Grain Wheat (!. aestivum) 33.0 95% yield
reduct10n

* Mitchell et al. (1978).

TABLE 6.33 COPPER CONCENTRATION IN PLANT TISSUE IN RELATION TO COPPER
ADDITION IN A CALCAREOUS SOIL (DOMINO SILT LOAM)*

Cu
Concentrat10n Plant Plant

(ppm) Portion Crop Concentration Effect

5 Shoots Lettuce 6.4 None
(Lactuca sativa)

5 Leaves Wheat (Triticum 10.7 None
aestivum)

5 Grain Wheat (T. aestivum) 6.7 None
80 Shoots Lettuce-(L. sativa) 7.9 None
80 Leaves Wheat (T.-aestivum) 14.8 None

160 Leaves Lettuce-(L. sat1va) 8.2 30% yield
reduction

160 Grain Wheat (T. aestivum) 7.9 None
320 Leaves Wheat (T. aestivum) 15.4 S1gnificant

yield
reduction

320 Grain Wheat (!. aestivum) 9.1 20% yield
reduction

640 Grain Wheat (T. aestivum) 9.2 40% yield
reduction

* M1tchell et al. (1978) •
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In summary, the controlling factor in the prevention of toxic levels
of Cu in water, plants and animals is the level of Cu in the soil. While
Cu tolerance in plants can be explained by certain mineral interactJ.ons,
the ultimate sites for adsorption of Cu in the environment remain the
organic and inorganic colloid fractions in soil. The National Academy of
Sciences and National Academy of Engineering (1972) recommend a soil
accumulation of 250 ppm Cu in the upper 15 cm of soil. Tables 6.31, 6.32
and 6.33 indicate that the phytotoxic concentration of Cu ranges from about
70 to 640 ppm Cu in the soil for most plants. A conservative recommenda
tion of 250 ppm is given for Cu concentration in sOJ.l. However, if treat
ability tests show immobJ.lizatJ.on at higher levels without toxicity, then
loading rates could be J.ncreased.

6.1.6.11 Gallium (Ga)

Gallium concentration in soil is commonly low, averaging 30 ppm (Kirk
ham, 1979), except where it occurs in coal, oil, and bauxite ore. Since Ga
is sorbed by aluminum (Al) in soil, Ga concentrations are lJ.kely to be
higher in sandy acidic soils with dominant AI mineralogy. Disposal of Ga
present in waste streams of smelter or coal processing plants depends on
the degree of Ga retention in soils with dominant AI mineralogy.

6.1.6.12 Gold (Au)

Gold is rarely found in waste streams of any J.ndustry because it is a
precious metal. SJ.nce pure Au is quite dense (19 gjcm3), it is frequent
ly concentrated in deposJ.ts called placers. In Mexico and Australia,
placers are concentrated by wind; as the lighter minerals are eroded away,
the Au remains in the deposit (Flint and Skinner, 1977). The average Au
concentration in igneous and sedimentary rocks is 4 ppb. Gold concentra
tions in fresh water are normally less than 0.06 ppb, and Au is found in
sea water at 0.011 ppb as AuCl4.

Gold is not essential to plants or animals. Bowen (1966) ranks Au as
scarcely toxic which means that toxic effects rarely appear except in the
absence of a related essential nutrient, or at osmotic pressures greater
than one atmosphere. Overcash and Pal (1979) list Au as a heavy metal
which reacts with cell membranes to alter their permeability and affect
other properties. The Au concentration in land plants ranges from 0.3-0.8
ppb. The horsetail, Equisetum, is saJ.d to accumulate Au.

The isotope Au-198 is commonly used J.n medJ.cine. In mammals, Au in
the colloidal form can accumulate in the liver. The typical Au concentra
tion in mammalian livers J.S 0.23 ppb. The mollusc, Unio mancus, was found
to contain 0.3-3.0 ppb Au in its shell and 4.0-40 ppb Au in its flesh
(Bowen, 1966). It is expected that any Au present in a waste would be
recovered before land treatment.
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6.1.6.13 Lead (Pb)

The primary source of Pb in hazardous waste is from the manufacture of
Pb-acJ.d storage batteries and gasoline additives (tetraethyl Pb). Tetra
ethyl Pb production alone consumes approxJ.mately 264,000 tons of Pb per
year in the U.S. (FJ.shbein, 1978). Lead is also used in the manufacture of
ammunition, caulking compounds, solders, pJ.gments, paints, herbicides and
J.nsecticides (Page, 1974). The Pb content of sewage sludge averages 0.17%.
In coal, Pb content may range from 2-20 ppm (Overcash and Pal, 1979).

A Pb concentratJ.on of about 10 ppm is average for surface sOJ.ls. Some
soil types, however, can have a much higher concentration. In soils
derJ.ved from quartz mica schist, the Pb content may be 80 ppm. The concen
tration J.n soil derived from black shale may reach 200 ppm Pb (Barltrop et
a1., 1974).

Lead is present in soils as Pb2+ which may precJ.pitate as Pb sul
fates, hydroxides and carbonates. FJ.gure 6.17 illustrates the various Pb
compounds present according to sOJ.l pH. Below pH of 6, PbS04 (anglesite)
is dominant and PbC03 is most stable at pH values above 7. The hydroxide
Pb(OH)2 controls solubility around pH ~ and lead phosphates, of which
there are many forms, may control Pb2 solubility at intermediate pH
values. SolubJ.lity studJ.es with molybdenum (Mo) show that PbMo04 is a
reaction product and will govern Mo concentrations J.n the soil solution.

The availability of Pb in soils J.S related to moisture content, soil
pH, organJ.c matter, and the concentration of calcium and phosphates. Under
waterlogged conditions, naturally occurrJ.ng Pb becomes reduced and mobile.
Organometallic complexes may be formed with organJ.c matter and these soil
organic chelates are of low solubility. Increasing pH and calcium (Ca 2+)
ions diminJ.sh the capacity of plants to absorb Pb, as Ca2+ ions compete
wJ.th the Pb2+ for exchange sites on the soil and root surfaces (Fuller,
1977).

The Pb adsorption capacity of IllinoJ.s soils has been found to reach
several thousand kilograms per hectare (CAST, 1976). In another study,
only 3 ppm soluble Pb was found three days after 6,720 kg Pb/ha was added
to the soil (Brewer, 1966b). Lead J.S adsorbed most strongly from aqueous
solutions to calcium bentonJ.te (Ermolenko, 1972).

Lead is not an essential element for plant growth. It is, however,
taken up by plants in the Pb2+ form. The amount taken up decreases as
the pH, catJ.on exchange capacity, and available phosphorus of the soil
increase. Under condJ.tions of high pH, CEC and available phosphorous, Pb
becomes less soluble and is more strongly adsorbed (CAST, 1976). This
insolubJ.lizatJ.on takes time and Pb added J.n small increments over long time
perl.ods is less available to plants than hJ.gh concentrations added over a
short perJ.od of time (Overcash and Pal, 1979).

Lead toxicity to plants is uncommon (Table 6.34) •
toxicJ.ty are found only J.n plants grown on acid soils.
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divalent lead at different pH values (Fuller,
1977) •
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TABLE 6.34 PLANT RESPONSE TO LEAD IN SOIL AND SOLUTION CULTURE

Pb
Concentration

(ppm) Media Species Effect Reference

0.4 S01.l Eggplant (Solanum None Watanbe and Nakamura
melongena) (1972)

3.6 Soil Corn (Zea mays) None Sung and Young (1977)
5.0 Solution Corn (Z. mays) Reduced root Malone et ale (1978)

growth
21.0 Solution Sphagnum fimbriatum None Simola (1977)
50.0 Solution Lettuce (Lactuca sat1.va) None John (1977)
66.0 Soil Loblolly pine (Pinus None Rolfe & Bazzar (1975)

taeda) & autumn ol1.ve
100.0 Solut1.on Soybean (Glycine max) None Malone et ale (1978)
200.0 Sand Oats (Avena sat1.vay- Impaired Kovda et al. (1979)

N growth
w 1000.0 AC1.d Soil Planta1.n (Musa None DikJshoorn et ale (1979)I-'

parad1.siaca)
1000.0 S01.l Red clover (Trifol1.um None Horak (1979)

pratense)
1500.0 S01.l pH 5.9 Corn (Zea mays) None Baumhard and Welch

( 1972)
1500.0 Solution Ryegrass (Secale None Jones et al. (1973)

cereale)
2500.0 Sand Glycer1.a maxima Chloros1.s Raghi-Atri (1978)
3775.0 Sandy clay Corn (Z. mays) & None Sung and Young (1977)

soybeans (Glycine ~)



ture, root growth of sheep fescue is retarded by 30 ppm and stopped by 100
ppm Pb. Lead content ~n plants grown on so~l with a high Pb level
increases only slightly over that of plants groWn on so~l of average Pb
content. Clover tops (Trifolium sp.) show an increase of 7.55 ppm, while
kale (Brassica campestr~s) and lettuce (Lactuca sativa) leaves show an
increase of less than 1 ppm. The Pb taken up by plants is rarely translo
cated since it becomes chelated in the roots. Tops of barley (Hordeum
vulgare) grown on a soil extremely high in Pb contained 3 ppm while the
roots contained 1,475 ppm Pb (Brewer, 1966b). Translocation of Pb to grain
is less than translocat~on to vegetative parts (Schaeffer et a1., 1979).
Applied sewage sludge containing 360 ppm Pb resulted in no significant
increase in Pb content of corn leaves and grain (Keefer et al., 1979).

Lead poisoning is quite serious and a maJor human health concern.
Perlstein and Attala (1966) est~mate that 600,000 children each year in the
U.S. suffer from Pb poisoning. Of these, 6,000 have permanent neurological
damage and 200 die. One source of elevated Pb in children may be contact
with Pb-containing dust (Vostal et al., 1974). In fact, soil Pb content in
excess of 10,000 ppm may result in an increase in Pb absorption even by
children who do not ingest the contaminated soil (Barltrop et a1., 1974).
Where high levels of lead are allowed to accumulate, children should be
prevented from entering the site throughout the post-closure period.

Cattle and sheep are more resistant to Pb toxicity than horses. There
is, however, some tendency for cattle to accumulate Pb in tissues, and Pb
can be transferred to milk in concentrations that are toxic to humans
(National Academy of Sciences and National Academy of Engineering, 1972).
Based on human health considerations, the maximum allowable Pb content in
domestic animals is 30 ppm (National Academy of Science, 1980). Cattle
ingest large amounts of soil when grazing and may consume up to ten times
as much Pb from soil as from forage. Lead poisoning has been reported in
cattle grazing in Derbyshire, England, where the soil is naturally high in
the element (Barltrop et al., 1974).

The use of irrigation water that contains the upper limit of the
acceptable concentration of Pb as recommended by the National Academy of
Sciences and National Academy of Engineering (1972) is equivalent to an
accumulation of 1,000 ppm of lead in the upper 15 cm of soil. Table 6.34
indicates Ph is generally not toxic to plants and the element does not
readily translocate to leaves or seeds. Growth of root crops should be
avoided and grazing animals should be excluded from the site to avoid Pb
toxicity to animals and humans. If demonstration of treatability experi
ments verify immobilization of Pb at high concentrations, 1000 ppm total Pb
could be safely allowed to accumulate in the soil without phytotoxicity.

6.1.6.14 Lithium (Li)

Li thium normally occurs in saline and alkaline soils and is usually
associated with carbonates in soils derived from calcareous parent materi
als. The average Li content of soils is 20 ppm. Because the concentration
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of total and soluble Li is not related to depth in the profile, clay con
tent or organic carbon content (Shukla and Prasad, 1973, Gupta et ale,
1974), it is expected that Li is not fixed selectively in soil except by
precipitation after liming.

The usual Li concentration in plants and an1mals is low, but levels of
1,000 ppm in plant tissues, which are sometimes reached in plants grown on
mineral enriched soils, do not appear to be very phytotoxic. The data pro
vided by the present review indicate that the tOX1C range of Li J.n the
leaves of plants varies from 80 to 700 ppm depending on specJ.es (Table
6.35). At low levels in a nutritive solution, Li stimulates phosphorylase
activity in tuber storage of beets (Beta vulgaris), while growth in corn
(Zea mays), wheat (Triticum aestivum) and fescue (Festuca sp.) 1S limited
as-i result of Li substitution for Na in cellular functions. Tables 6.35
and 6.36 list plant concentrations of Li and crop responses to those con
centrations, respectively. Lithium poses little threat to the food chain
since it is only slightly toxic to animals.

TABLE 6.35 THE INFLUENCE OF LEAF LITHIUM CONCENTRATION ON PLANTS

L1
Concentration Port1on

(ppm) of plant Species Effect Reference

26 Leaf Mean of 200 None Romney et al.
(1975)

45 Leaf Cotton None Rahab & Wallace
(Gossypium ( 1978c)
hirsutum)

80 Leaf Tomato Threshold Wallihan et al.
(Lycopersicon of toxicity ( 1978)
esculentum)

220 Leaf Bean Yield Wallace et al.
(Phaseolus reduction ( 1977)
sp. )

600 Leaf Bean Severe Wallace et al.
(Phaseolus ( 1977)
sp.)

700 Leaf Cabbage 50% Yield Hara et al.
(Brassica reduction ( 1977)
oleracea)
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TABLE 6.36 THE INFLUENCE OF SOLUTION CULTURE AND SOIL CONCENTRATION OF
LITHIUM ON PLANT GROWTH AND YIELD

Amount of
Li (ppm)

2

8

50

50

100

587

1000

Media Species Effect

Solution Tomato Toxicity
(Lycopersicon
esculentum)

Sand Wheat (Triticum No influence
aestivum)

Solution Barley (Hordeum No seedlings
vulgare)

Loam Bean (Phaseolus Severe injury
sp.)

Yolo loam Cotton None
(Gossypium
hirsutum)

Soil Wheat No influence
(T. aestivum)

Barley
(H. vulgare)

Loam Cotton None
(G. hirsutum)

Loam Barley Severe
(H. vulgare)

Reference

Wallihan, et al.
(1978)

Gupta (1974)

Wallace et al.
(1977)

Rehab &Wallace
(1978c)

Gupta (1974)

Wallace et a1.
(1977)

Wallace et a1.
(1977)

The use of irrigation water that contains the upper limit of the
acceptable concentration of Li as recommended by the National Academy of
Sciences and National Academy of Engineering (1972) is equivalent to an
accumulation of 250 ppm of Li in the upper 15 cm of soil. Information
in Tables 6.35 and 6.36 indicates that the phytotoxic level of Li in soil
ranges from 50 to 1000 ppm. An acceptable estimate for cumulative Li in
the soil appears to be 250 ppm. However, if treatability tests show that
higher concentrations are immobilized without toxicity, then loading rates
could be increased.

6.1.6.15 Manganese (Mn)

The major sources of MIt bearing wastes are the iron and steel
industries. Other sources of MIt include disinfectants, paint and
fertilizers (Page, 1974). Manganese dioxide is found in wastes from the
production of alkaline batteries, glass, paints and drying industries.
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Concentrat10ns of Mn 1n m1neral soils range from 20-3000 ppm, though
600 ppm 1S average (L1ndsay, 1979). When Mn is released from primary rocks
by weather1ng, secondary m1nerals such as pyrolusite (Mn02) and manganite
[MnO(OH)] are formed. The most common forms of Mn found 1n soil are the
d1valent cat10n (Mn2+) wh1ch 1S soluble, mobile, and easily available, and
the tetravalent cat10n (Mn4+) wh1ch is practically insoluble, non
mob1le, and unavailable (Aubert and P1nta, 1977). The trivalent cation
Mn3+, as Mn203' 1S unstable 1n solution. The tetravalent cation usually
appears 1n well oX1d1zed soils at a very low pH. Under reduced conditions
found 1n water saturated soils, Mn2+ 1S the stable compound, and this
divalent 10n 1S adsorbed to clay m1nerals and organic matter. In strongly
oxidized env1ronments, the most stable, compound, is the tetravalent Mn
d10x1de, Mn0Z.

Manganese ava1labi11ty 1S high 1n acid soils and Mn2+ solubility
decreases 100-fold for each unit increase in pH. (Lindsay, 1972) At pH
values of 5.0 or less, Mn 1S rendered very soluble and excessive Mn accumu
lat10n 1n plants can result. At pH values of 8 or above, precip1tation of
Mn(OH)2 results in Mn removal from the soil solution.

Reduced cond1tions 1n the s01l increase Mn solubi11ty and produce
Mn2+ 1n solut10n. Ox1dat10n of Mn occurs at a low redox potential 1n
an alka11ne solut10n (Krauskopf, 1972). Under oXid1zing condit10ns,
several Mn compounds may be formed 1nclud1ng (MnSi) 2°3' BaMn(II), MnOOH,
and the stable product of complete oX1dat10n, pyrolusite (Mn02).

When the pH of the s01l 1S greater than 7, manganese (MnZ+) 1S ren
dered less available by adsorpt10n onto organ1c matter coll01ds. Thus,
s01ls of h1gh pH W1th large organic matter reserves are part1cularly prone
to Mn def1ciency. However, the aff1n1ty of Mn2+ for synthet1c chelates is
comparat1vely low, and chelated Mn2+ can be eas1ly exchanged by Zn2+ or
Ca2T•

Interactions of Mn w1th other elements have been noted 1n s01l adsorp
t10n and plant uptake. The formation of manganese oxides 1n soils appears
to regulate the levels of cobalt (Co) 1n soil solution and hence Co cobalt
ava1lab1lity to plants. Bowen (1966) reported that plant uptake of Mn was
greater 1n the absence of calc1um and that Mn adsorpt10n was reduced in the
presence of 1ron, copper, sod1um, and potass1um.

Concentrat10ns of Mn 1n plant leaves generally range from 15-150 ppm.
The suggested maximum concentration value for plants 1S given at 300 ppm
(Melsted, 1973), however the data of the National Research Council (1973)
1nd1cate that the tOX1C range of Mn in leaves 1S 500 to 2,000 ppm, depend
ing on plant species. Vacc1n1um myrtillus plants appear healthy when the
fo11age conta1ns as h1gh as 2431 ppm Mn and Lup1nus luteus and Ornithopus
sat1vus are both Mn tolerant (Lohris, 1960). Young plants are generally
r1ch 1n Mn and the element can be translocated to mer1stemat1c tissues.
Tables 6.37 and 6.38 l1st various Mn concentrat10ns 1n the soil that
produce tOX1C symptoms 1n plants.
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TABLE 6.37 THE INFLUENCE OF LEAF MANGANESE CONCENTRATION ON PLANTS*

Plant
Concentration Portion

(ppm) Med1a of Plant Spec1es Effect

15-84 Solution Leaves Soybeans None
(Glyc;Lne max)

49-150 Solution Roots Soybeans Toxic
(G. max)

70-131 Solution Tops Lespedeza None
(Lespedeza sp.)

160 Field Leaves Tobacco None
(Nicotiana tabacum)

173-999 Solution Leaves Soybeans Toxic
(G. max)

207-1340 S01l Whole plant Bean -- None
(Phaseolus sp. )

300-500 S01l Leaves Orange None
(C1trus sp.)

400-500 Field Tops Lespedeza Toxic
(Lespedeza sp.)

770-1000 Solution Tops Barley Toxic
(Hordeum vulgare)

993-1130 Pots Whole plant Tobacco Tox1c
(N. tabacum)

1000 Soil Leaves Orange Toxic
(Citrus sp.)

1000-3000 Soil Tops Bean Tox1c
(Phaseolus sp.)

3170 Soil Roots Tobacco Tox1c
(N. tabacum)

4000-11,000 Soil Leaves Tobacco Toxic
(N. tabacum)

* Chapman (1966)

Manganese is absorbed by plants 'is the d1valent cat10n Mn2+. Its
essential functions in plants include the act1vat10n of numerous enzymes
concerned with carbohydrate metabo11sm, phosphorylation reactions t and the
citric acid cycle. Magnesium, calcium and 1ron depress Mn uptake 1n a
variety of plant species (Moore, 1972).

Manganese toxicity in young plants 1S 1ndicated by brown spotting on
leaves. One to four grams of Mn per mJ.111l1ter of solution may depress
yields of lespedeza (Lespedeza sp.), soybeans (Glycine max) and barley
(Hordeum vulgare) (Labanauskas t 1966). The threshold of toxicity for
tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum) plants grown in soil was observed at a Mn
concentration of 450 ppm (Jones and Fox t 1978).
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TABLE 6.38 PLANT RESPONSE TO MANGANESE IN SOIL AND SOLUTION CULTURE

Amount of
Mn (ppm)

2.1

4-64

5

5
15
20
30

40

65
130

140-200
200

250
450

1400

3000
5000

Solution

Solution

Solution

Solution
Solution
Sand
Solutl.on

Sand

ACl.d sOl.l
SOl.l

SOl.l
Soil

Soil

SOl.l
SOl.l

Species

Legume

Weepl.ng lovegrass
(Eragrostl.s curvula)
& fescue (Festuca sp.)

Jacoine (Pl.nus banksl.ana)
& black spruce (Picea
mariana) -

Soybean (Glycine max)
Soybean (G. max) 
Groundnut-(APtOs amerl.cana)
Satsuma orange

(Cl.trus retl.culata)
Macroptl.ll.um

atropurpureum
Soybean (G. max)
Subterranean clover

(Trifoll.um subterraneum)
Barley (Hordeum vulgare)
Tobacco (Nicotl.ana

tabacum)
Watermelon (Cucums sp.)
Tomatoes (Lycoperl.sicon
esculentum)

K1dney bean (Phaseolus
vulgare)

Peppers (Capsl.cum sp.)
Eggplant (Solanum melongena)
& melons (Cucums sp.)

Effect

Toxl.cl.ty
threshold

No effect

Toxl.c
No effect

Toxl.c
No effect
Reduced yield
Chlorosl.s

No effect

Toxl.cl.ty
Toxl.c

Yield decreased
Reduced Yl.eld

Toxl.c
Toxl.cl.ty
threshold

Toxl.c

Toxl.c
Toxl.c

Reference

Helyar (1978)

Fleml.ng et al. (1974)

Lafond &Laflamme (1970)
Lafond & Laflamme (1970)

Brown &Jones (1977)
Heenan & Carter (1976)
Benac (1976)
Otsuka and Morizakl. (1969)

Hutton et al. (1978)

Franco & Doberel.ner (1971)
Sl.mon et al. (1974)

Prausse et al. (1972)
Ll.nk (1979)

Gaml. &Oyagl. (1972)
Jones and Fox (1978)

GOml. & Oyagl. (1972)

Gami & Oyagl. (1972)
Gam & Oyagi (1972)



Manganese is an essential element in am.mal nutrition for reproduc
tion, growth and skeletal formation. Maximum tolerable levels in animals
are cattle, 1000 ppm; sheep, 1000 ppm; swine, 400 ppm; and poultry, 2000
ppm (National Academy of Science, 1980).

In summary, the maintenance of certain cond~t~ons in the soil can be
used to prevent environmental contamination from land treating of Mn bear
ing wastes. Manganese sorption is enhanced by organic matter colloids and
precipitation of Mn is enhanced by carbonates, silicates and hydroxides at
high pH values. The maintenance of a pH of greater than 6.5 is essent~al

to reducing Mn solubility. The use of irrigation water that conta~ns the
upper limit of the acceptable concentration of Mn as recommended by the
National Academy of Sciences and National Academy of Engineering (1972) is
equivalent to an accumulation of 1,000 ppm of Mn in the upper 15 cm of
soil. Information obtained from Jones and Fox (1978) and Tables 6.37 and
6.38 indicate that the phytotoxic level of Mn in soil is generally greater
than 500 ppm.

6.1.6.16 Mercury (Hg)

Mercury has become widely recognized as one of the most hazardous
elements to human health. The potential for Hg contamination exists where
disposal practices create conditions conducive for conversion of Hg to
toxic forms.

Mercury enters land treatment facilities from electrical apparatus
manufacturing, electrolytic production of chlorine and caustic soda, phar
maceuticals, paints, plastics, paper products and Hg batteries. Mercury is
used as a catalyst in the manufacture of vinyl chloride and urethane. More
than 40% of pesticides containing metal contain Hg. Burning oil and coal
increases atmospheric Hg which eventually falls to the earth and enters the
soil (Page, 1974) • Mineral soils in the U. S. usually contain between
0.01-.3 ppm Hg; the average concentration is 0.03 ppm (Lindsay, 1979).

Transformations in the soil and the forms of Hg resulting from these
reactions regulate the environmental impact of land application of mercuri
cal waste. Figure 6.18 illustrates these conversions and the cycling of Hg
in the soil. Mercury moves very slowly through soils under field condi
tions. Divalent Hg is rapidly and strongly complexed by covalent bonding
to sulfur-containing organi~ compounds and inorganic particles. These par
ticles bind as much as 62% of the Hg in surface soils (Walters and Wolery,
1974). Mercury, as Hg2+, is also bound to exchange sites of clays,
hydrous oxides of iron and manganese, and fine sands (Reimers and Krenkel,
1974). Sorption of Hg by soil organic matter approaches 100% of the Hg
added to an aqueous solution and exceeds sorption of a variety of other
metal elements (Kerndorff and Schnitzer, 1980).
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Removal of Hg by adsorption to clay colloids appears to be pH depen
dent and proportional to the respective CEC value of the clay. A study by
Griffin and Shimp (1978) indicates that 20 to 30% of the observed Hg
removal is due to adsorpt~on by clay, and that Hg removal from the soil
solution is favored by alkaline conditions. The amount of Hg2+ removed
from solution by a given clay at a specific pH can be determined as fol
lows:

C = (CI - CEq)VF
R W

where

CR = amount of Hg+2 removed in mg/g clay;
CI = initial Hg concentration ~n ppm;
CEq = equilibrium Hg concentration in ppm,
VF = total solution volume after pH adjustments in mIs,
W =weight of clay in gms.

(6.3)

About two-thirds of the Hg removed by clay is organic Hg, Fig. 6.19 illus
trates this removal.

Precipitation of Hg complexes is a means of removing Hg from the
leaching fraction. At pH values above 7, precipitates of Hg(OH)2, HgS04,
HgN03, and Hg(NH3)4 predominate and are very insoluble. Insoluble HgS and
HgC13 can occur at all pH ranges (Lindsay, 1979).

Organic mercurials associated with soil organic matter or the well
defined compounds such as phenyl-, alkyl-, and methoxyethyl mercury com
pounds used as fungicides may be degraded to the metallic form, Hgo.
This reaction is common in soil when coliform bacteria, or Pseudomonas ~.
are present. This is a detoxication process which produces metallic Hg and
hydrocarbon degradation products; however, the metallic Hg may be
volatilized.

Microbial and biochemical react~ons are not only capable of breaking
the link between Hg and carbon in organic mercurials; they may also med~ate

the formation of such links. Elemental Hg can be converted to methyl mer
cury by Methanobacterium omil~anskii and also some strains of Clostridium.
These anaerobic microbes are responsible for the formation of toxic Hg
forms, methyl and dimethyl Hg. Both methyl and dimethyl Hg are volatile
and soluble in water, although dimethyl Hg is less soluble and more vola
tile. The formation of methyl Hg occurs primarily under acidic conditions,
while dimethyl Hg is produced at a near neutral pH (Lagerwerff, 1972). In
addition to being volatile and soluble, methylated forms of Hg are the most
toxic. Methylation of mercury by microbial transformation can be reduced
when nitrate concentrations in the so~l are above 250 ppm nitrogen as
KN03 (Barker, 1941).
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DuPage landf~ll leachate solutions by
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at 250 C (Griffin and Shimp, 1978).
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Methylation of mercury can also occur by a monoenzymat~c process
involv~ng vitamin B12 or one of ~ts analogs, such as methylcobalamine,
when CH3 is transferred from cobalt (C0 3+) to Hg2+ as shown below·

Another method of methylat~on ~s fac~litated by the fungi Neurospora crassa
which can make th~s conversion aerobically ~thout the med~at~on of vitam~n

BIZ (Lagerwerff, 1972).

Plant content of Hg ranges from 0.001 to 0.01 ppm in plant leaves.
Mercury is a nonessent~al plant element and ~s taken up by plants ~n the
form of CH3Hg, Hgo, and HgZ+. The Hg enters through the roots or
by diffusion of gaseous Hgo through the stomata. Aquat~c plants such as
brown algae tend to accumulate Hg relat~ve to ~ts concentrat~on in sea
water and contain levels as h~gh as 0.03 ppm (Bowen, 1966). As a result,
Hg bioconcentrat~on presents a greater hazard ~n aquatic food chains than
in terrestrial food chains (Chaney, 1973).

The most serious contamination of Hg ~n the aquat~c food chain occurs
where Hg exists as methyl mercury. The Hg po~son~ng ~n Japan resulted from
discharges of Hg containing waste from a plast~cs factory at concentrat~ons

between 1.6 and 3.6 ppb. Local concentrations of Hg were. plankton, 3.5
to 19 ppm; bottom muds, 22 to 59 ppm Hg, and shellfish, 30 to 10Z ppm mer
cury on a dry weight basis (Irukayama, 1966).

No specific concentration of Hg has been shown to be phytotoxic.
Applications of 25-37 kg/ha Hg did not reduce yields of wheat, oats, bar
ley, clover or timothy (Overcash and Pal, 1979). The concentration of Hg
in soil that is toxic to plants was determined to be greater than 10 ppm by
Van Loon (1974). Foliar treatment of rice in Japan has caused Hg concen
trations as high as 200 ppb compared with 10 ppb in rice from untreated
fields. Mercury levels in tomatoes after application of a Hg containing
sludge on an alkaline soil were as high as 1Z.2 ppm (Van Loon, 1974).
Table 6.39 lists the effect of Hg on various plant spec~es and ~ndicates

that phytotoxicity does not result from growth ~n high Hg media.
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TABLE 6.39 THE INFLUENCE OF MERCURY ON PLANT GROWTH .AND YIELD

Amount
of Hg
(ppm) Media SpecI.es Effect Reference

.05 Loamy Spring wheat Shoots accumulated FI.ndenegg &Havnold (1972)
sand (TrI.ticum aestI.vum) 5.5 ppm

10 S011 Alfalfa (Medicago satI.va), No effect Gracey & Stewart (1977)
rape (Brassica sp.),
wheat (TrI.tI.cum aestivum)

10 Solution Pisum sativum Toxic Beauford et al. (1977)--
25 Sand Oat (Avena satI.va) No effect Kovda et al. (1979)

l'-.'l 250 Sand Oat (A. satI.va) Reduced y:Leld Sorteberg (1978)
.p..
w

445 SOI.1 Bentgrass (AgrostI.s sp. ) No tOXI.C effect Estes et al. (1973)



Reactions with selen~um (Se) and cad~um can decrease Hg tox~c~ty.

Methyl Hg readily complexes w~th Se and when present ~n equimolar amounts,
Se readily detox~f~es methyl H;g. D~etary Se protects against the toxic
effects of Hg in both rats and qua~l (El-Begearmi, 1973). It ~s interest
ing to note that f~sh taken from M~n~mata Bay ~n Japan had high concentra
tions of methyl Hg but comparat~vely low concentrations of Se, with a molar
ratio of Se:methyl Hg of about 1:10. Cadmium also seems to react with Hg
and has been shown to reduce Hg toxic~ty ~n humans and animals (Perry and
Yunice, 1965).

In summary, the poss~b~11ty of methyl mercury reach~ng the food chain
will regulate land treatment waste loading. Uptake of Hg by plant roots
can be minimized by mainta~n~ng a soil pH above 6.5. Mercury will precipi
tate as a carbonate or hydro~de at this pH, therefore, ma1ntaining s01l pH
is a valuable mechan1sm for attenuating mercury. Adsorption of Hg onto
organic matter colloids occurs most read~ly at a low pH. Mercury 1S more
mobile in soils if it is organ1cally complexed than ~f ~t 1S adsorbed onto
clays.

Wastes containing some Se can also alleviate the hazard of Hg toxic~ty

in animals. Application of a waste conta~n~ng both elements would be less
likely to create toxicity problems than a waste that contains only Hg.
Sulfur in the waste can also help to attentuate Hg by precipitating HgS
which is very insoluble. Chaney (1974) recommends that wastes containing
greater than 10 mg/kg Hg not be land applied s~nce extremely low concentra
tions of Hg are allowed for drinking water. Alternate disposal methods
waste containing Hg at these levels should be considered.

6.1.6.17 Molybdenum (Mo)

The largest single use of Mo is in the production of steel and alloys.
It is also used in the production of pigments, f~laments, lamps and elec
tronic tubes, and is used in small amounts in fertilizers and as a catalyst
(Page, 1974). Soils typically have a med~an Mo concentrat~on of 2 ppm with
a range of 0.2 ppm to 5 ppm (Lindsay, 1979). Shale and granite are the
major rocks contributing Mo to soils (Goldschmidt, 1954).

At soil pH values above 5, Mo is generally found as the molybdate
anion, Mo042-. At low pH values (2-4.5) Mo is strongly sorbed by soil
colloids and organic matter. However, plants h~gh in Mo are often produced
on organic s01ls, 1nd~cating that organ1c matter is not a major means of
rendering Mo unavailable. Sorpt~on of Mo by s01.l colloids or iron aT'''
aluminum oxide coatings on soil colloids appears to be more effective in
rendering Mo unavailable for plant uptake. Reisenauer et ale (1962) and
Jones (1957) suggest that sorpt~on of Mo by iron and aluminum oxides may be
due to the format~on of relatively insoluble ferric and aluminum molybdate
precipitation at this low pH. S1nce Mo behaves as an anion at pH values
above 2, kaolinite which has a h~gh an~on exchange capacity. has been shown
to sorb more Mo than montmorillonite (Jones, 1957).
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Soil water relationsh1ps and the1r 1mpact on oxidat10n-reduction rela
tionsh1ps also regulate Mo solub111ty. Kubota et a1. (1963) demonstrated
this relat10nship by growing alsike clover on two Nevada soils that con
ta1ned sign1ficant concentrat10ns of Mo. Each soil was held at two mD1S
ture levels. One was a wet treatment with the water table maintained 18 cm
below the soil surface; another was a dry treatment in wh1ch the soil water
potent1a1 was allowed to decrease to -10 to -15 bars before water1ng. The
clover grown 1n the wet s011 contained greater than 20 ppm Mo, while that
grown 1n the drier regime contained 10 ppm Mo. Therefore, 1t seems reason
able to suggest that pH measurements alone do not assure a correlat10n to
Mo solubility, and that some s011 redox potent1al measurements should be
made.

Molybdenum 1S an essential plant m1cronutr1ent which 1S requ1red 1n
amounts ranging from 50 to 100 gjha for agronomic crops (Murphy and Walsh,
1972), and less than 1 ppm 1n the dry matter (Stout and Meagher, 1948). It
is absorbed 1nto the plant as the molybdate an10n (Mo042-) and 1S trans
ported to the leaves where 1t accumulates. The most 1mportant funct10ns of
Mo in plants 1S as a component of n1trate reductase and n1trogenase, wh1ch
are enzymes associated W1th nitrogen metabo11sm (Schneider, 1976). Because
n1trogenase occurs 1n bacteria liv1ng 1n the roots of legumes, 1egum1nous
plants conta1n h1gher amounts of Mo than other plants (Vlek and Lindsay,
1977), and sweetc10ver (Me1110tus off1n1nalis and M. alba) has been termed
an accumulator plant.

Plants that accumulate unusually h1gh concentrat10us of Mo are gener
ally found on high organ1c matter, alka11ne, and poorly drained soils. The
element can accumulate 1n plants to h1gh concentrat10ns W1thout tox1C1ty.
Allaway (1975) found plants that conta1n over 1000 ppm Mo and show no symp
toms of tOX1C1ty. Molybdenum generally accumulates in the roots and leaves
and 11ttle enters the seeds. Table 6.40 11sts concentrat10ns of Mo found
1n crops from growth med1a conta1ning Mo and the data 1nd1cate that Mo can
accumulate 1n plents to concentrat10ns well above that conta1ned 1n the
S011.

Interact10ns between Mo and other elements may also 1nfluence the
ava11ab111ty of the element for plant uptake. The presence of sulfate
reduces the plant ava11ab111ty of Mo, wh11e the presence of ample phosphate
has the Oppos1te effect (Stout et a1., 1951). Phosphate 1ncreases the
capac1ty of subterranean clover (Tr1fo11um subterraneum) to take up Mo by
d1sp1ac1ng Mo sorbed to soil co1101ds. Sulfate 10ns have a s1mi1ar 10n1C
rad1us and charge as molybdate 10ns and compete for the same absorpt10n
sites on the root. Manganese decreases Mo solub111ty and thus uptake by
plants, by ho1d1ng Mo 1n an 1nsoluble form (Mulder, 1954).

Consumpt10n of h1gh Mo plants by animals may lead to a cond1t10n known
as mo1ybdenos1s, .. teart" and "peat scours." F1ve ppm Mo 1n forage 1S con
s1dered to be the approx1mate upper 11m1t tolerated by cattle. Teart pas
ture grasses usually contain 20 ppm Mo and less than 10 ppm copper (Cu).
All cattle are suscept1ble to molybdenosis, but milking cows and young
stock are the most suscept1ble. Sheep are much less affected and horses
are not affected at all (Cunn1ngham, 1950). The h1gh levels of Mo 1n the
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TABLE 6.40 PLANT CONCENTRATION OF MOLYBDENUM FROM GROWING IN MOLYBDENUM AMENDED SOIL

Mo Mo
Concentration ConcentratJ.on
in the MedJ.a in Leaves

(ppm) MedJ.a SpecJ.es (ppm) Reference

1 SOl.l Grass 3.0 Kubota (1977)
2 Organl.c soil Whl.te clover 6.5 Mulder (1954)

(Trl.fo1J.um repens)
3 SOl.l Legume 21.0 Kubota (1977)

Alkahne soil Clover Trl.fo1J.um sp.) 123.0 Barshad (1948)
Alkahne sOl.l Rhodesgrass 17.0 Ibl.d.

(Ch10rl.s gayana)
4 Organl.c sOl.l Whl.te clover 13.7 Mulder (1954)

(T. repens)
5 Clay Cotton 320.0 Joham (1953)

N (GossYPl.um hl.rsutum).p..
SOJ.1 Alfalfa 2.0 Gutenmann et aL (1979)0'1

(Medl.cago satl.va)
SOl.l Bromegrass (Bromus ap.) 1-3.5 IbJ.d.
SOl.l Orchardgrass 2-7 Ibl.d.

(Dacty1l.s glomerata)
6 SOl.l Legume 79.0 Kubota (1977)
6.5 Calcareous Bermudagrass 177.0 Sml.th (1982)

clay loam (Cynodon dacty10n)
13 Clay Bermudagrass 349.0 Ibl.d.

(C. dactylon)
15 Clay Cotton (G. hl.rsutum) 900.0 Joham (1953)
25 Clay Cotton (G. hl.rsutum) 1350.0 Ibl.d.
26 Sandy loam Bermudagrass 449.0 Sml.th (1982)

(~. dactylon)



digestive tract of ruminants depresses Cu solubility, an essential micro
nutrient, thus Mo toxicity is assoc1ated with Cu deficiency. The condition
can be successfully treated by adding Cu to the d1et to create a Cu:Mo
ratio in the diet of the animal of 2: 1 or greater. Symptoms of molyb
denosis in ruminants include severe d1arrhea, loss of appetite and, in the
severest cases, death.

The amount of Mo wh1ch can be safely added to the soil depends on the
soil mineralogy, pH, the hydrological balance, the crops to be grown, other
elements present, and the intended use of the soil. It 1S evident that
additions of Mo are less likely to cause toxicity problems if the soil is
acidic and well drained. Establish1ng vegetation with leguminous plants
should be avoided. Care must be taken to assure that leachate does not
contain excessive amounts of Mo. If Mo is allowed to leach from the soil,
as would occur under alkaline cond1tions, the loading rate of Mo should be
adJusted accordingly.

The use of irr1gation water that contains the upper limit of the
acceptable concentration of Mo as recommended by the National Academy of
Sciences and National Academy of Engineering (1972) is equivalent to an ac
cumulation of 10 ppm of Mo in the upper 15 cm of soil. This recommendation
is based on the assumption that plants w1ll accumulate Mo from the soil on
a 1: 1 relationship, an assumption not always shown to be accurate. S1nce
the relationship between soil concentrat10ns of Mo and plant uptake of the
element is diff1cult to pred1ct, pilot studies are the only accurate means
to acquire this data. An estimate of acceptable Mo accumulation is g1ven
as 5 ppm Mo in the soil to keep plant concentrations at 10 ppm or less.

6.1.6.18 Nickel (Ni)

The primary uses of N1 are for the production of stainless steel
alloys and electroplating. It is also used in the production of storage
batteries, magnets, electrical contacts, spark plugs and machinery. Com
pounds of Ni are used as pigments in pa1nts, lacquers, cellulose compounds,
and cosmetics (Page, 1974).

The average Ni content in the earth's crust is 100 ppm. In soils, the
typical range of N1 is 5-500 ppm (Lindsay, 1979). Soil derived from
serpentine may contain as much as 5,000 ppm N1 (Vanselow, 1966c).

Nickel 1n s01l associates with 0-2 and OH- l1gands and is pre
cipitated as N1 hydroxyoxides at alkaline pH. In an aerobic system, Ni may
be reduced to lower oxidat10n states. N1ckel present in the lower
oxidation state tends to precipitate as Ni carbonate and Ni sulfide (Bohn
et al., 1979).

N1ckel sorpt10n by soils has been measured as a function of soil prop
erties and competitive cat10ns. Korte et al. (1975) leached Ni from 10
soils and correlated the amount of metal eluted to various soil properties.
The percentage of clay and the CEC values were insignificant to Ni reten-
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tion. The amount of 1ron and manganese oxides 1n the s011 was pos1tively
correlated to N1 sorpt10n. The magn1tude of sorpt10n of three cat10ns to a
calcium bentonite was shown to be s11ver<n1ckel<lead (Ermolenko, 1972) and
sorption to a neutral pH alluv1al s011 was shown to be lead>copper>z1nc>
cadmium>zinc (B1ddappa et a1., 1981). A column study by Emmer1ch et a1.
(1982) indicated that when 211 ppm N1 was added as sewage sludge, 94% of
the Ni added was recovered from the column 1nd1cat1ng essent1ally no N1
leached below the depth of 1ncorporation. Organ1c matter has the ab11ity
to hold Ni at levels up to 2000 ppm (Leeper, 1978), maX1mum sorpt10n of Ni
by soils is often near 500 ppm (Biddappa et a1., 1981). However, other
studies show N1 sorption is decreased in the presence of a strong chelating
agent such as EDTA, and suggest N1 mob1l1ty would be enhanced when present
with naturally occurring complexing agents such as sewage sludge (Bowman et
a1., 1981).

The effects on nitrif1cation and carbon m1nera11zat10n of add1ng
10-1000 ppm Ni to a sandy soil were stud1ed by G1ashudd1n and Cornf1eld
(1978). These researchers found that h1gh levels of the element may
decrease both processes by 35 to 68%. Th1S result may 1mply that high Ni
concentrations in an organ1C waste may inh1bit the decomposit10n of the
waste by reducing these processes.

Total Ni content in soil is not a good measure of the availabil1ty of
the element; exchangeable Ni is more closely correlated to the Ni content
of plants. Nickel is not essential to plants and 1n many species produces
toxic effects. Normally the Ni content of plant material is about 0.1-1.0
ppm of the dry matter. Toxic limits of Ni are considered to be 50 ppm in
the plant tissue (CAST, 1976). The early stages of Ni toxicity are
expressed by stunting in the affected plant.

Liming the soil can greatly reduce the extent of Ni toxicity. Yet, in
some cases, plants continue to absorb high amounts of N1 after l1m1ng. The
effect of lime on N1 toxic1ty is related to more than Just the elevated pH,
as illustrated in a case where a small 1ncrease in pH from 5.7 to 6.5
resulted in a substantial reduction in Ni tox1city. Apparently, calc1um
provided by liming is antagonistic to Ni uptake by plants (Leeper, 1978).
Potassium application also reduces N1 toxicity, the app11cat10n of phos
phate fertilizers results in increased tOX1C symptoms (Mengel and Kirkby,
1978).

When corn (Zea mays) was grown on a silt loam s011 amended with a
sludge containing 20 ppm Ni, a slight increase in plant uptake was observed
as the loading rate was increased from 0 to 6.7x104 kg!ha, however, there
was no significant increase in the Ni content 1n corn grown on a sandy loam
amended with 6.7x104 kg!ha of sludge containing 14,150 ppm N1 was a less
soluble form. Although Ni was more concentrated 1n the second sludge, 1t
was less soluble and consequently less ava11able to plants (Keefer et al.,
1979). Mitchell et ale (1978) studied Ni tOX1C1ty to lettuce (Lactuca
sativa) and wheat (Triticum aestivum) plants in an aC1d1c and alka11ne s01l
(Tables 6.41 and 6.42). Nickel uptake and toxic1ty was found to be much
greater in the acidic soil. Solut10n and s011 concentrat10ns of N1 and
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the response in plants associated w~th each concentration are given in
Table 6.43 which shows a varied response depend~ng on the plant species.

TABLE 6.41 NICKEL CONCENTRATION IN PLANT TISSUE IN RELATION TO NICKEL
ADDJTION IN A CALCAREOUS SOIL (DOMINO SILT LOAM)*

Tissue
Concentrat~on Plant Concentration

Ni (mg/kg) Port~on Crop (mg/kg) Effect

5 Shoots Lettuce 6.0 None
(Lactuca sativa)

5 ·Leaves Wheat 3.2 None
(Triticum aestivum)

5 Grain Wheat <1.0 None
(T. aestivum)

80 Shoots Lettuce 23 20% yield
(L. sativa) reduction

80 Grain Wheat <1.0 15% yield
(T. aestJ.vum) reduction

320 Shoots Lettuce 61 35% yield
(L. sativa) reduction

320 Grain Wheat 26 25% yJ.eld
(T. aestJ.vum) reduction

640 Shoots Lettuce 166 95% yield
(L. sativa) reduction

640 Grain Wheat 50 65% yield
(T. aestivum) reduction

* Mitchell et al. (1978).
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TABLE 6.42 NICKEL CONCENTRATION IN PLANT TISSUE IN RELATION TO NICKEL
ADDITION IN AN ACID SOIL (REDDING FINE SANDY LOAM)*

Tissue
Concentration Plant Concentration

Ni (mg/kg) Portion Crop (mg/kg) Effect

5 Shoots Lettuce 6.6 None
(Lactuca sat1va)

5 Leaves Wheat 2.6 None
(Triticum aestivum)

5 Grain Wheat (T. aestivum) 1.7 None
80 Shoots Lettuce 241 25% yield

(L. sativa) reduction
80 Leaves Wheat 46 Significant

(T. aestivum) yield
reduction

80 Grain Wheat 64 20% yield
(T. aestivum) reduction

320 Shoots Lettuce 960 90% yield
(L. sativa) reduction

320 . Grain Wheat 247 90% yield
(T. aestivum) reduction

640 Shoots Lettuce 1,150 95% yield
(L. sativa) reduction

* Mitchell et al. (1978).

TABLE 6.43 THE INFLUENCE OF SOLUTION CULTURE AND SOIL CONCENTRATION OF
NICKEL ON PLANT GROWTH AND YIELD

Amount
of Nickel

(mg/kg) Media Species Effect Reference

.8 kg/ha Soil & Fescuegrass 7 ppm Ni King (1981)
sludge (Festuca sp.) in grass

2.5 Solution Tomato Yield Foroughi et al.
(Lycopersicon reduction (1976)
esculentum)

10 Soil Plantain Contained DikJshoorn et al.
(Solanum 2.5 ppm Ni (1979)
paradisiaca)

28 Soil & Ryegrass Contained Davis (1979)
sludge (Secale 3.1 ppm Ni

cereale)
28 Soil & Barley Contained Davis (1979)

sludge (Hordeum 3.9 ppm Ni
vulgare)

100 Solution Cotton 90% reduction Rehab and Wallace
(Gossypium in plant mass (1978e)
hirsutum)
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Grasses growing around Ni smelting complexes have been shown to
develop a tolerance for high concentrations of Ni in the growing med1a,
that is, they express no phytotoxic symptoms or yield reductions as a
result of the element. These grass spec1es are 10 times more tolerant of
Ni than plants growing on a normal soil and have developed this tolerance
because selection pressure was high. Attempts are being made to use these
metal tolerant strains to revegetate metal contam1nated s01ls, but few
tolerant crops are now available commerc1ally. Wild (1970) found N1 accum
ulators w1th foliar Ni over 2000 ppm and Ni tolerant excluder plants with
low foliar N1 at the same N1 rich site. Where available it seems W1ser to
introduce excluder type tolerant species and strains to eliminate risk to
the food chain. "Merlin" red fescue and the grass Deschamps1a cespitosa
are considered to be N1 tolerant (Cox and Hutchinson, 1980; Chaney et al.,
1981).

There is a possibility that Ni, in trace amounts, has a role in human
nutrition. However, there is also a strong possibil1ty that N1 is carcino
genic. Numerous investigations have shown Ni to be carcinogen1c to animals
when administered by intramuscular, intravenous or resp1ratory routes
(Sundernam and Donnelly, 1965). Occupat10nal exposure to N1 compounds has
been shown to signif1cantly 1ncrease the 1ncidence of lung and nasal cancer
in workmen (Sunderman and Mas tromalleo, 1975) • In small mammals, the
LD50 of most forms of nickel is from 100 to 1000 mg/kg body weight.
Ni(CO)4 is extremely tOX1C (Bowen, 1966).

The use of 1rr1gation water that conta1ns the upper l1mit of the
acceptable concentrat10n of Ni as recommended by the Nat10nal Academy of
Sciences and National Academy of Engineering (1972) 1S equivalent to an
accumulation of 100 ppm of N1 in the upper 15 cm of S011. Information
obtained from Mitchell et al. (1978) and Tables 6.41-6.43 ~nd~cate that the
phytotoxic level of Ni in s01l ranges from 50 to 200 ppm. A soil
accumulation of 100 ppm Ni appears to be acceptable based on phytotox1city
and lD1crobial toxicity. However, 1f demonstration of treatab~11ty tests
indicate that higher concentrations of Ni can be safely 1mmobilized w1thout
either plant or microbial toxicity, loading rates could be increased.

6.1.6.19 Palladium (Pd)

Palladium is a by-product of platinum extraction. It is used ~n

limited quantities in the manufacture of electrical contacts, dental alloys
and Jewelry. In 1975 the Amer1can automobile industry began installing
catalytic converters containing Pd. Various industr~es use Pd catalysts
(Wiester, 1975). The average annual loss of Pd to the enV1ronment 1S 7,596
kg; much of 1t as innocuous metal or alloys.

Palladium has varying effects on plant and animal life. Pallad1um
chloride (PdC12) in solution at less than 3 ppm stimulates the growth of
Kentucky bluegrass, yet at concentrat10ns above 3 ppm toxic effects appear.
Concentrations of 10 ppm or greater are h1ghly tOX1C. The element was
detected in the bluegrass roots but not in the tops (Sm1th et a1., 1978).
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Palladium (II) ions are extremely toxic to microorganisms. Pallad1.um is
carcinogenic to mice and rats, however, rabb1.ts show no 1.11 effects from
dietary Pd. Aquatic l1.fe forms, particularly m1.croflora and fish, may
suffer ill effects from the d1.scharge of Pd (II) compounds by refineries
and small electroplaters (Sm1.th et al., 1978). Palladium toxicity to lower
life forms suggests that losses to the environment should be monitored.

6.1.6.20 Radium (Ra)

Radium-226 is a rad1.oact1.ve contam1.nant of soil and water which often
appears in uranium processing wastewaters. Commerc1.al uses of Ra 1.ncludes
manufacture of luminous pa1.nts and radiotherapy. The lithosphere conta1.ns
1.8 x 1013 g Ra and ocean water contains about 10-13 gil.

Radium is h1.ghly mobile 1.n coarsely textured s01.ls and creates a
potential for polluting water. The attenuation of Ra 1.S posit1.vely corre
lated with the alkalinity of the soil solution and the retention time 1.n
soil, which are governed by the exchangeable calcium content of the soil
solution and the soil pore S1.ze d1.stribut1.on, respect1.vely (Nathwani and
Phillips, 1978). Lim1.ng 1.ncreases Ra retent1.on in s01.l by the formation of
an insoluble calcium-beryll1.um complex with Ra. The release of organ1.C
acids may increase the mob1.lity of Ra 1.n the s01.l solution. The bound
forms of Ra are arranged 1.n the order: aC1.d-soluble>exchangeable>water
soluble (Taskayev et al., 1977). Although the forms of Ra have been shown
to vary with depth, Ra should be tightly bound in limed soil by the effects
of pH and GEC on Ra f1.xat1.on.

Radium should be prevented from reach1.ng the food cha1.n since 1.t 1.S
severely animal tOX1.C and carcinogen1.c because of its radioact1.vity. Due
to its chemical sim1.lar1.t1.es to calcium, Ra can concentrate in the bone
where alpha rad1.ation can breakdown red blood cell product1.on. Rad1.um must
be applied so that the leachate does not exceed 20 pC1./day (National
Academy of Sciences and Nat1.onal Academy of Eng1.neering, 1972). While the
soil may have the capac1.ty to reta1.n large amounts of Ra, the 10ad1.ng rate
must be controlled to prevent the Ra concentrat1.on 1.n plants and leachate
water from reaching unacceptable levels.

6.1.6.21 Rubidium (Rb)

Rubidium concentrations range from 50 to 500 ppm 1.n mineral s01.ls,
with an average soil concentrat1.on of 10 ppm. Rub1.dium is typ1.cally con
tained in superphosphate fert1.l1.zers at 5 ppm and 1.n coal at 15 ppm (Lisk,
1972) •

Most of the information about Rb in soils is derived from plant uptake
studies of potassium. PotaSS1.um and Rb 1.ons, both monovalent cations 1.n
the soil solution, are apparently taken up by the same mechan1.sm in plants.
The quantity of Rb absorbed 1.S controlled by pH. Rub1.dium adsorption by
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barley roots is greater at pH 5.7 than at 4.1 (Rains et al., 1964) •
Rubidium has a toxic effect on plants in potassium deficient soils due to
increased Rb uptake and blockage of calcium uptake (R1chards, 1941).

Average Rb levels in plants range from 1-10 ppm in the Graminae,
Leguminosae and Compositae plant families (Borovik-Romanova, 1944). Alten
and Goltwick (1933) observed a reduction in tobacco yield when plants were
grown in soil containing 80 ppm Rb. Rubidium is rarely phytotoxic in soil
that contains sufficient potassium for good plant growth.

6.1.6.22 Selenium (Se)

Selenium is used by the glass, electronics, steel, rubber and photo
graphic industries (Page, 1974). Selenium concentrations in sludges from
s1xteen U.S. cities ranged from 1.7 to 8.7 ppm (Furr et al., 1976). Fly
ash from coal burning power plants can be quite rich in Se when western
coals are burned (Furr et al., 1977). The average concentration of Se in
soils of the U.S. 1S between 0.1 and 2 ppm (Aubert and Pinta, 1977).

Most Se in the s01l occurs in the form of selenites (+4) and selenates
(+6) of sodium and calcium, while some occur as slightly soluble basic
salts of iron. Selenium has six electrons in 1ts outer shell (making it a
metalloid) and upon addition of two more electrons, Se is transformed into
a negative bivalent ion. These anions may combine with metals to form
selenides. Selen1des formed with mercury, copper and cadmium are very
insoluble.

Selenium in s01l 1S least soluble under acid conditions, which is the
reverse of most other metals with the exception of Mo. Ferric hydroxides
in acidic soils provide an 1mportant mechanism of Se precipitation by form
ing an insoluble ferric oxide selenite. Under reducing conditions that
occur in water saturated s01ls, Se 1S converted to the elemental form.
Th1s conversion provides a mechanism for attenuation since selenate, the
form which is taken up by plants, occurs only under well aerated, alkaline
conditions. Figure 6.20 1llustrates forms of Se at various redox poten
tials.

Selenium is closely related to sulfate-sulfur both chemically and bio
logically. Both have six electrons in their outer shell and both ions have
an aff1n1ty for the same carrier sites for plant uptake. The incorporation
of Se into amino acids analagous to that of sulfur has been observed in a
number of plant species (Petersen and & Butler, 1962). It 1S theorized
that Se toxicity to plants may be a result of interference with sulfur
metabolism.

Little evidence eX1sts to suggest that Se is an essential element for
plants, yet plants can serve as carr1ers of Se to animals for whom the ele
ment is essential. Plants will translocate selenate only under aerated
alkaline conditions. Plants containing above 5 ppm Se are considered to be
accumulator plants since 0.02-2.0 ppm is the normal range of Se in plant
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leaves. A suggested maximum concentratl.on value of Se in plants l.S given
at 3-10 ppm to avoid anl.mal health problems (Melsted, 1973).

Plant species that have been l.dentified as accumulator plants are
given in Table 6.44. It has been suggested that these accumulator plants
have the ability to synthesl.ze aml.no acids containing Se, thus preventing
toxicity to the plant (Butler and Petersen, 1967).

TABLE 6.44 SELENIUM ACCUMULATOR PLANTS

Plant Genus

Primary accumulators:
Zylorhl.za
Stanelya
Oonoposis
Astragalus

Secondary accumulators:
Grindelia
Atriplex
Gutl.errezia
Astor

Se (ppm)

1400-3490
1200-2490
1400-4800
1000-15,000

38
50
60
70

Excess concentrations of Se in plants result in stunting and chloro
sis. The metal can be partially accumulated in growl.ng pOl.nts in seeds.
Watkinson and Dl.xon (1979) observed plant < leaf concentrations of 2500 ppm
in ryegrass (Secale cereale) and a reduced growth rate when the Se applica
tion rate was 10 kg/ha. Wheat (Triticum aestl.vum) grown in a sandy sOl.l
was tolerant to Se appll.ed as sodium selenate, and phosphorus addl.tions of
50 ppm increased tolerance (Singh and Singh, 1978). The data of Allaway
(1968) indicates that the toxic range of Se in the leaves of plants is from
50 to 100 ppm dependl.ng on species.

Selenium is an element for which both defl.cient and toxic levels exist
in animals. Selenium as an essential element is part of the enzyme gluta
thione peroxidase which is necessary for metaboll.c functions in animals and
is required in concentrations of 0.05-1 ppm in the diet. Deficiency of Se
results in the "white muscle disease" of lambs, calves, chickens and cat
tle. This conditl.on gives rl.se to muscular dystrophy and loss of hair and
feathers. The deficiency can be corrected by the addition of Se in the
diet at concentratl.ons of 0.1-1 ppm. SOl.ls that are deficl.ent in Se can be
found in the humid Pacific Northwest and the northeastern U.S.

Impacts of Se on aquatic animal species have been noted at concentra
tions of 0.8 mg/l. Selenium toxicl.ty to Daphnia magna, Hyallela azteca,
and fathead ml.nnows was reported by Halter (1980) where the LC50 value,
or the concentration whl.ch was lethal to 50% of the populatl.on, was .34 to
1.0 mg/l. Toxl.city increased wl.th increasing concentration up to 20 mg/l,
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at which 100% mortality was exhibited.
expected to severely lmpact aquatlc llfe.

Runoff contalnlng Se would be

At concentrations in excess of 5 ppm in the diet of animals, there is
a danger of Se toxicity. The condltion lS known as "alkali disease," so
named because alkaline soils have the hlghest concentrations of available
See Animals that are affected by alkali disease eat well but lose welght
and vitality and eventually dle. Leslons, lameness and organ degeneration
result from this condltion. The mnimum lethal dose of Se ln cattle is
documented as 6-8 ppm in the dlet after 100 days of feeding Se at this
level. Acute toxicity results when animals graze on plants that accumulate
See These animals develop "blind staggers" which is characterized by
emaciation, anorexia, paralysis of the throat and tongue, and staggering
(Allaway, 1968).

When land treating a waste high in Se, the quality of leachate and
runoff water from the site and the accumulation of Se in plants should be
considered. If proper precautions are used, Se additions to soils need not
pose environmental problems. Selenium can be concentrated in plants in
concentrations greater than that ln the soil solution, so food chain crops
should be avoided and grazing animals excluded from the site. Maintenance
of low pH values to avoid Se solubility seems impractical as almost all
other metals are solubillzed at low pH values. The use of irrlgation water
that contains the upper limit of the acceptable concentration of Se as
recommended by the National Academy of Sciences and National Academy of
Engineering (1972) is equivalent to an accumulation of 10 ppm of Se in the
upper 15 cm of soil. However, if studies indicate Se is adequately immo
bilized by the soil so that leaching does not occur and plant concentra
tions of the element remain below 10 ppm, phytotoxic limits would allow
greater applicatl0n rates of See

6.1.6.23 Silver (Ag)

Silver is found in waste streams of a diverse group of industries,
including photographic, electroplating, and mirror manufacturing. However,
with the increase in the price of Ag, reduction of the element in waste
streams is expected. Berrow and Webber (1972) observed Ag waste amended
soils often contained 5 to 150 ppm Ag. These concentrations are far in
excess of Ag concentrations normally found ln soils, indicating that the
soil has a great capacity for retainlng Ag from waste streams. Silver is
held on the exchange sites of soil and precipitated with the common soil
anions, chloride, sulfate and carbonates. The solubility of most Ag com
pounds is greater in acid soil, but even under acidic conditions high
conditions high concentratl0ns of soluble Ag are not taken up by plants
(Aldrich et al., 1955). However, leaching concentratl0ns of .05 mg/l must
be maintained for drlnklng water standards.
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6.1.6.24 Stront1um (Sr)

Stront1um in soil naturally occurs as two pr1nc1pal ores, celest1te
(SrS04) and strontianite (SrC03), wh1ch are often associated with
calcium and barium m1nerals. The sulfate and carbonate forms of Sr are
only slightly soluble in water, and 1t 1S thought that carbonates or
sulfates supplied in fertilizer 1mprove the retent10n of Sr in soil. On
the other hand, calcium (Ca) has been shown to increase Sr movement in soil
columns because Ca reacts similarly to Sr in s01l and plants (Ess1ngton and
Nishita, 1966).

Strontium is indiscr1minately taken up by h1gher plants from s01l and
has no nutrit10nal value to plants. Strontium 1S able to part1ally replace
Ca in plant tissues and this form of Sr has a low tox1city. However, the
artificial isotopes, SR-89 and SR-90 are extremely hazardous. Consumption
of forage conta1ning these isotopes can result 1n the 1ncorporation of Sr
in bones and teeth by replac1ng Ca. Abbazov et al. (1978) report that the
uptake of strontium-90 by plants is 1nversely related to the exchangeable
Ca content of soils. Strontium levels exceeding 17,000 ppm are common in
the elm (Vanselow, 1966d). In view of the broad range of the Sr to Ca
ratio found in plants, liming may have 11ttle effect on Sr uptake from
soils (Mart1n et al., 1958).

With the advent of atom1C test1ng, the contam1nat10n of s01l W1th Sr
originat1ng from atmospher1c fallout has become a concern. Strontium-90 is
the fiss10n element that 1S most read1ly absorbed by plant t1ssue. Exten
sive harvesting of grasses has been shown to reduce Sr-90 in soil (Hagh1r1
and Himes, 1974), although th1s is a very slow process. Some researchers
have cla1med that Ca and organ1c matter app11cat10ns lower Sr-89 uptake
from agricultural s01ls (M1stry and Bhujbal, 1973; 1974). It 1S not clear
whether the app11ed Ca reduces uptake through prec1p'1 tat10n mechan1sms or
through substitut10n for Sr 1n plant t1ssues. It 1S known that pH effects
1n neutral and alka11ne soils are m1n1mal, but these effects may become
sign1ficant 1n soils W1th low Ca content.

It 1S mfficult to suggest a management plan for treatment of Sr-90
contaminated s01l because Sr uptake by plants or leach1ng from soil 1S
poorly tmderstood. Strontium exh1bited httle nnbi11ty as a result of
leaching from the s01l of a 20-year old abandoned str1p m1ne (Lawrey,
1979). Strontium-90 is the most hazardous of the fiss10n products to mam
mals. Because of 1tS toxic1ty and the lack of 1nformat10n on Sr attenua
tion in s01ls, the 10ad1ng rate for wastes contain1ng Sr should be equiva
lent to the loading rate for uran1um.

6.1.6.25 Thal11um (Tl)

Thallium occurs in the waste streams of mverse industr1es, 1ncluding
ferti11zer and pest1c1de manufacturing, sulfur and 1ron ref1n1ng, and cad-
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mium and zinc processing. Thallium is transported 1.n wastewaters and is
fixed in the monovalent form in s01.ls over a broad pH range. Thallium in
sulfur ore is probably 1.n the form of Tl sulfate tmder low pH cond1. tions •
Acidic effluents may contain ligands (e.g., chlorine and organics) that
stabilize the thallic state and favor oxidation of n ions to T1203.
While Tl+3 can be formed 1.n aC1.d1.c soils tmder highly oxidized cond1.
tions, it is more often fixed in basic soils on hydrous iron oxides. Sol
uble Tl+, on the other hand, is removed by precipitation wi~h common soil
anions to form sulfides, iodides or chlorides.

Phytotoxic levels of Tl, 1.n excess of 2 ppm, occur in highly mineral
ized soils. Because of the similarity of Tl chemistry to the group I ele
ments, there are possible interactions W1.th soil and plant alkali minerals
which are likely to occur. An 1.mbalance between Tl and potassium (K) on
soil exchange sites can impair plant enzymes responsible for respiration
and protein synthesis by the subst1.tut1.on of Tl for K. Ant1.mitotic effects
attributed to contamination may occur equally in plants as well as in
animals.

Plant tolerance to Tl in soil was observed by Spencer (1937) when high
concentrations of calcium (Ca), tUuminum (AI) and K were present. As a
result, the assimilative capacity for Tl may be increased when Ca, K or Al
are present.

6.1.6.26 Tin (Sn) .

Tin in waste streams originates primarily from the product1.on of tin
cans; it is also used 1.n the production of many alloys such as brass and
bronze. Tin is used for galvanizing netals and for produc1.ng roofing
materials, pipe, tubing, solder, collapsible tubes, and foil (Page, 1974).
In addition, Sn is a component of superphosphate winch typically contains
3.2 - 4.1 ppm Sn.

Tin is concentrated 1.n the nickel-iron core of the earth and appears
in the highest concentrations in igneous rocks. The range of Sn 1.n soil is
between 2 and 200 ppm, while 10 ppm is considered to be the average value
(Bowen, 1966). Casserite (Sn02), the pr1.ncipal Sn mineral, is found 1.n
the veins of granitic rocks.

As a member of group IV, the chemJ.cal properties of Sn mst closely
resemble those of lead, german1.um and sil1.con. The numerous sulfate salts
of Sn are very insoluble as are other forms of Sn 1.n soil; thus, their
impact on vegetat1.on yield and uptake is slight (Romney et al., 1975). At
a lower pH, increased uptake of Sn occurs as a result of increased solubil
ity. The translocation of Sn by plants is reduced by low solub1.lity in
soil. Millman (1957) found that Sn concentrations in plants were not
related to the concentrat1.on in the soil. For s01.l pH near neutral, 500
ppm Sn had no effect on crops and did not increase foliar Sn. Several
studies show little uptake of Sn by plants even when soil Sn was quite high
(Millman, 1957; Peterson et al., 1976).
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Since there is no substant~al ev~dence that Sn is beneficial or detri
mental to plants and since there are no documented cases of animal toxicity
due to consumption of Sn-conta~ning plants, loading of a waste containing
Sn should pose little environmental hazard. The insolubility of Sn at a
neutral to alkaline pH range prevents plant uptake and subsequent food
chain contaminat~on.

6.1.6.27 Titan~um (Ti)

Titanium is not a trace element by nature and is found ~n most rocks
of the earth's crust in h~gh concentrations (Aubert and Pinta, 1977). The
average content of Ti in seventy Australian soils is 0.6%, tropical Queens
land soil conta~ns 3.4% (Stace et aL, 1968), tropical Hawaiian soil 15%
(Sherman, 1952), and up to 25% is found in some lateritic soils (Pratt,
1966c). The average Ti concentration in the soil solution is estimated to
be 0.03 ppm.

Soil Ti is a tetravalent cation, usually present as Ti02. All six
common ~neral forms of Ti02 (Hutton, 1977) are studied for their extreme
stab~l~ty ~n soil environments. Titanium movement in soil is very slow,
and thus is used as a measurement of the extent of chemical weathering.
Even old, acid~c, and highly weathered tropical soils have a Ti content in
the soil solution wh~ch ~s near 0.03 ppm. The absolute Ti content is high
because as other minerals have weathered the h~ghly stable Ti02 is left
beh~nd. Titanium in so~ls may be considered essentially immobile and
~nsoluble.

Titanium is rated as sl~ghtly plant tox~c (Bowen,1966). The toxicity
~s believed to be due to the h~ghly insoluble nature of Ti phosphates wh~ch

may possibly t~e up essential phosphorus. The average value in dry plant
tissue ~s 1 ppm (Bowen, 1966). T~tan~um is so insoluble that no natural
uptake of toxic amounts has been reported. Similarly, there are no repor
ted values for toxic or lethal doses of Ti in plants or animals.

The only suggested management for high Ti wastes ~s to maintain an
aerobic environment to ensure rapid conversion to Ti02. The presence of
25% Ti in tropical soils (Pratt, 1966c) suggests that high loading rates
would not pose an env~ronmental hazard. Laboratory studies indicate that
Ti may form very insoluble complexes with phosphate. Where Ti wastes are
to be apphed, the addition of phosphorus could be used to ~nnnobilize any
T~ and phosphate fert~l~zation to maintain plant health may be necessary.

6.1.6.28 Tungsten (W)

The tungsten concentration in the earth's crust is relatively low.
Shales conta~n 1.8 ppm W, sands tones, 1.6 ppm, and limes tones, 0.6 ppm.
Soils have an average W concentration of 1 ppm (Bowen, 1966). Radioiso-
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topes of Ware the principal source of radioactivity from many of the nuc
lear cratering tests.

The usual W content of land plants is about 0.07 ppm (Bowen, 1966).
Plants grown on ejecta from cratering tests concentrate very high levels of
radioactive W through their roots (Bell and Sneed, 1970). Tungsten is
moderately toxic to plants, with the effects appearing at 1-100 ppm W in
nutrient solution depending on plant species (Bowen, 1966).

Wilson and Cline (1966) studied plant uptake of W in soils. They
found that W was taken up readily by barley (Hordeum vulgare). Tungsten
uptake was 55 times greater from a slightly alkaline, fine, sandy loam
than from a medium acid forest soil. Tungsten is probably taken up by
plants as W042-.

There has been no physiological need for W demonstrated in animals,
and it is slightly toxic to animals. The LD50, or dose of the element
which is lethal to 50% of the animal species, for small mammals is 100-1000
mg/kg body weight (Bowen, 1966). The element is readily absorbed by sheep
and swine and concentrated in kidney, bone, brain, and other tissues (Bell
and Sneed, 1970).

Tungsten is chemically similar to molybdenum (Mo) , therefore its solu
bility curves and other reactions in soil should resemble those of Mo.
Tungsten does not pose animal health risks as does Mo however, therefore
loading rates for W could be higher than those for Mo.

6.1.6.29 Uranium (U)

Concentrations of total U in soils range from 0.9 to 9 ppm with 1 ppm
as the mean value (Bowen, 1966). Uran1um concentrations are also expressed
as pica Curies per gram (pCi/g), thus u.S. soils contain from 1.1 to 3.3
pCi/g of U (Russell and Smith, 1966). There appears to be more U in the
upper portion of soil profiles. This U occurs naturally as pitchblende
(U30a) and is found in Colorado and Utah, and in smaller amounts else
where in the U.S.

Wastes generated by U and phosphate mining may contain very high con
centrations of U and their disposal represents a problem of long duration
as the half-life of U is 4.4 X 109 years. Alpha and gamma radiation are
associated with this element.

Uranium is strongly sorbed and retained by the soil when present in
the +4 oxidation state and may be bound with organic matter and clay col
loids. Uranium concentrations of 100 ppm in water were almost completely
adsorbed on several of the soils studied by Yamamoto et a!., (1973).
Changes in pH values had little or no effect on adsorption. However, U
present in the +6 oxidation state is highly mobile, so care should be taken
to land apply U water or waste only when it will remain reduced, such as on
highly organic soils.
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Plant uptake of U from s01ls naturally h1gh in this element provides
the only data available on plant accumulat10n. Because very high concen
trations of U in plants are not phytotoxic, plants contain1ng large amounts
of U may provide a food chain link to animals. Yet plant uptake of U is
usually rather low since U is so strongly f1xed 1n surface soils.

Uranium and its salts are highly tOX1C to animals. Dermatitis, kidney
damage, acute necrotic arterial lesions, and death have been reported after
exposure to concentrations exceed1ng 0.02mg/kg of body weight. The EPA
guidelines for Uranium Surface M1ning Discharge (FRL 923-7 Part 440 Subpart
E) set the average surface discharge level of 10 pCi/g total and 3 pCi/l
dissolved, with daily maximum levels at 30 pCi/l total and 10 pCi/l d1s
solved.

Wastes conta1ning U should be applied to the soil at a rate that pre
vents leach1ng of U to unacceptable levels. Uranium 1S strongly adsorbed
in soils that are high 1n organic matter, however, U may be mobile when
oxid1zed. Disposal of these wastes should follow guidelines set forth by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commiss10n and the EPA.

6.1.6.30 Vanadium (V)

The major industrial uses of V are in steels and nonferrous alloys.
Compounds of V are also used as 1ndustrial catalysts, driers in pa1nts,
developers in photography, mordants in textiles, and in the production of
glasses and ceramics. In sewage sludge the total concentrat10n of V varies
from 20-400 ppm (Page, 1974).

Vanadium is widely distributed 1n nature. The average content in the
earth's crust is 150 ppm. Soils contain 20-500 ppm V w1th an average con
centration of 100 ppm (Bowen, 1966).

In soils, V can be incorporated into clay minerals and 1S associated
with aluminum (AI) oX1des. Vanadium in s01ls may be present as a d1valent
cation or an oxidized anion (Barker and Chesnin, 1975). Vanadium may be
bound to soil organic matter or organic constituents of waste and also
bound to Al and iron oxide coatings on organic molecules.

Vanadium is ubiquitous in plants. The V content of 62 plant materials
surveyed ranged from 0.27 to 4.2 ppm with an average of about 1 ppm (Pratt,
1966d) and a survey by Allaway (1968) ind1cates a range of 0.1 to 10.0 ppm.
Root nodules of legumes contain 3-4 ppm V and some researchers feel that V
may be interchangeable with molybdenum as a catalyst in nitrogen f1xation.
Although V has not been proven to be essential to mgher plants, it is
required for photosynthesis in green algae (Arnon, 1958). In addition, low
concentrations of V increased the yield of lettuce (Lactuca sativa),
asparagus (Asparagus officinalis), barley (Hordeum vulgare), and corn (Zea
mays) (Pratt, 1966d). --
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Vanadium accumulations J.n plants appear to vary from species to spe
cies. Calcium vanadate in solutJ.on culture was shown to be toxic to barley
at a concentratJ.on of 10 ppm, and when the V was added as V chloride, a
concentration of 1 ppm produced a toxic response. Yet, rice seedlJ.ngs
showed increased growth when 150 ppm V oXJ.de was applJ.ed as ammonJ.um meta
vanadate. Toxic symptoms appeared when V oxide was applied at a level of
500 ppm, and a concentratJ.on of 1,000 ppm lulled the nce plants (Pratt,
1966d). The data of Allaway (1968) J.ndJ.cate that the toxJ.C level of V in
the leaves of plants J.S above 10 ppm, dependJ.ng on species. However, some
studies involving application of sewage sludge and fly ash contaJ.ning V dJ.d
not result in any change in the plant concentration of the element (Furr,
1977; Chaney et al., 1978).

When V is present in the met at 10-20 ppm J.t has been shown to
depress growth in chickens (BarkeL and Chesnin, 1975). In mammals, V may
have a role J.n preventJ.ng tooth decay. The element is not very toxJ.C to
humans and the main route of toxic contact J.S through inhalation of V in
dust (Overcash and Pal, 1979).

6.1.6.31 Yttrium (Y)

Concentrations of Y in rocks range from 33 ppm in igneous rocks to 4.3
ppm in limestones (Bowen, 1966). Soils contain 3-80 ppm Y (Bohn et aL,
1979). In soil, Y, like the other transition metals, assocJ.ates W1.th 0 2
and OH- ligands and tends to precipitate as hydroxyoxides (Bohn et at.,
1979).

Yttrium is not an essentJ.al element for plant growth. It is found J.n
dry tissue of angiosperms at a concentration of less than 0.6 ppm. Gymno
sperms contain only 0.24 ppm or less. Ferns usually contain about 0.77 ppm
Y and have been reported to be capable of accumulating this metal (Bowen,
1966).

Yttrium is only moderately toxic to animals. For small mammals, the
LD50 of Y is 100-1000 mg/kg body weight (Bowen, 1966).

6.1.6.32 Zinc (Zn)

Zinc wastes originate primarily from the production of brass and
bronze alloys and the production of galvanized metals for pipes, utensils
and buildings. Other products containing Zn J.nclude insecticides, fungi
cides, glues, rubber, inks and glass (Page, 1974).

Most U.S. soils contain between 10-300 ppm Zn~ with 50 ppm being the
average value (Bohn et al., 1979). Surface soils generally contain mne
Zn than subsurface horizons. Zinc is abundant where sphalerite and sul
fides occur as parent materJ.als for soil (Murrman and Kautz, 1972).
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Z1nc in the soil can eX1st as a prec1pitated salt, 1t can be adsorbed
on exchange sites of clay or organic colloids, or it can be incorporated
into the crystalline clay lattice. Z1nc can be f1xed in clay m1nerals by
isomorphic substitution where Zn2+ replaces alum1num (A13+) , iron
(Fe2+) or magnesium (Mg 2+) in the octahedral layer of clay m1nerals. Z1nc
substitution also occurs 1n ferromagnesium m1nerals, augite, hornblende and
biotite. Zinc bound in these minerals composes the majority of Zn found 1n
many soils.

Zinc interaction with s01l organic matter results in the format10n of
both soluble and insoluble Zn organic complexes. Soluble Zn organic com
plexes are mainly associated with am1no, organic and fulvic aC1ds. Z1nc
sorbed on organic colloids may be soluble and eas1ly exchangeable. Hodgson
et al. (1966) reported an average of 60% of the soluble Zn in soil 1S
present as Zn organic complexes. The insoluble organic complexes are
derived from humic acids.

Zinc found on the exchange sites of clay minerals may be absorbed as
Zn2+, Zn(OH)+ or ZnCl+. The intensity of this adsorption is 1ncreased at
elevated pH. It appears that potass1um competes w1th Zn for the clay
mineral exchange sites.

When Zn is complexed with chlorides, phosphates, n1trates, sulfates,
carbonates and silicates at higher Zn concentrations, slowly soluble
precipitates are formed. The relative abundance of these prec1p1tates 1S
governed by pH. On the other hand, the zinc salts, sphaler1te (ZnFeS),
zincate (ZnO) and smithsop.1te (ZnC03), are h1ghly soluble and w1ll not
persist in soils for any length of time. Z1nc sulfate, wh1ch J.S formed
under reducing cond1tions, is relat1vely insoluble when compared to other
zinc salts.

The predominant Zn species in solutions with a pH less than 7.7 is
Zn2+, while ZnOH+ predominates at a pH great,er than 7.7. F1gure 6.21
illustrates the forms of Zn that occur at var10US pH values. The rela
tively insoluble Zn(OH)2 predominates at a soil pH between 9 and 11,
whereas Zn(OH)3- and Zn(OH)42- predom1nate at a soil pH greater than 11.
The complexes, ZnS04 and Zn(OH)2' control equilibrium Zn concentrations
in soil at a low pH and high pH, respectively (LJ.ndsay, 1972).

Zinc interacts with the plant uptake and absorption of other elements
in soils. For example, high levels of phosphorus (P) 1nduce Zn def1c1ency
in plants by lowering the activity of Zn through precipitation of Zn3(P04)2
(Olsen, 1972). Furthermore, Zn uptake is decreased when copper is present
by competition for the same plant carrier site. S1milar effects of
decreased Zn uptake are caused by iron, manganese, magnesium, calcuim,
strontium and barium. On the other hand, d1etary Zn may decrease the
toxicity of cadmium in animals.

.
The normal range of Zn 1n leaves of various plants 1S 15-150 ppm and

the maximum suggested concentration J.n plants is 300 ppm to avoid phyto
toxicity (Melsted, 1973). Zinc is an essent1al plant element necessary for
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hormone formulation, protein synthesis, and seed and grain maturation.
Table 6.45 lists plant response to various concentrations of Zn.

Toxic levels of Zn occur in areas near Zn ore deposits and spoil
heaps. Some plant species, however, tolerate Zn levels of between 600 and
7800 ppm. Agrostis tenuis (bentgrass), Armeria helleri, and Phaseolus
vulgaris (bean) have been shown to accumulate as much as 1000 ppm Zn in
their leaves (Wainwright and Woolhouse, 1975).

Z~nc is an essential element for animals. Animals that have a Zn
def~ciency are unable to grow healthy skiq; poultry produce frizzy, brittle
feathers; domestic animals develop dull scraggly fur; and humans develop
scaly skin. In addition, animals with a Zn def~ciency heal slowly. How
ever, the element may become toxic to microorganisms such as Pseudomonas, a
hydrocarbon degrader, at so~l concentrations of 500 mg/kg.

Animals are generally protected from Zn poisoning in the food chain
since high concentrations of Zn are phytotoxic. Levels of d~etary Zn of
500 ppm or more have little adverse effect on ani'llals (Underwood, 1971).
The National Academy of Sc~ence (1980) recommends maximum tolerable levels
of dietary Zn as follows: cattle, 500 ppm; sheep, 300 ppm; swine, 1000
ppm, poultry, 1000 ppm. Aquatic animals are more sensitive to zinc, how
ever; the 96 hour LCSO for fathead minnows exposed to Zn(II) was
2.6 ppm and that for rainbow trout is 14.6 ppb (Broderius and Smith,
1979).

Loading rates of Zn bearing wastes can be estimated using a Zn equiva
lent. However, the use of a Zn equ~valent is often unsatisfactory since
the equation developed by Chumbley (1971) neglects any toxic effects due to
elements other than Zn, nickel (Ni) and copper (Cu). The concentrations of
Cu, Zn and N~ (in ppm) in the waste are weighted in terms of Zn to give the
zinc equivalence (Z.E.)-

Z.E. ppm = Zn2+ ppm + 2Cu2+ ppm + 8 Ni 2+ ppm

If proper precautions are used, Zn d.ddi tions to soils need not pose
environmental problems since Zn is rendered insoluble in so~ls where the pH
values are ma~ntained above 6.5. Plants rarely accumulate Zn levels that
would be toxic to grazing animals, although Zn can accumulate in plants to
high levels before becoming phytotoxic. The use of irrigation water con
taining the upper limit of the acceptable concentration of Zn as recom
mended by the National Academy of Sciences and Nat1.onal Academy of Engi
neering (1972) is equivalent to an accumulation of 500 ppm of Zn 1.n the
upper 15 cm of soil. Information in this review indicates that the phyto
toxic level of Zn in soil ranges from 500 to 2000 ppm. If the element can
be immobil1.zed 1.n soils and exceSS1.ve plant uptake avoided, concentrations
over 500 ppm Zn can be land treated. Th1.s concentration (500 ppm) 1.S
suggested as a conservative cumulative level.
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TABLE 6045 PLANT RESPONSE TO ZINC IN SOIL

Zn soil
concentration Plant

(ppm) Species Comment Response Reference

2-4 Wheat (Triticum (ZnS04) Decreased yield Teakle and Thomas
aestivum) in acid soils (1939)

2-6 Corn (Zea mays) Control soU was Yield increase, Barnette and Camp
& Oats (Avena Zn deficient earlier maturation (1936)
sativa) (ZnS04)

207 lhghly alkaline Reduced Zn def1- Millikan ( 1946)
soils (ZnS04) ciency die back

3-5 Wheat (To aestivum) Counteracted root Superior growth Milhkan (1938)
& Oats-(A. sativa) fung1 (ZnS04) relative to control

11 Corn (~o mays) Soil Toxic, plant leaf Takkar and Mann
level 81 ppm (1978)

N 27-49 Rye (Secale cereale) Sewage sludge Little yield Lagerwerff et alo
0'\ hmed to pH 608 reduction rela- ( 1977)0'\

rye grown from tive to control
seed immed1ately
after spread1ng

40 R1ce (Orzya sativa) Loam soil pH 9.2 Slight yield Brar and Sekhou
sewage sludge reduction (1979)
limed to pH 608

49-237 Rye (S. cereale) Rye grown from L1ttle yield Lagerwerff et al.
&Wheat seed, 7 weeks reduction (1977)
(To aestivum) pr10r to plant1ng

89 Wheat (To aest1vum) As ZnP04, Zn(N03) 2' No effect on Y1eld Voelcker (1913)
Zn(C03h

140 Alfalfa (Medicago Sewage sludge Yield 1ncrease Stucky and Newman
sat1va) & fescue due to additional (1977)
(Festuca sp.) macronutr1ents

--cont1nued-



179 Wheat (T. aest~vum) Loamy so~l pH 6.7
(ZnS04)

223 Cowpeas Norfolk hne
(V~gna ungu~culata) sand (ZnS04)

248-971 Corn (!. mays) Sewage sludge

300 Sorghum Alkala~ so~l, Zn
N (Sorghum bicolor) concentrat~on
0\
'-.I in tops, 697 ppm

300 Barley Alkala~ so~l, Zn
(Hordeum vulgare) concentration

I ~n tops, 910 ppm
313 Corn (!. mays) Norfolk f~ne sand

(ZnS04)
480 Lettuce Clay so~l pH 6.5

(L. sativa)
500 Corn (!. mays) A1kala~ so~l; Zn

concentrat~on

~n tops, 738 ppm
500 Wheat (T. aest~vum) Alkala~ soil, Zn

concentrat~on

~n tops, 909 ppm
500 Beans A1kala~ so~l,

(Phaseolus sp. ) Zn concentrat~on

in tops, 235 ppm

-cont~nued--

TABLE 6.45 (cont~nued)

Zn so~l

concentration
(ppm) Spec~es

156-313 Oats (Avena sat~va)

Comment

Zn from ore roast
ing stack gases

Plant
Response

Good y~elds rela
t~ve to control
when crop nutr~ent

added
Promoted growth

Tox~c effect above
th~s level

No ~eld effect

47% yield reduct~on

42% y~eld reduct~on

Toxic effect above
th~s level

No effect

45% y~eld reduct~on

45% y~eld reduct~on

Not s~gn~f~cant

Reference

Lundegardh (1927)

Tokuoka and Gyo,
(1940)

Gall (1936)

Clapp et ale
(1976)

Boawn and
Rasmussen (1971)

Boawn and
Rasmussen (1971)

Gall (1936)

MacLean and
Dekker (1978)

Boawn and
Rasmussen (1971)

Boawn and
Rasmussen (1971)

Boawn and
Rasmussen (1971)



TABLE 6.45 (continued)

Zn soil
concentration

(ppm) Spec1es

500 Alfalfa (M. sativa)

500 Spinach
(Sp1nacia oleracea)

500 Potato
(Solanum tuberosum)

500 Sugarbeet
(Beta vulgaris)

N
0'1 500 Tomato (Lvcopersicon<Xl

esculentum)
535.7 (14 Wheat (!. aestivum)
exchangeable)

620.5 Corn (Z. mays) &
wheat-(T. aest1vum)

640 Lettuce (~. sat1va)

640 Wheat (T. aestivum)

893 RLce (0. sativa) &
wheat-(T. aest1vum)

925 Corn (!..mays)

Comment

Alkala1 soil, Zn
concentration
in tops, 345 ppm

Alkalai soil, Zn
concentra10n
in tops, 945 ppm

Alkalai s01l,
Zn concentrat10n
1n tops, 336 ppm

AlkalaL soil, Zn
concentrat10n
in tops, 1076 ppm

Alkala1 s01l, Zn

Foundry waste,
(pH 7.3)

AC1d & alkahne
s01ls

Apphed to acid
soil with sewage
sludge

Applied to cal
careous s01l

Alkahne s01l

--cont1nued-

Plant
Response

22% yield reduction

40% y1eld reduction

Not s1gn1f1cant

40% yield reduction

26% Y1eld

Good yields

No effect eV1dent

50% yield reduct10n

70% yield reduction

Toxic act10n
evident

No effect

Reference

Boawn and
Rasmussen (1971)

Boawn and
Rasmussen (1971)

Boawn and
Rasmussen ( 1971)

Boawn and
Rasmussen (1971 )

Boawn and
Rasmussen (1971)

Knowles (1945)

Chesn1n (1967)

MJ.tchell et ale
(1978)

MJ.tchell et ale
(1978)

Tokuoka and Gyo
(1940)

Murphy and Walsh
( 1972)



TABLE 6.45 (continued)

Zn soil
concentration

(ppm) Spec~es

1161 Grass

1200 Chard
(Beta vulgaris
var. C~c1a)

1500 Tomatoes
(L. escu1entum)

2000 RJ.ce (Q. sat~va)

2143-3571 Oats (A. sativa)
N
0'\ 3839 Vegetable crops\0

Comment

Ga1van~zed metal
contaminat~on

(ZnO)

Grown on paddy soil

(ZnO) s~lt loam
neutral pH

Naturally occur~ng

high Zn peat

Plant
Response

Toxic response

No tox~c~ty

Damage

No toxic symptoms

No adverse effect

Nonproductive soil

Reference

Me~Jer and
Go1denwaagen
(1940)

Chaney et a1.
(1982)

Patterson (1971)

Ito and I~mura

(1976)
Lott (1938)

Staker (1942)



6.1.6.33 Zirconium (Zr)

Zirconium is not a major constituent of most materials usually asso
ciated with pollution of soil and air. The Zr concentration in superphos
phate fertilizer is typically 50 ppm and the range in coal is from 7-250
ppm. Sewage sludge usually contains 0.001-0.009% Zr. The average concen
tration of Zr in urban air is 0.004g per cubic meter (Overcash and Pal,
1979). The principal Zr mineral in nature is zircon (ZrSi04) which is
very common in rocks, sediments and soils (Hutton, 1977). Sandstones are
particularly high in Zr with a concentration of 220 ppm. Igneous rocks
contain 165 ppm Zr; shales, 160 ppm Zr; and limestones, 19 ppm Zr. The
average concentration of Zr in soil is 300 ppm. The immobility of the
element in soils makes it useful as an ind1cator of the amount of parent
material that has weathered to produce a given volume of soil (Bohn et al.,
1979).

There is no evidence that Zr is essential for the growth of plants or
microorganisms. It is moderately toxic to plants. The symptoms of toxic
ity appear at concentrations of 1-100 ppm in nutrient solution, depending
upon plant species (Bowen, 1966). It is less toxic to microorganisms than
nickel, but more toxic than thallium (Overcash and Pal, 1979).

Zirconium is not an essential element for animals and can be slightly
toxic. Its LD50 for small mammals is 100-1000 mg/kg body weight. The
element does not, however, accumulate in plants to a level toxi~ to animals
feeding on the plants (Pratt, 1966e).

6.1.6.34 Metal Interpretations

There is a growing consensus 1n stud1es on the fate of metals in soils
that the toxic effect of a trace metal is determined predominantly by 1tS
chemical form (Florence, 1977, Allen et al., 1980). When a metal waste is
land treated, soil characteristics such as pH, redox potential, and m1ner
alogy, as well as the source of the metal present 1n the waste stream,
determine the solubility and thus the speciat10n of the metal. Ident1fying
the metal form will also establish the expected behavior, thus fate of the
metal once it is land treated. Sect10ns 6.1.6.1-6.1.6.33 provide informa
tion on the toxicity of particular metal forms to microorganisms, plants
and animals, as well as the expected fate of each metal.

In the preceding discussion on ind1vidual metals, emphasis was placed
on soil properties that control the solubility and plant availability of a
metal. Of these properties, pH is probably the most important. The solu
bility of most metal salts decreases as soil pH increases as indicated by
the data summarized in (Fig. 6.22). Wi th the exceptions of antimony,
molybdenum, tungsten and selenium, which increase in solubility with
increasing pH, the normal recomm.endation for land treatment units is to
maintain the pH above 6.5. Th1S is a valuable approach when the predomi
nant metals decrease in solubility at neutral to high pH values. However,
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for a soil receiving a waste or combination of wastes containing both
metals that require a high and low pH, the appropriate pH ~ll need to be
carefully determined and maintained to prevent problems. If the pH must be
maintained below 6.5, the amounts of metals applied may need to be less
than the acceptable levels suggested under each metal sect~on.

It is well known that normally acid soils require repeated lime appli
cations to keep the pH near neutral. While it is expected that pH values
will be properly adjusted and maintained during operation and closure, it
is likely that following closure, the pH will slowly decrease to the value
of the native soil. Therefore, it is possible that some ~nsoluble or
sorbed metals will later return in the soil solution. L~ttle information
is available on the release of precipitated metals, but when evaluating the
long-term impact of land treatment on a normally acidic soil, this possi
bility should be considered.

There is little evidence that, upon the addition of sludge to so~l,

significant amounts of metals are permanently held on the cation exchange
sites by physical sorption or electrostatic attraction. The soil cation
exchange capacity (CEC) has also been shown to make little difference in
the amount of metal which is taken up by crops (Hinesly et a1., 1982).
Most of the metal inactivation in the soil is probably a result of chemical
or specific sorption, precipitation and, to a lesser extent, reversion to
less available mineral forms, particularly when a soil is calcareous.
Chaney (personal communication) suggests that the only reason for consider
ing CEC is to limit the amounts of metals applied to normally acidic soils
that have a CEC below 5 meq/100 g since such soils would likely revert to
the original pH shortly after liming is discontinued. Consideration of CEC
as a measure of the buffering capacity more closely related to the surface
area of a soil, rather than as a guide to load~ng capacity, is the appro
priate approach.

The maximum and normal concentrations of metals found ~n soil are
given in Table 6.46. One must be cautious, however, about using the upper
limit of the normal range of metal concentrations in soil as an acceptable
loading rate. These ranges often include soils that contain naturally h~gh

concentrations of metals resulting in toxicity to all but adapted plants.

Table 6.47 is compiled from the National Academy of Science and
National Academy of Engineering (1972) irrigation quality standards, sewage
sludge loading rates developed by Dowdy et a1. (1976), and an extensive
review of the literature. National Academy of Science and National Academy
of Engineering (1972) recommendations are primarily based on concentrations
of metals which can adversely affect sensitive vegetation. The ~rrigation

standards assume a 57.2 cm depth of water applied for 20 years on fine tex
tured soil. Recommendations given by Dowdy et al. (1976) limit application
based on the soil CEC. The final column in Table 6.47 is compiled from the
literature review in this document and is based on microbial and plant tox
icity limits, animal health considerations, and soil chemistry wh1.ch
reflects the ability of the soil to immobilize the metal elements.
Although immobilization was considered ~n developing these recommendations,
there is little information in the literature on which to base loading
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TABLE 6.46 TRACE ELEMENT CONTENT OF SOILS*

Common Range Common Range
Element (ppm) Average Element (ppm) Average

Ag 0.01-5 .05 Li 5-200 20

AI 10,000-300,000 71 ,000 Mg 600-6,000 5,000

As 1-50 5 Mn 20-3,000 600

Au <1 Mo 0.2-5 2

B 2-100 10 Ni 5-500 40

Ba 100-3,000 430 Pb 2-200 10

Be 0.1-40 6 Ra 8 X 10-5

Br 1-10 5 Rb 50-500 10

Cd 0.01-0.7 .06 Sb 2-10

Cl 20-900 100 Se 0.1-2 .3
Co 1-40 8 Sn 2-200 10

Cr 1-1,000 100 Sr 50-1,000 200

Cs 0.3-25 6 U 0.9-9 1

Cu 2-100 30 V 20-500 100

F 10-4,000 200 W 1

Ga 0.4-300 30 y 25-250 50

Hg 0.01-0.3 .03 Zn 10-300 50

I 0.1-40 5 Zr 60-2,000 300

La 1-5,000 30

* Lindsay (1979) •
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rates and treatability studies may indicate that higher levels are accept
able in a given situation. As is true of any general guideline developed
to encompass a large variety of locations and cond1tions, these suggested
metal accumulations could be either increased or decreased depending on the
results of the treatment demonstration or the suitability of a particular
site.

TABLE 6.47 SUMMARY OF SUGGESTED MAXIMUM METAL ACCUMULATIONS WHERE
MATERIALS WILL BE LEFT IN PLACE AT CLOSURE*

Soil
Concentrations

Based on Current
Sewage Sludge Calculated Acceptable Literature and
Loading Rates t Soil Concentrations# Experience+

Element (mg/kg soil) (mg/kg soil) (kg/IS cm-ha) (mg/kg)

As 500 1100 300
Be 50 110 50
Cd 10 3 7 3
Co 500 1100 200
Cr 1000 2200 1000
Cu 250 250 560 250
Li 250 560 250
Mn 1000 2200 1000
MO 3 7 5
Ni 100 100 220 100
Pb 1000 1000 2200 1000
Se 3 7 5
V 500 1100 500
Zn 500 500 1100 500

* If materials will be removed at closure and plants will not be used as a
part of the operational management plan, metals may be allowed to
accumulate above these levels as long as treatability tests show that
metals will be immobilized at higher levels and that other treatment
processes will not be adversely affected.

t Dowdy et al. (1976); for use only when soil CEC)15 meq/100 g, pH)6.5.

# National Academy of Science and National Academy of Engineering (1972)
for 20 year irrigation application.

+ See individual metal discussions for basis of these recommendations;
if metal tolerant plants will be used to establish a vegetative cover at
closure, higher levels may be acceptable if treatability tests support a
higher level.

To better understand the impact of metals on the environment, the ele
ments are combined into three groups. Of primary importance are metals
which are established carcinogens including arsenic, chromium (as chro-
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mate), beryllium and nickel (Norseth, 1977). The second group includes
metals such as cadmium, molybdenum, selenium and perhaps nickel and cobalt
that are taken up by plants in sufficient quantities to be transmitted up
the food chain. Interestingly enough, molybdenum and selenium are also
metals that leach from the soil at elevated pH levels ~f soil properties
permit downward movement of solutes. Leaching of metals below the root
zone depends on soil physical and chemical properties, climate and the
presence or absence of soil horizons of low permeability. Downward trans
port of metals is generally more rapid in coarse-textured soils than in
clays because larger pores allow faster movement of soil water. However,
clay soils with cracks have a fairly high leaching potent~al. S~milarly,

transport is greater in high rainfall areas. Though coarse textured sur
face horizons allow greater apparent leaching, an underly~ng horizon of low
permeability, such as an argillic or petrocalcic, will impede further
downward movement. If the system can be managed to allow leaching at con
centrations that are acceptable to the receiving aquifer, the buildup of
these metals may be avoided, thus min~mizing conta~nation of the food
chain. The concentration of metals leaching to aqu~fers should meet dr1nk
ing water standards; Table 6.48 lists the water qual~ty cr1teria of inter
est.

The third group of metals includes those metals that are excluded from
the food chain since they are toxic to plants at concentrations that are
less than levels toxic to animals. Connnon concentrations of metals ~n

plants and phytotoxic levels are g~ven in Table 6.49. The upper level of
chronic lifetime diet exposure for cattle and swine are g1ven in Table
6.50. A comparison of these data reveals that phytotox1city would be
expected to protect the food cha~n from arsenic, copper, n1ckel and zinc.
However, some plants take up cobalt and mercury in concentrat10ns that may
cause an adverse impact on animals consu~ng forage conta1ning these ele
ments. Cadmium, molybdenum and selenium are not toxic to plants at fairly
high concentrations and are, consequently, accumulated ~n plants in concen
trations that are toxic to animals.

There is a wide range of tolerance among plants for heavy metals.
Certain species can withstand much greater metal concentrations in the soil
than others. Tolerant plants are often found around outcrops of metal
bearing geological deposits, on spo~ls from mining activities, or on areas
where the soil has been contaminated due to the activities of man. Heavy
metal tolerance may be achieved by exclusion of the metal at the root sur
face or by chelation inside the plant root (G10rdano and Mays, 1977).

While metals are taken up by plants, it is generally not possible to
use plants to significantly decrease the metal content of soils. Plant up
take typically amounts to less than one percent of the metal content in the
soil and thus several hundred years of growth and removal would be needed
to result' in a significant reduction of the metal content of the soil
(Chaney, 1974). However, there are certa1n species that concentrate
selenium, nickel, zinc, copper and cobalt. These plants have internal
mechanisms that prevent the metals from reach~ng the sites of toxic action
in the plant. If these plants are grown and harvested, they could poss1bly
decrease metal concentrations to acceptable levels 1n a reasonable t1me.
Table 6.51 l1sts several plant genera that have exhibited hyperaccumulation
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TABLE 6.48 WATER QUALITY CRITERIA FOR HUMANS AND ANlMALS*

Standards & Criteria for
Drinking Water in mg/l

Common Parameters

PH
Total dissolved solids

Common Ions

Chloride
Flouride
Nitrate (as N)

Metals

EPA

1.4-2.4
10

NAS/NAE

5-9

250

10

Quality Criteria
for Drinking Water
for Farm Animals

in mg/l

3000

Arsenic
Aluminum
Barium
Boron
Cadmium
Chromium
Cobalt
Copper
Cyanide
Iron
Lead
Mercury
Molybdenum
Selenium
Silver
Vanadium
Zinc

0.05

1

0.01
0.05

0.05

.002
0.01
0.05

0.1 0.2
5

1
5

0.01 0.05
0.05 1

1
1 0.5
0.2
0.3
0.05 0.1

0.01

0.01 0.05

0.1
5 25

* EPA (1976); National Academy of Sciences and National Academy of Engi
neering (1972).
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TABLE 6.49 NORMAL RANGE AND TOXIC CONCENTRATION OF TRACE ELEMENTS IN
PLANTS

Concentrations of Elements in Plant Leaves (ppm Dry Weight)

Element

As

B

Ba

Be

Cd

Co

Cr

Cu

F

Fe

Hg

I

Pb

Li

Mn

Mo

Nl.

Se

v
Zn

Range*
0.01-1.0

5-30

10-100

1-40

0.2-0.8

0.01-0.30

0.1-1.0

4-15

2-20

20-300

0.001-0.01

0.1-0.5

0.1-5.0

0.2-1.0

15-150

1-100

0.1-1.0

0.02-2.0

0.1-10.0

15-150

Toxic

)10

)75

)40

5-700 t

200

10-20

)20

20-1500

)10

>10

Low plant
uptake t

50-700

500-2000

)1000

50-200

50-100

)10

500

Source

National Academy of Sciences
and National Academy of
Engineering

Allaway (1968)

Williams and LeRiche (1968)

Pinkerton (1982)

Table 6.29

Gupta (1979)

Table 6.20

VanLoon (1974)

Newton and Toth (1952)

Table 6.34

Table 6.36 and Table 6.37

National Research Council
(1973)

Joham (1953) and Smith
(1982)

Tables 6.41, 6.42 and 6.43

Allaway (1968)

Allaway (1968)

Boawn and Rasmussen (1971)

* Melsted (1973); Bowen (1966), Swaine (1955), Allaway (1968).

t Chaney, personal communl.catl.on.

Note: Toxicity is defined by a 25% reductl.on in yield.
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TABLE 6.50 THE UPPER LEVEL OF CHRONIC DIETARY EXPOSURES TO
ELEMENTS WITHOUT LOSS OF PRODUCTION*

Cattle SW1.ne
Element (ppm)t (ppm)t

A1 1t OOO 200
As 50 50
Ba 2011 20
Bs 40011 40011
B 150 150//
Br 200 200
Cd 0.5 0.5
Ca 20 t OOO 10,000
Cr as Cl 1,0001/ 1,0001/

Cr as oxide 3,00011 3,00011
Co 10 10
Cu 100 250
F 40 150
I 50 400
Fe 1,000 3 t OOO
Pb 30 30
Mg 5,000 3,00011
Mn 1,000 400
Hg 2 2
Mo 10 20
Ni 50 10011
P 10,000 15,000
K 30,000 20,000
Se 211 2
Si 2 t OOO
Ag 10011

Sr 2,000 3 t OOO
S 4,000
W 2011 2011
V 50 1011
Zn 500 1,000

* National Academy of Sciences (1980).

t Concentrations in the diet on a dry weight basis unless
indicated otherwise.

/I Concentration supported by limited data only.
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TABLE 6.51 HYPERACCUMULATOR PLANTS

Plant Species

Mint family (Labitae)
Aeolanthus b1formifolius

Haumaniastrum homblei
H. robertii

Legume family (Leguminosae)
Crotalaria cobalticola
Vigna dolomitica

Figwort family (Scrophulariceae)
Alectra welwitschii

Buchnera henriquesii

Lindernia damblonii

Crucifer family (Cruciferae)
Alyssum alpestre

A. corsicum

A. masmenaeum
A. syriacum
A. murale

H1ghest Metal
Concentration

Recorded
(mg/kg)

2820 Co

2010 Co
10200 Cu,

1960 Cu

3000 Co
3000 Co

1590 Co

352 Cu,
1510 Co

100 Co

3640 Ni

13000 Ni

15000 Ni
6200 Ni
7000 Ni

Reference

Malaisse et al.
(1979)

Ibid.
Brooks (1977)

Brooks (1977)
Brooks et al.

(1980)

Brooks et al.
(1980)

Ibid.

Malaisse et al.
(1979 )

Brooks and Radford
(1978)

Brooks et al.
(1979)

Ibid.
Ibid.
Brooks and Radford

(1978 )

Homaliaceae
Homalium austrocale donicum

H. francii

H. guillianii

Nod violet family (Hybanthus)
Hybanthus austrocaledoniaum
H. floribundus
Psychatria doyarrei

1805 Ni Brooks et al.
(1979)

14500 N1 Brooks et al.
(1977)

6920 Ni Ibid.

13700 Ni Ibid.
14000 Ni Ibid.
34000 Ni Brooks et al.

(1979)

--continued--
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TABLE 6.51 (continued)

Hl.ghest Metal
Concentation

Recorded
Plant Species (mg/kg) Reference

Milk vetch family (Astragulus)
Astragalus beathil. 3100 Se Beath et al.

(1941a)
A. crotalaria 2000 Se Trelease and Beath

(1949)
A. osterhoutii 2600 Se Beath et al.

(1941a)
A. racemosa 15000 Se Beath et al.

(1941b)

Atriplex confertifolia 1700 Se Trele&se and Beath
(1949)

CatilleJa chromosa 1800 Se Ibid.
Oonopsis condensata 4800 Se Beath (1949)
Stanleya pinnata 1200 Se Ibid.
Xylorrhiza parryi 1400 Se Trelease and Beath

(1949)
Achillea millefolium 4100 Zn Robinson et al.

(1947)
Betula grandulosa 22400 Zn Warren (1972)
Equisetum arvense 7000 Zn Robinson et al.

(1947)
Linaria vulgaris 4500 Zn Ibid.
Lobelia inflata 4400 Zn Ibid.
Populus grandidentata 2000 Zn Ibid.
Trifolium pratense 1300 Zn Ibid.
Viola sagittata 3500 Zn Ibid.
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of a particular metal. Although commerc~al propagat~on of these plants is
increasing, their availability at the present time is l~mited.

Caution should be exercised when evaluating plant toxicity data gener
ated from experiments where large amounts of metal containing sludges were
applied at one time to s~mulate long-term loading. The metals may be bound
by the organic fraction of the waste and may not be released for plant up
take until the organic matter degrades. If it is desirable to test metal
availab~lity from single large applications, it is best to use waste that
has aged naturally or has been aged by composting.

Many industrial wastewater treatment sludges, particularly those from
the petroleum industry, have metal concentrations lower than those normally
found in sewage sludge. However, the use of specific catalysts or chemi
cals in certain processes may result in much higher concentrations of one
or a few metals. If these metals limit land application, perhaps the waste
stream contributing the metal could be isolated and the metal disposed by
some other means, or an alternate catalyst or chemical could be found that
would allow the reduction of the limiting metal. In many instances, such
reductions have allowed the economical land treatment of wastes which would
otherwise not be acceptable.

Table 6.52 lists acceptable levels of metals for which less data are
available. This list is based on limited understand~ng of the behavior of
these metals in the soil and should be used only as a preliminary guide.
If a waste which contains excessive levels of these metals is to be dis
posed, it is advisable to conduct laboratory or field tests to supplement
the limited informat~on on their behavior available in the l~terature.

TABLE 6.52 SUGGESTED METAL LOADINGS FOR METALS WITH LESS WELL-DEFINED
INFORMATION

TOTAL TOTAL
Element kg/ha-30 em Element kg/ha-30 cm

Ag 400 Re 4,000
Au 4,000 Rh 2,000
Ba 2,000 Ru 4,000
Bi 2,000 Sb 1,000
Cs 4,000 Sc 2,000
Fr 4,000 Si 4,000
Ge 2,000 Sn 4,000
Hf 4,000 Sr 40
Hg 40 Ta 4,000
Ir 40 Te 4,000
In 2,000 Te 2,000
La 2,000 Th 2,000
Nb 2,000 T~ 4,000
Os 40 Tl 1,000
Pd 2,000

,
W 40

Pt 4,000 y 2,000
Rb 1,000 Zr 4,000
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The inclusion of the long list of metals given here should not be
taken to mean that any waste should be analyzed for all these metals.
Wastes may be analyzed only for the metals that are known to be included in
the plant processes, or that are an expected contaminant during storage.

There is little evidence that the rate a metal is added to a soil
influences its ultimate availability to plants. Thus, the total acccept
able metal loading may be done in a single application ~f other constitu
ents of the waste are not limiting or the applications may be stretched
over a 10 or 20-year per~od. The net result would be similar levels of
available metals once the summation of the periodic application equals the
amount that had been applied ~n a single application.

6.2 ORGANIC CONSTITUENTS

To determine the su~tability of a waste for land treatment, it is
essential to understand the probable fates of the organic constituents
in the land treatment system. Organic constituents are frequently part of
a complex mixture of hazardous and nonhazardous organic and ~norganic com
pounds. To simplify the dete~nation of wh~ch organic constituents may
limit the capacity or rate of waste application, it ~s helpful to know the
feedstocks and industrial unit processes that are involved in generating
the waste.

Individual wastes are generated by a combination of feedstocks and
catalysts reacting in def~naple unit processes to give predictable products
and by-products. Often, enough can be determ~ned from this readily avail
able information to predict the predominant hazardous organic const~tuents

in a waste. Once these constituents are deter~ned, options can be
explored for in-plant process controls and waste pretreatment (Section 5.2)
that may either increase the loading rate and capacity or reduce the land
area required for an HWLT unit. In addit~on, knowledge of the predominant
organic constituents in a waste greatly reduces the analyses necessary in
waste characterization and s~te monitoring. In the following sections,
hazardous organic const~tuents are def~ned and the fate of these waste
constituents are discussed ~n terms of fate mechanisms and the fate of
organic const~tuent classes.

6.2.1 Hazardous Organic Constituents

Understanding the probable fate of land treated hazardous organic con
stituents is simplified if the~r bas~c phys~cochemical properties are
known. These include such properties as water solubility, vapor pressure,
molecular we~ght, octanol/water part~tion coefficient, bo~l~ng point and
melting point. These values are given in Table 6.53 for the 361 commercial
chemical products or manufactur~ng intermed~ates that have been ~dentified

by the EPA as either an "acute hazardous waste" or a "toxic waste" ~f they
are discarded or intended to be discarded.
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TABLE 6.53 PROPERTIES OF HAZARDOUS CONSTITUENTS
=-~-=--=-==

Hazardous Density Hulecular Water Solubll!!I.-- Octsl'tOl/willlter: Vapor PresPlUre "el Hnl) Point Bolling Point rM
Hazardous Constituents &ste • (!I'l/""3,, Weight QUalitative PPK· Part! tion Coef (Tort')· (,,760Torr* C '60Torr· ,--- -----
Acetaldehyde UOOI o 78349 , 18 C U 05 soluble 10 000 1 0 '40@ZIJ·C -12 20 8 75-07-0
Acetone UD02 ~ m~f15) 58 08 .1sc!ble

hl0-0 38
400834 5 C -95 56 2 67-64-1

Acetonitrile UDaJ 41 1 soluble 100,000 H@lO C -46 61 6 75-05-8
3-(alpha-a-cetonylbenzyl )-4-
hydroxycoUMarln and salts POOl

Ace tophenone U004 I 0281 120 II insoluble IUS C 20 5 202 0 98-(\6-2
2-J\cetyla",lnofluoE'ene U005

IdO-l 1Acetyl chloride U006 1 11 78 5 decOlIpoRes In Will tel' lSO@20 (. -112 50 9 75-36-5
(reacts violently)

J-Acetyl -2-tbJourea P002
Ac['oleln P003 o 8110 56 1 soluble 400,000 1 0 _9 9 215@20 C -86 95 53 0 101-02-8
AcrylaIRlde U007 1 22 71 1 highly 80luble 1 to >1 hl00 13 1 6@84 5 C 84 5 125@25Torr
Acrylic acid U008 1 0511 72 1 lIiflclble hl0-o 92 3 2@20 C 13 142 79-10-7
Ac['ylonlt['lle UOO, o 8060 53 1 IIllsc1ble 73,500

~:t~-o 14 ~0~~~~~:~@20 C
-83 5 775 107-13-1

Aldrin POO~ 1 65 365 slightly soluble o 025 104 309002
Allyl alcohol P005 o 854 58 08 .iscible 10UO 5 C -129 97 101-18-6
AlumintJnl phosphide P006 2 85@25 C 57 96 20859"73 8
6-Arllino-J, la, 2, B, 8a ,8b-hexa-
hyd['o-8- (hyd['oxpethy1)-8-
methoxy-5-Methylcft['ba.ate

I\J azurino(2 3 13,4) pyr['olo
00 (1 2-a)indole-4 7 diane

W (ester) UOI05-. Mlnoraethyl) -3-lsoxazaolo1 POO7
4-AminopyrIdine POO8 94 12 solUble 159 UOtt12Torl:'
Arlit.role UOll 84 1 dece-poses e.plode",430
'nllMoniuM picrat.e PQ09 1 719 246 14

hl00 96
88-89-1

AnUine U012 1 02 93 1 soluble 35,000 1@HBOC -6 3 184 62-53-3
Al:'Senie acid ••-) 123 9 1 0

(0-) POlO 2 0-2 5 150 9
2300x106ppb

&!composes UIS
A['senic pentox1de POll 4 32 229 8 sUghtly soluble 315(subllllles) 7718-39-4

Anenic trioxide P012 4 09@25 C 1978 sllghtly soluble ~~~1~6ppb@25 'C LJ27-53-3
Asbestos U013 LJ12-21-4
AuraJlline U014 267 4 136
Azaserine U015
Daril.l1l cyanide P013 1894 60448-23-9
Benzlc,aertdine U016 229 3 22$-51-4
BeRza! chlorIde U017 1 29 161 03 insoluble

Id05 61
o 3@20 C -16 214 98-87-3

benz I_I anthracene U018 228 practlcally o 0011 162 US sUbl}llIcs 56-55-3
insoluble

Ix1G2 28Benzene U019 o 879 78 11 sUghtly llIolublo 1 280 '25 C 95 2@25 C 55 80 71-41-2
BenzenesulfonyJ chlo~lde U020 1 3842 US C 176 6 98"09-9
bt>nzenet.hlol P014 1 0766 1102 -14 8 168 7 100"98-5
Benzidine U021 1 250 184 23 slightly soluble 19 In 2.U79,12OC IdOl 81 122-128 400,740To['r 92-87-5

In hot 1102 19 In 1079UoofC
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......- IItnoitr tIoleelllllr "'te.. SoI.Ultt OCt.not/vatoro V3por 'telllure lleltln, Point --- --110111"9 Point CAS
It...rao- Co"Btltuenta _.t. I t~",11' 1Io1.~ llUiltoth" "'" '.rtltlO1t eoe[ (Tort)" ~,1'O"rorr· C,'50T0u" •
_ool.,pt....... unz Z5Z 1 ~..,tlcour 6 DOn 101" 04 ., ndo-7plI 176 5 50-H-I

noolUbI" fZ5'C
b1l4 0)Ben'l.Otrle'hlorll'te "21 I 3lt15 5'C U54S l"aolubl. -5 C zn 1200Z-4I-1

8«..,111.. lduet! P015 lIS 4 01 low oolubllltr
IdOl Zl

1283 at70 7440-41-7
IJoIZ-eIIlor:oetllo.r' ..t ...... UOZI III I 11,'00'25-C <0 leZo C ZlI I 111-'1-1
BlaC2-chlor:oethylt ether tlU5 I un In az ~.cttc.uJ' 10,200 IdOl 51 CiJ 71'20·L -45 I 171 lU-44-4

1I101uble
" H-bJoCZ-e:hlor:oethyl'

25' 22-1fep/lthyl_Ine un6
hlOZ 5'BJoIZ-chloroloopropyll ethel' U027 17107 rnctlcaU1 1,70111 o IIS'20·C -n In 101-60-1

n~lubl.
hIO-O 31

1!I1.(chlor~thJ'1' ethel' P016 1321 111 " I.e.lletelr 2Z.GlOen C 30'ZZ C -41 104 542-BI-l
hrdrolyeea

111053 ZdO-7e20 CBleI2-ethrlhe.yl' pht...lete U02. 0"5 "I 0 81J108t Insolubl. o I-I le25 C -50 "' '@STo•• 117-11-7
lk~tOfHt P017 I UI,,'C 136 "

1010: ~I
-54 136 5'B-)1-2

Br~thane U029 1 n6e-20'C "" 'lIOfZO'C 14ZOeZO C -tJ 6 I 6 14-B)-'
I-Br_p/lellyl phenyl "thor U030 "I' hlO o 0015fZO C 1072 31014 101-55-)
Iruc:lne POll "I 15 17B
;Z-UlItBnoneperoalde PIU 101

hlOO 10
N n-Butyl alCbhol U031 o 111101' ,. , 71 12 yery soluble '0.OOO'25'C 6 5eZ5'C -79 , 117 7 71-36-)

2-nc-Butyl-4,s-dlnit.roplM-nol P020 U22
00 C&leiwa cbrc.et.e U032 lSI I.p. Calle!.. C)'M!de pazl 'Z decOllpo...)]50 &0448-22-8

carbon dl.ulf1de H22 1263 76 14 2.200'25'C 100 'DUO C -UI I 465 75-15-0
ea.booyl n"".lde UU3 1 Int-114'C " 01 hlO-1 41

-111 <"
Chloral UOlt I 51 141. "err -oluble 14.710 5'20 C -51 5 "I 15-87-6
Q110rubueU U035 304 1

1I10Z 7B _10-5
Chlord... (tech , U036 In 10' 8 o 05&-1 15 107 1-108 IICla, 175UTo.r 12789-01-6

h101
3

"
103 1-105 OITrono,

Chloroacetaldebydo Pn3 11' 115 yery IIOblibl. 10,OM oo,tS·c -16 3 90 0-101 I 107-20-0
p-etdoro.nilJM P021 121 121 & very .oluble 10 ODO'20'C bl023.- ,S-4 )·C 72 5 230 5 106-47-8

Chlorobeftzene V037 III 112 56 IIOderately IBBe25'C ::::2 .. 015'20'C -45 HZ 10B-'0-7
eoluble

ChlorobenaUate U031 325 14'" OllITorr 4755-72-0
1-lp-a,lorobeft...yl,-5-
llethoxy-2-.ei;hyUndole-
3-Ac:etie acid "25

1110295
p-CIIIlo~ellOl U", 14Z 51 IIOlubl. 3,8S0,20·C " 235 5'-50-7
ChlorodibtOllCaethafte _I
1~lot:o-2.3-epoJt'(!COpan. 0041 11761 '252 oUghtlr OOlabl"

11101 18
..1& &'C -57 1 117 ,

2-chloroethyl "inyl ether uon 1.0525 106 55 relatively hllJh 15 000 & 75'20 C -70 3 10"740 110-75-8
oolablUty

blO~ ~Chioroetttene U'43 19106 6Z 50 eUghtlr ooluble I IU50C ,t60 -153 I -H J7 15-01-4
<.1\lol:OfoOi va44 149 U,4 hlgl<ly oolobl" '.200 IdO 50 5'20 C -n 5 617 67-66-]



TAllLl! 6 53 (eontlnued)

llaurdOUll Dentlity tIoleeu!.r \fater SolubilitY OCtanol/vater Vapor Pressure Ileltl"9 Point Boll1n, Point CASRanrdous Constituent. Waate , ("'/0113), 1Ieight QIlalltooth. PP/l' Paru tion Coef (Torr)· ·e,7lGTorra ·e, ,COTon· I
ChlorOllethane uon o 997(lp ,r 50 U llightly 101.bl. 4G0125OC hlOo ,1 3,765120 C -n 73 -24 2 74-87-3Chlorc:.ethyl lleth,. ether UO" 80 52 r:actleal1Y hlOO 91

nlloluble
hlO4 122-chloronaphthalene uon 162 62 al..oet insolUble 6 74(.11. ) o 011,zO·C(calc: " 256 91-58-72-Chlorophenol U048 1 24 128 56 IlIghtly 28 SOO,ZO·C hl02 16_ 2 2'20 C(cale ) 8 4 1756 95-57-8soluble hl02 .,

1-(o-Chlorophenyl)thl0.... P025
4-Chloro-o-totuidlne
hydrochloride 0049

ld03 ]]3-Chloroproplonlhlle P027 1 lU3125'C 895 sUghtly Boluble <1000 "'OOC -51 17S(deeOllpolle.) 542-76-7alpha-chlorotoluene P021 1 1026118'C 126 51 Insoluble
10105 61 f~r:!i£-hl0-6f20 c

-43 U:" 01011'/p.
100-44-7Chryaene 0050 1 274 221 21 .11101It Ineoluble o 002125 C 256 218-01-9Copper cyan ide P02, 115 61 decOlIpoaee belore weI tlng 544-92-3Creosote 0051 107 94-136 .1.,st Inaoluble 5 ~d02 70 200-250

Cl"el!lol 0052 1 092f25'C 101 15 llightly .ol.bl. 11-35 191-203 1319-77-3Crotonaldehyde 0053 o 853 7009 very soluble
hlOI n

19120 C -760 104 4170-30-'Cre.yl1e acid U054 1 034-1 141 10' 13 ¥el"Y 801uble 24-3 n lnl-53'C 10 !!-35 5 191-203
C"ene U055 o 86CII' gr ) 120 19 all10at insoluble SOU5OC 10103 75 32UO'C -96 0 152 98-82-8

N Cyanides P030 Aillcta .10w1y 57-12-5
0) Cyanogen P031 o 86"17'C 52 04 react! 810w1y 3800f20'C -34 4 -21 0 2074-17-5Cyanogen bCOIIlde P032 2 015 105 '3 100'22 S·C 52 51 1 506-60-]\J1 Cyanogen chloride P033 1 lI~(lp gr ) 6141 Ilightly lol.bl. 2500U5'C

: ..03 44_
1Il0f20 C -6 5 131 506-77-4Cyc10hexane U056 o 71 1416 al.,.t InlIOluble 45U5'C

ld.3 51
77120'C 6 5 807 110-82-7

Cyelohelanone U057 o 445 " 15 801uble 24 000U5'C 1 10_f31 7, -45 0 115 6 101-94-1Uiquid) _f26 4 C
2-Cyolohexyl-4 6""lnltroph.nol P034 266 23
Cyclopboapha.lde. U.58 261 1 1I01uble 41-45
Dauno-ycln U059 526 •

!xl0
5

" 10 2>10-7f30 C
decOMpoa.af190 20130-11-3DOD Ip,p I U060 320 al.,.t Ineoluble 02- 1 112 72548

DDT (p,p I U061 354 5 all1011t InsolUble 5 5 ppb!25'C 341
1 5"0-7f25 C 101 5-10' 115 SOHOlallate oon 270 2 .l1ghtly aoluhl.

Id05 97 10-10uo C
25-30 150"TorrDlbenzl_ h)anthraeene UIK3 211 ]6 all1Qet lnso1able o OOOS'ZS·C 270 53-70-3C...l0 )

Olbenzola, i)pyreM UOI4 302 b,.oluble
hl02 0' ZIU.5

DlbrOllOChloraaethene UOIS 244"25'C 201 24 Insoluble 15fl0 5 C (-20 111-122f74ITorr 124-48-11 2-Dlbr:oMO-J-chloropropane UK' 236 4 196 46-12-81 Z-Dlbre:-<MIethane UlK7 2 112125'C 11781 174no'C 9 J 131 4Dibrotloethahe UKI 101"25 C 111 lneolubl.
IdO~ ~I 74-95-3DI-n-botyl phtho1.t. U059 1041 211 34 all1O.t lnlOluble 13125'C o lf1l5 C -35 340 84-74-21,2-Dlchlorbenzene U071 1 307 14701 IUghtly .ol.bl1 14,.25 C Id034 1 5U5'C -17 0 110 5 95-50-11,J-Dlchlorbenzene U071 129 In 01 .Ughtly nol.bl. 125125'C lxl0J n 2 28l!:lS-C -24 7 173 541-73-11,t-Dichlorobenzene 0072 146 14701 alllOlJt InsolUble 79U5 C
:;f:3 02 I Uf25'C 53 1 174 106-46-73 Jt-Dlehlorobenzidtne U073 253 12 all10st insolUble 4tZZ·C 132 91-94-1(calc J



TABLE 6 53 (continued)

laardoae
~~J,.

Itolecul.r V..ter Solubl1!!l.-- Octanoljllater Vapor Pressure ""I tlng Point Boiling Point CAS
llazardouB Conltltuent. w••t. , Weight (luelltatlve PPIt' Partl tion toef (Torr)' C,760Torr* C,160Torl:'· ,-1,4-Dlc-hloro-2-butene U07C I U3U5 C 125

blO
Z

"
1-3 156 764-41-0DlchlorodlflourOllethane V075 UO 9Z aUghUy lolable ZeS'20·C C.360eZO C -lSI -zg 75-71-B1,1-Dichloroethane V075 I 17C nH alJ10lt Inlo1ubt. 5 500 hiD I 79 U111t'20'C -96 91 57 ZB 75-34-31,2-Dlchloroethane V077 IU 9B " highly eolable 8,700 hiDI 5 6le20 C -35 36 un 1IIt7-06-2

1 I-Dlchloroetbrlene V071 I U3 97 0 Ineoluble
blot ~I

IZ 21KPeU5 C -12Z 53 37UOI 33Kpa 15-35-(
1,2-trans-DlchloroethyleM von I 27C3eZ5 C 96" aUghtly IOlubl. 'Olltl!l20'C ZOOUC C -50 C7 5 5.0-59-0Dlc:hlorOltethane VOIO I 3Z551lp gr , 149 highly IOluble ZD,oOOeZ5 C hl03 14 3BoeZZ C -95 39 75 75-09-22, .. -Dlchlorophenol VO.I I 3. 163 01 highly loluhle C.600

t:t:2
•

O.21f1'20·C(calc:: ) C5 UO 120-63-22 6-Dlcblorophenol V0I2 163 01 practicaUy o Z79 le59 5 C 61-69 21'-220f140Torr 17-65-0
Inaoluble

IdO~ :~I2,4-Dlchlorophenoq- P035 I 57e30'C Z21 0 lIOderately 6211tt2S'C o (e16o'C 141 !60@D 4Torr 9(-75-7
acetic acid (2,4-0) 'olub!e Ido
01chlorophenyleralne .03' hl02 Z.1,2-Dlchloropropane VOl] I Zo1Z5'C 11Z " highly aoluble Z.700e25'C czezo C -100 95 • 18-87-5
1,3 -Dlchloropropene VOIC I 2ZeZ5 C (op gr I 110 91 hlgbly ooluble Z.700ICII-) hlOI 91 Z5~2G C 10C 3eClol 542-75-6

hl,bly 80luble 2, 80D (Tr:ane) 112(Tran.)
DlepoxybutlilM 0085

I 11KlO-1e20'CDleldr:1n PU37 I 75 311 practically o Z5~25'C 800 ISo 60-57-1
tv

insoluble
Dlethyhraine P03. 134

00 1,2-Diethlyhydrazlne V081 a 797eZ6 C ., Z 15 1615-60-1
0\ G, o-Olethyl-S-U-Ietbylthlol.thyl)

ester of ph01lphorothlolc ecid P03' I ICC 27C • 8l.aet 1neoluble 2Sfl'00Il te.p 1 o 0001111'20 C 62@0 OITorr
o O-DJ.ethyl-S-.ethyl eater of
phoaphorodlthloic acid UOI7

hl03 2ZDlethyl phthalate 0811 1 1175 UZZ3 .U,htly 801uble l.oaof32'C o 05e70'C -CO 5 UI 84-65-2
n'eZ5'C

o O-Dlethyl-o-(2-pyrazlnyll- •phosphorothloate ...0
o O-Diethly phosphot:lc acid,
o-p-Hltrophenyl "ter "'1
Dletbyletllbeatrol VO" H.3 169-172
Dlhydro-eafrole U090 I 01;95 16C 2 Z2.
3,C-0IhydrollJ-a1ph..l..tbyl-
••lno)-.etbyl benZ)"l ..cobol PeU
Dl-18opropylfluorph08phate pun 1 07 ZO. 17 -.Z U
Oi_tOOate POCC 197 .aderatel,. 50

soluble
3,3 -Dillethoxybeftzidine von zu Z9

Ido-o 31_
137-131 1l9-90-(

Obtethyl.-lne UB'Z a 68U ,'C n 01 atecibl.
IdO-O U

1300~20 C -92 " I 81 75-50-3

p-DIOliethylulnoal:obennne VBU 2Z9 I fnelubl. 114-117
7 12-Dlaethylbenl:(alantltrltCttne V09C 256 33 Insoluble H2-123 57-97-6
3 3-01'1ethylbenzldlne VO,5 ZU 3 119-93-7



TABLE' 53 (continbed'

.....- ~~~J"
Itolec:ular lIot.r SolublUty OCtanol/lfater Vapor P['CR8ute Halting !'oInt -

Boiling !'oInt t.,
RazaE'dous Constituents Mute' 1Ieight QuaUtaUve ..... PaE'Utlon Coer (ToE'[,)· C,160Torr· C 160Tort'· •------ --------- -
alpha,alpha-Dl..tlayl

0096 lOS 152 2benzylhydroperodde 15J
DLllethylcarba.,yl dJlorJde Oa,7 1 678f2aoc la76 -33 165-167
I,l-Dl.etbylhydra.lne 11098 a 7S2f25'C 60 I .iBcible 15"25 C -58 63 57-14-1
1 2-Dlliethylhydrallne U099 o 8124f20 C 60 I .hclble 100@28"<: -, 81 540-73-8
3 3-DI..thyl-I-I..thylthlo'-
2-but.anone-o-1 Caethyl_ltto)-
carbonylJodae POtS

blOO 06Dl.ethylnlt.rosoa_Jne 0100 I oo5f20 C 74 O' soluble 151-153 62-75-9
.lpII••lpII.-oI..thlypbe....thyl-

121 18 .Ughtly oolubl.hine PUU 19.15
2.4-DI..thylphenol 0101 o 0"5f20'C 122 16 .IICJhtly IIOltlble 17.000U60 C

Id02 UCeale
o 0621@20 t 24 54 210 93 105-679

Dillet.hyl pht.halat.e 0102 I IUf25'C 19418 ",320tZ5·C )<0 01'20 C 0 283 7 Ill-II-J
Di1M!thly Bulfate UI03 I 3322'20 C 126 13

hla2 85 -31 • 188
.. 6-Dinitro-o-creeol anrl ••lb pun 198 13 .parlngl, Boluble 100'20-<: 85 8 514-521
2 4-Dinltrophenol ul04,P048 1 6IU'24·C U411 BUghtly aoluble 5 6oo'I'·C hlOI 5J 114 (8ublhaQsJ 51-28-5.

hlD2 012,4-Dinltrot.oluene UI05 I 521f15'C 18214 insoluble to 270U2'C o 0013@59·C 70 300 121-14-2
N aUghtly IIOltsble

1x102 05 «decOMposes)
00 2,6-din1tl'otoluene OU6 lZ83 18214 65 285 606-20-2

Di-n-oc:tyl phthalate 0107 o 911(1IP gr' 3tl 0 Ineoluble 3t25'C hlO' 2(ca10 <0 2@15 C -25 220t!4Torr 117-840 0

" I 4-cUoxane UIOI I 0353UOOC 88 10
hl03 S2

40U5 2 C 12 101 I
1.2-diphenyJhyd..slne 0109 184 24 811qhUr 80Iubie 0 252t20'C 1@IOJ C 131 239 (dec.-posen) 122-66-7
Dlpropyl_lne 0110 o 73tlnp gr 101 It eatre.el, aoluble 10,001 hlOI 67 30'25 l- -40 105 142-84-7

o 722
hlOJ 31Di-n-propylnltl'O..i ... Dill 130 It "toG 205 621-64-7

2, 4-Dl thlobluret PDf9 I 522UO'C 135 20
Id03 55 9dO-3",O C

III decOllpolJes
£ncJosulfan P058 J 745'20'C 406 9 Marjy insolUble 60 to J50ppb 106 115-29-7

Id0352 h18-5U5 C 212
EndE'1n P051 374 ZOOppbt25'C IdeS '(calc , 2do-7e25 C 200 (_po••• , 71-20-8
Bthy! acetate 0112 o O'4"25'C 88 10

IsiOI 01
100U7 C -83 6 71 15 141-78-6

I'thyl aQrylate 0113 o 9nUO'C lOO 12 15 OOOU5'C 2"20 C (-72 "88thyl cyanide POSZ o 783'21'C 55 O. -103 5 971
Ithyl.nebt~lthloc.rbaMte U114

78 12(hfd lest.-If oolgble h10 6U5'C IdO-1 2Ethy!enedl_lne P053 o t7fZl'C "20 C 8 5 117 2 107-15-J
60 I(_yd I

Bthyenl_ine PU54 o I3Z'2t'C U 07 .l.elble 160'20 C -71 5 55-56 151-56-4
.thyl..... olllde 0115 o t111'ZO'C 44 05 1,095'20 C -Ill 3 10 7 75-21-8
Ethylene thiourea 0116 1025 highly 80Iubie 2,000

~sIOO 53.thyl etber 0117 o 7U4Ul..ldl 74 12 75,OOO,25·C 442'20 C -116 2 34 6 60-29-1
.thyl_thneryl.to DUO o 911'25'C 114 17 It'I801llbl.U5OC <-75 119
£thylltet.haneeulfonat.e OU9 124Z
Ferric cyanide P055 214 " .a.lubl*

10105 33lcOIc UalO-6"1alO-4,zo·c
37307-65-6

rluoranthene Ul20 20Z 26 InlJOluble o 26t25'C 120 361 206-44-0



Tl\IIIZ I 53 lCOIltinued'

.....- =~J,.
IIDlea.lar ""te. 101l>l>111t1 OCtllftOl/W.ter V.po£, he.sure Ileltl.., Point IIoUI", Point lA.'

lfaurcSoa eon.t1ttMnt. w..t. I lIoI,ht Q..Uteth. ..... ...t1t10t1 Cod ITo••" -e. 'Knarr- ·C,15t1'orr· •
FlvodM ..51 I IU-UIOC III 5 .Ughtly ..,IObl. I "1%tOC 1010' 1I1".'e tlKlO-::J_ldO-2.20-C -211 -111 77U-U-'
2-Pluoroaceu.t"e "51 n 140-1'-7
Flooroaeetic acid aceU•••It "51 71' ~luble J3 II' 12-74-1
rlGOE'Otrlchlor:otteth... IIIU I 414117 20C 137 )1 -IU 2' I 75-69-'
Fo....,d.hydo UIU o 1151-20OC 30 I .lletbl. I -I, -3'" SO-OO-O
ro~lc acid U123 I 220 II I) .18Clbl. 1010:'.:e- ]5120 C I 2 100 • 14-18-'

U12' III wert' .Dluble 10,00.
IdOl ],

7511)OOC -115 I'Furan I" IdOo ]4 3111 110-00-'
Furfural 11125 IIIIOC "" highly ""ubl" IJ,ON ~:~:o ••- 11200C -315 III 1

Glyctdyl.ld.hyde U121 1i2
"IO~ 11 3dO-'125 CHeptachlor "Sf 151 J14 .1.,.t In.oluble o 056125'C ,,- 76-U-I

hxechlorobef'llene U121 : :m~ t·cloP g.
214 78 al.Jllt lftWvble 0035 10103 l' 1 "'dO-SpZO-C 227-230 322-325 UI-7'-1

lIex.chloE'obuUdlene U121 260 74 .1.,.t InsolUble 5ppb@20'C IdO, - o lS@ZO·C -21 215 11-61-]

2'1 .111O_t InllOluble I UU5'C
4.10] 11

2 15d~;5125 C 157-151Ke.achloroc,cloheune ••Iph.' UI2t 1010] II ]If-"-'lhet.1 o 7Of25OC IdO. 11 2 1.10 120 C Jl" ]1f-15-7
.g....1 10(0) " 125C 31'-16-1

N nexachlorocyclopentacUene U130 I 7:t15'CloP gt' , 273 .1Ightly ""Obi. 21 ] ::1:3 ]. o 01125 c '4 2]9 77-47-'
00 tfexachloroetbane U131 2 OU20'CIop g< , 2]6 74 • Ughtly eoluble 50 o 4120 C .""U.. 116177'1Tot< 67-72-1

1,2,3,.,10,101lexachlol'o-
00 1 • ",5,lJ,la-heuhydro-

1 4a 5 8-endo endo-d1Jlethano-
naphthalene "50 b10754_He...ch lorophene U132 '05 , .1.,..t In.oluble 000'

10111 13
1"-167

HexacholorpE'Opene P051 248 • 1111-71-7
Hexae.t.byltetrlipbollphate POn SO, , -40 4eCOllPOS.S abowe 15
Hydradne U13J I 1011flS'C 3205 .1.clble

1011: blO" 25
11 4'25OC 11 113 5 ]02-01-2

lIydrocyanlc acid pOU o '87I'p ,. 27 _{ecibl. 400f4IOC -13 2 25 7 74-90-1
lIydrofluodc: acid U13' 0" Uquld If 'I .t..,tbl. 1010 1 40.'2S-C -13 1 If 54 7564-39-3

lap g. 113 ,'C,
3' 08 wery .olubl. 15,200@25~Hydrogen eulflde U135 1 5399/UO C -liS 5 -SO 4 7713-<16-'

UYdroxydlaeth)'l .ralne oxide U13' 195 1310 .Ughtly ""Iubl. 667
10-10,,0"<-

1f2
IndenoCl,2,J-e illpyrene U137 276 34 InsolUble

hl07 Iltc.le
IU 5-11. 19]-]9-5

looOlletbane U131 2 2?foe 141 95 '40"25 J·C -n 4 425 74-88-4
Iron De.tran U13, 1111,00' _tub!.

h:leO I' 900'-66-4
Isobutyl alcohol ulIO o 748125 Clap g. 7' I very 801uble 95,OOOllloe 12 2125·C -100 100 3 78-8]-1
lsocyanlc aeld, .ethyle.ter PO" 1 14fl1'C n 81 -U 2] ] 62'-13-'
1808afl:'ole fTrans-' UI41 1622 12 253



TABLE 6 53 Ccontinued)

Hazardous
~~~J"

PIolecular- Hate£' SolubU!!.l..-- Oct.nol/Katel' VapOr Pressure ""ltlng Point 9o11lng Point eM
HaZllr-dous Constituents Wane I IIelght ou.Utathe PPII" Partition Coef (Tol'r)· C,760Torr· C 760Torr. •
lCepone VIU U07 dec_poses,JSO-c
Lasiocarplne VU] 411 6
Lead acetate VU4 2 55 ]79 ]5 soluble 1S,anhydrous280
Lead (-0- Jpho_phate VU5 6 9-7 ] 811 59 1,014
Lead subacetate V146

1..0-0 58Kaletc anhydride VU7 o 7341llP g< '0 06 yer-y soluble 163 000'30·C 1'44 C 5] 202 108-31-6
Kdele hydra:zine VU8 112 1 l!IOaewhat soluble

hl0-O 84Halononitr-lle VU9 1 04,,]4 C 661 .lsclble ]0 5 220 109-77-3
MeJphatan V150
Mercury V151 13 5.6(op g< I 200 61 .1MOl!lt Insoluble 19 2ppbU·C o 0012,20 C -]8 17 356-350UOTo« 7'39-97-6

81 3ppb,30'C
Hercury ful.lnate P065 • 42(op g< 284 7 soluble In hot "20

hl00 29
eaplodes

Hethacrylonl trile V152 o 805 n 09 65U5 c -)5 90]
Hethanethlol V153 o 068'20 C 48 10 oUghtly II01ubie C1520U6 C -123 1 7 6 74-93-1

Methanol VIS' o 719510p g< 32 O' ~~~1:20 hl0j,°7I5
- 100,21·C -97 • 6' 9ii 67-56-1

1.10
Hethapyrl1ene V155 261 •

5xlO-5,25 CMethoayl P066 1 2946P24 C 162 2 highlY !Ioluble 10,000-51,000 78-79 16752-75-5
N 2-Hethylaztridine '067 58 10 75-55-6
(Xl Hethyl chlorocarbohate V156 1 223 94 50 7l •
\0 3-Methylcholanthrene V157 1 20 268 ] insoluble 110 280'IOTorr 56-U-5

.. .. -aethylene-bls"(2-
chloroanlllne) V158 267 2 -85 , 7t 57 101-14-'
Hethylethyl ketoneCHEk' Vln o 80SIop g< 721 very solUble 100 000,25 C 7l 2'20 C -86 75 76 ,
Hethylethyl ketone peroxideCR) V160 18 1
Hethyl hydrazlne PO'8 o 874 46 .1Ightly .oluble U 6USOC -20 • 178 'O-H-'Methyl isobutyl ketone V161 o BOI825 Clop g< I 100 16 .lIghtly ooluble l' 0008250C 1 16820 C -U 7 116 85
2-Hethylbctonltrile PO"

bl00 74Methyl llethacrylate V162 o '36(op g< I 100 1] .lIghtly soluble >20 28820 C -50 101 1 80-62-6
2-Methyl-2-I..thyl thlo1-
propionaldehyde-o-CHthyl-
cllrbonyl )odtte P070 190 3
N-Hethyl-N'-nitro-N-
nitro8oguanidtne V16] U71

o 97010-5@20 CMethyl parathion P07l l 3SB 263 81lghtly 8'Oluble 5S-60US'C 82 JS
Methylthiouracil V16' 142 2 .lIghtly !Ioloble 34 4825'C
Naphthalene V165 1 162 128 19 .Ughtly 80luble 30-'0 2,300 o 0492@20 C 80 55 217 4 91-20-3



TMlLl1: , 53 (continued)

Ifautdooe

=~J"
Molecular ""t.r SOl....lUtr Ochnol/Water V.apor: PreelUte IlelUng Point Bolli.....olnt CAS

HazarcSoue Conlt.1t.ucnte _.t_ , llelfht Qu.Ut.the .PII' '.rtitlon coer (Torr)- ·C, '50'1'0rr lll ·C,UITorr· I

l,4-llapllthoqulnon. UI" 1 taz 151 15 .Ughtly 8Olubl. )200U5'C h10174
123-126.'100 .tnt. to eubU•• ' 130-15-14

I-Naphthyh.lne Ul57 1 131 143 11 eolubl,. to 0 167' UI04 3 C 50 300 I 134-32-1
2-lIapllthylo.lne UIU 1 061"I'C 143 II ellghtly eolubl. UI01 0 C 111 5 306 0 91-59-8
I-ffapttthyl-2-t.hlourea POn
Hickel carbonyl 1'073 1 3U5U7 C 171 I ellghtly 801001. 180 400e25 I C -Z5 43 '0120-56-1
Hickel cy~ulld'e P074 110 • 557-19-7
Nicotine and lAth P075 1 0092 16Z 23 U61 I C <-10 247 3 54-11-5
HI trIe ox Iele 1'07' 1 3402g/1 30 01 -161 -151 18

p-NitroanUine Pl77
~lt~dH50 C

131 1 ellghtly eolubl. 1900,ZO C
hl01 15

1'142 4 C 141 5 332 0 100-01-6
Nlttobenzene Ul" 1 2Q5@25'C 123U eUghtly 8Olubl. 1000UO'C UU 4 C 56 211 91-95-3
Nitrogen dioxide P07I 1 OUO'C 46 40oel0 C ·9 3 21 (deco-poI.e) lO10Z-H-0
Htt.l'ogen peroxide .079 1 340Zg/1 Uquld 30 01 -161 -151 18 UOlJ-"-7

'-lSt'C
Nt I:rogen tetroxide '010 1 nuo C 46 400flO C -93 21 ._""e.e)
HitroglfcerIn!! Fall 1 601 227 09

hlol 91
le127'C 13 explode.@ll. 55-63-0

p-Nltrophenol Ul71 1 27 ll' 11 lolub!. In 16,000125 C 2 2U46'C 113-114 decc.poae.'27' 100-n-7
hot water

2-Ml tropropane U171 0992 no, 10U5 I C ·'3 12 79-46-9
N-Nl trosocU-n-butyJaafne U17Z

N N-tlltrosodleth-anol..lne U173 164 2
H-Hl trosocJiethyla.lne U174 a '422 102 2 lIOderately

\0 801001.
0 H-lfltrosodJlltethyla.lne POI2 1005 74 1

lxlo2 5'(c.l«:
152

N-Ill trosod lpheny laMlne ron 191 24 ln801uble '4-66 1'-30-6
N-Hltrosod I-n-pxopyliudne U175 o 9160 llO 19 soluble "nOU5 C hl01 311eele 11 621-64-7
"-HI trosod I-n-ethylurea U176
N-Nltroso-n..-.ethylurea U177 103 1
N-ttl trolo-n-aethyluretm.ne U171 ll2 2
H-Nltroso.ethylvlnyl.-lne PO"
H-Mltroso~lperldln. U17' 116 2
H-Hlt:rosopyrroJJdJne UllO 100 1
S-tUtro-o-toluidlne Ulll
Oet....thylpyropbu.pbo<..ldo POlS 1 137125'C 286 34 10'26'C 20-21 137-142P1'orr
Oleyl alcohol condensed with
2 IIOJes ethylene odele POIf
oe.lUII tetrodde P087 4 906122 C 254 20 39 $oU • ubll....130 20116-12-•
7-OJUllblcyclolz :I llhept.ne-
2, J-DlclIrbOKyUe acid POll

ld.1 15Paraldehyde U1I2 • '943/.p gr ) 13216 .aluble 120,&00 ~57~::g-5'20 C
12' 124 4

Parathion POI, 1 267 291 ] eUghtly eolGbl_ 24125'C 1,410 375
Pentaehlorobenllene 0113 1 UU17"Clop gr 250 34 al.,.t ln~luble o 135 154 00' 16 277 601-')-5



'rAULB , 53 (continued)

ltaurclOU8
=~J,"

Molecular llater Solubility oetanol/W.ter Vapor Pnasure ""1 tlng Paint 801l1ng .olnt CIIS
Ha!CardoU!l Constituent. waite' ....Ight oualltathe PPII" 'a<t1t101l Coo>r (Torl:)· -e,160Totr· ·C,7S0Torr- I

Penhchlol:oethane U1I4 1 673f25OC 202 3 _lightly aoloble 500 1010: :1 -29 In 76-01-1
Pentachlol:ophenol 1'0" 1918 266 35 _l1ghtly aolulli. 14f20'C ~:~~5 51

o 00011@20 C l!0 109-110 (c1ecO'lpos.e, "-16-5
Pentachloronl trobton,.ene U1I5 I 118@25OC 295 abotlt insolable o 44@2"C 1« 328 82-68-8
1,3-Pentadiene UII6 SQ4-509
Phena~t1n UII7 179 Z1

10101 5
135

Phenol uln 1 01,25'CIlIP gr 94 11 very lolubb n.ooo- '60'40 I·C 40 ,. 181 15 108-95-2
93.000'25OC

Phenyldichloroarsine ron 1 lIS4 222 n -15 6 255-275
Phenyl"ercury acetate ron 336 7$ .1Ightly oo!uhl. o 021@20·C 149
If-Phenyl thiourea POn 1 3 1522 154 103-85-5
",orate P094 1 156 260 4 .1IghtlY oolubl. 5GfrooM teap 18 o 00084'20 C <-15 111-12010 ITorr 298-02-2
Phosgene .095 1 31 98 92 118ot20'C -118 8 3 75-44-5
Phoaphlne P046 1 52 g/ltoOC 34 04 .Ughtly ""lobi. 15200@-3'C -132 5 -87 5 7803-51-2
phol!lphorothlolc acid, 0,0"
di.ethlyeater.O-eater with
H,N-diltethyl benzene
!luI fonatlI1de .on
Phosphorous tlul fide UI89 2 03 22Z 24 decOllpole. 1

2alO-4'20 CPhthalic enbydrlde uuo 1 UI.p gr 14812 _lightly .oIUbl. o 24 131 2 295 IIlIlbU.... ' 85-44-9
2..Picollne U191 o 95'15 C 93 13 .oluble 10'24 4'C -10 129 109-06-8
tot••si_ cyanide: '091 1 52 U6'C 6511 soluble 634 5 151-50-8

N Silver cyanJde .099 199 0 101ubie 506-64-9
1.0 ,ron_ide 0192 1 0362'25'C 76 1 o 08'20·C

I-' J 2-Propanedlo1 .100 1112 57-55-6
J 3-ttroPDftlt suI tone U19J 122 2
PropionltrUe '101 o 1I3t21OC 5508 -103 5 97 1 107-12-0
"-propyl.ine UIM 01191 59 11 _lBclble 248120 C -83 41-49 107-10-8
2..Propyn-l-ol .102 .9715 56 I

lale
O

"
11 6120 C -50 115 101-19-7

Pyridine U196 o 9I31sp gr 79 10 .Iaclbl. Ut20'C -42 1153 110-86-1
Quinone U191 1318 108 09 _Ughtly oolubl. eon.llfer.ble 1151 laubU.... ' 106-51-4

In "'t "20
Reserpine U200 601 1 Inoolulli. 264-26S,decoapo...
Re80rclnol 0201 1 285'15OC 110 11 .1IcJble 1,108 4 C 110 276 5
saccharin U2ez 1832 221.4ecc.posee , ••bll••) 108-"-3
SafJ:'ole 0203 1096' 1$218 U63 8ee 11 234 5
Seleniou8 acid Un4 3 004'15OC 12898 1'3S6ee deec.po••
seleablll sulfide 0205 3 056to'C 111 03 deena_.'ll1-1U 7446-34-6
Selenourea '103 630-10-4
SUver cyanide .104 395 133 90 --"320 506-64-9
Sodl... *z.lde ..05 1146 65 ez d_ 26628-22-8
Sodl_ cyanide .106 U82 11817 C 563 1 I,." 143-33-'
Streptozotocln U206 255 3 115
StronUu. sulfide '107 3 17115'«; 1191 --- BU-96-1
Strychnine and salt. .108 1 359f18OC 334 40

hl0
4

"
268 210 51-24-9

1 2•••5-Tetrachlor~nHM U207 1 158t21'ClllP gr 215 9 .I.-t. InltOlable <0 U25 C 138 245 55-94-3



WdIL1l 6 53 I"""UnOMdI

....rdo.
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1Io1ec:ubr wat.r 801obilltr OCtlnot/llater Vapor Pressure ""lUng Point IIolllng 'olnt
- --

CJ\!"
HaurdotM Con.tit-vent. _to , IIolght ~Utath. • PlI' Partition coer. CTol"r)· ·e,160T0rr· C,750T0rr·

1,1,1,2-TetrachloNetbMte 1120' I..5U'2S'CIIP gr 111' .lIghtly .olubl. un 1110
4

" 6125 C -n 12' 630-20-6
1 1 2,2-TetracbloroethaM 112U 1 5953 117' .Ughtly ,olobl. 2900 1010

4
" 5120'C -]5 146 2 79-]4-~

10102 56
TetracblocoetlHlne 11210 1 623 us 83 .Ughtly .olubl. 150-200'20'C 10112 n 14120 C -22 7 121 1l7-1B·4
'l'etEaohlorc.ethaM 11211 1 Uta'2S'ClIP gr I 153 12 .Ughtly .olubl. IOGOU5'C 1011: ~4_ ~'ZO C -22 , 76 54 56-23-5

2, J, 4, 6-Tetrachlorophenol 11212 232 0 :::~5 01 IUOO 0 C n-70 Z28 58-'0-Z
TetrHthyI4Ithlopyrophooph.t. Pia' 3 22 .11t01t bUloluble
Tetraethyl lead Pll0 1 650Uf'C 323 5 Inaoluble lU8 4 C 125-150 1,.-202 (dece-poac:s )
TetrHthfl pyrophoophat. .111 12" 20' 2 at.elbl_

:al00 46
o OO0l5'20'C

Tetnhydroful'Iln 11213 a un 72 1 a1ac1ble 176t25'C -101 5 64-65 109-99-'
Tetren1troeettt.fta .112 1 ,se@lJ-C U604 10122 7 C 13 1251 5ot-I4-8
'!hallie oxide Pl13 , 65Ul'C 456 7f 117+15 1-02 '175 12651-Z1-7
ThaUL_ ecetate 11214 3U 263 U 110-
Thelllu. camontl! 11215 711 411 " 273
'l118111.. c:blodCle 11216 700 2lt I lot517 C 430 720 1345)-)Z-2
'I1I.l11ua nitrate 11217 5 55 261 4 206 430
ThaIU.... eelenlte .114 283 3
Tha111.. Butfate P115 677 504 14 632 CdeCOlllpoaes)

l',) Ttl loaceta.lde 11211 75 20 il3
\0 Thloseaicarbazlde .111
l',) ,",lour-e... 112U 1 405 76 J 117 (dectwposes) 62-56-6

Thiura. .111 h10207_Toluene 11220 08" '213 aUghtly aolub!e 470-534 1125'C
hl0

2
"

28 7'25 C ..,5 110 6 108-88-3

Toluenedla.1ne 0221 1047 12217 very .oluble lfl05 5 C n 292
o-Toluidlne hydrochloride 11222 143 6
Toluene dUsocyanate 0223 1 22 174 15 o 05'25 C 20-22 251
ToXBpMne 112Z4 1 "A 413 alflO8t Jnao!uble a 4-0 3 ~~~02 30

o ZOO "25 C 70·'5 6eeoIpoaea>120 1001-3,-2
TrlbtOfllOllethane 11225 2 840 252 75 .Ughtly aoluble 3 010'15 C JO'34 C 8 3 14' 5 15-25-2

1 l,l-Trlchloroetlume 11226 I 332 13341 .Ughtly .olobl. :'~~:J:~ hlO~ ~7 " O'ZO C -30 41 74 1 71-155-6
I 1,2-Trlcbloroethane 11221 1 U051'p gr U341 aUghtly .olub!e >200 hl02 2t nlloc -]4 5 IU 77 79-00-5
Trlehloroethene 0228 U134 .Ughtly ao1ubt. 1.100tzO'C ~:~~2 53

57 "20 C -7] 17 19-01-6
Trlehlorofluore-ethane 112" 1 484117 2'C 1374 .Ughtly solUble 1 100 657 4'20'C -111 23 I 75-69-4
Tt'lehloroaethanethJol .111

hl02 72_2 4 5-Trlc-hlorophenol 11230 1 678125'C1"" gr 1t74$ aUghtly .oluble 200
h104 37

o l,Z5 C 57 252 95-'5-4

2 4 6-Trichlorophenol 11231 1 675'25'C 1174$ sUghtly aolub!e 800@2S·C hl03 38_ 1,76 5 C US 244 5 88-06-2
lllp Gr I h103 62

2,4 5-Trlchloropbenoxy-
acetic acld(2,4,S-T) 11232 1652 255 5 .Ughtly oolubl. 2Z1125 C 151-153 93-76-5



ThOLE: 6 53 (continued)

Hazardous
~~~~).

Molecular WaUr Solubllttr
Ha%ardoUd CansU tuente Waste' Weight eualit.the p,ft·

2 .. S-Tdchlorophenoxy"
propionic acld(2,4,5"TCPPA) U233 269 5 slightly soluble
(1 3 SJ-TdnltE'ohenzene U234 i 688 213 U slightly 801uble J50
TE'ls( 2, 3-dlbrollOpE'opyl)-

2 27lltetricton/1I3phosphate U2J5 6977
Trypan blue U2J6 960 8 solUble
Uracil Illushrd U2J7
Uret.hane U2J8 o 9862 >89 i
Vanadic ~c1d, allUllOniUM salt PUg
VanadlU1l pentoxlde(DullJt) P120 J J57U8 C 18i 90
Xylene 10-) U239 o 88U5 Clsp gr I i06 2 sUghtly 801ubl!! 175U5 C

1.... / o 8684U5 Clsp gr i06 2 sUghtly 801uble 130
lp-/ o 86125 Clsp gr I i06 2 slightly soluble 198

Zinc cyanide P12i U74
Zinc phosphide P122 4 55UJ C 285 10

N *Unles9 otherwise notelh at 20·C unless otherwise not.ed

\0
W

Octanol/Water V."por f'l:e8RUre ~lting Point. Roiling Point -
'"Partition Coef (Torr)· C.160Tol't'· C.760Torr· I

idOl J7
182
i22 decOlllposc8 99-15 4

lIt 02S9r"'lfl25 ( 5 5

IO@77 8 t 49 184

idO~ ~~
690 decOIIposl:'sfil 750

10812 I C -25 5 144 4 95·47-6
IdOJ is 10@28 1 l -47 9 139 180-38-)
Ida IO@.!7 )-<; 13-14 138 106-41-)

decOIIpoecs@800 557-21-1
420 1 100 51810-70-9



Commercial chemical products or manufacturing intermediates that have
been identified as acutely hazardous have been assigned three digit numbers
preceded by the letter "P" (Le., P003 for acrolein). An acutely hazardous
waste 1S defined by the EPA (1980b) as having at least one of the fo110w1ng
characteristics:

(1) it has been found to be fatal to humans 1n low doses;

(2) in the absence of data on human tOX1C1ty it has been shown
in studies to have an oral LDSO tox1city to rats of less
than SO mg/kg;

(3) it has an inhalation LCSO toxic1ty to rats of less than
2 mg/1;

(4) it has a dermal LDSO toxicity to rabbits of less than
200 mg/kg, or

(S) 1t is otherwise capable of causing or signif1cant1y contrib
uting to an increase in serious irreversible or incapacitat
ing reversible illness.

Commercial chemical products or manufacturing intermediates that have
been identified as toxic have been assigned three digit numbers preceded by
the letter "U" (i.e., U0222 for benzo(a)pyrene). A tOX1C waste is def1ned
by the EPA as having been shown in scientific studies to have toxic,
carcinogenic, mutagen1c or teratogenic effects on humans or other life
forms (EPA, 1980b).

Physicochemical properties 11sted in Table 6.S3 were compiled from the
EPA background documents on the ident1f1cation and listing of hazardous
waste (Dawson et al., 1980; Sax, 1979). The table is largely se1f
explanatory (i.e., highly water soluble compounds may be leachable, and
compounds with high vapor pressures may be lost through volatilization),
with the poss1b1e exception of the octano1/water partition coefficient.
This is defined by Dawson et al. (1980) as "the ratio of the chemical's
concentration in octano1 to that in water when an aqueous solution is
intimately mixed with octano1 and allowed to separate." Dawson goes on to
say that this value reflects the bioaccumu1ative potential, which he
defines as the ratio of the concentration of the compound 1n an aquatic
organism to the concentration of the compound in the water to which the
organism is exposed. The octano1/water partition coefficient may also be
used to estimate the d1stribution coefficient (Kd) for organic constitu
ents in a soil/water system (Kar1ckoff et a1., 1979) as follows:

(6.4)

where

f oc = fraction of organic carbon in the soil (g of organic
carbon per g dry soil);

Kaw = octano1/water partition coefficient; and
i = solute index.
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It is important to understand the fate of hazardous organ1c constitu
ents because of their potential impact on human health should they be
released from the treatment unit. Consequently, it would be helpful to
have a means of obtaining available data on the human health impact of the
hazardous constituents in a land treated waste. Table 6.53 lists the
Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) Registry numbers which are the primary
listing mechanism for a variety of computerized data searching services
such as the Dialog computerized listing of Chemical Abstract and Environ
mental Mutagen Information Center (Oak Ridge, Tennessee). These data bases
are continuously updated and can therefore be extremely useful where more
information is needed on specific waste constituents.

Fate Mechanisms for Organic Constituents

To be considered suitable for land treatment, all major organic com
ponents of a waste applied to soil must degrade at reasonable rates under
acceptable application rates and conditions. A reasonable rate of degra
dation is a rate rapid enough that degradation, rather than volatilization,
leaching or runoff, is the controlling loss mechanism within the HWLT unit.
The allowable degree of loss by volatilization, leaching and runoff depends
on the types of compounds involved. Air and water leaving the site should
meet current air and water quality standards. Organic waste constituents
that are recalcitrant under land treatment conditions may limit the life of
a facility even though they may be present in relatively small concentra
tions.

There are five primary mechanisms for the removal of organic waste
constituents from a treatment site. degradation, vo1at11ization, runoff,
leaching, and plant absorption. Each of these mechanisms is exam1ned in
the following discussions.

6.2.2.1 Degradation

Degradation 1S the loss of organic constituents from soil by chemical
change induced by either soil microorganisms, photolysis, or reactions cat
alyzed by soil. While the nonbio10gi,ca1 sources of chemical change can
play an important role in degradation, the primary mechanism of organic
chemical degradation in soil is biological.

While degradation of organic constituents over time may appear to be
exponential, it is actually made up of distinct components that will vary
in importance with climatic conditions, soil type (Edwards, 1973), and sub
strate properties. If the approximate half-life of a constituent is known
for a given soil-climate regime, it is possible to estimate the amount of
the constituent that will accumulate due to repeated applications of the
constituent to the treatment soil. For instance, if 5,000 kg/ha/year of a
one year half-life constituent is applied to soil, there will still be
2,500 kg/ha left in the soil when the second 5,000 kg is applied.
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Consequently, the amount of the substance in the soil immed~ate1y after the
2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th yearly app1icat~on would be approx~mate1y

7,500, 8,750, 9,315, 9,688, 9,844 and 9,922 kg/ha. For substances with
half-lives of no more than one year, and assu~ng that the substance ~s not
toxic to soil ~crobes at the max~mum accumulated concentration, no more
than twice the amount applied yearly should accumulate in soil (Edwards,
1973; Burnside, 1974). More generally, the accumulation of an organic con
stituent can be held at tw~ce the amount placed in the soil in one applica
tion so long as the applications are separated by the time length of one
half-life of the constituent. Degradation of approximately 99% of the sub
stance should be attained within 10 years of the last waste application
(Table 6.54). After a 30 year post-closure period, an initial concentra
tion in the soil of 0.5% or 10,000 kg/ha should have been reduced to 0.5
ppb or approximately 1 gm/ha. Methods for eva1uat~ng the degradation rate
or half-life of organic constituents in a waste are discussed ~n Section
7.2.1.2.

TABLE 6.54. PERCENT DEGRADATION AFTER 10, 20 AND 30 YEARS FOR ORGANIC
CONSTITUENTS WITH VARIOUS HALF-LIVES IN SOIL

Percentage of Substance Degraded

Ha1f-L~fe In Soil

3 months
6 months
1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years

10 years
20 years
30 years

After 10 Years

100
99.9999
99.90
96.88
89.56
81.25
75.0
50.0
25.0
16.6

After 20 Years

100
99.9999
99.90
98.96
96.88
93.75
75.0
50.0
33.3

After 30 Years

100
99.9999
99.90
99.39
98.44
87.5
62.5
50.0

Both the rate and extent of b~odegradation of waste in soil depend
primarily on the che~ca1 structure of the ~ndiv~dua1 organic const~tuents

in the waste. Other factors that affect b~odegradation include the waste
loading rate and the degree to which the waste and so~l are mixed. If, for
instance, an oily waste is app1~ed too frequently or at too h~gh a loading
rate, anaerobic conditions may preva~l in the soil and decrease biodegrada
tion. If toxic organic constituents are app1~ed at too high a rate, either
microbial numbers may be reduced or a so~l may even become steri1~zed

(Buddin, 1914). Adequate ~x~ng of waste w~th so~l tends to decrease
localized concentrations of toxic waste components wh~le it increases both
soil aeration and the area of contact between soil ~crobes and the waste.

Soil factors that affect biodegradation include texture, structure,
temperature, moisture content, oxygen level, nutr~ent status, pH, and the
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kind and number of microbes present. In a study that evaluated the effect
of soil texture on b1.odegradation of refinery and petrochemical wastes, a
sandy clay soil consistently degraded more waste than a sandy loam soil and
two clay soils (Brown et al., 1981). The low degradation rate exhibited by
the clay soils was at least partly due to anaerobic conditions (excess
water and low oxygen levels) that developed in these soils. Th1.s condition
might be overcome with time if the waste applied were to impart a more
aggregated structure to the soils allowing better drainage and a higher
rate of oxygen transfer into the soil.

Soil pH strongly 1.nfluences biodegradation rate, presumably by affect
ing the availablity of nutrients to the soil m1.crobes. Dibble and Bartha
(1979) noted a s1.gn1.ficantly higher biodegradation rate for oily sludge at
soil pH of 7.0 to 7.8 than at pH 5 to 6. In general, however, the availa
bility of most nutrients is optimal in the pH range of 6 to 7. The most
common method of increasing soil pH to near 7 is the application of agri
cultural lime. Management of s01.l pH is discussed in Section 8.6.

Soil temperature for optimal degradation of oily sludge has been
reported to be above 20°C but below 40°C (Dibble and Bartha, 1979).
Another study found that the biodegradation rate for petrochemical and
refinery wastes doubled when soil temperatures increased from 10°C to 30°C,
but decreased slightly when temperatures increased from 30°C to 40°C (Brown
et aI., 1981).

Soil moisture content for opt1.um biodegradation varies with soil type,
soil temperature, waste type, and waste application rate. Consequently,
the optium m01.sture level needs to be detennined on a case-by-case basis.
However, very dry or saturated soils have been reported to exhibit lower
biodegradation rates than moist soils (Brown et aI., 1981). As a general
rule, a soil water content that supports plant growth will also encourage
microbial degradation of waste (Huddleston, 1979).

The nutrient status of a soil-waste mixture depends on both the pres
ence and availab1.lity of the necessary elements. Adding mtrogen ferti
lizer to soils where o1.ly wastes had been applied increased biodegradat1.on
by 50% 1.n one study (Kincannon, 1972), but the increase in biodegradation
was substantially less in similar studies (Brown et al., 1981; Raymond et
al., 1976). Nitrogen additions have the greatest effect on degradation of
wastes that are readily degradable but are mtrogen def1.cient. For more
slowly degradable organic wastes, lower levels of nitrogen are necessary
for optimal biodegradation (Huddleston, 1979). The arQ.ount of carbon 1.n
relation to the amount of U1.trogen needed to optim1.ze degradat1.on (the C.N
ratio) may be as low as 10: 1 or as high as 150.1 (Brown et aI., 1981).
Care must be taken when applY1.ng mtrogen fertil1.zer to avoid an excess of
nitrogen wh1.ch could contr1.bute to the leaching of mtrates. Fertilization
with potassium or phosphorus is usually not necessary unless the receiving
s01.l has a deficiency or large amounts of wastes defic1.ent in these ele
ments are land applied.

Both k1.nd and number of soil microbes detennine which and how much of
the organic constituents degrade in S01.l. In native, undisturbed soil, a
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large variety of microbes are present. After application of waste, the
microbes that cannot assimilate the carbon sources present in the waste are
rapidly depleted, while microbes that can use these carbon sources tend to
flourish. In this manner, the microbial population of the soil is automat
ically optimized for the applied waste. In some cases, there may be an
initially low degradation rate as the number of microbes that can use the
waste as a food source multiply. Several studies report substantial
increases in total numbers of bacteria soon after addition of hydrocarbons
to soils (Dotson et al., 1971; Jobson et al., 1974). The two genera of
hydrocarbon-utilizing bacteria most often found to contribute to biodegra
dation of oily wastes are Pseudomonas and Arthrobacter (Jensen, 1975).

6.2.2.2 Volatilization

Volatilization is the loss of a compound to the atmosphere. Two stud
ies note that soil, as compared to water, decreased volatilization by an
order of magnitude (Wilson et al., 1981). Factors affecting volatilization
include the properties of the specific compound (vapor pressure, water
solubility, and Henry's Law Constant), the soil (air-filled porosity and
temperature), interactions between the waste and soil (application method
and degree of mixing), and atmospheric conditions (wind velocity, air tem
perature, and relative humidity). One study found that the highest
emission rate of volatile organic components of waste occurred within min
utes of application and decreased substantially within one hour (Wetherold
et al., 1981).

Compounds of most concern with regard to their potential volatiliza
tion include both those that are persistent, toxic, and/or weakly adsorbed
to soil and those that exhibit either low water solubility or high vapor
pressure. Organic constituents with high vapor pressures are more readily
volatilized from soil. Compounds that are not soluble in water tend to be
available for volatilization longer because they are less likely to be
removed in leachate or runoff water. Persistent organic constituents may
similarly be more of a vo1atilization problem because they tend to be pre
sent in the soil longer. In addition, organic compounds are more easily
volatilized if they are less strongly adsorbed by soil. Finally, the tox
icity of the compound is of concern since the more toxic an organic consti
tuent, the larger the environmental impact per unit of material volatil
ized.

In a study of volatilization of oily industrial sludges from land
treatment, the amount of the total weight of the sludges volatilized within
the first 30 minutes after waste application ranged from 0.01 to 3.2%
(Wetherold et al., 1981). In this same study, emissions were measured for
oily sludges that were subsurface injected at two depths. When the waste
was injected to a depth of 7.5 cm, the emissions were relatively high
because the sludge bubbled to the surface. Sludge injected to a depth of
15 cm produced no detectable emissions, and no sludge appeared on the sur
face.
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Reduct10n of waste volume through volatilizat10n 1S not an acceptable
treatment process for organ1C chemicals. However, 1t can be a substant1al
loss mechanism. For 1nstance, Schwendinger (1968) noted that 41, 37 and
36% of a llght 011 volatilized from soil ~ithin 7 weeks when oil appl1ca
tion rates were 25, 63 and 100 ml 01l/kg soil, respect1vely. In nine out
of ten cases, more oil was lost by volatilization than by biodegradation
(Schwendinger, 1968). Methods for evaluating volatilization of waste com
ponents from s01l are discussed in Sect10n 7.2.3.

6.2.2.3 Runoff

Runoff 1S that portion of precipitation that does not infiltrate a
soil, but rather moves overland toward stream channels or, in the case of
HWLT units, to retent10n ponds. HWLT units should be designed to collect
all runoff from the act1ve port10n of the faci11ty because this water may
be contaminated with various constituents of the waste. Methods for the
retention and treatment of runoff are discussed in Section 8.3.3-8.3.5 Fac
tors affecting the loss of organic constituents by runoff include watershed
propert1es, organic constituent properties, waste-soil interactions, and
precipitat10n parameters.

The watershed of an HWLT unit is the area of land that dra1ns into the
retention ponds. Since run-on, or surface drainage water from outside the
unit must be diverted, runoff will only be generated from the active por
tion. The amount of the organic constituents removed in runoff is closely
tied to how much runoff is generated. Although organic constituents
removed in this manner will largely be those that are water soluble, some
may be removed through adsorption to suspended solids in the runoff water.
Edwards (1973) suggested that insoluble organics that strongly sorb to soil
particles could be transported off-site on soil particles in runoff water.
Since the amount of suspended solids increases as the rate of runoff
increases, removal of organic constituents adsorbed to these solids is also
expected to increase as the rate increases. The organic constituents that
are adsorbed to suspended solids vary with the nature of the suspended
solid and may be considerably different from the constituents dissolved in
the runoff water.

Waste-soil interactions that affect the amount of organic constituents
released to runoff water are waste loading rate, application timing, and
application method. A larger portion of the organic waste constituents can
be expected in runoff water as the loading rate is increased beyond the
adsorption capacity of the soil. Application timing can also increase the
organic constituents in runoff particularly when a large application of
waste is made just prior to a heavy rainstorm, or when a large portion of
the yearly waste produced is applied to a soil during a rainy season. The
release of organic constituents to runoff can be substantially reduced by
subsurface injection.
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6.2.2.4 Leaching

,
Leaching of organic chemicals from surface soil to groundwater is a

potential problem wherever these chemicals are improperly disposed. Some
of the most Widely used organic chemicals t halogenated and nonhalogenated
solvents t have been found both in groundwater in the U.S. and to a lesser
extent in the other industrialized countries (Table 6.55). Though the
source of these constituents is not known t most of the synthetic organic
compounds found in groundwater are quite volatile t inferring that these
compounds were probably leaking from buried wastes rather than wastes
applied to soil. If the volatile and slowly degradable halogenated sol
vents were land treated t the major loss mechanism would probably be volati
lization rather than leaching. However t neither volatilization nor leach
ing is considered an acceptable loss mechanism for these toxic organics.
Wastes containing chlorinated solvents should undergo a dehalogenation pre
treatment before they are considered land treatable. With a properly man
aged HWLT unitt numerous studies have shown that at least the nonhalogen
ated hydrocarbons can be completely degraded before they leach from the
soil. Methods for evaluating the constituent mobility are given in Section
7.2.2 and techniques for the collection and treatment of leachate are dis
cussed in Section 8.3.6.

Effective land treatment of readily leachable organics requires an
understanding of the soil and organic constituent properties that affect
compound leachability. Following are discussions of these properties ahd
how they effect the leachability of organic constituents.

6.2.2.4.1 Soil Properties that Affect Leaching. Soil properties that
influence the leaching of organic constituents of land treated waste are
texture t structure t horizonation t amount and type of clay present t organic
matter content t cation exchange capacity (CEC)t and pH. Relative influence
of the soil properties can vary with waste compositiont application method t
loading rate t and c11matic conditions. While there are no simple methods
for predicting the rate at which a particular organic constituent will
leach t an understanding of how soil properties influence leaching can aid
in site selection and soil management. Determination of the leachability
of individual hazardous organic constituents should be determined by pilot
studies (Chapter 7). Discussions of how the soil properties affect
leaching of organic constitutents follow.

Soil texture and structure have been shown to have substantial influ
ence on the leachability of organic constituents (Brown and Deuel t 1982;
Brown et al. t 1982a). Leaching can be substantial from sandy soils due to
their low CEC t low clay content t low organic matter content t and relative
high number of large pores and resultant high permeability. Clay soils can
limit leaching due to their high CEC t high clay content t high organic
matter content t and high number of small intraaggregate pores and resultant
low permeability. For instance t in one study where industrial wastes were
applied to four soils and leachate was collected in field lysimeters t sandy
soil allowed the greatest amount of organic constituent leaching (Brown et
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TABLE 6.55 TWO CLASSES OF SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CONSTITUENTS WIDELY FOUND IN
GROUNDWATER*

Highest Level Detected
in Groundwater

( llg/l)

Organic Constituent Netherlands II

HYDROCARBONS

Cyclohexane
Benzene
Toluene
Xylenes
Ethyl benzene
Isopropyl benzene

Chloroform
Dichloromethane
Carbon tetrachloride
Dibromochloromethane
1,1-Dichloroethane
1,2-Dichloroethane
1, 1, I-Trichloroethane

. Dichloroethylenes
Trichloroethylene
Tetrachloroethylene

540
330

6,400
300

2,000
290

HALOGENATED HYDROCARBONS

490
3,000

400
55

400
11 ,330
5,440

860
35,000

1,500

30
100
300

1,000
300
300

10
3,000

30
0.3

10
3

3,000
10

1,000
30

* This list represents some examples of compounds in two classes of
organic compounds that have been found several t~mes in groundwater and
is in no way a comprehensive list of the leachable constituents in those
organic constituent classes.

t Burmaster and Harris (1982); Dyksen and Hess (1982).

II Zoeteman et ale (1981).
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al., 1982a). In another study, deep soil cores were taken from five HWLT
units to examine the depth of penetration of land-applied hydrocarbons
(Table 6.56). An HWLT unit with a sandy loam soil (site E) that received
large amounts of oily waste allowed hydrocarbons to move 180-240 cm in one
year. Another HWLT unit with a clay soil (site A) had not allowed detect
able quantities of hydrocarbons to penetrate below the treatment zone (top
18 cm) after two years of operation. The potential benefits of horizona
tion can be seen in site B, where a clay subsoil seems to have minimized
the depth to which hydrocarbons penetrated into that soil.

While soil texture can be used to estimate the distribution of pore
sizes in sandy soils, the pore size distribution in clay soils can be
greatly affected by clay particles clumping into larger aggregate struc
tures. These aggregates tend to allow the formation of larger pores
between aggregates, while they contain many small internal or intraaggre
gate pores. When liquid waste is applied by either spray irrigation or
overland flow to structured clay soil, organic constituents may move
through the large interaggregate pores without being appreciably adsorbed
by the majority of the soil surface present in the intraaggregate pores
(Helling, 1971; Davidson and Chang, 1972). However, if organic constit
uents are dewatered first and then incorporated into a soil surface, water
later percolating through the interaggregate pores may not have enough res
idence time to desorb organic constituents adsorbed on the intraaggregate
surfaces. Dekkers and Barbera (1977) found that leachability of organic
constituents incorporated into soil decreased as the soil aggregate size
increased.

Both amount and type of clay present in a soil have been found to
affect the mobility of pesticides (Helling, 1971). Mobility of nonionic
pesticides was found to be inversely related to clay content. Soils high
in montmorillonitic clays were found to inhibit the movement of cationic
pesticides. Anionic or acidic pesticides were relatively more mob~le in
montmorillonitic soils, suggesting possible negative adsorption. Acidic
pesticide mobility was found to be inversely related to nonmontmorillonitic
clay content.

Several studies have noted that the movement of organic chemicals in
soil is inversely related to the organic matter content of the soil
(Helling, 1971; Filonow et al., 1976; Roberts and Valocchi, 1981; Miles et
al., 1981; Nathwani and Phillips, 197). Helling (1971) found that the
retardation of organic chemical movement through soils was highly corre
lated to the adsorption of these organic chemicals by the native soil
organic matter.

Cation exchange capacity (CEC), the capacity of soil to adsorb posi
tively charged compounds, decreases the mobility of cationic and nonionic
organic constituents and it may increase the mobility of anionic organic
constituents (Helling, 1971). CEC can be thought of as the capacity of the
negatively charged soil to attract and hold positively charged compounds
such as cationic organic constituents. The correlation between CEC and
reduced mobility of nonionic compounds is probably due to the component of
the CEC represented by native soil organic matter. Organic matter has the
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TABLE 6.56 DEPTH OF HYDROCARBON PENETRATION AT FIVE REFINERY LAND TREATMENT UNITS*

T~me Between
Depth of Last Waste Approximate Length

Hydrocarbon Application Application of
Penetration Waste TYVes and Sampling Rate Operat~on

S~te So~l Type (cm) Applied (Months) (M3/Ha/Yr ll ) (Years)

A Clay Less than ~n 1,3,8 4 30 2
untreated
area

B Loamy surface 23 2,7 16 1-4% o~l 6
w~th clay subsoil (one time

apphcation)

C Sandy clay loam 30 1,3,4,6 3 25 4
(one time
application)

D Sandy clay loam 91 1,3,6 11 54 6

E Sandy loam 180-240 1-6 (l 7000 1

* Brown and Deuel (1982).

t Waste types applied were:
clays; (5) ETP sludge, (6)

# Unless otherwise noted.

(1) API separator sludge, (2) DAF sludge; (3) Tank bottoms; (4) Filter
Slop oil emuls~on; (7) Treatment pond sludge; and (8) Leaded sludge.



capacity to adsorb cationic, nonionic and anionic organic constituents.
The increased mobility, or negative adsorpt10n, of anionic organics is due
to the electrical repulsion between the negatively charged clay minerals
and the anionic organic constituents.

Soil pH has been found to be an important parameter affecting the
mobility of organic acids. Helling (1971) noted that as soil pH increased,
the mobility of acidic organic constituents increased. Organic acids exist
in soil as anions when the soil pH is greater than the dissociat10n con
stant (pKa ) of the compounds. As anions, these compounds exhibit nega
tive adsorption and are increasingly mobile in clay soils.

6.2.2.4.2 Organic Constituent Properties that Affect Leaching. The main
properties of organic constituents that affect their leaching in soils
include water solubility, concentration, strength of adsorption, sign and
magnitude of charge, and persistence. Additional organic class-specific
information is given in Section 6.2.3.

Only when soil is saturated with oils or solvents will these fluids
flow in liquid phase (Davis et al., 1972). In a properly managed HWLT
unit, the percolating liquid will be water, and the concentrat10n of organ
ic constituents in the leachate will be limited to the water solubility of
the constituent (Evans, 1980). However, many land treated organics, and
especially their organic acid decomposition by-products, have unlimited
water solubility. Consequently, land treatment units should, if at all
possible, be maintained at water contents at or below field capacity. In
climatic regions of seasonally high rainfall, an effort should be made to
apply wastes only during dry seasons. Where this is not possible, under
drainage may be a workable alternative. Leachate collection systems are
discussed in Section 8.3.6.

Generally, the higher the organic constituent concentration in an
applied waste, the higher the concentration of these constituents in the
leachate. Where substantial quantities of leachate are generated, waste
loading rates should not exceed the adsorption capacity of the soil.
Adsorption capacity can be considered as the concentration of a constituent
in soil above which an unacceptably high concentration of the constituent
will enter leachate generated on-site. Ideally, pilot tests should be con
ducted to assure that the adsorption capacity of the soil for specific haz
ardous organic constituents will not be exceeded at the planned waste load
ing rates (Chapter 7). For cationic organic constituents, either increas
ing valence, or number of positive charges per molecule, will increase the
adsorption capacity of the constituent. For anionic organic constituents,
the reverse is usually true. That is, the stronger the negative charge on
a compound, the stronger will be the negative adsorption and hence, the
greater rate of leaching for the compound. As discussed in Section
6.2.2.4.1, by maintaining the soil pH below the pKa of anionic organic
species, the leachability of these species can be minimized. Care should
be taken that the pH is not lowered to a point that will decrease degrada
tion rates or increase leachability of heavy metals or other constituents
to be immobilized in the treatment zone.
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Persistance of organ1c constituents increases the likelihood that
these compounds will be leached by increasing the per10d of time over which
they are exposed to percolating water. Laboratory or f1eld studies can be
designed to determine if the half-life of an organic constitutent is too
long to allow it to be degraded before it leaches from the treatment zone
(Chapter 7). It may be necessary to pretreat certain waste streams before
land treatment if the waste conta1ns hazardous organic constituents that
are both readily leachable and persistent in the soil enV1ronment.

Leaching of trace level organics from a rapid infiltration fac1lity
constructed in loamy sand was evaluated in a study by Tomson et a1. (1981).
By comparing the concentration of various organics in the effluent and in
the groundwater underlying the site, it was possible to evaluate leaching
in terms of removal efficiency for various organic compound classes. Most
classes of compounds had 90-100% removal efficiencies, w1th low removal
achieved for chloroalkanes, alkylphenols, alkanes, phtha1ates, and amides.
Overall removal efficiency for organics was 92%. However, most HWLT units
are not designed for rapid infiltration, 1n part due to the incomplete
treatment usually exh1bited by these facilities. In add1tion, the loamy
sand soil at the site would provide little attenuation of the applied
organics.

HWLT units should not be des1gned for rapid 1nf1ltrat10n of the
applied wastes when th1s would result in significant leach1ng of hazardous
constituents. When waste loading rates are designed to optimize retention
of organics in the zone of incorporation (top 30 cm of soil), degradation
efficiencies of well over 99% can be ach1eved (Table 6.54).

6.2.2.5 Plant Uptake

The ability of h1gher plants to absorb and trans10cate organic mole
cules has been recognized for over 70 years. However, only W1thin the past
thirty years has this phenomenon received much attention, mostly during
trials for possible systemic pestic1des. Furthermore, until the relatively
recent advent of rad10act1ve labeling techniques study1ng the uptake of
organic compounds was extremely diff1cult. Recent studies have shown that
plant uptake of toxic organ1c compounds may both pose environmental risk
and potentially threaten the quality of human food. Plewa (1978) has
reviewed recent studies indicating that various chemicals absorbed by
plants may become mutagenic, or that their mutagenic activ1ty may be
enhanced through metabolic processes within the plant. Numerous toxic
organics, including PCBs, hexach10robenzene, dimethylnitrosamine, 2,4,5-T,
and others, have been observed to be taken up by plant roots (Table 6.57).
However, insufficient data currently exist to predict the plant uptake of
particular compounds or groups of compounds. Also, the data are
insufficient to describe specific mechanisms of uptake and factors that
influence uptake. Empirical test1ng may, therefore, be required to
evaluate the absorption, translocation and pers1stence of toxic organic
compounds in higher plants.
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TABLE 6.57 ORGANIC CONSTITUENTS ABSORBED BY PLANT ROOTS

Organic Constituent
Class and Name

Organic Nitrogen Compounds

-Alanine
-Alanine

Arginine
Asparagine
Aspartic Ac~d

Cystine
Glutam~c Ac~d

Glycine
Histid~ne

Hydroxyprol~ne

Isolecucine
Leucine
Lysine
Methion~ne

Phenylalan~ne

Proline
Serine
Threon~ne

Tryptophane
Tyros~ne

Valine
Glutamine
~-Amino-n-butyric acid
Norleucine
Oxime, ~-keto-glutaric acid
Oxime, oxalacet~c ac~d

Oxime, pyruv~c acid
Casein hydrozolate
Cyste~ne

Peptone
Urea
Dimethyl nitrosamine
Cyanide

EDTA
EGTA
DTPA
Chloine Sulfate
Indole acet~c Ac~d

Indole butyr~c Ac~d

Indole proprion~c Ac~d

References

N~ssen (1974), Ghosh & Burris (1950)
Ghosh & Burr~s (1950)
N~ssen (1974), Ghosh & Burr~s (1950)
Ghosh & Burr~s (1950)
Ib~d.

Ib~d.

Ibid.
Nissen (1974); Ghosh & Burr~s (1950)
Ghosh & Burris (1950)
Ib~d.

Ib~d.

Ibid.
N~ssen (1974), Ghosh & Burris (1950)
Ghosh & Burr~s (1950)
Nissen (1974), Ghosh &Burris (1950)
Ghosh & Burr~s (1950)
Ib~d.

Ib~d.

Ib~d.

Ibid.
Ib~d.

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ib~d.

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ib~d.

Ib~d.

Ibid.
Dean-Raymond and Alexander (1976)
Wallace et ale (1981)--applied as
14C sodium cyanide; possible absorp
t~on as organic cyanide complex.
Hill-Cottingham and Lloyd-Jones
(1965)--compounds applied as metal
chelates.
Nissen (1974)
Bollard (1960)
Ibid.
Ib~d.

continued --
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TABLE 6.57 (continued)

Organic Constituent

Organic Dyes

Methylene Blue
Malachite Green
Light Green
Orange I (a-Naphthol)
Toluidine Blue
Soluble Indigo
Aurantia
Indigo Red

Derivatives of Aromatic Hydrocarbons

Napthalene acetic acid
Phenyl acet~c acid
Phenyl proprion~c acid
Di-(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate

Sugars

Glucose
3-0-methyl glucose
Sucrose
Fructose

References

Kolosov (1962). Dyes used to study
root funct~ons.

Bollard (1960)
Ibid.
Ib~d.

Kloskowski et ale (1981)

Nissen (1974)

Antibiotics Bollard (1960)

Streptomycin
Clorotetracycline
Gr~seofulvin

Penicillin
Chloramphenicol
Cycloheximide
Oxytetracycline

Organic Sulfur Compounds

Sulfanilamide
Sulfacetamide
Sulfaguanidine
Sulfapyridine
Sulfad~azine

Sulfathiazole
4,4'-D~am~nodiphenyl-sulfone

Bollard (1960)
Ib~d.

Ibid.
Ib~d.

Ib~d.

Ib~d.

Ib1d.

-- continued --
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TABLE 6.57 (continued)

Organic Constituent

Organic Sulfur Compounds (continued)

N-Dodecylbenzene-sulfonate
p-Chlorphenyl-methyl-sulf~de

p-Chlophenyl-methyl-sulfoxide
p-Chlorphenyl-methyl-sulfone

References

Kloskowski (1981)
Guenzi et al. (1981)
Ibid.
Ibid.

Organochlorine Compounds (excluding pesticides)

Dichlorobiphenyl
Trichlorob~phenyl

Tetrachlorobiphenyl
Pentachlorobiphenyl

4-Chloroaniline
Hexachlorocyclopentad~ene

Chloroalkylene-9
Trichloroethylene
Hexachlorobenzene

Pentachloronitrobenzene
Pentachloroanil~ne

Insecticides

Bis(dimethylam~no)fluoro-

phosphine ox~de

Sodium fluoroacetate
Schradan
Paraoxon
Parathion
Diethyl chlorov~nyl phosphate
Dimethyl-carboxomethoxy-

propenyl-phosphate
Demeton
Diethyl-diethylam~noethyl-

thiophosphate
Aldrin
Dieldrin
Kepone
Heptachlor
Chlordane

Moza et al. (1979)
Moza et al. (1979); Kloskowki et al.
(1981)
Moza et al. (1979)
Kloskowski et al. (1981); Weber &
Mrozek, 1979
Kloskows~ et al. (1981)
Ib~d.

Ib~d.

Ibid.
Kloskowsk~ et al. (1981), Smelt
(1981)
Smelt (1981)
DeJonckheere et al. (1981)

Bollard (1960)
Ib~d.

Ib~d.

Ib~d.

Ib~d.

Ibid.

Ib~d.

Ib~d.

Ibid.
Kloskows~ et al. (1981)
Ibid.
Ibid.
Plewa (1978)
Ib~d.

-- cont~nued --
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TABLE 6.57 (continued)

Organic Constituent References

Fungic~des

Benomyl
N-(trichloromethyl-th~o)-4

cyclohexane-1-dicarbox~mide

Thiabendazole
Pentachloronitrobenzene

Hock et al. (1970)

Stipes & Oderwald (1971)
Ibid.
Smelt (1981)

Herbicides

Ib~d.

Gray & Joo (1978)

Shone et al. (1972)
Plewa (1978)
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.

( 1972)
(1972)
(1972)
(1972)
( 1972)

al.
al.

et al.
et al.
et al.
et
et

Shone
Shone
Shone
Shone
Shone

(1971) ,
(1971),
(1971) ;
(1971),
(1971),

O'Donovan and Vanden Born (1981)
Fuhr &Mittelstaedt (1981)
Bollard (1960)
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ib~d.

Ibid.
Ib~d.

Ibid.
Ib~d.

Ibid.
Ibid.
Walker
Walker
Walker
Walker
Walker

Picloram
Methabenzthiazuron
2,4-D
2,4,5,-T
Am~no-triazole

Propham
Monuron
Tr~chloroacet~c acid
Ammon~um sulfamate
Maleic hydraz~de

3-hydroxy-1,2,4-triazole
Chlorbis(ethylam~no)tr~azine

S~maz~ne

Atraz~ne

Linuron
Lenac~l

Az~protryne

S-ethyl-d~propyl-th~o-

carbamate
N,N-d~alyl-1-2,2-dichloro

acetam~de (herb~c~de

antedote)
Hydroxyatraz~ne (nonphyto-

toxic atraz~ne)

Cyanaz~ne

Procyazine
Eradiacane
Metolachlor
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Evidence collected thus far indlcates that plants may absorb organic
acids, organic bases, and both polar and nonpolar neutral organic
compounds. Absorption by roots is believed to be a passive mechanism WhlCh
is influenced by the rate of transpiration and soil moisture conditions
(Walker, 1971). Absorption is also influenced by conditlons in the root
zone and soil properties. Weber and Mrozek (1979) observed that additions
of activiated carbon to a sandy soil inhiblted the uptake of PCBs by soy
beans (Glycine max) and fescue (Festuca clatl0r). Hock et ale (1970) noted
that absorption of the fungicide benomyl by Amerlcan Elm (Ulmus americana)
seedlings was 1.5 to 2.5 times greater from sand culture than from silt
loam soil, and 2 to 6 times greater than from a soil, peat, and perlite
mixture. Soil applied surfactants were observed by Stipes and Oderwald
(1971) to enhance the absorption of three fungicides by elm trees ln the
field. Nissen (1974), in a discussion of plant absorption mechanisms, sug
gested that the absorption of choline sulfate and perhaps other compounds
was mediated by bacterial activity in the rhizosphere.

Once an organic molecule is absorbed by a plant, the compound may per
sist, or be metabolized or removed by some other mechanism. PCB absorption
by pine trees in a three year study by Moza et ale (1979) lndicated that
these compounds were not readily degraded by the plants. Dean-Raymond and
Alexander (1976) showed that both spinach (Spinacia oleracea) and lettuce
(Lactuca sativa) readily absorbed labeled dimethylnitrosamine to the
leaves, but the chemical disappeared over time. Rovira and Davey (1971)
noted that foliar applied agricultural chemicals were often exuded by roots
into the soil. Factors which influence the metabolism of organic chemicals
in plants include plant species, part of the plant in which the chemical
locates, maturity of the plant and the plant environment (Rouchaud and
Meyer; 1982).

Further research is needed to define both the mechanisms of plant
absorption of organics from soil and the fate of these compounds once they
are absorbed. Virtually no information exists regarding either phytOtOX1C
ity or plant bioaccumulation which might threaten the human food chain.
Information is needed both to identify accumulator and nonaccumulator plant
species and the compounds that are selectively absorbed. Until adequate
research data are available, food chain crops grown on HWLT units that
receive toxic organics should be closely scrutinized for plant absorption
of toxic chemicals.

Organic Constituent Classes

Land treatability of organic constituents often follows a predictable
pattern for similar compound types. For instance, where all other proper
ties are constant, the soil half-life of aromatic hydrocarbons increases
with the number of aromatic rings. Since it is beyond the scope of this
document to address the fate of each organic compound in soil, the follow
ing sections discuss organic waste constituents based on their functional
groups or other chemical similarities. Where data are available, examples
of representative constituents within each group are used to illustrate the
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trend of land treatability of that group. Specific information given on
the degradation of organ1.C constituents 1.n s01.l is based partially on
extrapolation from studies of compounds in other aerobic systems.

6.2.3.1 Aliphat1.c Hydrocarbons

Aliphatic hydrocarbons are open chain or cyclic compounds that resem
ble the open chain compounds. Included 1.n this chemical family are the
alkanes, alkenes, alkynes, and their cyclic analogs (Morrison and Boyd,
1975). While only a few are listed as hazardous (Table 6.53), aliphatic
compounds can be the rate limiting constituents 1.n many oily wastes genera
ted by the organic chemical, petroleum refining, and petroleum re-refining
industries. In addition, a wide variety of 1.ndustries generate aliphatic
solvent wastes. Animal and plant processing generates wastes high in ali
phatic compounds, but these waste streams are not usually considered haz
ardous.

A large portion of the wastes that are currently land treated are oily
wastes. These wastes generally range from 1 to 40% 01.1 by weight. 01.ls in
these wastes are generally composed of three main organic constituent
classes: aliphat1.cs (10-80%), aromatics (5-50%), and miscellaneous
(5-50%). If aliphatics and aromatics contain the pentane and benzene
extractable constituents, respectively, the miscellaneous compounds are
usually those extractable with polar solvents such as dich10romethane.
Examples of the names a'ssigned to the constituents in the miscellaneous
include asphaltenes, resins, heterocycles, and polar organics.

Degradation of aliphatic hydrocarbons in s01.l depends on molecular
weight, vapor pressure, water solubility, number of double bonds, degree of
branching, and whether the compound is in an open chain or cyclic config
uration. Perry and Cerniglia (1973) ranked aliphatic and aromatic hydro
carbons from most to least biodegradable as follows: straight-chain
alkanes (C12-C18) > gases (C2-C4) > stra1.ght-chain alkanes (C5-C9) >
branched alkanes (up to C12) > straight-chain alkenes (C3-Cll) > branched
alkenes > aromatics > cycloalkanes. Microbial degradation of straight
chain alkanes proceeds faster than with branched alkanes of the same
molecular weight (Humphrey, 1967). Degradation rate decreases with e1.ther
the number and size of alkyl groups or the number of double bonds present.
Straight or branched open chain aliphatics degrade much more rapidly than
their cyclic analogs. Degradation of straight chain aliphatics also
decreases with the add1.tion of a benzene group. Microbial degradation of
alkanes to carbon dioxide and water begins at a terminal carbon and
initially produces the corresponding organic acid (Morrill et al., 1982).
Other degradation by-products of alkanes include ketones, aldehydes and
alcohols, all of which are readily degradable in aerobic soil.

Cycloalkane and its derivatives are remarkably less degradable in soil
than other aliphatic hydrocarbons. Haider et al. (1981) obtained no
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significant biodegradation of cyclohexane after the compound was ~ncubated

in a moist loess soil for 10 weeks (see Sect~on 6.2.3.4.1, Table 6.60).
Even the penta- and hexa-chlor~nated cycloalkanes appeared to biodegrade ~n

soil to a greater extent than cycloalkane.

Moucawi et ale (1981) compared the biodegradation rates of saturated
and unsaturated hydrocarbons in so~l. Four soils were amended w~th

2,000 mg/kg of an alkane (octadecane) and the corresponding alkene
(l-octadecene). While the percent of the added substrate that degraded
varied between soils (16.4-32.3% degradation ~n 4 weeks), the amount of the
alkane and alkene that biodegraded in a given soil was essentially the same
In the same study, the effect of chain length on n-alkane biodegradation.
was evaluated. Six so~ls were amended w~th 2,000 mg/kg of C-19 (nona
decane), C-22 (docosane), C-28 (octacosane) and C-32 (dotriacontane)
alkanes and percent degradation for the compounds after 4 weeks incubation
in the soils ranged from 7.5 to 54.0%, 4.6 to 50.6%, 1.3 to 39.1%, and 0.6
to 43.3%, respectively. The authors noted a clear difference in the degra
dation rates between acid and non-acid soils. Decompos~tion of both the
short and long chain alkanes was consistently greater in the non-acid
soils.

Decomposition of oily wastes high in aliphatics can be accelerated by
maintenance of optimal soil moisture, temperature, waste loading and nutri
ent levels (Brown et al., 1981). The relative influence of each factor on
decomposition varies from waste to waste. Generally speaking, wastes high
in aliphatic hydrocarbons are both nitrogen and phosphorus deficient.
Kincannon (1972) found that the addition of nitrogen and phosphorus ferti
lizers could double the decomposit~on of certain oily wastes. Nitrogen
additions have increased the decomposition rate of straight chain alkanes
(Jobson et al., 1974) and waxy cake (Gydin and Syratt, 1975). Fedorak and
Westlake (1981) incubated crude oil in a soil enriched culture for 27 days
with and without nitrogen and phosphorus nutrient additions. They obtained
essentially complete degradation of the n-alkane fraction and substantial
degradation of the branched alkanes with nutr~ent additions, but noted only
slight degradation of these constituents when nutrients were not added.

While aliphatic hydrocarbons are usually degraded rapidly in a well
managed land treatment unit, there may be a long-term accumulation of
recalcitrant decomposition by-products. Kincannon (1972) determined that
one major by-product of oil decomposition is naphthenic acid, which may
degrade slowly in soil (Overcash and Pal, 1979).

Volatilization can be a significant loss mechanism for low molecular
weight aliphatics. Wetherold et ale (lq8l) examined air emissions from
simulated land treatment units where hexane and several aliphatic rich
(oily) sludges were applied to the soil. Results obtained from the study
include the following:

(1) volatility of the material applied to the soil was the most
significant factor affect~ng emission levels;
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(2) emission rates increased with increasing amb~ent air humid
ity, soil temperature and soil moisture,

(3) emission rates were highest in the first 30 minutes after
waste application; and

(4) emission rates decreased with depth of subsurface ~nJection

of the waste, with a 7.5-10 cm and 15 cm depth of ~nJect~on

yielding high and undetectable emission levels, respec
tively.

Volatile aliphatic hydrocarbons (vapor pressure greater than 1) are
read~ly assimilated by soils at low application rates. However, at appli
cation rates above the critical soil dose level, volat~le compounds tempo
rarily decrease the number and type of microorgan~sms present (Table 6.58).
In either case, where volatile aliphatic hydrocarbons are surface applied,
the dominant loss mechanism is volat~lization. In addition, the rate of
volatilization of nonpolar organic chemicals (such as aliphatic hydrocar
bons) would increase with the water content of the so~l. This may be due
to displacement of the adsorbed nonpolar chemicals from the soil surfaces
by water (Spencer and Farmer, 1980).

TABLE 6.58 CRITICAL SOIL DOSE LEVEL (CSDL) FOR FOUR ALIPHATIC SOLVENTS*

Vapor Pressure
Time for M~crobial

Aliphatic mm H2O @ psi @ CSDL Populat~on to Recover
Solvent 25°C 80°F (ppm) (Days)

Heptane 0.9 10,000 24-63

Cyclohexane 99 2.0 840 <38

Hexane 144 3.3 430 <20

Pentane 509 7,200 30-53

* Buddin, 1914.

Runoff and leaching of aliphatic hydrocarbons are generally thought to
be ~nimal due to low water solubil~ty (Raymond et al., 1976). It should
be noted, however, that large applicat~ons of oily wastes will, at least
initially, decrease the infiltration rate in soil and thereby both increase
runoff volume and decrease leachate volume (P11ce, 1948). Within months,
the elevated level of ~crobial activity in 011-treated soil may lead to
improved soil structure, increased infiltration and leaching, and decreased
runoff volume. However, the ~ncrease in leachate volume may be less than
the decrease in runoff volume because the mo~sture holding capac~ty of the
soil often ~ncreases when soil structure is improved.

A study of organic const~tuent leach1ng in land treatment units 1nd1
cated the strong influence of both soil texture and soil layering on the
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depth of hydrocarbon penetrat10n (Table 6.56). The least depth of penetra
tion was obtained in a clay textured s01l followed by a soil with a near
surface clay subsoil. As ro1ght be expected, hydrocarbons penetrated to the
greatest depth in the s01l with the coarsest texture.

Although plants are known to produce and translocate unsubstituted
aliphatic compounds, no references could be found in literature concerning
the absorption of aliphatic compounds from s01l.

6.2.3.2 Aromat1c Hydrocarbons

Aromatic hydrocarbons are cyclic compounds having multiple double
bonds and 1nclude both mono- and polyaromatic hydrocarbons. Monoaromatic
compounds are benzene and subst1tuted benzenes such as nitrobenzene and
ethylbenzene. Polyaromatic hydrocarbons are composed of multiple fused
benzene rings and 1nclude compounds such as naphthalene (2 fused rings) and
anthracene (3 fused r1ngs). Chlor1nated aromatic compounds are discussed
in Section 6.2.3.4.

Aromatic compounds are usually present in 011y wastes and wastes
generated by petroleum ref1ner1es, organic chemical plants, rubber indus
tries, coking plants, and nearly all waste streams associated with combus
tion processes. These compounds are typically present in native soils as a
result of open air refuse burn1ng, vehicle exhaust, volcanoes and the
effects of geologic processes on plant res1dues (Groenewegen and Stolp,
1981; Overca~h and Pal, 1979). The accumulation of polyaromatic hydrocar
bons in a treatment s01l 1S part1cularly 1mportant because these compounds
may be both carcinogen1c and res1stent to degradation (Brown et al.,
1982b).

At very low dose levels, the decomposition rate of aromat1c compounds
depends more on substance characterist1cs than on the precise dosage
(Medvedev and Davidov, 1981). Furthermore, while general trends in the
decomposit1on rate of aromat1cs can be related to substance properties,
there are nearly always except10ns. One general trend observed for aro
matic compounds is that the higher the number of fused r1ngs in the struc
ture, the slower its decomposition rate (Cansfield and Racz, 1978). While
aromatic compounds with f1ve or more fused rings are not used as a sole
carbon source by ro1crobes, there is evidence that these compounds are
slowly co-metabo11zed in the presence of other organic substrates
(Groenewegen and Stolp, 1981).

Another general trend with respect to decomposition rates of aromatic
compounds in land treatment s01ls 1S that the higher the water solub1lity
of the compound, the more rapidly it degrades 1n soil. As stated before,
there are exceptions to nearly every rule govern1ng the decomposition of
aromatic compounds. For 1nstance, the relatively insoluble compound
anthracene (75 mgtl) was found 1n one study (Groenewegen and Stolp, 1981)
to degrade more rapidly than the more soluble compound fluoranthene (265
mg/l) •
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In a soil enriched culture, the aromatic constituents of a crude oil
were found to degrade in the following order: naphthalene ~ 2-methylnaph
thalene > 1-methylnaphthalene > dimethylnaphthalenes ~ d~benzothiophene ~

phenanthrene > C3-naphthalenes > methylphenanthrenes > C2-phenanthrenes
(Fedorak and Westlake, 1981). Parent aromatic compounds were generally
more readily degraded than their alkyl substituted counterparts.

A number of studies have noted short-term accumulation of aromatic
hydrocarbons after land treatment of oily wastes. Th~s is apparently due
to the format~on of aromat~c hydro~arbons as by-products of aliphatic
hydrocarbon decomposition (K~ncannon, 1972). In a well managed land treat
ment unit, most of the rapidly degrad~ble aliphatic hydrocarbons of oily
wastes will decompose within a few months after application. After that
point, aromatic hydrocarbons should decrease at a faster rate since they
will no longer be added to the soil as decompos~t~on by-products.

Several of the lower molecular weight aromat~c hydrocarbons have been
reported in large concentrations as organ~c constituents contaminating
groundwater (Table 6.55). In addition, several polyaromatic hydrocarbons
(such as benzo(a)pyrene) have been found at low concentrations ~n ground
water (Zoeteman et al., 1981). Wh~le several of the polyaromat~c hydrocar
bons are naturally occurr1ng pyrolysis by-products, the fact that they have
been found in groundwater contaminated by ~mproperly d1sposed synthetic
organic compounds indicates the1r potential for leaching if they are
improperly d~sposed.

No references were found to ind1cate the plant absorpt10n of unsubsti
tuted aromat~c hydrocarbons. However, plant absorption has been found to
occur w1th carboxylic acid der1vatives of aromatics (Bollard, 1960) and
halogenated aromatic compounds (KlosKowsk~ et al., 1981) (See Table 6.57).

6.2.3.3 Organic AC1ds

Organic acids are organic const1tuents w1th phenolic or carboxylic
acid functional groups. Where the pH of a 'soil is above the dissociat10n
constant of an organic aC1d, the acidffill exhibit a net negative charge
and, consequently have l~ttle adsorption to s01l and high water solubility.
These factors combine to make organ1c ac~ds relatively volatile, leachable
and able to enter runoff water. Organic acids are components of numerous
hazardous wastes, but the primary source ~n land treatment soil will be
from the b~odegradat10n by-products oi the other organics present in the
waste treated so~l. Chlorinated organic aC1ds, including chlorinated
phenols, are d1scussed in Section 6.2.3.4.

I

Degradat10n of organic acids ~n soLl can be relatively rapid under
favorable environmental cond1tions. Too high a loading rate of acids can
sufficiently lower the soil pH so th~ biodegradat~on 1S inhib~ted. Martin
and Haider (1976) showed that several carboxylic acids would degrade as
rap1dly as glucose 1n a sandy soil (able 6.59). H~gher molecular weight
carboxylic ac~ds may degrade more S\wly. Moucawi et ale (1981) compared
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the percent degradation of 2 long cha1n, saturated fatty aC1ds (C-18
stearic acid and C-28 montanic acid) after these acids were incubated 1n 2
microbially active and 2 acid soils for 4 weeks. Stearic acid underwent
substantial degradation in the microbially active soils (23.6-31.2%) but
little degradation in the acid soils (3.9-5.1%). The longer chain acid
underwent very little degradation in all 4 soils (0-2.1%). An unsaturated
C-18 fatty acid (Oleic acid) underwent substantial degradation in both the
acid (23.4-24.8%) and microbially act1ve soils (33.0-41.4%).

TABLE 6.59 DECOMPOSITION OF THREE CARBOXYLIC ACIDS AND GLUCOSE IN SANDY
SOIL*

% Decomposition

Organic Constituentt

Acetic acid
Pyruvic acid
Succinic acid
Glucose

After 1 days

52-76
47-83
52-89

75

After 84 days

71-87
70-93
71-95

87

* Martin and Haider (1976).

t All organics applied to the soil at 1000 ppm.

Phenolic acids are also rap1dly degraded in soil at low concentrations
but can cause a lag phase of low microbial degradation at higher concentra
tions. Scott et al. (1982) evaluated the curves representing cumulative
adsorbed and microbially degraded phenol with two s01ls in a batch test
using a 1:5 soil to solution concentration and continuous shaking. At con
centrations <10-~ phenol the curves had the following three character
istic phases:-

(1) there was an initial lag phase whose length (of time)
increased with increasing phenol concentration;

(2) next, there was an exponential growth phase whose rate of
growth decreased with increasing phenol concentration, and

(3) finally, there was a stationary phase where essentially all
the phenol that was not adsorbed had been degraded.

In another experiment, repeated applications of phenols to soil first
increased and then decreased the rate at which phenol was biodegraded (Med
vedev et al., 1981). The initial decomposition rate increase was thought
to be due to rapid multiplication of the phenol-decomposing microorganisms,
and the subsequent decrease, due to a gradual accumulat10n of toxic meta
bolic by-products or the proliferation of another microbe that fed on
phenol-decomposing bacteria. Haider et al. (1981) studied the degradat10n
in soil of phenol, benzoic acid, and their chlorinated derivatives (See
Section 6.2.3.4.1, Table 6.60).
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Four phenolic acids (p-hydroxybenzoic, ferulic, caffeic and vanillic
ac~ds) were found to be quickly metabolized when 5 mg of the compound was
incorporated into each gram of soil (5,000 ppm). After 4 weeks of
incubation, both extractable phenols and so~l respiration rates had
returned to levels near that of the control soil (Sparling et al., 1981).
In another study that examined respiration after soil amendment with
phenolic acids, the soil respiration rate decreased substantially by the
fourth week of the study (Haider and Martin, 1975). However, less than 60%
of carbon-14 labelled caffeic acid had evolved as carbon dioxide (C02) in
4 weeks and less than 70% had evolved in 12 weeks. This ~ndicates that a
decrease in the respirat~on rate is not necessarily an indicat~on that all
of the phenolic acids have been degraded.

Some phenolic compounds have been found to be relat~vely resistent to
biodegradation because they readily undergo polymerizat~on react1.ons and
the higher molecular we~ght polymers are only slowly degraded. Martin and
Haider (1979) incubated two carbon-14 labelled phenols that readily poly
merize (coumaryl alcohol and pyrocatechol) 1.n moist sandy loam and found
that only 42% and 24%, respectively, of the r~ng carbons had evolved as
C02. When the pyrocatechol was linked into model humic acid-type poly
mers, evolution of carbon-14 from five s01.ls ranged from 2-9% after 12
weeks. When coumaryl alcohol was incorporated into a model l~gnin, evolu
tion of carbon-14 from five soils ranged from 7-14% after 12 weeks. In
both cases where the phenols were l~nked into model polymers, the addition
of an easily biodegradable carbon source to the treatment soil had l~ttle

effect on the b~odegradat~on rate of the phenols as measured by carbon-14
evolution.

Leaching and runoff of organic acids can be substantial due to the
high water solubility of these compounds. If the pH of the soil is greater
than the pKa of an organ~c acid, mob~l~ty of the acid will be increased
in clay soils (Section 6.2.2.4.1).

No ~nformation was found on vapor loss of organic ac~ds from so1.1.
Judg~ng from the vapor pressure of these compounds, low molecular weight
carboxylic acids may undergo substant~al volatilization, while the vapor
loss of phenolic compounds would be somewhat less.

Plant uptake of organic acids has been shown in several stud~es (Table
6.57). Bollard (1960) showed that several carboxylic acid derivatives of
aromatic hydrocarbons can be,taken up by plants. Ghosh and Burris (1950)
found plants can take up several amino acids.

6.2.3.4 Halogenated Organics

Halogenated organics contain one or more halogen atoms (Cl, F, Br, or
I) somewhere in their molecular structure. Chlorinated organics comprise
the vast majority of halogenated organ1.CS found 1.n wastes. A notable
exception is the group of bro~nated biphenyls, wh~ch until recently were
widely used as flame retardants. Halogenated organics can be further
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broken down into a11phatics, aromat1cs, and arenes (molecules that contain
both aromatic and aliphatic parts).

Most of the interest 1n the past few years has been directed toward
chlorinated aromatics such as chlorinated biphenyls (PCB), chlorinated ben
zenes and their phenolic metabolic by-products. Little quantitative data
are available on such critical areas as the soil half-life, volatilization
or leaching rates from soil, or the abi11ty of plants to absorb these
compounds. Land treatment of halogenated organics should be avoided unless
preliminary studies have assured that biodegradation (not volatilization or
leaching) will be essentially the only loss mechanism for these hazardous
constituents. In addition, preliminary studies should determine the soil
half-life of the halogenated constituents for the following reasons: (1)
to ensure that the loading rate schedule does not cause accumulation of
these compounds to the point that the concentration is toxic to the
microbial population or that the adsorption capacity of the soil is
exceeded causing leaching or volatilization to become significant loss
mechanisms; and (2) to ensure that the degree of degradation required
for closure is achievable within the operational life span of the HWLT
unit.

Many of the halogenated organics can not be expected to be satisfac
torily degraded w1thin the 10-30 year life span of HWLT units. The low
degradability , high leachability and high volati1:Lty of the halogenated
solvents make these compounds especially unsuitable for land treatment.
Wastes containing these compounds should either undergo some type of
dehalogenation pretreatment or be disposed in some other manner.

Halogenated organics span the range of leachability, volatility and
degradability. At one end of this range are some of the most toxic and
persistant compounds made by man. Many of the light weight chlorinated
hydrocarbons are among the most prevalent synthetic organic chemicals found
in groundwater (Table 6.55). For these reasons, wastes containing even
low concentrations of halogenated organics may require a dehalogenation
pretreatment prior to land treatment of the waste. Wastes that may contain
halogenated hydrocarbons include textiles, petrochemical, wood preserving,
agricultural, and pharmaceutical wastes. Halogenated organics may also be
found in the wastes of industries that use halogenated solvents.

Degradation of halogenated
ever, the range in degradat10n
from rapid to extremely slow.
the degradat10n rate, the more
by volatilizing, leaching or
biodegradation.

organics in soil has been documented. How
rates for these compounds may be anywhere
As with all organic chemicals, the slower

likely it is that the compound would be lost
entering runoff water rather than through

Chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides are among the most resistant to
biodegradation of all pesticides (Edwards, 1973). Soil half-life of many
of the early chlorinated pesticides are measured in years rather than days
or weeks. With further research, it was d1scovered that factors such as
position of halogens on a ring structure could significantly alter its
degradation rate (Kearney, 1967). Isomers of the same chlorinated compound
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have been found to have order of magnitude differences in soil half-life
(Stewart and Cairns, 1974). Another problem that has been encountered with
chlorinated organics is that the terminal residue or metabo11c by-products
may be either more toxic (Kiigemagi et ale, 1958) or more persistent
(Smelt, 1981) than the parent compound.

6.2.3.4.1 Chlorinated Benzene Derivatives. Chlorinated aromat1cs are, as
a group, less degradable, volatile and leachable than their chlorinated
aliphatic counterparts. In many cases, however, the lower degradation rate
makes leaching, volatilization, runoff or plant uptake significant loss
mechanisms. Following are discussions of chlorinated benzenes (hexachloro
benzene, pentachlorobenzene, trichlorobenzenes, dichlorobenzenes, and
ch10robenzene), and brominated and chlorinated biphenyls, along with
several derivatives and metabolic by-products of the chlorinated aromatic
compounds.

Hexachlorobenzene (HeB) has been found to be both a by-product of
numerous industrial processes and a contaminant in a variety of chlor1nated
solvents and pesticides (Farmer et ale, 1980). Beck and Hansen (1974)
found HCB, quintozene (PCNB), and pentachlorothioanisol (PCTA) to have soil
half-lives (in days) of approximately 969-2089 (calculated), 213-699, and
194-345, respectively. These three compounds follow the general trend in
that the less chlorinated otherwise similar compounds are, the more biode
gradable they are likely to be. While the water solubility and vapor pres
sure of these compounds are relat1vely low, their extreme persistence makes
both leaching and volati11zation potential loss mechanisms.

Another problem encountered with HCB and its derivat1ves has been
their absorption and translocation in plants. Since these compounds are
relatively immobile in soil (Overcash and Pal, 1979), they may be present
near the soil surface for centuries and, consequently, accessable to plant
roots. Smelt (1981) found several studies that documented the plant
absorption of both HCB and PCNB. The ratio of crop to s01l concentration
was as high as 29:1 for HCB and 27:1 for PCNB. Plants that were found to
accumulate higher concentrations of the chlorinated organics than was
present in the soil included lettuce (Lactuca sativa), carrots (Daucus
carota), grasses, parsley (Petroselinum crispum), radishes (Raphanus
sativus), potatoes (Solanum tuberosum) and tulip (Tulipa sp.) bulbs.

RCB and its derivatives could pose a hazard to grazing animals long
after closure of a land treatment unit. Consequently, there is a need for
HWLT operators to monitor incoming wastes to be sure that untreated chlori
nated wastes are detected and reJected before they pass through the front
gates. It should also be noted that in soils where RCB 1S present, there
may also be several HCB metabolites. Smelt (1981) examined soil plots that
had previously been treated with compounds containing RCB and found the
following related compounds. quintozene (peNB), pentach10robenzene (QCB),
pentachloroaniline (PCA), and pentachlorothioanisol (PCTA). Since plant
absorption has been shown to occur for HCB and PCNB, the potential eX1sts
for metabolites of these compounds to be e1ther absorbed by plants or
formed in the plant as metabolic by-products of HCB or PCNB. PCA has been
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found in lettuce (Lactuca sat~va) leaves (DeJonckheere et al., 1981) but it
could not be determined ~f it entered lettuce from the soil or formed in
the plant from decomposition of the PCNB that was also in the plant tissue.
Dejonckheere et ale (1981) pointed out that these compounds, ~f they were
consumed by grazing animals would either concentrate in fatty tissue (RCB)
or be passed into the milk of dairy cows (PCNB and PCA).

Trichlorobenzenes (TCB) are constituents of both textile-dying wastes
and transformer fluids containing polychlorinated biphenyls (EPA, 1976).
Two TCBs (1,2,3- and 1,2,4-TCB) were found to biodegrade very slowly (0.35
and 1.00 nmol/day/20 gms soil, respect~vely) when these compounds were in
cubated in a sandy loam soil at concentrations of 50 ~g TCB per gram of
soil (Marinucci and Bartha, 1979). Neither fert~l~zer addit~ons nor the
addition of other microbial substrates appeared to increase TCB b~odegrada

tion rates.

Since anaerobic conditions are known to increase the rate of some
dechlorination react~ons but may suppress aromatl.C ring cleavage, weekly
alterations of anaerobic and aerobic soil cond~tions were studied to see if
TCB biodegradation could be increased. The authors assumed that, since
this cycling of soil conditions fal.led to increase biodegradation, the
kinetics of TCB mineral~zat~on suggested rate-limiting initial reactions.
The only factor found to increase TCB biodegradat~on was increased tempera
ture (28°C or above). Maximum biodegradatl.on rate for the compounds was
obtained at TCB concentrations between 10-25 ~g per gram of soil and this
rate was found to markedly decrease above that concentration range.

A mixture of dichlorobenzene has been shown to degrade in soil much
slower than benzene, chlorobenzene, or a ~xture of tr~chlorobenzenes

(Haider et a!., 1981). After ~ncubat~on in a moist loess so~l for 10
weeks, only 6.3% of the or~ginal 20 ppm carbon-14 labeled d~chlorobenzenes

had evolved as carbon d~ox~de. This translates into a so~l half-life for
these compounds of roughly 2 years. With a 2 year half-life it would take
approximately 14 years to achieve 99% degradat~on. By contrast, the tri
chlorobenzenes were 33% biodegraded after 10 weeks. At this degradation
rate, 99% degradat~on of the tr~chlorobenzenes could be achl.eved in less
than 3 years. Chlorobenzene was degraded somewhat slower than the trichlo
robenzenes but at four t~mes the degradat~on rate for the d~chlorobenzenes

(Table 6.60). While these rates of degradation are somewhat lower than
those reported elsewhere, the trends in the data indicate there are s~gni

ficant exceptions to the general rule that "the less chlorinated an
organic, the more degradable it ~s."
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TABLE 6.60 DEGRADATION OF CHLORINATED BENZENES, PHENOLS, BENZOIC ACIDS AND
CYCLOHEXANES AND THEIR PARENT COMPOUNDS*t

Compounds 3 days 1 week 2 weeks 5 weeks 10 weeks

Benzene 7.5 24 37 44 47
Chlorobenzene 16.2 18.3 20 25 27
Dichlorobenzenes 0.1 1.1 1.2 1.7 6.3
Trichlorobenzenes 3.6 20.3 22 30 33

Phenol 45.5 48 52 60 65
2-Chlorophenol 7.5 13 14.7 21 25
4-Chlorophenol 15.4 22.2 24 31 35
Dichlorophenols 1.4 31.4 35 43 48
Trichlorophenols 1.6 35 38 47 51

Benzoic acid 40 44 49 57 63
3-Chlorobenzoic acid 21 28 32 38 59

Cyclohexane (0.02 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3
y-Hexachlorocyclohexane 0.05 0.3 0.7 1.8 2.6
y-Pentachlorocyclohexane 0.01 0.3 0.8 2.3 3.5

* Haider et al. (1981) •
t Degradation was measured by the release of marked CO2 from the

carbon-14 labeled organic compounds. Values given in the table are sum
values in % of added radioact~vity.

Metabol~c by-products of chlorinated benzenes include chlorinated
phenols and carboxyl~c ac~ds. Degradation of phenol, benzoic acid, and
some of their chlorinated derivatives are given in Table 6.60. While the
chlorinated der~vatives of these acids are generally less degradable in
soil than the~r nonchlorinated counterparts, they are usually more degrad
able than the~r parent chlorinated benzene derivatives.

Baker and Mayfield (1980) studied the degradation of phenol and its
chlor~nated der~vat~ves in aerobic, anaerobic, ster~le and non-sterile soil
(Table 6.61). Phenol, o-chlorophenol, p-chlorophenol, 2,4-dichlorophenol,
2, 6-dichlorophenol, and 2,4, 6-tr~chlorophenol were biodegraded rapidly in
the aerobic soil, wh~le m-chlorophenol, 3,4-dichlorophenol, 2,4,5-trichlo
rophenol, and pentachlorophenol were degraded more slowly. The most slowly
degraded compounds under aerobic conditions were 3,4,5-trichlorophenol and
2,3,4,5-tetrachlorophenol. Wh~le nonbiolog~cal degradation occurred in
both the aerobic and anaerobic so~l, no b~olog~cal degradation of any of
the chlorophenols was indicated for the anaerobic soils.

6.2.3.4.2 Halogenated Biphenyls. Halogenated biphenyls are no longer pro
duced ~n the U. S., but the extreme recalcitrance of these compounds and
the~r past widespread use in chemical industries indicates that they will
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TABLE 6.61 AEROBIC AND ANAEROBIC DEGRADATION OF PHENOL AND ITS CHLORINATED DERIVATIVES IN SOIL*

Aerobic Degradation Anaerobic Degradation

Non-sterile Sterile Non-sterile Sterile

% % % %
Compounds Days Degraded Days Degraded Days Degraded Days Degraded

Phenol 5.00 100 40 15 40 20 40 7

o-chlorophenol 1.50 100 40 67 80 78 80 82

m-chlorophenol 160.00 87 160 31 160 37 160 15

p-chlorophenol 20.00 83 20 5 40 13 40 17

2,4-dichlorophenol 40.00 81 40 31 80 62 80 59

2,6-dichlorophenol 0.75 100 40 55 80 82 80 81

V>
3,4-dichlorophenol 160.00 88 160 21 160 -4 160 -3

I\.)
I\.) 2,4,6-trichlorophenol 3.00 95 80 27 80 28 80 25

2,4,5-tr1chlorophenol 160.00 72 160 9 80 8 80 5

3, 4, 5-tr1chlorophenol 160.00 17 160 0 80 -2 80 4

2, 3, 4, S-tetrachlorophenol 160.00 31 160 -1 80 5 80 7

Pentachlorophenol 160.00 80 160 20 160 7 160 5

* Baker and Mayfield (1980) •



be an J.mportant concern of the waste dJ.sposal communJ.ty for at least
several decades. Polychlorinated bJ.phenyls (PCB) are still J.n wJ.despread
use in transformers and capacJ.tors around the world (GriffJ.n and ChJ.an,
1980). PolybromJ.nated biphenyls (PBB) were produced for use as flame
retardants J.n busJ.ness machJ.nes, electrJ.cal housings, and textJ.les (Griffin
and Chou, 1982).

DegradatJ.on of PCBs has been found to be affected by the nature of the
chlorJ.ne (Cl) substituents as follows (Morrill et ale, 1982, Kensuke et
al., 1978):

(1) degradatJ.on decreased as amount of Cl substitution in
creased,

(2) PCBs wJ.th two Cl atoms J.n the ortho posJ.tion on one or both
rJ.ngs had very low degradabJ.lity, and

(3) PCBs WJ. th only one chlorinated ring degraded more rapJ.dly
than PCBs wJ.th a sJ.mJ.lar number of Cl atoms but with these
dJ.vided between the two rings.

In many cases, the mono-, di-, and tri-chlorinated biphenyls have been
found to be degradable by mJ.xed microbial populations (Furukawa and
Matsumura, 1976, Metcalf et al., 1975). Most reports on the degradabJ.lity
of tetra-, penta-, and hexachlorobJ.phenyls J.ndicate that these compounds
degrade extremely slowly in most envJ.ronments (Metcalf et al., 1975;
Nissen, 1981).

Nissen (1981) investJ.gated the degradability of Arochlor 1254 (a mix
ture of PCBs wJ.th from 4 to 7 chlorJ.ne substituents) J.n moist, warm soil
with nutrients added. No bJ.odegradation was evident after 60 days of
incubation J.n the soil. Moein et ale (1975) returned to the site of a two
year old spJ.ll of Archlor 1254 on soil and found that no perceptable degra
datJ.on of the PCBs had occurred over that tJ.me perJ.od. In another study,
Iwata et ale (1973) found that the lower chlorinated biphenyls exhibited
significant degradatJ.on J.n 12 months on fJ.ve CalJ.fornJ.a soils.

A study by Wallnofer et ale (1981) J.ndicated that PCBs were absorbed
by the lJ.pid rich epJ.dermal cells on carrots (Daucus carota) and to a
lesser extent by radish (Raphanus sativus) roots. Moza et ale (1976), how
ever, found a phenolic metabolic by-product of 2,2' -dichlorobiphenyl in
carrot leaves. Mrozek et ale (1982) demonstrated that salt marsh cordgrass
has the capacity to accumulate PCBs above the level of these compounds in
the soil. PCBs were taken up by the plant from sand and an organJ.c mud
soil. Furthermore, the PCBs were translocated throughout the plant. While
PCBs are strongly adsorbed by organJ.c matter in soils, they have been found
to be largely associated with the partJ.ally decomposed plant litter rather
than humic substances (Scharpenseel et ale, 1978). These plant remnants
are readily taken up by sOJ.l fauna thereby p~oviding a means for the PCBs
to enter the food chain. Several other studJ.es that noted the plant uptake
of various chlorinated biphenyls are listed in Table 6.57.
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Polybrominated biphenyls (PBB) were found to be strongly adsorbed by
soils and not leached by water by Griffin and Chou (1982). S1milar results
were obtained by Filonow et ale (1976). Jacobs et ale (1976) found that
PBBs were only very slowly degradable in soil and taken up in very small
quantities by plants. From all ava1lable data it would appear that PBB
contaminated soil will pose little threat to groundwater or crop purity,
with the possible exception of root crops. There is, however, no informa
tion available concerning the toxicity, degradability, leachability or
ability for plants to take up metabolites of PBB (Getty et al., 1977).

6.2.3.5 Surface-active Agents

Surface-active agents (surfactants) are organic compounds with two
distinct parts to each molecule. One part is hydrophilic or water soluble
(such as a sulfonate, sulfate, quarternary amine or polyoxyethylene) and
the other part is hydrophob1c or water-insoluble (such as an aliphatic or
aromatic group) (Huddleston and Allred, 1967). It is the presence of these
two different groups on the same molecule that causes these molecules to
concentrate at surfaces or interfaces. The presence of these molecules at
interfaces reduces the surface tension of liquids. Surfactants are common
ly found in industrial wastes as a result of their use in various indus
tries as detergents, wetting agents, penetrants, emulsifiers spreading
agents and dispersants. Industries that use large quantities of surfac
tants include textile, cosmet1c, pharmaceutical, metal, paint, leather,
paper, rubber, and agricultural chemical industries. The three main types
of surfactants produced are cationics, nonionics and anionics. These sur
factants accounted for 6, 28 and 65%, respectively, of the total surfactant
production in the U.S. in 1978 (Land and Johnson, 1979).

Most cationic surfactants are salts of either a quarternary ammonium
or an amine group (with an aromatic or aliphatic side chain) and either a
halogen or hydroxide. Many of these surfactants can cause problems due to
their strong antimicrobial action.

Nonionic surfactants are so named because they do not ionize in water.
Two main types are alkyl polyoxyethylenes and alkylphenol polyoxyethylenes.
The former has been found to be readily biodegradable, but decreasingly so
as the polyoxyethylene chain is lengthened (Huddleston and Allred, 1967).
Half-life of an alkyl polyoxyethylene surfactant in a moist (28% H20)
sandy loam soil was found to be approximately 60, 90, 120 and 160 days when
the surfactant was applied at 250, 1,000, 5,000 and 10,000 ppm, respective
ly (Valoras et al., 1976). Although the study did not extend long enough
to achieve 50% degradation of higher dosage levels extrapolation of the
data indicated that when applied to this soil at 20,000 ppm, the half-life
of the surfactant may have approached 1 year.

Anionic surfactants are negatively charged ions when in solution. The
three maJor forms are alkyl sulfates, alkylbenzene sulfonates and carboxy
lates. Alkylbenzene sulfonates are the most widely used surfactants,
accounting for 35% of all surfactants produced in the U.S. in 1978 (Land
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and Johnson, 1979). Most widely used surfactants of this type are the
linear alkyl benzenes (LAS), which are composed of a benzene ring with both
a sulfonate and a roughly linear alkyl chain attached. MaJor factors
influencing the biodegradation rate for the LAS type surfactants are as
follows (Huddleston and Allred, 1967).

(1) the position of the sulfonate group relative to the alkyl
chain;

(2) the alkyl chain length and point of attachment of the
benzene ring; and

(3) the degree of branching along the length of the alkyl
chain.

Another type of alkylbenzene sulfonate called ABS 1.S a mixture of
branched chain isomers of sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate. While LAS and
ABS have both been found to inhibit nitrification activities, LAS is appar
ently biodegraded more quickly in soil (Vandon1. and Goldberg, 1981).
Neither of these surfactants is likely to volatil1.ze from the s01.l surface,
but both can be mobile in s01.ls when they are in an ion1.c state. There is
some evidence that these and other surfactants may 1.ncrease the leachabili
ty of other organic constituents and some ml.croorganisms under saturated
flow conditions. A discussion of the effects of anion1.c surfactants on
plants has been published by Overcash and Pal (1979).

Surfactants can have strong influences on the chemical, physical and
biological properties of a soil. If the hydrophil1.c portion of a surfac
tant adsorbs to soil particles, the hydrophobic port1.on would extend out
wards, imparting to soil particles a hydrophobic surface. Under these con
ditions, the saturated flow (flow due to gravity) J.ncreases while the
unsaturated flow (flow due to capillary forces) decreases (Sebastiani et
al., 1981). Luzzati (1981) found that applying the equivalent of 3,200
kg/ha of nonionic and anionic surfactants to test plots slightly improved
soil structure but substantially inhibited soil enzyme activity. Vandoni
and Goldberg (1981) found that anionic surfactants significantly inhibited
nitrification (metabolism of ammon1.um J.n soil) while nonionic surfactants
seemed to slightly stimulate nitrification. Letey et al. (1975) showed
that infiltration rates were increased with soil application of nonionic
surfactants. Aggregation, aeration and water holding capacity of a soil
can be increased by surfactant applications to soil (Batyuk and Samoch
valenko, 1981). However, CardinalJ. and Stoppini (1981) found that whJ.le
anionic surfactant dosages of 16-80 ppm improved the structural stability
of some soils, at dosages over 400 ppm the structural stability of the
soils always significantly decreased. When calculat1.ng the loading rates
for biodegradable surfactants, both the half-life and effect on soil prop
erties of these constituents should be carefully consJ.dered.
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7.0 CHAPTER SEVEN

PRELIMINARY TESTS AND PILOT STUDIES ON WASTE-SITE INTERACTIONS

The study of waste-s~te ~nteract~ons ~s the key to demonstrating that
land treatment of a g~ven waste at a specif~c site w~ll render the applied
waste less hazardous or nonhazardous by degradation, transformat~on and/or
~mmob~l~zation of hazardous constituents (Appendix B). These ~nteractions

also determine the potential for off-s~te contam~nation. To understand
waste-site interactions, information gathered dur~ng the ~ndividual assess
ments of site, soil and wastes must be integrated and used to plan prelimi
nary tests and p~lot studies that will prov~de data on the interaction of
system components. Laboratory, greenhouse and f~eld studies provide more
valuable information than theoretical models because of the wide range of
complex var~ables ~nvolved.

In the flow chart presented ~n Chapter 2 (Fig. 2.1), Chapter 7 ~s ~n

d~cated as a decision po~nt in the evaluation and design process for HWLT.
In many ways information gained from the test~ng procedure outlined ~n this
chapter is the key to dec~s~on-making for both the permit evaluator and the
facility designer. This chapter d~scusses a set of prel~m~nary tests and
pilot stud~es used to determine whether a part~cular HWLT system will meet
the goal of rendering the appl~ed was tes less hazardous or nonhazardous.
The permit writer must dec~de whether a unit meets this goal after evaluat
ing test results and other ~nformat~on submitted by the permit applicant.
During the design of an HWLT un~t, results from testing discussed in this
chapter w~ll be used to predict whether the goal of HWLT will be met and
will form the basis for manypoperational and management decis~ons.

The topics to be d~scussed ~n this chapter are ~llustrated in Fig.
7.1. Sect20ns 7.2 through 7.4 describe a comprehensive experimental
approach that cons~ders all of the important treatment parameters,
environmental hazards, and potential contam~nant migrat~on pathways. The
currently ava~lable battery of tests, l~sted 2n Table 7.1, outlines one
possible experimental framework that would provide the data to understand
the treatment processes at a given HWLT system. As new and more eff~cient

tests are developed, it ~s expected that new testing procedures will
replace those listed ~n the table. All tests conducted should ~nclude an
experimental design based on statistical princ~ples so that useful results
are obtained. Sect~on 7.5 d2scusses the 2nterpretation of test results.
Results from preliminary testing are used to establish the following:

(1) the ult~mate fate of the hazardous constituents of the
waste,

(2) the identity of the waste fraction that controls the yearly
load~ng rate, referred to as the rate limiting constituent
(RLC);

(3) the identity of the waste const~tuent that limits the amount
of was~~ that can be applied ~n a single dose, referred to
as the application limit~ng constituent (ALC);
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(4) the identity of the waste fraction that limits the total
quantity of waste that can be treated at a given site,
referred to as the capacity limiting constituent (CLC),

(5) the criteria for management,

(6) the parameters that should be monitored to indicate
contaminant migration into groundwater, surface water, air,
and cover crops, and

(7) the land area required to treat a g1ven quantity of waste.

A discussion of the basis for labeling a given waste fraction as either
rate, application, or capacity limiting 1S included in Section 7.5.

TABLE 7.1 CONSIDERATIONS IN A COMPREHENSIVE TESTING PROGRAM FOR EVALUATING
WASTE-SITE INTERACTIONS.

Waste-Site
Interactions

Degradation of waste

Accumulation in soil
of nondegradables

Leaching hazards

Volatilization
hazards

Acute toxic1ty

Chronic toxicity

Plant uptake

Pretreatment

Test Method

Respirometry
Field studies by soil testing

Waste analysis (1norganics)
Respirometry (organics)

Soil thin layer chromatography
S01l leaching columns
Field soil leachate testing

Environmental chamber
Field air testing

Respirometry (soil b10ta)
Beckman Mlcrotoxm System
Greenhouse studies (plants)

Microbiological mutagen1c1ty assays

Greenhouse studies

Assessment of processes generating
waste

Manual
Reference

7.2.1.1
7.4.1

5.3.2.3.1
7.2.1.1

7.2.2.1
7.2.2.2
7.4.2

7.2.3
7.4.4

7.2.1.1
7.2.4.1.1
7.3.2

5.3.2.4

7.3

5.2

7.1 REVIEW OF AVAILABLE INFORMATION

Although pilot studies are often needed to supplement existing data or
to answer questions posed by unique s1tuat1ons, a review of pert1nent
literature and available data from sim1lar HWLT units may reduce the need
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for extensive demonstration stud1es. From th1s reV1ew valuable information
may be found on soils, waste character1st1cs, and general data for pred1ct
ing the fate of waste const1tuents. Th1s information may alert the permit
reviewer and the facility des1gner to potent1al problems w1th recalc1trant
or toxic compounds and provide data for assessing the potential of a par
ticular waste to be land treated. A thorough review of the literature and
other available information, such as mon1toring data, may cons1derably
reduce the amount of testing required and will provide gUidelines for
developing an experimental design that will adequately address waste-site
interactions for the part1cular HWLT un1t.

7.2 LABORATORY STUDIES

A series of laboratory stud1es should be 1n1t1ated as the first phase
of the waste-site interaction assessment. The major advantages of labora
tory or bench scale stud1es are that one may better standardize the method
ology and have better control over the important parameters. Laboratory
techniques also act as rapid screen1ng techniques by allow1ng the invest1
gator to look at extremes and indiv1dual treatment effects with1n a reason
able time frame. However, some extrapolations to f1eld cond1tions may be
difficult since bench scale stud1es involve small, disturbed systems wh1ch
cannot easily account for time ser1es of events. Therefore, although some
definite conclusions can be drawn from laboratory results, field plot
and/or field lysimeter stud1es are usually necessary to ver1fy laboratory
results and extrapolations to determ1ne the treatab1lity of a waste. The
following suggestions for conduct1ng a comprehens1ve laboratory evaluation
are intended as a general gU1de and should be adapted to the given
situation.

Degradab111ty

The complex nature of a hazardous waste makes it necessary to deter
mine the degradation rate of waste constituents in a laboratory study
rather than through theoretical models. The half-11fe of specifl.c waste
constituents cannot be applied to the waste as a whole because of the
synergistic, additive, or antagonistic effects of var10US waste-soil inter
actions which may signif1cantly alter the overall degradation rate. In
circumstances where an equivalent waste has been handled at an equivalent
HWLT unit, full-scale laboratory stud1es may not be necessary. Laboratory
studies can be used to def1ne waste 10ad1ng rates, and to determ1ne if
reactions in the soil are produc1ng an acceptable degradation rate for the
hazardous organic waste constituents.

Before land apply1ng any waste material, it is necessary to determ1ne
to what extent the s01l may be loaded w1th the waste before the m1crobial
activity of the soil 1S inhib1ted to the extent that waste degradation
falls below acceptable levels. Land treatment of hazardous waste should be
designed to utilize the d1verse microb1al population of the soil to enhance
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the rate of waste degradatl0n. When envlronmental parameters are main
talned at optlmum conditl0ns for microbial actlvity, efficlent use is made
of the land treatment site and the envlronmental impact is minlmized. The
environmental parameters which can most easily be adjusted at the HWLT unit
include applicatlon rate and frequency, and the rate of addltion of nutri
ents. To adjust these parameters to optimal levels, waste degradation must
be monitored, and the effects of the varl0US parameters on degradation
evaluated. An evaluation of waste degradation should lnclude the estima
tlon of mlCrOblal populations, the monitorlng of mlcrobial activity, and
the measurement of waste decomposlt10n products.

The s01l respirometer method wh1ch lS discussed in detall in the fol
10w1ng sections 1S one of the ava1lable methods for evaluatlng the degrada
tion of a complex waste-soil m1xture. Use of the soil respJ.rometer
requires only a llm1ted amount of laboratory equipment. It is a method
that can be qUlckly set up in most laboratorJ.es and can be used to evaluate
a large number of parameters. Whlle J.t does not provlde a means for trac
ing the degradatlon of the lndivldual components of a complex mixture,
unless coupled with chemlcal analysJ.s, lt lS a relatlvely slmple and inex
penSlve method for evaluating the effect of environmental parameters on
waste degradatl0n ln SOlI. Other methods WhlCh have been used to measure
respiratl0n from organ1c mater1al 1nclude 1nfrared gas analysis, gas
chromatography, and the Gilson resp1rometer (Van Cleve et al., 1979). In
addition, Osborne et al. (1980) discuss a method for studylng mlcrobial
actlvlty in 1ntact s01l cores.

7.Z.1.1 Soil Resplrometry

One method to evaluate env1ronmental parameters before field applica
t10n of waste lS to monltor carbon dloxlde (C02) evolution from waste
amended SOlIs 1n a SOlI respirometer. The s01l respirometer consists of a
temperature controlled lncubation chamber contalnlng a serles of sealed
flasks lnto whlch varl0US treatments of waste and SOlI are placed (Fig.
7.Z). The resplrometer is an apparatus WhlCh allows temperature and m01S
ture to be kept at a constant level whlle other parameters, such as waste
appllcatlon rate and frequency, are varled. A stream of humidlfied COZ
free alr is passed through the flasks and the evolved COZ from the flasks
is collected In columns contaln1ng O.IN NaOH. The alr stream is purifled
ln a scrubber system consist1ng of a pump and a ser1es of flasks one con
tains concentrated HZS04' two parallel flasks contain 4N NaOH, and a
palr of flasks in serles conta1n COZ-free water. The two flasks of 4N
NaOH are placed parallel so that the alr stream may be switched to a fresh
Solutl0n W1 thout lnterrupt1ng the flow of alr. Between the scrubber and
each flask 1S a manlfold WhlCh d1str1butes the air to the flasks through
equal length capillary tubes, thus provldlng an equal flow rate for each
flask. Each lncubat10n chamber should 1nclude two empty flasks which serve
to monitor impur1t1es in the a1r stream. The a1r leaving each flask is
passed through a 12 mm coarse Pyrex gas dlspers10n tube wh1ch 1S posltioned
near the bottom of a Z5 x Z50 mm culture tube contalning 50 ml of COZ
free O.IN NaOH. The NaOH Solutlons are replaced approximately three tlmes
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a week, depend~ng on C02 evolution, and are titrated with LON NCI fol
lowing prec~p~tat~on of evolved C02 w~th 3N BaC12 (Stotzky, 1965) to
phenolphthale~n end-po~nt. The amount of C02 evolved can be determ~ned

(Section 7.2.1.1.2.4).

The rate of C02 evolution ~s used as an l.ndl.cation of ml.crobl.al
act~v~ty and relative waste decompos~t~on (Stotzky, 1965). Upon term~na

tion of the experl.ment, subsamples may be taken from each flask to deter
mine the resl.dual hydrocarbon content (Sectl.on 5.3.2.3.2), and for an est~

matl.on of the ml.crobl.al populatl.on (Sectl.on 7.2.4.1.1). The data from
these tests can provide guidance on the approprl.ate appll.catl.on rate and
frequency to use, the optl.mum rate of nutrl.ent addl.tion, and the rate of
waste degradation l.n dl.fferent soil types or at different temperatures.
Careful study of these parameters before fl.eld appll.catl.on can prevent an
acc~dental overload of the system and unnecessary addl.tl.ons of nutrl.ents.

7.2. L 1.1 Sample Collectl.on. Each hazardous waste stream may possess a
variety of compounds that are tOXl.C or recalc~trant, and a unique ratio and
concentratl.on of ml.neral nutrl.ents. Therefore, to begl.n a laboratory
degradat~on study representatl.ve samples of the waste and soil must be col
lected. Soil collected from the fl.eld for the respl.ratl.on study should be
mal.ntal.ned at f~eld capacity (about 1/3 bar mo~sture tension) and stored at
room temperature under a fl.xed relatl.ve humidity to preserve the sOl.l
ml.croorganl.sms. Soil collected where water content l.S above fl.eld capacl.ty
should be air dried to reach field capacl.ty, and sOl.l whl.ch l.S collected
below fl.e1d capacl.ty should be wetted wl.th d~st~lled water to field capac
l.ty. Sl.nce many wastes wl.1l reqUl.re a d~verse range of ml.croorganl.sms to
degrade waste constl.tuents, care must be taken l.n the handll.ng and storage
of soil samples. The co1lectl.on of a truly representatl.ve waste sample l.S
also critl.cal to obtainl.ng valid data from the laboratory. Although few,
if any, waste streams eXl.st as homogeneous ml.xtures or have un~form com
position. Over time, there are methods of obtainl.ng representatl.ve sam
ples; a more complete dl.scussl.on of waste and sOl.l sampll.ng 1S presented l.n
Section 5.3.2.1 and Chapter 9, respectl.vely.

7.2.1.1.2 Experl.mental Procedure. The respiration experl.ment l.S begun by
equilibratl.ng the respl.ratl.on chamber (Fl.g. 7.2) to the desl.red temperature
and startl.ng the scrubber system at least 24 hours before addl.ng the so~l

to the flasks. Two days prl.or to waste addl.tl.on, the so~l l.S brought to
the desl.red mo~sture content by al.r dryl.ng or wetting with dl.stl.lled water.
A soil sample equ~valent to 100 g of dry sOl.l l.S placed on a glass plate
and crushed to reduce the largest aggregates to approxl.mately 1/2 cm. The
crushed and weighed soil sample l.S placed l.nto a preweighed 500 m1 Erlen
meyer flask, which is then connected to the C02-free air stream and to a
column containing O.IN NaGH. The flow of al.r through the chamber should be
adJusted so that neither stimulation of microbial actl.vl.ty nor l.nhibl.tl.on
occurs. A flow rate of 20 ml per ml.nute of C02-free air per 100 gm of
soil appears to provide an adequate supply of oxygen while not affectl.ng
the rate of respiration. After the soil has been placed l.n the respiro
meter and allowed to equ~ll.brate for at least two days, a 20-40 gram
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subsample of so~l ~s removed from the flask and placed in an evaporating
dish. The des~red amount of waste ~s then ~xed mth the so~l. After
mixing, the waste-so~l subsample ~s mixed mth the total so~l sample from
the flask and the ~xture ~s returned to the flask and then put back ~n the
respirometer. Th~s mx~ng procedure may also be used to add water, or to
reapply the waste dur~ng the resp~rat~on experiment.

7.2.1.1.2.1 So~l mo~sture ~s a parameter wh~ch may be ~ff~cult to adjust
in the field. All HWLT units have runoff collect~on systems and some may
have leachate recycling pumps or ~rr~gat~on systems that can be used to
increase the mo~sture content of dry so~l. The optimum range of so~l mois
ture for ~crob~al activ~ty appears to be between the mlt~ng po~nt (about
15 bars moisture tens~on) and f~eld capac~ty (1/3 bars mo~sture tens~on) of
the soil. Th~s range of moisture ~s also opt~mum for waste degradat~on

since excess mo~sture reduces ava~lable oxygen and most organ~cs are
degraded by an ox~dative pathway. In a laboratory, flasks conta~n~ng the
so~l-waste ~xture should be removed and we~ghed per~od~cally so that the
moisture content of the so~l can be adjusted. If the moisture content of
the soil becomes substant~ally above held capac~ty or below the wilt~ng

point, the rate of degradat~on may be s~gn~f~cantly altered, and the data
should be interpreted ~th caut~on.

7.2.1.1.2.2 The temperature of the in~t~al resp~rat~on studies may be con
ducted at 20±5°C. Th~s allows the experiment to be carried out at room
temperature ~thout requ~r~ng temperature control, and prov~des informat~on

on waste treatabil~ty. For warmer cl~mates, add~t~onal degradat~on experi
ments may be performed at 30°C are appropr~ate. When studying waste degra
dation in a cold climate the resp~rometer temperature may need to be regu
lated to as low as 5°C. Stud~es at ~fferent temperatures provide add~

tional ~nformat~on that can be useful in determ~ning seasonal applicat~on

rates and frequencies.

7.2.1.1.2.3 Nutr~ent add~t~ons may help stimulate b~odegradation. Carbon
is used by most bacter~a as an energy source and ~s present in most wastes
at much greater concentrat~ons than n~ trogen. The add~tion of large
amounts of carbon to the so~l ~ll stimulate excess bacter~al growth, which
will cause n~trogen to be depleted unless nutr~ent add~t~ons are made. The
optimum carbon:n~trogen:phosphorus(C-N-P) rat~o ~n a waste-so~l mixture ~s

about 50: 2: 1. However, th~s rat~o should be used only as a gu~de, and
optimum fertilizer rates for ~nd~v~dual HWLT un~ts should be determ~ned

along with other s~te-spec~f~c parameters. The t~ming of nutrient add~

tions is ~mportant to waste degradation. In some cases ~t may be IOOre
effective to add nutr~ents after waste degradat~on has begun and the IOOre
suscept~ble substrates have already been util~zed by the ~croorganisms.

In add~t~on to ~neral nutr~ents, l~me may be requ~red to ma~ntain the soil
pH between 6.5 and 8.5.
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7.2.1.1.2.4 Titration of the NaOH solut10ns are used to determ1ne the
amount of C02 evolved to 1nd1cate the rate of waste degradat10n.
Approximately three t1mes per week the NaOH solut10ns are replaced to
determine the amount of CO2 absorbed from the a1r pass1ng through each
treatment flask. The frequency of sampl1ng and t1trat10n may be reduced or
increased as the rate of C02 evolut10n requ1res. If 1t 1S determ1ned
that the NaOH solution is near1ng saturat10n, the sampling frequency should
be increased, and if the volume of aC1d reqillred to t1trate the treated
sample is almost equal to that requ1red to titrate the blank samples, the
sampling frequency should be decreased.

The accumulated C02 is determined by t1trating the NaOH solut10n
with 1.0N HCI follow1ng prec1p1tat10n of evolved C02 with 3N BaCl2
(Stotzky, 1965). Atl t1trat10ns are carr1ed to a phenolphthale1n end
point. The amount of C02 evolved 1S determ1ned by the follow1ng
equat10n:

where

(B - V)NE mg C02 (7.1)

B = average volume of HCl requ1red to t1trate the NaOH from blank
treatments;

V = volume requ1red to titrate the NaOH from the spec1fic
treatment;

N = the normal1 ty of the aC1d; and
E = the equivalent weight of the carbon d1ox1de.

Each time the NaOH solut10ns are replaced, the spent solut10ns should be
titrated and the amount of evolved carbon d10xide determ1ned.

7.2.1.1.2.5 Applicat10n rate and frequency are 1nterdependent and depend
on c11mat1c cond1t10ns, 1nclud1ng temperature and ra1nfall var1at10ns.
Opt1mum degradat10n rates are often ach1eved when small waste app11cations
are made at frequent 1ntervals. A laboratory study may be used to deter
m1ne the application rate and frequency that Y1elds the most rap1d rate of
waste decompos1tion 1n a g1ven per10d of t1me at a constant temperature and
moisture. It 1S eaS1est to determ1ne the opt1mum application rate and then
to evaluate the application frequency. Exper1mental app11cat10n rate
should be var1ed over a IOO-fold range, uS1ng a m1n1mUm of four treatments
w1th d1fferent appl1cat10n rates. One additional flask conta1ning s01l to
which no waste has been appl1ed should be used as a control. All treat
ments are conducted in dup11cate so that the results can be properly evalu
ated. Once the opt1mum applicat10n rate 1S determined for a specif1c waste
stream, the appl1cation frequency can be evaluated, uS1ng a min1mum of
three alternate schedules. For example, 1f 1t 1S determined 1n the rate
study that the best comprom1se between eff1c1ency of land use and b10degra
dation is ach1eved when the waste is appl1ed at a rate of 5% (wt/wt), the
frequency study would then evaluate the degradat10n rate of four 1.25%
app11cat10ns, two 2.5% appl1cat10ns, and one 5% appl1cat10n during the same
time per1od. Chem1cal and b10log1cal analyses of the treatments, when
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evaluated mth the cumulatJ.ve C02 data, mIl J.ndicate the treatment rate
and frequency that provJ.de the most effJ.cient degradatJ.on rate.

7.2.1.2 Data Analysis

The data provJ.ded by a laboratory respJ.ratJ.on experJ.ment may be used
to evaluate the potentJ.al of a waste to be adequately treated J.n the land
treatment system and to determJ.ne the half-IJ.fe of the organJ.c fractJ.on of
the waste. Half-life J.S defined as the tJ.me requJ.red for a 50% dJ.sappear
ance of applied carbon. The decJ.sJ.on process for determinJ.ng J.f a waste J.S
amenable to land treatment J.S outlJ.ned J.n Fig. 7.3. The fJ.rst step J.n thJ.s
process J.S to determJ.ne how the waste WJ.Il affect mJ.crobJ.al actJ.vJ.ty when
mixed with the sOJ.l. If waste applJ.cation inhJ.bits mJ.crobJ.al actJ.vJ.ty, the
following options are avaJ.lable to improve the treatabJ.IJ.ty of the waste'

(1) reducJ.ng waste applJ.catJ.on rates,

(2) pretreatJ.ng a hydrophobJ.c waste by drYJ.ng or mJ.xJ.ng WJ.th a
bulkJ.ng agent to J.mprove the penetration of oxygen J.nto the
sOJ.l;

(3) pretreatJ.ng the waste by chemJ.cal, physJ.cal, or biologJ.cal
means (SectJ.on 5.2) to reduce J.ts toxJ.cJ.ty; and

(4) makJ.ng J.n-plant process changes to alter the waste.

If these optJ.ons faJ.l and the sOJ.l mJ.croorganJ.sms cannot alter the nature
of the waste, J.t will not be adequately treated J.n the land treatment
system.

If, after mJ.xJ.ng the waste and soJ.l elevated mJ.crobial actJ.VJ.ty J.S
observed the waste J.S land treatable and the optJ.mum parameters for waste
degradatJ.on should be determJ.ned. If the waste J.S to be applJ.ed at tem
peratures whJ.ch vary by more than 10°C from the temperature of the J.nJ.tJ.al
respirometer study (20±5°C), the half-lJ.fe of the waste at the other
temperatures should be determJ.ned. ChemJ.cal and bJ.ologJ.cal analyses of
treated soils from the respirometer flasks after incubatJ.on J.ndJ.cate the
effect of land treatment on the hazardous waste constJ.tuents. If these
analyses indicate that a waste J.S rendered less hazardous by J.ncorporatJ.on
into the sOJ.l, half-lJ.fe calculatJ.ons (yr) from laboratory apphcatJ.on
rates (kgjha) may be used to determine acceptable yearly waste 10adJ.ng
rates.

The J.nJ.tJ.al waste 10adJ.ng rate J.S determJ.ned by calculatJ.ng the tJ.me
required to degrade 50% of the applJ.ed waste constJ.tuents. Half-lJ.fe
determJ.nations can be made for the organJ.c fractJ.on of the waste and for
each subfraction (acJ.d, base, and neutral). W1:ule chemJ.cal analysJ.s can
define decomposJ.tJ.on rates of specifJ.c waste fractJ.ons and hazardous con
stituents, the only means of evaluatJ.ng a reduction J.n the hazardous
characteristics of a waste J.S through bJ.ologJ.cal analysJ.s (SectJ.ons 5.3.2.4
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Figure 7.3. The 1nformation needed to determine 1£ a waste may be
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and 7.2.4) or through a previous knowledge of the degradat~on pathways,
by-products, and toxicities of waste conponents.

7.2.1.2.1 Degradation Rate. In most laboratory studies the waste is
incubated for a period of six months. After the laboratory experiment is
terminated, the rate of degradation for the organic fraction of the waste
should be determined by two methods. The f~rst method uses the follow~ng

equation:

(C02w-C02s)O.27

C

where

Dt = fraction of total carbon degraded over time,
C02w = cumulative C02 evolved by waste amended soil,
C02s = cumulative C02 evolved by unamended soil; and

Ca = carbon applied.

(7.2)

The second method used to determine the rate of degradation requires the
extraction of the organic fract~on from the soil (Section 5.3.2.3.2). The
percent of organic degradation is determined as follows.

(7.3)

where

Dto = fraction of organic carbon degraded over time,
Cao = the amount of carbon applied ~n the organ~c fraction of the

waste;
Cro = the amount of residual carbon in the organic fraction of

waste amended soil; and
Cs = the amount of organic carbon which can be extracted from

unamended soil.

To determine the degradation rate of individual organic subfractions the
following equation is used:

....

where

Ca~-(Cri-Cs~)

Cai

= fraction of carbon degraded ~n subfraction i;
carbon applied from subfraction i in the waste,

= carbon residual in subfraction i in waste amended
= the amount of carbon present in an unamended soil

subfraction i.
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The clarity of separatl.on of all subfractl.ons should be verl.fl.ed by gas
chromatography.

7.2.1.2.2 Half-ll.fe Determinatl.on. The half-ll.fe of the waste may then be
calculated for the waste as follows:

(7.5)

where

t = tl.me l.n days that the waste was degraded to generate the
data used l.n equatl.ons 7.2-7.4,

tl/2 = half-ll.fe of waste organl.cs l.n sOl.l (days), and
Dt = fraction of carbon degraded l.n t days.

An optional method that may be used to calculate half-ll.ves is to plot
cumulative percent carbon degraded as a functl.on of time on a seml.-log
scale graph. The pOl.nt l.n tl.me where 50% of the waste has been degraded
may then be read dl.rectly.

Of the half-lives determl.ned by the above methods, the longest half
ll.fe should be used as the half-ll.fe for the organl.c fractl.on of the waste.
This half-ll.fe l.S then used to calculate the inl.tial loadl.ng rate wtll.ch
wl.ll produce maXl.mum ml.crobl.al actl.vl.ty l.n the sOl.l. Because of the great
number of varl.ables l.nfluencl.ng waste bl.odegradatl.on l.n sOl.l, l.t wl.ll be
dl.ffl.cult to predl.ct the rate of degradatl.on of wastes l.n the fl.eld by
uSl.ng an equatl.on. The precedl.ng equatl.ons use zero order kl.netl.cs and are
desl.gned to make the most effl.cient use of the land treatment area.
Laskowskl. et al. (1980) suggests that the degradatl.on process for rela
tively poorly sorbed cheml.cals appears to follow zero order kl.netl.cs at
hl.gh appll.cation rates. Data resultl.ng from both laboratory and fl.eld
studies are compared l.n Sectl.on 7.5.3.1.4, thl.S comparl.son l.ndicates that
variables not accounted for in laboratory studies may result l.n an over
estl.matl.on of the actual waste half-ll.fe.

In most cases the rate of degradation of the indl.vl.dual subfractl.ons
will vary. In any case, the fractl.on that degrades at the slowest rate
controls waste loadl.ng rates. The waste should be applied at a rate that
wl.ll stl.mulate microbial actl.vl.ty while not reachl.ng tOXl.C levels of any
specl.fic fractl.on. The degradatl.on of the more reSl.stant fractions will
occur after the preferred substrate has been degraded. Gas chromotography
can be used to scan the waste after degradation in sOl.l to determine if a
specifl.c compound l.S degradl.ng at a slower rate than the calculated half
ll.fe of the other waste fractl.ons. If such a compound l.S identl.fied, then
the half-ll.fe of the compound should be used to adjust loadl.ng rates. The
half-ll.fe of the most reSl-stant fractl.on or compound will restrl.ct loading
rates l.f the compound l.S mobl.le l.n the sOl.l or wl.ll remal.n at an unaccept
able concentratl.on far beyond the tl.me when waste appll.catl.ons cease.
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7.2.1.2.3 Consideration for Field Studies of Degradation. These calcula
tions are used to provl.de guidance for establl.shl.ng desl.gn loading rates
and developing appropriate fl.eld studl.es. Once the first waste application
has been made, waste degradation l.n the fl.eld pl.lot study should be moni
tored by periodl.c sOl.l sampll.ng and subsequent analysis for hydrocarbon and
subfraction content (Sectl.on 7.4.1). Half-ll.ves determl.ned from experimen
tal field data generally provl.de a more reall.stl.c evaluation of waste
decomposition rates. However, the amount of l.nformation required from the
results of field studies depends on laboratory study results. If, from the
laboratory study, it is determl.ned that all waste fractions degrade at
equal rates and there is no specl.fic compound whl.ch is less susceptible to
degradation than the organic fractl.on as a whole, then the soil sampling
need only monl.tor the removal of the total organics. However, if a parti
cular compound or fractl.on l.S eVl.dently resistant to degradation, then this
particular compound or fractl.on should be monitored in the field.

7.2.2 Sorption and Mobility

The potential for organl.c contaminatl.on of surface runoff and leachate
from land treatment sites depends on the erOSl.on potential of the soil, the
concentration of water soluble constituents l.n the waste, the adsorptive
capacity of the sOl.l, the kl.netl.cs of sOl.l water movement, and the degrada
bility of the potentially mobl.le waste constl.tuents and their degradation
products. Proper erosion control and runoff water treatment practices will
effectively ell.mJ.nate the runoff hazard to surface waters. Degradability
is dl.scussed in Section 7.2.1 and the results of waste degradation experi
ments should be integrated wl.th the mobl.lity fl.ndings. Therefore, a suit
able method for evaluatl.ng mobill.ty should account for waste solubility,
adsorption, and soil water kl.netics. Transport mechanisms or potential
leachabill.ty may be assessed by sOl.l thin-layer chromatography and column
leaching techniques. Where a hazardous waste constituent is demonstrated
to be leachable and only slowly degradable, field studies will be necessary
to determine the leachate concentrations of the mobile constituents for
establishing the maximum safe waste loading rate (Section 7.5.3.1.2).
Since the mobility of degradates l.S often important, laboratory studies may
include analyses of aged waste-soil mJ.xtures.

Several modes of transport can be descrl.bed for the movement of hazar
dous organic compounds through the sOl.l. As a continuous phase, oil can
move as a fluid governed by the same parameters as those which determine
soil water movement. Alternatively, water soluble or miscible compounds can
be transported by soil water. A small amount of movement might also occur
by diffusl.on, however, dl.ffusl.on would not occur at a level that would
cause a leaching hazard. Sorption and/or degradation account for the
attenuation of leachable hazardous constituents. Adsorption capacity is
directly related to soil collol.dal content and chemical nature of the waste
constituents (Bailey et ale 1968, Castro and Belser, 1966; Youngson and
Goring, 1962). Soil organic matter l.S perhaps most responsible for adsorp
tion of nonionic compounds, while polar constl.tuents which are potentially
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solub1lized 1n water may have a greater affinity to the m1neral fraction of
soil. Precipitation to less soluble forms and complexation also immob1
lize and thus attenuate, some waste const1tuents.

The primary objective of a laboratory leaching study 1S to evaluate
leaching potent1al rather than to assess actual mobility of a g1ven com
pound 1n soil. A dJ.sturbed soil can be tested to indicate extremes, but
the kinetics of water and solute movement J.n a bench scale test do not
ordinarily approxJ.mate field condJ.tJ.ons, where precJ.pitatJ.on J.S J.ntermJ.t
tent and the intact soil profile reta1ns J.ts unJ.que physJ.cal character1s
tics. Soils chosen for leaching studJ.es should be sampled from each hori
zon in the zone of aeration where adequate m1crobJ.al populations are ordJ.
narily present for waste degradat10n. By test1ng for the mob1lity of waste
constituents in the lower s01l horizons, one can estab11sh whether the
rapid movement of a waste const1tuent through a less adsorptJ.ve surface
soil may be impeded by a more adsorpt1ve subsoil to the extent that the
soil biota can adequately decompose the compound(s). Once an organJ.C com
pound has leached below the zone of abundant m1crobJ.al act1v1ty, however,
it has been shown that degradatJ.ve attenuatJ.on J.S extremely slow (Duffy et
al. 1977, Van Der L1nden and ThJ.jsse, 1965).

7.2.2.1 Soil Th1n-layer Chromatography

The relative mob1lJ.ty of organ1c fract10n components may be determJ.ned
by the technique of Helling and Turner (1968) and Hel11ng (1971). Th1s
technique J.S sim1lar to conventJ.onal preparatJ.ve thJ.n-layer chromatography
(TLC) except that sOJ.l 1S used as the stationary phase rather than materi
als such as s1l1ca gel or alumina. Mob1lity of a given substance can be
expressed by a relatJ.ve measure, RF' whJ.ch descrJ.bes the d1stance tra
versed by a compound dJ.vided by the d1stance traversed by the wett1ng
front. The follow1ng descrJ.ptJ.on out11nes the 1mportant aspects of the
procedure:

(1) SOJ.l materials used are those passJ.ng through a 500 mm S1eve
for sandy clays and coarser textured s01ls, or 250 ~m sieve
for f1ne loams and clay soils.

(2) Plates are air-dried before use. A smooth, moderately fluJ.d
slurry is made of water and sJ.eved sOJ.l materJ.al and spread
on clean glass plates to un1form th1cknesses of 500-750 ~m

for f1ne textured sOJ.ls, and 750-1000 ~ m for the coarser
textured soils.

(3) A horizontal line is etched 11.5 cm above the the base.
Samples are spotted at 1.5 cm, provJ.d1ng a total leaching
distance of 10 cm.

(4) The atmosphere of the developJ.ng chamber J.S allowed to
saturate and equJ.lJ.brate prJ.or to plate development.

(5) Plates are developed 1n a vertical posit10n 1n approx1mately
0.5 cm water. The bottom 1 cm may be covered WJ.th a f1lter
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paper strip to reduce soil slough1ng and ma1ntain the soil
water contact. Development continues unt1l water has risen
to the scribed line at 11.5 cm.

(6) Movement is deternuned by either radioautograms for radio
active materials or scrap1ng and eluting segments of soil
from the 10 cm development d1stance. Scraped mater1als can
be easily eluted WJ.th small volumes of solvent by using
capillary pipettes as elution columns.

(7) RF values are computed and correlated to s01l properties.

Some drawbacks of s01l TLC 1nclude the follow1ng:

(1) s01l part1cles are or1ented 1n two d1mensions,

(2) waste-soil contact 1S max1mized, most closely s1mulating
intraaggregate flow and negating the attenuat1ng effects of
soil aggregat10n, and

(3) flow is rapid and closer to steady state cond1t10ns thus
minim1zing adsorpt10n-desorpt10n k1net1cs effects.

Soil TLC 1S a useful rapid screen1ng technique, but where waste constit
uents are mob1le as 1nd1cated by RF values, s01l column leaching and
field pilot stud1es W1ll better quantify mob1l1ty. Soil column leaching
and field pilot stud1es w1ll prov1de more accurate pred1ct1ve data since
conditions of these stud1es more closely resemble cond1t10ns 1n the actual
land treatment system.

7.2.2.2 Column Leaching

Column leach1ng 1& an approximat10n of mobi11ty under saturated condi
tions. It, l1ke the s01l TLC method prov1des a relat1ve 1ndex of the
potential for leaching. The ch01ce of s01ls to be tes ted should be the
same as that used for soil TLC. At a m1n1mUm, dup11cate columns and a
control should be used for each waste/s01l mixture l1sted. The general
procedure is as follows:

(1) Glass columns (2-3 cm loD.) are filled WJ.th 20 cm au-dry
soil previously ground and passed through a 2 mm mesh S1eve.
Columns should be constructed of glass or other nonreact1ve
material wh1ch does not 1nterfere WJ.th the analyses.

(2) Columns are f1lled slowly with s01l and tamped to a bulk
density approx1mat1ng that 1n the field to reduce solution
movement by d1rect channel transport and to more closely
resemble field cond1t10ns.

(3) Applications of waste are made by mix1ng waste with a small
amount of s01l and apply1ng the mix to the s01l surface.
Alternatively, the organic fract10n of the waste may be
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applied ~n a m1.nimum amount of solvent to the top of the
so~l ~n the column.

(4) Glass wool or a f~lter pad ~s placed on the so~l surface and
leach2ng 2S begun by add2ng at least one column volume of
water at a controlled rate no faster than 1 ml/m~n.

(5) Effluents are analyzed along with the s02l extruded and
segmented at 2 cm ~ntervals to evaluate depth of penetration
as a function of the effect~ve volume partitioned. The
volume part2t~oned can be assumed to be the volume of water
retained by the soil at held capac~ty. Thus an effluent
volume equal to the volume of water reta2ned at 1/3 atmos
phere soil moisture tens~on approx~mates 1 pore volume.

(6) Concentrations of mater~als ~n effluent are determ~ned and
plotted aga2nst cumulat~ve dra2nage volume.

A so~l column offers a better approx~mat~on to a natural system than does
s02l TLC S2nce the column prov~des a larger soil volume, larger aggregates,
and a more random part~cle or~entat20n. So~l column leaching tests, how
ever, lack the methodological standard~zat~on of soil TLC.

The potent~al leaching hazard of a given was te 2n a particular so~l

can be est~mated from cons2derat20n of the follow2ng:

(1) the mobility of waste const~tuents relat~ve to water,

(2) the concentrat~ons of constl.tuents observed in the leachate
and soil,

(3) the degradability of mobl.le compounds;

(4) the flux and depth of sOl.l solutl.on percolate as observed in
the f2eld water balance, and

(5) the tox2c~ty of mob~le waste const~tuents as determined
us~ng b~oassay techniques (Sect~on 5.3.2.4).

Field pilot stud2es may be needed to correlate and verify laboratory
results. They are part~cularly ~mportant when laboratory data reveal a
substantial leach2ng hazard.

7.2.3 Volat~lizat20n

Volat~l~zat~on 2S most11 important for those compounds Wl.th vapor
pressures greater than 10- mm/Hg at room temperature (Weber, 1972).
Env~ronmental varl.ables affectl.ng volatl.l~ty are so~l mo2sture, adsorption,
wind speed, turbulence, temperature and time (Farmer et al., 1972, Pl~ce,

1948). One mechanism of volatl.lizatl.on ~s evaporatl.ve transfer from a free
1~qU2d surface. The potent~al of thl.s mechan~sm ~s roughly equivalent to
the purgable and eas~ly volat~l~zed fractions, however, the ~mpact should
be lessened greatly upon waste-so~l tll1.X2ng. An assessment of volat~l~za-
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tion should 1nclude th1s aspect of attenuat10n. W1thin a s01l, chemicals
are not at a free l1quid surface and vaporizat10n is dependent upon distr1
bution between air, water and so11d surfaces.

Volatilization of waste constituents or degradates may be determ1ned
empirically by measuring vapor losses from a known soil surface follow1ng
waste application. Laboratory investigat10ns uS1ng a sealed, flow-through
system should consider the following:

(1) the effects of app11cation techn1que and waste 10ad1ng
rates;

~

(2) several soil moisture contents, includ1ng dry and wet soil;

(3) several temperatures, includ1ng the maximum expected surface
soil temperature;

(4) variations in air flow, and

(5) changes in volatilized fraction composit10n and flux with
time.

Generally, an air stream is passed over the s01l surface and through so11d
sorbents such as Tenax-GC or floris1l and analyzed according to Section
5.3.2.3.2. Results are computed 1n both concentrat10n (mass/m3) and flux
terms (mass/m3 j surface area).

7.2.4 Toxic1ty

Treatability tests may include a determinat10n of the levels at which
the waste becomes toxic to plants or m1crobes and/or causes genet1c damage.
These tests provide an addit10nal qualitat1ve measure of treatability.
During the operation of a land treatment unit, and after closure, the b10
logical tests may also be used to monitor env1ronmental samples to evaluate
waste degradation and to ensure environmental protection. In addition to
the tests described here and 1n Section 5.3.2.4, the procedure of Brown et
al. (1979) may be used to evaluate aquatic toxicity prior to the release of
runoff or leachate water from the site. All samples collected for biologi
cal analysis should be frozen as described in Section 5.3.2.1 and samples
should be processed as soon as is possible after collection.

7.2.4.1 Acute Toxicity

Before a hazardous waste is land applied, it is a good 1dea to deter
mine if the waste will be acutely toxic to indigenous plants and m1crobes.
Microbial toxicity is particularly important when degradation is one'of the
objectives of treatment. Methods for evaluating toxicity are d1scussed
below and toxicity testing can generally be combined with any other waste
site interaction study.
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7.2.4.1.1 Microb1al toxic1ty. The 1llJ.crobial toxicity of a waste-soil
mixture can be evaluated using information obtained from a pour plate
method which enumerates total viable heterotrophs and hydrocarbon utilizing
microorganisms. This 1nvolves collect1ng soil samples for microbial anal
ysis before waste application and following incubat10n with the waste in
the respirometer. One gram of a soil sample is placed 1n 99 ml of phos
phate buffer and mixed on a magnetic stirrer for f1fteen 1llJ.nutes. Subse
quent dilutions are made by adding 1 ml of the previous d1lution to 99 ml
of the buffer. Samples should be assayed on four d1fferent media to deter
mine the total number of soil microorgan1sms. Total viable heterotrophs
are enumerated using soil extract agar (Odu and Adeoye t 1969) with 10 mg/l
of Amphoteracin B. The presence of soil fungi 1S determ1ned using potato
dextrose agar (D1fco) or soil extract agar with 30 mg/l of rose bengal and
streptomycin. Hydrocarbon utilizing bacteria and fungi may be detected by
replacing the carbon source used in soil extract agar with 6.25 g/l silica
gel oil as suggested by Baruah et al. (1967). The silica gel oil is pre
pared for each waste stream by combining 5.0 g of the waste w1th 1.25 g of
fumed silica gel (Cab-o-sil t Cabot Corporation).

In order to retard spreading of mobile organisms t 0.5 ml of each d1lu
tion should be added to 2.5 ml of soft agar (0.75% agar)t mixed on a vortex
mixer t and poured onto the hard agar surface. Plates are incubated for a
minimum of two weeks at the temperature at which the soil waste mixture was
incubated. All est1mations of v1ability should be assayed in quadrupli
cate.

A second method for evaluating microbial tox1city developed by Beckman
Instruments t Inc. 1S currently be1ng tested by the EPA to determine if the
procedure can be used as a rapid screening tool for assessing the land
treatability of a spec1fic hazardous waste and as a method to determine
loading rates. The Beckman Microtox~ system measures the l1ght output of a
suspension of marine luminescent bacteria before and after a sample of haz
ardous waste is added. A reduction in light output reflects a deteriora
tion in the health of the organisms which s1gnifies the presence of toxi
cants in the waste (Beckman Instruments t Inc. t 1982).

Using these t or other t methods the acute toxic effects of land treat
ing a hazardous waste on ende1llJ.c microorganisms can be assessed. By deter
mining the immediate effects of the waste on soil microorganisms t knowledge
is obtained which can aid 1n the determination of the maximum initial load
ing rate and 1n the evaluation of the respirat10n data (Section 7.2.1.2).

7.2.4.1.2 Phytotoxicity. The phytotoxicity of a hazardous waste may be
evaluated in a greenhouse study (Section 7.3) for the types of vegetation
anticipated at the land treatment unit. The greenhouse study should evalu
ate the toxic effects of the waste at various stages of growth t including
germination t root extension t and establishment: Root extension may be
determined for a water extract of the waste which has been degraded by soil
bacteria using the procedures of Edwards and Ross-Todd (1980). Plant bio
concentration for chronic toxicity to humans via the food chain may be
measured by analyzing an extract from plants grown in waste amended soil in
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a biological test system. Plant activation of nonmutagenic agents lnto
mutagens has been demonstrated by Plewa and Gentile (1976), Benigni et ale
(1979), Reichhart et ale (1980), MatlJesevlc et ale (1980), Hlgashi et a1.
(1981), and Wildeman et ale (1980).

7.2.4.2 Genetic Toxicity

The genetic toxicity of a waste-soil mixture can be measured using
selected bioassays and fol10wlng the same protocols used to determine the
genetic toxicity of the waste ltself (Section 5.3.2.4.2). It may be
desirable to separate the organic extract of the waste into subfractions
(Section 5.3) for determining genetic toxicity. Bioassays of samples taken
from the treated waste-soil mixture at different tlme periods and from
different waste application rates can be compared to bioassays of the
untreated waste. The reduction in hazardous characteristics following
treatment provides a qualltative measure of treatment.

7.3 GREENHOUSE STUDIES

Greenhouse studies are designed to observe the effects of waste addi
tions on plant emergence and growth. Moreover, they can be used to assess
the acute and residual toxicity of the wastes to determine optimum loading
rates. Greenhouse experiments may also aid ln se1ectlng application fre
quencies and site management practices.

In many cases, the concentration of one or more constituents in a
waste, rather than the bulk application rate, may control plant responses.
Therefore, research should include a characterization of WhlCh waste co~

pounds are phytotoxic and a determination of the residence times of these
compounds in soils. When short-term growth inhibition is caused by a
rapidly degradable phytotoxin, the quantlty of waste WhlCh can be applied
in a single application is limited. A more resistant substance in the same
waste may potentially accumulate to toxic concentrations if the long-term
loading of this substance exceeds the rate of degradation. Thus, green
house studies of plant responses should be designed to assess the acute
toxicity of freshly applied waste and the toxicities and degradation rates
of resistant compounds.

7.3.1 Experimental Procedure

One general approach to assessing plant toxicity in the greenhouse in
volves planting a given species in pots containing soil mixed wlth varying
quantities of waste. The choice of plant species should be based on site
characteristics and the species which will probably be used to establish
the permanent vegetatlve cover as discussed in Section 8.7. Control plant
ings receiving no waste must be included, and all pots should be ferti-
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lized, watered and carefully mainta1ned to ensure that the results observed
are related to the waste additions. Allen et al. (1976) is a good refer
ence on the proper care and management of greenhouse pot experiments.
Since the toxicity effects are greatest before the fresh waste has begun to
decompose, the emergence and growth tests should cons1st of only one plant
harvest cycle of short duration (30-45 days). In pract1ce, management at
an HWLT unit is not striving for maximum yields, therefore, a waste concen
tration is considered to be toxic when yields are reduced to levels between
50 and 75% of the control yields. The toxic concentrat10n of the waste or
waste fraction in soil is termed the "critical concentration" (Ccrit).

7.3.2 Acute Phytoxicity

Using the procedures of 7.3.1, fresh wastes are app11ed to soil in a
range of concentrations in order to determine the critical concentration of
the waste. Th1S Ccrit value may be used in conJunction with half-11fe
(t1!2) determined from respirometer experiments to establish 10ad1ng rates
(kg/ha/yr) based on the total organic fract10n. If all of the organ1cs in
the waste degrade at relatively the same rate, the 10ad1ng rate established
in this manner will be valid for design purposes; however, most complex
organic mixtures found 1n hazardous waste streams do not degrade uniformly.
If a 10ad1ng rate derived from the organ1c fraction half-11fe is used,
there is likely to be an accumulation of res1stant organ1c const1tuents
with half-lives longer than the half-11fe of the total organic fraction.
Regardless of the portion of the organic fraction which is ultimately
established as the rate limiting constituent (RLC) , expressed in kg/ha/yr,
the loading rate determined from the acute toxicity and degradat10n rate of
a fresh waste may still qualify the total organic fraction as the applica
tion limiting constituent (ALC), expressed in kg/ha/app11cat10n.

7.3.3 Residuals Phytotox1city

Some particularly resistant organ1cs, if they are not tOX1C, may pose
no special problems if they accumulate in soils. If these resistant com
pounds are toxic when present in large enough concentrations, then they may
limit the loading rate, rather than total organ1c fraction. Gas chromato
graphic (GC) analyses of app11ed waste or wastes incubated 1n resp1rometers
can quantitatively establish the half-lives of individual compounds and can
lead to qualitative determinations of res1stant compounds by such tech
niques as GC-mass spectrometry (GC-MS). Phytotoxic1ty of these compounds
in a waste-soil enV1ronment can be determ1ned by spiking the raw waste w1th
various concentrations of the pure compound or compounds, and repeat1ng the
greenhouse study using the new m1xtures.

Spiking simulates the accumulation of the compound 1n the land treat
ment system after repeated waste applicat1ons, at the rate established by
the organic fraction degradat10n rate. The concentration wh1ch elic1ts
toxic responses by plants is the Ccr1t value for that compound. Two pos
sible scenarios are as follows.
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(1) First, establish an economical design life (in years) for
the unit. If the Ccrit value for the resistant
compound would not be reached during this design life after
applying waste at the rate establ~shed using the organic
fraction degradation rate, then no hazard is posed.

(2) If the Ccrit value is reached before the design life is
attained, or if no specific unit life is specified, then the
resistant toxic compound is the RLC for the organic
fraction.

Therefore, greenhouse toxicity data can be used ~n conjunction with
respirometer waste degradation data to establish safe HWLT unit load~ng

rates (Section 7.5.3.1.4).

7.4 FIELD PILOT STUDIES

Field pilot studies are intended to verify laboratory results, dis
cover any unforeseen methodological or potential environmental problems,
and investigate interactions which cannot be adequately assessed in the
laboratory. Field testing is the closest approximation to actual operat
ing conditions, and all aspects of the waste-site system can be observed as
an integrated system. In addit~on to ver~fying of laboratory results,
field studies may function as follows:

(1) to evaluate possible odor or vapor problems,

(2) to provide informat~on on the physical problems associated
with d~stribution and soil incorporat~on of a particular
waste;

(3) to evaluate the possibility of apply~ng greater amounts of
waste than would appear possible from the available data or
from greenhouse, respirometer or column stud~es;

(4) to evaluate the runoff water quality,

(5) to provide information on the length of time required for
the runoff water qual~ty to become acceptable for
uncontrolled release,

(6) to evaluate the fate and mob~lity of a specific organic
constituent or combination of constituents for which little
data are available; and

(7) to evaluate the compatibility of a new waste applied to a
site previously used for a different waste.

Field pilot stud~es should be kept small and facilities should be
available to retain runoff Just as they would be for a fully operational
HWLT system. The EPA permit regulations contain certain requirements for
conducting demonstration stud~es (EPA, 1982). Typically, plots should not
be greater than 500 m2 , although there may occasionally be justification
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for larger areas where special equ1pment for waste application or incorpo
rat10n activ1t1es requ1res additional space. While f1eld tests often pro
vide much better data than laboratory or greenhouse tests, they are often
more costly to conduct. Also, fewer variables, such as application rate,
frequency or alternate treatments, can be tested. Furthermore, uncon
trolled variables, such as temperature, rainfall and wind, make the data
more d1fficult to interpret.

Application rates to be used in pilot studies must be based on the
best ava1lable information and be developed in accordance with appropriate
procedures. If one of the object1ves is to test the feasibility of appli
cation rates greater than those that were indicated by the laboratory and
greenhouse 1nformation, it 1S often advisable to select waste application
rates of 2, 4 and possibly 8 times the optimal rate. Precautions must be
taken, however, to protect groundwater from mobile waste const1tuents
loaded onto the soil.

7.4.1 Degradation

Degradat10n of organic waste materials 1n the f1eld should be evalu
ated by determining the residual concentration of these materials in the
treatment zone. The s011 should be analyzed for the hazardous constituents
and perhaps for general classes of organics, 1ncluding total organics as
suggested 1n Section 5.3.2.3.2. Sampling procedures should be the same as
for function1ng HWLT units. Samples should be taken on a schedule that
allows maX1mum samp11ng dur1ng the period of maximum degradation. Typical
ly, a geometr1c samp11ng schedule of 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, etc. weeks after
app11cation 1S appropriate.

7.4.2 Leachate

Leachate water should be collected from below the treatment zone as
will be done when mon1toring an operating HWLT unit. Samples should be
collected at suff1c1ently frequent intervals to be representative of the
water leach1ng below the normal root zone depth. Typical leachate sampling
depths are 1 to 1.5 m below the soil surface. This ensures an adequate
zone of aerated s01l for decompos1tion and plant uptake. Any waste con
st1tuents mov1ng below the 1 to 1.5 m depth will usually continue to the
water table since oxygen availab1l1ty, microbial populations and plant
uptake decrease markedly below this depth.

7.4.3 Runoff

Runoff water should be collected and analyzed 1f these data are needed
to evaluate treatability or the potential for release. The water may be
collected from retention areas if this method is appropriate for the site.
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If several treatment rates or options are being tested. it may be necessary
to have different retention areas for each treatment or to install devices
that will collect representative samples as they flow from each plot before
they reach the retention basin. Runoff water should be analyzed for the
constituents to be included in the discharge permit. the hazardous
constituents of the waste. and for the biological activity of the water.

7.4.4 Odor and Volatilization

If the objective of the test is to evaluate odor problems. periodl.c
field evaluations should be made by an odor panel as described in Section
8.4.2. Panel observations should be scheduled at frequent intervals fol
lowing waste application and mixing activities. Again. a geometric sampl
ing schedule may be appropriate. If the pilot test is to provide data on
volatilization. the gases emanating from the surface should be collected
and periodically sampled. A more detailed discussl.on of volatl.lization is
provided in Section 7.2.3

7.4.5 Plant Establishment and Uptake

If the objective of the test is to evaluate revegetation potential and
plant uptake. it may be desirable to plant several species and to try both
seeds and sprigs for species that can be planted either way. Planting
should not be initiated until the waste has been repeatedly mixed and
allowed to degrade. If initial plantings fail. the species should be
replanted after further mixing and adjustment of nutrients and soil pH. If
water is the limiting factor during germination and emergence. it may be
desirable to mulch and irrigate the site to assist establishment. If bio
accumulation is a concern. plants should be harvested and analyzed for
accumulated waste constituents.

7.5 INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

Waste-soil interaction studl.es generate a variety of data that must be
carefully interpreted to determine treatment feasibility. acceptable waste
loads, special management needs. and monitoring criteria. Since experi
ments should have been conducted using the bulk waste. synergistic and
antagonistic effects have been considered over the short-term and for
mobile or degradable species. However. the effect of long-term accumula
tion of some waste constituents. especially metals. cannot be established
from such condensed investigatl.ons. Addl.tionally. only scant information
exists regarding the Joint toxic effects of several accumulated compounds
or elements. In any case, the interpretation of results from literature
review, experimental work and/or operational experience may safely consider
each important waste constituent independently.
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7.5.1 Feas1b1l1ty and Load1ng Rates

Treatment feasib1lity and 10ad1ng rates are closely related and can be
tentatively ascertained from data generated from tests described 1n Sec
tions 7.2 through 7.4. Practically any hazardous waste may be land
treated, although allowable waste applicat10n rates may require excessive
land area commitments. Consequently, feasibility 1S essentially an econom
ic decision based on allowable load1ng rates. The 10ad1ng rates, on the
other hand, are established by calculating the acceptable rates for each
waste constituent and adopt1ng the most restr1ct1ve value.

A central concept to the understanding of waste 10ad1ng rates is the
way in wh1ch waste const1tuents behave 1n the given land treatment unit.
Bas1cally, the behav10r of any given const1tuent at a given s1te W1ll fall
within one of the following categor1es.

(1) the const1tuent is read1ly degradable or mob1le and can be
app11ed to s011 at such a rate that the concentration
approaches some steady state value,

(2) the const1tuent is very rap1dly lost from the soil system,
but overloading in a single app11cation may cause acute
hazards to human health or the environment, or

(3) the const1tuent 1S not degraded apprec1ably or 1S re1at1vely
immobile and thus, succeSS1ve waste applications will cause
the concentration 1n s011 to 1ncrease.

The waste fraction that controls seasonal loading rates (Case 1 above)
1S referred to as the rate l1m1t1ng const1tuent (RIp). Once the RLC is
determined, the land area required to treat the given waste can be deter
mined simply by d1v1d1ng yearly waste receipts (kg/yr) by the acceptable
waste loading rate (kg/ha/yr) based on the RLC.

In Case 2 above, where a constituent l1mits the amount of waste that
may be applied 1n a single dose, yet the constituent 1S either rapidly
decomposed, lost from the system, or 1mmobi11zed, 1t is labeled the appli
cat10n limiting constituent (ALC). The ALC sets the m1nimum number of
applications that can be safely made dur1ng a given waste application
season (see Sect10n 3.3.3 for discussion of waste applicat10n season). If
the waste contains an ALC, then the m1nimum number of applicat10ns per year
is found by dividing the waste 10ad1ng rate determined using the RLC (kg/
ha/yr) by the waste application limit bas1s on the ALC (kg/ha/application)
and round1ng to the next h1gher 1nteger. In some cases, the ALC may be the
same as the RLC.

The final parameter (Case 3 above) needed for determining waste appli
cation constraints is what is termed the capacity l1m1ting const1tuent
(CLC). This fract10n of the waste 1S a conservat1ve, accumulating species
and sets the upper boundary for the total quantity of waste that may be
treated at a given site (kg waste/ha). For a waste that contains a large
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concentration of a given metal, th1s metal may be both the CLC and the RLC.
However, many industrial wastes have a low metals content so that some
organic compound, water, or other constituent may control the application
rate while a metal may be the CLC. The CLC controls the maximum design
life of the land treatment unit unless some arb1trarily shorter life 1S
chosen. Maximum design life is found by div1d1ng the CLC controlled waste
loading capacity (LCAPCLC) expressed 1n kg/ha by the design loading rate
(LR) based on the RLC and expressed 1n kg/ha/yr. Section 7.5.4 more clear
ly defines this relationship.

7.5.2 Management Needs and Monitoring Criteria

During the course of the pilot stud1es which include the necessary
treatment demonstrat10n tests (EPA, 1982), cond1tions that influence waste
treatment are def1ned and waste consituents that present a signif1cant risk
to the treatment process or the environment are identified. Special
management needs identified during pilot stud1es may include applicat10n
techniques and timing, pH control, ferti11ty control, and soil aeration.
Further evidence gained from the treatment demonstration will dictate which
of the waste constituents should be monitored and will determine how the
operational program may be streamlined or simplified. All hazardous
constituents (Appendix B) of the waste must be monitored unless key
constituents can be demonstrated to 1ndicate the success of the treatment
processes. These indicators are termed principle hazardous constituents or
PHCs (EPA, 1982). PHCs to be monitored should definitely include sampling
and analysis for the constituents that have been ind1cated as the ALC, RLC,
and CLC. Chemical analyses and the less specific toxicity bioassays are
appropriate analytical approaches to mon1toring.

7.5.3 Calculating Waste Loads Based on Individual Constituents

As previously noted, results of pilot studies are interpreted con
sidering each waste constituent independently. The following sections deal
with the methods and considerations involved when the entire range of waste
constituents are evaluated for the design of the HWLT units. Some elements
and compounds are d1scussed specifically while others are addressed by
classes according to their similar behavior. The constituents are dis
cussed in order from most concern to least concern for the treatment of
hazardous constituents. For example, organics are discussed first since
the organic fraction of the waste is often the main reason for choosing
HWLT. Where hazardous organics are land treated, waste loading should be
designed so that degradation is maximized. Sample calculations for deter
mining waste loading are presented in Appendix E.

7.5.3.1 Organics

Most hazardous waste streams that are land treated contain a sizeable
organic fraction and degradation of organics is usually the principal
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objective for land treating wastes. The range of possible hazards from
waste organics can be generally categorized as the acute or chronic toxic
ity to soil biota, plants and animals, or the immediate danger of fire or
explosion. The potential pathways for loss of organics that must be con
sidered include volatilization, leaching, runoff and degradation. Although
the pathways are interrelated, they are acted on by different mechanisms
and should be considered separately. Waste application rates, both per
application (ALC) and per year (RLC) , are established by adopting the most
restrictive rate calculated from the four pathways; each of which further
discussed below. Plant uptake should also be considered if vegetation will
be used as a part of the ongoing management plan. Figure 7.4 illustrates
the format for assessing organics.

7.5.3.1.1 Volatilization. Volatility experiments can yield information on
vapor concentrations in the atmosphere above a soil, as a function of so~l

moisture, temperature, surface roughness, wind speed, temperature lapse
rate, waste loading rate, or application technique. The acceptable appl~

cation rate under a given set of management and environmental conditions
may be established using air quality standards, mutagenicity assays, and/or
information on concentrations that may cause combustion. If an appreciable
quantity of the waste is volatile and hazardous, the quantities of waste
per application may be limited and the volatile constituent would be the
ALC. The interpretation of test results in this case would specify suit
able waste application techniques and timing.

7.5.3.1.2 Leaching. If laboratory leaching tests show the potential for
significant movement of some constituents or their metabolites, field lysi
meters or leachate samplers beneath an undisturbed soil profile may be used
to establish safe waste loading rates. For a mobile hazardous organic com
pound, loading rates should be controlled to avoid statistically signif~

cant increases of the compound in leachate water or soil below the treat
ment zone. Both the mobility and degradability of an organic compound
influence the degree of hazard from leaching. For instance, where a
compound is highly mobile, but rapidly degradable in soil, calculat~ons of
application limits should be made on a single application basis to reduce
the leaching hazard, and the compound is, therefore, a potential ALC. More
stable constituents that could potentially leach in the system may limit
applications on a yearly basis and may be the RLC.

7.5.3.1.3 Runoff. Since runoff water must be collected and either treated
or reapplied, hazards from waste constituents in the runoff do not exert
any control on the application rate. For waste fractions which may be
eroded by surface water, the emphasis with respect to runoff is to recom
mend management practices that will minimize erosive waste transport. The
degree of management required is, therefore, a function of the degree of
hazard presented by mobile waste components. In many cases, the increased
management intensity will be more than compensated by decreases in runoff
water treatment requirements.
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7.5.3.1.4 Degradability. Degradation of organics may be the major
obJect1ve for land treating a waste; consequently, pilot studies emphasize
the characterization of this mechanism by which organics are lost from the
HWLT system. Degradability greenhouse and/or field studies should
establish the following three facts about the behavior of the waste
organics in the given land treatment system:

(1) the quantity of waste that can be applied to a unit of soil
in a single application to achieve the best overall system
performance;

(2) the half-lives (t1/2) of the bulk organics, organic subfrac
tions, or specific organic constituents, leading to a deter
mination of the constituents that are a) most resistant and
b) present in significant concentrations in the waste; and

(3) the threshold concentrations in soil at which these resis
tant fractions cause unacceptable toxicity to either plants
or, more 1mportantly, waste degrading soil microorganisms.

Given these data, a long-term waste lo&ding rate can be calculated for
the waste based on the organic fract10n that is found to be the most
restrictive. The half-lives for several oily wastes, as determined either
by residual carbon analysis or by monitor1ng C02 evolution, are presented
1n Table 7.2. The results obviously depend on the type of oily waste, the
application rate, and, in some cases, the method of analysis. The half
lives, which range from 125-600 days, indicate the need for determinations
on the particular waste proposed for land treatment. , The treatment demon
stration should 1nclude tests to determine the half-life of the waste under
conditions as near as possible to those expected in the field. The degrad
ability of the organic fract10n of a waste may cause that fraction to be
the RLC. In addition, toxicity results may further classify some organic
fractions as the ALC. It should be noted that two entirely different
organic fractions or const1tuents in the waste may function respectively as
the RLC and the ALC.

The choice of an appropriate half-life is critical to the analysis of
degradability. Depending on waste characteristics, one of three t1/2
values may be chosen. If degradation is shown to be fairly uniform for all
classes of organics in the waste, the t1/2 of the solvent extractables can
be used. If a given class of compounds which constitutes a large portion
of the waste is particularly resistant to decomposition, the t1/2 for that
class can be used. Finally, if a specific compound 1S present 1n a high
concentration and is only slowly degradable, the t1/2 for that compound can
be used.

In all three cases, "large" or "high" concentrations of constituents
do not indicate merely a quantitative ranking or compar1son. Instead, the
comparison also conS1ders the relative toxicities of the constituents to
decomposer organisms and, in some cases, plants. To sustain long-term use
of a land treatment unit, bU1ldup to unacceptably high levels of constitu
ents that are tOX1C to decomposer organ1sms should be av01ded. Otherwise,
the system may fall short of the treatment obJect1ve. Where integrated
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TABLE 7.2 SOIL HALF-LIFE OF SEVERAL OILY WASTES AS DETERMINED BY VARIOUS METHODS

Application Half-life
Waste Rate (%) (days) Method of Determination Reference

D1.sso1ved Air 10 261 CO2 evolution Brown (unpublished data)
Flotation

Dissolved lur 20 372 CO2 evolution Ibid.
Flotation

D1.ssolved Au 9 125 Residual carbon (held) Ib1.d.
Flotation

API-Separator 5 130 CO2 evolution Brown, Deuel, & Thomas (1982)
(ref1.nery)

w API-Separator 5 143 Residual carbon (lab) Ib1.d.
1.0 (refinery)~

API-Separator 5 600 CO2 evolution Ib1.d.
(petrochemical)

API-Separator 5 264 Res1.dual carbon (lab) Ib1.d.
(petrochemJ.cal)

Crankcase 01.1 10 237 Res1.dual carbon (lab) Raymond, Hudson, & JamJ.son
(1976)

01.1 sludge 5 570 C02 evo1ut1.on Dl.bb1e and Bartha (1979)

01.1 sludge 5 356 Res1.dual carbon (lab) Ib1.d.



cover crop management 1S l.ncluded l.n the operating plan, phytotox1.city
should also be determ1ned. The phytotox1.C1ty threshold is cons1dered to be
the concentrat10n of the waste or const1tuents that reduce plant yields to
about 50% of controls. Y1eld reduct10ns greater than th1.8 are an l.nd1.ca
t10n that management to provide a protective crop cover will be qU1.te
d1.ff1.cult.

Two types of management plans are described which represent the
extremes of management for HWLT un1.ts. In the first case, the management
plan l.ncludes a temporary plant cover over the act1.ve treatment area, and
1.n the second case, a vegetative cover 1.S not established unt1.l the
initiat1.on of closure activit1es (see Section 8.7 for guidance on vegeta
t1.ve management opt1.ons). Load1.ng rate calculat1.ons for the two plans
would be as follows.

(1) When vegetation is a part of ongoing management plan, toxic
organ1.cs, exh1.biting either microbial or plant toxicity, may
11.m1.t the loading rate. Assum1.ng that loading rates are
relat1.vely constant so that the designed area is adequate to
handle each year's waste product1.on, the follow1ng equation
applies.

where

C
yr

1/2 CCr1.t

t1/2
(7.6)

Ccrit

= the rate of appl1.cation of the compound or fraction
of 1.nterest to s01.l (kg/ha/yr),
the cr1.t1.cal concentrat1.on of the compound or
fraction l.n soil at which unacceptable m1.crobial
toxic1.ty or plant yield reduct1.on occurs (kg/ha);
and

= half-life (yr)

(7.7)

The loading rate is then calculated as follows.

LR

where

LR = 10ad1ng rate (kg/ha/yr); and
Cw concentration of the compound or fraction of

interest in the bulk waste (kg/kg).
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(7.8)

(7.9)

If tl/2 1S less than one year, then the year's 10ad1ng rate
should be app11ed 1n more than one applicat10n. To calcu
late the number of app11cat10ns let 1/tl/2 equal the small
est tl/2 and use the follow1ng equat10n

NA = 1/tl/2

where

NA = number of app11cat10ns/year.

(2) When a vegetated surface 1S des1red only after site closure
begins, then applicat10ns of waste may exceed the phytotox
icity threshold value. The only constra1nts would be that
the m1crobial tox1city threshold not be exceeded and that a
final vegetat1ve cover can be estab11shed after a g1ven num
ber of years follow1ng the beg1nn1ng of closure. Calcula
tions are as follow:

= C t 2(n/tl/2)cr1

where

Cmax = the maX1mum allowable concentration of the compound
fract10n of 1nterest applied to the s01l (kg/ha),

n = number of years between final waste application and
crop estab11shment (yr), and

tl/2 = half-11fe (yr).

After Cmax is determ1ned, 10ad1ng rates are calculated by apply
ing equations 7.6 and 7.7 subst1tut1ng Cmax for Ccrit 1n equation
7.6. For wastes w1th very short half-11ves, the resulting load
ing rate may appear to be exceSS1ve, however, assuming that other
factors are held constant, a high Cmax merely 1nd1cates that
organics will not be l1m1t1ng. The calculated Cmax should not be
interpreted literally in such cases. Before such high rates of
application are reached, some other parameter is likely to be
limiting; th1s poss1b1l1ty will need to be evaluated. For
instance, degradation of waste organics may be inhibited at much
lower levels than Cmax due to wetness and the resulting loss of
soil aeration.

7.5.3.2 Water

Most land treatable wastes have a high water content, and even fairly
viscous sludge may conta1n greater than 75% water. Therefore, particularly
in humid reg10ns, waste water may be the RLC. US1ng the climatological
data on prec1p1tation and evapotransp1ration and s01l permeability
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informat~on from Sect~on 4.1.1.5, a water balance model may be developed as
discussed in Section 8.3.

The two keys to properly us~ng the water balance models for the g~ven

site are first, determin~ng the waste application season (Sect~on 3.3.3)
and, second, decid~ng on a water management scheme (Sect~on 8.3). The
waste appl~cation season depends on whether cover crops are to be grown
during, or only after, act~ve treatment. Determ~nat~on of the waste appl~

cation season ~s essent~ally the same for both opt~ons except that where no
cover crop will be grown during the act~ve l~fe of the HWLT unit, phytoxic
ity need not be considered. The waste can accumulate with httle degrada
tion of organics but without presenting a phytotoxicity, leach~ng, volat~

lization, or runoff hazard, then the waste appl~cat~on season is based on
the period of time when water may be read~ly appl~ed. If accumulation
leads to phytotox~city or environmental hazards, then the season ~s based
on the t~me that degradation effect~vely beg~ns and ends, generally when
soil temperature ~s )5°C and so~l moisture can be ma~nta~ned at or below
field capacity. The-water balance model can be ~ntegrated over the appli
cat~on season to y~e1d the depth of water (H20) that may be applied per
year to ma~nta~n the average so~l mo~sture content at field capac~ty. The
waste analysis shows the percent water by volume and the waste density
(kg/hter). Therefore, the waste 10ad~ng rate on the bas~s of water
content ~s:

where

LR x p (7.10)

LR = load~ng rate (kg/ha/yr);
LRH20 = volumetr~c H20 load~ng rate (l/ha/yr), not~ng that 1 cm

depth = 105 l/ha,
FH20 = fract~on of waste const~tuted by water, 1/1 and;

P = waste dens~ty (kg/I).

Field capac~ty , def ined elsewhere ( 7.2. 1 • 1.2. 1), is chosen because ~ t ~s

the opt~mum soil moisture content for organ~cs degradation and decreasing
the likelihood of pollutant leach~ng.

7.5.3.3 Metals

Metals management str~ves to permanently sorb the appl~ed elements
within the soil so that no tox~city hazard results. Some elements (e.g.,
molybdenum and selen~um) may cause environmental damage through leach~ng

since these elements occur as an~ons ~n the so~l system. Leaching of
mob~le an~ons should be cons~dered in a manner s~mi1ar to hal~de leach~ng

(7.5.3.7) • Toxicity assessment should account for phytotox~city , food
cha~n effects, and direct ingest~on of so~l by graz~ng an~mals. Sect~on
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6.1.6 provides background ~nformat~on on metals and suggests max~mum con
centrations that may be safely added to so~ls. These amounts are cumula
tive totals for those metals for wh~ch no s~gn~f~cant movement occurs. The
capacity of a given so~l to immob~l~ze a particular element can vary some
what from the li~ts suggested ~n the tables ~n Section 6.1.6; therefore,
in all cases, the assoc~ated mscussions and literature references should
be consulted. At this stage, one must have consc~ously dec~ded upon a
general management plan in order to choose whether metal hm~ts should be
based on phytotox~c~ty or toxic~ty to decomposer organ~sms. Many metals
are essentially tmtested at h~gh concentrat1.ons 1.n the so~l env~ronment

simply because, h~stor~cally, there have been no major cases where these
metals have contam1.nated the so~l. However, the ~ncreas1.ng uses for var1.
ous elements in 1.ndustry 1.nd~cates that some land treated was tes may con
tain high concentrat~ons of metals. Therefore, a data base is needed on
many elements both from the standpo~nt of bas~c research and from observed
interactions in natural systems.

Accumulation of metals mIl often be the factor that controls the
total amount of waste that may be treated per ooit area. Therefore, even
if another waste const~tuent hm~ts load~ng rates, a metall~c element fre
quently ~s the capac1.ty l~m~t~ng const~tuent. To compare metals to deter
mine the element potent1.ally h~t~ng total waste appl~cat1.ons (potential
CLC) , one can s~mply calculate the follow~ng rat~o for each matal ~n the
waste:

Metal load~ng ratio = Metal loading capac~ty (mg metal/kg so~l)

Metal content of the waste res1.dual sol~ds

(mg metal/kg RS)

(7.11)

Metal loading capacity 1.S determ~ned for each metal from Sect~on 6.1.6 and
Table 6.46. The residual sol1.ds (RS) determ.inat~on 1.S found ~n Sect~on

5.3.2.3.2.2. If the rat~o ~s in all cases less than or equal to 1, then no
metal will ever limit the useful hfe of the land treatment 001. t. Where
one or oore of the rat1.OS are greater than 1, then the matal wi th the larg
est rat~o is the potent~al CLC.

All of the allowable metal load may be applied dur~ng any chosen time
frame (e.g., a single applicat~on; continuously for ten years; or incre
mentally over a twenty year per~od, etc.). However, other constituents 1.n
the waste may limit the rate at which the waste ~s applied.

7.5.3.4 Nitrogen

The following estimates of nitrogen (N) addi t~ons and losses from a
land treatment oo~t (Table 7.3), are used to calculate a nitrogen mass
balance equat~on. Actual values for a ~ven s~te can be est~mated us~ng

the guidance given in Sect~on 6.1.2.1.
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TABLE 7.3 NITROGEN MASS BALANCE

Inputs Removals

Total N 1n waste
N in precip1tation
N fixat10n
Minera11zat10n
N1trif1cation

Denitrification
Vo1at11ization of ammonia
N storage in soil
Leach1ng
Runoff
Crop uptake
Immob111zation

Inputs of n1trogen must equal n1trogen removals to maintain acceptable
levels of n1trates in runoff or leachate.

The comprehens1ve equat10n presented below 1nc1udes a number of
factors in the maSS balance ca1cu1at10n. The depth of waste app11cation is
computed by tak1ng the sum of the N 1nvolved 1n crop uptake, leaching,
vo1ati11zat10n, and den1tr1f1cation, subtract1ng the N from rainfall, and
then d1v1ding by the N concentrat10n of the waste. When using this
equat10n, est1mates of den1trification and vo1at1lization must also be
made. The equat10n 1S wr1tten as follows.

where

LR = 105 10 (C + V + D) + (Ld)(Lc) - (Pd)(Pc)
n

I + L (M)(O)
t=l

(7.12)

LR = waste 10ad1ng rate (kg/ha/yr);
C crop uptake of N (kg/ha/yr),
V = volat1l1zat10n (kg/ha/yr),
D = denitr1ficat10n (kg/ha/yr),
Ld depth of leachate (cm/yr),
Lc = solute (N) concentrat10n 1n leachate (mg/1),
Pd = depth of prec1p1tat10n (cm/yr),
Pc = concentrat10n of N in prec1p1tation (mg/1),
I concentrat10n of 1norgan1c N in the waste (mg/l on a wet

weight bas1s),
M = minera11zat10n rate g1ven 1n Table 6.4,
o = concentrat10n of organ1c N in the waste (mg/1 on a wet

we1ght basis; if the concentrat10n of N 1S known on a weight
bas1s (mg/kg) then the value of 0 equals mg/kg x waste
dens1ty 1n kg/1); and

t = years after waste app11cation.

The concentrat10n of N 1n the leachate (Lc ) must be chosen W1th regard to
the groundwater quality obJect1ves for the under1y1ng aquifer. A value of
10 mg N/l is a likely ch01ce S1nce th1s reflects the primary dr1nk1ng water
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standard for N03-N. If the land treatment unit does not harvest a crop
from the active s1.te, the plant uptake term 1.S removed from the equat1.on.
For comparison purposes, nitrogen may qualify as the RLC.

7.5.3.5 Phosphorus

Phosphorus (P) 1.S effect1.vely reta1.ned 1.n s01.l as are the metals t
except that the soil has a more eas1.ly determ1.ned f1.n1.te P adsorptl.on
capacity. Th1.S adsorption capacl.ty can be est1.mated from Langmu1.r 1.sotherm
data. The calculations must 1.nclude the horl.zontal area (ha)t depth to the
water table (cm), and the prev1.ous treatment of the s01.l at the site. It
is expected that complete renovat1.on occurs 1.n the root zone t or with1.n a
depth of 2 m (Beek and de Haan, 1973). Although the effect of organ1.c
matter and long-term precipitat1.on react1.ons on the P adsorptl.on potential
are not well understood, the profile distr1.but1.on of alum1.num, l.ron, and
calcium may greatly influence sorptl.on capacl.ty. It is therefore necessary
to calculate the total permissl.ble waste load as a funct1.on of the sorpt1.on
capacity of each s01.l horizon. The 10ad1.ng capac1.ty can be calculated as
follows:

LCAP (7.13)

where

LCAP =
di ""

P ""
bmax ""

Pex ""

loadl.ng capac1.ty (kg P/ha),
thickness of the 1. thhor1.zon,
bulk dens1.ty of soil (g/cm3),
apparent sorption capacity estl.mated from Langmu1.r
isotherm (~g/g); and
NaHC03-extractable phosphorus reported on a dry wel.ght
basis (llg/g) •

Total phosphorus application is the sum of the values for all horizons.
This total permissible load may be dl.vided at the dl.scretion of the S1.te
manager who must consider the life of both the industrial plant and the
disposal site. Once this calculated capacl.ty 1.S reached t applied P may
leach without attenuation to shallow groundwater, consequentlYt phosphorus
may be the CLC.

7.5.3.6 Inorganic Acids, Bases and Salts

The accumulation of salts and the assocl.ated s01.l physical and
chemical problems, are primary management concerns when land treating
acids, bases, and salts or other wastes havl.ng sign1.f1.cant inc1.dental
concentrations of these constituents. Excess1.ve appl1.catl.ons of acidic or
basic wastes may necessitate mitigation of the adverse affects on s01.l.
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For example, l~me may be used to control so~l pH where waste ac~ds are land
treated.

In any case, no broadly sat~sfactory method has yet been developed for
quant~fy~ng salt behav~or ~n so~l so that waste loading rates can be deter
ml.ned. Consequently, management of salts must consider two broad cases.
In the fl.rst case, water inputs or sOl.l dral.nage are inadequate and salts
are conserved and accumulate ~n the surface SOl.1. Salts would therefore
behave as a CLC, where ll.ml.ts are determl.ned based on tOXl.Cl.ty to plants or
waste decomposer organ~sms. See Sect~on 6.1.4 for methods of salt measure
ment and salt tolerance of var~uos crops. Total waste loads (kgjha) would
be based on the gl.ven management plan. In the second case, adequate site
drainage ~s present or can be artl.fically provl.ded, salt can be an RLC and
some type of model would be needed to calculate loading rates WJ.th ground
water quall.ty crl.terl.a servl.ng as the ll.ml.ts for leachate quality. Sl.nce,
as stated in Section 6.1. 4, no satl.sfactory model J.S currently available,
consultation wl.th a sOJ.l sCJ.entl.st hav~ng salt management experJ.ence is
recommended. Where a sodl.um l.mbalance l.n the waste could threaten sOl.l
structure and cause assocJ.ated problems, the waste loadl.ng rate Wl.ll stl.ll
be controlled by salt content, but additional salim.ty may result from
amendments added to control the cation balance.

7.5.3.7 Ha1J.des

A halide may quall.fy as the RLC because loadl.ng rates should be con
trolled to maintal.n acceptable groundwater quaIl. ty and these anl.ons wJ.ll
leach readJ.ly from the sOl.l. Calculatl.ons are s~milar in many respects to
those for the m trogen model. Determ~natl.ons may be mod1.f1.ed to account
for prec1.pJ.tatJ.on l.nto less soluble forms, such as CaF2•

Two hall.de management cases are poss~ble, dependl.ng on the Sl.te.
Where water inputs or soil dra1.nage are not adequate to remove these anJ.ons
by leachl.ng, concentratl.ons of aval.lable hal~des Wl.ll bU1.ld up ~n sOl.l. In
this case, assumJ.ng salt bUl.ldup does not physically damage the soil struc
ture, the halide can behave as a CLC, Wl.th l~mJ.ts based on toxicJ.ty to
plants.or ml.crobes (see Sectl.on 6.1.5). Calculatl.ons would be the same as
for metals. In the second case, condl.t~ons would be favorable for leach~ng

to occur and the given hal~de would be a potential RLC. A hall.de will have
lJ.ttle l.nteractl.on wl.th the soil matrl.X and should therefore leach readily.
Add~tl.onally, l.t l.S assumed that repeated waste appll.cat~ons will allow the
system to be approxl.mated by a steady state solutJ.on, and the following
equatl.on can be used:

LR =
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where

LR = waste load1ng rate (kg/ha/yr),
Ld = depth of leachate (cm/yr);
Lc = solute (haI1de) concentration 1n leachate (mg/l), and

I = concentrat10n of halide 1n the waste (mg/l on a wet we1ght
basis) •

The Lc term should be chosen based on water qual1ty standards or other
criteria (see Sect10n 6.1.5).

7.5.4 Design Criter1a for Waste App11cation and Required Land Area

Following the independent cons1derat10n of each waste constituent
which may cause an env1ronmental hazard, a compar1son must be made to
determine the most 11m1t1ng const1tuents. For a g1ven waste and site, the
procedure for identify1ng the ALC and RLC 1S stra1ghtforward once loading
rates and capacit1es have been established for each component of the waste.
Information should be organ1zed into a tabular format s1m1lar to Table 7.4,
where each waste const1tuent and 1tS associated waste load1ng rate (based
on the wet we1ght of waste) are entered 1n appropriate columns. Among the
waste components entered under each category, the component having the
smallest calculated rate 1S chosen as the hm1t1ng const1tuent (ALC or
RLC). After the most 11m1t1ng constituents are 1dentJ.fJ.ed, the final

TABLE 7.4 WASTE CONSTITUENTS TO BE COMPARED IN DETERMINING THE
APPLICATION AND RATE LIMITING CONSTITUENTS*

ConstJ.tuent

OrganJ.cs
- Volatiizat10n
- Leach1ng
- DegradatJ.on

Water
N1trogen
Inorganic AC1ds,
Bases, and Salts

Halides

Potential
ALct

x
X
X

X
X

Potential
RLC

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

* The actual comparison should be tabulated sJ.mJ.larly, but uSJ.ng calculated
loading rates 1n place of the XIS. The lowest value under each category
corresponds to the respective IJ.mitJ.ng constituent.

t Depending upon prevaJ.ling site cond1tions, the ALC may vary seasonally.
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decisions on the required land area (eq. 7.15) and the nun1.mum number of
applications per year (eq. 7.16) are made using the follow1.ng calcula
tions:

where

A=
PR

LRRLC
(7.15)

A = required treatment area (ha),
PR = waste (wet weight) product1.on rate (kg/yr), and

LRRLC = waste loading rate based on the RLC (kg/ha/yr).

If the value calculated for A 1.S greater than the area available for treat
ment, then land treatment cannot accommodate all of the waste wiuch 1.S
being produced.

where

NA = (7.16)

NA = number of applicat1.ons per year and 1.S equal to the
smallest integer greater than or equal to the actual value
calculated,

LRRLC = waste load1.ng rate based on the RLC (kg/ha/yr), and
AL = appl1.cat1.on lim1.t based on the ALC (kg/ha/appl1.cat1.on).

The land treatment un1.t life and concom1.tant cho1.ce of a CLC are not
predicted in such a stra1.ghtforward manner. Three classes of potentially
conservative const1.tuents have been 1.dentif1.ed, metals, phosphorus and
inorganic acids, bases, and salts. By calculat1.ng a unit 11.fe based on
each, the design unit life and CLC can be chosen to be that constituent
which is the most restrictive. Phosphorus is redistr1.buted throughout the
treatment zone while salts, if conserved, tend to accumulate near the
surface and thus can be described uS1.ng the follow1.ng equation.

where

UL =
LCAPpS

LRRLC
(7.17)

UL = unit life (yr),
LCAPpS = waste loading capacity beyond which the CLC W1.11 exceed

allowable accumulations (kg/ha), and
~~LC = waste loading rate based on the RLC (kg/ha!yr).
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Metals, by contrast, are pract~cally ~mmobile and are mixed in the
waste with a heterogeneous matr~x of water, degradable organics, mobile
constituents and nondegradable res~dual sol~ds (see Section 5.3.2.3.2.2).
Waste applicat~on is therefore not merely the add~t~on of a pure element to
soil. The residual sol~ds fraction (RS) adds to the or~ginal soil mass.
Wastes containing high RS concentrat~ons can sign~f~cantly raise the level
of the land treatment un~t as well as lim~t the amount of soil wh~ch can be
used to dilute the waste. As ment10ned under Metals in Sect~on 7.5.3.3, if
the concentration of a given metal in the RS of a waste ~s less than the
maximum allowable concentrat~on ~n soil, then the g~ven metal cannot l1mit
waste applicat10n. The metal w~th the largest rat10 greater than one from
eq. 7.11 is the possible CLC and unit life is determined as follows:

(1) determ1ne the concentrat10n (ca ) of the metal in the waste
residual so11ds (mg/kg);

(2) calculate the res1dual solids load1ng rate from the
equation;

where

(we1ght fract10n of res1dual
so11ds in waste)

za = -------~~PB:;;.;R:;;.;S~....:;;;.;;.::..-;.~~~-- x 10-5 (7.18)

Za = volumetr1c waste 10ad1ng rate on a residual solids
bas1s (cm/yr),

PBRS = bulk dens1ty of res1dual so11ds, assumed to be the
same as that of the s01l after t1llage and sett11ng
(kg/I); and

10-5 = conversion factor from l/ha to em;

(3) choose a t1llage or waste-soil m:LX1ng method and determ1ne
the "plow" depth (zp) 1n em;

(4) from the background soil analysis, obta1n the background
concentrat10n (mg/kg) of the g1ven metal (cpo);

(5) from reference to the spec1fic metal 1n Chapter 6, determine
the maximum allowable soil concentration (cpn) of that
metal (mg/kg);

(6) using these quant1t1es , solve for n 1n the following equa
tion (Chapra, unpubl1shed paper) where n 1S the number of
applicat10ns which result 1n the concentrat10n of the sur
face layer be1ng Cpn"

Zp cpo - can = - In .........:..----"'-
za cpn - ca
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(7) the correspond~ng unit life is:

UL = nta

where

t a = t~me between applications.

(7.20)

The equat~on idealizes the process of application and plowing as a
continuous process. To do this, a number of assumptions must be made.

( 1) Assume that sludge is applied at equal intervals, t a in
length.

(2) Assume that the sludge always has the same concentration ca'

(3) Assume that the sludge is always applied at a thickness of

za'

(4) Assume complete ~x~ng of the surface layer to depth zp
due to plow~ng.

(5) Assume that the plowed soil and the sludge have equal
poros~ty.

(6) The annually applied waste degrades and dries approximately
down to res~dual sol~ds.

A des~gn un1t life (years) ~s then chosen from among salts, phosphorus
and metals. The shortest life of the three is the des~red value. For many
waste constituents, ~nadequate ~nformation is available to properly assess
10ad1ug rates. P1lot exper~ments and bas1c research are suggested 1n this
document so that an understanding of the fate of var10US const1tuents 1n
s01l can beg~n to be developed. Where land treatment is pr<wosed for a
waste const1tuent about wh1ch only scant knowledge 1S ava~lable, p1lot
studies should be conducted to evaluate that const~tuent, and the load1ng
rate for such a constituent should be conservat1ve to prov~de a margin of
safety.
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8.0 CHAPTER EIGHT

DESIGN AND OPERATION OF HWLT UNITS

This chapter discusses the management concerns that are important to
the design and effective operation of an HWLT unit. The topics d1scussed
in this chapter (Fig. 8.1) pull together information that has been gathered
from waste, soil and site characterizations and from pilot studies of
waste-soil interactions. Since system 1nteractions are very site, waste
and soil-specific, the management plan should specify how the design cri
teria and operational plan address site-specific factors and anticipated
operational problems. This chapter considers several options for operating
HWLT units in an environmentally sound manner under different general con
ditions. The specific design and management approach will be established
on a case by case basis, however, S1nce each individual un1t will have dif
ferent needs. Perm1t writers and facility owners or operators should study
the principles discussed in this chapter and use those that apply to the
specific needs of the HWLT unit being considered.

8.1 DESIGN AND LAYOUT

Actual design and layout depends on the terrain, the number and type
of wastes being treated, and the area involved. In laying out a land
treatment unit, consideration should be given to minim:uing the need to
construct terraces to divert water from uphill watersheds. Access roads
should be laid out along the top of the grade or on ridges to provide good
drainage and minimize traffic problems during wet periods, particularly if
waste is to be applied continuously. Disposal areas should be designed so
the waste can be easily and efficiently spread by irrigat10n, by surface or
subsurface spreading vehicles, or by graders or dozers after it is dumped.
If sludge is to be dumped at one end of an area, spread, and then tilled,
plots should be shaped to allow uniform spread1ng w1th the available equip
ment. If equipment will become contaminated dur1ng unload1ng or mix1ng, a
traffic pattern should be established and a wash area or rack constructed
so that all equipment can be decontaminated before leaving the confined
watershed of the HWLT unit. If equipment rema1ns on-site, a parking facil
ity and possibly a service area should be included 1n the design.

If erosion is a potential hazard due to climate, topography or soil
characteristics, waste should be applied 1n strips across the slope
parallel to terraces or on the contour. Contour application involves
alternating freshly treated strips and vegetated areas. Once a vegetative
cover is established on the treated str1ps, applications beg1n on the pre
viously vegetated buffer str1ps. This technique serves to reduce the
potential for erOS10n and also provides vegetated areas with better trac
tion for equipment during inclement weather.

While many land treatment units are des1gned to rece1ve only one type
of waste, there is no reason why they cannot be des1gned and managed to
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Figure 8.1 Topics to be considered for design~ng and managing an HWLT.
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rece1ve any number of wastes which would be rendered less hazardous in the
land treatment system. If more than one waste 1S to be disposed, separate
plots can be used for each type; or, it may be possible to d1spose several
types of waste simultaneously on one plot, 1f application rates are
designed to stay with1n the constraints of the rate (RLC) and capacity
lim1ting const1tuents (CLC) of the waste m1xture for the particular site.
In some cases, 1t may be benefic1al to codispose wastes containing differ
ent concentrations of the constituents that limit the application rate.
For 1nstance, one waste may conta1n nitrogen, but be low in phosphorus,
zinc and lead, while another waste 1S def1cient in nitrogen but contains
s1gn1ficant concentrations of phosphorus, zinc and lead. It should be
possible to select applicat10n rates for several wastes that achieve the
disposal obJect1ve w1thout exceed1ng acceptable leachate concentrations and
without accumulat1ng high levels of the constituents involved. Obviously,
a more detailed management and record keeping system is needed when several
wastes are cod1sposed. There are other instances where cod1sposal may be
advantageous. Certa1nly the cod1sposal of aC1d1c and basic wastes will
result in neutra11zat10n and can be done provided excessive salts do not
result. For such disposal, it 1S often desirable to first dispose of the
bas1c waste and then apply the acidic waste to prevent the release of
1mmobi11zed waste constituents such as metals.

When waste characterist1cs are l1kely to change in the future, or when
1t may be desirable to use the land for future disposal of another waste,
the s1te should not be fully loaded with anyone constituent which would
prevent future add1tion of that particular constituent. For instance, if
there is the poss1bil1ty that the CLC concentrat10n of the waste may later
be reduced or that another waste hav1ng a different CLC may also be dis
posed, it 1S desirable to cease 10ad1ng when only a fraction of the allow
able capacity has accumulated.

Although the s01l is an excellent med1um for deactivating and decom
posing waste mater1als, there is the persistent danger at facilit1es where
a var1ety of wastes are d1sposed that 1ncompat1ble wastes could come in
contact with each other. Problems can be reduced by thoroughly incorporat
1ng wastes that would otherw1se be incompat1ble into the soil as soon as
they are rece1ved, S1nce the s01l will greatly buffer the reactions that
take place and can adsorb evolved heat or gases. The greatest dangers
occur when wastes come into contact with each other in receiving basins or
storage fac1lit1es. There have been several instances of deaths resulting
from 1ncompat1ble wastes be1ng m1xed together at poorly managed d1sposal
fac1lit1es. To avoid such problems, 1ncompatible wastes should be handled
separately and precautions should be taken to ensure that pumps and spread
1ng equipment are cleaned before be1ng used for a different waste.

When wastes such as strong aC1ds, strong bases, cyanides, ammonia com
pounds, chlor1ne conta1n1ng compounds, and other compounds that may react
w1th each other to generate tOX1C gases, or that may cause violent reac
t1ons, are received the fac111ty should have a detailed plan for separate
hand11ng and the safeguards necessary to prevent mixing. One source of
1nformat10n on the compat1bility of binary mixtures of compounds is A
Method for Determ1n1ng the Compat1b1lity of Hazardous Wastes (Hatayama et
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a1., 1980). This is a useful gu~de for predict~ng possible reactions
resulting from mixing wastes, but this informat~on does not necessarily
apply to such mixtures within the soil matr~x. Addit~onally, the informa
tion does not address the issues of constituent concentrat~ons or of the
heterogeneity or complexity of most waste streams. Lab and field testing
may be needed when knowledge about the possible reactions resulting from
mixing particular waste streams is insufficient. A list of incompatible
wastes is given in Table 8.1 and Fig. 8.2.

8.1.1 Single Plot Configuration

Size and subdivision of the land treatment area depend on the char
acter of the waste involved, includ~ng the waste constituents and their be
havior in soils (Chapter 6 and 7), the soil character~stics, the amount of
waste to be disposed, the disposal schedule, and the climat~c cond~tions of
the area. Where applications are made only during one season of the year
or, on only a few specific occasions, and the limiting cumulat~ve constitu
ents are present in low concentrations, it may be desirable to spread the
waste uniformly over all the available acreage (Fig. 8.3). Such a configu
ration can be used without subdividing the land treatment area ~f so~ls ar~

uniform, provided this procedure does not interfere with establishing a
vegetative cover if one is desired.

8.1.2 Progressive Plot Configuration

A controlling factor in the layout of any HWLT unit ~s the amount of
runoff to be collected and options available for disposal of runoff water.
Options for runoff are discussed ~n Sect~on 8.3.5 and include on-site
disposal by evaporation and/or reapplication, use of a wastewater treatment
plant prior to release, and use of a retention pond to allow settlement of
solids and analysis pr~or to release. In climates where sign~ficant

volumes of runoff water will be generated, it is particularly important to
minimize the acreage from which runoff is generated ~f on-s~te disposal
will be used.

For some wastes that are high in metals and contain low concentrations
of nitrogen and toxic or mobile constituents, it may be possible to load
the soil to capacity in a short time. Subsequent waste applications would
then need to be diverted to new areas. This situation calls for several
small plots rather than a single large area (F~g. 8.4). Following the
final application on a particular plot, the closure plan is implemented
on the treated cell so that runoff water quality w~ll be improved as
quickly as possible.
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TABLE 8.1 POTENTIALLY INCOMPATIBLE WASTES*

The mixture of a Group A waste with a Group B waste may have the potential
consequence as noted.

Group 2-A

Potential consequences: Heat generation,

Asbestos waste and other toxic wastes
Beryllium wastes
Unrinsed pesticide containers
Waste pesticides

Group I-A

Acetylene sludge
Alkaline caustic liquids
Alkaline cleaner
Alkaline corrosive liquids
Alkaline corrosive battery fluid
Caustic wastewater
Lime sludge and other corrosive

alka1ines
Lime wastewater
Lime and water
Spent caustic

Group I-B

Acid sludge
Acid and water
Battery acid
Chemical cleaners
Electrolyte, acid
Etching acid liquid or solvent
Liquid cleaning compounds
Pickling liquor and other

corrosive acids
Sludge aCl.d
Spent aCl.d
Spent mixed aCl.d
Spent sulfuric acid

violent reaction.

Group 2-B

Cleanl.ng solvents
Data processl.ng liquid
Obsolete explosives
Petroleum waste
Refinery waste
Retrograde explosives
Solvents
Waste oil and other flammable

and explosive wastes

Potential consequences: Release of toxic substances in case of fire or
explosion.

Group 3-A Group 3-B

Any waste in Group in I-A or I-BAluminum
Beryllium
Calcium
Lithium
Magnesium
Potassium
Sodium
Zinc powder and other reactive metals

and metal hydrides

Potential consequences: Fire or expolsl.on; generation of flammable
hydrogen gas.

--continued--
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TABLE 8.1 (cont~nued)

Group 4-A

Alcohols
Water

Group 4-B

Any concentrated waste in
Groups I-A or I-B

Calcium
Lithium
Metal hydrides
Potass~um

Sodium
802C12, 80C12' PC12'

CH3SiCl3, and other water
reactive wastes

Potential consequences: Fire, explosion or heat generation; generation of
flammable or toxic gases.

Group 5-A Group 5-B

Concentrated Group I-A or I-B
wastes

Group 3-A wastes

Alcohols
Aldehydes
Halogenated hydrocarbons
Nitrated hydrocarbons and other

reactive organic compounds and solvents
Unsaturated hydrocarbons

Potential consequences: Generation of toxic hydrogen cyanide or hydrogen
sulfide gas.

Group 7-A Group 7-B

Acetic acid and other organic
acids

Concentrated mineral acids
Group 2-B wastes
Group 3-A wastes
Group 5-A wastes and other

flammable and combustible
wastes

Chlorates and other strong
oxidizers

Chlorine
Chlorites
Chromic acid
Hypochlorites
Nitrates
Nitric acid, fuming
Perchlorates
Permanganatesfuming
Peroxides

Potential consequences: Fire, explosion or violent reaction.

* Cheremisinoff et ale (1979).
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DIVERSION TERRACE

ROAD WAY V~

;;;~

•

1
SLOPE

1 ~

1
~ Water Retention Basin

E3 Waste Application Area

--. Pathway of Diverted Water

IWRI Wash Rack and Parking Area

- Diversion Terraces

Figure 8.3. Poss~ble layout of a land treatment un~t ~n a
gently slop~ng un~form terra~n when only one
plot ~s used.
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Possible layout of a land treatment unit in a gently
sloping uniform terrain when a progressive plot
configuration is used.
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8.1.3 Rotat~ng Plot Conf~gurat~on

The rotatJ.ng plot confJ.guratJ.on is a desJ.gn approach whJ.ch may be
used if waste ~s to be applied frequently or continuously when the rate
l~m~ting constituent (RLC) is low enough to allow large applicat~ons. ThJ.s
J.nvolves subdivJ.ding the land treatment area J.nto plots whJ.ch are treated
sequent~ally, cultivated, and then revegetated (F~gs. 8.5 and 8.6). Fol
lowing a perJ.od of s~x months or more, dependJ.ng on the rate of degradat~on

of the appl~ed materJ.als, a gJ.ven plot can be reused. The use of rotating
plots may require 6, 12 or even more plots, each capable of degrading a
proportJ.onate fract~on of the annual waste load. The use of indJ.vidual
d~sposal plots offers the advantages of allowJ.ng the systematic use of
vegetat~on, m~n~mJ.z~ng the area exposed to eros~on, and maxJ.mizJ.ng infil
tratJ.on and evapotranspJ.ration. Enhancement of J.nfJ.ltration and evapora
tJ.on is often of prJ.mary J.mportance where no water treatment plant is
avaJ.lable for handl~ng runoff water. Where a water treatment plant is
avaJ.lable, the layout may be s~milar to Fig. 8.6 wJ.th runoff water chan
neled or piped from the retentJ.on basJ.n to the treatment plant.

8.1.4 Overland Flow

Overland flow enta~ls the treatment of wastewater as ~t flows at a
shallow depth over a relatJ.vely J.mpermeable sOJ.l surface wJ.th a 2-8% slope.
Two treatment opt~ons havJ.ng considerable appl~cability for industr~al use
include: uSJ.ng overland flow to treat runoff generated by a land treatment
facJ.lJ.ty or using th~s method to treat wastewater effluent from industrial
processes. Either of these treatment optJ.ons could be used J.n conJunctJ.on
with the treatment alternatives such as a land treatment system. This type
of complementary treatment could greatly reduce the cost of treat~ng efflu
ent or runoff water as well as reduce the load on existing wastewater
treatment plants.

Overland flow has been effect~ve ~n removal of nitrogen, biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD), total suspended solids (TSS), a variety of metals, and
volatJ.le trace organJ.cs (Carlson et al., 1974, Jenkins et al., 1981; Martel
et al., 1982). Carlson et ale (1974) reports overland flow as being effec
t~ve J.n reducing the cadm~um, copper, manganese, nJ.ckel, lead, and zinc
level of secondary effluent. Phosphorus removal by overland flow systems
~s lJ.mited since the exchange sJ.tes are used up rather rapidly (Martel,
1982) • A more detailed discussion of the topic and the important para
meters to be considered during the des~gn phase of an overland flow system
can be located in the following sources (Carlson et ale 1974, Hoeppel et
al., 1974, Carlson et al., 1974, Peters and Lee, 1978; Thomas et al., 1976;
Jenkins et al., 1981, Chen and Patrick, 1981, Dickey and Vanderholm, 1981,
Martel et al., 1982, Jenkins and Palazzo, 1981).
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Figure 8.6. Possible layout of a land treatment unit in
level terrain.



8.1.5 Buffer Zones

Land treatment unJ.ts should be laid out to provJ.de adequate buffer
zones between the disposal sJ.te and the property boundaries. State regula
tions concerning required buffer zones should be consulted when des1gnJ.ng
the HWLT, where no specif1c regulat10ns eX1st, the follow1ng suggest10ns on
buffer zones may be useful. For wastes wh1ch present m1nJ.mal odor problems
and are incorporated 1nto the s01l surface shortly after applJ.cation, the
buffer area is needed mainly for d1version terraces and aesthet1c reasons.
Waste storage areas should be prov1ded w1th larger buffer zones, part1cu
larly if odors are associated w1th the storage or 1f aerators are used
which may cause aerosol drift. Water retent10n fac1l1ties should be
designed and constructed so the levees and sp1llways can be eas1ly inspec
ted and repaired. Enough area should be prov1ded between the spJ.llways and
the property boundary to allow implementation of emergency procedures, 1f
needed, to control runoff result1ng from a catastrop1c storm event.

8.2 LAND PREPARATION

Preparing the surface of the treatment area generally c,onsists of
clearing trees or bushes that obstruct the operat10ns. Care should be
taken during construct10n to ensure that des1gn spec1f1cat10ns are str1ctly
followed. Surface recontour1ng may be needed to gather mater1als to con
struct external divers10n terraces and levees, or to estab11sh grades and
internal terraces for water management. If recontour1ng 1S requ1red, top
soil should be stockp1led and then respread as soon as poss1ble after re
grading is completed. It is often desJ.rable, llowever, to keep on-s1te d1s
turbances to a minimum to reduce s01l erOS10n. If a vegetat1ve cover 1S
established, it W1ll tend to hold the soil together and prov1de traction
for the equipment used to spread the 1nitial app11cat10n of waste. Tltere
is no need to plow a f1eld before applY1ng waste 1f the equ1pment ava1lable
for waste incorporat10n 1S able to break the turf and 1ncorporate the
waste.

8.3 WATER CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT

Water is the pr1mary means by wh1ch pollutants are transported from
HWLT units. Hazardous substances may eJ.ther be dissolved or suspended in
water and subsequently carried to off-s1te land surfaces, surface waters or
groundwater. Consequently, water control 1S of pr1mary J.mportance J.n land
treatment design. When hazardous waste is mixed w1th the surface sOJ.l to
achieve the requ1red degradatJ.on, almost, all water flowJ.ng over or through
the soil comes into contact wJ.th the waste. Water management strives to
limit the amount of water conta~tJ.ng treated areas by controllJ.ng run-on
from untreated areas to reduce the amount of water contamJ.nated. AddJ.tion
ally, runoff from treated areas J.S collected and e1ther stored, disposed,
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or treated and released under a permit if the water is shown to be free of
contam~nation.

All water movement on an HWLT un~t needs to be carefully ~J1anned.

When water ~s directly appl~ed by an irrigation system, ~t must not be
applied at rates above the inf~ltrat~on capacity of the soil. When inter
mittent flooding or ridge and furrow irr~gation techniques are used, care
ful tim~ng of applications is needed so applications immed~ately prior to
natural rainfall events are avoided as much as possible. Smaller, more
frequent applications are generally better than a few, very large volume
applications, however, this consideration should be based on the overall
design of the facility. Add1t10nally, all water applicat~ons to sloping
land should be done in assoc~ation w1th some type of erOS10n control prac
t~ce such as contour str~ps, terraces, benches, diversion ditches, or con
touring. It may also be des~rable on some areas to leave buffer contour
strips of undisturbed vegetation to help slow water flow. Any activity
that d~sturbs the so~l may decrease the effectiveness of erosion control
structures, consequently, these structures should be rebuilt and revege
tated as soon after a d~sturbance as poss~ble.

To provide overall water management, the operator should develop a
water balance for the HWLT s~te and keep a cumulative record of rainfall
and ava~lable storage volume. To properly manage water at an HWLT, other
~mportant cl~matic parameters may need to be measured, includ~ng tempera
ture and pan evaporat10n. Proper ~nstrument exposures, cal~brat~on, and
use are essent1al ~n order to obta~n reliable observations. The National
Weather Serv~ce establishes the standards for instrumental observations and
prov~des the best source of 1nformat~on on this topic. Additionally,
L1nsley et ale (1975) proV1de good discuss10ns of 1nstruments and observa
tions, and li'st sources of c11mat1c data 1n their chapter references.
Manufacturers of meteorological instruments also provide pamphlets on
proper usage. Other useful measurements include wind veloc~ty, soil tem
perature, s01l m01sture, and part1culate and volat1le em1ss~ons.

Dur1ng a wet season, the operator should endeavor to prov1de suffi
c~ent storage capacity for antic1pated ra1nfall runoff during the rema1nder
of the season. For facil1t1es with no d1scharge perm1t where runoff water
1S d~sposed by evaporat10n or spray ~rrigation, reappl1cation of water
should be concentrated during dry per10ds to reduce the stored volume. The
obJect1ve of all water management plann~ng and effort 1S to avoid any
release of unpermitted or contaminated water.

8.3.1 Water Balance for the Site

,
The development of hydrolog~c ~nformat~on for a s1te can serve two de

s~gn purposes, specifying acceptable hydraul~c load~ng rates for liquid
contain~ng wastes and s~zing runoff divers~on (Section 8.3.2) and retention
(Sections 8.3.3 and 8.3.4) structures. Hydrau11c 10ad1ng rates are deter
mined somewhat independently of the natural site water budget wh1le the
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water budget is the direct means for determining runoff and the assoc~ated

control structures.

The amount of water wh~ch can potentially move into and through the
soil profile is pr~marily a function of the hydraulic conductivity of the
most restrictive soil horizon and the site drainage, wh~ch may have both
vertical and horizontal components available to remove water from the sys
tem. Measures for these parameters are described in Section 4.1.1.5. It
should be recognized that the waste may dramatically affect the hydraulic
conductivity of the surface layer, and measurements obtained from this
layer should characterize the waste-soil mixture rather than the unamended
native soil. Additionally, the best results are obta~ned from f~eld meas
urements taken at enough locations to account for the spatial variability
of this parameter.

Once the hydraulic properties of the soils have been characterized,
the amount of wastewater that can safely be leached through the system
should be determined. This requires knowledge of the climatic setting of
the site, the soils, and the mobility of the hazardous constituents to be
land treated. In general, as the risk of significant leaching of hazardous
constituents increases, the acceptable hydraul~c load decreases. At the
extremes are the two choices described below. The choice of hydraulic load
for intermediate risks should be guided by results of treatment demonstra
tions (see Chapter 7 for test approaches).

Highly mobile hazardous constituents placed in a groundwater recharge
zone would be an example of an extreme case where the leaching risk is
great. The objective in this case would be to adjust hydraulic loading so
no leaching occurred. In arid regions, this obJective may be practically
achieved by controlling waste applications to less than the site water
deficit. Humid sites may not practically achkeve the zero leaching obJec
tive, so the unit should be designed so that natural leaching rates would
not be significantly increased. At least two approaches may be considered.
First, applications can be timed to coincide with dry months, such as
summer months in the southeastern U.S. Second, a site can be chosen to
include slowly permeable clay soils or soils with shallow clay restrictive
layers.

The other extreme is where the mobility of hazardous constituents is
minimal and loading rates are based on saturated hydraulic conductivity.
Saturated hydraulic conductivity data should not be used without adJust
ment, however, because field exper~ence with land treatment of nonhazardous
wastewater has shown that practical limits are much lower. Data are very
limited, but the USDA and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (EPA, 1977) indicate
that the hydraulic loading rate should be a maximum of 2 to 12% of the
saturated hydraulic conductivity for loamy to sandy soils, respectively.
Some form of field testing is again necessary to provide an adequate
assessment and such information should be developed in conJunction with the
waste-site interaction studies (Chapter 7).
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8.3.2 D~version Structures

The pr~mary function of d1vers10n structures on a land treatment un~t

is to ~ntercept and red~rect the flow of surface water. For an HWLT un~t

to funct10n properly, ~t needs to be hydrolog~cally ~solated. Th~s means
that ~f the treated area l~es downslope, all runoff or~g~nat~ng above the
treatment area should be diverted around the treatment s~te. D~vers~on

structures must at least be desJ.gned to prevent flow onto the treatment
zone from the peak d1scharge of a 25 year storm (EPA, 1982).

Run-on control J.S normally accomplished by constructing a berm of
moderately compacted soil around the sJ.te. Excess materJ.al from construc
tJ.on of the retentJ.on ponds J.S a good material to use for bUJ.ldJ.ng these
berms. If natJ.ve topsoJ.l is used, J.t must be free of resJ.dual vegetatJ.on
that would prevent proper compaction. Berms should run at an angle up the
slope so that water movJ.ng downslope 1S l.ntercepted and moved laterally.
This desJ.gn ffi1nJ.mizes pondJ.ng beh~nd the berm and also allows construct10n
of a smaJler berm. If the area dra1.ning to the berm is large, a terrace or
set of terraces may be needed above the berm to slow the velocity of the
water and to ass~st lateral movement. The terraces and the d~version berms
should d~scharge ~nto a grassed waterway sized to safely dJ.vert runoff
water w~thout causing serious erosJ.on. For sim~lar reasons, terraces and
diversion structures should be vegetated ~mmedJ.ately following construc
tion.

Just as diversJ.on structures can be used to prevent run-on from enter
~ng the HWLT unit, they can be used to control water on-s~te. Water flow
ing from upland portJ.ons of the HWLT unJ.t can be carefully channeled to the
retent~on pond to prevent the release of contaminated water. DJ.versJ.on
structures may be useful J.n some cases to d1.v1.de the un~t J.nto plots.

8.3.3 Runoff Retent~on

All runoff from an HWLT unit must be controlled, th~s J.S usually
accomplished by uSJ.ng diversion structures, as previously discussed, to
channel water to a retention pond wh~ch ~s normally located ~n the lowest
spot. Another method for controlling runoff J.S to subdivide the unit and
contain the runoff from each smaller area ~n a separate retention pond.
One advantage to us~ng several ponds 1S that if water in one pond becomes
highly contamJ.nated by waste overloadJ.ng in one plot, the volume of water
to be treated as a hazardous waste is ffi1nJ.mJ.zed.

Ponds and retention bas1ns must be designed to hold the expected run
off from a 25-year, 24-hour return per~od storm (Schwab et al., 1971, EPA,
1982). There are two general approaches to meetJ.ng this requirement, one
J.S to design a pond for the runoff expected from the specified storm and
keep thJ.s pond empty and the other approach ;Lnvolves designJ.ng a pond to
conta~n rainfall runoff collected from prevJ.ous storms as well as the run
off for the spec1.f1.ed storm. In any case, since the pond cannot be empt1.ed
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instantaneously, some cons~deration of accumulated water must be included
in the design of runoff retent~on ponds. If the env~ronmental damage would
be extremely h~gh from an ~nadvertant d~scharge, the operator may want to
use the 50 to 100 year return per~od storm when s~zing the bas~n. Siz~ng

calculations should take into cons~derat~on the potential carryover of
water accumulated during previous rainfall events so that the design capac
ity can be mantained at all t~mes. If a land treatment unit is d~vided

into plots and each plot is equipped with a retention basin designed for a
2S-year, 24-hour return period storm, an additional, optional retention
basin can be installed to retain any overflow from the smaller ponds. This
basin can also be des~gned to hold the runoff expected to accumulate during
a wet season. Retent~on bas~ns should be l~ned to comply w~th regulations
concerning surface impoundments (EPA, 1980a; EPA 1982) ~f the runoff is
hazardous. On-site clay mater~als may be suitable for use in compacted
clay liners.

It is imperative that the best available eng~neering principles be
used to design and construct retent~on basins. Earthern dams should be
keyed into the exist~ng so~l material whenever poss~ble (Schwab et al.,
1971). There are also numerous sources of plastic or other composition
liners for sealing ~ndustr~al storage ponds ~f clay is unavailable or
unsuitable for the g~ven situation. All portions of the dam areas that
will not be submerged should be covered with 15 cm or more of topso~l and
revegetated with appropr~ate plant spec~es.

Every pond and retention basin should have an emergency or flood
spillway. Whenever poss~ble, ponds should be designed to use an existing
ongrade vegetated area as a spillway. Maintenance of a good vegetative
cover or riprap in the emergency spillway is needed to hold soil in place
and prevent dam failure ~n the event of an overflow.

8.3.4 Runoff Storage Requ~rements

Runoff control must be provided to reduce the probab~lity of an uncon
trolled release of contaminated runoff water. Obviously, protection
against all eventualities (zero probability) is unachievable, consequently,
the degree of protection provided should be based on knowledge of the site
and the risk associated with an unc\.ntrolled release. The latter is
largely based on the characteristics of the waste and the damage which
could be caused by those const~tuents which are likely to be mobilized by
runoff water, with erosion control practices, waste application rates and
methods, and site management acting as modifiers.

Runoff retention ponds (impoundments) can be likened to multipurpose
reservoirs and, as such, can serve two functions, (l) control of normal
seasonal fluctuat~ons ~n rainfall runoff and (2) maintenance of enough
reserve capacity to contain stormwater runoff from peak events. Probabili
ties defining the degree of protect~on needed should be assigned to each of
these functions based on water balance calculations and severe storm
records, respectively.
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8.3.4.1 Designing for Peak Stormwater Runoff

Consideration of the climatic record for a site J.nc1udes extreme
events, but the effects of these events are usually of little sJ.gnJ.fJ.cance
to the long-term site water budget. Peak events can, however, have immedi
ate, devastating effects. Therefore, regardless of the general water bud
get, reserve capacJ.ty must be maintained for these singular events. The
1eng~h of the design storm is usually chosen to be 24 hours since this tJ.me
increment spans the length of singular storms J.n most cases whJ.1e being of
short enough duration to be consJ.dered practically "instantaneous" J.n
comparison to the climatic record.

A minimum probabi1J.ty which is acceptable for hazardous waste sites is
the 25 year, 24 hour storm, wh1ch specifJ.es a 4% annual probabi1J.ty that
this amount will be equalled or exceeded. Figure 8.7 J.S a map of the 25
year, 24 hour precJ.p1tation for the U.S. Greater values (J..e., lower prob
abi1itJ.es), for example the 100 year, 24 hour storm can be used where the
given site conditions pose a greater envJ.ronmenta1 risk. These are pre
cipitation amounts, however, and not runoff. To translate the chosen pre
cipJ.tation value into runoff, a conservative approach would assume that
100% of the prec1pitation is lost as runoff. Storage volume is sJ.mp1y de
termined by multiplying the depth of runoff by the total area of the sJ.te
watershed. For intense storms and high antecedent soJ.1 mOJ.sture content,
this assumptJ.on may be acceptable, but some refJ.nement J.S usually
desJ.rab1e.

Direct runoff from precipJ.tation can be estimated uSJ.ng a procedure,
often called the SCS curve number, developed by the SOJ.1 Conservat10n
ServJ.ce (1972). The estJ.mate includes the effect of land management prac
tices, the hydrologic characteristics of the soJ.1, and antecedent soil
moisture content on the amount of runoff generated. Although this model is
a sJ.mp1e approach to a complex problem, J.t has an advantage over the more
physically rea1J.stJ.c models in that the curve number method does not
require a great deal of J.nput information and computer time.

To use the curve number method to determJ.ne the amount of runoff
(J..e. , stormwater) retention necessary, first determine the hydro10gJ.c
group of the soil in the HWLT unit as descrJ.bed J.n SectJ.on 3.4.4. Next,
make an estimate of the rainfall amount which has occurred J.n the past five
days using Table 8.2. However, if fresh waste is app1J.ed frequently, the
soil may be continually moist and can be classified in antecedent moisture
condition (AMC) III. The runoff curve number can now be ascertained from
Table 8.3. For example, an HWLT unit planted with pasture grass in fair
condition on a soil in hydro10gJ.c group C yields a curve number of 79.
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TABLE 8.2 SEASONAL RAINFALL LIMITS FOR ANTECEDENT MOISTURE CONDITIONS*

TotalS-day antecedent rainfall (in inches)

AMC Group Dormant Season Growing Season

I <0.5 <1.4

II 0.5 - 1.1 1.4 - 2.1

III >1.1 >2.1

* Soil Converstion Service (1972).

The curve number acquired from Table 8.3 represents soils in AMC II
and must be converted if the soil is in AMC I or III. In this example, the
curve number of 79 is converted to a curve number of 91 using Table 8.4.
Figure 8.8 can now be used to estimate runoff amounts. If the 2S-year,
24-hour rainfall event is the design parameter, and that equals 7.5 inches,
the intersection of 7.5 ~nches of rainfall with the curve number line of 91
yields direct runoff of 6.4 inches. Multiply this amount of runoff by the
acreage of the HWLT watershed, and the total runoff and retention pond size
can be calculated in acre-inches.

8.3.4.2 Designing for Normal Seasonal Runoff

Mindful of the two functions of runoff retention ponds, designing
ponds to control normal seasonal fluctuations, is more complex. This
requires knowledge of numerous independent variables, many simplifying
assumptions, and the choice of several management approaches. The complex
ity of the hydrologic cycle is concomitant with the difficulty of charac
terizing and measuring the important parameters make the Job of predicting
the water budget and sizing retention ponds, somewhat of an art, based in
part on judgment and experience. Two possible approaches are discussed
here, one a relatively straightforward method which can be readily calcu
lated manually and the other a general introduction to a computer modeling
approach. Where accumulated rainfall runoff is d~scharged or otherwise
managed so that the storage volume needed for the 25 year, 24 hour storm is
maintained, these calculations can be run using the maximum d~scharge rate
for the pump, or wastewater treatment plant used to empty the runoff stor
age pond. These calculations can also help the site manager decide between
various discharge rates and pump capacities.

8.3.4.2.1 Monthly Data Approach. An underlying assumption ~n a water
budget for a site must be that, on the average, there is no net change in
the volume of runoff stored on a long-term bas~s. In other words, water
management cannot allow a continued increase in water stored because of the
"multiplying pond" syndrome (Le., the need to periodically increase pond
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TABLE 8.3 RUNOFF CURVE NUMBERS FOR HYDROLOGIC SOIL-COVER COMPLEXES*

(Antecedent moisture condition II, and I a = 0.2 S)

Cover Hydrologic soil group

Treatment Hydrologic
Land use or Practice condition A B C D

Fallow Straight row 77 86 91 94

Row crops Straight row Poor 72 81 88 91
Straight row Good 67 78 85 89
Contoured Poor 70 79 84 88
Contoured Good 65 75 82 86
Contoured Poor 66 74 80 82

and terraced
Contoured Good 62 71 78 81
and terraced

Small grain Straight row Poor 65 76 84 88
Straight row Good 63 75 83 87
Contoured Poor 63 74 82 85
Contoured Good 61 73 81 84
Contoured Poor 61 72 79 82
and terraced

Contoured Good 59 70 78 81
and terraced

Close-seeded Straight row Poor 66 77 85 89
legumes t or Straight row Good 58 72 81 85
rotation Contoured Poor 64 75 83 85
meadow Contoured Good 55 69 78 83

Contoured Poor 63 73 80 83
and terraced

Contoured Good 51 67 76 80
and terraced

Pasture Poor 68 79 86 89
or range Fair 49 69 79 84

Good 39 61 74 80
Contoured Poor 47 67 81 88
Contoured FaJ.r 25 59 75 83
Contoured Good 6 35 70 79

Meadow Good 30 58 71 78

Woods Poor 45 66 77 83
Fair 36 60 73 79
Good 25 55 70 77

--continued--
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TABLE 8.3 (continued)

(Antecedent moisture condit10n II, and I a = 0.2 S)

Land use

Farmsteads

Roads (dirt)/;
(hard surface)/;

Cover

Treatment
or Practice

Hydrologic soil group

Hydrologic
cond1tion A B C D

59 74 82 86

72 82 87 89
74 84 90 92

* Soil Conservation Service (1972).

t Close-d1lled or broadcast.

# Including right-of-way.
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TABLE 8.4 CURVE NUMBERS (CN) AND CONSTANTS FOR THE CASE Ia "" 0.2S*

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

CN for CN for CN for CN for
condition conditions S Curvet starts Condition conditions S Curvet starts

II I III valuest where P = II I III values t where P =

(inches) (inches) (inches) (inches)
100 100 100 a a 60 40 78 6.67 1.33

99 97 100 .101 .02 59 39 77 6.95 1.39
98 94 99 .204 .04 58 38 76 7.24 1.45
97 91 99 .309 .06 57 37 75 7.54 1.51
96 89 99 .417 .08 56 36 75 7.86 1.57
95 87 98 .526 .11 55 35 74 8.18 1.64
94 85 98 .638 .13 54 34 73 8.52 1.70
93 83 98 .753 .15 53 33 72 8.87 1.77

.po. 92 81 97 .870 .17 52 32 71 9.23 1.85
Vl 91 80 97 .989 .20 51 31 70 9.61 1.92
N

90 78 96 1.11 .22 50 31 70 10.0 2.00
89 76 96 1.24 .25 49 30 69 10.4 2.08
88 75 95 1.36 .27 48 29 68 10.8 2.16
87 73 95 1.49 .30 47 28 67 11.3 2.26
86 72 94 1.63 .33 46 27 66 11.7 2.34
85 70 94 1.76 .35 45 26 65 12.2 2.44
84 68 93 1.90 .38 44 25 64 12.7 2.54
83 67 93 2.05 .41 43 25 63 13.2 2.64
82 66 92 2.20 .44 42 24 62 13.8 2.76
81 64 92 2.34 .47 41 23 61 14.4 2.88
80 63 91 2.50 .50 40 22 60 15.0 3.00
79 62 91 2.66 .53 39 21 59 15.6 3.12
78 60 90 2.82 .56 38 21 58 16.3 3.26
77 59 89 2.99 .60 37 20 57 17.0 3.40
76 58 89 3.16 .63 36 19 56 17.8 3.56
75 57 88 3.33 .67 35 18 55 18.6 3.72

--continued-



TABLE 8.4 (continued)

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

CN for CN for CN for CN for
condition conditions S Curvet starts Condition conditions S Curvet starts

II I III values t where P = II I III values t where P =

74 55 88 3.51 .70 34 18 54 19.4 3.88
73 54 87 3.70 .74 33 17 53 20.3 4.06
72 53 86 3.89 .78 32 16 52 21.2 4.24
71 52 86 4.08 .82 31 16 51 22.2 4.44
70 51 85 4.28 .86 30 15 50 23.3 4.66
69 50 84 4.49 .90
68 48 84 4.70 .94 25 12 43 30.0 6.00
67 47 83 4.92 .98 20 9 37 40.0 8.00
66 46 82 5.15 1.03 15 6 30 56.7 11.34
65 . 45 82 5.38 1.08 10 4 22 90.0 18.00

~ 64 44 81 5.62 1.12 5 2 13 190.0 38.00w
w

63 43 80 5.87 1.17 0 0 0 infinity infJ.nity
62 42 79 6.13 1.23
61 41 78 6.39 1.28

* Soil Conservat~on Service (1972).

t For curve number (CN) in Column 1.
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capacity). Apart from storage, the means of control for management are en
hanced leaching and evaporation and/or discharge under an NPDES permit
(Section 8.3.5) • Given these considerations, the water budget can be
derived from the following basic expression:

P + W = EVTS + L + R (8.1)

where

P = precipitation;
W = water applied in waste,

EVTS = evapotranspiration,
L = leachate; and
R = runoff to be collected.

The equation assumes a negligible change in soil water storage. The runoff
(R) term can be broken into two components, storage (S) and discharge (D).
Using these terms and rearranging equat1.on 8.1, the expression can be
written:

S = P + W - EVTS - L - D (8.2)

In the long-term, storage will vary approximately sinusoidally with a con
stant mean.

Choosing a monthly basis as a convenient time increment, to maintain
sensitivity while simplifying data requirements, a water budget can be run
for the given site by using the climatic record, the watershed properties
of the proposed land treatment unit, and the assumption (for the purpose of
these calculations). that adequate storage is available to contain all
events (i.e. no spillway overtopping). Best results require using a cli
matic record of at least 20 years. By simulating the entire record, month
by month, changes in storage can be seen with t1me. Appendix E provides an
example of how to run the calculations. Arriving at a design storage using
this method involves a four step process, as follows.

from

If there is

storageinchange81 = annual

Assume zero discharge and run the calculations.
n
i~l Si S. 0; where

the previous year), then no discharge is needed,

(1)

(2) If "t
i=l

Si ) 0; then some discharge and/or enhanced evapo-

rat1.on or leaching is necessary. As a first approximation,
assume that the enhanced water losses equal the average
annual storage change (Le. f Si/n; where n = number of

i=l
years of record). Now rerun the calculations with the
modified values.

(3) Based on risk assessments, choose an acceptable probability
of equalling or exceed1ng the final design storage capacity
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and then choose a design storage capacity from the record
simulated in step (1) or (2) wh~ch ~s equalled or exceeded
that portion of the time (e.g •• if acceptable probability =
0.1. then design storage should contain runoff all but 10%
of the time).

(4) Refinements in the storage capacity determined ~n step (3)
can be made to reflect other considerations. For example.
as water loss rates are increased, the storage needed
decreases. Therefore, cost considerations might encourage
an applicant to treat and d~scharge more water at some cost
to save even higher incremental costs of constructing and
maintaining larger retention ponds.

Estimating the input data for the water budget may be a difficult ex
ercise. Monthly precipitat~on data are relatively easy to locate. Like
wise, the amount of water included in the waste is d~rectly ascertainable
from waste analyses and proJected production rate (volumetric), and con
verted to a monthly application depth (cm/mo) using the known unit water
shed area. In contrast, monthly evapotranspirat~on and leaching,
especially with management modifications, are troublesome parameters to
estimate.

The watershed of the HWLT can be divided into areas which behave as
free water surfaces (e.g., ponds, ditches, continually wetted plots, and
well vegetated plots) and areas of bare soil or poorly cropped surfaces
which can vary dramatically in moisture conditions and evaporation rates
(e.g., plots, roads and levees). On a monthly basis, the portion of the
unit watershed falling in each category should be determined and an esti
mated evapotranspiration (EVTS) rate determined for each. Free water sur
face evaporation can be estimated using published monthly Class A pan evap
oration data. The assumption may be made that true evaporation equals
about 70% of Class A pan evaporation. This assumption may be somewhat in
accurate and can cause an error in estimates since pan coefficients vary
widely from month to month, but monthly pan coeff~cients are not available
from any source. If an annual pan coefficient is available for a nearby
reservoir, this may be used instead of the 70% figure. Pan evaporation
data for the U.S., summarized by Brown and Thompson (1976), is given in
Figures 8.9 to 8.20. No data are available for estimating EVTS from a bare
soil or the poorly cropped surface of HWLT units.

The only leaching which is of concern here is that which is lost to
deep percolation. Perched water having primarily a horizontal component of
flow should properly be intercepted by water containment structures and
ultimately contribute to the storage or discharge term of the site water
budget. A conservative, simplifying assumption which may be acceptable for
clay soils or those having shallow, restrictive clay horizons is that
leaching is zero. For less restricted conditions) there is unfortunately
very little information available for making good leaching estimates.
Therefore, unless sound data are provided from f~eld measurements of leach
ing losses (not hydraulic conductivity), then the conservative strategy is
to assume zero leaching or, in cases of heavy hydraulic loading by the
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for the month of January based on data taken from 1931 to 1960
(Brown and Thompson, 1976).
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Figure 8.10. Average pan evaporation (in em) for the eontlnenta1 United States
for the month of February based on data taken from 1931 to 1960
(Brown and Thompson, 1976).
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for the month of March based on data taken from 1931 to 1960
(Brown and Thompson, 1976).
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Figure 8.12. Average pan evaporatlon (In cm) for the continental Unlted States
for the month of Aprl1 based on data taken from 1931 to 1960
(Brown and Thompson. 1976).
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for the month of May based on data taken from 1931 to 1960
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Figure 8.14. Average pan evaporation (~n em) for the contlnenta1 United States
for the month of June based on data taken from 1931 to 1960
(Brown and Thompson, 1976).
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Figure 8.15. Average pan evaporation (1n em) for the eont1nenta1 Un1ted States
for the month of July based on data taken from 1931 to 1960
(Brown and Thompson, 1976).



Figure 8.16.
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Average pan evaporation (in cm) for the continental United States
for the month of August based on data taken from 1931 to 1960
(Brown and Thompson, 1976).



Figure 8. 17 •
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Average pan evaporat1on (in em) for the eont1nenta1 United States
for the month of September based on data taken from 1931 to 1960
(Brown and Thompson, 1976).
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Figure 8.18. Average pan evaporation (1n em) for the continental United States
for the month of October based on data taken from 1931 to 1960
(Brown and Thompson, 1976).
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Figure 8.19. Average pan evaporat10n (1n em) for the eont1nenta1 Un1ted States
for the month of November based on data taken from 1931 to 1960
(Brcwn and Thompson, 1976).
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waste, use the same approach as previously discussed ~n Section 8.3.1 for
hydraulic load~ng rates.

8.3.4.2.2 Computer Methods. Computer approaches for water budgets have
been designed for a number of spec~al purposes, but none are w~dely avail
able which can be applied directly for s~z~ng runoff retention ponds. The
determin~stic model descr~bed by Perrier and Gibson (1980) ~s one useful
approach which is readily accessible to practically anyone having access to
a computer terminal, however, the model only goes so far as to generate
daily runoff data, which must then be manually integrated ~nto a retention
pond water budget. Considerations in the manual calculations would be pond
evaporation, discharge and enhanced evaporation (EVTS) and leaching (L).
The enhanced EVTS and L terms would be handled as a feedback loop in the
model by treating them as though they were additional precipitation (an
exception is that the quant~ty reaching the plot must be reduced to account
for aerial evaporation losses before the water reaches the ground). There
is much need for a package model, possibly incorporating the Perrier and
Gibson (1980) model that includes these addit~onal features. Other
references on computer modeling are listed and discussed in Fleming
(1975).

8.3.4.3 Effects of Sediment Accumulations

One final factor in retention pond s~zing is an accounting for de
creases ~n effective capacity because of sediment buildup. Periodic
dredg~ng will often be necessary to maintain the designed useful capacity,
and some add~t~onal capacity must be included to handle sediment bUildup
prior to dredging. The decision will primarily be based on management and
cost factors which are beyond the concern of th~s document; however, this
factor must be included in the pond design calculations.

8.3.4.4 Summary of Retention Pond S~z~ng

The f~nal pond capacity design must account for the three influences
discussed previously: (1) peak storm runoff (8.3.4.1); (2) normal seasonal
runoff (8.3.4.2), (3) and sediment accumulat~ons (8.3.4.3). The values for
each should be added to obtain a total design pond volume. The storage
facility need not be designed to hold all seasonal runoff plus the peak
storm runoff ~f the runoff storage facility w~ll be emptied to maintain the
design capac~ty. However, in practice the storage fac~lity cannot be
emptied instantaneously so some additional volume above the 25 year, 24
hour volume will be needed. The design also inc~dentally specifies design
d~scharge rate (size of water treatment plant, if needed) and/or the quan
tity of runoff which should be irrigated onto the land treatment unit to
provide enhanced evaporation and in some cases leaching. Note that some
amount of irrigation ~s desirable under any circumstances to control wind
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dispersal of contaminants, provide water for growing cover crops, and
sustain optimal soil moisture conditions for organ1cs degradation.

8.3.5 Runoff Treatment Opt10ns

Runoff collected in retention basins can be treated or disposed by one
of several methods. Water can either be released via a wastewater treat
ment facility permit, a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit, or treated on-site in a zero d1scharge system. The method
of handling runoff should be considered during the design phase of the
facility. If the runoff from the land treatment unit is, itself, a hazar
dous waste, then it must be handled accordingly. The definition and cri
teria for identifying a waste as hazardous are found in 40 CFR Part 261
(EPA, 1980b).

If the plant or company that generates the waste owns and operates a
wastewater treatment plant, nonhazardous runoff water may be pumped to the
plant for treatment and disposal. An analysis of the discharge from the
wastewater treatment facility should be performed to determine if existing
permit conditions can still be met. Care must be taken to ensure adequate
water storage capacity in the runoff retention basins to hold water that
exceeds the capacity of the treatment plant.

Where the option of using an existing wastewater treatment facility is
not available, application for an NPDES permit may be appropriate if the
runoff water is nonhazardous. This would allow direct discharge of the
collected runoff water (with or without treatment) after analyses show that
the water meets wate~ quality standards set in the permit. Standard engi
neering principles concerning diversion structures should be followed and
care must be taken to keep erosion of drainage ditches to a minimum.

If a company operates an HWLT unit as a zero discharge system, runoff
water may be used as a source of 1rrigation water when soils are dry enough
to accept more water. It may also be sprayed into the air above the pond
or treatment area to enhance evaporation 1f no hazard due to volatiles or
aerosols would result. When sprinkler irrigation systems are used for re
application of runoff, the systems should be designed to apply water at a
rate not exceeding the soil infiltration rate to minimize runoff. Proper
pressure at the nozzles will help spread water uniformly, nozzles that form
large droplets are advisable when spray drift and aerosols must be mini
mized. Collected runoff to be reapplied should be analyzed to determine if
it contains nutrients, salts and other constituents important in determin
ing waste loading on the plots. If the water contains significant concen
trations of these constituents a record of water applications should be
kept and the results used to determine the cumulative loading of the con
stituents. In most cases, however, collected water contains negligible
concentrations of the constituents used in loading calculations when com
oared to concentrations in the waste.
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Regardless of the method used for runoff control, irrigation during
dry, hot periods is beneficial to supply adequate moisture to maximJ..ze
microbial degradation of waste constituents. For this reason, it may be
desirable to move the irrigation system around to spread the water over as
much of the facility as possible. In some particularly dry seasons or
climates, additional irrigation water from off-sJ..te may be applied to
enhance waste degradation.

8.3.6 Subsurface Drainage

The primary purpose of subsurface drainage from below all or part of
an HWLT unit is to lower and maintain the water table below some desired
depth, to increase aeration in the surface soil, and to decrease the hazard
of groundwater contamination. This may be particularly valuable to help
maximize the utility of low lying or poorly drained areas of an HWLT unit.
The seasonal high water table should not rise higher than 1 meter (3 feet)
below the bottom of the treatment zone (EPA, 1982). If the sOJ..l is perme
able with a shallow water table, a ditch cut to a specific depth below the
water table at the low end of the fJ..eld may be sufficient to drain the sur
face soil. Agricultural drainage systems are normally constructed by
dJ..gging sloped trenches and installing drain tJ..les or perforated plastic
pipe. The top of the pipe is protected by a thin paper or fiberglass
covering and the overlying soil is replaced (Luthin, 1957). By controlling
the depth of the unsaturated zone using subsurface drainage, a site which
would normally remain excessively wet because of a shallow water table
might be accessible and usable for land treatment.

Design and spacing of a drainage system can be accomplished using one
of several steady state or non-steady state relationships. The decision
about which relationship to use is generally based on experience and site
conditions. The Soil Conservation Service has hJ..storically used the clas
sical Hooghaudt equation (Hooghaudt, 1937; Hillel, 1971), also known as the
ellipse steady state drainage equation, whJ..ch includes a number of simpli
fying assumptions. The relationship performs well in humid regions where
the steady state flow assumption is a fair approximation of site condi
tions. In the western U.S., however, the Bureau of Reclamation uses a non
steady state approach, particularly the Glover equation (Glover, 1964;
Dummn, 1964; Moody, 1966), which accounts for arid conditions where drain
age is intermittent. Another non-steady state solution to drain spacJ..ng
design is the van Schilfgaarde relationship (van Schilfgaarde, 1963; van
Schilfgaarde, 1965; Bouwer and van Schilfgaarde, 1963). Additional steady
state and non-steady state relationships have been developed based on
varying approaches and assumptions, as discussed by Kirkham et al. (1974)
and van Schilfgaarde (1974). Two important consideratJ..ons in choosing and
using a suitable relationship are that the explicit assumptions used in the
equation fit the particular HWLT site conditions and that the necessary
inputs are accurately estimated.
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Collection and treatment of the water collected should generally
follow guidelines discussed above for runoff water. In general, the water
should be collected in a pond or bas1n. From there it may be discharged to
a wastewater treatment plant, directly discharged under an NPDES permit, or
used internally for irrigation or other purposes. However. if the water is
a hazardous _!7aste.. ~ t must be treated and/or disposed as a hazardous
waste.

8.4
~.

'-
AIR EMISSION CONTROL

Air quality may be adversely affected by a land treatment operation if
hazardous volatiles, odors or part1culates are emitted during storage,
handling, applicat10n and incorporation of waste or during subsequent cul
tivation. Wind dispersal of contam1nants and dust from traffic on facility
roads may also present a problem. Management plans should be developed to
avoid such emissions as much as poss1ble and to handle these s1tuations if
they arise. On an operational basis, W1nd. atmospheric stabi11ty. and tem
perature are important considerations for timing the application of wastes,
especially volat1le wastes.

8.4.1 Volatiles

Volatiles may be reduced to an acceptable level through management of
loading rates and proper placement of the waste as determined from pilot
studies (Section 7.2.3). Wastes conta1ning a signif1cant fraction of
easily volati11zed cpnst1tuents should be app11ed at a depth of 15 cm by
subsurface injection. Volat1lization losses will effect1vely be reduced as
gases move through the soil prof1le.

Irrigation of the s01l surface may also aid 1n reducing the net flux
into the atmosphere. lessen1ng the impact of volat1lized components.
Application of wastes contain1ng s1gn1ficant quant1t1es of volat1les should
be made when soils are in a moist but friable state. Soils which are too
wet are easily puddled by heavy mach1nery which could reduce aeration and
the capacity of the soil to degrade organic waste const1tuents.

8.4.2 Odor

If a waste contains suff1cient easily decomposable organic matter and
if oxygen is lim1ted, the waste may develop an undes1rable odor. While
odors do not indicate that a land treatment system is malfunctioning or
that environmental damage J.S occur1ng. it has in some cases become a
serious enough to prevent the use of land treatment at a S1 te whJ.ch was
otherwise ideally suited. Odors from waste materials often are a result of
sulfides, mercaptans, 1ndoles, or am1nes. D1sposal techn1ques can be
designed to avo1d the formation and release of these compounds.
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The land treatment of waste having potential for emitting an odor gen
erally results ~n some odor during the period between application and com
plete incorporation. Little can be done to avoid or circumvent this prob
lem, just as the farmer can do little to avoid odors when he spreads
manure. Potential odor problems should be considered when a disposal site
is selected, and design should be based on the acceptable limits for odors,
volatiles and part1culates. Proximity to housing and thoroughfares as well
as the prevailing wind d~rection need to be considered. Frequency and
severity of atmospheric inversions that may trap malodorous gases should
also be evaluated. Ideally, isolated sites should be selected but, in some
cases, this is not possible. When locations adjacent to public areas must
be used, certain steps can be taken to minimize odor problems.

Perhaps the best method of odor avoidance is subsurface injection.
Soil has a large capacity to absorb gases. If a waste is subsurface
injected and does not ooze to the surface, few odor problems are likely to
occur. In a properly designed system, the waste application rate depends
on the waste degradation rate. Although tilling helps to enhance aeration
and degradation, where a signif1cant odor problem exists, tillage may
aggravate the odor problem.

If the waste is surface applied, either by dumping or spraying from a
vehicle or irrigation system, odor problems can be minimized by quickly
incorporating the waste into the soil. Odors often increase when organic
wastes are spread or when m1xing occurs, particularly when heavy applica
tions are made. It may, therefore, be desirable to spread and 1ncorporate
wastes when the wind is from a d1rection that will minimize complaints.
Emission of maladorous vapors can often be reduced substantially by
thoroughly mixing the waste with the soil; this can be achieved by repeated
discing when the ratio of waste to soil is not too high. In other
instances, complete soil cover may be needed to prevent odors. This can be
ach1eved by using turning plows or turning (one-way) discs. Large plows,
such as those used for deep plowing, may also be used for covering thick
applications of maladorous waste.

Organic wastes that are spread on the land by flood1ng followed by
water decantation are l~kely to develop odor problems between decantation
and incorporation. As long as an adequate layer of water covers the waste,
odor is generally not a problem. Consequently, it may be desirable to
delay decantat10n until wind d1rections are favorble and clear weather is
likely. With proper design, including peripheral drainage ditches, it
should be possible to rapidly decant excess water so incorporation can
begin. While mixing 1S often desirable to hasten drying and to speed the
oxidation of the organic constituents, it may be necessary to minimize mix
ing after the initial incorporation for situations with potential odor
problems, since odor will often occur again when unoxidized material 1S
brought to the surface. Drying and oxidation may be slower, and ~t may not
be possible to repeat applications or establish vegetation as qUickly as
with more frequent mixing. Therefore, more land may be required for land
treatment of a waste having th1s characteristic and odor might be the
application limiting constituent in this situat1on.
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There are many chemicals on the market for odor control., These
include: disinfectants which act as biocides, chemical oxidants which act
as biocides and also supply oxygen to the microbial population, deodorants
which react with odoriferous gases to prevent their release, and masking
agents which may impart a more acceptable odor to cover the undesJ.rable
odor. Hydrogen peroxide is a commonly used biocide and oxidizing agent.
Pountney and Turner (1979) have reported success using hydrogen peroxJ.de to
control hydrogen sulfide odors in wastewater treatment facitilites. Strunk
(1979) suggests that hydrogen peroxide acts primarily by oxidizing reduced
sulfur compounds. Warburton et al. (1979) conducted a study testing the
effectiveness of twenty-two commercial odor controlling products including
chlorine, mechanical mixing, waste oil, wintergreen oil, and activated
charcoal. He found that only mechanical mixing and chlorination signifi
cantly reduced odor from a swine manure. Chlorination may kill the active
soil microbes which are important to waste degradation. Thus, while it is
possible that some commercial products may be effective in reduction of
odors from certain wastes, alternate means J.ncluding avoidance or oxidizing
agents should be considered fJ.rst. '

Odor controlling chemicals have been applied by direct incorporation
into the waste prior to application, by manual or solid set spraying along
borders or over entire areas, and by point spraying using a manifold
mounted on the rear of the machine that spreads or incorporates the waste.
Before an odor controlling chemical is employed, testing must demonstrate
that it does not inhibit the waste-degrading microbial population.

Presently, there are no instruments available that have the ability to
provide an objective determination of odor (Dolan, 1975). Therefore, odor
evaluation is accomplished by Lsing a panel of individuals to provide an
odor intensity ranking. Experience has shown that an eight member panel,
consisting of 5070 women yields the most reliable results. Generally, the
air sample collected in the field is diluted in varying proportions with
fresh air to allow the individuals to establish an odor threshold. The
only response that is required from each individual is a yes or no
response. Using semilogarithmic paper, the threshold odor concentration J.S
determined from the intersection of the 50% panel response line. From
these data the odor emission rate can be computed. A more detailed dJ.scus
sion of the odor panel approach is included J.n the following sources
(Dolan, 1975; Dravinicks, 1975).

8.4.3 Dust

Dust problems often occur on access roads used to transport the waste
to various plots within an HWLT unit. Occasionally, dust will also be
raised during discing or mixing operations when the soil in the treatment
zone is dry. The wind dispersal of particulates from the treatment zone
must be controlled (EPA, 1982). One method of controlling particulates is
to surface apply water. A good source of water for this is often the
accumulated runoff. Dust suppressing treatments including oil or calcium
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chlor~de may be used on roadways, if des~rable, but excess~ve applicat~on

should be avo~ded. Care should be taken ~n selecting a dust control pro
duct to be sure that ~t does not adversely affect the treatment process or
cause env~ronmental damage.

A w1ndbreak may also be planted to help control the d1spersal of dust
and aerosols. A study of the spread of bacter~a from land treating sewage
sludge showed that bacteria were recovered 3 m downwind ~n a dense brushy
area and 61 m downwind in a sparsely vegetated area (EPA, 1977). Van
Arsdel (1967) and Van Arsdel et ale (1958) have used colored smoke grenades
to study the movement of w~nd around w~ndbreaks and across fields. They
found that a spot of dry s01l such as a levee or a bare spot 1n a field
produces warmer a~r which causes an updraft. A w1ndbreak of a single row
of trees created a complete circulation cell around the trees. There was
an updraft on the sunny side of the tree l~ne and a downdraft on the shady
side. The air on the shady side actually moved under the trees and up
along the sunny side of the windbreak (Van Arsdel et al., 1958). Although
windbreaks may be helpful in certain cases, there effectiveness should be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

8.5 EROSION CONTROL

Control of wind and water erosion dur~ng the active l1fe and closure
period for an HWLT unit is needed both to assist in the proper functioning
of the unit and to prevent conta~nants from mov~ng off-site. Soil conser
vation methods, developed by the USDA, have been widely used to control
erosion on agricultural fields and can read~ly be adapted for use on HWLT
units. Wind erOS10n may be a parLicular problem dur~ng dry seasons or in
arid reg1ons, but ma1ntain~ng a vegetative cover land moist soil should
lessen the problem.

When sloping land is used for an HWLT unit, terraces and grassed
waterways should be used to miniID1ze erosion by controlling runoff water.
This is essential when large areas are left without vegetation for one or
more seasons by repeated waste applicat~ons, which may occur with a sludge
type waste disposal operation. Proper conservation terracing is also
important if water is applied to a continuously vegetated surface.
Terraces slow the flow of intensive storm water, allowing opt~mal inf~ltra

tion and putting less stra~n on retention bas1ns. Furthermore, by decreas
ing the slope length, less sed1ment will erode and accumulate in the reten
tion structures. Runoff water quality w1ll be improved before the water
enters retention structures; this w~ll reduce the amount of accumulated
organics. Improved water quality decreases the load on the wastewater
treatment plant and increases the possib~11ty of ach1eving water quality
acceptable for direct discharge.

8.5.1 Design Considerat10ns for Terraces

Terracing is a means of controlling erOS10n by constructing benches or
broad channels across a slope. The original type of bench terrace was
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designed for slopes of 25 to 30% and resembled a giant stairway. They were
very costly and not easily accessible for field equipment. Modern conser
vation bench terraces, which are adapted to slopes of 6-8% aid in moisture
retention as well as erosion prevention (Schwab et al., 1971). The third
type of terrace is the broadbase terrace which consists of a water conduct
ing channel and ridge as shown in Fig. 8.21. The general placement of
terraces is across the slope with a slight grade toward one or both ends.
The collected runoff then drains off the terrace into a waterway.

The number of terraces needed is governed by the slope, soil type and
vegetative cover. The vertical interval (VI), defined as the vertical dis
tance between the channels of successive terraces, is calculated as
follows:

where

VI as + b (8.3)

VI = vertical interval in feet;
a = geographic constant (Fig. 8.22);
b = soil erodibility and cover condition constants (Fig. 8.22);

and
S = slope of the land above the terrace in percent.

This is only an estimate of the amount of terracing needed and can be
varied up to 10% in the field without serious danger of failure.

Terraces can be constructed either level or with a grade toward one or
both ends. If level, barriers or dams are needed every 120-150 meters to
prevent total washout in the event of a break. The advantage to these is
that there is no length restriction nor is a grassed waterway needed at the
ends. The disadvantage is that the depth needs to be greater to accommo
date a rainfall event without overtopping. For graded terraces, with well
and poorly drained soils, the minimum grades are 0.1 and 0.2%, respective
ly. Suggested maximum grades decrease as terrace length increases (Table
8.5). The maximum terrace length is usually considered to be 300 to 550
meters for a one direction terrace and twice that for a terrace draining
toward both ends. As slopes increase, terrace width and channel depth in
crease, resulting in more difficult construction and maintenance (Tables
8.6 and 8.7). The minimum cross sectional area for a sloping terrace is
0.5 to 1 m2 , while for a level terrace 1 m2 is considered the minimum.
Most level terraces are only designed to hold 5 to 10 cm of rain and thus
may not be well suited to use at HWLT units in many parts of the country.
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Figure 8.21. Schematic diagram of general types of terraces
(Schwab et a1., 1971). Reprinted by permission

of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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1

Figure 8.22. Values of a and b* in terrace spac~ng equation,
VI = as + b (ASAE, Terrac~ng Committee, 1980).
Reprinted by permission of ASAE.
*Va1ues for b vary and are influenced by soil
erodib~l~ty, cropp~ng systems, and management
systems; in all zones, b w~ll have a value of
0.3, D.6, 0.9 or 1,2. The low value is appl~

cable to very erodible soils with conventional
tillage and l~ttle cr~p residue; the high value
is applicable to eros~on resistant soils where
no-tillage methods are used and a large amount
of crop residue remains on the soil surface.
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TABLE 8.5 MAXIMUM TERRACE GRADEF*

Terrace length (m)
or length from upper
end of long terraces

153 or more

153 or less

61 or less

31 or less

* Beasley (1958).

Erosive soil
(Silt loam)

0.35

0.50

1.00

2.00

Slope (percent)

Resistant soil
(Gravelly or Rocky)

0.50

0.65

1.50

2.50

Field layout of terraces may be done along the contours, often result
ing in odd shaped areas, or they may be made parallel, allowing for easier
mechan1cal operations such as waste application, mowing and discing. When
parallel terraces are used, it may be necessary to smooth the slope prior
to construction. As noted above, variations of the vertical interval can
be made up to 10% and some lesser variances in channel grade can be toler
ated.

When the land has a slope of less than 2%, as is the case along much
of the Gulf Coast, contour levees similar to those used in rice fields may
be used. The vertical interval between levees is typically 6 to 9 cm and
the levees are put in along the contour. For proper water management,
spillways should be provided to prevent wash out in the event of a heavy
storm. Ideally, spillways will conduct water across a grassed area to a
retention pond or treatment facility.

Construction is normally accomplished using graders and bulldozers.
Allowances of 10-25% must be made for settlement. Any obvious high spots
or depressions should be corrected quickly. All traffic on sloped areas
should be parallel to the terraces. All terraces should be vegetated as
soon as poss1ble using lime and fertilizer as needed. Maintenance should
1nclude monthly inspections, annual fertilization, and mowing. Since
terraces channel the flow of water, any terrace that is overtopped, washed
out, or damaged by equipment should be repaired as soon as conditions per
mit to prevent excessive stress on lower terraces. Without proper mainten
ance and repair, the whole terrace system may be ruined, resulting in the
formation of erosion gullies and h1ghly contaminated runoff.

8.5.2 Design Considerations for Vegetated Waterways

A vegetated waterway is a properly proportioned channel, protected by
~egetation and designed to absorb runoff water energy without damage to the
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TABLE 8.6 TERRACE DIMENSIONS: LEVEL OR RIDGE TERRACE*t

Approximate Slope Ratio"
Field slope Terrace Channel Depth

(percent) d (em) CBS RFS RBS

2 37 6.1 6:1 6:1
4 37 5 1 6: 1 6:1
6 37 5:1 6:1 5:1
8 37 5:1 6.1 5:1

10 37 5:1 5:1 5:1
12 40 4:1 4:1 4:1
15+ 40 3.5:1 3.5:1 2.5:1

* Soil Conservation Service (1958) •

t Channel capacity based on retaining 5 cm runoff.

# CBS = channel back slope; RFS = ridge front slope, RBS = r~dge back
slope.

+ Terrace ridge and RBS to be dept in sod.

;:,

TABLE 8.7 TERRACE DIMENSIONS: GRADED OR CHANNEL TERRACE*t

Terrace channel depth, d (cm)
Approximate

Field slope
Terrace length (m) Slope Rat~oll

(percent) 61 122 183 244 305 CBS RFS RBS

2 24 27 30 37 37 10: 1 10:1 10:1
4+ 21 27 30 34 34 6:1 8:1 8:1
6 21 24 27 30 30 6:1 8.1 8:1
8 21 24 27 30 30 4:1 6: 1 6:1

10 21 24 27 30 30
12 18 24 27 30 30 4.1 6:1 6.1
15 18 21 27 30 30 4:1 4:1 2.5.1

* Soil Conservation Service (1958).

t Channel capacity based on retaining 5 cm runoff.

# CBS = channel back slope; RFS = ridge front slope; RBS = ridge back
slope.

+ Terrace ridge and RBS to be kept in sod.
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so~l. Waterways are used to safely channel runoff from watersheds, ter
races, d~version channels and ponds. Thus, ~n a typical HWLT unit, runoff
water from a sloping area is ~ntercepted by either a terrace or divers~on

channel and flows to a vegetated waterway which directs the water to the
retention bas~n without caus~ng erosion. Emergency spillways for ponds are

-also frequently des~gned as vegetated waterways.

The three basic shapes for waterways are trapezoidal, triangular and
parabolic. S~nce many of the waterways at HWLT units flow near a berm, the
parabolic shaped waterway will function best with the least danger of
eroding the base of the berm. A cross section of a parobolic channel is
shown in Fig. 8.23.

When designing a waterway to fit a particular site, the main consider
ations are vegetation, slope, flow velocity, side slope and flow capacity.
Suggested vegetation for use in vegetated waterways is presented 1n Section
8.7.2 (Table 8.11). The permanent vegetation selected needs to be chosen
on the basis of soil type, persistence, growth form, velocity and quantity
of runoff, establishment t~me, ava~labil~ty of seeds or sprigs, and compat
ability with the waste being applied. S~nce the area periodically carries
large quanti ties of water, sod forming vegetation is preferred. In many
cases, the vegetation being grown on the waste application areas may also
be suitable for the waterways.

The design velocity, or flow velocity, is the average velocity within
the channel during peak flow. This can be estimated by applying the
Mann~ng formula as follows.

where

1.49 a 2/ 3 Sl/2
V=--·- •

n p
(8.4)

V flow velocity in feet/sec (fps),
n = roughness coefficient (0.04 is an estimate for most vegetated

areas);
t = design top width of water flow (ft),
d = des~gn depth of flow (ft);
a = cross sectional area in ft 2 calculated as 2/3 td;
p = perimeter calculated as

8d2
t + -_. and

3t '

S = slope of the channel in ft/ft.

Suitable flow velocit~es for various slopes are given in Table 8.8. The
product of flow velocity and cross sectional area of flow gives the flow
capacity, which is calculated as follows
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Q = a v

where

Q = flow capacity in ft3/sec;
a = cross sectional area of flow (ft2); and
v = velocity in fps.

(8.5)

A properly designed waterway (Fig. 8.23) will carry away runoff from a
25-year, 24-hour storm at velocities equal to or less than the permissible
velocity shown Table 8.8. Nomographs such as the one ~llustrated ~n Fig.
8.24 are available to determine the channel size needed (Schwab et al.,
1971). To use these nomographs, place a mark on the slope scale equal to
the channel slope and work the two discharge scales with the designed
discharge rate. Using a straight edge, draw a line from the mark on the
slope scale through the mark on the nearest discharge scale and extend it
until it intersects the top width scale. This is the total construction
top width (T). From this point on the top width scale, extend a line
through the second discharge scale where marked and extend it until it
intersects the total depth scale. This value is the total construction
depth (D).

TABLE 8.8 PERMISSIBLE VELOCITIES FOR CHANNELS LINED WITH VEGETATION*

Permissible velocity (fps)

Erosion resistant soils Easily eroded soils
(percent slope) (percent slope)

Cover 0-5 5-10 Over 10 0-5 5-10 Over 10

Bermuda grass 8 7 6 6 5 4

Buffalo grass
Kentucky bluegrass
Smooth brome 7 6 5 5 4 3
Blue grama
Tall fescue

Lespedeza serica
Weeping lovegrass

NRtKudzu 3.5 NR 2.5 NR NR
Alfalfa
Crabgrass

Grass mixture 5 4 NR 4 3 NR

Annuals for
temporary 3.5 NR NR .,.2.5 NR NR
protection

* Schwab et al. (1971).
t NR * not recommended.
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Figure 8.23. Cross-sectional diagram of a parabol~c channel.
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Figure 8.24. Nomograph for parabolic cross sect10ns w1th a
veloc1ty of 3 fps (Schwab et al., 1971).
Reprinted by permiss10n of John W11ey & Sons, Inc.
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The actual construct~on of the waterway needs to be done carefully
using roadgraders and bulldozers, as necessary. Careful surveying and
marking of field areas is needed before beginning earthwork. The entire
waterway area should be vegetated as soon as possible after construction
and normal agricultural applications of lime and fertilizer used ~n accor
dance with site-spec~fic recommendations. Broadcast seeding is the most
common practice for planting but drilling, sprigging and sodding are other
possible techniques. If drilling or sprigging is used, rows should run
diagonally or crosswise to the d~rection of water flow. Due to the ex
pense, sodd~ng is usually done only on critical areas needing immediate co
ver.

Maintenance pract1ces for vegetated waterways include periodic mowing
to promote sod formation. Annual fertilization is necessary and should be
done according to local recommendations. Excess sediment and debris that
accumulates 1n waterways after heavy rains, should be cleaned out to pre
vent damage to vegetation. A fan shaped accumulation of sediment is likely
to form where the waterway Joins the retention pond. These deposits
need to be removed if they accumulate to a point that interferes with water
flow. A more complete discussion of waterway design and construction can
be found in Schwab et ale (1971).

In addition to preventing erosion, grassed waterways provide a second
ary benef~t by ~mproving water quality. In one study, a 24.4 m waterway
removed 30% of the 2,4-D that originally entered the waterway (Asmussen et
a1., 1977). Thus, areas which may potentially carry contaminated runoff
water should be vegetated to help improve water quality. Other critical
areas that should be vegetated are waterways lead1ng into runoff retention
ponds and emergency spillways.

MANAGEMENT OF SOIL pH

Management of acid or alkaline soils generally requires the addition
of some type of chemical amendment for the land treatment unit to operate
properly. If a near neutral soil pH is not maintained, plant nutritional
problems may develop, soil m1croorganisms may become less active, and sur
vival of symbiotic nitrogen f~xing bacteria may be reduced, resulting in a
slower rate of waste degradation. Soil samples should be taken periodical
ly and analyzed for pH. Based on the sample results, the appropriate quan
tity and type of chemical amendment should be applied.

8.6.1 Management of Acid Soils

Numerous methods exist for measuring soil acidity.
common methods are.

(1) titration with base or equilibration with lime,
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(2) leaching with a buffered solution followed by analysis of
the leachate for the amount of base consumed by reaction
with the soil; and

(3) subtracting the sum of exchangeable bases from CEC (Coleman
and Thomas, 1967).

Liming of soils refers to the addition of calcium or magnesium com
pounds that are capable of reducing acidJ.ty (Tisdale and Nelson, 1975).
Although the term "lime" is frequently used for material such as Ca(OH)Z'
CaC03, MgC03, and calcium silicate slags, J.t correctly refers only to
CaO. The other materials are properly referred to as limestone and liming
agents. When liming agents react with acid soils, calcium or magnesium
replaces hydrogen on the exchange complex (Brady, 1974), as follows.

H,
Micelle + Ca(OH)2 --) Ca-MJ.celle + 2HZO

H/

H,
Micelle + Ca(HC03)Z --) Ca-Micelle + ZHZO + ZCOZ

H/ In solution

As the soil pH is raised, plant nutritional problems that accompany
low soil pH are reduced. Soil microorganisms, such as those responsible
for decomposition of plant residues and nitrification, are more active at
pH 5.5-6.5 (Tisdale and Nelson, 1975). NonsymbiotJ.c nitrogen fixation by
Azotobacter spp. occurs mainly in soils above pH 6.0 (Black, 1968).
Survival of symbiotic nitrogen fixing bacteria, Rhizobium spp., and
nodulation of legume roots is enhanced by liming acid soils (Pohlman,
1966). Many plant diseases caused by fungi are decreased by liming acid
soils. Infection of clover by Sclerotinia trifoliorum was greatly reduced
by liming acid soils in Finland (Black, 1968). It is also desirable to
maintain the pH of the zone of waste incorporation near neutral to minimize
the toxicity and mobility of most metals.

Good management practice requires application of enough liming agent
to raise soil pH to the desired level and addition of suffJ.cient material
every three to five years to maintain that level. Soil sampling and test
ing should be employed to predict the need for additional liming. The
hydrogen ion concentration of the soil will not reach the desired level
immediately. The change may take six to eight months and, in the case of
added dolomitic limestone, the pH may increase for five years after lJ.ming
(Bohn et al., 1979).
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8.6.1.1 L1.m1.ng Mater1.als

L1.m1.ng agents must conta1.n calc1.um or magneS1.um 1.n combination W1.th an
anion that reduces the act1.vity of hydrogen, and thus alum1.num, 1.n the s01.l
solut1.on (T1.sdale and Nelson, 1975). Many mater1.als may be used as l1.m1.ng
agents; however, lime (CaO) 1.S the most effective agent S1.nce it reacts
almost 1.mmed1.ately. Thus, l1.me 1.S useful when very rapid results are
needed. Lime is not very practical for common usage because 1.t is caust1.c,
diff1.cult to m1.X with soil, and qU1.te expenS1.ve (T1.sdale and Nelson, 1975).
The second most effective 11.m1.ng agent 1.S Ca(OH)2' referred to as slaked
lime, hydrated lime and builder's l1.me. L1.ke CaO, 1.t 1.S used only 1.n
unusual circumstances S1.nce 1.t 1.S expenS1.ve and d1.ff1.cult to handle
(Tisdale and Nelson, 1975).

Agr1.cultural l1.mestone may be calc1.t1.c 1l.mestone (CaC03)' dolom1.te
(CaMg(C03)2), or dolom1.t1.c l1.mestone, wh1.ch 1.S a m1.xture of the two.
L1.mestone is generally ground and pulver1.zed to pass a spec1.f1.ed S1.eve
S1.ze. If all the mater1.al passes a 10-mesh S1.eve and at least 50% passes a
100-mesh sieve, 1.t 1.S classif1.ed as a f1.ne ll.mestone (Brady, 1974). A
fine limestone reacts more qU1.ckly than a coarse grade. The neutral1.z1.ng
value of these l1.mestones depends on the amount of impur1.ties, but usually
ranges from 65-100% (Tisdale and Nelson, 1975).

In some eastern states, depos1.ts of soft calc1.um carbonate, known as
marl, exist. Th1.S mater1.al wh1.ch 1.S usually low 1.n magnes1.um is occaS1.on
ally used as a lim1.ng agent. Its neutral1.z1.ng value is usually 70-90%
(Barber, 1967). In areas where slags are produced, they are somet1.mes used
as lim1.ng agents but the1.r neutral1.zing value 1.S variable and usually lower
than that of marl (T1.sdale and Nelson, 1975).

Some waste materials may be suitable as lim1.ng agents and can be used
when available, but, these mater1.als are generally not as efficient as
agricultural l1.mestone. An example of a waste that may be used for lim1.ng
is blast furnace slag from P1.g iron product1.on, wh1.ch is mainly calcium and
magnes1.um alum1.nosilicates and may also conta1.n other essent1.al m1.cronutr1.
ents (Barber, 1967). Bas1.c or Thomas slag, a by-product of the open hearth
method of steel production, is h1.gh in phosphorus and has a neutral1.z1.ng
value of about 60 to 70% (Tisdale and Nelson, 1975). The compos1.tion of
slags varies quite a bit, another type of open hearth slag 1.S h1.gh 1.n 1.ron
and manganese, but has a lower neutraliz1.ng value (Barber, 1967).
Electric-furnace slag, a by-product of electr1.c-furnace reduction of phos
phate rock, 1.S mainly calc1.um s1.licate. It contains 0.9-2.3% P20S and
has a neutralizing value of 65-80% (Tisdale and Nelson, 1975). M1.scella
neous wastes such as flue dust from cement plants, refuse lime from sugar
beet factories, waste lime from paper m1.lls, and by-product l1.me from lead
mines have been used effectively as lim1.ng agents (Barber, 1967). Many fly
ashes produced by coal burn1.ng power plants are suffic1.ently alkaline to
1.ncrease the pH of soil and are frequently used to replace a portion of the
lime needed to recla1.m ffi1.ne sites (Capp, 1978).
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8.6.1.2 Calculating Lime Requirements

The lime requirement of a particular soil depends on its buffering
capacity and its pH. An equilibr1um extraction of the soil with a buffered
salt solution followed by determination of exchange acidity is a common
method for determining the lime requirement (Peech, 1965b). Many state
experiment stations have determined lime requ1rements for their major soil
series and constructed buffer curves. These curves (Fig. 8.25) relate base
saturation percentage 1n the soil to soil pH by expressing milligrams of
acidity in soil as a function of soil pH. In addition, lime requirements
are expressed in terms of the calcium carbonate equivalent (Table 8.9).

TABLE 8.9 COMPOSITION OF A REPRESENTATIVE COMMERCIAL OXIDE AND
HYDROXIDE OF LIME EXPRESSED IN DIFFERENT WAYS*

Conventional
Oxide Calcium Elemental

Forms of Content Oxide Neutralizing Content
Lime % Equivalent Power %

Commercial CaO = 77 102.0 182.1 Ca = 55.0
oxide MgO :: 18 Mg = 10.8

Commercial CaO = 60 76.7 136.9 Ca :: 42.8
hydroxide MgO = 12 Mg = 7.2

Brady (974).

When using CaC03 as a liming agent, the following formula can be used:

Required change in
base saturation x Soil CEC x 1121 = kg CaCOe

required/ha (8.6)

Using Fig. 8.25 as an example, to raise the soil pH from 5.5 to 6.0, the
base saturation must change from 0.50 to 0.75. Assuming the soil CEC is 17
meg/100 gm, the lime requirement is calculated using equation 8.6 as
follows:

0.25 x 17 x 1121 = 4764 kg CaC03 required/ha

When other liming agents are used, a correction factor is added to the
equation. This correction factor is the ratio of the equivalent weight of
the new liming agent to the equivalent weight of CaC03. For example, if
CaC03 (equivalent wt :: 50) is replaced by MgC03 (equivalent wt = 42)
the lime requirement calculated using equation 8.6 would then be:

0.25 x 17 x 1121 x 42/50 = 4287 kg MgC03 required/ha
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8.6.2 Management of Alka11ne S01ls

An estimated 4 billion kilograms of waste sulfuric acid are produced
each year in the U.S., mainly as a by-product of smelting 1ndustr1es and
coal burning power plants (Phung et al., 1978). This acid may have poten
tial for use in the reclamation of salt affected soils. In addition, sul
furic acid could be d1sposed of by land treating these wastes on saline,
saline-sod1c, and sodic soils. US1ng land treatment as a disposal mech
anism for these wastes could provide numerous benef1ts. Land treating salt
affected soils with sulfuric aC1d could increase water penetration, aid in
vegetative establishment, and 1ncrease water soluble P. Thus, the use of
surplus sulfuric acid may be benef1cia] to both farmers and waste d1sposal
operators. The value of uS1ng surplus sulfuric acid from copper smelters
to increase water penetration into sodic soils was stud1ed 1n the labora
tory. At optimum app11cation rates equ1valent to 12,000-40,000 kg/ha, the
waste acid effect1vely increased water penetration in the sod1um-affected
soil (Yahia et ale, 1975). Another laboratory study showed H2S04 to be
more effective in reclaim1ng of sodic soils than two other commonly used
amendments, CaS04 and CaC12 (Prather et al., 1978). M:J..ne sp01ls in the
Northern Great Pla1ns are generally sa11ne, calcareous shales that are
quite difficult to revegetate (Wali and Sandoval, 1975). Waste sulfuric
acid from coal burn1ng power plants could help estab11sh vegetation. One
study found that, even 1n the absence of fert1lizer, H2S04 amendments
increased the phosphorus content of th1ck spike wheatgrass and yellow
sweetclover (Melilotus officina11s) grown on mine spoil (Safay and Wali,
1979). The amount of H2S04 needed to recla1m sodic soils depends on
individual soil and water properties, and ranges from 2,000-6,000 kg/ha for
moderately sodium affected s01ls to 6,000-12,000 kg/ha for severely sodium
affected soils (Miyamoto et al., 1975).

Waste acid may provide a solut10n to nutrient deficienc1es which are
an ever present problem in calcareous soils in the Southwest. Acid appli
cation to phosphorus (P) deficient, calcareous soils in Arizona increased
the water soluble P and the P-supply1ng capacity of the soils. Tomatoes
grown on these soils amended with waste acid from copper smelters showed a
significant increase in dry matter yield and P uptake (Ryan and Stroehlein,
1979). Spot applications of acid were effectively corrected iron defic1en
cies in sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) (Ryan et al., 1974). The solubility of
the essential nutrients, manganese, zinc and 1ron, increased with applica
tion of sulfuric acid to calcareous soils (M:J..yamoto and Stroehlein, 1974).

Surplus sulfuric acid may also be a valuable addit10n for irrigation
water that contains high levels of sod1um relative to calcium. Such water,
if untreated, can adversely affect soil physical properties (Miyamoto et
al., 1975). Field studies in Texas showed that acidif1cation of irrigation
water reduced the hardness of calcareous s01ls and lowered the exchangeable
sodium percentage of the soils (Christensen and Lyerly, 1965). AC1d treat
ment of ammoniated irrigation waters reduced volat1le loss of 003 by as
much as 50% and also prevented plugging a problem often caused by calcium
and bicarbonate (Miyamoto et al., 1975).
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8.7 VEGETATION

Although vegetation is not essential, ~t may form an important part
of the ongoing management plan for the facility. Revegetation is generally
required at closure, unless a regulatory variance is granted (EPA, 1982).
In all cases, it is des~rable to establish a permanent cover following
closure to prevent long-term erosional hazards even when not strictly
required by the regulations for disposal facil~ties.

The site manager must be cognizant of the major components required to
obtain successful revegetation. The following factors are needed for
successful stand establishment and growth:

1) select~ng species adapted for the site,

2) preparation of an adequate seedbed;

3) planting during correct season;

4) planting the proper quantity of seed or sprigs;

5) planting seed at the proper depth;

6) allowing sufficient t~me for plant establishment,

7) implementing a proper fert1lizat~on program, and

8) using proper management pract~ces.

Contingency plans should provide for reseeding if the crop does not emerge
or fails after emergence.

8.7.1 Management ObJect~ves

The specif~c objectives of the overall management plan for the HWLT
unit are critical to developing a vegetat~ve management plan. Benef~cial

uses of plants include use to improve site trafficability for waste appli
cat~on or other equipment, to indicate "hot spots" where excessive quanti
ties of waste constituents have accumulated, to minimize wind and water
erosion, and to take up excess nitrogen or metals and remove excess water
to promote oxidation of organic material. An optional and especially use
ful funct~on for vegetat~on at HWLT units is runoff water treatment, where
water will be discharged under a permit there are several choices for
treating the water. One of these opt~ons ~s to establish a water tolerant
species in an overland flow treatment system. The vegetation acts to re
move certain types of contaminants from the runoff water through filtering,
adsorption, and settling. Other treatment mechanisms are enchanced with
increased wastewater detention time. Plants may also be used ~n land
treatment context for aesthetic appeal, s~nce much of the public's
perception of a problem or hazard ~s linked to the visual impression of
the facility, a green, healthy crop cover will reassure the public.
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One must recognize that there are some 1:J..m~tations associated w~th

using cover crops. Some arguments against a plant cover include the
following:

(1) maintaining concentrations of waste in soil wh~ch are not
phytotoxic may limit the allowable waste applicat~on rates
to levels far below the capacity of the soil to treat the
waste;

(2) where wastes are applied by spray irrigation, hazardous
waste constituents may stick to the plant surfaces;

(3) plants may translocate tox1ns to the food chain, and

(4) a crop cover may filter ultraviolet radiation which could
aid in the decomposition of certain compounds.

Table 8.10 presents some of the alternative management techniques that
can be used to replace the role of plants in land treatment. The uses of
plants at HWLT units are further discussed below.

Where waste is stored and applied only during the warm season and a
vegetative cover is desired, the management schedule needs to allow enough
time for the establishment of at least a temporary cover crop following
waste applications be~ore conditions become unfavorable. In situations
where waste is treated year-round, it may be desirable to subdivide the
area into plots so the annual waste application can be made within one or
two short periods. Following incorporation, surface contouring, or other
activities, each plot can be seeded.

If the objective of using vegetation ~s to take up excess nitrogen, 1t
may be desirable to harvest and remove the crop. The best use of harvested
vegetation is as mulch for newly seeded areas. The crop should not be
removed from the facility unless a chemical analysis demonstrates that it
is acceptable for the specific use. If it is not possible or necessary to
harvest the crop, it can be left in place and plowed down when another ap
plication of waste is made. In this case, the nitrogen taken up by the
crop has not been removed from the system but it has been t1ed up in an
organic form. As the crop residue decomposes, nitrogen will be slowly
released. The mineralization rate of nitrogen should be taken into account
when determining the nitrogen balance for the site.

For liquid hazardous wastes, it may be possible to use spray irriga
tion disposal in existing or newly planted forests. With proper design and
management, including controlled application rates to match infiltration
and storage, it may be possible to minimize direct overland flow of runoff
water. Water storage may be necessary to avoid application of waste during
unsuitable conditions such as when the site is already saturated. Such
systems have been used successfully for treatment of municipal sewage ef
fluent (Myers, 1974; Sopper and Kardos, 1973; Nutter and Schultz, 1975;
Overcash and Pal, 1979). The use of such systems when applying hazardous
industrial effluents should be fully Justified by pilot scale field stud1es
over a sufficient time period to demonstrate their effect1veness. In addi-
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TABLE 8.10 ALTERNATIVE MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES TO REPLACE THE ROLE OF PLANTS
IN A LAND TREATMENT SYSTEM

Plant function

Protect~ve:

Wind erosion

Water erosion

Cycling.

Transpiration

Removal

Alternat~ve management

Maintain a mo~st so~l surface

Wastes often prov~de the necessary stability when
mixed with the soil.

Min~mize slopes and use proper contouring to
reduce water flow velocit~es

Some wastes, such as o~ly sludges, repel water and
stabilize the soil against water effects.

Design runoff catchments to account for increased
sediment load.

Runoff water may need some form of treatment
before release into waterways.

Dewater the waste

Control applicat~ons of wastewater to a lower
level.

Plants have only a very ~nor role in this
respect, for organics, manage for enhanced degra
dation, for inorgan~cs, reduce load~ng rates.
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tion, a method of collecting runoff from th~s type of system would need to
be designed.

At HWLT units where l~qu~d hazardous wastes are spread on the soil
surface by irrigation or subsurface injected, it may be des~rable to main
tain a continuous vegetative cover. Another use of vegetat~on where wastes
are spray irrigated ~s as a barrier to aerosol drift. In some cases a
border of trees may be desirable.

At closure, permanent vegetat~on is established following the same
procedures used for temporary vegetat~on. In some instances, it is desir
able to cover earth structures with 10 to 15 cm of topsoil to assist in
establishing vegetat~on. Lime may need to be added to the final surface,
whether it is subsoil or topso~l, to adjust the pH for the species planted.
Liming of soils is d~scussed ~n Sect~on 8.6.1. Fertilizer and seed may
then be applied by the methods described ~n the following sections. On
critical areas, the use of sod or sprigs may be des1rable for establishing
certain species and mulching may be necessary to prevent erosion. It is
generally advisable to use a l~ght d~sc or cultipacker to anchor the
material against displacement by wind and water.

8.7.2 Species Selection

Vegetat~on should be selected which 1S easily established, meets the
desired management goals, and 1S relatively insensitive to residual waste
constituents. Common res~duals occurr~ng at HWLT units include organics,
salts, nutrients and possibly excess water. Other important considerations
include disease and insect resistance. Grasses are often a good choice
because many are relat1vely tolerant of contam~nants, can often be easily
established from seed, and can be used to accumulate nitrogen. Various
nitrogen accumulating species are d~scussed in Section 6.1.2.1.4.

Perennial sod crops adapted to the area are often the most desirable
surface cover since they provide more protection against erosion and a
longer period of ground cover than annual grasses or small grains. In cli
mates where legumes are adapted, it may be desirable to include a grass
legume mixture for the final vegetative cover to provide a low cost nitro
gen supply for the grasses. Each species in a mixture will be better
adapted to specific site characteristics than other species in that mix
ture. Rooting habits will vary according to the species planted, thus a
mixture of species may allow more effic1ent use of soil moisture and nutri
ents at various depths. In cases where a species requires intensive man
agement, it should be planted in a pure stand, many introduced grasses fall
into this category.

Water tolerance of vegetation i~ a concern at many HWLT units because
waste dewatering is a common practice. Many perennial grasses can with
stand temporary flood1ng during dormant stages; however, most of the small
grains includ1ng barley (Hordeum vulgare), oats (Avena sativa), and shallow
rooted clovers are very sensit~ve to flooding. Some relatively tolerant
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species include Dallisgrass (Paspalum dilatum), sWitchgrass (Panicum
virgatum), bermudagrass (Cynodon dactylon)~ bahiagrass (Paspalum notatum),
Reed canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea), and tall fescue (Festuca
arundinacea); however, rice (Oryza sativa) is the most water tolerant plant
available. Table 8.11 lists the relatl.ve water tolerance of various
plants.

Regardless of the specific management objectives, the species selected
must be adapted to the climate, topography and soils of the site. Vegeta
tive parameters considered during plant selection include the following:

1) ease of establishment,

2) plant productivity;

3) ability to control erosion;

4) ability to withstand l.nvasion by undesirable plants; and

5) availability of seed at a reasonable prl.ce.

Generally, seed of native species should be obtained from local sources or
within 200 miles north or south, and 100 miles east or west of the Sl.te
(Welch and Haferkemp, 1982) • Introduced plant materials do not follow
these same guidelines, they may be obtained from sources over a relatively
broad geographic range. It is highly recommended that certl.fied varieties
of either native or introduced plant materials be used when available.

GUl.dance on species adaptation is given in Table 8.11 and Figs. 8.26
and 8.27. e Other sources of information which may be useful are the highway
cut revegetation standards available from most state highway departments
and recommendations from the Soil Conservation Service, state agricultural
extension services, and/or the agronomy departments at state universitl.es.
In some instances selected plant materl.als may be used in climatic zones
other than those indicated when special conditions unique to the land
treatment unit would permit their use. For example, where irrigation is
available, the season for establishment is often longer than indicated in
Table 8.11. Thus, Table 8.11 is a general guideline and l.t is advisable to
check selections with local sources because some species are adapted only
to certain sites within a given geographl.c region.

8.7.3 Seedbed Preparation

Prior to seeding, all grading and terracing should be completed and a
good seedbed prepared. An ideal seedbed is generally free from live resi
dent vegetation, firm below the seeding depth and has adequate amounts of
mulch or plant residue on the soil surface. The most important concerns of
seedbed preparation are to reduce existl.ng plant competition and to create
a favorable microclimate for developing seedlings or sprigs.

Various methods of seedbed preparation exist; however, plowing is the
most common. Use of an offset disc one-way plow, or moldboard plow appears
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TABLE 8.11 REGIONAL ADAPTATION OF SELECTED PLANT MATERIALS

Regional adaptation Plant odaptatJon

.. .. Tolerance Sol1a
~ ~ '"..
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.. .. u •... ... " ..

acientlHc .. .. .c '" u Special.. 0 ..
na.e. .. .. .. ~ .. cons Idcrations

oS .. .. 0 .. .. and.. • • .. .. " 8.S.. .. .. .. '" .. .. adaptations
0 .. " " D .. eu " .. .. .. ... .. .. •" II " " .. .. 0 .c 0 .. ..

~'".l: g • .. .. .. .. ..
~

.. .::~ • • .. • • " .c • .c .. ".. .. .c .c .c • .c .c 0 .. > '" " ..... • .. .. .. ~ .. .. II ~ ... .c " '" ... ..,
" .. ..,

u .. " .. " ~ " .. .. 0 ..
~

0 ... ... " .. .. II ..: " ,g :2 ,g ,g :2 .. .. 2 :c 11 0 .. .. S ... 0311... x '" " Co :c u '" '" u

Aesc-hynomene X I

Alfalfa X X X X X X X X 1/ P I 6 5-7 5 2 2 1-2 2 1 I 2 4 I ~ P R 15" Sadformer Host widely used legume for range
(Hedleago~l and pasture mixtures ReqUires well-drained sandy loam to

clay soUs Great value a. soU Improving crop II fine,
mellow, firm seed bed should be prepared Sensitive to low
boron levels Deep rooted

IIlfllerla X X X X X A I 1 I 2 H P R 12" Bunchformer
(~ cicutariufII)

Al yceclover X W A I 3 1-2 2-3 I I 2 3 1
(Alysicarpus v891nalis)

Bundlef lowes:', 111.nols X X II P tl 2 I I I 5 H P R 16" Bunchforming Deep rooted EasUy established
(Desmanthus il11noensls

Bure-Iover, californIa X X X C A I 3 2 3 3 2 I 2 3 O' Seeding rate based on hulled seed Prefers moist, well-
(!ledleago hlsplda\ drained feetlle solls Short season annual which usually

re-seeds Produces less than crimson or arrowleaf clover
Prefer solls high in calcium

Burclover a C A I 3 2-3 3 3 2 I 2 3 O' SQeding rate based on hulled seed Prefers soils high in
southern or spotted calcium
(MedlCagO~)

Burnet, small X X C I l I 3 2 I 2 7 9 Forb with persistpnt lQaves
(San9uisorba .!!!!.!!.2!.)

Bushsunf lower annual X A N 2 I I /I P R 16 Bunchformer
(~ exarlstata)

Buttonclover a C II I 3 2 3 3 2 I 2 Prefer sods high in calcium Common I y used in over~eedlnq of
(HedlcagO orbicularIs) bermudagrass
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TABLE 8.11 (continued)

.j::-.

'-l
'-l

RCCjl0na:l adaptdtlon ()lant arlaptatlon

~ ~ Tolerance SOlIsc
~

'0

;; ~

~ u ~

Common and ~ .... " " Spec1al
SClentlhc 0. 0. .c '0 u

" a ~ conslderatlons
names " " ~ "" c ~ ~ a " " and

~ ~ ~ ~ " " c a~
~ ~ " .. '" ~ ~ adaptat 10ns
a " " C> .0 "

~

u c " " " '" ~ II ~ "" " c c " " a .c " >- III
U a ~ " .. " ~ ~ ~ " " ..,'"
~ E ~ ~ .. ., .. ~ c .c ~ ~ .c ~ o.c

'" " .c .c .c ~ .c .c a " > '" c ~

~ ~ " .. " ~ .. ... " ~ ~ .c " '0 ~ '0 E >- '0
U .. " .. " '0 " " ~ a .. '" a .... ... c ~ ~ ,,~

~
c a a J? ~ a £ ~ " ~

:c ~ tI a ~ ~ S <1 ;9m.. III Z :c III III C> 0. :c u VI VI

- 2-) 2 1 1 9 Adapted to cool J moist 91 tesClover, alslke X X I X X C P I 5 0-7 5 1-2 ) 1 1 Noncreepi 09 Common! y used in

(~ hybridum) lrrlqc!ted pasture mIxtures Generally dIes after 2 years
Not recommended in areas of South where Ladino clover is
adapted Also produced in many parts of the northeast

2
,

based scarIfiedClover, arrowleaf a C A 6 0-6 5 J 2 1-2 3 1 1 2 5 SeedJ."9 rate on seed Less tolerant of

(~ veslculosuPl) acidity and low fertility than crimson clover Should use
Pelinor adhesive and art:'owleaf clover invurlum (type 0)
Scarification is benefIcial due to hard seed content (~70')

Clover, ball X C A I 1-2 2 1 1 1 I' Tall growth form Produces 9r owth one month later than

(~ nlqrescens) crimson clover Excellent reseeder

Clover, berseea X b C A I 1-2 3 Produces "",re forage in winter than most legumes Erect

(~ alexandrinum) 9rnwth habi t

Clover crimson • X X X C A I 5 7+ 3 3 1 2 2 1 2 6 3 H P R 14 Bunchformer Winter legume Readily reseeds

(1'rifoliwu incarnatum) itself Tolerant of medium soil acidity Thrive on both
clay and sandy soils 1'olerant of vide ranqe of climatic
conditions Thrives in association with other crops, such as
coastal bermudagrass COMmOnly have )0 to 75\ hard seed

t.lover, hop (small) X C A I Shallow extensive root system Very competitive with the

(~dubium)
associated grass Do not seed alone due to wind damage on
young seedling",

Clover, persian X C A I 1-2 2 3 2 1 2 3' Used for solI improvem.ent

(~ reSUPlnatulll)

Clover, red X X I X X X ~-W D I 6 0-7 0 2 3 1 3 2 1 2 J 2 H P R 19 Bunchformer biennial, acts as short-lived

(~ pratense) perennial but readily reseeds under mesic conditions
Noncreeping Prefers fertile, "ell-drained soils hi9h in
lime hut will grow on moderately acid soils often sepded
with othel:' legume", and grasses Susceptable to crown rot,
southern anthracnose, and mildew Hyperaccumulates zinc

Clover, rose X X X C A I 3 1 3 2 2 i 2 6 2 M P R 12 Bunchfol:'mer Widely seeded in California on

(~~)
annua 1 grassland and brush burns Readily reseeds Estab-
1 ished in TfIloxas Grows and persists ""ell In areas of limited
rainfall (18-25" per year) Northeast Texas growth limited
to f"arly CJpl:'ing season Will 91:'0W well in association with
summer perC"nlual grasses Does not do well in poorly drained
arpas

--cont1nued--



TABLE 8.11 (continued)

1Io"llonal adaptation Plant adapt&tlon
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Clover, 80ur X " Secn in volunteer- .tands by roadside. NUl tolerate ""re(HelllotuB !!!!!!£!) acid soU. than other members of IIe1Uotus qenesls

Clover, atrawberl:'Y X I I X N P I I 3 2 1-2 1 I 1 3 0 H P R 19" Sodformer Creeping by rhizomes, low growing(!!lli.!!!!!! fraglferulI) Best use is on wet, salty sites Very hardy legume

Clover, subterranean X X C " I 2 1-2 2-3 2 2 I I 13 4 II P R 16" Sod former Nell adapted for Interseeding mesic(!!lli.!!!!!! lSubterraneufI annual grasslands in CaUfornla Good winter growth Doe.
best on well-drained, fertile, 10BI'I solIs ..,1t.h roderate rain-
fall Used for erosion control, hay, pasture, soil improve-
ment and seed production Pros tra te growth habit Tolerant
of acid soils

Clover, white (Ladlno) X X I I I X X X C P 1 6 0-7 0 1-2 3 2 2-3 2 1 2 1 5 H P R 10" Sodformer Used in pasture mixtures on mesic or
(Trlfollu.. repens) irrigated 01 tes Creeping by stolons Used in association

wi th grasses and other legumes Used for soil improvement,
erosion control an~ wildlife Requires adequate quantities
of available phorphorus, potash and calcium Stand thickness
decreases after several years

Cowpeas X X N " I 30 0 One of the most extensi ve legumes
(Vlgna~)

Crownvetch X X X X X C P I 5 5-7 5 2-3 1-2 1 I 1 2 3 C' II P R 18" Sodforll'ling Should BeacHy seeds liard seed
(~l!!ill) may be up to 90' Best adapted to fertlie well-drained

solls however, will tolerate some "'eqree of Infertility and
acidity after established excellent for erosion control
Slo~ to establish but. aggressive upon establishment Common-
ly seeded with ryegrass

Field pea X X X X C A 3 1-2 2 2 2 Fall seedIng In cotton qrowing states Grows well on all
(Pisulll~ soils except wet an~ poorly drained types Grown for hay,
8ubsp ~) silage pasture, seeri and green manure

Flat pea X X C P 4 0-6 0 2-3 i-2 I i 1 1 iO 0 Seed may be toxic to grazing animals Slow germination but
(La thyru. sylvestris) aggres!:11 ve lIpon establishment CUMbing growth forn'l Houn-

tains a pure stand bettet" than most legume", Rhl2:0matous

Gaillardia, slender X X P If 1 2 3 H P R 15" Bunchformer Also adapted to part of Inter-
(Gaillardia " mountain reglon
pinnatind. )

Indlqo, hairy X W A 5 5-7 Q 2-3 i 2 2 Fairly del!p rooted nod upright

--contl.nued--



TABLE 8.11 (continued)

RegIonal adaptatlon Plant adaptation
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~
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Koehl, prostrate or X X X X P I 3 1 1 1-2 1 1 1 1 7 'I P R 12 8unch former Loog liv"d Extensive root
prostrate summercyprcss system
(!2£!!.! prostrata)

Kudzu X ~I P I 2-3 1-2 3 1 2 2 Plant at 4 1 xS' spacing Very littl" seed produced under
(~~) southern cUmatic condItions Slow to establish, however,

grows rapl~ly after etabl ishment Will not tolerate close
mowing Other legumes are bett"r adapted In th" Sputheast
Since they are easier to establish and I1'Ore ptoductb,e

Lespedeza, blcalor b A 5 0-6 0 2 1-2 3 1 1 Grows In low f"rtillty soils Generally not used for
(Lespedeza~) forage

Lespedeza, colMlon (kobe) b a b W A I 5 0-6 0 2 2 2 3 3 1 1 6 3" S""d rate bas"d on unhull"d seeds Low growing Better
(Lespedeza !!!.!ill) adapted to Texas than Korean lespedeza Important for pas-

ture, hay and soil improvement Grown in assocIation with
other ct:ops Neutral to acid soils Susceptible to bac-
terIal wilt tar spot, poWdery mildew, and southern blIght

Lespedeza, Korean b a b W A I 5 0-7 0 2 2 2 3 3 1 1 6 3" Mard seed 40-60\ Responds to lim" and fertilIzer appllca-
(Lespedeza stipulacea) tions Good for .oil imptovement, hay and seed W,ll grow

on most soil Inclu~ln9 poor aod acid Boils however, less
tolerant of acid <;01 Is than common le"Jpededeza Susceptible
to bacterial wilt, tar spot, powd"ry mildew, and southern
blight

Lespedeza, prostrate b P 5 0-7 0"
(LeSeedezi daurica
var sch madal)

Lespedeza, sericea b X b W P I 4 5-7 0 2-3 1-2 2 2 1 1 6 3" Spcd should b" scarifled SecdIng rate based 00 scarIfied
(Lespedeza ~) s(>Pr'l Since thet'(! 10; usually 7S\ or more harci seed Valu'lble

on badly depleted soils as a pIoneering legume Tolerant to
low f"rt111ty Shoul~ oot be mowed 10 late surnmer--plant
r"'Serve huil~lng ~as not pprforrned well in Texas Bunch-
lIke growth habit

Medic, black X X C A I 6 0+ 2 1 2 2 1 1 5" Secd sC'arse (no colt\m~rclal cultivers) I)s,-- alfalfa 1n oculum
(Ydlow trefo11) A<1,pteri to lIme solls
(Medlcago lupul1na)

--cont1.nued--



TABLE 8.11 (continued)
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Kilkvetch, cleer X X X X b W I 5 0-6 0 2 2 1-2 2 1 I 2 6 0 H P R IS Sodformer Low 9fO\l109 perennial Fair to good
(Astragalus ~) pre>duction Rhi~omatous Erratic in otand establishment

Non-bloatin') Does not accumulate selenium Hard seed coa t
Long-lived

PenstelUOn, palmer X P II 1 1 1 H P R IS" Sodform.er Short-lived Also adapted to part
(~palmeri) of Intermountain region

Penatemon. Rocky Moulltain X X X X P II 1 2 3 H P R IS Bunchformer Goe>d seedling vigor Adapted to
(~~) parts of Intermountain and Southwest

Poppies, gold X X A II 1 2 2 H P R 10" Bunchforater
(EBChscholtzla spp I

Prairieclover purple X X X X a W P tl 2 1 1 H P R IS" Bunchformer Excellent seed producer
(Petalostenlull
purpureum)

Prairleclover Whlte X X X P II 1 1 1 H P R 14 Bunchformer
(Petalostemulll~)

Sainfoin X X X 1 3 2 2 3 1 1 2 16 S H P R 16" Bunchformer Nonbloating legume Deep rooted
(Onobrychis "iclafolla) species We11 adapted to dry calcareous soils

Slngletary pea (Rough) X C A I 1 2 1 1 S S Should scarify seed Grows on soils too wet for other winter
(Lathyrus~) legomes Used for hay Good soil improving crop Seed Is

pOisonous to anll1lal'J

Sunflower, maxinailian X X X W P tl 2 1 3 I 1 1 o 3 /I P R IS" Sod former Does not invade or spread like IlOst
(Helianthus maxlmillana sunflowers Regeneration forms nnq around pre'lious years

growth Easily established

Sweetclover, stlff X X P N 1 1 2 II P R 16 Sod former
(Hellanthus
laetlf lorus)

Sweetclover, white X X X X X X X b C B I 6 O-S 0 2 1-2 1 1-2 1 I 1 3 4 H P R 16" Bunchformer Seed of sweetclover should be
l~i01bal scarifipct Used for green manure mar" than forage £'Xcel-

lent 'Jeedling vigor.. Tall growing Goe>d SOlI improving crop
due to lat'ge t,p root Matures ahead of cotton root-rotI 'nfection IJnrp llable seed production Suscept lb Ie to
sweetclover weevil root borer and aphid

--cont~nued--
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Sweetc lover, yellow X X X X X X X b C A I 6 o-s 0 2 1 1 2 I I I 3 4 M P R 16" Bunchforl'ler More tolerant of drought and com-
(~ officinalisl petition but has a shcrter growth period than white sweet~

clover Reseeds better than white 8weetc lover Acts like
biennial if spring seeded One of the best soil improving
crops due to deep tap root Seeds should be scarified
Unusually suscept j ble to injury from a number: of chemicals
used for weed control Can be established better than white
sweetclover in dry conditions Neutral to alkaline and weil
drained sol Is Susceptible to s..,eetclover weevil, root borer
and aphid

Tt"efoi 1, birdsfoot X X I [ X a X W P I 5 0-7 5 1-2 2-3 2 1-2 2 1 1 2 1 M P R IS" Bunch former Does not cause bloat RhizOIIa-
(~ corniculatusl tous Mostly used in irrigated pastures May be difficult

to establ ish Should be planted in mixture with a grass spe-
cies New varieties are being developed for the Southeast
which are resistant to crown and root diseases Also adapted
to part of Southern Great Plains

Vetch, American X X X X X P N 2 1 1 M P R 18" Sodformer
(y.!£.!! alflerlcana)

Vetch, common a X X C A I 3 1-2 2 2 1 2 8 7" Used In combination with small qrains--vetch-rye combination;
(Y!.lli~) less wlnter hardy thap, other vetches Best adapted to well

drained, fertile loam. soils

Vetch, hairy a X X X X a X C A I 5 0-7 5 2 2 1-2 1-2 1 1 1 5 6" M P R IS" Sodforll\er Host winte["-hardy of cultivated
(y'!£'!!~1 vetches most widely grown

Vetch, narrowleaf X X C A 3 I 1 1 10 0 Often seen in volunteer stands Prefers well <trained soils
(Vioia sativa Identi fled by black pOds Limited use
vu nigra)

Vetch winter (woodly pod) ~ X X X C A I 2 2 1 2 M P R 12" aunchformer Less coli! tolerant and more heat
(y.!£.!! dasycarpa) tolerant than hairy vetch Prefers well rlrained SOlIs

Zexmenia, orange X P N 1 1 1 M P R IS" Bunchforrne["
(~hisplda)

--contJ.nued--
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Bahiagrass X II P 1 4 5-7 5 I 2 3 1 I I I 5 2 H P II 30" Sodformer Rh 1zoma tous Keep young by mowing(P"aPalai notalum
an me ar-

aarley X X X X X C A I 5 5-7 a 2-3 2 1 2 3 o·
(~ vulgare)

Beachg rass, American X X c-w P 2-3 1-2 I I I I I 3 COmlonly sprigged 17-18" apart Rhitontatous Adapted to
IAmmo\,¥lla areas around the Great Lakes and the East Coast to North
brevi 9ulata) Carolina Possible: use in gully bottoms

Bermudagrass X X X X W P 1 4 5-7 5 I 1-2 3 I I I 2 I 0 H P II 16 Sod forming Keep young by mowing and ample
ICynodon da.tylon) tertii hatton Host varieties must be grown from sprigs at

2 1(2' sp",cing however, common and UK 37 can be seeded Does
be~t at pll of 5 5 and above

Bluegrass, big X X X X C II 1-2 i-2 1 3 I I 2 I 5 H P II 12" Bunchgrass Seed in pure stands
(~ amplal

Bluegrass, bulbous X X C P 1 3 I I 2 2 I I I 9 Good erosion control' spreads by ""rial bulbets and swollen
(~~l stem bases Low yield unrelIable prodocer

Bluegrass, Canada X X a X C P I 4 5-7 5 2 2 I 2 2 2 8 7 Docs well on soil too low in nutrients to support good stands
l!2!, compressa) of Kentucky bluegrass.

Bluegrass Canby X X X C P N I I I 2 H P II 10" Bunchgrass Adaptec'l to shallow sl tes
(~ canbYl)

Bluegrass Kentucky X X X X X C P 1 5 5-7 0 2 2 I 3 3 I I o 8 Excellent sod formation Reproduced by seeds, ti llers, and
(~ pratensis) rhi7omeC{ Low product ion and summer dormancy Umi t use, how-

ever, will grow on disturbed sites Adapted to llorthern
Great Plains and Intermountain region where roisture IS plen-
tiful Shallow rooted

Bluegrasc; r upland X X X C P I I 1 1 2 H P II 16" Bunchgrass Adapted to shallow sItes
(~ gla.ucantha)

Bluestems \F\nge\ton, X X W P 1 2 1-2 2-3 2 3 3 I i 0 H P R 25-30 Bunchqrass
GorfiQ Hedio)
(Dlchanthium aristatum)

Dluestem blg X X X a W P N 5 0-7 5 2 2 I 2 2 I 2 6 0 H P R 25 BtJnchgrass very productive on mesic SItes
(Andropogon gerardu) Strong deep rooted Ef feeti ve In control I Ing erosion

--cont1nued--
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Bluestem, cane X X W P tI 1 2-S 0 2 2 I I H P R 12" Bunchqrass Adapted to ca lcareous sites Seed

( AndroPo90n barbinod18 ) avaIlable 1n limited quanltles

Blueste., Caucasian X \~ P I 2 2 2 2 2 I 1 1 2 H P R lS" Bunehgrass Genera By seeded In pure stann An

(Bothr1ochloa Old World bluestem
~)

Bluestem, Kleber9 X \1 P I 2 1 2 2 2 I 1 1 2 H P R 20- Bunchgrass

(OlchanthiulI~J

81uestem Httle X X X X X W P N 6 O-S 0 2 2 1 3 1 1 1 3 4 H P R 16-20 Bunchgrass Dense root system wIth short

(Schlzachyrium rhizomes Hore drought tolerant than b1g bluestem Good

scoparlum.) surface protectlon

Bluestem, Old World X X b W P I 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 It P R U"
(Dlcanthium spp -
Bothrlochloa spp)
(blend)

Bluestem, sand X X X W P tI 2 2 1 3 I 2 3 6 0 11 P R 14-lS Sod former Rhizomatous Very productlve on

(~~d~~m~ny;:rradll
mesIC sandy sOlI

EtuclPllus)

81uestem, yellow X X a W P I 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 It P R 16" Bunchgrass Adapted to shallow and calcareous
(80thrlochloa sites

18chaemum)

Brlstlegrass, plains X X W P N 3 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 0 It P R 12- 8unchgrass Well adapted to disturbed sites

(~ Ij)UCOPlla or Good seed producer Hay produce more than one crop dependlng
macrostac ya) on n'IOisture

Brame CalifornIa X X C A II 5 5-S 0 1 1 2 3 It P R 14" Bunch9t'ass Self seedlng

(~~)

BrO\llle, meadow X X L I I 2 1 I H P R n- 6unch9ras5 Rapid establishment
(~ bieberstelnll)

Brome, mountain X X X C P N 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 12 4 H P R IS- Bunchgrass Not commonly used

(~ marginatuB)

--continued--
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BroMe, red b X X C A I " P R 12- Bunchgr-aes CuItivara are unavailable
(~~l

BroMe, 8l'1iooth X X X X X X X X C P I 5 5-8 0 2 2 I 2 2 1 1 6 0
" P R 17- Sedfor..ing Excellent gra8s for use with aIfal-

(~~) fa Reproduces by seed r tillera and rhh""",a

BroJlegrass, field X X C A I 6 0-7 0 2 2 12 0 Bunchgrass Extensive fibrou.s root syste.. Rapid growth and
(~ !.E!!!!!!!.!.l easy to estabI Ish

Buffalograss X X W P II 6 5-8 0 2 1 1 2 3 1 1 16 0 " P R 15- Sadfor",ing Seeding rate based on seed in bur
(~ dactyloldesl Seeding rate for grain is 3 0 PLS Low production Seed

only in mixtures Seeded or transplanted by stolons or rhI-
zomes Also adapted to part of southwest region

Buffelqrass X W P I 1 3 3 2 1 2 3 0 " P R 16" Bunchgrass Mostly rhizomatous HiggIns.
(~~) Nueces, and Llano ran be seeded at 1 5 Ib PLS/A

Canarygrass, reed X X X X X a X C P II 5 0-7 5 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 6 Sodformlng Cut to prevent maturity, seeded, or spread by
(~ arundinacea) sod or culm cuttings Will endure sUbmerl]ence Seed does

not store well

Carpetgrass X W P [ 2 3 2-3 1 1 2 5 0 Stolen! ferous Forms a very dense sod
(AJtonopus compressus)

Centipedegrass X b X W P [ 3 2 2 2 Hakes a close turf and is very aggressi"e Sod or stolons,( Eremochloa no seeil available Easily established, forms a dense turfophluroldes) Legumes not recommended because of its aggressIve nature

Chess soft X C A I 2 1 1 H P R IS" 8unchgrass Sel f seeding Also used In Geor-
(~~) gia

Cottontop, California or X X W P tI 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 H P R is· 8um:hgrass Reproduces by seen Good seed se tA.rizona (D19itaria Adapted to calcareous ..itea
californlca.. or
Trlchacfine californica)

Curlymesquite. common X X W P N 2-3 1 2 1 1 " P R 14" CuI ti Vars are unavailable Stoleniferous
(~ belangeril

--cont~nued--
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Oallisgrass X I I X W P I 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 4 0 Difficult to establish stand because of low geJ:'",inatlng seed
(Paspalum~) Use in combination with legumes

Deertongue X W P N 3 8-5 0 1-2 2 1 1 1 2 5 0 Bunehgras9 with strong fibrous root system Spreads by
(~ clandestlnum) rhizomes Adapted to low fertility solIs Requires 30 days

, of field stratlfieation, therefore plant in late fall or
very early spring

Dropseed, giant X X W P tl 1 2 3 H P R 9· Bunchgrass Adapted to part of Intermountain
(Sporobolus glganteus I region

Dropsced, mesa X X W P tl 2 1 3 H P R 8· Bunchgrass J\lso adapted to part of lnter-
(Sporobolus~) mountaln regIon Short-lived

Dropseed, sand X X X X W P tl 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 o 3 H P R 10· Bunchgrass Adapted to shallow and calcareolls
(Sporobolus sites Excellent ,,*,ed producer Seeded on dry s1 tea where
cryptandrus) better forages not adapted

Dropseed, spIke X X X W P N 1 2 3 H P R 10· Bunchgrass Adapted to shallow S1.t:es ~xcel-
(Seorobolus contractus) lent:. seed produeer Cultivars not available

Fescue, annual b X X C A I 1 1 1 1 H P R 10· Bunchgrass Arid tolerant:. Aggressive Excel-
(~ mega lura ) lent hbrous root system and seedling vigor

Fescue, Arizona X X C P tl 1 1 2 2 H P R 16· Bunchgrass Adapted to shallow sites
(~ arizonica) ,

Fescue, hard X X X C P I 5 5-6 5 3 2 1 3 2 1 1 2 3 H P R 14· Bunchgrass Used mostly In erOS1.on control
f Festuca ovina robust form
var-d"Ur1.uscula)

Fescue, Idaho X X C P tl 31- 2 1 3 2 1 1 1 9 H P R 16· Bunchgrass Reproduces by seeds Lack of good
(~ Idahoensis) seed yields restrict is use

Fescue, meadow a X X X X C P I 2 2 3 2 1 4 0 Valuable 1n Paci fle Coast region (La). of limitpd value else-
(~!!ill2!) where Dlsappearlng rather qUlckly, except:. on heavy rooist

solls

Fescue, red (creeping) X X C P tl 5 0-7 5 2 2 1 3 2- 1 1 10 Remains green durlnq summer Goon seeder WIde adaptation
(~rubra) Slow to establi.h

Fescue, sheep X X C P N 1 1 1 1 1 II P R 10· BunchgrasOJ
(~ovina)

--contJ.nued--
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Fescue, tall X X I X I X X X C P I 5 0-8 5 1-2 2-3 1-2 1 2 1 1 3 8 tI P R 20" Bunchgraas GeneraUy seeded in pure .tand.,
(~ arundinacea) however. be.t re.ult. will be obtained by planting with an

adapted legume Rapid germination and vigorous seedUngB
Ea.y to e.tabUsh Deep rooted

xFescue, Thur-ber
(~~l

Fountalngrass
(Penniaetua~)

Foxtail, creeping

(:~~:i~~~:UB)
a X

x

X X

C P Il

W P I

C P I

2 I 1

1 I 2

H P R 16- Bunchgrass

H P R 8" Bunchgrass Seed difficult to harvest

K P R 119- Sod former Acia tolerant Strong rhizomes

H P R 20" Sod former
in mixture on wet sites

Cultivars are not available

Foxtail, meadow
(Alopecurus
pratenals)

Galleta, big
(~ riglda)

a X I

X

a C

W

P I

P N

2-3 2 1 1

2 2 I

2 2

H P R 9 C;odforrning

Slightly rhizomatous Very useful

Galleta, common
(~ JamesU)

b X X W P II 1-2 2 3 I 1 11 P R 12"
able

Sod former Rhizomes No cultivars are avail-

Grama, black
(~ eriopoda)

x X X W P II 1 1 3 1 5 f\ P R 10 Sodfor..ing Good quality .eed is .caree Hay
be d1fficult to establish Adapted to shallow and calcareous
s1tes

Gt'ama, blue
(~ gracIlis)

~x X X I~ P N 6 0-8 5 2 2 I I ISH P RIO" Bunchgrass Generally seeded 1n mixtures More
drought tolerant than sideoats Extensive root system Poor
seed availab11lty

2 1 1 5 5 t1 P R 14 Bunchgrass rarely forms a sod Grows well in
m1xtures of warm-se-ason grasses Rh1zomatous May be re-
pl"ce~ by blue grama in dry areas Helps control wind ero-
sion 1\dapten to shallow ano calcareous sites

3 2 1 2 5 H P R 16 C;odformlng Also adapted to C;outhwest under
irrigat"'n COI'~ltlons Pnmary specles for seed1ng California
coastal and 1nl '1nct zonec; Rh1zomatous

Grau, sideoats
(Bouteloua
~ula)

Hardinggrass
(Phalaris tuberosa
var-stenoptera')

Indlangrass
(SorghastrulU~)

X

X X X X a

X

X X X X X

W P N 6 0-7 5

C P I 5 5-7 5

W P Il 5 5-7 5

1 2

2 1 1 2 4 5 H P R 22 Sodforming Provldes qUlck ground cover
zomatous HC"'8VY seed produc,,",r

Rhi-

--cont~nued--
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Johnsongt=-Ass 1 X X X W P 1 1 1-2 2 1 1 1 7 4 H P R 18" 8unchgrass tU1 i zOl'l'la tous Difficult to eradl-
ISorCJhulR halpense) cate, therefore prevent froM spreading to cultivated land..

lIell potential Very productIve

Kleingrass X X W P 1 1 2 3 2 2 I 1 2 0 H P R 20" Bunchgrll.ss Some varieties are rhizoutoulS
(~~)

Lovegrass, antherstone X Ii P 1 1-2 I I 2 H P R 11" Large vigorous bunchgrass Generally larger and
( Eragrollt18 ItOr" productive than either Lehmann or weeplnCJ lovegrass
atheratonei) G<>od aeedlln9 vl90r

Lovegrass, Boer X X W P 1 3 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 0 H P R 10" Bunchqrass Productive
(£ragrostis
chloroaelaa)

Lovegrass, Korean b b W 5 5+
(Eragrostis
fer rung lnea)

Lovegrass, Lehmann X X X W P 1 3 1 3 2 I 1 2 2 0 H P R 10" Bunchgrass Smaller and less cold tolerant than
(Eragrostls Boer and weeping loveqrass Reseeds quickly aftec disturb-
lehmanniana) ance Generally seerled in pure stands Also adapted to

(~ lehmann lana x Southern Great: PlaIns 151 Adapted to calcareous sites
~ trlchophora)

Lovegrass,.. plains X X W P N 1 1 1 2 0 1\ P R 16" Bunchgrass
,Eragrostls intermedia)

Lovegrass, sand X X b II p N 6 0-7 5 3 1 1-2 3 1 2 3 2 0 H P R 18" bunchgrass 'ieed 1n mixtures Short llved but
(£ragrostis~) read 11y reseeds Itself Fair seed avallability Adapted to

calcareous sites

Lovegras8, weeping X X X W P 1 4 5-8 0 2 2 2 2 1 I 1 2 0 M P R 16" Bunchgrass Seeded mostly in southern Great
(Eragrostis ~) Plains and in pure stands Adapted to low-fertlllty sites- Rapid ear ly 9rowth good root system Grows well on infer-

tilp "oils

Lovc9rass, wi Iman X X X W 1 1 3 l 1 1 2 2 0 H P R 10" aunchqrass Adapted to calcareous sites
(Ersgrost is Guperba)

--cont~nued--
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Hlllet, browntop X Ii A II Rapidly growing Temporary erosion control
(~~1

Hlllet, foxtail X Ii A 4 5-7 0 2 3 5' Bunchgrdss Goocl seedbed preparation Irlllportant
(~ ll!.ll£!1

Hi llet, Japanese X X C A 1 4 5-7 0 1 3 5' Requires good seedbed preparatIon Produces luge amount of
(Eehlnoehloa eruogalll) organic material on poor or marginal solJs

Hlllet, pearl X W A 3 I 6 3' Bunchgrass Proper management Is very Impot'tant
(Pennisetull typha-Ides)

Millet, prosQ X Ii A 1
(~~)

Huhly, bUsh X X Ii P II 2 1 1 Il P R g" Bunchgras5 Adapted to Part of Intermountain
(lIuhlenbergla pOrterl) region Adapted to shallow sites Seed generally unavail-

able

Nuhly, mountain X X Ii P II 2 1 I H p R 13" Bunchgrass Adapted to shallow sites
(Huhlenbergia~l

HUhly, spike X X Ii P II 1 1 2 H P R 13" Bunchgrass
(Huhlenbergla wrlghtll)

Natalgrass X X W P I 1 1 3 M P R 19" Bunchgrass Adapted to shallow sites Short-
(Rhynchelytrum ~) lived

Needle-and-thread X X X X C P II 1 1 2 3 M P R 10" Bunchgrass Adapted to shallo,", and calcareous
(Stlpa~) sites Problem wi th seed harvest.ing and availability

Needlegrass, green X X X C P II 2 2 1 2 2 1 I 4 8 H P R IS" BunchgraS9 Seeded in mi xtures Low seed qual-
(Stlpa vlrldula) ity delayed qermlnation

Oatgrass, ta.ll X X X X X C P I 5 0-7 5 2-3 2 2 2 1 1 1 11 6 Rapld-delJ"e loplnq, short-l i ved bunch9rass adapted to m.esic
(Arrhenathe-rua~) slt'!s tnfrequently used in new secdinqs Less heat toler-

ant than orchardgrass e)Ccept in northeast

Oats X X X C A I 5 5-7 0 3 2 20· ReqUIreS nitrogen for qood gro.... th
(~llilli)

--contl.nued--
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10- Bunchgrass

shes ",ell froU!: brod]castlnq on wet Salls \'hdely
to mixtures on solIs too wet for other grasses

by rhizomes

20 High sod ium tolerance Also adapted to southern
f southwest and southern Great plalns Most useful in
'tions of South Texas where other grasses are not as
apted

20- Sod former Also adapted to part of Southwest
shed uSIng vegetative materials Grows to 10' tall

30 Commonly planted at I to 1-1/2 rhizomes (12-18
per foot of row CreepIng rhizomes and stolens
shed uSIng vegetative materi.al Heavy duty shorelIne
ion

IS- Bunchgrass Adapted to irrlgated or naturally
ites Develops rapidly and 19 long llved Seeded In
s Tolerates shade Hare summer growth than timothy

megrass Matures early Tends to be inf.erior to tall
foE' cover establishment and perSIstence
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X I I I I X X X C P I 5 0-1 5 2-3 2-3 2 2-3 2 I 2 2 4 " P R
mesic
mbctur
or br<l
fescue

X W P I 2 .3 3 2 I 1 Stolon
areas
cutttn

X X X W P I 3 2 3 2 2 1 1 2 0 " P R
good s

b W P I I 3 3 Propag
avalla

X C .p [ " P R

[ I I X X X C P I 4 0-1 5 I 2-3 1 2 2 I I o 3 Establ
adapte
Spread

X X X X X c-w P N 1 3 1 2 I I I " P R
long)
Establ
protee

X X If P [ I I 1 2 Jl P R
Establ

X J( X C A I 2-3 1 2 I 2 11 0 " P R
Shot"t-

1 X X W P [ 2 2 3 I 2 I I 1 0 H P R
parts
dry po:
well a

Common and
SClentLflC

names

Panlcqr8ss, blue
(~ antidotaleJ

Paragrass
(~ purpurascens

Perlagrass or Koleagrasc;
(Phalaris tuberosa
V1i1rtTgIUiiilS)

Redtop
(Agrostis alba)

Pangolagrass
(Oig1 tarla decumbens J

Reed, giant
(Arundo donax)

Reed, common
(Phragmltes~
~I

Orchat"dgt'ass
(Dactylis glolllerata)

Rho l"'''Jgrilss
(Chloris gayana)

Rescuegrl:lss
(8romlls catharticus or
UilIOlOldes)

+:-
00
~
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Ricegcass, Indian X X X X X C P N 3 1 1 2 1 1 3 4 , H P R 1" Bunchgrass Hard, impermeable Be-ed makes seeding
(Oryzopla hyaena Idea I success unces:-tain Difficult to establlsh Reproduces by

seeds

Rye, winter X X C II 1 5 4-1 5 2-3 1 1 2 2 30 Extensive root systera Generally used as temporary cover
(~~) Docs not persist more than a year or two out of cultivation

Rye-grass, annual X X X X X C II I 5 5-1 5 2 3 2 2 2 1 1 3 5 H P R 25" Bunchgrass Exee llent for temporary cover Can
(~ Dultlflorull) be establ ished under dry and unfavorable conditions Quick

gecm.inatlon I rapid seedling qrowth

Ryegrass, perennial a X 1 b X b C P 1 6 0-1 0 2 3 2 2 2 1 1 3 5 H P R 25" Rapid developing, short-lived bunchgrass Gen-
(~perennel erally u-scd as short term seeding Easy to establ ish

Ryegl:'aSB, Wi_era X t A 1 1 2 1 1 H P R 11" Bunchgrass Short-llved
or 5....1.5
(!:.2ll.!!!!! rlgldulIl

Sacaton, alkali X X X X W P II 1 2 1 1 3 2 1 1 0 H P R 10" Bunchgrass Desirable for seeding on sallne
(Sporobolus~) areas Seed avai lable frOll\ native harvest Seeds remaln

vlahle for ....ny years Reprodl1ces by seeds and tillers
CuI ti val'S not avai lable

Salt<jrass, inland X X W P II 1-2 1 2 1 1 H P R 14 Sodform.ing Poor seE::d producer Seed unavail-
(Distlchlis strlcta) able

Sandreed, prairie X X II P II 6 O-S 0 3 1 I 3 1 2 3 3 2 H P R 11" Sodformln9 SeedIng limited by inadequate seed(CalalllOvllfa supplies and low seed quality Seed common ln oa t i ve grasslong ifolia) seed harvest Rhizom.atous

Slenderstem X W P 2 3 3
(Digltarlal

Smilograss b C P 1 3 1 3 2 1 1 1 5 Ii P R 16" Bonchgrass Adapted to broadcast seedling after
(Oryzopis~) disturbance Used pr1ncipally 1n Cal1fornla Reproduces by

seeds and ti llers Also adapted to portion of Pennsylvania,
Maryland and Virginia

Sorghull alraum. X X a W P 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 15 0 H P R IS" Bunchgrass
(Sorghull ~I

SprangIetop green X X b W P N 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 7 H P R 10" Bunchgrass
(Leptochloa ~l

--contl.nued--



TABLE 8.11 (conhnued)

not available

Specla 1
Ideratlons

and
aptat lons

d management SImIlar to beardless
vailable Reproduces primarily by
and calcareous sites

Stands thl.cken sooner and spread
also leafier ann fIner stemmed

fa Best results at altitudes of
ablished and extremely long lIved
lers

ry cover

roductlve on meS1C SItes and under
by seeds, tIllers and rhizomes

Adapted to shallow and calcareous
lly avaIlable

Seed 1.ng rate for Alamo IS 2 a
ed In warm season grass mlxes on
~roJed aCId and low fertility SOlI
nd terJ:"ace outlets

ixtures such as alfalfa and clover
nnially by vegetatIve reproduction
rt-livecJ Shallow, fibrous root

on control Reproduction by seeds

shallow SItes Bunchgrass

r-- ------ - -- ----- ------
Rcglona 1 adapta t Ion Plant adaptation

--
lQ lQ Tolet'Ance Sallsc

~
'0

~ ".. .. gi---- "Common and .... .... ..
SCIent 1fle 0. 0. .<: '0 "" 0 " con~

namdS " " :> ..
" c " " 0 " ..
lQ ~ " " .. " c 1!.~ ad.. .. .. .. '" ~ "0 " '" '" .IJ .. ..
u c " " " ... " .. " ...

~ lQ C C " " 0 .<: 0 " >- Ul

" 0 " .. .. " " " ~ " " "''''~ E :> .. " " " " " .:: " .c ~ .. "... ..
~

.c .c " .<: .<: 0 " > '" " "~ " " " :> " " .. :> ~ .<: ~ '0 ... '0 E >- '0

" " ~ ... ~ '0 ~ .. " 0 " '" 0 .... .... " .. .. ....
&! " 0 ~

0 " 0 a " .. " :c " II 0 " .. .s .... ;H... Ul Ul '" Ul '" Ul '" '" 0. '" U III III u

SUdangrass X X W A I 5 5-7 5 2-3 1 8" ~enerally used for telnpor,
(SOrghum~)

Swi tchqrass X X X X X X W P 'I 5 0-7 5 1-2 2 1 2 1 1 1 3 5 H P R 20-25· Sodformln
(~ virgatum) RhIzomatous \olldely seel

meSIC SItes Withstands
us~ful In drainage ways, i.

Timothy X X I X X X C-W P I 4 5-8 0 2-3 3 1 3 2 1 1 1 4 Leafy forage Seeded In r
(Phleum pratense) Stands at'e maintained perE

however, tends to be .h,
system

Tabasa X X W P N 3 2 1 H P R 12· Cultlvars arE
(!!.!..!!!.!! IItU t i ca )

Trichloris, tW'o flower X X W P N 1 1 1 2 H P R 8 Bunchgrass
(Trlchloris .£E!.!!.!!!) sites Seed not commerCIa

VIne-mesquite X X W P tl 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 6 1 Used principally for erOSI

(~~J rhIzomes, and stolens

Wheat I winter X C A 5 0-7 0 3 2-3 1 2-3 3 1 1 30" USQd as temporary cover
(~ aestivum)

Wheatgrass, beardless X X X C P 'I 3 1-2 1 2 2 1 1 6 1 H P q 11· Does well In
(Agropyron inerme)

Wheatgrass bluebuoch X C P 1/ 3 1-2 1 2 2 1 1 7 4 Bunchgrass Adapta t 100 a
(Agropyron SPicatum) wheatgrass, but seed less

seeds Adapted to Shallow

Wbeatgrass, fairway X X X X C p [ 3 1 1 1-2 2 1 1 4 4 H P R 8· Bunchgt\ass
crested more than A desertorum,
(AgrOPyron~) Seeded alone or with alfa.

1500 m or more Easily es
Reproduces by seeds and t1

Wheatgrass, lOtermedlate X X X X C P [ 2 2 1-2 2-3 2 1 1 9 4 H P R 13· Sod former [

(Agropyron intermed1um) Irrigation Reproduces
Excellent seedling vigor

.l::'
1.0
i-'

--contJ.nued--
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~
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:: ti 0 g ~ ~ :2 .. M .. 11 8 .. .. 3 tillIII '" III " .. :ll III III U

Wheatgrass pUbescent X X X X C P 1 2 1-2 1-2 3 I I 2 9 , 1\ P II 12 Sod former SlJ.Uar to Intermediate wheatgrA8s
("9iopYton but somewhllt more drought tolerant
tr cop arura)

I
Hheatgrass, Siberian X X X X C P 1 2-3 1 1 2 I I I 4 2 H P R B· Bunchqrass SI"Uar to standard crested wheat-

(A9['opyrOo~) grass In adaptatlon and use but less widely used

Hheagrass, slender X X X C P tl 1-2 2 1 1 2 I 1 5 4 H P R 15" eunchgrass Short life 1I",lts use Seed In
(Agropyron trachycaillm) m1 xtures only Tends to be stemmy Reproduces by seeds and

tillers

Wheatgrass, standard X X X X b C P 1 2-3 1 1 2 2 1 1 5 0 H P R 9 aunchgrass Refer to Fairwax crested wheatgrass,
crested full stands slightly more productive than Fairway
(Agropyron desertorurR)

Wheatgrass, stream bank X X C P II 1 1 1 I 2 H P R 9" Sod former
(Agropyron rlParium)

Wheatgrass, taU X X X X X C P 1 6 O-S 0 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 11 0 H P R 13" Bunchgrass IlIgh sodlu", and salinity tolerance
(Agropyron elonqatum) Seed alone rather than in mixtures Easy to estabUsh

Excellent seeilling vigor

Wheatgrass, thickspike X X C P II 1 1 1 2 1\ P R 8" Sod former Excellent seedling vigor
(Agropyron dasystachp)

Wheatqrass ",estern X X X X It C P II 4 5-7 0 1 2 1 1 3 1 1 , 0 H P R 16 Sodfotmer Seeded ,n t\\i~tures or in pure
(~SlUlthll) stands Tolerates alkalinity and silting Rhi zomatous

Long llved C;low germination, spreads rapidly, sod forming
Valuable for erosion control

Wildrye, Altai X X ( P I 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 5 0 SIMilar to Russian wildryer deep root system
(EIYl!!uS angustus)

Hildrye, baSin or giant X X X C P II 1-2 2-3 1 1-2 3 1 1 9 2 H P R 14 aunchgrass Vigorous, taU growing bunchgrass
(EIYJl!us~) Reproduces by sceils and tillers

Wildrye, beardless X X X X C P II 1 2 1 1 H P R IS" Sod former Poor seed productIon and probleTl'ls
(El}'1l!us trltlcoldes) "'1 th seed dormancy

Hildrye, Canada X X C P II 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 8 2 Lack of stand maintenance Reproduces by seeds and tillers
(EIY!us canadensus)

H'ildrye, Ilalllllonth X X C P I 1 1 2 3 H P R 10" Soitforming Establ ished using vegetative mate-
(Elyll\Us giganteus) rial

--continued--
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Regional adaptation Plant adaptation
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II II

'tl Tolerance Solis
5 5 ..
:: :: u "Corronon and :> ..

SpecialSClent! he '" '" " 'tl U... 0 .. cons iderat ionsnames ... u 3 ..... 5 .. .. 0 ... .. andII " .. .. :: 5 8.~ adaptations.. .. .. .. '"0 ... " " JJ .. elJ c u u u ... .. .. ":> II C C II II 0 " 0 u ... ... CIl

~
0 .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .:: ..,'"
" 3 OJ " " OJ " C " OJ 3 " "'5'" .. ., ., ., OJ "

., 0 ...
~ '" 5M .. ... u u 3 ... ... " 3 " :>

~ 'tl " ... 1I'gU u :> .. :>
~

:> .. .. 0 u
~ 0 ... c .. ..

c:! oS .g ,g 0 0 0 .. .. :'1 a .. 0 .. .. oS ... tUCIl :c CIl z CIl " :z: a lJ CIl CIl lJ-- -
Wildryp, Russian X X C I 2 1 I I 2 1 I 5 0 H P R 13" eunchgrass ~eed alone or with alfalfa Early

IElymus Junceus) growth Very hardy once established Provide a weed-free
seedbed

- -

NOrE:S This table was compiled from numerous sources, the following symbols are used in the table
Season of Growth l-l. warm; C • cool

Growth Habit A "" annual p. perennial

~ Native or Introduced N:It native I = introduced

\0 Plant Adaptation • well adapted
W • Intermediate

• poorly adapted

PLS = pure 11ve seed

* seeding rate based on bulk seed

H P R .. minimum precipitation reguirempnt
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Figure 8.26
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MaJor land resource reg~ons of the Un~ted States.
(A) Northwestern forest, forage and spec~alty

crop reg~on. (B) Northwestern wheat and range
reg~on. (C) Cal~forn~a subtrop~cal fru~t, truck
and spec~alty crop reg~on. (D) Western range
and ~rr~gated reg~on. (E) Rocky Mounta~n range
and forest reg~on. (F) Northern Great Pla~ns

spr~ng reg~on. (H) Central Great Pla~ns w~nter

wheat range reg~on. (I) Southwestern plateaus
and pla~ns, range and cotton reg~on. (J) South
western pra~r~es, cotton and forage reg~on. (K}
Northern lake states forest and forage reg~on.

(L) Lake states fru~t, truck and da~ry reg~on.

(M) Central feed gra~ns and l~vestock reg~on.

(N) East and Central general farm~ng and forest
reg~on. (0) M~ss~ss~pp~ Delta cotton and feed
gra~ns reg~on. (F) South Atlant~c and Gulf
Slope cash crop, forest and l~vestock reg~on.

(R) Northeastern forage and forest reg~on. (S)
Northern Atlant~c Slope truck, fru~t and
poultry reg~on. (T) Atlant~c and Gulf Coast
lowlands, forest and truck crop reg~on. (U)
Flor~da subtrop~cal fru~t, truck crop and range
reg~on (Aust~n, 1965).
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F1gure 8.27. Seed1ng rcg10ns 1n the Un1ted States (modif1ed from Va11ent1ne, 1971).



to be the most practical for land treatment. The method selected depends
on the waste-soil interactions, present cond1tion of the soil surface and
cost-benefit ratios of each method.

8.7.4 Seeding and Estab11shment

Seeding at the proper time is extremely important to successful stand
establishment since it affects the physiolog1cal development of the plant.
Cool season species usually perform best if seeded 1n late summer or early
fall. Warm season species are normally seeded during late winter or early
spring. Generally, the best time to seed is Just prior to the period of
expected high annual rainfall. This provides favorable temperatures and
soil moisture conditions to the developing seedlings. Seeding method, rate
and depth also have a direct effect on the success of stand establishment.

8.7.4.1 Seeding Methods

The most commonly used methods of seeding are broadcasting and drill
ing. Generally, drilling is preferred over broadcasting from an agronomic
standpoint because drilling places the seed into the soil, thus improving
seed-soil contact and the probability of seedling establishment. With
broadcasting, seeds are usually poorly covered with soil which tends to
slow stand establishment. Consequently, broadcast seeding is seldom as
effective as drilling without some soil disturbance prior to seeding.
Better results will be obtained if the broadcast seeding operation is also
followed with harrowing or cultipacking. These follow-up operations
enhance seed-soil contact, thus increasing the probability for seedling
establishment.

Broadcast seeding may be accomplished by either aerial or ground
application. Aerial application uses either a helicopter or an airplane
equipped with a spreader and a positive type metering device. Broadcasting
by ground application may be done by hand using the airstream or exhaust of
a farm implement, a rotary spreader, or a fertilizer-spreader type seed
box. Ground application tends to be slower than aerial application; how
ever, aerial application is feasible only for large acreages due to the
cost involved.

8.7.4.2 Seeding Rate

Using the proper seeding rate is another critical factor to seedling
establishment. The actual quantity of seed applied per acre depends on the
species, the method of seeding, and the waste-site characteristics. Seed
ing rates should be adequate for stand establishment without being excess
ive. When broadcasting seeds, the rates should be increased 50 to 75%
since there is less seed-soil contact than is typical for drilling.
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The current practl.ce, for calculating seedl.ng rates l.S based on the
quantl.ty (lbs) of seed requl.red to produce 20 live seeds per foot. Pure
live seed (PLS) l.S the percentage of the bulk seed that is consl.dered ll.ve,
and l.t can be calculated using the followl.ng equatl.on·

PLS = (% germl.nation + % hardseed) X % purity (8.9)

The tag on the seed bag should contain all the l.nfOrmatl0n needed for the
various calculations. To determlne pounds of available bulk seed needed
per acre use the followl.ng equatl.on

Lb. PLS/acre ~ % PLS of available bulk seed =
Lb. of available bulk seed/acre (8.10)

For seeding ml:4tures, pounds of PLS needed per acre can be calculated by
using the following equatl.on:

(decl.mal equl.valent of the percentage for a specl.fl.c
speCl.es desl.red in a ml.xture) X (lbs. of PLS/acre for

a sl.ngle specl.es seedl.ng)
(8.11)

The quantity of aval.lable bulk seed (lbs) needed per acre to obtal.n the
desired ffil.xture can then be calculated uSl.ng equation (8.10).

8.7.4.3 Seedl.ng Depth

Optl.mum seeding depth of a partl.cular specl.es depends on seed size and
quantl.ty of stored energy and the surface sOl.ls at the site. The rule of
thumb is to plant seeds at a depth of 4 to 7 times the dl.ameter of the seed
(Welch and Haferkamp, 1982). Many seedings fal.l because seeds are planted
too deep and not enough stored energy exists to allow the developing seed
lings to reach the soil surface. The major problem Wl.th planting seeds at
too shallow a depth l.S the l.ncreased potentl.al for desl.ccation. Seed may
safely be planted deeper l.n ll.ght textured soils than in heavy soils.

8.7.4.4 Plant Establishment

Vegetatl.ve establishment may reqUl.re ll.me, fertilizer, mulch and addi
tl.onal mOl.sture to assure success. Specl.fl.c cultural practl.ces needed vary
accordl.ng to season and location. Soil tests should be used as a gUl.de to
available nutrl.ents and the need for pH adjustment. In most l.nstances, the
area will have already been adjusted to a pH of 6.5 or above to obtain
optimal waste degradation. Wl.thout a proper balance of Ul.trogen, phos
phorus and potassl.um, plant growth may be poor.

At sites where excessive heat or Wl.nd l.S a problem, a cover crop or
mulch can reduce surface soil temperatures, evaporation, crusting and wind
erOSl.on. Numerous grasses l.ncludl.ng various sorghums and millets may be
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used as mulch; however~ it is best to obtain recommendations from local SCS
offices or universities. Generally~ seed product~on of a temporary cover
crop should be prevented. To accomplish this obJective~ the spec~es should
be planted late ~n 1ts grow1ng season or cut prior to seed set. Permanent
species can then be seeded or sprigged w~thout excessive competition from
remnants of the previous cover crop.

8.7.5 S01l Fertility

Soil fertility plays a major role 1n the ability of plants and
microbes to grow and reproduce in a land treatment operat10n. When vegeta
tion is part of the management plan, nutr1ent imbalances may adversely
affect plant growth. Even if the unit operates without the use of
vegetation~ nutrient toxicities or def1c1enc1es may deter growth and
reproduction of microbes, thus limit1ng waste degradation.

Numerous macro- and micronutrients are considered essential to plants
and microorganisms. A general d1scussion of this topic is included 1n
Section 4.1.2.3. Micronutrients must be more carefully controlled since
there is a narrower range between the quantity of a particular nutrient
causing a deficiency or toxicity to plants than with the macronutrients.
Attention needs to be given to the total quant1ty of the nutrient contained
in the overall land treatment operation rather than Just the quantity
present in the treatment medium or the waste alone.

Macronutrients are generally applied 1n rather large quantities when
compared to micronutrients. The three major macronutrients in fertilizer
are nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P) and potassium (K). Other macroelements
which may need to be applied 1nclude calcium, magnesium and sulfur.

Micronutrients include such elements as copper, iron~ boron, chloride,
molybdenum~ zinc and manganese. Other trace elements essential to specific
plant groups include sodium, cobalt, aluminum, silicon and selenium
(Larcher, 1980). Additions of anyone or a combination of micronutrients
may be required depending on the characteristics of the treatment medium
and the waste.

8.7.5.1 Fertilizer Formulation

Two systems currently exis t for reporting composition percentages of
fertilizer components. Under the old system, a 13-13-13 fertilizer con
tained 13% N, 13% P20S and 13% K20; however, under the new system
this same fertilizer would contain 13% total N~ 30% available P and 16%
soluble K. Conversion factors for P and K are as follows
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K20 x .83 = K

K x 1.20 = K20

The average composition of typical fertilizers are given in Table 8.12.

8.7.5.2 Timing Fertilizer Applications

The optimum time to apply fertilizer depends on the amount and d1stri
bution of precipitation, the type of fertilizer and the growth character
istics of the plant. Nitrogen is highly mobile in soils, yet phosphorus
and potassium move very slowly. Therefore, nitrogen needs to be applied
near the period of most active use by the plants, as long as sufficient
moisture is present. Phosphorus and potassium can be applied over a longer
time frame because precipitat10n will move them ~nto the active root zone
where they eventually can be taken up and used by plants.

8.7.5.3 Method of Application

Two practical fertilizer application methods for land treatment units
are broadcasting and sprinkler irrigation. The appl~cat10n method must be
compatible with the specific type of fert1lizer to be app11ed. Some ferti
lizers such as anhydrous ammon1a, aqueous ammonia and urea volatize rapidly
if they are broadcast so these must be incorporated 1nto the soil shortly
after application.

Broadcasting is generally the most cost effective method of applica
tion. This method is commonly used when applying granular fert1lizers.
Minimal surface runoff of fertilizer occurs with this application method
since slopes and runoff of land treatment units are restricted.

Sprin~ler irrigation may be effective for applying noncorrosive liqu1d
fertilizers. This application method could be easily incorporated 1nto
existing land treatment irrigation systems. This method allows frequent
uniform applications of fertilizer at lower rates, thus increasing nitrogen
utilization by the plants (Vallentine, 1971).

8.8 WASTE STORAGE

Wastes may need to be stored at HWLT units for many reasons, includ1ng
1) holding to determine if the waste has the expected concentration of
hazardous constituents, 2) equipment breakdown, or 3) c11matic restrictions
on waste application. If climatic factors will restrict waste application,
then suff1cient waste storage capacity must be provided for wastes produced
during the season when wastes cannot be applied to the HWLT facility.
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TABLE 8.12 AVERAGE CO~1POSITION OF FERTILIZER MATERIALS*

CaC03 Equivalence t
% % % % % P solubility %

Fertilizers N P K P205 K20 in water S Basicity Acidity

NITROGEN FERTILIZERS
Ammonia, anhydrous 82 147
Ammonium nitrate 33.5 60
Ammonium phosphate sulfate 16 9 20 Over 75% 16 88
Ammon~um sulfate 20 24 110
D~-ammonium phosphate 21 22 50 Over 75% 75
Mono-ammonium phosphate 11 21 48 46 Over 75% 2.6 58
Potass~um nitrate 14 38 23
Urea 45 71
Sod~um n~trate 16 28

\Jl PHOSPHATE FERTILIZERS
0 (see also under n1trogen0

fert1ll.zers)
Calc1um metaphosphate 28 64 Sll.ght Neutral
Rock phosphate 15 33 1% or less Basic
Superphosphate, s~ngle 9 20 Over 75% 12 Neutral
Superphosphate, tnple 20 46 Over 75% 1 Neutral
Phosphon.c ac~d 24 54 Over 75% 110
Mono-potass~um phosphate 23 29 52 35 Over 75% Neutral

POTASSIUM FERTILIZERS
(see also under n~trogen and

phosphorus fert1l1zers)
Potass1um chlor1de 50 60 Neutral

(mur1ate of potash)
Potass1um sulfate 44 53 18 Neutral

--cont1nued--



TABLE 8.12 (continued)

CaC03 Equivalence t
% % % % % P solubl.ll.ty %

Fert1.ll.zers N P K PZ05 KZO l.n water S Basic1.ty AC1.dity

ORGANIC FERTILIZERS
Manure, dairy (fresh) 0.7 .13 .54 .30 .65 50% Slight
Manure, poultry (fresh) 1.6 .55 .75 l.Z5 .9 50% Sl1.ght
Manure, steer (fresh) 2.0 .24 1.59 .54 1.92 40% Slight

SULFUR FERTILIZERS
(see also under nl.trogen and

phosphorus fert1.ll.zers)
Calcl.um sulfate (gypsum) 18.6 ACl.dic
Magnes1.um sulfate 13 AC1.dl.c
Soil sulfur 99 Acidl.c

V1 Sulfate potash magnesia 21.5 26 18 ACl.dl.c
0
I-"

LIMING FERTILIZERS
Calcium oxide 178
Dolomite 110
Ll.mestone, ground 95
Shell meal 95

* Vallentine (1971 )

t Compared to 100 basl.cl.ty for CaC03'



8.8.1 Waste Appl~cation Season

The waste application season must be determ~ned to enable the owner or
operator to determine the amount of waste storage capac~ty needed. If
accumulation of untreated waste in soil creates no potential toxicity or
mobility hazard, waste application w~ll only be limited by freezing temper
atures, snow cover and precipitation. Models, developed by Whiting (1976)
can be used to determine the waste application season based on various cli
matic parameters. In the case above, the EPA-lor EPA-3 model can be
applied directly (Whiting, 1976). The climat~c data required are the mean
daily temperature (OF), snow depth, and daily precipitation for 20-25 years
of record.

If accumulation of untreated waste in soil can potentially lead to
unacceptable toxicities to plants or soil microbes and/or leaching or vola
tilization of hazardous waste constituents, then wastes may only be applied
when soil temperature is greater than 5°C (41°F) and soil moisture content
is less than field capacity. These values are used as thresholds since
decomposition of organics and other treatment reactions essentially cease
at lower temperatures or greater moisture contents. Soil temperature
records are limited, so air temperatures are often used as described ~n

Section 4.1.1. 6 to estimate soil temperature. The EPA-lor EPA-3 models
described above may be appl~ed to estimate the waste appl~cation season.
When the waste application season is limited by cold weather, the nonappli
cation season for storage volume calculations can be defined as being the
last day in fall failing to exceed a minimum daily mean temperature to the
first day in spring exceeding the minimum daily mean temperature.

Additional constraints for application of hazardous waste must be
evaluated in terms of soil parameters and the S-year return, month-by-month
precipitation for the particular HWLT s~te. Wetness is restrictive to
waste application operations primarily because saturated conditions maxi
mize the potential for pollutant discharge via leachate or runoff and
inhibit organic matter degradation. An application season based on periods
of excessive wetness can be established in a straightforward manner by
applying the EPA-2 model described by Whiting (1976). The required cli
matic data should be for a 20 to 25-year period of record. Specifically,
the required data inputs for the model are as follows:

(1) daily minimum, maximum and mean on-site temperatures (OF),

(2) daily precipitation (inches);

(3) site characteristics and climatic parameters for the stat~on

including:

(a) I, the heat index;

(b) b, a coefficient dependent on the heat index;

(c) g, the tangent of the station's latitude;
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(d) W. the available water holding capac~ty of the so~l

profile (in inches m~nus 1.0 ~nch as a safety factor),
and

(e) ¢. the daily solar decl1nation. 1n rad~ans.

S1nce the model is dr~ven only by cl1mat~c factors. the results should be
interpreted carefully; b10logic and hydrolog1c factors should also be con
sidered. The model provides a valuable first est~mate of the number of
storage days needed. The maximum annual waste storage days for the con
tinental U. S., as es t1mated by the model are shown in Fig. 8.28. The
actual on-s1te soil prof~le character1stics including percolat10n. runoff,
profile storage, surface storage. and waste load~ng rates should be used to
determine storage days for a specific HWLT site when the lim1t~ng cl~matic

factor is excess precipitat~on.

8.8.2 Waste Storage Fac~l~ties

During the operat~on of an HWLT unit, there may be periods when waste
application is not poss1ble due to wetness. low temperature. equipment
failure, or other causes. SU1table facil1ties must be prov~ded to retain
the waste as 1t is generated until f~eld appl~cation can be resumed. The
design of the necessary structure depends on the waste maten.al and the
actual size of the structure depends on the requ~red waste storage capa
city. Waste storage facil~t1es should be suffic1ent to store the
following:

(1) waste generated during extended wet and cold periods as
estimated in Sect10n 8.8.1,

(2) waste generated during per10ds of field work. 1.e •• plowing.
planting, harvest1ng, etc.,

(3) waste generated during periods of equipment failure.

(4) 25-year. 24-hour return per10d rainfall over the waste
storage structure if it is open; and

(5) waste generated in excess of application capacity due to
seasonal fluctuations 1n the rate of waste product10n.

Runoff retention areas should not be used to store wastes generated during
the above situat10ns, runoff retent10n areas are designed to retain runoff
from the active land treatment areas. Waste storage facilities are d1s
cussed below.

8.8.2.1 Liquid Waste Storage

Liquid wastes can be conveniently stored 1n clay lined ponds or
basins. An aeration system may be added to the pond to prevent the liquid
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waste from becoming anaerobic. Wastes which are highly flammable or vola
tile should not be stored in open ponds. Additionally, pond liners must
not be prone to failure. Clay liners and other liner materials may not
acceptable for waste storage if they are chemically incompatiable with the
waste.

A second approach to liquid storage is to construct a tank. The tank
may be either closed or open, is usually made of metal or concrete and can
be equipped with an aerifier. Tanks of this nature are more costly to
construct and require periodic maintenance, but they assure that no waste
is released to percolate through the soil. If differential settling occurs
during storage, some method of remixing the waste may be needed to assure
that the treatment site receives uniform applications. If any of the
liquid wastes being stored are hazardous wastes, the storage facilities for
the wastes must meet spec1.fic regulatory requirements for storage (EPA,
1981; EPA, 1982).

8.8.2.2 Sludge Storage

Sludges can be stored in facil1.ties similar to those used for liquids.
Under certain conditions, filling and empty1.ng tanks with sludge may become
a problem. Thus, a properly lined pond or basin may be more appropriate.

8.8.2.3 Solid Waste Storage

The most common method of solid waste storage is to stockpile the
material. If these piles are exposed to the weather, the area should be
bermed sufficiently to contain water from the 24-hour 25-year return period
storm over the storage area, in addit1.on to the waste volume itself. A
buffer factor of at least 20% should be added to the berm to allow for
slumping of the stockpiled waste. The waste application season must,
therefore, be determined to enable the owner or operator to determine the
amount of waste storage capac1.ty needed. Waste piles for hazardous wastes
must meet certain regulatory requirements (EPA, 1982).

8.9 WASTE APPLICATION TECHNIQUES

Waste characteristics such as the total volume and water content,
along with soil properties, topography and climate, need to be considered
to determine the appropriate waste application techn1.que. Liquid wastes
containing between 95% and 100% water with a low volatility hazard may be
successfully applied by sprinkler irr1.gation, wh1.le, relatively dry, vola
t1.le and/or toxic mater1.als may require subsurface in] ect1.on techniques.
Regardless of which applicat1.on system is chosen, two basic considerations
must be examined. Fitst, the waste applicat1.on rate chosen should not
exceed the capacity of the soil to degrade, immobilize or transform the
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waste constituents. Second, the waste should be applied as uniformly as
possible. Waste applications cannot cons1st of merely pouring or dumping
the wastes in one spot. A definite plan must be developed and implemented
to uniformly apply the waste to the soil at the design rate over the
desired area. There are f1ve bas1c considerations for choosing an
appropriate application system for a given s1te and waste. They are as
follows:

(1) effect on public health and the environment,

(2) operator-waste contact,

(3) ability to handle solids content;

(4) serV1ce l1fe, and

(5) cost (capital and operat1onal).

In the following sect10ns, application techn1ques are d1scussed with regard
to the consistency of the waste as shown in Table 8.13.

TABLE 8.13 WASTE CONSISTENCY CLASSIFICATION

Consistency

Liquid

Semi liquid

Low moisture so11ds

Bulky wastes

8.9.1

Character1stics

Less than 8% so11ds and particle d1ameter less
than 2.5 cm

3-15% sol1ds or particle d1ameters over 2.5 cm

Greater than 15% so11ds

Solid mater1als consisting of contaminated
lumber, construct10n materials, plastic, etc.

Liquid Wastes

As a pract1cal def1nition, a liquid waste is considered to have a
solids content of less than 8% and particles with d1ameters less than 2.5
cm. Handling and transport1ng many hazardous wastes may be more convenient
when the waste is 1n l1quid form. Many wastes are generated in a moist
condition and usually require large amounts of energy to dewater them. The
cost of transporting a liquid waste from the source to the land treatment
unit is a function of d1stance. P1pelines may be the least costly for
short distances, while trucks may be necessary for greater distances.

Applications of l1quid wastes are generally accomplished by spraying
waste with a sprinkler system or by surface irrigating with flood or furrow
irrigation technique$. Liquid wastes should be applied so that direct
runoff does not occur. Both techniques may cause air quality problems if
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the waste applied 1S highly volatile. Care should be taken when liquid
wastes are appl1ed to ensure that leaching does not occur befole treatment
of the hazardous constituents in the applied wastes is completed.

8.9.1.1 Surface Irr1gat10n

Surface irrigation appears to be the easiest application technique for
a liquid waste and requires the least capital outlay. This method is com
monly used so all necessary equipment is readily obtainable. One method of
surface irr1gation involves laying out the area so that wastewater can be
applied by a set of trenches, canals and d1tches. Waste is pumped to the
main canal where it flows by gravity through trenches and ditches to all
areas of the f1eld where it 1nf1ltrates 1nto the soil. There are, however,
some drawbacks to this system. S1nce the waste stands in the trenches
until the water infiltrates, there is a potential for odor and insect prob
lems. Another disadvantage to this system is nonuniform application since
as the liquid flows through trenches and d1tches, less of the waste is
carried to the far end of the f1eld. In addition, if the waste is
espec1ally dangerous, such as a strong corrosive agent, all persons and
animals must be kept away from the active area.

Another common means of surface application 1nvolves using a truck or
trailer mounted tank f11led with waste to spread the material across the
field. The hqu1d waste is released by grav1ty flow or pumped through a
sprayer or man1fold (Wooding and Shipp, 1979). Application rates with this
system are easily controlled by varY1ng the flow rate or travel speed.
Difficult1es encountered during periods of bad weather may require alter
nate application technologies or storage facilities. One poss1ble mod1f1
cation is to construct all weather roads in a pattern that allows a truck
or spray r1g to discharge wastes from the sides onto the disposal area.
This would make continued application dur1ng periods of inclement weather
possible. Waste spread this way should be 1ncorporated as soon as the soil
conditions permit. One possible disadvantage of vehicular applications is
the result1ng compaction and deter10ration of soil structure (Kelling et
al., 1976). A 11sting of commercial equ1pment for land application of
wastes is included 1n the Implement and Tractor Red Book (1979).

8.9.1.2 Spr1nkler Irrigation

Spray applicat10n of wastewater has enjoyed much popularity (Powell et
al., 1972), particularly for municipal wastewater effluents (Cassel et al.,
1979). Th1S is primarily due to the availability and reasonable cost of
the equipment. Sprinkler systems for use 1n hazardous waste disposal need
to be designed by a qualified spec1alist to conform to the American Society
of Agricultural Engineers Standard 5376. Highest priority needs to be
g1ven to attaining a un1form applicat10n pattern (coeff1cient of uniform
1ty). A completely uniform application pattern has a coefficient of uni
form1ty of 100%. Average irrigat10n systems attain a coefficient of uni-
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formity of approximately 60%. Information on uniform1ty, which is avail
able from irrigation suppliers, should be cons1dered before accepting a
system. When trying to achieve a un1form waste distribution, a higher
degree of uniformity is required than when dispos1ng of runoff water or
wetting down plots for dust control. All materials need to be tested for
corrosivity with the waste to be disposed to ensure that premature
equipment failure does not occur.

The basic sprinkler irrigation system consists of a pump to move
waste from the source to the site, a pipe leading from the pump to the
sprinkler heads, and the spray nozzles. When choosing a pump, it must be
made of a material compatible with the proper capacity and pressure needed
for the given situation. For sludge applications, 1 to 2 1nch nozzles re
quiring 50-100 psi water pressure are recommended (White et al., 1975).
Pumps for these nozzles generally cost more and require more energy to
operate than those used for nonpressured systems such as surface
irrigation.

Sprinkler systems, if properly designed, are applicable to flat, slop
ing and irregular terrain. A site can be vegetated at the time of waste
application provided the vegetation will not interfere with the spray
nozzle operation and waste interception by the vegetative cover will not
present a hazard or inh1bit waste treatment. Generally, sites are cleared
of trees and brush and planted to a pasture grass. In some cases, however,
it may be desirable to dispose of wastewater in a forested area with r1sers
placed in a pattern that avoids interference by trees. P1pes can be either
permanently buried below the frost line or cultivat10n depth, or laid on
the surface as with a portable irrigation system.

Although numerous conf1gurations have been developed for sprinkler
irrigation systems, three variat10ns are most widely used. The first of
the three main techniques is the fixed, underground manifold with risers
and rotating impact type sprinklers. This system is the most costly to
install and is permanent for the life of the installation. A second
approach is to use a traveling pipe and sprinkler. In this system, a
sprinkler connected by a flexible hose to the wastewater supply is mounted
on a self propelled trailer device which traverses a fixed route across
the field. The third commonly used spray system 1S the center pivot irri
gation system. Here a fixed central wastewater supply comes up from an
underground main and a self propelled sprinkler system rotates around the
supply. The coefficient of uniformity with th1s system is as high as 80%.

Of the three major systems, the trailer mounted sprinkler has the most
versatility and can be easily moved from one location to another. Above
ground detachable irrigation pipe, normally used for agricultural irriga
tion, is not commonly used because of the hazardous nature of the liquids
being handled. In general, most spray systems require little land prepara
tion and can operate under a wide range of soil moisture cond1tions. The
major difficulties with spray irrigation of wastewater are odor control,
power consumption by high pressure pumps, clogging of nozzles causing a
nonuniform application, and aerosol drift of hazardous waste materials.
Low angle impact sprinklers have been developed to reduce aerosol drift.
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Terrain and weather condit~ons should also be considered when design
ing a sprinkler system. Spray ~rr~gation on sodded or cropped fields
should be done only on slopes of 0-15%. If the spray application area ~s

forested, application can be done on slopes up to 30%. Slopes at HWLT
units are generally less than 5%. Low lying, poorly drained areas need to
be drained as described in Section 8.3.6. Designers of spray irrigat~on

systems need to give particular attention to cold weather alternatives.
Pipes will need to be dra~ned and flushed to prevent freezing and clogging
during down times. Provisions must be made to recycle the drained water
back to the original source.

Two other irrigation systems less frequently used for waste applica
tion are the tow line and side wheel roll systems. These systems are gen
erally lim~ted to use w~th wastes having a very low solids s~nce the small
nozzles clog easily. A review of ~rrigat~on systems and the~r su~tability

for waste application ~s presented by Ness and Ballard (1979).

Sem~l~quids

Semiliquids, also called sludges, typically contain 5 to 15% solids by
we~ght. Application of semiliquids is normally done either by surface
spreading with subsequent incorporat~on or by subsurface injection. Each
of these systems, w~th its inherent advantages and disadvantages, are
discussed below. Some general factors to be considered when choos~ng and
des1.gning a system are vehicle traction and we1.ght, power requirements,
topography and spread~ng patterns.

8.9.2.1 Surface Spread1.ng and Mix1.ng

Surface spreading and subsequent m1.xing is the conventional applica
t1.on technique for farm manures. Sludge may be appl1.ed 1.n a similar
manner, by loading the waste material on a manure spreader which applies it
uniformly over the area. The sludge 1.S then m1.xed with the surface soil by
means of discing, deep plowing or rototill1.ng. The main advantage to this
system is the low capital outlay requ1.red. Equipment 1.S conventional,
readily available and of reasonable cost. Since this technique requires
traversing the land area twice, it ~s neither energy nor labor efficient.
Commercial waste applicators using this system often use large vacuum tank
trucks equipped with flotat~on tires and a rear manifold or gated pipe for
spreading the waste. Another option for moving sludges is to use a hauler
box or a truck equ~pped with a waterproof bed.

If the sludge is too thick to pump (over 15% solids), the only choice
may be to bring the material to the site and dump it. Typ1.cally, a pile
of sludge slumps to about twice the area of the truck bed. Additional
equipment 1.S then needed to spread the waste over the soil surface. The
most efficient piece of equipment for uniform spreading appears to be a
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road grader with depth control sk~ds mounted on the blade. A second
choice for th~s Job ~s a bulldozer similarly equipped with depth control
skids on the blade. Dozer blades may require wings on the edges to avoid
formation of windrows. Backblading with a floating blade helps to achieve
a uniform distribution.

Uniformity of applicat~on must be stressed, excess~ve applications to
small areas result ~n barren "hot spots" and may lead to other environmen
tal problems. Underapplication is inefficient and requires more land for
disposal than would otherw~se be needed. Normal cultivation practices such
as plowing and disc~ng cannot be relied on to evenly distribute waste over
a field. W~ndrows should be avoided ~n the spreading procedure. Conse
quently, there must be a defin~te planned procedure to evenly distribute
the waste prior to incorporation.

There are several basic pieces of equipment that effectively mix waste
material with topsoil. F~rst, there ~s the moldboard plow which very
effectively inverts the upper 15-30 cm of soil. Secondly, there are discs
which accomplish more ~xing and less turning of the soil material than a
moldboard plow. Rotary tillers do an excellent job of thoroughly mixing
the waste with the surface soil, but it is generally slow and requires
large energy expenditures. It does, however, only require one pass to
accomplish adequate mix~ng while other types of equipment require two
passes. A tractor-l~ke vehicle with a large auger mounted sideways ~s also
a very effective method for incorporating wastes into the soil in one pass.
A more extensive equipment review is provided in Section 8.9.4.

The surface spread~ng and mixing technique is not particularly well
adapted for use ~n applying hazardous volatile wastes since the material
lies directly on the soil surface and ~s exposed to the atmosphere. If
waste fumes will endanger the operator or the general public, or are objec
tionable. this system will not be acceptable.

8.9.2.2 Subsurface InJection

Subsurface inJ ection is the technique of placing a material beneath
the soil surface. It was orig~nally developed by the agricultural industry
for applying anhydrous ammonia. Equipment has also been developed for sub
surface injection of liquid manures and wastes. Basic equipment consists
of a tool bar with two or more chisels attached to the rear of a truck or
t~actor. AdJustable sweeps are often mounted on or near the bottom of the
chisels to open a wide but shallow cavity underground. A tube connected to
the waste source leads down the back of the chisel, and as the sweep opens
a cavity, the waste is inJected. With proper adJustment and use, very lit
tle waste reaches the soil surface. If waste is forced back to the s01l
surface in the furrow created by the chisel, blades may be attached which
fold the soil back into the furrow.

Subsurface horizontal spreading of the waste may be limited with this
technique, but a horizontal subsoiler may be added to the chisel inj ector
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to increase the subsurface area of incorporation. The horizontal subsoiler
moves through the soil prior to the injector. This also enhances the waste
degradation rate due to the increased waste-soil contact.

Common depths of application vary from 10 to 20 cm below the soil sur
face (Wooding a.nd Shipp, 1979). Applicat~on rates are usually about 375
liters/min/app11cator with nominal loading rates of 22,000 to 66,000 kg of
dry solids per hectare (Smith et al., 1977, Brisco Maph~s, personal
communication). An experienced operator can achieve a uniform application
across the field.

Where subsurface applications are made repeatedly over long periods of
time, an underground supply pipe is sometimes used to conduct the waste to
different areas of the field. A long flexible hose is then used to connect
from the supply pipe to the truck or tractor-mounted inJ ectors. Sophis
ticated systems have radio controlled shut-off valves so the operator can
turn the waste off when he needs to raise the injectors to make a turn.

8.9.3 Low Moisture Solids

Low moisture solids are characterized by moisture contents of less
than 85%. Basically, they can be handled much as one would handle sand or
soil. If the materials are dense and in large units, such as logs or rail
road ties, it may be necessary to shred or ch~p the material before appli
cation. A dump truck ~s the conventional method of transporting and apply
ing solids. Piles of solids are then spread over the f~eld us~ng either a
roadgrader or bulldozer.

As is the case with surface spreading of sludge materials, the most
important concern is to achieve an even distr~bution. Another common
implement used for spreading solid wastes is the manure spreader, which is
part1cularly useful for wastes having moisture contents causing them to be
sticky or chunky. The main d~sadvantage of th~s system is the small capa
city, resulting in a large number of trips required to spread the waste.
If the material is granular and relat~vely free of large chunks, a sand
spreader on the back of a dump truck may be useful. Such broadcasting
methods are commonly used in northern states to spread sand and salt on icy
roads. Regardless of the spreading system selected, the waste needs to be
incorporated and mixed with the surface soil shortly after spread~ng. Gen
erally, the sooner this is accomplished, the lower the potential for env~r

onmental damage. Waste incorporat10n can be done accord1ng to the options
listed for semiliquids (Section 8.8.2.1.).

If the application of low moisture solids will cause a s1gnificant
increase in the ground surface, special precautions may be requ1red. Under
proper operation, the treatment zone will be a fixed depth from the surface
where aerobic cond1tions promote degradat10n. Excessive loading of wastes
could prohibit proper degradation by isolating nondegraded material below
the zone of aeration. Therefore, suff1cient time must be allowed for
degradation of the waste before applying of addit10nal waste. This may be
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accomplJ.shed by us~ng a multiple plot design and rotating waste applica
tions between these plots to allow suffic~ent t~me for proper degradation
to occur. Since this affects area and t~ming requirements it needs to be
considered in the orig~na1 design of the land treatment unit.

The main disadvantage of using a low moisture solid disposal system is
the large energy requirements if wastes are initially wet. First, the
material must be dried, then transported to the d~sposa1 site, spread, and
finally incorporated. If the material is dry when initially generated,
such as an ash residue, the system becomes much more economical.

Equipment

In general, most HWLT units use special~zed industrial equipment or
agricultural equipment adapted to satisfy to their needs. Care must be
taken to obtain compatible implements, often an agricultural implement can
not be attached to an industrial tractor without spec~a1 adaptors. Where
power requirements are h~gh, the use of crawler type and 4-whee1 drive
articulated tractors is common. As previously noted, a comprehensive sum
mary of such equipment is available in the Implement and Tractor Red Book
(1979).

The equipment used to incorporate waste materials into the soil vary
according to the size and condition of the site. Discing is the most com
monly used technique. Under adverse cond~tions, such as hard, dry soil, an
agricultural disc may not penetrate the so~l adequately to obtain satisfac
tory incorporation. In this case, industrial d~scs w~th weights may be
used to obtain suffic~ent penetrat~on. After discing a field, a spring
tooth harrow is useful to further ~x the waste into the soil. Moldboard
plows are excellent for turning under surface applied waste. The disadvan
tages of the moldboard plow are the high power requirements, slow speed and
poor mixing. Inadequate mix~ng may result ~n a layer of persistent waste.
Chisel tooth plows may also be used for waste incorporation.

Tractor mounted rotary t~llers may be used to create a thorough soi1
waste mixture and to provide effective aeration, in a single pass. Compac
tion is kept to a min~mum since only one pass ~s needed, while plows,
spring tooth harrows, d~sc harrows, etc. generally require multiple passes.
A rototi11er also tends to be more maneuverable than many other types of
equipment. The power requirement for this piece of equipment is quite
high, however, these other cons~derations may be of greater importance and
a single pass with a rotot~ller may take less time and energy than multiple
passes with other equipment. A spec~a1 tractor with an auger mounted on
its side has been developed for use in spreading, turning and ~ncorporating

sludge. It has many of the same advantages of the rotot~ller.

Specialized equipment, such as tractors with low bear~ng pressure for
use in wet soils, are read~ly obtainable. Farm equ~pment such as spreaders
and tank wagons can often be purchased with flotation tires. Trucks
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designed for field use in spreading liquids can also be equipped with flo
tat10n tires, 1f necessary.

Equipment for hau11ng and spread1ng liquid and solid wastes are com
monly available. Tank trucks, vacuum trucks and liquid manure spreaders
are available for use with liquid wastes. Manure spreaders, broadcast type
fertilizer spreaders, dump trucks, road graders and loaders may be used for
work1ng with dry solid wastes.

Subsurface inJection equipment has been developed and there are a few
specialized sources. Many use chisel tooth plows often with sweeps on the
bottom. Other systems use discs to cut a trench followed with a tube that
1nJects the waste into the ditch immediately behind the disc. Still others
use a horizontal discharge pipe mounted on the side of a truck. The most
eff1cient systems, however, use large diameter flexible pipe to feed the
applicator, eliminating the need of nurse tanks and frequent stops for re
filling. Illustrat10ns of such equipment can be found in many publications
(EPA, 1979; Wh1te et al., 1975, Overcash and Pal, 1979).

8.9.5 Uniformity of Waste Application

Efficient use of the land in an HWLT unit requires that maximum quan
tit1es of waste be applied while preventing microbial or plant toxicity and
min1mizing the potential for contaminated leachate or runoff. Thus,
hazardous waste 10ad1ng rates are selected that rapidly load the soil to a
safe limit based on the concentrat10n of the rate limiting constituent
(RLC). The benefits of th1s method include a relatively small land area
requirement, wh1ch minimizes the volume of runoff water to be collected and
d1sposed, and low labor and energy costs for operation. When wastes are
loaded to the maximum safe limit, uniformity of application is essential to
prevent the occurrence of "hot spots." Hot spots are areas that receive
excessive quantit1es of waste causing an increased probability of wastes
being released to the enV1ronment and requiring special treatment or
removal when closing the site.

8.9.5.1 Soil Samp11ng as an Indicator

Field sampling of soils, in the treatment zone may be used to deter
mine if the hazardous wastes are being uniformly applied. Location of the
samples should be selected after f1rst visually inspecting a given plot for
d1fferences in color, structure, elevat10n or other characteristics that
may be 1ndicative of uneven application. When such differences are
observed, samples of the treatment zone from these areas should be obtained
and analyzed for elements or compounds that are characteristic of the
waste. Often analysis of the RLC can be used to 1ndicate hot spots.
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8.9.5.2 Vegetation as an Indicator

Despite efforts to achieve uniform application of waste, excessive
amounts of waste constituents may accumulate in relatively small areas of
the waste plot. Nonuniformity in soil characteristics may contribute to
the accumulation of certain constituents in isolated areas. For example,
areas containing preexisting salts or areas with lower permeability may
cause hot spots. Growing vegetation between applications of waste helps
identify such hot spots so that they can be treated to correct the problem
or so that future applications to these areas can be avoided. In areas
where surface vegetation does poorly, it is also highly probable that
microbial degradation of organic constituents is inhibited. Thus, vegeta
tion serves as a visual indication of the differential application or
degradation of the applied waste. Furthermore, if nonuniform application
has resulted in areas where substances have accumulated to phytotoxic
levels, these areas may also have an increased probability for waste
constituents to leach to groundwater. The s01ls in and below the treatment
zone should be sampled at vegetative hot spots to ascertain the cause of
unsatisfactory growth and to determine if any hazardous constituents are
leaching.

8.10 SITE INSPECTION

The site is required to be inspected weekly and following storm
events (EPA, 1982); however, daily inspect10ns of all active portions of
the HWLT unit are desirable. These inspections should 1nclude observations
to assure that wastes are being properly spread and incorporated. Further
more, daily observations should be made to assure that adequate freeboard
is available in the various retention structures at all times.

Weekly inspections are sufficient for all inactive portions and for
dikes, terraces, berms and levees. Observations should include indentifi
cation of hot spots where vegetation is doing poorly. Dikes, terraces and
levees should be inspected for seepage and for evidence of damage by bur
rowing animals or unauthorized traffic.

Operational, safety and emergency equipment should receive regular
inspection for damage or deterioration. Special attention should be given
to this equipment since it is used on an irregular basis. When this equip
ment is needed it must perform properly; therefore, it should undergo test
ing at appropriate intervals to ensure that it will be ready when needed.

8.11 RECORDS AND REPORTING

As mentioned previously, a land treatment unit must be a well planned
and organized operation. Records and on-site log books must be maintained
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since they are essent1al components of an organ1zed facility, and serve to
aid the manager in assess1ng what has and has not been done and what pre
cautions need to be taken. These records also serve as a permanent record
of act1vities for new personnel and off-site personnel 1ncluding company
off1c1als and government inspectors. Finally, records must be kept of mon
itor1ng activities snd pertinent data should be malntained throughout the
active life of the land treatment un1t. Most of these records can be kept
in a log book accompanied by a loose leaf file contalning lab reports,
inspection reports and slmilar items. A checklist of ltems to be included
in the operating record is presented as Table 8.14. All reporting should
conform to the requirements of 40 CFR Parts 264 and 122 and any applicable
state regulations.

Records to be kept at the site should include a map showing the layout
of the land treatment un1ts indicatlng the application rates for the wastes
disposed and the date and 10cat10n where each waste was applied and results
of waste analyses. In addition, records need to be kept on the date, loca
tlon, and code number of all mon1torlng samples taken after waste applica
tion. These records will include analyses of waste, soil, groundwater, and
leachate water from the unsaturated zone. This information may be needed
in case questions arise about the operation of the unlt. Efforts to reveg
etate the s1te may also be documented. ThlS can be done by recordlng the
date, rate and depth of planting, species and variety planted, and the type
and date of fertilizer applicatlons. Measurements of emergence and
groundcover should be determlned at appropriate intervals and recorded.

Al though climatlc records are not required by regulat10n, they are
very useful for proper management. The amount of rainfall should be
measured on-slte and recorded daily. Additional climatic data recorded
may include pan evaporat1.on, air temperature, soil temperature and soil
m01.sture. When water is present in the retention ponds, the depth of water
should be recorded at least weekly during a wet season. These records are
easiest to use 1.f results are graphed. ThlS allows visual interpretation
of the data to determine l.mportant trends that influence management
decisions.

In add1tion, all accidents involving personal injury or spills of
hazardous wastes are to be recorded and remedial act10ns noted. Any viola
tions of security (i.e., entry of unauthorized persons or animals) also
need to be recorded. Notes should be kept on all inspections, violations
and accidents. They should clearly indicate the problem and the remedial
actions planned or taken.

Another helpful management tool is to keep a balance sheet for each
sect1.on of the unit that receives waste appllcat10ns ind1.cating the maximum
design loading rate of each of the rate limit1.ng const1.tuents and those
w1thin 25% of being limiting, as well as the maX1.mum allowable cumulative
load of the capac1ty limiting constituent. As waste appllcations are made,
the amount of each constituent added is entered on the balance sheet and
subtracted from the allowable application to l.ndicate the amount that can
be applied in future applications. A running account of the capacity of
each plot receiving waste is a valuable guide to the optimum placement so
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TABLE 8.14 CHECKLIST OF ITEMS NEEDED FOR A THOROUGH RECORD OF OPERATIONS
AT A LAND TREATMENT UNIT

1. Plot layout map

2. Inspections

a. weekly observat10ns on levees and berms*
b. observations of odor, exceSS1ve moisture, need for maintenance,

etc.*

3. Waste applications

a. date
b. amount and rate
c. location

4. Waste analys1s

a. original
b. quarterly waste analysis reports
c. any changes in applicat10n rate needed due to change in waste

5. *Fertilizer and lime applications

a. date
b. amount
c. location

6. Vegetation efforts*

a. planting date
b. species planted
c. ferti11zer applied
d. emergence date
e. groundcover

7. Monitoring sample analyses

a. soil samples
b. waste samples
c. groundwater samples
d. leachate samples

*e. runoff samples
f. plant tissue samples*

8. Climatic parameters*

a. rainfall
b. pan evaporation
c. air temperature
d. soil temperature
e. soil moisture

--continued--
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TABLE 8.14 (continued)

9. Water depth in retention basins*

10. Accidents

a. personal inJury
b. amount and type of waste spilled
c. location

11. Breaches of security

12. Breaches of runoff retention resulting 1n uncontrolled off-site
transport

13. Maintenance schedule

a. levees and berms
b. regrading of plots
c. grassed waterways
d. tilling activ1ties
e. roads

* Not required by regulation but 1mportant to successful management of an
HWLT unit.
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that the cumulative capacity of all of the available soil is used. Section
7.5 discusses how to determine the limiting constituents of the waste
streams to be land treated.
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9.0 CHAPTER NINE

MONITORING

A monitoring program is an essent1al component at any land treatment
unit, and should be planned to provide assurance of appropr1ate facility
design, act as a feedback loop to furn1sh guidance on improving un1t man
agement, and indicate the rate at which the treatment capacity 1S be1ng
approached. Since many assumptions must be made in the design of a land
treatment unit, monitoring can be used to ver1fy whether the initial data
and assumptions were correct or if design or operational changes are
needed. Monitoring cannot be substituted for careful design based on the
fullest reasonable understanding of the effects of apply1ng hazardous waste
to the soil; however, for existing HWLT units (which must retrofit to com
ply with regulations), monitoring can provide much of the data base needed
for demonstrating treatment.

Figure 9.1 shows the topics to be considered when developing a moni
toring program. The program must be developed to provide the follow1ng
assurances:

(1) that the waste being applied does not deviate significantly
from the waste for which the unit was designed,

(2) that waste I constituents are not leaching from the land
treatment area 1n unacceptable concentrations;

(3) that groundwater is not being adversely affected by the
migration of hazardous constituents of the waste(s); and

(4) that waste constituents will not create a food chain hazard
if crops are harvested.

To accomplish these assurances the current regulations (EPA, 1982a) require
the following types of monitoring.

(1) Groundwater detection monitoring to determine if a leachate
plume has reached the edge of the waste management area (40
eFR 264.98).

(2) Groundwater compliance monitoring to determine if the facil
ity is complying with groundwater protection standards for
hazardous constituents (40 CFR 264.99).

(3) Soil pH and concentration of cadmium in the waste when cer
tain food-chain crops are grown on HWLTs where cadmium 1S
disposed (40 CFR 264.276).

(4) Unsaturated zone including soil cores and soil-pore liqu1d
monitoring to determine if hazardous constituents are
migrating out of the treatment zone (40 CFR 246.278).

(5) Waste analysis of all types of waste to be disposed at the
HWLT (40 eFR 264.13).
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In addition to these required types of mon1tor1ng, other types of
monitoring may be needed in a thorough monitoring program (F1g. 9.2).

These secondary mon1toring components, though not specifically regu
lated are important to successful land treatment. For instance, to
complete the assurance that no unacceptable human health effect or environ
mental damage is occurring, air emissions, surface water discharge and
worker exposure of hazardous constituents can be monitored. The treatment
zone can be monitored to determine 1f degradation of waste organics is
progressing as planned and whether adjustments in unit management (e.g.,
pH, nutrients, tillage) are needed to maintain the treatment process, and
to gauge the rate at which the capacity limiting constituent (CLC) is
accumulating in the land treatment unit and at what point closure should be
initiated. Any of these components could be dropped from the proposed
monitoring plan if treatment demonstrations show these types of monitoring
are not needed to determine the proper performance of the HWLT unit.

9.1 TREATMENT ZONE CONCEPT

As is depicted in Fig. 9.2, the entire land treatment operation and
monitoring program revolves about a central component, the treatment zone.
Concentrating on the treatment zone is a useful approach to describing and
monitoring a land treatment system. The treatment zone is the soil to
which wastes are applied or incorporated; HWLT units are designed so that
degradation, transformation and immobilization of hazardous constituents
and their metabolites occurs within this zone. In practice, setting a
boundary to the treatment zone is difficult. In choosing the boundaries of
the treatment zone soil forming processes and the associated decrease in
biological activity with depth should be considered. According to soil
taxonomists, the lower limit of a soil must be set at the lower limit of
biologic activity or rooting of native perennial plants, typically about 1
to 2 m (USDA, 1975). Since biological degradation of was te organics is
often the primary objective in land treatment, the lower boundary of the
treatment zone should not exceed the lower boundary of the soil. Current
land treatment regulations place the lower limit of the treatment zone at
1.5 m (EPA, 1982a).

The choice of a lower boundary must be modified where shallow ground
water or perched water can encroach on this zone and thus increase the
likelihood of contaminant leaching. A distance of 1 m is the required min
imum separation between the bottom of the treatment zone and the seasonal
high water table (EPA, 1982a). From soil physics considerations, this sep
aration is necessary because the capillary fringe above the water table,
resulting in elevated soil moisture content, is often observed to rise as
much as 50 to 75 cm. A second reason for aIm separation is that the
height of the seasonal high water table is generally an estimate based on
limited observation and there may be periods when the saturated zone is at
a higher elevation.
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A final aspect of the treatment zone that should be considered is the
rise in land surface elevation whJ.ch may resul t from the accumulation of
nondegradable waste solJ.ds. In some cases, thJ.s rJ.se can be sJ.gnificant
and the choice must be made whether to contJ.nually redefine the lower
treatment zone boundary or define the lower boundary as a static value
based on the original land surface elevation. The latter is the logical
choice. If the lower boundary were continuously redefined, the waste
material remaining below the redefined boundary would then be considered
unacceptable since waste consituents must be degraded, transformed or
immobilized within the treatment zone.

After considering the varJ.ous aspects of the treatment zone, the gen
eralized definition is the zone of waste and soil in which degradation,
transformation and/or J.mmobJ.lJ.zatJ.on occurs, extending no more than 1.5 m
below the original land surface and separated by at least 1 m from the
seasonal high water table (EPA, 1982a). What constitutes "complete"
treatment varies according to the specific hazardous constituent and the
degree to whJ.ch the constituent and its metabolJ.tes must be degraded or
immobilized to prevent both short and long-term harm to human health or the
environment. Where data are avaJ.lable, the required level of treatment may
be relatively easy to desJ.gnate, however, J.f data are lackJ.ng or
inconclusive, the desJ.red level of treatment must be resolved through
laboratory, greenhouse, and/or field testing (Chapter 7).

9.2 ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Certain nonhazardous waste constJ.tuents and/or theJ.r metabolites,
either singly or in combinatJ.on, are of concern when managing land treat
ment facilitJ.es because of their effect on treatment processes. A sound
monitoring program should account for the potentJ.ally harmful effects of
all waste constJ.tuents. Properly designed and conducted waste-site
interaction studies should J.ndicate the existence of environmental hazards.
Nonhazardous inorganic constJ.tuents that are sJ.gnifJ.cant to the land
treatment system should also be routinely included J.n the monJ.toring
program. These unlisted constituents are often dealt with under the
authority of State solJ.d waste programs; therefore, facJ.lity permits should
jointly address both hazardous and nonhazardous constJ.tuents. The permit
officials and permJ.t applicants should both recognJ.ze that J.n many cases a
waste constituent, not regulated as hazardous, will be the lJ.mitJ.ng factor
(ALC, RLC, or CLC) in facill.ty design. Methods for determining the
constituents that limJ.t the amount of waste, the number of waste
applications, and the cumulatJ.ve capacJ.ty of a land treatment site are
discussed in Section 7.5.
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9.3 STATISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

A monitoring plan can be Judged by its ability to provide realistic,
unb~ased data from which valid comparisons between the values of monitored
parameters and background quality can be made. The use of statistical
principles in the monitoring design is therefore fundamental to providing
the maximum amount of relevant information in the most efficient manner.
In general, the most common mon~toring approach compares the sample means
of two populations assumed to be independent and normally distributed
(i.e., parameter values from a uniform area or individual location compared
with background, ambient values). It is suggested that the land treatment
unit is designed and operated such that no signif~cant movement of hazard
ous constituents occurs. Thus, the null hypothes~s to be tested is that
the population means are equal (H:].11 = ].12; A:].11 :f. ].12). The keys to valid
comparison between these populations are the choice of sample size (number
of replications) and the use of random sampling. Problems arise in plan
ning monitoring systems when one must decide how best to meet the statisti
cal requirements and what balance to establish between the needed data and
economy of design. After def~ning the type of comparisons, the choice of
test stat~stics can be made. The present problem is well suited to the
"t" stat~st~c, which ~s in fact generally suggested in EPA monitoring guid
ance and regulations (40 CFR 264 Subpart F in EPA, 1982a).

Often the d~fficulty of designing a monitoring plan is in choosing
what is to be measured, how replicate samples are to be obtained, and how
many replicates are needed. Basically, taking replicate samples is in
tended to prov~de a measure of the variability of the sampled medium. EPA
(1982b) prov~des methods for developing a statistical approach for taking
and analyzing monitoring samples. One must be careful to avoid interpret
ing analytical errors as actual differences in the sampled media. It is a
good idea to obtain several samples in a random fashion and analyze these
for the constituents of concern. For example, samples could be obtained
from monitor~ng wells or soil-pore liquid samplers at random times over a
period of several days, or soil core samples could be obtained from several
random locations. The number of samples taken should depend on sampling
variability and may be as few as three if variability is low. Sample vari
ability must be established for the media to be sampled at the HWLT unit.
A good starting point ~s to obtain and analyze five replicate samples; if
the variance is low (e.g., 5-10% of the mean), then fewer samples would
suffice while a high variance (e.g., >25% of the mean) ind1cates that more
than five samples may be needed.

9.4 TYPES OF MONITORING

As discussed earlier the monitoring program centers around the treat
ment zone. The requ1red types of mon1tor1ng for HWLT facilities are con
tained in the EPA (1982a) regulat~ons and are also listed 1n Section 9.0.
The frequency of sampling and the parameters to be analyzed depend on the
characteristics of the waste being disposed, the physical layout of the
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unit, and the surface and subsurface characteristics of the s1te. Table
9.1 provides guidance for developing an operat10nal monitoring program.
Each of the types of monitoring are discussed below.

9.4.1 Waste Monitoring

Waste streams need to be routinely sampled and tested to check for
changes in composition. A detailed descript10n of appropriate waste samp
ling techniques, tools, procedures, and safety measures 1S presented 1n
Section 5.3.2.1. These procedures should be followed during all waste sam
pling events. Analytical methods should follow established procedures for
the given waste described in Section 5.3.2 ~'1h1ch are based on standard
protocols.

The frequency at which a waste needs to be sampled and the parameters
to be analyzed depends greatly on the variables that influence the quantity
and quality of the waste. When waste is generated in a batch, as would be
expected from an annual or biannual cleanout of a lagoon or tank, the waste
should be fully characterized prior to each app11cat10n. When the waste is
generated more nearly continuously, samples should be collected and com
posited based on a statistical design over a period of time to assure that
that the waste is of a uniform quality. For example, wastes which are
generated continuously could be sampled weekly or daily on a flow propor
tional basis and composited and analyzed quarterly or monthly. When no
changes have been made in the operation of the plant or the treatment of
the waste which could significantly alter concentration of waste constitu
ents, the waste should, at a minimum, be analyzed for (1) the const1tuents
that restrict the annual application rates (RLC) and the allowable cumula
tive applications (CLC) , (2) the constituents that are within 25% of the
level at which they would be limiting, and (3) all other hazardous constit
uents that have been shown to be present in the waste in the initial waste
characterization. Since synergism and antagonism as well as unlisted waste
metabolites can create hazards that cannot be described by chemical analy
sis alone, routine mutagenicity testing may be performed (Section 5.3.2.4)
if the treatment demonstration has indicated a possible problem. In addi
tion, waste should be analyzed as soon as possible after a change in opera
tions that could affect the waste characteristics.

9.4.2 Unsaturated Zone Monitoring

The unsaturated zone as referred to in this document is described as
the laye~ of soil or parent material separating the bottom of the treatment
zone (defined earlier) and the seasonal high water table or groundwater
table and is usually found to have a moisture content less than saturation.
In this zone, the movement of moisture may often be relatively slow in re
sponse to soil properties and prevailing climatic conditions; however, in
some locations, soils and waste management practices may lead to periods of
heavy hydraulic loading which could cause rapid downward flux of moisture.
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TABLE 9 GUIDANCE FOR AN OPERATIONAL MONITORING PROGRAM AT IIWLT UNITS

Media to be Monitored

Waste

Soil cores
(unsaturated zone)

Soil-pore liquid
(unsaturated zone)

Groundwater

Vegetation (if
grown for food
chain use)

Runoff water

Soil in the
treatment zone

Air

Purpose

Quality Change

Determine slow movement
of hazardous constituents

Determine highly mobile
constituents

Determine mobile
constituents

Phytotoxic and hazardous
transmitted constituents
(food chain hazards)

Soluble or suspended
constituents

Determine degradation,
pH, nutrients, and rate
and capacity limiting
constituents

Personnel and population
health hazards

Sampling Frequency

Quarterly composites if continuous
stream, each batch if intermittent
generation

Quarterly

Quarterly, preferably following
leachate generating precipitation
anowmelt

Semiannually

Annually or at harvests

As required for NPDES permit

Quarterly

Quarterly

Number of Samples

One

One composited from
two per 1 5 ha (4 ac),
minimum of 3 composited
from 6 per uniform area

One composited from two
samplers per 1 5 ha
(4 ac), minimum of 3
composited from 6 per
uniform area

Minimum of four sug
gested--one upgradient,
three downgradient

One per 1 5 ha (4 ac)
or three of processed
crop before sale

As permit requires,
or one

7-10 composited to one
per I 5 ha (4 ac)

Five

Parameters to be Analyzed

At least rate and capacity
limiting constituents, plus
those Within 25% of being
limiting, principal hazardous
constituents, pH and EC

All hazardous constituents in
the waste or the principal
hazardous constituents,
metabolites of hazardous
constituents, and nonhazardous
constituents of concern

All hazardous constituents in
the waste or the principal
hazardous constituents,
mobile metabolites of hazard
ous constituents, and impor
tant mobile nonhazardous
constituents

Hazardous constituents and
metabolites or select indi
cators

Hazardous metals and organics
and their metabolites

Discharge permit and back
ground parameters plus
hazardous organics

Particulates (adsorbed
hazardoua constituents) and
hazardous volatiles



An unsaturated zone monitor1ng plan should be developed for two purposes.
1) to detect any sign1ficant movement of hazardous const1tuents out of the
system and 2) to furn1sh information for management decis10ns. In l1ght of
the var1ability in s011 water flux and the mob111ty of hazardous waste con
stituents, the unsaturated zone monitor1ng plan should include sampling the
soil to evaluate relatively slow mov1ng waste const1tuents (s01l core mon1
toring) and samp11ng the s01l-pore l1qu1d to evaluate rapidly moving waste
constituents. Monitor1ng for hazardous constituents should be performed on
a representat1ve background plot(s) until background levels are established
and immediately below the treatment zone (active port10n). The number,
location, and depth of soil core and s01l-pore l1quid samples taken must
allow an accurate ind1cat10n of the qua11ty of s011-pore liquid and soil
below the treatment zone and in the background area. The frequency and
timing of s01l-pore liqu1d samp11ng must be based on the frequency, time
and rate of waste application, proximity of the treatment zone to ground
water, soil permeability, and amount of precipitation. The data from
this program must be suff1cient to determine if stat1st1cally significant
increases 1n hazardous constituents, or selected 1ndicator constituents,
have occurred below the treatment zone. Location and depth of soil core
and soil-pore l1quid samples follow the same reasoning, but the number,
frequency and timing of soil core samp11ng d1ffers somewhat from that
required for soil-pore liqu1d sampling. Thus, the unique aspects of these
topics will be considered together with d1scussions of techniques for
obtaining the two types of samples.

9.4.2.1 Locating Unsaturated Zone Samples

Soil characteristics, waste type, and waste application rate are all
important factors in determining the environmental impact of a particular
land treatment unit or part of a unit on the environment. Therefore, areas
of the land treatment unit for which these characteristics are similar
(i.e., uniform areas) should be sampled as a single monitoring unit. As
will be used in further discussions, a uniform area is defined as an area
of the active portion of a land treatment unit wh1ch is composed of soils
of the same soil series (USDA, 1975) and to which similar wastes or waste
mixtures are applied at similar application rates. If, however, the tex
ture of the surface soil d1ffers s1gnificantly among soils of the same
series classification, the phase classification of the soil should be con
sidered in defining "uniform areas." A certified professional soil
scientist should be consulted in designating uniform areas.

Based on the above definition, 1t is recommended that the location of
soil core sampling or soil-pore liquid monitoring devices within a given
uniform area be randomly selected. Random selection of samples ensures a
more accurate representation of conditions with1n a given uniform area. It
is convenient to spot the field location for soil-coring and soil-pore
liquid devices by select1ng random distances on a coordinate system and
using the 1utersection of the two random distances as the location at which
a soil core should be taken or a s01l-pore l1quid monitoring device
installed. This system works well for fields of both regular and irregular
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shape, since the points outside the area of interest are merely discarded,
and only the points inside the area are used in the sample.

The location, within a given uniform area of a land treatment unit
(i.e., active portion monitoring), at which a soil core should be taken or
a soil-pore liquid monitoring device installed should be determined using
the following procedure:

(1) Divide the land treatment unit into uniform areas under the
direction of a certified professional soil scientist.

(2) Set up coordinates for each uniform area by establishing two
base lines at right angles to each other which intersect at
an arbitrarily selected origin, for example, the southwest
corner. Each baseline should extend far enough for all of
the uniform area to fall within the quadrant.

(3) Establish a scale interval along each base line. The un1ts
of this scale may be feet, yards, meters, or other units
depending on the size of the uniform area, but both base
lines should have the same units.

(4) Draw two random numbers from a random numbers table (usually
available in any basic statistics book). Use these numbers
to locate one point along each of the base lines.

(5) Locate the intersection of two lines drawn perpendicular to
the base lines through these points. This intersection
represents one randomly selected location for collection of
one soil core, or for installation of one soil-pore l1quid
device. If this location at the intersection is outside the
uniform area, disregard and repeat the above procedure.

(6) For soil-core monitoring, repeat the above procedure as many
times as necessary to obtain the desired number of locations
within each uniform area of the land treatment un1t. Th1s
procedure for randomly select1ng locations must be repeated
for each soil core samp11ng event but will be needed on~y

once in locating soil pore liquid monitor1ng dev1ces.

Locations for monitoring on background areas should also be randomly
determined. Again, consult a certified professional soil sC1entist in
determining an acceptable background area. The background area must have
characteristics (i.e., at least soil series classification) similar to
those present in the uniform area of the land treatment unit 1t is repre
senting, but it should be free from possible contaminat10n from past or
present activities which could have contributed to the concentrat10ns of
the hazardous constituents of concern. Establish coordinates for an arbi
trarily selected portion of the background area and use the above procedure
~~r randomly choosing sampling locations.
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9.4.2.2 Depth to be Sampled

Since unsaturated zone monitoring ~s intended to detect pollutant
migration from the treatment zone, samples should log~cally be obtained
from immediately below th~s zone. Care should be taken to assure that
samples from active areas of the land treatment un~t and background samples
are monitoring similar horizons or layers of parent mater~al. Noting that
soils seldom consist of smooth, horizontal layers but are often undulat1ng,
sloped and sometimes d1scontinuous, it would be unw~se to spec~fy a s~ngle

depth below the land surface to be used for comparat~ve sampling. A
convenient method for choosing sampling depths 1S to define the bottom of
the treatment zone as the bottom of a chosen diagnost~c so~l hor~zon and
not in terms of a rigid depth. Sampling depth would then be eas1ly def~ned

with respect to the bottom of the treatment zone. At a minimum, soil core
and soil-pore liqu1d samp11ng should mon1tor w~th~n 30 cm (12 in) of the
bottom of the treatment zone. Additional sampl~ng depths may be des~rable,

for instance if analyt1cal results are ~nconclus~ve or quest10nable. Core
samples should 1nclude only the 0 to 15 cm increment below the treatment
zone while soil-pore liquid samplers should be placed so that they collect
liquid from anywhere within this 30 cm zone.

9.4.2.3 Soil Core Sampling Technique

Waste constituents may move slowly through the s01l profile for a num
ber of reasons, such as the lack of suff1cJ.ent sOJ.l moisture to leach
through the system, a natural or art1f1cially occurrJ.ng layer or horJ.zon of
low hydraulic conduct1vity, or waste const1tuents which exhib~t only a low
to moderate mobility relative to water in soil. Anyone or a combination
of these effects can be observed by s01l core monitorJ.ng 0 Based on the
treatment zone concept, only the port10ns of sOJ.l cores collected below the
treatment zone need to be analyzed. The ~ntent J.S to demonstrate whether
significantly higher concentratJ.ons of hazardous constituents are present
and moving in material below the treatment zone than 1n background soils or
parent material.

Soil core samp11ng should proceed according to a def1nite plan with
regard to number, frequency and technique. Previous d1scussions of statis
tical considerations should provide guidance in choos1ng the number of sam
ples required. Background values for soil core mon~toring should be estab
lished by collecting at least eJ.ght randomly selected soil cores for each
soil series present in the treatment zone. These samples can be composited
in pairs (from immediately adjacent 10cat10ns) to form four samples for
analysis. For each so~l serJ.es a background arJ.thmetic mean and variance
should be calculated for each hazardous constJ.tuent. For monitor1ng the
active portion of the HWLT, a minimum of SJ.X randomly selected s01l cores
should be obtained per unJ.form area and composited as before to yJ.eld three
samples for analysJ.s. If, however, a unJ.form area J.S greater than 5 ha (12
ac), at least two randomly selected s01l cores should be taken per 1.5 ha
(4 ac) and composJ.ted J.n pairs based on 10cat10n. Data from the samples 1n
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a gl.ven unl.form area should be averaged and statistically compared. If
analyses reveal a large varl.ance from samples within a given uniform area,
more samples may be necessary. The frequency with whl.ch soil coring should
be done l.S at least semiannually, except for background sampling which,
after background values are establl.shed, may be performed only occas
sionally as needed to verify whether background levels are changing over
time.

It l.S important to keep an accurate record of the locations from which
sOl.l core samples have been taken. Even where areas have been judged to be
uniform, the best attempts at homogeneous waste applicatl.on and management
cannot achieve perfect uniformity. It l.S probable in many systems that
small problem areas or "hot spots" may occur which cause localized real or
apparent pollutant migration. Examples of "apparent" migration might in
clude small areas where waste was applied too heavily or where the machin
ery on-site ml.xed waste too deeply. The sampling procedure itself is sub
Ject to error and so may indicate apparent pollutant migratl.on. Therefore,
anomalous data pol.nts can and should be resampled at the suspect loca
tion(s) to determl.ne if a problem exists, even if the uniform area as a
whole shows no statistically sl.gnificant pollutant migration.

The methods used for soil sampling are variable and depend partially
on the size and depth of the sample needed and the number and frequency of
samples to be taken. Of the available equipment, oakfield augers are use
ful l.f small samples need to be taken by hand whl.le bucket augers give
larger samples. Powered coring or drilling equl.pment, if aval.lable, l.8 the
preferable chol.ce since it can rapidly sample to the desired depths and
provl.de a clean, minl.mally disturbed sample for analysis. Due to the time
l.nvolved l.n corl.ng to 1.5 m and sometl.mes farther, powered equipment can
often be less costly than hand sampll.ng. In any case, extreme care must be
taken to prevent cross contamination of samples. Loose soil or waste
should be scraped away from the surface to prevent it from contaminating
samples collected from lower layers. The material removed from the treat
ment zone portion of the borehole can be analyzed if desired, to evaluate
condl.tions l.n the treatment zone. It is advisable to record field obser
vatl.ons of the treatment zone even if no analysis is done. Fl.nally, bore
holes absolutely must be backfl.lled carefully to prevent hazardous constit
uents from channelling down the hole. Natl.ve soil compacted to about field
bulk densl.ty, clay slurry or other sUl.table plug material may be used.

Sample handll.ng, preservation and shipment should follow a chal.n of
custody procedure and a defl.ned preservatl.on method such as l.S found in EPA
(1982), Test Methods for Evaluating Sol1.d Waste, or the analytical portion
of this document (Sectl.on 5.3). If more sample l.S collected than is needed
for analysis, the volume should be reduced by, el.ther the quartering or
rl.ffle technique. (A rl.ffle 1.S a sample spll.tting device designed for use
with dried ground samples).

The analysis of sOl.l cores must include all hazardous constituents
whl.ch are reasonably expected to leach or the principal hazardous constitu
ents (PRCs) whl.ch generally l.ndicate hazardous constituent movement (EPA,
1982a).
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9.4.2.4 Soil-Pore Liquid Samp11ng Techn1que

Percolating water added to the soil by precipitation, 1rrigation, or
waste applications may pass through the treatment zone and may rapidly
transport some mob1le waste const1tuents or degradation products through
the unsaturated zone to the groundwater. Soil-pore liqu1d monitoring is
intended to detect these rapid pulses of contaminants, often 1mmediately
after heavy precipitation events, that are not likely to be observed
through the regularly scheduled analysis of soil cores. Therefore, the
timing of soil-pore liqu1d samp11ng is a key to the usefulness of this
technique. Seasonality 1S the rule with s01l-pore liqu1d sample timing
(i.e., scheduled sampling cannot be on a preset date, but must be geared to
precipitation events). Assuming that samp11ng is done soon after leachate
generating precipitat10n or snowmelt, the frequency also varies depending
on site conditions. As a start1ng p01nt, sampl1ng should be done quarter
ly. More frequent sampling may be necessary, for example, at units located
in areas with highly permeable soils or high ra1nfall, or at which wastes
are applied very frequently. The timing of samp11ng should be geared to
the waste application schedule as much as possible.

Land treatment units at which wastes are applied 1nfrequently (i.e.,
only once or twice a year) or where leachate-generating precipitation 1S
highly seasonal, quarterly sampl1ng and analysis of soil-pore liquid may be
unnecessary. Because soil-pore liquid 1S instituted pr1marily to detect
fast-moving hazardous constituents, monitoring for these constituents many
months after waste applicat10n may be useless. If fast-moving hazardous
constituents are to migrate out of the treatment zone, they will usually
migrate at least within 90 days following waste application, unless little
precipitation or snowmelt has occurred. Therefore, where wastes are
applied infrequently or leachate generation 1S seasonal, s01l-pore l1quid
may be monitored less frequently (semi-annually or annually). A final note
about timing is that samples should be obta1ned as soon as liquid is pres
ent. FolloW1ng any signif1cant rainfall, snowmelt or waste appl1cation,
the owner or operator should check the monitoring devices for liquid at
least within 24 hours.

The background concentrat10ns of hazardous constituents in the soil
pore liquid should be established by installing two monitoring devices at
random locations for each soil series present 1n the treatment zone.
Samples should be taken on at least a quarterly basis for at least one year
and can be composited to give one sample per quarter. Analysis of these
samples should be used to calculate an arithmetic mean and variance for
each hazardous constituents. After background values are established,
additional soil-pore liquid samples should occasionally be taken to deter
mine if the background values are changing over time.

The number of soil-pore liquid samplers needed 1S a function of site
factors that influence the variability of leachate quality. Active, uni
form areas should receive, in the beginn1ng, a min1mum of six samplers per
uniform area. For uniform areas greater than 5 ha, at least two samplers
per 1.5 ha should be installed. Samples may be composited 1n pairs based
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on location to g1ve three samples for analysis. The number of dev1ces may
have to be adJusted up (or down) as a funct10n of the var1ab1lity of
results.

To date, most leachate collection has been conducted by sC1entists and
researchers and there 1S not an abundance of ava1lable f1eld equ1pment and
techniques. The EPA (1977) and Wilson (1980) have prepared reV1eWs of
pressure vacuum lysimeters and trench lysimeters. The pressure vacuum
lysimeters are much better adapted to field use and have been used to mon1
tor pollut10n from var10US sources (Manbeck, 1975), Nassau-Suffolk Research
Task Group, 1969; The Resources Agency of Ca11fornia, 1963, James, 1974).
These pressure vacuum samplers are read1ly available commercially and are
the most widely used, both for agricultural and waste mon1toring uses. A
th1rd type of leachate sampler is the vacuum extractor as used in the field
by Sm1th et al. (1977). A compar1son of 1n S1tu extractors was presented
by LeV1n and Jackson (1977).

9.4.2.4.1 Pressure-Vacuum Lys1meters. Construct10n, 1nstallation, and
sampling procedures for pressure-vacuum lysimeters are described by Grover
and Lamborn (1970), Parizek and Lane (1970), Wagner (1962), Wengel and
Gr1ffen (1971) and Wood (1973). Some data 1nd1cate that the ceramic cups
may contribute exceSS1ve amounts of Ca, Na, and K to the sample and may re
move P from the sample (Grover and Lamborn, 1970); however, more recent
work (S1lkworth and Gn.gal, 1981) compar1ng ceram1C samplers with inert
fritted glass samplers showed no significant d1fferences in Ca, Na, Mg, and
K concentrat10ns. No stud1es as yet have been done on the permeab1lity of
ceram1C samplers to organ1c samplers. Recent data by Brown (1977) ind1cate
that ceramics are permeable to some bacter1a, wh1le Dazzo and Rothwell
(1974) found ceramic with a pore size of 3-8 m screened out bacter1a. A
spec1al des1gn (Wood, 1973) 1S needed if samples are to be collected at
depths greater than 10 m below the s01l surface. The bas1c construction of
these devices 1S shown 1n Fig. 9.3 and cons1sts of a porous ceramic cup
w1th a bubbling pressure of 1 bar or greater attached to a short piece of
PVC pipe of suitable d1ameter. Two tubes extend down 1nto the device as
1llustrated. Data by Silkworth and Gr1gal (1981) indicate that, of the two
commerc1ally available sampler S1zes (2.2 and 4.8 cm diameter), the larger
ceramic cup sampler 1S more reb.able, influences water quality less, and
y1elds samples of suitable volume for analysis.

Detailed installat10n 1nstruct10ns for pressure-vacuum lys1meters are
given by Parizek and Lane (1970). S1gnif1cant mod1f1cation may be neces
sary to adapt these 1nstruments to field use wllere heavy equipment is work
1ng. To prevent channelling of contaminated surface water d1rectly to the
samp11ng device, the sampler may be 1nstalled in the s1de wall of aD access
trench. Since random placement procedures may locate a sampler in the m1d
dIe of an active area, the sample collection tube should be protected at
the surface from heavy equipment by a manhole cover, brightly pa1nted steel
cage or other structu1e. Another problem assoc1ated with such sampler
placement is that its presence may alter waste management activities (i.e.,
waste app11cations, til11ng, etc. will avo1d the location); therefore, the
sampler WOJld not yield representative leachate samples. This problem may
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Figure 9.3. One example of a pressure-vacuum lysimeter (Wood, 1973).
Reprinted by permission of the American Geophysical Union.
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be avoided by running the collection tube horizontally underground about
10 m before surfacing.

For sampling after the unit 1S in place, a vacuum is placed on the
system and the tubes are clamped off. Surrounding soil water 1S drawn into
the ceramic cup and up the polyethylene tube. To collect the water sample,
the vacuum is released and one tube is placed 1n a sample container. Air
pressure is applied to the other tube which forces the liquid up the tube
and into the sample container. Preliminary testing should ensure that
waste products can pass 1nto the ceramic cup. An J.nert tubing such as
Teflon may need to be substituted for the polyethylene to prevent organic
contamination. Where sampling for possible volatiles in leachate, a purge
trap such as suggested by Wood et al. (1981) or as descrJ.bed for volatiles
in the waste analysis section (5.3.2.3.2.2) of this document may be used.

The maj or advantages of these sampling devices are that they are
easily avaJ.lable, relatively inexpensive to purchase and 1nstall, and quite
reliable. The major d1sadvantage is the potential for water qualJ.ty alter
ations due to the ceramic cup, and this poss1ble problem requires further
testing. For a given installation, the device chosen should be specif
ically tested using solutions containing the soluble hazardous constituents
of the waste to be land treated. Several test1ng programs to evaluate
these devices are currently in progress, includ1ng programs sponsored by
the U.S. Environmental Protect10n Agency and the American Petroleum
Institute.

9.4.2.4.2 Vacuum Extractor. Vacuum extractors were developed by Duke and
Raise (1973) to extract moisture from soils above the groundwater table.
The basic device consists of a stainless steel trough that contains ceramic
tubes packed in soil. The unJ.t is sized not to J.nterfere with amb1ent soil
water potentials (Corey, 1974), and it is installed at a g1ven depth 1n the
soil with a slight slope toward the collection bottle which 1S 1n the bot
tom of an adjacent access hole. The system is evacuated and moisture moved
from adJ acent soil 1nto the ceramic tubes and 1nto the collect10n bottle
from which 1t can be withdrawn as desired. The advantage of this system is
that it yields a quantitative est1mate of leachate flux as well as provides
a water sample for analysis. The volume of collected leachate per unit
area per unit time 1S an estimate of the downward movement of leachate
water at that depth. The major disadvantages to this system are: 1t is
delicate, requires a field vacuum source, is relatively d1fficult to
install, requires a trained operator, estimates leachate quantity somewhat
lower than actual field drainage, and disturbs the soil above the sampler.
Further details about the use of the vacuum extractor are g1ven by Trout et
ale (1975) • Performance of this type device is generally poor when
installed in clay soils.

9.4.2.4.3 Trench Lysimeters. Trench lysimeters get their name from the
large access trench or caisson necessary for operation. Basic installation
as described by Parizek and Lane (1970) involves excavating a rather large
trench and shoring up the side walls, taking care to leave open areas so
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that samplers can be placed in the s1de walls. Sample trays are imbedded
in the side walls and connected by tub1ng to sample collection containers.
The entire trench area 1S then covered to prevent flood1ng. One signif1
cant danger in using th1s system 1S the potential for accumulation of
hazardous fumes in the trench wh1ch may endanger the health and safety of
the person collect1ng the samples.

Trench lysimeters function by intercept1ng downward moving water and
diverting it into a collect10n device located at a lower elevat10n. Thus,
the intercepting agent may be an open ended pipe, sheet metal trough, pan,
or other similar device. Pans 0.9 to 1.2 m 1n diameter have been success
fully used 1n the f1eld by Tyler and Thomas (1977). Since there is no va
cuum applied to the system, only free water 1n excess of saturation is
sampled. Consequently, samples are plentiful dur1ng ra1ny seasons but are
nonexistent during the dry season.

Another variation of this system 1S to use a funnel filled with clean
sand inserted into the s1dewall of the trench. Freewater will drain into a
collection chamber from which a sample is per10dically removed by vacuum.
A small sample collection device such as th1s may be preferable to the
large trench S1nce the necessary hole 1S smaller, thus making installat10n
easier (Fig 9.4).

9.4.2.5 Response to Detect10n of Pollutant M1gration

If significant concentrations of hazardous constituents (or PHCs) are
observed below the treatment zone, the follow1ng modif1cat10ns to unit
operations should be considered to maX1m1ze treatment w1th1n the treatment
zone:

(1) alter the waste character1stics;

(2) reduce waste applicat10n rate,

(3) alter the method or tim1ng of waste applications;

(4) cease application of one or more particular wastes at the
unit;

(5) revise cultivat10n or management pract1ces, and

(6) alter the character1st1cs of the treatment zone, part1cular
ly soil pH or organ1c matter content.

Hazardous constituents movement below the treatment zone may result from
improper unit design, operat10n, or siting. Problems related to unit
design and operation can often be easily corrected, while serious problems
resulting from a poor cho1ce of site are more d1fficult to rect1fy.
Certain locational "1mperfect10ns" may be compensated for through careful
unit design, construction, and operat1on.
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F~gure 9.4. Schemat~c d~agram of a sand f~lled funnel used to collect
leachate from the unsaturated zone.
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If statistically s~gnif~cant increases of hazardous const~tuents are
detected below the treatment zone by the unsaturated zone mon~tor~ng pro
gram, the owner or operator should closely evaluate the operation, des~gn

and location of the unit to determ~ne the source of the problem. The char
acteristics of the waste should be evaluated for poss~ble effects on treat
ment effectiveness. The rate, method, and t~ming of waste applications
should also be examined. Management of the treatment zone including main
taining the physical, chemical and biological character~stics necessary for
effective treatment, should also be reevaluated. Soil pH and organic
matter content of the treatment zone are two important parameters that
should be assessed. Finally, the owner or operator should determine if the
design or location of the unit is causing the hazardous constituents to mi
grate. Topographic, hydrogeologic, pedalogic, and climatic factors all
play a role in determining the success of the land treatment system.

In certain cases, the necessary unit modifications may be very minor,
while in other cases they may be major. Numerous unit-specific factors
must be considered to make this determination, and the exact elements of
the determination will vary on a case-by-case basis. Activit~es occurring
near the unit should be carefully investigated to confirm the source of the
contamination. The procedures used in the unsaturated zone monitoring pro
gram should also be closely examined. Resampling of the unit may be re
quired to determine if errors occurred in sampling, analysis, or evalua
tion.

9.4.3 Groundwater Monitoring

To assure that irreparable groundwater damage does not occur as a
result of HWLT, it is necessary that the groundwater qual~ty be monitored.
Groundwater monitoring supplements the unsaturated zone mon~toring program,
but does not replace it. A contamination problem first detected in the
leachate water may indicate the need to alter the management program and
groundwater can then be observed for the same problem. It is through the
successful combination of these two systems that accurate monitoring of
vertically moving constituents can be achieved.

The complexity of groundwater monitoring is beyond the scope of th~s

document, and the reader is referred to a few of the numerous publications
which together cover much of what is to be known about the topic. These
sources of information include the follow~ng.

(1) Manual of Ground-Water Sample Procedures, (Scalf et al.,
1981) ;

(2) Ground-Water Manual, (USDI, Bureau of Reclamation, 1977);

(3) Procedures Manual for Ground Water Mon~tor~ng at Solid Waste
Disposal Facilities (EPA, 1977); and

(4) Ground-water Monitoring Systems, Technical Resource Document
(EPA, in preparation), and
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(5) Ground-water Monitor1ng GU1dance for Owners and Operators of
Inter1m Status Faci11ties, (EPA, 1982c).

In general, the success of a groundwater monitor1ng program 1S a function
of many s1te-, s01l- and waste-specif1c var1ables. The various aspects of
planning and develop1ng an appropr1ate groundwater monitoring program are
1nterdependent and thus, des1gn and development should be performed s1mul
taneously. M1ndful of these points, the following 1S a general outline of
the major steps and cons1derations in establish1ng a groundwater mon1toring
program"

(1) develop an understanding of the potent1ally mob1le constit
uents in the waste to be land treated and their possible re
actions and behav10r in groundwater, compatabil1ty with well
casing and sampling equipment, and toxicity;

(2) perform a thorough hydrogeologic study of the land treatment
s1te;

(3) choose well dr1lling, installat100 and sampl1ng methods that
are compatible W1th monitor1ng needs,

(4) locate wells based on hydrogeologic study results, but sam
ple and analyze wells one by one as they are installed to
help gu1de the placement of subsequent wells; and

(5) begin sampling and analytical program.

The wells should be placed to characterize background water quality
and to detect any pollutant plume wh1ch leaves the s1te. The number of
wells needed will vary from s1te to s1te based on local cond1tions. Wells
should be sealed against tampering and protected from vehicular traffic.
F1nally, the frequency of sampl1ng should be at least sem1-annually for
detection monitoring and at least quarterly for compliance mon1toring (EPA,
1982a).

9.4.4 Vegetation Monitoring

Where food cha1n crops are to be grown, analys1s of the vegetation at
the HWLT un1t will aid 1n assur1ng that harmful quant1t1es of metals or
other waste constituents are not being accumulated by, or adhering to
surfaces of, the plants. Although a safety demonstration before planting
1S required (EPA, 1982a), operat10nal mon1tor1ng 1S recommended to verify
that crop contam1nat10n has not occurred. Vegetat10n monitoring is an
1mportant measurement dur1ng the post closure period where the area may
possibly be used for food or forage product10n. Sampling should be done
annually, or at each harvest. The concentrat10ns of metals and other con
st1tuents in the vegetation w1ll change with m01sture content, stage of
growth, and the part of the plant sampled, and thus results must be care
fully 1nterpreted. The number of samples to analyze is aga1n based on a
sliding scale sim1lar to that used for sampling s01ls. Forage samples
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should include all aerial plant parts, and the edible parts of grain,
fruit, or vegetat~on crops should be sampled separately.

9.4.5 Runoff Water Mon~tor~ng

If runoff water analyses are needed to satisfy NPDES perm~t condi
tions (EPA, 1981), a monitoring program should be ~nst~tuted. This program
would not be covered under RCRA hazardous waste land disposal requirements,
but it would be an ~ntegral part of fac~lity design. The sampling and
monitoring approach will vary depending on whether the water is released as
a continuous discharge or as a batch d~scharge following treatment to
reduce the hazardous nature of the water. Constituents to be analyzed
should be spec~fied ~n the NPDES permit.

Where a relat~vely cont~nuous flow ~s anticipated, sampling must be
flow proportional. A means of flow measurement and an automated sampling
device are a reasonable combination for this type of monitoring. Flow can
be measured us~ng a weir or flume (USDA, 1979) for overload flow water pre
treatment systems and packaged water treatment plants while in-line flow
measurement may be an addit~onal option on the packaged treatment systems.
The sampling device should be set up to obtain period~c grab samples as the
water passes through the flow rate measuring device. A number of program
able, automated samplers which can take discreet or composite samples are
on the market and readily available.

For batch treatment, such as mere grav~ty separation or mechan~cally

aerated systems, flow is not so important as is the hazardous constituent
content of each batch. Sampling before discharge would, in this case,
involve manual pond sampling, us~ng multiple grab samples. The samples
would preferably represent the entire water column to be discharged in each
batch rather than a single depth increment. Statistical procedures should
again be used for e~ther treatment and discharge approach.

9.4.6 Treatment Zone Monitoring

Treatment zone monitoring of land treatment units is needed for two
purposes. One ma~n purpose is to monitor the degradation rate of the
organic fraction of the waste material and parameters significantly affect
ing waste treatment. Samples are needed at periodic intervals after appli
cation to be analyzed for residual waste or waste constituents. Such
measurements need to be taken routinely as specified by a soil scientist.
These intervals may vary from weekly to semi-annually depending on the
nature of the waste, climatic conditions, and application scheduling. The
second major function of treatment zone samples is to measure the rate of
accumulation of conserved waste constituents as it relates to facility
life.
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9.4.6.1 Sampling Procedures

In order to monitor the treatment zone, a representative sample or set
of soil samples must be collected. S1nce all further analys1s, data, and
interpretation are based on the sample(s) collected, the importance of ob
taining a representative sample cannot be over-emphasized. Some of the
needed samples may be obtained from soil cores taken from unsaturated zone
monitoring, but additional samples are often desirable. The total area to
be sampled should be first observed for its overall condition (1.e., waste
application records, soil series, management techn1ques, soil color, mois
ture, vegetation type and vigor, etc.) and those areas having obvious
differences need to be sampled separately. Where poss1ble, sampling should
most conveniently coincide with the "uniform areas" used 1n the unsaturated
zone monitor1ng, but some deviat10n may be necessary. Uniform areas should
be divided 1nto 1.5 ha (4 ac) subsections. When sampling, care needs to be
taken to avoid depressions, odd looking areas, wet spots, former fence
rows, and edges of the field. Surface l1tter should not be included in the
samples. Compositing of samples, when necessary, should be done in large
inert containers, and subsampling of the m1X should be done by the quarter
ing technique or with a r1ffle subsampler.

Background soils should be sampled to the extent of the def1ned vert1
cal treatment zone, while sampling an area that has had waste prev10usly
applied need extend only to about 15 cm below the depth of waste incorpora
tion. If the waste is m1xed poorly or not at all, the s01l and waste
should be mixed manually to the approximate expected depth of incorporat10n
prior to sampling. Notes should be taken as to how well the waste is
incorporated at the time of sampling. Plots that have had subsurface
inJections should be sampled by excavat1ng a trench 10 to 20 cm w1de and as
long as the spacing between bands, perpend1cular to the line of applicat10n
and to a depth of 15 cm below the depth of 1ncorporation. Useful equipment
may include shovel, post hole digger, oakf1eld auger or bucket auger.

9.4.6.2 Schedu11ng and Number of Soil Samples

The sampling schedule and number of samples to be collected may depend
on management factors, but a schedule may be conven1ently chosen to C01n
cide with unsaturated zone soil core sampling. For systems which will be
loaded heav1ly in a short period, more (and more frequent) samples may be
needed to assure that the waste is being applied uniformly, and that the
system is not be1ng overloaded. About seven to ten samples from each
selected 1.5 ha (4 ac) area should be taken to represent the treatment
zone, and these should be composited to obtain a single sample for analy
sis. In add1tion, if there are eV1dently anomalous "hot spots," these
should be sampled and analyzed separately.
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9.4.6.3 Analysis and Use of Results

Parameters to be measured ~nclude pH, soil fertility, residual con
centrations of degradable rate limiting constituents (RLC), and the concen
trations of residuals which limit the life of the disposal site (CLC), plus
those which if increased ~n concentration by 25% would become limiting.
Hazardous constituents of concern should also be monitored. Based on the
data obtained, the facility management or design can be adjusted or actions
taken as needed to maintain treatment efficiency. ProJections regarding
facility life can also be made and compared to original design proJections.
Since the treatment zone acts as an integrator of all effects, the data can
be invaluable to the unit operator.

9.4.7 Air Monitoring

The need for air montitor~ng at a land treatment unit is not neces
sarily dictated only by the chemical characteristics of the waste. Wind
dispersal of particulates can mobilize even the most immob~le, nonvolatile
hazardous constituents. Therefore, it is suggested that land treatment air
emissions be monitored at frequent intervals to ensure the health and
safety of workers and adj acent residents. This effort may be relaxed if
the air emissions are positively identified as innocuous compounds or too
low in concentration to have any effect. In any case, although air moni
toring is not currently required, it ~s strongly suggested s~nce this is a
likely pathway for pollutant losses from a land treatment unit.

Sampling generally involves drawing air over a known surface area, at
a known flow rate for a specif~ed time interval. Low molecular weight vol
atiles may be trapped by solid sorbents, such as Tenax-GC. The high mole
cular weight compounds may be sampled by Flor~sil, glass f~ber filters, or
polyurethane foam.
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10.0 CHAPTER TEN

CONTINGENCY PLANNING AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Managers of all hazardous waste management facilities must take pre
cautions to safeguard the health of both workers and nonworkers during nor
mal facility operation and in the event of an environmental emergency.
Routine health and safety considerations are discussed in Section 10.1.
Preparedness and prevention measures and cont1ngency plans appropriate for
HWLT units are also discussed. Figure 10.1 indicates the key points con
sidered by the permit evaluator. During the active l1fe of an HWLT unit,
changes in the management or operation of the unit may be made that require
updating the closure plan. In some cases, changes in the waste stream be
ing disposed may require modification of the permit as well as changes to
management and closure plans. Changing waste streams are considered in
Section 10.4. Requirements for contingency planning and other health and
safety concerns are given in the EPA regulatons (EPA, 1980; EPA, 1981) and
are discussed below.

10.1 ROUTINE HEALTH AND SAFETY

Although the management plans for HWLT units are designed to reduce
the hazards associated with the particular waste being disposed (Chapter
8), there are some additional health and safety considerations that need to
be specifically addressed. The type and amount of employee training neces
sary to safeguard human health and reduce environmental impacts from sudden
or nonsudden releases of contaminants are based on the characteristics of
the waste. Routine health and safety procedures must be developed and
followed at all times. To protect the health of the nonworker population,
access to the HWLT unit should be restricted.

10.1.1 Site Security

The necessary site security measures vary with the. location, of the
facility, the presence or absence of on-site storage, and the nature of the
wastes being disposed. There are, however, certain minimum standards that
apply to all HWLT units. For example, access to the site must be con
trolled at all times. At a minimum this may require fencing the entire
HWLT site. When unknowing entry will not cause injury to people or live
stock barbed wire fences are generally sufficient for the outer perimeter
but fences intended to exclude people may be desirable around storage faci
lities, runoff retention ponds and office buildings. In heavily populated
areas where the public can easily gain access, fences to exclude people may
be needed around the entire perimeter to keep children and others off the
site.
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Appropriate warning signs designed to keep out unauthorized personnel
should be posted at the main facility entrance, at all gates and at inter
vals along the site perimeter where access could be made by foot. Traffic
control should be established to restrict unauthorized entry either through
use of gates or a surveillance system. When the land treatment area is
adjacent to the industrial plant where wastes are generated and where
access can be gained only by passing through normal plant security, no fur
ther actions may be needed to restrict access.

10.1.2 Personnel Health and Safety

Events that endanger the health of workers at land treatment units in
clude accidents while operating heavy equipment, fires and explosions. Ex
posure to toxic or carcinogenic wastes is also of concern since acute and
chronic health effects may occur if proper precautions are not taken. The
U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has the primary
responsibility for determining the adequacy of working conditions to ensure
employee safety. This agency has developed specific operational criteria
for most situations in the work place and may be consulted during the deve
lopment of safety standards for a specific HWLT unit. Quick medical atten
tion is often critical; an excellent guide to first-aid information is
American Red Cross Standard First Aid and Personal Safety published by
Doubleday and Company, Inc. It deals w1th such topics as heavy bleeding,
stopped breathing, artificial respiration, shock, poisoning, burns, eye
damage, heat stroke, and moving injured victims.

Accidents, fires and explosions often occur as a result of careless
ness or vandalism and can therefore be reduced through proper training
(Section 10.1.3) and controlled access (Section 10.1.1). Probably the most
common cause of injury at land treatment units is operator error while
handling heavy equipment; however, by following standard operating proce
dures, accidents such as these can be minimized. Fires are a continuous
threat at facilities handling flammable wastes; waste storage areas may
be set afire by vandalism, carelessness, sparks from vehicles or even
spontaneous combustion. All sources of ignition including vehicles (where
possible) and cigarette smoking should be prohibited near waste storage
areas. Because the possibility of spontaneous combustion is greatly en
hanced on very hot days, it may be ad~isable to keep certain storage tanks
cool by continuous spraying with water or by a permanent cooling system.
Waste storage areas and the actual land treatment area may be sources of
explosive gases. Products of hazardous waste decomposition, oxidation,
volatilization, sublimat10n or evaporation may include gases that are
explosive. In sufficient concentrations, these low flash point gases might
cause employee injury during tilling and waste spreading operations as well
as during storage or handling operations. Fires, explosions or releases of
toxic gases can also result from mixing incompatible wastes. Section 8.9
deals with this subject in detail and includes tables that can be used to
determine incompatible waste combinations.
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Acute or chronic exposure to toxic wastes may cause immediate sickness
or long-term 1llness. Many wastes give off toxic vapors during storage or
when they are applied to the soil. A simple respirator is often sufficient
to elim1nate the dangers associated with breathing these vapors. Long-term
carc1nogenic risks may be harder to protect against. If the hazardous
waste being handled is known to be carcinogenic or a~utely toxic, special
protect10n 1S needed. Information on protective equipment may be obtained
from the OSHA.

10.1.3 Personnel Training

As mentioned in the previous sectl.on, many sources of worker injury
can be reduced through proper training. Training should be designed to en
sure that faci11ty personnel are able to respond effectively during an
emergency and are able to implement contingency plans (Section 10.3). In
addition to training sessions on standard operating procedures and use of
equipment, two additional types of specialized training are appropriate for
HWLT facility perosnnel, as follows:

(l) familiarization with the possible equipment or structure
deter10ration or malfunction scenarios that might lead to
env1ronmental or human health damages; and

10.2

(2) procedures for inspecting equipment and structures to
determ1ne the degree of deterioration or probability of
malfunction.

PREPAREDNESS AND PREVENTION MEASURES

Preparedness and prevention measures are intended to minimize the pos
s1bility and effects of a contaminant release, fire or explosion which
could threaten human health or the environment. Good management practices
are the basis of preparedness; HWLT un1ts should be operated to minimize
the l1ke11hood of sp1l1s, fires, explosions, or any other discharge or
release of hazardous waste. Management concerns for HWLT are discussed in
Chapter 8. Spec1f1c preparedness and prevention measures include adequate
communications, arrangements w1th local authorities and regulatory agen
cies, and proper emergency equipment. Additionally, aisle space and
roads should be clear and maintained to allow the unobstructed movement of
emergency response personnel and equipment to any area of the facility at
all times.

10.2.1 Communications

The following two types of communications systems may be needed at
HWLT un1ts (40 CFR 264.34; EPA, 1980):
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(1) an internal communications or alarm system that is capaOL_
of providing immediate emergency instructions to facility
employees; and

(2) a device capable of summoning external emergency assistance
from local response agencies (e.g., telephone or 2-way
radio).

Whenever hazardous waste is being mixed, poured, spread or otherwise han
dled, all personnel involved in the operation must have immediate access to
an internal alarm or emergency communication device, either directly or
through visual or voice contact with another employee. In addition, if
there is ever only one employee on the premises while the facility is oper
ating, he must have immediate access to a device, such as a telephone
(immediately available at the scene of operation) or a hand held two-way
radio, capable of summoning external emergency assistance.

10.2.2 Arrang~ents with Authorities

It is advisable to make arrangements to familiarize local and state
emergency response authorities (such as police, fire, health, and civil de
fense officials) with the following:

(1) the layout of the unit;

(2) entrance to roads inside the unit that could be used as
possible evacuation routes;

(3) places where personnel would normally be working; and

(4) the quantities and properties of the hazardous waste being
handled at the unit along with any associated hazards.

When more than one police and fire department might respond to an emer
gency, an agreement should be made designating primary emergency authority
to a specific department. This should be accompanied by agreements with
other agencies to provide support to the primary emergency authority.
Agreements should also be made with state emergency response teams, emer
gency response contractors, and equipment suppliers for their services or
products if there is a potential need for these.

Arrangements should be made to familiarize local hospitals with the
properties of the hazardous waste handled at the unit and the types of in
juries or illnesses which could result from fires, explosions, waste
releases, or other emergency related events.

All of the above arrangements agreed upon by local police departments,
fire departments, hospitals, contractors, and state and local emergency
reponse teams to coordinate emergency services should be included in the
contingency plan for the HWLT unit (Section 10.3). In addition, a con
tinuously updated list of names, addresses, and phone numbers (office and
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home) of all persons qualif1ed to act as the emergency coordinator should
be included in the cont1ngency plan. Where there is more than one person
listed, one must be named as the pr1mary emergency coordinator and the
home) of all persons qualified to act as the emergency coordinator should
be included 1n the contingency plan. Where there is more than one person
listed, one must be named as the primary emergency coord1nator and the
others must be listed in the order in which they will assume responsibility
as alternates.

10.2.3 Equipment

To facilitate a quick response during an emergency, a continuously up
dated list of emergency equipment available at the unit should be kept.
This list should include the location and physical description of each item
and a brief outline of its capabilities.

10.2.3.1 Required Emergency Equ1pment

Federal regulations require certain types of emergency equipment to be
maintained on-site (40 CFR 264.32; EPA, 1980). The types of communication
equipment required are discussed in Section 10.2.1. The following equip
ment should also be maintained on-site:

(1) portable fire fighting equipment including special extin
guishing equipment adapted to the type of waste handled at
the facility;

(2) spill control equipment;

(3) decontamination equipment; and

(4) water in an adequate volume and pressure to deal with emer
gency situations.

10.2.3.2 Additional Equipment

In addition to the emergency equipment required by federal regula
tions, there are several other types of emergency equipment or material
that are specifically needed at HWLT sites. Materials that may be needed
on-site include the follow1ng:

(1) bales of hay and other materials that could be used as tem
porary barriers and as absorbents to soak up or slow the
spread of spilled or aCCidentally discharged materials;

(2) sand bags and other materials that could be used for filling
or blocking overflow channels in waste storage or water re
tention facilities;
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(3) auxiliary pumps and pipelines to move or spray-irrigate ex
cess water to prevent overflow of retention facilit1es;

(4)

(4)

appropriate boots~ rain gear~ gloves, goggles, and gas res-
pirators for personnel;

appropriate boots, rain gear, gloves, goggles, and gas res-
pirators for personnel;

(5) basic hand tools to make "quick response" repairs to damaged
or deteriorating equipment or structures; and

(6) lists of the closest emergency equipment suppliers or con
tractors (including sources of large vacuum trucks, and/or
waterproofed dump trucks) to receive spill debris.

Plans and equipment should be available for removing, retaining, or
redistributing previously applied waste. Th1s may become necessary where
waste has been accidentally applied at too high a rate or where waste which
has been applied 1S found to differ from that for which the applicat10n
rates were developed. Additionally, plans and equipment should be avail
able to deal with the full variety of natural and man-made disasters which
may occur. Examples of these disasters include excessive rainfall, soil
overloads and surface water or groundwater contamination. When materials
are spilled in transit or in nontreatment areas of the facility, cleanup
will require the types of equipment described above.

10.2.3.3 Inspection and Maintenance

Development of and adherence to a written schedule for inspecting all
monitoring equipment, safety and emergency equipment, security devices, and
operating and structural equipment (such as dikes, waste storage or handl
ing equipment, and sump pumps) that are important to preventing, detecting,
or responding to environmental or human health hazards is critical. The
frequency of these inspections is based on the rate of possible deteriora
tion or malfunction of the equipment and the probability of an environ
mental or human health incident if the deterioration, malfunction, or an
operator error goes undetected between inspections. Areas subject to
spills (such as waste loading, unloading and storage areas) should be
inspected at least daily while they are in use. Any deterioration or mal
function of equipment or structures should be corrected to ensure that the
problem does not lead to an environmental or human health hazard. Where a
hazard is imminent or has already occurred, remedial action must be taken
immediately.

10.3 CONTINGENCY PLANS AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE

Contingency plans and emergency responses are intended to minimize
hazards to human health due to emergencies such as fire, explosions, or any
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unplanned sudden or nonsudden release of hazardous wastes to air, soil,
groundwater or surface water. The plan must be carried out immediately
whenever such an emergency occurs and should describe the actions that fac
ility personnel must take. Copies of the contingency plan (and any revi
sions to the plan) should be maintained at the HWLT unit and supplied to
all state and local emergency response authorities. At a minimum the plan
should include the following (40 CFR 264.52; EPA, 1980):

(1) arrangements agreed upon with local and state emergency res
ponse authorities (Section 10.2.2);

(2) a continuously updated list with names and phone numbers of
the people qualified to act as the emergency coordinator
(Section 10.3.1);

(3) a continuously updated list of emergency equipment available
on-site (Section 10.2.3); and

(4) an evacuation plan for personnel including signals to be
used to begin evacuation, evacuation routes and alternate
evacuation routes (in cases where the primary routes may be
blocked as a result of the emergency situation).

The contingency plan and should be reviewed on a regular basis and
amended as necessary. Examples of situations that would require amending
the contingency plan include the following:

(1) the applicable regulations are revised,

(2) the plan fails in an emergency;

(3) the facility changes (in its design, operation, maintenance
or in any way that would change the necessary response to an
emergency); .

(4) the list of emergency coordinator ch~nges; and

(5) the list of emergency equipment changes.

10.3.1 Coordination of Emergency Response

At least one of the qualified emergency coord1nators should be at the
HWLT site or on call (i.e., available to respond to an emergency by reach
ing the site within a short period of time) at all timeso The emergency
coordinator has the responsibility for coordinating all emergency response
measures. Specific responsibilities of the emergency coordinator are as
follows:

(1) to be familiar w1th all aspects of the contingency plan, all
operations and activities at the facility, the location and
characteristics of the hazardous waste handled by the fac1l
ity, the location of all records within the facility, and
the facility layout;
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(2) to have the authority and be able to COmm.1t the resources
needed to carry out the cont1ngency plan;

(3) to activate internal fac1lity alarms or communication sys
tems in case of emergency;

(4) to notify the appropr1ate emergency response authorities;

(5) to immediately identify character, exact source, amount, and
extent of any released materials; and

(6) to immediately assess possible hazards to human health or
the environment that may result from the emergency s1tuation
including both direct (fire, explosions, comtaninant re
leases) and indirect (generat10n of asphyxiating gas or con
taminated runoff) effects of the emergency.

If, during an emergency response, the emergency coordinator determines
that there may be a threat to human health or the enV1ronment outside the
facility, he must report these find1ngs. If h1s assessment indicates that
evacuation is advisable, he must immediately notify the appropriate local
authorities and be prepared to assist them in assessing whether local areas
need to be evacuated. In addition, he must immediately notify either the
government official designated as the on-scene coordinator for that geo
graphical area or the National Response Center (using their 24-hour toll
free number: 1-800-424-8802). His report should include the following:

(1) name and telephone number of reporter;

(2) name and address of the facility;

(3) time and type of accident;

(4) name and quantity of material involved;

(5) extent of injuries; and

(6) possible hazards td human health or the environment outside
the facility.

During the emergency, he should take all reasonable measures so that fires,
explosions, and waste releases do not occur, recur, or spread to other
hazardous waste at the HWLT unit.

Immediately after an emergency, the emergency coordinator must provide
for the treatment, storage or d1sposal of the recovered waste, contaminated
soil or surface water, or any other material that results from the emer
gency (40 CFR 264.56; EPA, 1980). He must ensure that (in the affected
areas of the facility) no wastes that may be incompatible with the released
material are stored, disposed or otherwise handled until the released
material is completely cleaned up. In addit10n, before operations resume,
all emergency equipment listed in the contingency plan must be cleaned,
refilled and made ready for its intended use. To prevent repetition of the
emergency, the coordinator may need to do the following, where applicable:
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(1) reJect all future del~veries of ~ncompatible waste,

(2) correct facility def~ciencies;

(3) ~mprove spill control structures,

(4) obta~n proper f~rst aid or other emergency equipment to
address ~dent~fied def~ciencies, and

(5) retrain or d1smiss responsible employees.

Before operations can resume, the owner or operator must notify the
proper federal, state and local authorities that all cleanup procedures are
complete and all emergency equ1pment is restored and ready for its intended
use. The owner or operator must also record the time, date, and details of
any ~ncident that requires ~mplementat~on of the contingency plan and,
within f1fteen days of the ~ncident, he must submit a written report on the
inC1dent to the appropr1ate regulatory agency that includes the following.

(1) name, address, and telephone number of the owner or opera-
tor;

(2) name, address and telephone number of the faci11ty;

(3) date, time, and type of inc~dent;

(4) name and quantity of material(s) 1nvolved;

(5) the extent of 1njuries, if any;

(6) an assessment of actual or potent1al hazards to human health
or the environment, where applicable; and

(7) est1mated quantity and d~sposition of recovered material
that resulted from the incident.

10.3.2 Specif1c Adaptations to Land Treatment

In addition to the general contingency plans discussed above that
apply to all types of hazardous waste management facilities, some problems
or emergency responses are un1quely character1stic of HWLT systems. Such
cont1ngences should be recogn1zed and specifically addressed in an HWLT
permit.

10.3.2.1 Soil Overloads

The capacity of the soil to treat and dispose of wastes may be over
loaded desp~te the best of plans. There is always the possib11ity that
occasional sh1pments of wastes W11l contain constituents wh1ch the facility
was not designed to handle or 1n concentrations which exceed the designed
appl1cat~on rates. In some cases ~t may be poss1ble to see or smell that
the waste 1S off-spec1ficat10n and, in such cases, it should be placed in a
placed in a spec1al hold~ng bas1n or area. The waste should be sampled and
analyzed before ~t is appl1ed to the soil. In other cases, the differences
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may not be observed until the waste l.S appll.ed to the land. In such
instances, as much of the waste as possible should be picked up and placed
in the off-specification holdl.ng area. In other instances, l.t may not be
possible to pick up the waste and remedial treatment may be necessary.

Areas that need remedial treatment can often be identified because
they have a different color or odor, remain wetter or drier, or do not
support vegetation. On-site observations combined with reports from soil
samples sent for analysis should be sufficl.ent to determine the source of
the problem. Several options for remedial measures to deal with waste "hot
spots" are discussed below. One option is to physically remove the mat
erial and store the soil in an off-specification storage area until it
can be analyzed to determine if the material can be respread over a larger
area and degraded, or if it should be dl.sposed elsewhere.

Certain remedial treatments and changes in HWLT management may be used
to overcome the problem without removing the soil. Acids or bases may be
used to neutralize areas which have become too basic or acidic. In most
cases, it is advisable to use HCl or CaC03 or other neutralizing agents
selected to avoid the accumulation of excess salts. If excessive sodium
(Na) salts are causing the problem, it may be possible to overcome the pro
blem by applying CaS04 or CaC03 to replace the Na with Ca. When exces
sive volatile organic materials cause a problem, it may be advisable to
apply and incorporate powdered activated charcoal or other organic mat
erials to adsorb and deactivate the chemicals until they can be degraded in
the HWLT system. Where excessive amounts of oil have been applied, decom
position can often be enhanced by incorporating appropriate amounts of
nutrients (particularly nitrogen) and hay or straw, which will help loosen
the soil, absorb the oil, and allow oxygen to enter the system. In some
instances where hot spots are small, it may be possible to solve the pro
blem by spreading the treated soils over a larger area and subsequently
regrading to eliminate any depressions.

In a few cases, however, a soil may become so overloaded with a toxic
inorganic or nondegradable organic chemical that it is not economically
feasible or environmentally sound to spread the soil over a larger area as
a remedial measure. If there is no feasible on-site treatment that will
alter the contaminated soil sufficiently to render it nonhazardous, the
zone of contamination should be removed and disposed in a landfl.ll author
ized to accept hazardous waste. The zone of contamination will include the
soil in the treatment area at least down to the depth of the waste incor
poration (20 to 60 cm) and any additional underlying soil that is also con
taminated.

10.3.2.2 Groundwater Contamination

The potential for migration of waste constituents to groundwater can
be predicted from pilot studies (Sections 7.2.2 and 7.4) performed before
land treatment of the waste begins. Thus, the facility can be designed to
minimize this potential through waste pretreatment, in-plant process con-
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troIs to reduce, eliminate, or alter the form of the waste constltuents, or
soil amendments. Groundwater contamlnatlon may occur at HWLT facllitles
when water percolates through sOlI if contaminants occur in leachable
forms. Water enters contamlnated soil ln the treatment zone from dlrect
precipitation, surface water run-on, applled wastes containing water, and
from irrigation of the land treatment area to enhance waste blodegradatlon
or cover crop growth. Where groundwater contamination occurs, remedial
actions can be very extensive and costly. Hence, the key to minlmizlng the
impact of the contaminatlon incident and the resulting expenses is the
early detection of contamlnant migratlon. ThlS can be accomplished through
the proper usc of unsaturated zone monitoring discussed in Chapter 9.

If the waste constltuent that is leaching has not yet reached the
groundwater, contingency plans may lnvolve pressure-injecting a bowl-shaped
grout bottom seal above the groundwater table and below the zone of con
tamination. The leachate contalned by the bowl-shaped seal can then be
pumped out and treated or land treated at rates that preclude water perco
lation. Further lnformation is avallable in the publlcation, entitled
Technical Information Summary: SOlI Grouting, (Applied Nucleonlcs Company,
Inc., 1976). Cost estimates for constructing portland cement bottom seals
are given in Table 10.1. In some cases, it may be possible to remove the
zone of waste incorporation to cut off the source of the leachate. Soil
and waste ln the zone of incorporation could then be disposed at another
location.

TABLE 10.1 COSTS OF CONSTRUCTING A PORTLAND CEMENT BOTTOM SEAl.. UNDER AN
ENTIRE 10 ACRE (4.1 HECTARE) LAND TREATMENT FACILITY*

Thickness of injected Voids in soil Cost of portland cement
grout layer receivlng grout cement bottom liner

Meters Feet (%) (Millions of 1978 dollars)

1.2 4 20 1.115 - 2.786

1.2 4 30 1.672 - 4.180

1.8 6 20 1.667 - 4.166

1.8 6 30 2.500 6.250

* Tolman et ale (1978) •

If the leaching waste constituents have already reached the ground
water, the leachate may be recoverable downgradient from the land treatment
facility by using a well pOlnt interception system. ThlS involves install
ation of short lengths of well screen on 5-8 cm diameter pipe that extend
into the water table. These well points should be spaced on 90 to 150 cm
centers (depending on the soil permeability) downgradient from the area of
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leachate infiltration (Tolman et al., 1978). If suction extraction is
used, the depth of extraction is limited to 10 m. For extraction of
leachate from greater depths, air injection pumps may be required.

10.3.2.3 Surface Water Contamination

Surface water contamination may occur due to a break or leak in the
earthen wall of a water or waste retention facility or due to water runoff
from a treatment area. These problems can generally be avoided and
remedied with readily avaJ.lable earth moving or excavating equipment and
suitable fill material.

Prevention is the best approach to surface water pollution, as pre
viously described in Section 8.3 and summarized below. To prevent surface
water from running onto active treatment areas, earthen berms or excavated
diversion ditches should be constructed upslope of active areas to direct
the water toward natural drainage ways downslope from the treatment area
(Tolman et a1., 1978). These structures should be designed to control and
withstand water from the 25-year 24-hour storm. To prevent contaminated
water from leaving the land treatment unit, earthen berms or excavated
diversion ditches should be constructed to establish drainage patterns
which direct the water into the appropriate water retention facility. With
this in mind, water retention facilities should be constructed at the
lowest possible downslope position within the HWLT unit boundary while
leaving enough buffer area to permit access of emergency vehicles between
the facility boundary and the retention pond.

Breaks or leaks in water diversJ.on or storage facilities can be reme
died by placing sandbags or fill material at the problem area. To prevent
this problem from recurring, vegetation should be established on the sides
of the diversion or storage structures. However, the vegetation may take a
year to become fully established, so it may be necessary to use mulching
and hay bales to maintain soil stability in the meantime.

Overflow of water or waste storage facilities usually can be overcome
by sandbagging the low side wall. Unless the overflow is caused by an ex
traordinary event (i.e., one-time waste load, hurricane, or a 100-year
storm) , the owner or operator should immediately consider enlarging the
existing water and/or waste capacJ.ty at the HWLT unit.

10.3.2.4 Waste Spills

Waste spills may affect soils, surface water and groundwater and, con
sequently, procedures developed in the sections dealing with soil over
loads, surface water contamination, and groundwater contamination may all
be important when dealing with spills. Spills of volatile wastes may also
cause air quality problems. In the case of spills, rapid action is the key
to limiting environmental damage.
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If the spill occurs while the waste is being transported to the land
treatment unit~ the appropriate emergency equipment should ~mmed~ately be
dispatched to the scene. This equipment may include sandbags or fill d1rt
to check the spread of the spilled mater~al~ a vacuum truck to remove
liquids from surface pools, and a backhoe or front-end loader and a water
proof dump truck to begin the excavation and removal of contam~nated s01l.
If the waste was spilled at the land treatment unit, it may be a relat1vely
simple matter to excavate the contam~nated so~l and respread 1t with~n the
actual treatment area. If solid debr1s such as lumber pallets or trash are
contaminated with the hazardous materials, they may also be disposed
on-site after being ground.

Specialized equipment may be needed for some types of hazardous waste
spills. The response time to spills of volatile wastes is particularly im
portant to minimize air pollut10n. Techn~ques for handl~ng spills of vola
tile hazardous substances have been reviewed (Brown et al., 1981). The use
of dry ice or liquid nitrogen to cool the sp~ll to reduce volat~1~zat10n

and the use of vapor conta1nment methods were found to be most effective
for dealing with volatile spills (Brown et al.~ 1981). If the spilled mat
erial is flammable, appropriate extinguishing equipment ~s needed at the
accident site. If the material ~s tox~c, breath1ng gear and protect1ve
clothing will be needed for all personnel act~ve 1n the cleanup operations.
If the spill involves explosive materials, an effort should be made to
determine if there are deactivating procedures to reduce the chance of ex
plosion. In any of these cases, area evacuation may be advisable. Where
public health ~s threatened, the speed and appropriateness of the emergency
response is of special importance.

For spills of oily liquids on soil, an approximat10n can be made for
the volume of soil required to inunobil~ze a known volume of the l1qu~d

(Davis, 1972), as follows:

vs = 0.20 (Va) •
(P) (Sr)

where

Vs = Volume of soil in cub1c yards (1 yd3 = 0.76 m3);
Vo = Volume of liqu1d ~n barrels;
P = Porosity of the soil (perc~nt); and
Sr = Residual oil saturation of the soil (percent).

(10.1 )

Residual saturation (Sr) values which may be used ~n the equation are
0.10 for light oil or gasoline, 0.15 for l~ght fuel oil or d~esel~ and 0.20
for heavy fuel oil or lube oil (Dav~s, 1972).
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10.3.2.5 Fires and Explosions

Fires and explosions are ever present threats where hazardous materi
als are stored, disposed or otherwise handled. Safe handling of these
wastes requires a knowledge of their physical and chemical properties.
This information, as well as an understandl.ng of any dangers associated
with the waste, such as flammability, shock sensitivity and reactivity,
should be obtained prior to transporting, storing, or disposing hazardous
wastes. Where ignitable waste is to be land treated, subsurface injection
is the suggested application technique. Subsurface injection reduces the
rate of flammable vapor release and decreases the possibility that ignit
able gases will accumulate to critical concentrations in the air at the
HWLT unit. Timing applications to correspond with cooler weather will help
to minimize the risks associated with treating ignitable wastes.

Flash point and ignition temperature are the most commonly used indi
cators of the hazards associated with ignitable materials. Although liq
uids do not burn, the flammable vapors given off by the stored or handled
liquids can cause fires or explosions (Stalker, 1979). These low flash
point vapors given off from hazardous wastes can travel long dl.stances
downwind or downhill to reach an ignition source and then flash back (NFPA
Staff, 1979). Fires involving unconfined liquids resulting from a spill,
leak, or storage vessel overflow may spread over a much greater area than
is represented by the extent of the flammable liquid spill. During emer
gencies involving ignitable materials, immediate evacuation may be neces
sary to save lives.

Three types of explosions are possible at HWLT units. Combustion
explosions involve the quick combination of flammable vapors with air where
heat, light and an increase in pressure result. To explode, the flammable
vapor and air must be within the explosive range and then ignl.ted. Deto
nation explosions are similar to combustion explosions except the heat
release is considerably higher for the detonation explosion and is accom
panied by a shock wave that moves at approximately 1.5 to 8 km per second
(Stalker, 1979). Boiling-liqul.d, expanding-vapor explosions (BLEVE) occur
when sealed containers of flammable liquids are heated past their boiling
points by an external heat source. The explosl.on occurs when released
vapors are ignited by the external heat source. Explosions generally occur
only in poorly ventilated areas where one of the following conditions
exists (Stalker, 1979):

(1) the flash point of the liquid is less than -6.7°C;

(2) the flash point of the 11.qUl.d i.s less than 43°C and the
liquid is heated to greater than 16°C above its flash point;
or

(3) the flash point of the liquid is less than 150°C, and the
liquid is heated above its boiling point.

Sensitivity to shock is another important factor to consider when handling,
storing or disposing explosives such as organic peroxid~s or wastes from
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the explosives industry. Another cause of explosions is the occurrence of
a critical dust concentration in the presence of an ignition source.

The potential for an explosion can be minimized by the following:

(1) prevent a critical dust or vapor concentration from
occurring;

(2) eliminate sources of ignition;

(3) keep all work areas well ventilated,

(4) train facility personnel about the dangers; and

(5) post warnings in critical areas.

Although fires and explosions are very similar processes, there is a dif
ference in the speed of the reaction. With explosions, the event is almost
instantaneous and hence cannot be controlled. This makes preventive meas
ure even more important.

10.4 CHANGING WASTES

Since land treatment is a dynamic process, the demonstration of effec
tive treatment considers the interaction of given waste applied to a par
ticular treatment site. Not only is the waste altered by treatment, but
the waste residuals continually change the character of the treatment
medium. The characteristics of the waste and the specific waste-soil
interactions form the basis for design and management decisions. Permits
are also issued to HWLT units based on specific waste-soil combinations.
Consequently, if waste stream characteristics change or if new wastes are
substituted or added to the waste mixture being applied to the soil,
changes may be necessary in both the design and management of the HWLT unit
and permit modifications may also be required.

Assessing the capacity of an HWLT unit to accept a different waste
often involves calculating a new application rate based on the new waste
soil combination (Chapter 7). In the case of a drastic change in waste
characteristics, a complete facility redesign may be required. Waste char
acterizat~on and pretreatment options should be reevaluated using the new
waste mixture. To show that the goal of land treatment will be met, addi
tional laboratory and/or field studies may be necessary to demonstrate that
the wastes will be made less hazardous. If the soil is already in use for
waste treatment, the demonstration must use the loaded soil and account for
accumulated waste constituents. Modifications to the management, monitor
ing, contingency, and site closure plans may also be necessary.
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11.0 CHAPTER ELEVEN

CLOSURE AND POST-CLOSURE

The sat~sfactory complet~on of a land treatment operation depends on
carefully planned closure act1vit~es and post-closure care. The necessary
cons~derations in formulating closure and post-closure plans can be de
scr~bed, but the po~nt of d~stinct~on between closure and post-closure is
somewhat vague. This J.S because land treatment closure ~s a cont~nu~ng

process rather than a set of dJ.stinct eng~neer~ng procedures. An except~on

would be the case where the treatment zone or the contamJ.nated portJ.on of
the treatment zone 1S removed and disposed 1n another hazardous waste
facil~ty. Cert~ficat~on of the complet~on of closure and ~n~t~ation of
post-closure care would be based on the approved closure plan and such
th~ngs as mon~tor~ng results, the degree of treatment achieved, changes in
runoff water quality, and the conditJ.on of the final cover. Following the
closure certificat~on, the post-closure care per~od begins, th~s period ~s

character~zed by decreasing management and monitor~ng requirements over
time. FJ.gure 11.1 ~nd~cates the var~ous aspects of closure and post
closure care dJ.scussed J.n th~s chapter.

11.1 SITE CLOSURE ACTIVITIES

After the last load of waste is accepted for treatment, the process of
clos~ng the land treatment un~t begins. In practice, management and mon~

tor~ng dur~ng closure d~ffer very little from routine management during
operat~on. The application of stored wastes continues along with cultiva
tion to st1mulate degradat10n. Cultivat10n, fert1lization, llmlng to
assure proper pH, and possibly ~rr~gation continue unt1l the organic con
stituents are suffic~ently degraded. The requ~red degree of degradat~on

depends on the procedure to be used for f~nal closure. Mon~toring con
tinues as before w~th some modif~cat~on, as do run-on and runoff control.
The t~me requ~red for closure will vary cons~derably from site to site
based on the rate at wh~ch waste organ1cs are degraded and final cover ~s

establJ.shed.

1l.I.I Remedying Metal Overload

If immobile metall~c elements have accumulated in the zone of waste
~ncorporation to phytotox~c concentrations, cons~deration may be given to
the use of deep plowJ.ng to mlX the zone of ~ncorporation with subsoil or
add1t~on of uncontaminated so~l for m~xJ.ng. Such a procedure will lower
the concentrat10ns of the phytotoxic elements to levels tolerated by
plants. This optJ.on should be exercJ.sed only if there 1S sufficient field
eV1dence that (1) the pract1ce wJ.ll not lead to mobil~zation of hazardous
constituents, (2) deep plowing or dilution w~th clean materials will not
disrupt a soil hor~zon wh~ch is instrumental in preventing migrat~on, and
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CLOSURE AND POST-CLOSURE
PLANS CHAPTER ELEVEN

REMEDYING METAL I---
OVERLOAD § 11.1.1

PREPARATI~N OF A FINAL -SURFACE 11.1.2
\

VEGETATIVE CO~ER SITE CLOSURE
REQUIREMENT 11.1.3 ACTIVITIES (SECTION 11.1)

RUNOFF CONTR~L AND '"--MONITORING 11.1.4 POST CLOSURE
CARE (SECTION 11.2)

MONITORING § 11.1.5 ~

PARTIAL CLO'3URE
(seCTION 11.3)

PERMIT APPLICATION/
ACCEPTANCE

II

HWLT OPERATION

,

SITE
CLOSURE

Figure 11.1. Factors to consider when clos~ng HWLT units. ,
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(3) the organic components of the waste have degraded sufficiently to allow
deeper incorporation without endangering groundwater. Furthermore, 1f the
subsoil or the soil added has a pH below 6.5, suff1c1ent lime to neutralize
the mixed soil may need to be incorporated pr10r to plowing or s01l add1
tions. Greenhouse or f1eld data should be used to determine 1f these
actions will remedy the metal overload and allow the estab11shment of a
permanent vegetative cover before deep plowing or dilution with uncontami
nated soil 1S begun.

11.1.2 Preparation of a Final Surface

Closure generally requ1res that the treatment zone be revegetated
(EPA, 1982). Planting can proceed as soon as the waste is suffic1ently de
graded, immob1lized and detoxified to allow the estab11shment of a perma
nent vegetative cover. If the closure plan calls for the removal of the
treatment zone, it w1ll be advantageous to cont1nue management unt1l the
last application of waste is sufficiently degraded to minim1ze the amount
of material that needs to be removed. Whether or not material has been re
moved, the remaining surface should be terraced, fertilized, and limed as
necessary and planted to estab11sh vegetat10n. In the event the soil or
subsoil exposed by removal of the treatment zone 1S not phys1cally suitable
to support vegetation, or 1f the des1red contours cannot be achieved, it
may be necessary to bring 1n addl.tional sU1table soil materials. Except
for fairly level terra1n, the f1nal grade of any of the surfaces should be
developed 1nto a system of terraces and waterways to min1m1ze erosion. The
details of design procedures have been discussed in Sect10n 8.5.

1l.!.3 Vegetative Cover Requ1rement

Except where no sign1f1cant concentrations of hazardous constituents
remain 1n the treatment zone, the final surface must be covered with a per
manent vegetative cover to prevent water and wind borne erosion and off
site transport of s01l and/or waste mater1als (EPA, 1982). Where the s01l
in the treatment zone 1S removed or no hazardous const1tuents otherwl.se
remain, a vegetative cover is not requl.red by regulation, however, in the
interest of soil erOS10n control, a vegetative or other cover (e.g., bU1ld
l.ng constructl.on) should be provided 1n any case. Following preparatl.on of
the final surface, the sOl.l should be fertl.lized and limed agal.n, l.f
needed, and a seedbed should be prepared and planted. Dependl.ng on the
season, it may be desirable or necessary to plant a temporary crop to pro
vide a protectl.ve cover until the proper plant1ng season for the permanent
vegetatl.on. If this is done, a clear plan must be provided for removing or
destroying the temporary vegetatl.on at the proper tl.me in order to allow
optimum condl.tions for establishl.ng permanent vegetatl.on. Guidance on the
selection and establl.shment of permanent vegetatl.on has been discussed l.n
Section 8.7. Preferably, the permanent cover will consist of natl.ve, low
maintenance plant species to eliminate the need for 1ntenSl.ve long-term
crop management.
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11.1.4 Runoff Control and Monitor~ng

Along with the establishment of permanent vegetation, the collect1on,
treatment, and on-site disposal or permitted d1scharge of runoff water must
continue. As waste organics degrade and disturbances of the land surface
decrease in frequency and effect, runoff water quality will gradually im
prove. This improvement is significant in two respects. First, better
quality runoff means that less rigorous treatment may be needed to meet
NPDES permit conditons. If a d1scharge perm~t had not been feasible be
fore, improved runoff qua11ty might make such a permit possible or econom
ically more attractive. Second, when runoff monitoring reveals that water
is practically free from hazardous and key nonhazardous constituents, this
is one indication that closure is nearly complete and less management will
be required at the HWLT unit.

11.1.4.1 Assessing Water Qual~ty

Various criteria may be used to assess the qua11ty of the runoff
water. Certainly the runoff water should be analyzed for the hazardous
constituents which were d1sposed at the site. Water qua11ty criter~a data
should then be consulted to determine when concentrations are acceptable
for direct discharge. Most states have developed discharge standards, but
they often do not include guide11nes on hazardous constituents and the~r

metabolites. In general, water qual1ty cr1ter1a depend on the type of
receiving stream or the uses to be made of the rece~v1ng stream. Water
quality standards for dr~nk~ng water, for irr1gation, and for water1ng
cattle are gl.ven in Table 6.48. For organ1c constituents, data on the
specific biological activity should be consulted. For compounds wh1ch are
toxic to organisms present in the receiv1ng streams, concentrations should
be less than 10% of the LD50. Add~t~onal constra~nts w1ll need to be
applied to compounds which are bl.oaccumulated or wh1ch are known to cause
genetic damage. A supplementary approach to chem1cal analys~s of the
individual constituents and their metabo11tes is to use b10assay tests to
demonstrate the acceptabill.ty of runoff water quality (Sect10n 5.3.2.4).

Class~cal indices of water quality, includ1ng BOD, COD, TOC, and oil
and grease, are valuable as l.ndl.cat10ns of changes 1n the release of
organics from areas to which hazardous was tes have been appl1ed. The
indices do not, however, adequately assess the degree of hazard, nor do
they provide assurance that the concentrations of hazardous waste constitu
ents are decreasing, Sl.nce many hazardous organ1c chemicals are b~ologi

cally active at very low concentrat10ns.

There is only scant information aval.lable on the concentrations of
hazardous chemicals or the b10hazard in runoff water from soil which has
been treated wl.th hazardous waste. However, there are data available for
selected pesticides which have been appll.ed to lawns or agricultural
fields. The data have been summarized by Kaufman (1974).
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Acceptab11ity of runoff water quality for direct d1scharge should be
based on a series of samples taken over a period of time. Often there will
be only one or two parameters of concern. The impact of seasonal
var1ab111ty on the release rate is likely to affect the data, but a general
trend should be evident. Runoff should be sampled at least quarterly on a
flow proportional basis from the entire hydrograph of a variety of
antecedent rainfall intens1t1es and durations. Samples should be obtained
from channels lead1ng from previously active plots to the retention ponds
rather than from grab sampling the ponds. The use of flumes or weirs along
with automated sample collectors 1S one possible approach. Runoff water
quality acceptability should be based on at least three consecutive
sampling events from representatlve storms.

11.1.4.2 Contro111ng the Transport Mechanlsms

Chemicals applied to so11 may be transported in the runoff waters
elther ln solut1.on or 1.n assoc1.ation W1.th suspended particulate matter.
Water soluble organics are often rap1.d1y degraded, so that 1.t 1.S ant1.ci
pated that the maJ or mode of transport w1.11 be 1.n associat10n with sus
pended particles. Thus, methods for decreasing runoff and erosion durlng
closure w111 probably decrease the amounts and concentrations of hazardous
chemlcals WhlCh enter the runoff. Terracing and vegetatlve cover, both in
the treatment area and 1.n adjacent buffer zones through which runoff water
w1.11 pass, may be effect1.ve 1.n trapp1.ng suspended solids and thus decreas
lng transport.

The decreased concentrat1.on of organ1.c const1.tuents 1.n runoff water
w1.th t1me 1.S 11kely to depend on the mechanisms and rate of degradat1.on.
For mater1.als wh1.ch are photodegraded, the amount of mater1.al on the so1.1
surface 11.kely to be transported W1.11 decrease rap1.d1y once cult1.vat1.on
ceases. For compounds wh1.ch are metabollzed by microorganisms, the
decrease at the surface w111 depend on the l.mpact of envlronmental para
meters on the rate of decay. These factors and probable decay data are
d1.scussed in Sect10n 7.2.1.

11.1.5 Monitoring'

During the closure per1.od SOlI core and groundwater monitoring must
continue as in the operat1.onal plan. Soil-pore liquid sampllng may be
d1.SContlnued 90 days after the last appl1.cation of waste. Runoff water
mOn1.torlng (dlscussed above) and treatment zone mon1.toring are optional
dur1.ng closure. The treatment zone plan should be patterned after that
descr1bed as optional dur1.ng act1.ve land treatment unlt operat1.on (Section
9.4.6), partlcularly emphasing analyses of the ent1re treatment zone by
hor1.zon or depth increments. Treatment zone mon1.toring allows the owner or
operator to make a determination of the degree of degradat1.on of hazardous
const1.tuents. ThlS type of monltoring will also be needed to obtain a
varlance from certa1.n post-closure requirements if the analyses show no
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significant increase over background of hazardous const1tuents. Even where
a vegetative cover is not requ1red, it may be important to establish vege
tation to control s01l erOS10n.

Cessation of soil-pore liquid monitoring is possible dur1ng closure
due to the nature of the system and what it is intended to detect. Rapidly
moving hazardous constituents are the targets for detect10n by the system,
so movement of these constituents would 10g1cally occur very soon after the
last waste application. Although soil-pore liquid monitor1ng may be term1
nated 90 days after the last waste applicat10n, it may be wise to continue
monitoring these liquids until three consecutive samples are free of signi
ficant increases of hazardous constituents over background.

Monitoring of food chain crops 1f they are grown during closure, is
also needed to provide assurance that residual materials in the soil are
not being taken up by plants in concentrations that are phytotoxic or that
could be bioaccumulated in animals. There is little information at this
time, other than for selected pesticides and metals, on the uptake of
hazardous materials by crops. If food chain crops are grown dur1ng
closure, the pH must be maintained at a level sufficient to prevent signi
ficant crop uptake of hazardous constituents (e.g. pH 6.5 or greater) and
all other food chain requirements must be met (EPA, 1982). Additionally,
the harvested portion of the crop should be determined to be free of unac
ceptable concentrations of hazardous constituents.

11.2 POST-CLOSURE CARE

During the post-closure period management activities are reduced.
Present regulations call for continuation of post-closure act1vities for up
to 30 years unless it can be demonstrated that a shorter period 1S
acceptable (EPA, 1982). The intent of post-closure care at a land treat
ment unit is to complete waste treatment and stabilization of the remaining
soil and waste residuals while checking for any unforseen long-term changes
in the system. For example, if pH of a naturally acidic soil has been
artificially raised to control metal mobility, gradual return to the native
soil pH or some new equilibruim pH may mobilize metals.

An obvious advantage of land treatment is that wastes are degraded or
otherwise made unavailable to the environment with time. Other land dJ.s
posal techniques, especially landfills and surface impoundments, present
long-term risks of contaminant leakage and lead to continued intensive
monitoring liabilities. The post-closure monitoring schedule may be
relaxed to include a decreasing number of samples over time. A land treat
ment unit that has been properly designed, managed, and closed should
exhibit little potential for releasing undesirable constituents into the
unsaturated zone or into the groundwater. A typical schedule for soil core
and groundwater monitoring follOWing the initiation of post-closure should
include samples collected on a geometric progression at 1/2, I, 2, 4, 8, 16
and 30 years. The parameters of interest should be plotted with time and
additional samples should be taken, as needed, in the event unacceptable
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concentrat10ns are found. Post-closure care should include act1vit1es for
enhanc1ng and susta1n1ng treatment, and precaut10ns for manag1ng against
unacceptable releases (e.g., run-on/runoff controls). Therefore, treatment
may be completed dur1ng the post-closure care per10d Wl thout lncreased
envlronmental n.sk. SOlI pH, nutrlent levels, and slgm.ficant phys1cal,
chemical, or biologlcal dlsturbances of the treatment zone may all playa
major role ln sustainlng treatment and slte stabllizat10n. These factors
should be exam1ned and corrected perlodically, 1f necessary, throughout the
post-closure care period to ensure maintenance of treatment processes.
Management should strlve, however, for a system requlr1ng only minl.mal
attention Slnce ultl.mately (after 30 years) all malntenance may cease and
the system wl.ll then revert to an uncontrolled condit10n.

11.3 PARTIAL CLOSURE

Consl.derable management and expense may be involved in treatment or
on-site disposal of runoff water from large areas; therefore, it may be
desirable to design a land treatment unl.t Wl.th plots which w1ll be care
fully loaded to the CLC maXl.mum in a few years or even one year, and then
to proceed to close the area. In the meantl.me, waste would be appll.ed to
new plots which would be opened as needed. The system would need to be
designed so that runoff water from the indivl.dual plots would be collected
either 1n separate retent10n baslns, or 1n a central retent10n basl.n. A
more detal.led deSCrl.pt1on of this type of desl.gn l.S presented in Section
8.1.2. Once runoff water quall.ty from a glven plot 1S acceptable, its run
off can then be diverted and released under less restrictl.ve permlt condi
tions. Another advantage is that a portl.on of the unit can be released
from long-term post-closure care sooner than remal.nl.ng active plots.
Finally, l.nformatl.on learned through partl.al closure may be helpful in
lmproving the management of actl.ve portions. The timetable for partial
closure depends greatly on the rate at whl.ch the waste constl. tuents of
concern are degraded or sorbed by the soil.
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APPENDIX A

The enclosed survey was conducted for EPA by K. W. Brown and Associ
ates, Inc., during 1980 and some of the information contained in the survey
may be out of date. In addition, the source of most of the information was
permit files and no attempt was made to verify either the types or quanti
ties of the wastes disposed at the listed facilities. Even so, this survey
provides a useful overview of hazardous waste land treatment facilities,
their location and size, and types of waste disposed.
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FUNDAMENTAL NEEDS AND SURVEY OBJECTIVES

The practl ce of 1and treatment for dl SPOSl ng of varlOUS types of wastes

has been employed by lndustrles for a conslderable number of years. The

petroleum reflnery lndustry has hlstorlcally been the prlmary lndustrlal user,

with records of organlZed landfarmlng operatlons datlng to the early 1950's

(Exxon Co. U.S.A., Personal CommUnlCatlon). Even predatlng what one would

conslder organlzed landfarmlng, lt was recognlZed ln a 1919 Journal artlcle

that oil lS degradable In S011. In the years hence, lt became common practlce

to treat olly and 1eaded tank bottoms by fl rst "weatherl ng" them 1n sOll to

degrade the 011 and oXldlze the tetraethyl lead to less tOX1C form. However,

lt has not been untl1 the last decade that land treatment was recognlzed as an

envi ronmentally sound and effectlVe treatment and dl sposa1 technl que Whl ch

could be useful for many classes of lndustrlal waste.

Consequently, the data base for determl nl ng what constl tutes a

well-deslgned land treatment operatlon and WhlCh wastes are readl1y amenable

to land treatment has been slow to develop. As the state of the art advances,

some past practlces have been found to be lnadequate whlle lmportant deslgn and

management conslderatlons have begun to be understood. However, many

potentlally land treatable wastes have not been tested, and many facllltles at

which land treatment lS practlced have untll recently lacked sufflclent

documentatlon as to thelr effectlveness and envlronmental safety. Therefore,

the objectlves of thlS survey are to: (1) ldentlfy the eXlstlng hazardous

waste land treatment faCllltles ln the Un1ted States, (2) ldentlfy the types

and amounts of hazardous waste WhlCh are belng land treated at these

facilities; and (3) determlne WhlCh lndustrles have member companles utlllzlng

land treatment. Such expanded lnformatl0n can better clarlfy lmportant
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research and regulatory concerns as well as lead to a better pred1ct10n of how

a given waste w1l1 fare under the varied 1nfluences of cl1mate, slte and so11.
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INFORMATION ACQUISITION

The lists of land treatment facllltles, along with the important

descriptive information, were compiled uSlng numerous sources of information.

A large core of the lnformatlon was obtalned from the Part A RCRA permit

applications which are on file ln the EPA reglonal offlces. Elght of the ten

regions were visited, and their permlt appllcation flles were thoroughly

reviewed. Of the remaining two regl0ns, Reglon I probably would not have

yielded any identifications S1nce other lnformatl0n sources dld not note any

land treatment faclllties in thlS region. Other sources dld note several

facilities in Region V, but lt was expected that there would not be many

additional facilitles in the regl0nal flles because of the regl0n ' s cold

climatic regime. In additlon to the EPA records, all of the state and

territorial environmental agencies were contacted, and, in JOOst cases, these

agencies willingly provided information on facllties under thelr Jurlsdictlon.

Although the bulk of the lnformation was obtalned from governmental agencies,

several other sources proved useful ln ldentlfYlng or conflrmlng facllltles and

in providing any misslng data (Table 1).

Table 1. Sources consulted for lnformatl0n l1sted 1n the survey.

Category Source

Governmental

Industrial

Other

EPA reglonal offlces
State envlronmental agencles
Terrltorial environmental agencies

Industrlal assoclations
Petroleum refiners
Waste dlsposal companles
Disposal equlpment manufacturers
Companles 1dentlfied as operating land treatment facll1tles.

L1terature (e.g., Journals, proceed1ngs, and magaz1nes)
Envlronmental consultants
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In accordance wlth the survey obJectives, the lnfo~atlon whlCh was sought

was of a general descrlptlve nature. Fac,llty identlflers conslsted of

facll 1 ty name, address and EPA ID number along Wl th the name and phone number

of the envlronmental contact person. Descrlptlve lnformatlon included facility

Slze and the type and amount of waste applled annually. The lndustry

generatlng or dlsposing of each waste was also ldentlfied by type and by ltS

standard lndustrlal classlflcatlon (SIC) code.
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SURVEY FINDINGS

The land treatment fac1l1ty list1ngs are presented 1n var10US ways for

user convenience. The master list is a table conta1n1ng all of the acqu1red

information and categorized according to facH ity 10cat1on (Table 2). Table 3

is a tally of the number of fac1l1t1es 1n each state and reg10n total1ng 197

facil ities. As expected, land treatment 1S IOOst frequently util ized 1n the

South, Southeast and West (Reg1ons VI, IV and IX), where warm cl1mate allows

year-round operations and where the petro1eum refi ni ng industry, the 1005t

frequent user of land treatment, is concentrated. Selected 1nformat1on about

all facilities is rearranged into a listing accord1ng to 1ndustrial waste

source (SIC code) in Table 4. Summarizing land treatment use by industry

(Table 5), the petroleum refimng industry 1S by far the biggest user w1th 101

facil ities. Other industries which have several locat1ons relY1 ng on land

treatment include commercial disposers, wh1Ch land treat largely petroleum

industry wastes, and the industrial organic chemicals and wood preserv1ng

industries.

Some broad observat1ons about fac1l1ty character1st1cs may be enl1ghten1ng

at this point. First, of the 182 fac1lit,ese-for which areas are reported, the

facility sizes range from 0.005 to 1668 acres; however, the median Slze is only

13.5 acres. Therefore, although there are a few very large facil1t1es, the

distribution is strongly skewed toward the small facil Hies, as 1llustrated by

a bar graph (Figure 2). Second, with regard to quantit1es of waste appl1ed,

the range is similarly very large. However, the methods used by 1ndustry for

reporting waste quantities were inconsistent and yielded questl0nable results.

For instance, a common method was where a permit applicant reported the applled

quantity of a listed waste stream and then separately llsted the quant1t1es of
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the waste stream components. Such an approach would Yleld a double accountlng

of some wastes. Addltlonally, a listed waste stream can vary w1dely from

company to company (e.g., water content, metals content), and one waste type

can d1 ffer greatly from the character1 St1 cs of another. Therefore,

generallzatlons about waste type and quantlty results are not posslble.
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Table 2. Existlng hazardous waste land treatment facl11 ties ln the
United States.

Region State Regl0n State

I Connecticut VI Arkansas
Maine LOUl Slana
Ma ssac hu setts New Mexlco
New Hamp Shl re Okl ahoma
Rhode I sl and Texas
Vennont

II New Jersey VII Iowa
New York Kansas
Puerto Rico Ml ssourl
Virgin Is1 ands Nebraska

III Delaware VIII Colorado
D1strict of Columbia -Montana
Maryland North Dakota
Pennsylva01a South Dakota
Virginla Utah
West Virginia Wyomlng

IV Alabama IX American Samoa
Florida Arizona
Georgia Call fornia
Kentucky Commonwealth of the
Ml ssi ssipp 1 Northern Marianas
North Carol ina Guam
South Carolina Hawall
Tennessee Nevada

V III inoi s X Al aska
Indiana Idaho
r~ichigan Oregon
Minnesota Washington
Ohio
Wi sconsin
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Travenol labs
TruJ 1110 Alto

NYD000691865

VITOOOOl0025

518/967-2111
RaV-d Nedllngee-

809n7J-1101

809/836-1678
Carlos BartolQlle'

809/864-1515
Rolllndo H. Mendez

809/843-1000
Srll SlIvlll SantIago

809n62-o050

32

32

UI8B 250

KOSO 200, KOSI 15,512, K052 7 4

3999 LIquid & solid
resins llanu.

2911 Ref! nery

Have IIppll 01 'or land
troatlllOllt porMI t

Hava appllol for land
trOllt...nt peral t

Have IIpplol for land
treat...nt perllit

Have appllol lor I..",
trea1loont pel1llt



RfGIOM III

Noae EPA Phone Nudler Type on! Indus1r I'" Source Addition'"
and Address 10 Ibober and Contact Size (acres) Mt. "aste lt/yr) SIC Deser Ipt Ion Infor-at Ion

Stet. of 0.1......

Getty Refln lng & Market Ing Co. DED0023297l8 302/834-6162 41 K048 2600; K049 9500; K05050; 2911 Refinery
IIrangle HIli Rd RIchard II. todd K051 2600, 1(052 500
Del aware City, DE 19706 Prof. Specialist

State of Mu"yland

Chevron USA Inc. MD0990686156 301135!>-7800 075 K048, K051 2911 Refinery tf sIt. Is currentl y
1955 Chesep...ke Ave J..es P. McO- Inact Ive 17-81 I
Baltl.ora, III 21226 Ref. Manager

Tenneco Che.lcals, Inc. MlOOO1890060 301 fl78-1991 2.0 U028 200; U069 15, 0002 4250 222 lleavlng ./1 Is
Wert... Rd. H Gruber synthet Ics
Chestertown, III 21620 Plant Manager

State of PlIlInsylvanla

Arco Petrole.. Prllducts Co PAOOO2289700 2151339-2000 13.5 1(048 11,600; K049 5500; K051 200 2911 Refinery
lJ1 Passyll1k Ave George Soolth
\0 Philadelphia, PA Env Manager
t-'

G ROW 5 Inc landfill PAOOOOO43818 215/295-6114 64 Indus1rlal landfill leachate 4953 Ref use s15 t_ Waste lIIlOUIlt Is lIlIkn ...n
Bordentown & New ford Mill Rd. Rhett D. Ragsdal.
MorrIsville, (Bucks Co.l PA 19067 President

Stat. of YIrg In la

Aooco 011 Co. VAOO50990351 8041896-97l9 45.75 K049 2.5, K050 6.5, K051 250; 2911 Refinery
419 Golldwln Neck Rd. M.,..t... B05tO'l, Jr. K051 264
Yorktown, VA 23690 a: & S Supt.

Hercules, Inc. VAOOO3122165 804/562-3121 2.5 f00376,700 2911 Refinery
Off Hwy '56 Henry J. Edwin
franklin, VA 25651 Plant Manager



1GI00IY

NaM EPA PIIolIe Hueber Type &ld 1114l1Sir lei Solrce Mdltlonel
..., ""alress I,D lboIIer ..., CoIltect Siz. (cr.) !-At. lIast. (tfrr) SIC Oeser Ipt Ion Infonootion

Stat. of AI...

Sr""" 1l00d Pranrv 1111 Co.. Inc. AUlO82066I92 2~/)39"'666 10 1<001 9 2491 1l00d I""esarv Ing
Coll'lty 1l4. 34 Ray G. Bobo.
Brownvlli. (Horthpcrt), Vlce-Pres.
(Tusealoose Co.) M. 35416

EVMS TrDl'\sportat 101\ Co. MD086541643 2~n14-2621 1.34 IlOO2 1I 0051 1I 0019 0.51 3143 RR equlpMllt r.lr TarAt car cl.anleg offlllllnt
P. O. Ilolc 9'lI II. Eo DlllCter UI~ II 0054 II UII5 0,',
Morlll'f Mill R4. PI.nt I\Ir. U154 1I UI59 II U165 11
OZl!II"k. (Dol. Co.) N. 36360 UI69 II UI22 0." ulea II

UI90 1I UI41 II U220 I

Hercules. Inc. AlDOO4001l163 205/428-2391 f~ 0.0', IJOO2 0.25 28!1l Explosives IIanu.
P. O. llooc 190 Herbert I<n Ight f003 12.500; Ka44 1100
MeMorV Jet. Tech. Supv.
DosSGller. (Jaff.nOll Co.) Al 35020

Hunt 011 Co. Tuscaloose Raflnerv Al.D(l()4O(I9320 205n58~675 21 1<0411 69. 1<0-49 5 1<052 I. 2911 Raflnery
P. O. 0"" 1850 Ted JohRsaa 1<051 I""oposed. 1<087 I""oposed
Sanders ferry Rd. Coad. of Sefatv
Tuscaloo.... ITusealoose Co.) M. 35401

U1 MIllClIoll "fO Al~10024182 205/29H'908 0.01 DOO8 0.15. solvents. lIast. 0111 9111 NIIt Ionar secur ltv\0
N 3800 Air Bas•• Group Dee It. John MlkulM lubricants

MIllCwall "fO IMontgaoerV Co.l At 16112

Plantat lOll Plpelln. Co•• IE facllltV AlD08416711l 404/261-2131 85 0000 37.'. tank bt. sludge 29 PetrolllU. I"" at •
Shalby Co..,tv Rd. 52 Gacrg. J.ffares 5 tanks/rr
Helana. (Sh.,bV Co.l Al 35080 Supv. Engln.....

R.llabla Metal Pratuets. Inc. AlD01l612732 2051684-3621 5 f002 1.43, f003 0 94. fOI' 0.03 349 A'",'nu.I""at
P. O. BOl( 580 JlIllI8S E. McDowall""V. 27 North Rt. I finishing Manager
Genova. IGenllYa Co.l M. 36340

T. R. Mill .... Mill Co•• Inc. AlDOOlll61416 205/867... 331 1<001 11 0004001. DOD5 0 01. 2491 "oaf I""eservlng
Treatlng PI""t R. Oert Hawk P090 0.5. U051 O. I
708 DI .... S,". W. Treating
llrewtaa. (Escabla Co.l AI. 36426

Stata of florida

ArIlCO. Inc. fUlO6467"78 904fl48-1l13 4.4 1<063 II 3498 St... pipe MOO.

Rt. 2 Dow '" Albert "rash
III1""ood. IS..ter Co.l fl32185 Plant Eng In.....

Ben Hill Gr If II n. Inc. fLD000823169 813/635-2251 330 0001 0.005; 0002 500 caust Ie. 203 Citrus I""oc:esslng
P. 0 DOl< 121 Prestaa Troufolan PO" 0.001. PI05 0 001. 11144
A 1 & US 29 & fifth Ave. Vleo-Pres Id.nt 0.001, UI22 0.001. UI44 0 001.
Frostproof. IPoik Co.l fl 31843 U159 0 001. UI88 0.001. U220 0 001

11011 r Hili fruit Pratuets Co. fLTIlO01 034 I 813/422-1 III 54 U154 0.001. 0001 0.03, 0002 203 fruit proc:essleg
Sprlngfl.,d John H. May 250 caustic
P. O. IIo>c 108 VIc..-Pres Id.nt
U 50 ""V. 17 & 92 at If. Olvd.
o.Vllnport. IPoik Co.l fL 3len



R£Gtat tV (conttnlMoll

Halne
and Address

EPA
10 Nurrber

PhonE> Number
and Contlr>t SIZE> (lr>res)

TvpaaOO
....t Waste It/yr)

lnd us1r 101 SourCE>
SIC Oescr Ipt Ion

Addlt Ion'"
In I onoat Ion

Olin Ca-p.
P O. Box 222
Corner 01 US 98 & SR 363
St. Marks (liakull a) FL 32355

F1D047096524 904/925-6111
J. R. Kefle
Dir. Poo & COCO op

25 1<044, K046 • total 250 Ordnance

fLD05939884 2

3679 IT Inted circuit
board IMnu

Orange Co. at F' orlda. Inc.
P O. Box 351
U 5 17 South
Bartow. (Polk Co I fL 33830

Tropical Circuits Inc FLD083114421
P. 0 Box 21355
1981 SW 36 St.
Ft lauderdale. (Broward Co ) FL 33315

813/53M551
Dean HareS
Tech. 0 r

305/467-3771
Robert G SIll th
Vlc&-Pres Ident

40

015

0001 0 03, 0002 250 caustic,
PI20 0001

FOO6 1.25. FOO9 0 5

203 FruIt processl"i/ Sprayll'" d

Tyndall AFB f1l570024 124
4156 Air !lase Group/OEEV
U.S Itocy 98 (10 .lIes E. Pana.a City)
Tynda'i AFB (eay Co I FL 32403

904nB3.... 354
Arturo McDonald
Env. Coord

0001 18. 000202.0006 0 53. 971. Not lana' securIty
f017 22.5. UI59 1.25. 11220 042.
U23l1 0 21 11239 0 09, 100. 18.250

Spray Irrlgat Ion

1<051 250; 0001 2, 0002 I. 0003 5 2911 Retl nery

3589 Ind. equl pment repa Ir Ste... cleaner et lI08nt

2879 Pest Ie 'des

3496 Wire products ....nu ste'" rod e1eanllg
el fI uent

Spray Irr'gat Ion

Weaving filII Is
synthot Ics

2851 Pa 'nts &
alii ed p-oducts

222

K079 1564

U004 19.1, 11239 0 05, 11123 16 2

K063 283. K062 285

00029 34

POlO 17347

22

0.23

II

404/793-7610
Francis E NI ...als
Shop Manager

404/967-2030
Howard J Ha-tal
P Iant Manager

912n6~'60
D. B Cunn' agh...
Dept Head EA/O H

912/964-6130
John Calsldlne
5upv Environ

404/886-6136
Grant Proole
Plant Manager

404/599-6659
Clyde C. Lunsford
plant Manager

GAlJ019386694

GAD060659208

GADOJOO35356

GAD003292877

GATOOO62 2985

GATOOO600166

State 01 G__9'a

Moco Oil Co. Savannah Rellnery
Foundatlm Or.
Savannah. (Chatha. Co ) GA 31408

Genera' EI ectr Ic Co
POBox 5646
New Savannah Rd
Augusta. (R lchmond Co I GA 30906

Gilbert & Bennett Manu Corp.
liberty HIII Rd••
Meadow Brook Ind. Park
Toccoa. (Stephens Co ) GA 30877

Glidden C & R 01 v ot S()I Corp
P O. Box 296
lih Ite Rd
oakwood. (Ha" Co I GA 30566

Southern Mills Inc Senoia Olv.
POBox 218
Andrews Pkwy
Senol a. (Coweta Co I GA 30276

lin Ion CarbIde "gr Icul tural Co Inc
POBox 428
Harr Itt' s BI ulf Rd
Woodb Ine. (Camden Co I GA "569

W.. lirlgley. Jr Co
Routes 13 & 365
Flowery Branch. IHal1 Co I GA 30542

GAD0562 06117 404/967-6181
Joseph M Hajek
hctory Manager

5 FOOl 0 66. 0001 1 65, 0002 I 44 2067 CheWing 9lJ11l lIanu



Jl£O'llJf IY (CCfttfiMIM)

Hu. EPA 1'Il000.lluoobor Typ. Ml lnolustr I.. Sourc. Addition"
all<l Address I'D 1UIb..- and CofttlCt Siz. (lICr..I hilt. Vast. (t/rrl SIC 1lesc:r1pt Ion IntOOllat Ion

St.t. 01 KelItlolCky

Borden Chealcal A" C KID055812D91 502/447-1:522 10 0000 5 3999 Ha"",. Ird. Bios IllCIge LT
6200 c.., Crollllll Rd. lIllrol IS AnosiTong
LoulsvlIl•• U."erIOCl Co.I KY ~215 £Ilg. Hanngor

Ganoral Elactrlc Co. lmlOO6387021 5021452-3934 4.lI FOO5 3700 3999 Hoa. appll anc. aanu. Elec:trq>latlrg sludga
"",pi lance Park Bldg. 1-312 Horr Is Moser
Louisville, Ue"ersc)1\ Co.l KY 40225 £Ilv. Pr<graa Hgr.

Le"llI9too - BIII8 Grass Depot Actlvltv K't0210020500 606/293-4201 I' 0001, 0003· totlll 600 348 Ordnance Arav suppl V depot
Holey Rd. Gary L. Hetcolf
Le"lngtoo, Ifayette Co.I KY 4051 I Civil £Ilglnaor

stilt. of Mississippi

""'....""a Hess Corp. HSll079C 61405 601/794-8021 K048 2750; K051, K049, K050 • 2911 Rellnery
P. 0 0"" 425 S. L..nes total 310. K052, PliO· total 3.5
U S. ""y. " Ret. ~r
Purvis, IL...... Co ) MS 39475

VI ,,",erlcan Bosch Electrical Pralucts MS0004OIOn4 601/328-4150 7.8 0006, 0008 3621 Motors MRU. Lf site Is currentl y
'-D P 0 BCD< 2228 John W. Eost Inact Ive 11-81)
~ McCr....y Rd. Ind. £IIg. ~r.

Collabus. (lowndes Co.l MS 39701

CIlevroo Rell nory MSl10541194 03 601/938-4290 15 K048 250; K049 800; K051 150 2911 Refinery
P. 0 110< 1300 Bob Wallace
Ilayou Casotte
•lid Hwy•
Pasc"9oul a. HS 39567

Coppers 601/226-4584 3 2491 Woed preserv Ing Lf s Ito Is currentl y
P 0 PCD< 160 Ray Oartl ... Inaet Ive (7-811
TIe Plent. HS

P""rl Rlv.... !loed Presorvlng Corp. MSllOO8I94 144 601/798-8603 20 KOOI I 2491 Woed preserv Ing
P 0 DD< H R. D. Jones
1900 Rosa St. 'IP .. Gen. ~r
Picayune. (PMrl River Co.) MS 39466

Plantat Ion Pipeline Co. HS0290010271 404/261-2137 011 0000 30 29 PotroloUIl pro!
""y 588 George Jot fares
Collins (Covington Co.l HS 39428

Rogers Rent ill & Land fill - Exxon HS08l54330D9 601/645-5971 125 K048, WT blosludge 60.000 2911 Ref Inery
P 0 0(1)( 125 lynn Wall ace
Centrev IIIe. HS 3963I

Stat. of North Carol I...

XVIII Airborne Corps" fort llrll99 1C8210020121 919/396-Bl07 100 0002. 0000 • total 30 5. 0002. 9111 Nat Ional sec... Ity
Attn. MZA...fE-EE But...... ReIlly Rds. Bruce Parker 0000 • total 6.5. 0002, 0000 •
fa-t Bragg. (Clnberlllnd Co.) Ie 28307 Env. Of flcer total 0 85. 0002. 0000 a total 2.5

0000 1.5. 0000 5 5. 0002. DOOO •
totlll 13.5. 0002, 0000. 0003 •
total 3. UI22 0.6. U2l9 0.3, 0000,
0002 • total 0 6, DODO 0.6



NOlIe
end Address

EPA
10 .........

PIlone tIuoiber
arlll Conhd Size (acresl

Type ard
,.t. lIaste (t/yrl

Industr '" Source
SIC Doser Ipt Ion

Addition"
InfOf'llet Ion

1I:IlOO6l27313

3641 LIght Irg fI"tlres_u.

Flnet... Inc - South...... Diy.
IlClIc 164
Hackett Street
Spencer. (RowDn Co.1 NC 28"9

Generel EI ectr Ie Co. 11:0079044426
P. O. Bo" 865
S""rtanburg lilly
East fl et Rock. (IfendersCIl Col NC 28726

704/633-8028
Anthony F. Bolton

704/691-2'78
Bernerd 1IAder
I4gr. Qual. Ass....

21.7

U154 3.63. UI47 0.15. 0009 O.Df I 229
PDQ, 1.0'

FOO6 :500

Misc. too II. goods

Eleetrcplatlrg oparlltlons
slooge

1£001182 1296

3411 Plat Irg

9111 Nlot Ionlll sec:ur I ty

Neuse Rlyur lIastewater TrlNlt.ent Plant NCTJ80010496
P. 0 Box'90 ut Illty Dept.
End of BIIttl e Rd. (SR 2'521
Raleigh. (llake Co.1 NC 27602

Sel"'Olr Johnson AFB NC0572 124474
4CES/DEEV
Jet of NC Rt. 70 .. Rt. II
Goldsbcro. (Wayne Co.1 NC 27':50

U. 5 Industr IllS Inc.
P. O. 80" 68
Denton Rd
Th<Jllllsy IIle (Day Idsonl NC 21360

St.t. of South Carol In.

91 9n79-201 0
Billy R. Creech
Super Interdent

919n36-650l
Henry LlI8recq..
Eny. Coord.

919/475-1348
Chari es Thaggard
General Manog..

426

0'

6

fOOl 0.6. f007 1.4~ FOO9 15,
fOl7 0.7'

00030.13

UI229 249 Misc. wood prGlucts

Abeo Industr 100 Inc
P 0 80>< 33'
RalfrOlld Street
Roebuck. (Spartanburg Co.l SC 29316

Carolina East.an Co••
IDly. of Eestllllll Kodekl
U S. 21 .. I 26
W Co'""b'lI (Calha", Co.l SC 29169

sc0041381762

803/'76-6821
John Broadnax
Plant Manoger

615/246-2111
Jas Edwards
Hgr. Clean Eny.

7

31.4

DOO6. 0007. fOOl. foo2. f003.
fOO4. fOO', fD06, fOO7. f008,
fOO9, K052, P049. u002, u001.
u008. u009. 0012, U017. UOI9,
0031, 0031. 0043. 0044. 0056.
0092. U1I2. U1I3, UII'. UI22.
U140. U141, U154, U159, UI62,
U165. U188. U197, 0219, 0220,
0226, 11228. 11239, 0001, 0002,
0003 • total 8000

F002, f003, FOO5 • total 9 I

289

289

Misc. cIt.leel prod.

Misc. ch... lcel prod. In the p"ocoos of
dellstlrg w.stes

General EI ec:tr Ie Co. SCOO:!0092313
2490 Oebonelr Street
Charleston. (Charleston Co I SC 2940'

Sandoz Inc Mart In Works SC0082228341
Itoy. 102
"'art In, CAllend.le Co ) SC 29836

803/747-1644
Stephen III I SCI1

Shop ""'n"!lor

803/584-4321
II. 8 Yarbcrough
vp. Narks ""'n"!lor

0.06

26

00025

fOO3 3.5, 0002 3 5, 0009 03,
0092 06) UI69 6

3589 Ind. equl p...nt r9l'" Ir

229 MIsc. t ... tlle goods



REllIDt IV (CCl'ItlftuM)

Ha.e EPA I'hOlle Huober T."e al'd Ilid \1$11" I III Source Mdlt lonlll
11M Mdress IID~.r IIl1d Cont llC t Siz. (eer.) ".t. IIl1Ste (t!yr) SIC Desc:r1pt Ion Infono.t Ion

Shllll ArB SCl570024466 603/668-8110 EX 3251 eoo POOl .0121 1'008 .00031 1'025 .018, 9111 Illltlon.1 sec:... lty
'63 CSG/llEEV 1 .1I.s II. of S..ter Kenneth MilaS 1'042 .021, 1'048 .002, 1'098 .002,
""y. '18 EAV. Coord, 1'105 .00011 1'122 .06 I!yrl UOOI
Sinter Co., s:: 29152 .012, 0002 .042, ool4 .006, 0035

.006, 00'6 .004, 0044 .014, 0056

.00', 0015 021, U080 .D42, UII1

.0031 UI21 .001. UI34 .004, UIl8

.011 UIl9 .006, U154 .02, UI59

.042, UI61 042, UI88 024, 1J200

.006, 1J201 .006, 1J205 .006, IJ2Il

.001, 1J220 .05, U223 .001, lJ226

.05, lJ228 5 25. U239 .05. 0006

.001, DOOl .001

Stilt. of Tenness...

Arapllhoe Cho.,lcal 5 Inc. 00066112308 6.5/623-6.51 19 f002 251 f003 25, f005 850 2834 Pha.... llCeut /ell'
P. 0 80)( 460 Clarenco C. "" I ,...eplrllt 'OlIS
Cho....ood Rd Env. MllA"981" 025 Poultry fool
Howpert, (Cocke Co.) 1Il 31&1

VI McGhee Tyson A'r IIlltl. Gu.rd 8ese TN4510024196 615191lr3011 .00 0002, DOO8 • total 0 5 9111 IIllt 'onIII secur Ity
1.0 McGhee Tvsm Alrpert It. Dan Beck

'" Knc>cvll'e, 1810unt Co.) TN 31901 6.se Eng Ineor



REGION V

N_ EPA Pl'OIIe NUOIber Type aAd Industrial So....ce Additional
and Address 10 lbober and Contact Size (aeres) ,.t Waste (t/yrl SIC Oescr Ipt Ion Infor.atlon

State of "lInols

H..-athon 011 618/544-2121 &avallable Oily wasto 2911 Rellnery Mount 01 was te Is
539 S Haln Street Larry HeGr Ivy unavailable
findlay, 011 45840
Location
iiiirafiiOi1 Ava
Robinson, Il

Hobll 011 IlD064401199 815/423-5511 &avallable &avallable If site was closed 10/80
P 0 80)( 814
Jollett, Il 60434

UnIon 011 Co 0' Call 'ornla PropoSed If 'ac III tv
ltllllOflt, Il

State of IndIana

Ind I.....a f 4ra 8ureau Coop Assoc 11I)044!Kl8661 8121818-4141 14 J<Or-. K051 • total 25.000 2911 Rellnery
I' 0 110" 271 Garylbollr ft IllOntll
HI V..rnon, IN 41620

Rock Island Refining Corp. 11fl006411430 111/291-1200 40 K049. K050. K051. K052 • total 112 2911 Rallnery 10 acres used for I tI_
5000 W 86th Stroot 111111... E laqU8 only llppl • 10 acres ara

U1
Ind'dnapolls, IN 46268 curruntly In use

\0

" Stata ot Hlchlgan

S".pSOR Paper Co H10049240658 616/649-0510 l-19 acra Prl__y clorlliar waste "oter 2611 Pulp alii Sproy Irrigation Allalfa
Vicksburg, HI Roy..",d Wagner flalds 2621 Poper alII Is IIMvosted 011 2 fields

State of Hlnnesoh

Conoco Inc 218/184-4174 10 All ollr ....des and blosludges 2911 Ratlnorr
Carlton Ml

Koch Ra'inery HIflOO61611Q I 612/4J1-4141 12 Slip btas I, OAF & dlgastlve 2911 Roll nary
I' 0 80" 41596 reslduos 50. tank cleaning
~t Paul HN 55164 residues 50, pr....coat Illter

residues 15. flare drUM rasld....s
2. dosoltar rasld....s 2

Stota of Ohio

ClCOS 0I1l08101744 5IJ/b81-5731 220 495J Re'use srstOMs Lf slta Is currentlr
5092 AblOr Rd Mary Bauer Inoetlve 0-811
Williamsburg (II 45116



I'IEGlat Y CCOIltlMlMt

H_ EPA ~.H""" Typo llAd ln4uslTl,,1 Sourc:o I\cIdltlon,,1
"Ad Address ID IbIkr IlAll eo..t IDe t Slz. (acrest ""'t. IIlst. It/yrt SIC DescriptIon IAloraoUon

fOlldessey EAterprlse OlGOOO721415 419/126-1521 49 "etro.sludges 2450 291\ ReflAery
fEI lllndlar. Sight n J_ "-Ilton
CedlU" PoInt .. IIlyne Rd.
Oregon, at

fondessey Entorprlso QrlOOO72142J 419/126-1521 14 Petro. sludges 2450 291\ Refinery
fEI Lllndfora Sight n J..os ""'"II ton
Dupont Rd.
Oregon, ()J

fondossey Entorprl so lHlO45243706 419/126-1521 25 p.tro sludges 3125 2911 Refinery
fEI LondfllrD Sight '4 JllOes ""'"II ton
876 Otter Creek Rd.
Oregon, III

Gulf 011 Co US 413/35l-34oo , 5 KO" 2911 Relln....y Proposed Lf • 11111 bogln
P. O. Box 7 Ed Maxy operat Ion approx 10-81
Cleves, III 45002

Gulf Oil 419/698-804D 4 KOSI. KD52 29\l Rellnery
Toledo. ()J

St.nd....d 011 Co QOOO50S1542 419/693-0111 2D K048. K049, KDSI • tot.1 15.600 29\1 Rellnory
VI Cedar Pf Rd. E. J. Stehel
\0 Tol edo. 011 43694
<:Xl

Sf.nd.rd 011 Co (Ohio) llllOD5DS)826 419/226-2300 ID KD48. KD49. KDSI • tof.1 938 2911 Refinery
115D S Mefc.' f st R f. Guenther
U""" III 45804

Sunoco Refl nery 419/691-3561 8 x 150' plots K048, KDSI. KDS2 29\1 Refinery Proposed Lf to bogln
Between Brown & Dickie .. 1-280 Ed Ilohl.... oparat Ion 0I1d-1982
Toledo. 011 Env. Coord



REGIOll VI

Nam"
dnd Address

Stat. of Ark.."SIlS

EPA
10_

Pholle Nullber
and Contact Size (acres I

Type and
.....t Wast. Ct/yr)

Industr lal Source
SIC DescriptiOn

Additional
Intor.atlon

Arkansds EdStMan Co
IDlv. of Eastaan Kodak Co )
POlloK SII
Kingsport, TN }7662
Location
Gap Road
Batesville. Nl 72S01

Tosco Corp
McHenry Ave
EI Dorado, tunlon Co ) Nt 717}o

St"te at Louisiana

NlOOB92}4884

NlOOOOO21998

6IS/246-2111
JilIl<l5 C. Edwards
Managar CEP

501/862-8\ "
Donald Comer
Env Englnear

5 K048 21,700, K049 17 ,540

2865 Organic InterMediates Lf site Is currantly
2869 Ind organic eIl.-lcals Inactive (1-BIl

2911 Retlnery

Chevron Ch"",lcal Co lAOO}4199802
PO BoK70
LA Hwy 2}
aolle CIlase, IPlaq.-lnes Parish) LA 70037

504/}94-H20
E. C HoIMann
Env Specl all st

10 2869 Ind- organic ch....,cllls Lf site Is currently
Inact Ive (1-811

LIIll99068}716

1.AOOO8080350Clt'os ServIce Co
P 0 BoK 1562
LA lWy 108
Ldka CllAr las, LA 70602

~ Conoco 1"0 , Lake CIlarlas Rotlnery
\D P 0 BoK 31

Old Spanish Trail
lidS t Iak.. , LII 70669

EXKon Co USA Baton Rouge Iletlllery lAOO62662887
I' 0 BoK S51
4045 ScenIc Hwy
Baton Rouge, (E Baton Rouge Parish) LA 10801

(,U II 0 II Co - U S LAIl05602U9 I
IIll1dnce Refinery
I' 0 IloK }95
LA Ilwy 2} S
Bulle CIlasse (plaqu....ln.s P"rlsll) LA 700}7

Gull 011 Corp lAOO41514811
I' 0 Drawer G
TI dewater Rd
Venice (Plaquemines Parish) LII 70091

MilI"dthon (III Co LA Relining Olv LIIOOBI999724
I' 0 CoKAC
U 5 Hwy 61
Garyville (St John tha Baptist Co I. LA 70091

318/491-6318
W... A Wad SlICk
EIlv Sup

}18/491-S222
Irv f Wagnar
Ret Manager

504/359-B430
Robert Denbo
Env Coord

504/656-1711
Char las Sandars
Procoss Engr

504/5}4-7452
Char I as Coarsay
01 ractor Proc Engr

504/535-2241
W E Dows
Env Coord

22

69

'46

9

065

K048, KOSI, K052

0007 4257, K048 1419

K04B 45,500, K049 1400,
KOSI 12,100

K048 1000, K049 1000, K050 500,
KG51 1000, 0002 100

K048 175, K049 150, K050 75,
KOSI 15, 0002 20

K048 11, K049 14, 1«150 5,
KOSI 35, k052 I, 0001 220

2911 ReI 1nery

2911 Rollnery
4441 Marine ter..lnal

2911 Rell nery
2869 Ind organic ch... lcals

2911 ReI Inery

1321 Natural gas proc
291' Retlnery

29" Rell nery

","t at waste wasn't
racorded In tile pdsl

Murphy 011 Corp
P 0 BOK 100
St Barnard lilly
Mardu., (St Bernard Co I LII 10015

LAIlOOB0511471 504/211-4141
Alldon froderlckson
~r CP & E

3 K04B 1400, KOSI 2200 2911 Roll nory



511. (acres)
l"dustr'.1 Sotll'COl
SIC o.SCl""tlo"

MdIt '0'""
ltdQ(lIlltlo"

1J.IlOOO726224Pla"tat'"" PI". lin. Co.
10 fAcility
P. 0 8o~ 18616
Atlanta. GA
Locot I 011
alounm"""
Soton flougo. LA 70807

Rol"ns Envlr~tol Serv'ces lAOOI0395'27
P. 0 Bo" n8n
1335' S""n'c '!wy.
Soton Rougo. (E. S"ton Rougo ParIsI\) lA 70801

404/261-2U7
Caorge J.tlares
Sup Englnolr

504/178-1234
ehlrlos Clllllcoft
Vic. Pr..~ldont

60

DODO 165

K048 50.100

29\1 R..II nory

495l R..,use svst..s

318/191-7550 35l
lIalt..r A Klrkpatr'ck
Superintendent

0004 .Oll, OOOS ,761, DOO6 ,005, 49Sl Re'uso svsIMs
0001 .26. 0008 .26. 00011 0015.
00'0 ,026, 0011 .26

29 \I R..fI norv
2821 PIllStlc _tori a's.

SVnthetlc resins. lItl<I
nonvuIClln"Ab,••Iast...rs

Shell 011 Co.
P 0 80" '0
River Roo"
/Wco. (St. Chorlos Par'shl LA 70019

Shrovoport S'udg.. Olsposol facility
P O. 80" 30065
IIwy. I
Shrovoport. (Coddo Parlshl LA 711"

To"aco USA lO'v of T.."llCO Inc )
PO So" 37
COIIvont, (St J_ P.... lshl LA 70123

l1IOO61865193

lADOOOl09774

LAOO65485146

504/441-1167
II. l. Caughaan
£nv. Con.

504/562-3541
JlN"ry Sra...r
Sup. A .. IIC

3.6 KG51 615. KG52 350, PliO 20,
000' 20, 0001 '000. 0001 1000

K049 5O'.l56. KOSO 25, KGSI SlO.
K052 6 5, PliO I, 0001 12.450.
0001 100

2911
281\1
4463
5111

Roflnory
Sulfur recov..ry
Huln.. corgo hendllng
Petrol.... tor.lnol

0'\
o
o

St.t. of 11<0" Mexico

1flOOOO]]32"

NIOOll7105380

DOlI6 .06, 0009 .0001. 001 I 0001. 9111 National security
0001 .01, 0002 , 31, 0003 Il 85.
DOO4 16 2S

2911 Rafl nerv

fOl7 Is paint thlnnorfabrlcatlld ...tal349fon 300 g,,' 'ons

KOSO I, K052 5. KG49 2.S.
KOSI 250

l5

15

600 ft.2

505/122-}83l
C 0 Shook
Supt of Opar"t1011

505/678-5924
francis R Gels..l
Col CE

505/325-4508
Rodney Ilealh
Pr..sld..nt

DI ...." lloath Co.
490' E Haln
far.lngton. (Son Juan Co ) 1ft 8140'

Sholl 011 Co Inc
III"g"to Star Rt
Gallup, (McKlnloy Co I 1ft 87301

IIhlt.. Sonds Hlssll .. R""g.. 1142750211235
Sf....s FE
whlto Sands Hlssll.. Range (Dono Au Co.I. 1ft ea002

Stat. of Ok' ........

Sas 'n Rolin Ing 'nco
P 0 80" 918
100' N Portor Str....t
OkMulgoe (Okmulgoe Co ) Q( 74441

ClIa"'i'lIn Petro'..... Co
P 0 Sox 552
26th .. 1I1110w
Enid (GArfield Co.) Q( 1310/

Q(D004998225

<J<OOO7234586

918/756-6600
G E Moore
Vice Pr..sldent ..
Genaral Manager

405/2ll-7600
Bruce Hodgd"",
for......n

4

fl4

K048 92, K049 2160 2911 Refinery

K048 8l4, K049 5004, K051 625 5. 291 IRe' Inorv
K052 104



NZIIIa
and Address

EPA
10 .........

!'tiona tluJd><tr
ant Contact Slta ho:r.'

Type ant
'-t. wast. (t/yr'

Industr I" Sotrca
SIC Dascr Ipt Ion

Addition'"
Inforaat Ion

Cmoco Inc. Pmea City 0lQJ007233836
p. 0 IlolC '267
1000 S. Pine
Ponca Cl ty, (Kay Co.' OK 7460'

OaytOll Tire & Rubber Co. llI<D000803205
p. 0 Boc 24011
2~OO S. Colllcli
Ol<lllhlllla City, (Oldah<llll Co.' OK UI24

Hudson R..flnery llI<D082411988
I' 0 Boc 1111
401 II Mapl ..
Cush lng, OK 1402]

Kerr McGee Refinery Corp. llI<Dooo396549
p. 0 BOlC 305
906 S. POOIel1
lIynnewOOll, (Garvin Co., OK 13098

405n67-3916
Ile<lrg. o'er Ian
Rei. Manll!Jtll"

405/745-3421
R. K, Raid
Sr. Staff £ng.

918/225-1000
Ray Russell
'fnv. Pratect Ion

405/665-4311
John Dobson
Mgr. Tech Serv.

16.5

10.1

32

K049 342.51 K051 n.5, 0001 550

oooli fOOl, foo2, foo3, foo5 •
tota 1250

Cooling to..... slud9" 11 K051 6,
K052 50, IIIIT sludga 81, petro.
colta I

K049 1801 K050 4, K051 000;
K052 2300

2911 Rafln..y
2869 led. "'llanlc eII.lcal aux.

JOII PIt"".t Ie tlre_.

2911 R..flnery

2911 Ref I nary

9181584-3863 70
D. II. Cunnlngh..
Plant Ma""!ler

K049 2300; K050 I, K051 250; 2911 Refl nery
K052 h 0001 110

L.... C. Moer.. Corp.
I' 0 BCD< 216
1105 N. P..erla Av••
Tulsa, (lulsa Co.' OK 14101

Sun Patrol .... Pralucts Co.
p. 0 Boo< 20]9
1100 S Union
Tulsa, (lulsll Co , OK 14102

T..MlICO USA (Dlv. of TaMlICo Inc.'
I' 0 OCD< 2]89
902 II. 2~th Str e..t
Tulsa, (luisil Co , OK 74101

llI<DOO7222128

llI<D058018175

llI<D990150060

91ll15111.... 127
R. D. Woal.
Plant Manag..r

9181586-7215
R. G. Hawtllorn
Raf. Manager

120

foo3 .18, 0001 1.96

0002 2400; K052 23, DOOO 550

3533 Derricks, 011 & gas
II e1d substruct..... &
r ... at.., I'...

2911 Rail nary

Tasca Corp. - Duncan Refinery
P 0 OOM 820
Duncan, (Steph..ns Co.' OK 7.J~23

VIck....s P..trolalft Ca-p.,
Industrial Add'n
p. 0 00lC 188
142 Bypass
Arena-e, (Cart.... Co.' OK 1J401

Stat. 01 T""as

OKD045149982

om057105972

405/255-4400 0.5
E. D. Curtis
Mgr. Praluct Control

405/223-a~14 7
I II. $creggln
Ref Manager

K052 2.5 2911 Raflnery

K049 818 3, K050 2.011. K051 2911 Refinery
218.2, K052 1.67, plID .004,
IlOO2 004, U078 .011, UIl3 .0041
UIl4 .042, UI54 .02, U220 .004,
U239 004, 1'053 .012, K048 272.8

M .... lcan p..trollna Co 01
TX & Cosden 0 II & Ch... lcal
P. 0 BOlC 849
Hwy 366 & 32nd Str""t
pt Arthur, (Jefferson Co , TX 17640

A..oeo 011 Co Land Far.
I' 0 Ooc 401
2401 5th Av.. S.
T8Mas City, lGlllYestm Co.1 TX 77590

TXD065009160

TXD072 1813111

113/962.... 421
Kleth P"rdue
Eny Coa-d.

71J/94 5-1151
C V Rice
Supt. Eny. Cntrl

5.5

215

K048 33,112, K049 5, K050 5,
K051 5

K048 2350; K049 25. K050 10,
K051 3500, IlOO2 .5, UOl9 2,
UI54 .5, U220 2, U239 2

2911 Rell nary
2819 Sult ... ".a1

2911 Roll nery



R£GltW VI (COftt'"u-.!)

H.-
end Address

EPA
10~

PhoAO HtIIlber
an4 C""tect SIz. (Iler.5)

Type end
...t. lIest. It/yr)

IAdusfrle' Sourc.
SIC Doscrlptlon

Addltlone'
IRlor.etlon

rxoOO2U0979

TX0051161990

K05. 7590, 0001 6838 ., K052 8 37, 2911 Rell nery
IlQOI 16.9, IlQOI 6838 I,
0001 37,987 3

Mco Polrolo,,", Products Co.
Ilouston Rollnory
P. 0 Box 2451
12000 LlIwnd.le
flouston. IIll1rrls Co.) lX 77001

CelllnesD Trod K
P 0 80" 937
P""'PII. lX 79065

CM",plln PetrololJll Co.
P 0 80" 9176
11101 fluoces B.y Blvd
cOrpus Christi, IHuoces Co.) lX

COlIstlll States Petrols... Co. lXOOOIl.32260
P 0 Bo" 521
C.ntwell Drive
Corpus Christi. IHusces Co. I lX 78403

71.5/475....507
J....s T. M ••s
Mgr. Env. Engr.

806/665-100I
Brien tlllnson

512/882-0071
Dov's Scherff
Env. Affelrs Coord

512/087-4247
Wlndl. Teylor
EAV EngIneer

172

34 74

20

388

K050 6, K051 1700, K052 121
0007 2.5

K0511 K052

K04fl 39OD; K051 4500, 0007 400

291. R.II n.ry

2869 Ind. orgenlc
c"",I c.ls

2911 Rell nery

....t 01 weste Is unknown.
s'nce WilStes go to
lendflll l Lf

Hltrogen tertII Izor ..00.

0\
o
N

Co,"lnco ......... Ic.n Inc. Come" Operetlons TX008171S302
P 0 80" 5067
fM 1551
Borger. (Hutchinson Co I lX 79007

Cosden 01 I
(Subsidiary 01 linter P.troflnel
P 0 Bo" 2159
Oalllls, TX 75221
Location
Rai 'nery Rd
1-20 IE" 01 Big Spgs I
Big Spring. TX

806/274-5204
Kenneth If. IIrlght
Hanager

915/263-766 I
red H.rln

100

.....vll.lebl.

0002 31.000, 0007 90,000

IIWT 5 Iudge, ~052

2873

2911 Rellnery lIeste .....unts .re
unevellebls

Crown Centrlll Potrolo"", Corp
P 0 80" 1759
llouston, TX 17001
Location

lTT"""Reif"""B Iull Rd
Pasadona. TX 77506

E."on Co -
Baytown Roflnery & Ch... lcal
P 0 Bo. 3950
2800 Dackar Dr
Boytown (fI",rls Co.1 lX 77520

Gu" Coast WlIste "'uthorlty
910 BlIY Aro. Blvd
1I0uston. TX 77058
location
TOOjIlr,S
ra••s City. TX

Gulf Coast Waste Olspos.1 Authority
P 0 80. 1026
L. Marqu•• lG.lveston Co ) lX 77562

TXD00809 1290

lXooo0782698

TXDlloOO35249

713/472-2461
G II. Munson
Sr Env Eng

713/428-3115
J E tlondon
Sup Solid lI.ste

713/488-4115
Char' Ie GIInze

713/935-4783
Robart HOyer
fee. Manager

176

40

6

80

K050 9, K049 450. ~051 1250.
P022 0005. PliO 0005, POl9

0005, P077 0005, UI n 0005.
U134 0005, UI54 0005. Ut8B
0005. U211 0005. U220 0005.

_ U239 .0005. 0010 0005

K051 8212 5

K048. K049, ~050. 1<051. 1<052 •
tote I 70

0001 4067. 0003 946, 0004 7866.
0007 6228. f003 20. f005 20.
K04B 4000. K049 4544. K051 954,
1<052 1015, U054 1266

29 II Rell nery

2911 Rail nary

29II Rell nary

4953 ReI use sys te..s



REGION YI (CXllItlnue<n

""""'and Address
Phone Number
8Rd Contact SI za (aeres)

Type 8Rd
~t. Wasta ct/yrl

IndysiT la' Source
SIC Oescrlptlon

Additional
Infor..atlon

IF site Is currently
InactIve 11-01)

Plastic ...terlals Waste ...t.5 unknown
& resins sInce waste !pes to
Ind orgenlc en....lc.I5 different syst...s.

29" Refl nery

2911 Reflnerv

2491 Wood preservative

)40) .......""'tloA

)496 WIre prod.

3317 Steel pipe & tub. ng ooaoo

2621

2669

K040 36.500

Phenol forooa'dohyde 9'ue waste

KOOI 9

K052 15. K051 400. 0001 30.500; 2911 Refln....y
0DD8 4.5. 0001 200. 0007 4 5

K046 2500, K050 )9. K051 460.
1<052 415. 0001 3.5. 0001 2125.
K049 413, UOl9 1400

K063 160

1<062 60 & JO

4

20

01

2

2 LF sites
I 21 each

214/038- 1305
Jerry Me I Ito
Chief Engineer

2141794-5169
Robert Compton
Manager

113/839-3328 54
R G Sanders
Manager Conservat Ion

113/342-5401 6.8
P. Klrkhall
Sup. Eng & Malnt

214/89)-7414
Dale Ouens'ng
General Manager

915/.Hl-5321
Dan McNeill. Sr
Process Engineer

113/453-5431
60b Reddin

113/641-4431 300
Larry Chi les

TX09901977 14

TXD057 I 1140)

TX121J8218J1

TXllOO0449)97

TXOO02954261

TXD040210645

Kerr-McGea Ch8llllcal Corp
155 Buckanan Rd.
Texarkana. 1)( 15501

Lone Star Ar""f ......unltlon P'ant
Ihty 82 W
Texarkana. (Bowie Co ) 1)( 15501

Mobll 011 Corp
End of Burt st.
Beaumont. (Jefferson Co ) 1)( 11104

Phillips Petrol_
Box 866
Sweeney, lX 11480

Quanex Corp Gul I States Olv.
POBox 952
Rosenberg. (ft Bend Co.) TX 11411

Re'chold CheJOlcals
POBox 9608
llouston. TX 11015

0\
o Roman HIre Co
W P. O. Dox 125)

Sherman. (Grayson Co ) TX 15090

Shell 011 Co Odessa Refinery TXOO26896290
POBox 2)52
5 Grandview St.
Odessa. (Ector Co.) lX 19160

TX0040210645

KOSI 1200 2911 flell nery

K040 132. K049 519 5, K050 1 05. 2911 Refinery
k051 )23 25. 0007 63 5. fOOl 1.18.
F002 .000). fOOl 1.2, F005 I 96

KOSI 3900. K046 3410. 1<049 10. 2911 Refinery
KOSO 2 lOj K052 )1 5. K087 112.5,
0001 250. fOOl. FOO). F004. F005,
PliO

Sl!)'llOr Refining Co TX0990109966
POBox 490
Three Rivers. (live Oak Co ) TX 16011

Southwestern Refining Co. Inc TXlJOOO801859
P 0 60x 9217
Corpus Christi. (Neuces Co.) TX 78408

Sun 011 Co of PI. TXOO8041466'
P 0 Dox 2608
Suntlde Rd
Cor pus Chr. 5 tI. (Hueces Co.) TX 1840)

Sweeney ReI Inary & Petroch.... eo.,. I
1004 Phillips Building
Bartlesville. (J( 14004
Location
"ITIlWY 35 & 1M 524
Old Ocean, rx 1146'

512/786-2536
Fred Ulenlk
Plant Manager

512/884-8863
H R Sager
VIce PresIdent

512/241-4811
J R. Kb!Ophenkel
Env. EngIneer

910/661-5'30
8 F Ballard
Olr. Env.

3199

17

300 0001 '.5. K046 2500. K051 460.
K052 415. K050 39. k049 413.
DOOl 2125. UOl9 1400

2911 Refinery

fOOl. fOO3. FOO4. f005 end
PliO go direCtly to API
sepllrator

Texaco Inc
P 0 60>< 30110
315 5 Grand
Mar 1110, (Potter Co ) 1)( 19120

TX0001)10995 806/314-4691
E A Enloe
Plant """'ager

1<040 185. 1<049 5 5, K051 12 5.
K052 5

291 1 Ro" nery



Q'\
o
.po.

HHe
IIlCI Mdras

T.leo Inc.
P. O. l!oIc 112
pt. ",.tIl.... Uefl...CR Co•• 1X 77640

t/ftlon Clrblde Corp.
P. O. BCIC 1116
pt. leveea. lX 77919
l0C4tlOll
1IiiY=I8'
S... Drift. lX 11919

Vaste Disposal ctr.
P. O. BCIC 1095
SlAton. (SaA Patrlclol 1X mill.
Vlndon R.flnlng Co.
P. 0. BCIC 15011
H.E. 211t1l .. H. SylvllRl.
Ft. Worth. ITarront Co.1 lX 16101

fGUlI" (CClltl...

EPA PIloft. IIuohr Type aRt IMustrl" Sou'c. Mdlt loA"
IO~ ,Ad CoRtet Size leer"l ...t. Vast. lt/yrl SIC Oeserl,t loA InfOOllt loA

TlOOOe09752P 7131982-,m 10 K052 15. K049 820s 0004. 0011 2911 Rlflnery
R. l. Korblnl
Sltp. ""llC

TlI>04 "15420 512/552-911 I 200 2821 PllStle. IF alt. Is c...r'Atl y
V. D. Dutc..... 21169 1M. ergo" Ie c:lI.lclla IAect I"" (7-811
£Av. Prot. Coord.

TlOO66447236 512/]64-1246 20 K049 2081.,. KO'2 1248.9 4"3 Rafuse syst_
rrlllklln K.lly
OWAer

TlIl064241768 1111/838-2346 21.3 K04ll 1575; K051 105~ K052 1Q7S 2911 Raflnery K049 .. KO'O 90 dlrectl y
K04'. KOSO to API 'lp1lI"Otor.



RmICli VII

Halle
and Address

EPA
10 lMIIber

Phone Nudler
and ContllCt Slz. (IICres)

Typa aid
AlIt. lIaste It/yrl

Indusfr '''' Source
SIC oescrlpt Ion

Addlt lonlll
Infonoat Ion

stat. of low.

Chevron Chellical Co
P O. Bell< 282
Ortho Rd
Ft. Madison, (l.... Co.) IA 52627

landfll' Servlc.. Corp.
1509 E Washb....n
Waterloo, IA 50703

IA0005113992

IA0075848005

319/372-6012
John l. Maler
fae. Rep.

319/345-6316
Cordell Peterson
President

16

0016 2.5

0001, 0002, 0003, 0006. 0007,
0008, DOlO, fOOl, F002, f006,
FOO71 FOO8, FOO9, FOI OJ fOl21

28n Nltr'!lenous f..rtlllzer'S
2874 PhC6phat Ic 1m 1/ hars

3471 Platlrg
2851 PaInts & al \I ed

products

Preposed IF

Stet.. of Kansas

KSDO07134695

KS000061 0543

KSOOO7233422

KSOOO7138605

/'reposed IfRefinery

2911 Ref Inery

2911 Ref Inery

2911 Ref I nery

291 I Refl nery

2911

K051, K049, K048 • total 600

K048, K049 • total 20

K048 14, K049 144, K050 2 5,
K051 130

K050 J, K051 750; KD52 14,
K048 100, K049 11

K048. K049, K051, K052, 0000;
0001, 0008

5

14

1266

160

9U/54l-5246
Crav8ll Brent
Ref Supt.

316/251-4000
Jolln Pruitt
Mgr. Env &
safety Sys

316/26H))61
Dav.d Er Ickson
Proc. Engr

316/)21-2200 6.6
R. B Miller
Poll ut Ion Contr 01 Dlr.

913/631-noo
Mark Rosenau
Manager

CRA, Inc
Rural Rt. 2, Bo)( 608
Phil IIpsburg, KS 67661 IN. of tOlln)

CRA, Inc
POBox 570
North "nden Str..et

0\ Coffey. III 0, KS 67117

~ Derby Refining Co.
P, 0 Box 1030
1100 E 21st Str ....t
Wlch Ita, KS 67214

Getty Retln Ing & Mark..t Ing Co.
P. 0 Bo< 1121
1401 S Oouglas Rd.
EI Dorado, KS 67042

Kansas Indus tr la' Itas t .. file IIlty, Inc. KSD000689950
P. 0, Box 3220
Shawnee, KS 66203

Mobil 011 Corp.
I' 0 Box 546
Second & Oak Str ..et
Augusta, KS 67010

Pester Reffnlng Co
P 0 Bo)( 151
EI Dorado, KS 67042

KSOOO7235138

KSD000829846

316n75-6311
Dona.d RobInson
Tech. Manager

316/321-9010
J,.. Plerco
Env Contr ot Coord.

4.5

3 12

K049 1000; K051 50; K050, I

K049, K050 • total 500; K051,
K052, Pit 0, 0022, U054, U.34
• total 500

2911

2911

Refinery

Refinery

Total Petrole,," 'nc
BOl< 851
1400 S M Stroot
Arkansas City, KS 61005

KS00874 18695 3/6/442-5100
leo Re' nk...eyer
Ref. Manager

2.0 K049 5, KO" 50, K052 8,
K050 2, 0008 2.3

29f1 Refinery

Stat. of MissourI

Amoco 011 CD Sugar Creek Refln....y
11400 E Kentucky Rd
Sugar Creek, MO 64054

1400007161425 816/252-4800
JOM Co lillllkln
Supf, of labs

20 K048 1200; K049 275, K050 350;
K05l 6400, K052 80, K05l 6000

2911 Refinery



REOlat VII ICXllltl,"*)

H.... EPA I'IIO<I.llu"ar Type ani 1",,1lS1I" 101 So..-ce AdditIon"
and Address 10,..lIber and Col\tcet Size (ceres) ,.t. lIute (t/yr) SIC Oeser Ipt Ion InfOOl.t Ion

MIlls PCMler Co., Atllls PIMt 1400017881909 417/624-<1212 2 DOOO 30, DOOO 43) DOOO 30(0) 21192 Expl05lvll$ ""nu
P.O Ilooc /17 G. ~. PoIIock 0001 2.', Foo3.' 2813 Fertilizer
Joplin, I«) 641101 PIlIIIt H«noger

Kerr HcGIlO the.rcal Corp. 1«¥lOO7129406 417/831-2llJII Kool 1200; KOOI 12 2491 llood !'"osorv 1119
P. 0 BOI< 2/11' Co II. O..-h..
21100 II High StrHt SuperIntendent
Sprlngllald, I«) 651103

SynteK Agribusiness Inc. H00007452"4 417/866-7291 10 FOO' 1.5 2869 OrganIc ch..lclIls
P. O. BOI( 1246 Gene 1I1I111ICo
555 FIrst Stroot Group lendor
Verone. I«) 65769

Stet. of Nebraska

Offutt AIr Force BlIse 1£0571924648 402/294-5'00 0.005 0001 .3' 29 Potrolou,. ,role
3902 ABII/~ Col. Rlliph Holt-III\
Offutt AFB, III 6811l

0'\
0
0'\



Rmillf YIII

Naae EPA Phone Nuaber Type ard Ind us1r Ial Sotree Addlt Ional
and Address 10 lUlber ard ContllCt Size (lICr., Aat. Wast. (t/yrl SIC Oeser Ipt Ion Inforaet Ion

St.t. of Colaredo

Colorado State ~Iv...slty COOO6971279Z )o3/49Hi745 0.25 1'031 .005, PMI .0051 P075 ,003, SUI Eifucat Ion
Env kOMental Heal th S.rv Ices M. Morr! son S.-- P089 .005, 11036 .125, U05l .005,
ft. CollIns, 00 80'23 1/224 .25

Gary Relln Ing Co COOO673")90 )0)1858-9811 140 fOOl, fOOl, fOO', 1<049, KO'0, 2911 Refinery
R...al Area LI oyd Nordhllllssn K051 • total 40
Fruita, CO 81521

U.S. ArMy 002210020150 )0)/579-4828 250 yds.) 0002 12 9111 Not Ional secUl" Ity
OFAE 81 dg. 304 Robert Rothtoan
Ft Carson, 00 8091)

Stat. of Montena

Conoco Oil Refinery M1llOO62 29405 4061252-'841 20 K048 1250; K051 30O 29\1 Refinery
I' O. 80ll 2548 R. 8. 81011<lyer
401 S. 2'rd'
81111ngs, MT 5910'

0'\ Conoeo lard fare MT0000818096 4061252·'841 1O K048 "50; 1<049 100; K050, KO" 29\1 Refinery
0 P. 0 8"" 2548 R. 8. 81 aneyer • total 7'0
'-l Alexander Rd.

8/1 lings, MT 5910'

Exxon 8''''ngs Rat/nery MTOOIO:lll0574 406/657~361 35 K049 1300l KO" 2000; K052 35 29\1 Refinery
P. 0 80ll 116' TIe Shug
811 I Ings, HT 591O)

Fan.ers un Ion Central M1llOO623l101ll 406/628-4' II 1O K048 43.2, K049 97.2, KO" 756 29\1 Refinery
Exchange/Cenee 1I111lllM Sterr
P. 0 Box 909
Hwy. 310
laurel, HT 59044

General Electr Ic Co MlO060280914 406/656-8700 025 0002 .75 7699 Rope Ir & relllt&l
65'4 S. frontage Rd. Dave JOhnson serv Ices (HEC'
811 lings, HT 59102 7694 ArMat.... rewind slop

Phillips Great falls Mmooo47" 94 406/45)-4'71 2 0001 .5, 1<048 24, 1<049 1O, 2911 Refinery
Petrolelllll Refln.ry R. E. Jones K050 • I, K051 5, K052 5
1900 lOth Street
81eck Eagle, HT 59414

st.t. of utah

","oco Oil Co. SlC Tank fare UT0000826,70 801/'64-'015 6 0001 " K048 2',000; K049 300; 29\1 Refinery
1700 H 1200 II Denlel Dr... lIer KO'0 4, KO" 6000, K052 5
Salt laka City, UT 84 1O) Super Intordent

Husky 011 Co of Oelawar. UT0045267127 801/'28-2292 ) K049 10; K050 .2, K051 75; 29\1 Rellnery
I' O. 80ll 115 T. Ferris K052 .25"1 II. Center
North Sal t lake, UT 84054



REGIlJ{ '1111 (CCOltllllle4)

lI..e
Ilod Mdr..ss

Phone lIuober
IlM ContllCt S'ze (acres)

TVpe alii
.....t. Itasto (f/vr)

.Ad us lr 101 SOllf"c"
SIC Oescr.,t Ion

Add't Ionol
'n'OfIIIat 'OA

Phillips P..tro....... 'oloals Cross RoflMl"V 1lTOOO1lO905tlO
P. 0 Bo>c 196
'oloals Cross, UT 64061
Location
~OW
II ao....tlful, UT 84061

eOI /295-2}II
J. Oewel'

0000, 0001, 0002 • tatal 1\.5, 29\1 R..fln....v
F003, F004, F005 • total 2,
1I04e, 11049, K050, K051 • totll' 5001
K052 .6, UOll 25, UIJ4 50;
PliO .5, 0004, 0001, 0006 • tot.1 5

Stat. 0' IIv,,'n9

Moco PlpellAe Tank Far.
P. 0 Ba< 160
Casper, lIY 1126Q2
LocatIon
TOiTfii"1l" 0' Cosper Refl narv
lIest of Caspar 62602

HuskV 011
POBox .l60
CodV, lIY 1124'4
Loeat Ion
Chevenne, lIY

(J'\

o lIuskV 011 Co of Oela~","e
ex> P O. Box .l60

CodV, lIY 112414

LIttle Marlca Refining Co. Inc.
P O. Box 510
Evansville, lIY 1126.l6

Sinclair 011 Corp
POBox 211
Sinclair. lIY 112}J4

lIyaolng Refining Co.
POBox 620
140 W Moln Street
Newcastle, lIY 112101

lIYTOOOOIOl16 301/265-3390 a.5 DOGI 120; 0007 II, K049 15, 2911 Reflnerv
l<rln Le'evre K051 1.0
Superintelllent

307/516-1445 Unavallllb I. Unavallllb Ie Unavallllb Ie
Donal d R. Na'us

lIYOOO6230169 301/518-1445 14 K049 31, K050 45, K051 .9, 2911 Refinery
Donal d R. Na'us K052 .45

lIYOO48143009 301/265-2800 6 Y051 100.5, K052 52.5, K049, K050 2911 Refinery K049 & K050 go dIract I y to
Fnnk Clause API sapare tor

WYD019959165 307/J24-3404 600 0002 5650 2911 Refinery
L Corpuz

IIYDOO705102 }07n46..... 445 1.1 KO" I 2, K052 130 2911 Refinery
Pat Hevener



REGIQI IX

Nama EPA Phon.. Nunb..r Typ.. ..rr! 'ndus1r Ia! Source Addlt Iona!
ond Address 10 llu<Aber ..rr! Contact SIze (acres) ...t lIosta It/yr) SIC Descr Ipt Ion 'nfor...tlon

st.t. of Collle..nl.

C..s...., ... D'sposal CAD020748.25 805/969-.5891 20 fOO6 780, fOOl '080, fOO8 780, 495J Refuse syst...
NTU Rd. J...... HeBr Ide fOO9 780, fOIO '5, M48, M49,
C.sm.II., Ista Barbar. Co ) CA 9J429 Dlr. T&ch ServIces K050, K051, K052 • totel J80,

K056, K051, K058, K059 • tat...
10; K062, K061 • tot.1 •0, ooסס

6',300, ooסס 56,600, DODO 1200,
0002 500; DODO 700; 0002 240;
ooסס 500

Ch... lc.1 W.ste Management Inc CAT000646111 209/9J5-2002 220 K048 16,000, K049 2150, KOSO 495J Refuse syst...
P O. Box '57 John Merke'"y 2150; K051 15,000; K052 10,720
Kettl ....n City, CA 92329 000. 58,557, 0001 4, 0004 218,

fOOl 30, F002 64, FOOl 120; F004
116, FOO5 215, FOO6 1200, KOOI
18, KOO9 8, KOIO 7, KOl6 197,
KOI1 210, KO.8 J20, KOl9 211,
K020 195, K022 160; K021 175;
K024 246, K025 88, K026 194, M21
7, K028 60; K029 70; KOlO 50;
K061 205, K061 258, K064 274,

0'1 K065 182, K066 307, K067 29, K068
0 251, K069 257, K072 271 K07J 16,

'" K078 '2,000; K079 2100; K081
2150, K082 81i, K081 2, K085 4,
K086 1245, PODS 7, POlO 625, POl4
2100, POlS 400, P020 60, f'022
29,450; POlO 104, 1'047 4480, 1'048
5200; 1'051 9400; P054 10,400;
P090 4500, 0001 4400, 0002 545,
0004 2150; 0012 2790, 0019 4275,
0020 2000, 0021 2095, 0011 2790,
ooJ7 2790, 00)9 2790, 0044 J,
0045 2790, U051 2790, 0052 2790,
0056 6, U057 2790, U065 2565;
U066 2620, 0061 2180, llO68 2190,
0070 3050; 0071 2790, 0072 3171,
0015 3000, 0076 2790, 0071 31771
0078 4131, UOBI 1125, 0082 1125,
0092 20, UI04 19, UI08 11, UI12
15; UII4 12, UI22 110; U133 18,
UI14 10,300, 0115 28, UI40320,
UI53 1, UI54 98, UI59 1475; UI61
2188, UI65 2190, UI69 2190, U'82
liS, U'88 8900; 0220 110; 0226
88, 0227 124, 0228 95, U219 200

Chevron USA CA0008116901 2 U/l22 -1450 5 K04S 4023, K051 4828, K052 612, 2911 Refln....y 25 IIldlt 'OlIa' acres er ..
324 W. EI Segundo BI vd. Nor••n L..roy cooll ng tower s' udge 66 be 1'9 devel "'00 •
EI Segundo, CA 90245

Envlron..ental Protection Corp. CADOlO.l64261 805/321-9681 520 0/1 s_p sludge 23,400; all tiel d 2911 R"fln..ry
E.stslde Disposal Fer. Wot.H Park brine 24,500, dr Illlng tI uld
1040 19th Street PresIdent rctary lOud 68,200; tank bt..
Bakersfield, IKern Co ) CA 9130' sedh.ents 14,800, scrubber wastes

80,000; other 10,000



Blat IX (c;catl.-)

I/He EPA PlIoft. 1/oDbN' Type an:! 11ld1l$__ 11II So<rc. Mdlt lonlll
ell<! Mdresl 10 ......... ao4 Cofttect Size (eer.) AlIt. lIaste (t/)'l') SIC Oescrlpt Ion Infon..t Ion

Envlr_fthl Profectlcn Cap. CATOlIOOI021} 105/327-9611 n." 011 I~ .ludg.40,6,OJ 011 " .... 2t11 nellnery
llllStsld. Olsposlll fens •• II. Park bl"lne 1".400; drilling fl uld 287' fertilIzers
:5040 19t1l Street Suit. 10 PresldMt rotery .ud 242.500J tanks bte. 2851 PaInts 1 all lad p-oducts
Bakersflald. (Kern Co.I CA 111301 sed I• ..,ta 22,000; Krul>ber vastes 2969 Illd. organic ell_leah

25lO0. of'*" 15.5lOO

The Grass Valloy Group. Inc. CAD07.,'1029 916/273-1l421 , fOO7 3000 3662 TV Broadcast EquIp. Spray dlsp""al
13024 Bltn.y Springs Rd. Keft Myers
Gress Vell.y. (Mweda Co.) CA 95945 flllC. Hallllger

IWghos R.s8&lrch Laber.ter I. CAOO41156969 2"/456-6411 0.17 3679 EllIlCfroo Ie c..pon.nts Lf lit. Is corr.ntl y
3011 Hallbu Canycn Ad. Albert J. SI_ 1 IlCcll5sorlas InllCt Iv. 0-81 I
HlIllbu. (Los Ang.les Co.I CA 90265 Hoal th 1 Saf.ty

IT Corp. - Banson Rldg. fae. CADOOO633289 2131830-1781 3.5 KO-48. K049, K050. .OOסס 0001. 4953 R.fuse s)'St.
33611 Anah.l. St. Dav 101 L. Ba..... 0002. 0003 • tatal 60,000 1389 011 1 gas sarv lcas
Locatl ... VIce Presld.nt
~.29
Kel seyv Ille. CA 95457

IT Corp. 2131830-1781 ., tkllwallab I. 2911 Refinery
Montez..... Hills DavId Ba..... 49 Geath....al en.rgy p-od
336 II Anehel. st. VIce Presld.nt

0\ 1111.1 ngt.... CA 90744..... LOClltl ...
0 ~

RIo Vlstll. CA

IT Corp. 2131830-1781 2911 Rollnery Lf sIte Is clrrentl y
336 II. Mahal. St. David Ba..... 49 Geathe...al "nergy InllCt Ive
III1Mlngton. CA 5lO144 VIce Pres Ident prod
Location
tiidOfMthur Rd.
Hart Inez, C1l

IT Corp. 2131830-1781 40 lInllvallab Ie 2911 Rellnery
33611 Anahel. st DavId Ba..... 49 Geathenaal energy
1I11.lngton. C1l 5lO144 VIc. Pros Ident pral.
Locatl ...
taKell8......n Rd.
Banlclll, C1l

IT Transportlltlon Co. - I.rlal C1lOOOO633164 2131830- /781 450 KO-48. 11049. K050, K051 • tot'" 49 Geothenaal energy 60 acres clrrentl yin use.
33611 Anahel. St. David L. Ba..... 20,000, 0000. 0001. 0002, 0003 p-od
1I11.lngton. C1l 90144 Vice Pres Ident • total 20,000 2911 Refinery

M.P. DIsposal Co., Inc. C1lT000624056 805/393-1151 12.' 1«149 15,000 4953 Refuse syst ...
4506 McTllVlsh ct. Ron Pec6rw Ich
Bakers" eld, (Kern Co.1 C1l 93308 PresIdent

O~klllnd Scavenger Co. C1lT080010170 415/465-2911 75 K049, K050, 1\051. K052 a total 240 49ro Ref use collect lOll &
AltMont landfill John S. Sheenan disposal
En~. Dept. 2601 Peral t. St. Ch... lst
De lalld, C1l 94601
Location
~talOOl'lt Pass Rd.
lIven.ore, CA 94550



REGlat IX ICClIlt In.....'

1l<I00e
and Mdress

EPA
ID Nu......

Phone NuIrb....
and ContllCt Sizo (acresl

Typa and
...t. lIaste (t/yrl

Industr Illi SOiree
SIC Ilescr Ipt Ion

Mdlt tonal
InfOl"llat Ion

28611 organic chOllcDI lMnu. Lf slto Is clrrently
21111 Refinery In..,tlve (7-611

Shell 0 II Co.
Mart Inez Manu Conoplex
P. O. BOll 711
MarIna Vista Ave.
Mart Inez IContra Costel CA 9455]

SIIIlI Valley Sanitary Land fill
III E. Los Angel es Ave.
51 ..1 Valley, (Ventura Co.1 CA 113065

CADOOIII6.f021

CA01III065113115

415/228-6161
Jallies Hanson
Staff Engineer

805/659-2130
Andy Holguin
Clv. Eng Asst. 2

15

35 K048. K049. K050. K052 • total 4953 Refuse syst...
50, K051 50, 0001 1000, 0002
10,000; DOD3 100; 0017 10,000,
fOOl, f005 • tot'll 100, f007,
fODS, fOO9, fOlD, fOil· total IIll
fOl5 10

HydrqJoolqjlc study
In P""lTess

Un Ion 011 Co. of CA Santa CAT08OO10796 805/343-1776 2 K048, K049, KOSO, K051 29 Petrol_ p"od. Lf site Is clrrently
Mar Ia Rell n....y Jack N. lIest Inact Ive (7-61 I
Rt. ] Booc 7600 Manager
ArrOfo Grande, (San luIs Obls(lO Co.1 CA 93420

Un Ion 011 Co. of CA CADOO9I08705 415n99-4411 6.4 0001 670; 0003 JOO; K048 1750; 2911 Refinery
COlllty Rd. D. II. Debuse K051 230
Rodeo, (Contra Costa Co.1 CA 94572 En" Eng. Supv.

0'\..... !!!!!!......
Anderson AFB GU6571 11995111 366-7101 2 ooסס 27 348 ffIlftUllt Ion
Hq. Ord COIbat Suppert Group Patr Ick HeRBlIken
N'O San francisco, CA 96',. Dep. B Clv. Eng.
locatIon
"Pii'TiiifiM- Rd.
YI9O, Goa.. 961112



FllEGlal X

H......
aAlI Addross

EPA
10 tt-ber

Phofto Huqr
Md ContllCt Siz. (eer.. '

Typ. aA<iI
,,"t. lIast. (tlyrl

Industrial Source
SIC DlJscrlpt lOA

MdltloAOI
InlorNtlon

stat. of AI .....

IWl Specl.1 lIast. Sit•• Inc. AKTlI4oo10134
HII. 3 Swanson RIver Rd.
StarlIng, (Konol POAlnlul. I!oro~hl w.. 99612
Mallll£ AdllrBSs
P.o "\660
Soldotna. II< 99609

907/262-4875
Roy OIDochorty
Prasldent

40 fOOl. fQ02, f003. F005, fOn,
f018, U043/ 0044, U066, 0069,
11071, 11012, \lOB01 11081, U092,
U102. U112, Uln, UI221 U123,
U127. U132, utJ3, U134, U140,
U144. U148, U151, UI54, U158.
U159. U161, U162, U165, U169,
UI72. U188, UI96, U201, U210,
U2I1, U218. U220, U222, U223,
U225, U226. U227, U233, U239,
POOl, 1'008, P022, P030, P035,
P037, P098, P105, 0002, 0011/
0012, 0013. 0022. 0031. 0036.
U038, K048, K049, KOSO, KOSI,
K052

4953 Rolus. syst.. 11 acres currontly In uso.

0'\......
N

Stato of Idaho

Onllll"k Industries, Inc.
P 0 80>< 866
low Iston IHoz Perc. Co I ID 83501

IllOOO906648 I 208n46-235 I
J_ liard
Chle' Cho••

6000 ,t.2 Clarlf I.... wasto contaIning
Pb, HI. Cu, Zn

3471 ElectroplatIng ltat of wasto Is unknown
3482 Sn1all Ares .......ooltlon

Stat. of Or!!flO/l

Ch......Securlty Syst..... Inc.
Cedar SprIngs Rd. (Star Rt.1
Arlington (GIIII ... Co I III 97612

lJlIlOlI9452353 503/454-2177
frank o-nt
51 t. Managar

1.5 K035 24, K042 6, K043 2. 1<049 2911 Raflnery
20; KOSI 10. 1<052 450, K060 45,
P090 60, PI02 6. UOOI 2. u002 5,
0019 40. 0021 I. U037 6. 0039 2.
0044 10. 0051 SO, 11070 15. 0072
5. 0076 5, U077 15, U078 15.
0079 5. 0081 4. 0082 3, U112 5,
UI22 120, UI27 I. UI40 5. UI54
100. UI59 ZOO. ut63 2, UI66 750;
U202 I. U210 15 U220 50; U239
15. Un4 1000

Partially landfillod.
part Ially land 'armed

State of lIashlngton

ARCO Petrol... Products Co.
P 0 80>< 1127
4519 Granvlow Rd
Forndale Illhatcoa Co I IIA 94246

80 Ise Cascade/Paper Group
P 0 80" 500
lIallula, WA 99363

Mobil 011 Corp.
P. 0 80>< 6
3901 Unlck Rd.
Ferndale. II" 96246

1WlO69548154

WA0009052432

206/384-2216
Rlcharll Ogar
Manager Air &
lIater Control

509/547-2411
DlJnn Is Ross

206/384-1011
Cloyco Miller
Tech Managar

60

18

K049 1000, KOSO SO, KOSI 1500.
K052 875. K087 10

ClarifIer sludga 7,000

K049 1400, K051 540 K050 15

2911 Roll nery

2600 Papor products

2911 Roll nery

25 aeros curront IyIn U50



REGllIt It (_tlnued)

Na...
and Address

EPA
10 Ibober

Phone NUIIbor
and Contact 51 ze (acres)

Type and
...t. lIaste (tlyr)

Industrial Source
SIC Description

Additional
Infonutlon

21175 Fert II her "RIl.

Unavallabla

29" Ref!neryK049 650, K050 20l KOSI 350;
I(05Z I

DOOlI 26

1(062 150. 0001 1000

1(049 1680; 1(050 10; 1(052 5, 29' ) Re' 'llery
0001 I Itank SCllle Fe$). 0002 20
(acid & CllUStiC tank bt.s). 0002 20
(Poly catalyst). 0007 450 (IIlIStellatar
treating sludge). 0001 lO (cooling
tOil..... sludge), 000' 10 (II Iter clays)

'45

7.9

Unavailable509/525-4425
Mark Warner
Prod Manager

206/293-311 I
R. C Flickinger
fnv Consv Man"9""

918/661-5llO
B. F. Ballard
Dlr. Env Control

206/293-21)1
C. R F.....guson
Plant Manager

lWlOO9276197

lIAD04459l226

lIA0009275062

Phillips Pacific C!leMlcal Co.
Galft<l Far. Rd., East End
Finley, COenton Co ) WA

PrIngle Manu. Co • Inc. lWlOlll482457
:nol E Isaacs
Walla Walla (llalla Walla Co.) lIA 99362

She II Oil Co.
P 0 80" 100
Anacortes (Skagit Co ) lIA 98221

Texaco USA ID'v of Texaco, 'IIC.)
March'S Point. p. 0, 80" 622
Anacortes, (Skagit Co ) WA 9822'

Yakl.a Firing CenJer
Yakima, lIA 9890'

WA821405lm 206/967-4016
Stephen Miller
Chief OFM-££CO

1668 0001. 0003 • total 80 97 NIlt lonal securl ty Disposal of Ignltablas
and react Ives
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Figure 1. Areal dlstr Ibutlon of land treatment faclliries.



Table 3. Geographic distribution, by region and state, of the 197 facilities described In the
survey.

Ohio

Louisiana

California

Oklahomll

Number of facl Iities

58
45
19
18
16
15
12
8
7
0

Number of facl I Itles

29

18

13

11

9

8
8
8

7
7
7

6
6
6

5

4
4

3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Regional Office

Dallas, Texas
Atlanta, Georgia
San Francisco, california
Denver, Colorado
Chicago, Illinois
Kansas City, Missouri
Seatt Je, Wash Ington
New York City, New York
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Boston, Massllchusetts

Colorado
I J Iinois
Kentucky
New Mexico
Utah

Montanll
North Caro I Ina
Wyoming

South Caro I Ina

Arkansas
IndIana
Iowa
New Jersey
Maryland
Minnesota
Pennsylvania
Tennessee
Virginia

Alaska
De IaWllre
Guam
Idaho
Michigan
Nebraska

Missouri
Puerto Rico

VI
IV
IX

VIII
V

VII
X

II
III

I

Alabama
Kanslls
Washington

Florida
Georgia
Mississippi

Stllte or territory

Texas

Region

615



Table 3. (contInued)

Steta or tarr I tory Number of fac I I ItIes

New York
Oregon
VIrgIn I shlOds

Arner I elln SelllOl:l
Arl zone
Commonweelth of the Northern Marianas
ConnectIcut
DIstrict of Columbia
Hewal I
Meine
Messachusetts
Nevada
New Hempsh Ire
North Dekota
Rhode Islend
South Dekota
Vermont
West Virginia
Wisconsin

616

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o



Table 4. Industrial classification of land treatment faci Itles.

SIC Code

025 Poultry Feed

1321 Natural Gas Proc.

1389 011 & Gas Services

203 Fruit Processing

2067 Chewing Gum Manu.

222 Weaving Mills, Synthetics

229 Misc. Textile Goods

249 Misc. Wood Products

2491 Wood Preserving

2600 Paper &Allied Products

2611 Pulp Mills

2621 Paper Mills

2819 Industrial Inorganic
Chemicals

Region

IV

VI

IX

IV
IV
IV

IV

III
IV

IV
IV

IV

IV
IV
IV
IV
VI

VII

X

V

V

VI
VI

State

Tennessee

Louis Iana

california

Florida
Florida
Florida

Georgia

Maryland
GeorgIa

North Caro 11 na
South Carol I na

North Carol I na

Alabama
Alabama
Mississippi
Mlsslssl~pl

Texas
Missouri

Was~lngton

Michigan

Mississippi

Louisiana
Texas

Landfarm FacilIty

Arapahoe Chemicals Inc.

Gu If 0 I I Corp.

IT Corp. - Benson Ridge Facility

Ben HII I Gr Iff In, 1nc.
Holly Hili FrUIt Products Co.
Orange Co. of Florida, Inc.

wm. Wrigley, Jr. Co.

Tenneco Chemicals, Inc.
Southern MIl Is Inc. senoia Dlv.

Flnetex Inc. - Southern Dlv.
Sandoz Inc. Martin Works

U.S. Industrl es, Inc.

Brown Wood Preserving Co., Inc.
T. R. Miller Co., Inc.
Coppers
Pearl River Wood Preserving Corp.
Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp.
Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp.

Boise Cascade/Paper Group

Simpson Paper Coo

Simpson Paper Co.

Texaco USA (Dlv. of Texaco Inc.>
American Petroflna Co. of Texas &
Cosden 011 &Chemical

2821 PlastiCS, Materials &Resins VI
VI
VI

lOUisiana
Texas
Texas

Shell 011 Co.
Relchold Chemicals
Union Carbide Corp.

2834 Pharmaceutical Preparations

2851 Paints & Allied Products

2865 Cyclic Crudes &
InTermediaTes

IV

IV
VII

IX

VI

Tennessee

Georgia
Iowa
california

Arkansas

Arapahoe Chemicals Inc.

Glidden C&R Dlv. of SCM Corp.
Landtll I Service Corp.
Envlrc mental Protection Corp. 
Westside Disposal Farm

Arkansas Eastman Co.

2869 Industrial Organic Chemicals VI
VI
VI
VI
VI

Arkansas
LouIsIana
LouIsiana
Oklahoma
Texas

617

Arkansas Eastman Co.
Chevron Chemical Co.
Exxon Co. USA Baton Rouge Refinery
Conoco Inc. Ponca CIty
Celanese Tract K



Table 4. (contInued)

SIC Code Region State Landfarm FacIlIty

2869 IndustrIal OrganIc ChemIcals VI
(continued) VI

VII
IX

Texas
Texas
MIssourI
Ca IHornla

Relchold Chemicals
Union Carbide Corp.
Syntex Agribusiness Inc.
Shell 01 I Co. - Martinez Manu.
Complex

2873 NItrogenous FertIlIzers

2874 PhosphatIc FertilIzers

287' FertIlIzers, MIxIng C>nly

2879 AgrIcultural Chemicals

VI

VII
VII

VII

IX

X

IV

Texas

Iowa
MIssouri

Iowa

CalifornIa

WashIngton

Georgia

Comlnco American Inc. Camex
Operations
Chevron Chemical Co.
Atlas Powder Co., Atlas Plant

Chevron Chemical Co.

environmental Protection Corp. 
Westside Disposal Farm
Phillips Pacific Chemical Co.

Union Carbide Agricultural Co. Inc.

289 MIsc. Chemical Products IV
IV

South CarolIna
South Carol Ina

Abco Industries Inc.
Carolina Eastman Co. (Dlv. of Eastman
Kodak)

2892 Exp los Ives

29 Petroleum ProductIon ~

2911 Petroleum Refinery

IV
VI I

IV
IV

VII
IX

II
II
II

III
III
III
III
III

IV
IV
IV
IV

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

Alabema
MIssouri

Alabama
MIssissIppI
Nebraska
Cl!!llfornla

New Jersey
New Jersey
VIrgin Islands

Delaware
Maryland
Pennsylvania
VirginIa
Vlrglnll!!

All!!bama
Georgia
MIssIssippI
MississIppI

IllInoIs
IndIana
IndIana
Minnesota
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio

618

Hercules, Inc.
Atlas Powder Co., Atlas Plant

PlantatIon PIpelIne Co., HE FacIlIty
Plantation PIpeline Co.
Offutt AIr Force Bl!!se
UnIon 01 I Co. ot CA - Santa Marla
Refinery

Exxon Ref I nery
Texaco U.S.A.
Hess 01 I VirgIn Islands Corp.

Getty Refining &Marketing Co.
Chevron U.S.A., Inc.
Arco Petroleum Products Co.
Amoco 011 Co.
Hercules, Inc.

Hunt 011 Co., Tuscaloosa Refinery
Amoco 01 I Co. Savannah Refinery
Amerada Hess Corp.
Rogers Rental & Landfill - Exxon

Marathon 0 I t
Indiana Farm Bureau Coop. Assoc.
Rock Island Refining Corp.
Koch Ref Inery
Fondessey enterprIse LF Site #2
Fondessey Enterprise LF Site #3
Fondessey enterprise LF Site #4
Gulf 01 I Co. U.S.
Sunoco Ref Inery
Standard 01 I Co.
Standard OIl Co. (Ohio)



Table 4. (continued)

SIC Code Region State Landfarm Facility

2911 Petroleum Refinery
(contInued)

VI

VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI

VI

VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI

VI

VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI

VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI

VII
VII
VII
VII
VII
VII
VII
VII
VII

Arkansas

Louisiana
LouIsiana
LouIsIana
LouIsiana
Lou Isl ana
Louisiana
LouisIana
Louisiana
Louisiana
Loulsl ana

New Mexico

Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Oklahoma

, Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Oklahoma.
Oklahoma

Texas

Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas

Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas

Kan~ IS

Kansas
Kansas
Kansas
Kansas
Kansas
Kansas
Kansas
Missouri
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Tosco Corp.

Cities Service Co.
Conoco Inc., Lake Charles Refinery
Exxon Co. U.S.A. Baton Rouge Refinery
Gulf 01 I Co. - U.S.
Gu IfOIl Corp.
Marathon 01 I Co. LA Refining Div.
Murphy 011 Corp.
Plantation Pipeline Co.
Shell 011 Co.
Texaco U.S.A. (Dlv. of Texaco lnc.l

Shell 011 Co. Inc.

Basin Refining Inc.
ChamplIn Petroleum Co.
Conoco Inc. Ponca City
Hudson RefInery
Kerr-McGee Refinery Corp.
Sun Petroleum Products Co.
Texaco U.S.A. (Dlv. of Texaco Inc.)
Tosco Corp. - Duncan Refinery
Vickers Petroleum Corp.

Amer Ican Petrof I na Co. of Texas &
Cosden 011 &Chemical
Amoco 011 Co. Land Farm
Arco Petroleum Products Co.
Champlin Petroleum Co.
Coastal States Petroleum Co.
Cosden 01 I
C~own Central Petroleum Corp.
Exxon Co. - Baytown Ref I nery &
Chemical
Gulf Coast Waste Authority
Mobil 011 Corp.
Phil lips Petroleum
Shell Oi 1 Co. Odessa Refinery
Slgmor Refining Co.
Southwestern Refining Co. Inc.
Sun 01 I Co. of Pennsylvania
Sweeney Refinery &Petrochem. Oompl.
Texaco Inc. - Amarillo
Texaco Inc. - PT. Arthur
Winston Refining Co.

CRA, Inc. - Phillipsburg
CRA, Inc. - Coffeyvl1 Ie
Derby Refining Co.
Getty Refining &MarketIng Co.
Kansas Industrial Waste Facility, Inc.
Mobil 01 I Corp.
Pester Refining Co.
Total Petroleum, Inc.
Amoco 011 Co., Sugar Creek Refinery



Table 4. (conTinued)

SIC Cod. Region State Landfarm Facility

2911 Petroleum Refinery
(continued)

..

2969 Ind. Organic Chemicals

3011 Pneumatic Tire Manu.

3317 Steel Pipe &TUbing Manu.

3471 Plating &Polishing

348 Ordnance &Accessories

3483 Ammunition

349 Misc. Fabricated
Meta I Products

3496 Misc. Fabricated Wire
Products

VIII
VI II
VIII
VIII
VIII
VIII
VIII
VIII
VIII

VI II
VIII
VIII
VIII
VI II

IX
IX

IX

IX
IX
IX
IX
IX
IX

X
X
X
X
X

IX

VI

VI

IV

VII

IV
IV
X
X

VI

IV
VI

IV
VI

Colorado
Montana
Montana
Montana
Montana
Montana
Utah
Utah
Utah

Wyoming
Wyoming
Wyoming
Wyoming
Wyoming

California
California

California

California
California
Ca II forn la
California
California
California

Oregon
Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington

California

Oklahoma

Texas

North Caro I Ina

Iowa

Fiori da
Kentucky
Guam
Idaho

Texas

Alabama
New Mexico

Georgia
Texas

620

Gary Refining Co.
Conoco 0 II Ref Inery
Conoco Land farm
Exxon Billings Refinery
Farmers Union Central Exchange/Cenex
Ph II II ps Great Fa I Is
Amoco 01 I Co. SLC Tank Farm
Husky 01 I Co. of Delaware
Phillips PeTroleum Woods
Cross Refinery
Amoco Pipeline Tank Farm
Husky 01 I Co. of Delaware
Little .~erlca Refining Co., Inc.
Sinclair 011 Corp.
Wyoming RefinIng Co.

Chevron U.S.A.
Environmental ProtectIon Corp. 
Eastside Disposal Farm
Environmental Protection Corp. 
Westside Disposal Farm
IT Corp. - Benicia
IT Corp. - Martinez
IT Corp. - Montezuma HII Is
IT Transportation Co. - Imperial
Shell 01 I Co., Martinez Manu. Complex
Union 011 of California

Chem-Securlty Systems, Inc.
Arco PeTroleum Products Co.
Mobil 011 Corp.
Shell 011 Co.
Texaco U.S.A. (Dlv. of Texaco. Inc.)

Environmental Protection Corp. 
Westside Disposal Farm

Dayton Tire &Rubber Co.

Quanex Corp. Gulf States Dlv.

Neuse River Wastewater
Treatment Plant
Landfill Service Corp.

Olin Corp.
Lexington - Blue Grass Depot Activity
Anderson AFB
Omark I ndusTr Ies, Inc.

Lone Star Army Ammunition Plant

Rei lable Metal Products, Inc.
Olman Heath Co.

GilberT &Bennett Manu. Corp.
Roman Wire Co.



Table 4. (conTinued)

SIC Code Reg Ion StaTe

3498 FabricaTed Pipe & Fittings IV Florida

3533 011 Field Machinery VI Oklahoma

Landfarm F~cliity

Armco, Inc.

Lee -C. Moore Corp.

3589 Service Industry Machinery

3621 Motors & Generators

3641 ElecTric Lamps

3662 Radio & TV CommunicaTion
EquipmenT

3679 Electronic Components

3743 Railroad EquipmenT

3999 ManufacTuring Industries

IV
IV

IV

IV

IX

IV
IX

IV

II
IV
IV

Georgia
SouTh Caro I Ina

Mississippi

NorTh Caro I Ina

california

Florida
california

Alabama

New York
Kentucky
Kentucky

General Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

American Bosch Electrical ProducTs

General EleCTric Co.

The Grass Val ley Group, Inc.

Tropical Circuits, Inc.
Hughes Research LaboraTories

Evans TransportaTion Co.

Borden Chemical A&C Division
Borden Chemical A&C
General Electric Co.

4441 Marine Terminal VI

4463 Mar I ne Cargo Hand I I ng VI

49 Geothermal Energy Production IX
IX
IX
IX

Loul slana

Louisiana

california
California
california
CalifornIa

Conoco Inc., Lake Charles Refinery

Texaco U.S.A. (Dlv. of Texaco Inc.)

IT Corp. - Benicia
IT Corp. - Montezuma HII Is
IT Corp. - MarTinez
IT Transportation Co. - Imperial

4953 Refuse Systems III
V

VI
VI
VI
VI
IX
IX
IX
IX
IX

Pennsylvania
Ohio
Louisiana
LouisIana
Texas
Texas
california
California
california
Call fornla
california

G.R.O.W.S. Inc. landfill
Cecos
Rollins EnVIronmental Services
Shreveport Sludge Disposal Facility
Gulf Coast Waste DIsposal Authority
Waste Disposal Center
casmalia Disposal
Chemical Waste ManagemenT, Inc.
IT Corp. - Benson Ridge Facility

M. P. Disposal Coo, Inc.
Simi Valley Sanitary Landfill

4990 Refuse Collection & Disposal IX

5171 Petroleum TermInal VI

7694 Armature Rewind Shop VIII

7699 Repair & Related Services VIII

8221 Col leges &UnIversItIes VIII

california

Loul sl ana

Montana

Montana

Colorado

621

Oakland Scavenger Co.

Texaco U.S.A. (Dlv. of Texaco Inc.)

General Electric Co.

General Electric Co.

Colorado State UnIversity



Table 4. (contInued)

SIC Cod.

9711 Na1'lonal Security

Region

IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
VI

VIII
X

Steta

Alabama
Florida
North caro J I na
North Caro II na
South CarolIna
Tennessee
New Mexico
Colorado
Washington

622

Landfarm Facility

Maxwel t AFB
Tyndall AFB
XVIII Airborne Corps &Fort Bragg
Seymour Johnson AFB
Shaw AFB
McGhee Tyson Air National Guard Base
white Sands Missile Range
U.S. Army
Yakima Firing Center

~)



Table 5. Land treatment usage by Industry.*

SIC Code

2911
4953
2869
9711
2491

49
29
348
203
2821

2851
2873
3999
222
229

2819
2875
289
2892
3471

349
3496
3589
3679
025

1321
1389
2067
249
2600

2611
2621
2834
2865
2874

2879
2969
3011
3317
3483

3498
3533
3621
3641
3662

3743
4441
4463
4990
5171

7694
7699
8221

Description

Petroleum Refinery
Refuse Systems
Industrial Organic Chemicals
National Security
Wood Preserv Ing

Geothermal Energy Production
Petroleum ProductIon
Ordnance &. Accessories
Fruit Processing
Plastics, Materials &. Resins

Paints &. Allied Products
Nitrogenous Fertilizers
Manufacturing Industries
Weaving Mills, Synthetics
Misc. Textile Goods

Industrial Inorganic Chemicals
Fertilizers, Mixing Only
Misc. Chemical Products
Explosives
Plating &. Polishing

Misc. Fabricated Metal Products
Misc. Fabricated Wire Products
Service Industry Machinery
Electronic Components
Pou Itry Feed

Natural Gas Proc.
011 &. Gas Services
Chewing Gum Manu.
Misc. Wood Products
Paper &. Allied Products

Pulp Mil Is
Paper Mills
Pharmaceutical Preparations
Cyclic Crudes &. Intermediates
Phosphatic Fertilizers

Agricultural Chemicals
Industrial Organic Chemicals
Pneumatic Tire Manu.
Steel Pipe &Tubing Manu.
Ammunition

Fabricated Pipe &. Fittings
011 Field Machinery
Motors &. Generators
Electric Lamps
Radio &. TV Communication Equipment

Railroad Equipment
Marine Terminal
Marine Cargo Handling
Refuse Collection &. Disposal
Petroleum Terminal

Armature Rewind Shop
Repair &. Related Services
Col leges &. Universities

Number of facilities

100
11

9
9
6

4
4
4
3
3

3
3
3
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
1

* In some cases, the land treatm~nt faclt Ity handled waste from more than one Industry.
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Fl1Iure 2. Size distribution of land treatment facilities.



APPENDIX B

HAZARDOUS CONSTITUENTS
REGULATED BY THE EPA

Acetaldehyde
(Acetato)phenylmercury
Acetom.trile
3-(alpha-Acetonylbenzyl)-4-

hydroxycoumar1n and salts
Z-Acetylaminofluorene
Acetyl chlor1de
l-Acetyl-Z-th10urea
Acrole1n
Acrylamide
Acrylon~tr1le

Aflatoxins
Aldrin
Allyl alcohol
Aluminum phosphide
4-Aminobiphenyl
6-Am1no-l,la,Z,8,8a,8b-hexahydro-

B-[hydroxymethyl]-Ba-methoxy
5-methylcarbamate aZ1r1no[2',3':
3,4]pyrrolo[I,2-a]1ndole-4,7-d10ne
[ester] [Mitomycin C]

5-[Aminomethyl]-3-1soxazolol
4-Aminopyr1d1ne
Am~trole

Antimony and compounds, N.O.S.*
Aram1te
Arsen1C and compounds, N.O.S.
Arsen1C acid
Arsen1c pentox~de

Arsen1C trxoxide
Aqramine
Azaser~ne

Barium and compounds, N.O.S.
Barium cyan1de
Benz [c]acrid1ne
Benz [a]anthracene
Benzene
Benzenearson~c aC1d
Benzeneth10l
Benzidl.ne
Benzo[~]anthracene

Benzo [b'] fluoranthene
Benzo[J]fluoranthene
Benzo[a]pyrene
Benzotr1chlor1de
Benzyl chlorl.de

Berylll.um and compounds, N.O.S.
Bis[2-chloroethoxy]methane
B1s[2-chloroethyl]ether
N,N-B1s[Z-chloroethyl]-2-naphthyl-

am1ne
Bl.s[2-chloro1sopropyl] ether
Bl.s[chloromethyl] ether
B1s[2-ethylhexyl] phthalate
Bromoacetone
Bromomethane
4-Bromophenyl phenyl ether
Brucine
2-Butanone peroxl.de
Butyl benzyl phthalate
2-sec-Butyl-4,6-dl.nl.trophenol [DNBP]
Cadmium and compounds, N.O.S.
Calcl.um chromate
Calcl.um cyanl.de
Carbon d1sulf1de
Chlorambuc11
Chlordane [alpha and gamma l.somers]
Chlor1nated benzenes, N.O.S.
Chlorl.nated ethane, N.O.S.
Chlor1nated naphthalene, N.O.S.
Chlorl.nated phenol, N.O.S.
Chloroacetaldehyde
Chloroalkyl ethers
p-Chloroanl.ll.ne
Chlorobenzene
Chlorobenzl.late
1-[p-Chlorobenzoyl]-5-methoxy-2-

methyll.ndole-3-acetl.c aCl.d
p-Chloro-m-cresol
l-Chloro-2,3-epoxybutane
2-Chloroethyl vinyl ether
Chloroform
Chloromethane
Chloromethyl methyl ether
2-Chloronaphthalene
2-Chlorophenol
l-[o-Chlorophenyl] thiourea
3-Chloropropion1trl.le
alpha-Chlorotoluene
Chlorotoluene, N.O.S.
Chrom1um and compounds, N.O.S.
Chrysene
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APPENDIX B

Citrus red No. 2
Copper cyanide
Creosote
Crotonaldehyde
Cyanides [soluble salts and

complexes], N.O.S.
Cyanogen
Cyanogen bromide
Cyanogen chlor~de

Cycasin
2-Cyclohexyl-4,6-d~nitrophenol

Cyclophosphamide
Daunomyc~n

DDD
DDE
DDT
Diallate
Dibenz[a,h]acr~d~ne

Dibenz[a,j]acr~dine

Dibenz[a,h]anthracene(D~benzo[a,h]

anthracene)
7H-Dibenz0 [c,g] carbazole
Dibenzo[a,e]pyrene
Dibenzo[a,h]pyrene
Dibenzo[a,i]pyrene
1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane
1,2-Dibromomethane
Dibromomethane
Di-n-butyl phthalate
Dichlorobenzene, N.O.S.
3,3'-Dichlorobenz~d~ne

l,l-D~chloroethane

1,2-Dichloroethane
trans-l,2-Dichloroethane
Dichloroethylene, N.O.S.
l,l-Dichloroethylene
Dichloromethane
2,4-Dichlorophenol
2,6-Dichlorophenol
2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacet~cac~d

[2,4-D]
Dichloropropane
Dichlorophenylars~ne

1,2-Dichloropropane
Dichloropropanol, N.O.S.
Dichloropropene, N.O.S.
1,3-Dichloropropene
Dieldrin
Diepoxybutane

(cont~nued)

D~ethylars~ne

O,O-D~ethyl-S-(2-ethylth~o)ethyl

ester of phosphoroth~o~c acid
1,2-D~ethylhydraz~ne

O,O-D~ethyl-S-methylester

phosphorodithio~c acid
O,O-D~ethylphosphor~cac~d, O-p
n~trophenyl ester

D~ethyl phthalate
o-O-Diethyl-O-(2-pyraz~nyl)

phosphoroth~oate

D~ethylst~lbestrol

D~hydrosafrole

3,4-Dihydroxy-alpha-(methylamino)-
methyl benzyl alcohol

D~-~sopropylfluorophosphate(DFP)
D~methoate

3,3'-Dimethoxybenz~dine

p-D~methylam~noazobenzene

7,12-Dimethylbenz[a]anthracene
3,3'-D~methylbenzidine

D~methylcarbamoyl chlor~de

l,l-~methylhydraz~ne

1,2-D~methylhydrazine

3,3-Dimethyl-l-(methylthio)-2-
butanone-O-[(methylam~no)carbonyl]

ox~me

D~methyln~trosoam~ne

alpha,alpha-D~methylphenethylam~ne

2,4-D~methylphenol

D~methyl phthalate
Dimethyl sulfate
D~n~trobenzene, N.O.S.
4,6-D~n~tro-o-cresol and salts
2,4-D~n~trophenol

2,4-D~n~trotoluene

2,6-D~n~trotolueneD~-n-octyl

phthalate
1,4-D~oxane

1,2-D~phenylhydraz~ne

D~-n-propyln~trosam~ne

D~sulfoton

2,4-D~th~ob~uret

Endosulfan
Endr~n and metabol~tes

Ep~chlorohydr~n

Ethyl cyan~de

Ethylene d~am~ne

Ethyleneb~sdith~ocarbamate(EBDC)
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Ethylenel.ml.ne
Ethylene oXl.de
Ethylenethl.ourea
Ethyl methanesulfonate
Fluoranthene
Fluorl.ne
2-Fluoroacetaml.de
Fluoroacetl.c aCl.d, sodl.um salt
Formaldehyde
Glycl.dylaldehyde
Halomethane, N.O.S.
Heptachlor
Heptachlor epoxl.de (alpha, beta,

and gamma l.somers)
Hexachlorobenzene
Hexachlorobutadl.ene
Hexachlorocyclohexane (all l.somers)
Hexachlorocyclopentadl.ene
Hexachloroethane
1,2,3,4,lO,lO-Hexachloro-!,4,4a,S,

8,8a-hexahydro-!,4:S,8-endo,endo
dl.methanonaphthalene

Hexachlorophene
Hexachloropropene
Hexaethyl tetraphosphate
Hydrazine
Hydrocyanl.c aCl.d
Hydrogen sulfl.de
Indeno(!,2,3-c,d)pyrene
Iodomethane
Isocyanl.c aC1d, methyl ester
Isosafrole
Kepone
Las10carpine
Lead and compounds, N.O.S.
Lead acetate
Lead phosphate
Lead subacetate
Malel.c anhydr1de
Malonon1trl.le
Melphalan
Mercury and compounds, N.O.S.
Methapyrilene
Methomyl
2-Methylazl.rl.dine
3-Methylcholanthrene
4,4'-Methylene-bis-(2-chloro-

am.line)
Methyl ethyl ketone (MEK)

(continued)

Methyl hydrazl.ne
2-Methyllactonl.trile
Methyl methacrylate
Methyl methanesulfonate
2-Methyl-2-(methylthl.o)propional-

dehyde-o-(methylcarbonyl) oxime
N-Methyl-N'-nl.tro-N-nitrosoguani-

dl.ne
Methyl parath10n
Methylthl.ouracil
Mustard gas
Naphthalene
!,4-Naphthoqu1none
!-Naphthylaml.ne
2-Naphthylaml.ne
!-Naphthyl-2-thiourea
Nl.ckel and compounds, N.O.S.
Nl.ckel carbonyl
Nickel cyan1de
Nl.cotl.ne and salts
N1trl.C oX1de
p-Nl. troanl.ll.ne
Nl.trobenzene
N1 trogen dJ..oxl.de
Nl.trogen mustard and hydrochlor1de

salt
Nl.trogen mustard N-ox1de and

hydrochlor1de salt
Nl.trogen perox1de
Nl.trogen tetroxide
N1troglycer1ne
4-Nl.trophenol
4-Nl.troqu1noline-!-ox1de
N1troSaml.ne, N.O.S.
N-N1trosod1-N-butylaml.ne
N-Nl.trosodl.ethanolam1ne
N-Nl.trosodl.ethylamine
N-Nitrosod1methylamine
N-N1trosod1phenylam1ne
N-Nitrosod1-N-propylam1ne
N-Nitroso-N-ethylurea
N-N1trosomethylethylam1ne
N-Nl.troso-N-methylurea
N-Nl.troso-N-methylurethane
N-N1trosomethylv1nylam1ne
N-Nitrosomorpholine
N-N1trosonorn1cot1ne
N-Nl.trosopiperl.dine
N-Nitrosopyrrol1dine
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N-Nitrososarcosine
5-Nitro-o-toluidine
Octamethylpyrophosphoramide
Oleyl alcohol condensed with 2 moles

ethylene oxide
Osmium tetroxide
7-oxabicyclo[2.2.1]heptane-2,3-

dicarboxylic acid
Parathion
Pentachlorobenzene
Pentachloroethane
Pentachloronitrobenzene (PCNB)
Pentacholorophenol
Phenacetin
Phenol
Phenyl dichloroarsine
Phenylmercury acetate
N-Phenylthiourea
Phosgene
Phosphine
Phosphorothioic acid, O,O-dimethyl

ester, O-ester with N,N-dJ.methyl
benzene sulfonamJ.de

Phthalic acid esters, N.O.S.
Phthalic anhydride
Polychlorinated biphenyl, N.O.S.
Potassium cyanide
Potassium silver cyanide
Pronamide
1,Z-Propanediol
1,3-Propane sultone
Propionitrile
Propylthiouracil
2-Propyn-l-ol
Pryidine
Reserpine
Saccharin
Safrole
Selenious acid
Selenium and compounds, N.O.S.
Selenium sulfide
Selenourea
Silver and compounds, N.O.S.
Silver cyanide
Sodium cyanide
Streptozotocin
Strontium sulfide
Strychnine and salts

(contJ.nued)

1,2,4,S-Tetrachlorobenzene
2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dJ.oxJ.n

(TCDD)
Tetrachloroethane, N.O.S.
1,1,1,2-Tetrachloroethane
1, 1, 2, 2-Tetrachloroethane
Tetrachloroethene (Tetrachloro-

ethylene)
Tetrachloromethane
2, 3,4, 6-Tetrachlorophenol
TetraethyldJ.thJ.opyrophosphate
Tetraethyl lead
Tetraethylpyrophosphate
Thallium and compounds, N.O.S.
Thallic oXJ.de
Thallium (I) acetate
ThallJ.um (I) carbonate
Thallium (I) chloride
ThallJ.um (I) nJ.trate
Thallium selenite
ThallJ.um (I) sulfate
ThJ.oacetamide
ThJ.osemJ.carbazide
ThJ.ourea
ThJ.uram
Toluene
Toluene diamJ.ne
o-ToluJ.dJ.ne hydrochloride
Tolylene dJ.J.socyanate
Toxaphene
TrJ.bromomethane
1, 2, 4-Trichlorobenzene
1, 1, I-Trichloroethane
1,1,2-TrJ.chloroethane
TrJ.chloroethene (TrJ.chloroethylene)
TrJ.chloromethanethJ.ol
2,4,S-TrJ.chlorophenol
2, 4, 6-TrJ.chlorophenol
2,4,S-Trichlorophenoxyacetic acJ.d

(2,4,5-T)
2, 4, 5-TrichlorophenoxypropionJ.c

acid (2,4,S-TP) (Silvex)
TrJ.chloropropane, N.O.S.
1, 2, 3-Trichloropropane
O,O,O-Triethyl phosphorothioate
Trinitrobenzene
TrJ.s(l-azrJ.dinyl)phosphine sulfide
Tris(2,3-dibromopropyl)phosphate
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Trypan blue
Uracil mustard
Urethane
Vanadic acid, ammonium salt
Vanad1um pentox1de (dust)
Vinyl chloride
Viny11dene chlor1de
Zinc cyan1de
Z1nc phosph1de
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APPENDIX C

SOIL HORIZONS AND LAYERS

Organic Horizons

O--Organic horizons of mineral soils. Horizons: (1) formed or forming ~n

the upper part of mineral soils above the mineral part; (2) dominated
by fresh or partly decomposed organic material; and (3) contain~ng more
than 30 percent organic matter if the mineral fraction is more than 50
percent clay, or more than 20 percent organic matter if the mineral
fraction has no clay. Intermed~ate clay content requires proportional
organic-matter content.

01--0rganic horizons in which essentially the original form of most vegeta
tive matter is visible to the naked eye.

02--0rganic horizons in which the original form of most plant or an~mal

matter cannot be recognized with the naked eye.

Mineral Horizons and Layers

Mineral horizons contain less than 30 percent organic matter ~f the
mineral fraction contains more than 50 percent clay or less than 20 percent
organic matter if the mineral fraction has no clay. Intermediate clay con
tent requires proport~onal content of organic matter.

A--Mineral horizons consisting of: (1) horizons of organ1c-matter accumu
lation formed or forming at or adjacent to the surface, (2) hor1zons
that have lost clay, iron, or aluminum with resultant concentrat10n of
quartz or other resistant minerals of sand or s1lt size; or (3) hor~

zons dominated by 1 or 2 above but transitional to an underlY1ng B or
C.

AI--Mineral horizons, formed or forming at or adJacent to the surface, ~n

which the feature emphasized is an accumulation of hUm1f~ed organic
matter intimately associated with the mineral fract10n.

A2--Mineral horizons in wh~ch the feature emphasized is loss of clay, 1ron,
or aluminum, with resultant concentration of quartz or other resistant
minerals in sand and s1lt S1zes.

A3--A transitional horizon between A and B, and dominated by properties
characteristic of an overlying Al or A2 but having some subordinate
properties of an underlying B.
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AB--A horizon transitional between A and B, having an upper part domLnated
by propertLes of A and a lower part dominated by properties of B, and
the two parts cannot conven~ently be separated ~nto A3 and BI.

A&B--Horizons that would qualLfy for A2 except for included parts consti
tuting less than 50 percent of the volume that would qual~fy as B.

AC--A horizon transitional between A and C, hav~ng subordLnate properties
of both A and C, but not dom~nated by propert~es character~stLc of
either A or C.

B--Horizons in whLch the dominant feature or features is one or m::>re of
the following: (1) an illuvJ.al concentratJ.on of s~licate clay, J.ron,
aluminum, or humus, alone or ~n combinat~on; (2) a resJ.dual concentra
tion of sesquioxides or s~licate clays, alone or ~xed, that has formed
by means other than solut~on and removal of carbonates or m::>re soluble
salts; (3) coat~ngs of sesqu~oxJ.des adequate to gJ.ve conpLcuously
darker, stronger, or redder colors than overlying and underlyLng horL
zons in the same sequum but WLthout apparent LlluvLation of Lron and
not genetically related to B horizons that meet requLrements of 1 or 2
in the same sequum; or (4) an alteration of materLal from its origJ.nal
cond~tion in sequums lacking cond1.tJ.ons def1.ned 1.n 1, 2, and 3 that
oblIterates or~gina1 rock structure, that forms sLl1.cate clays, l~bera

tes oxides, or both, and that forms granular, blocky, or prismat1.c
structure if textures are such that volume changes accompanY changes in
moisture.

BI--A transitional horLzon between B and Al or between Band A2 in wiuch
the horizon is dom1.nated by propert~es of an underly~ng B2 but has some
subordinate propert~es of an overlying Al or A2.

B&A--Any horizon qualifying as B 1.n m::>re than 50 percent of ~ts volume
including parts that qualify as AZ.

B2--That part of the B horJ.zon where the properties on whJ.ch the B J.S based
are without clearly expressed subordJ.nate characterl.stJ.cs J.ndl.cating
that the horizon is trans~tJ.onal ~n an adJacent overly~ng A or an adJa
cent underlying C or R.

B3--A transitional horJ.zon between Band C or R J.n whl.ch the propertJ.es
diagnostic of an overlyJ.ng BZ are clearly expressed but are assoc1.ated
with clearly expressed propertJ.es characterl.stJ.cs of C or R.

C--A mineral horJ.zon or layer, exclud1.ng bedrock, that 1.S either 1J.ke or
unlike the materJ.al from whJ.ch the solum J.S presumed to have formed,
relatively IJ.ttle affected by pedogenl.c processes, and lackJ.ng proper
ties diagnos tic of A or B but J.nclud1.ng matenals rwdl.fJ.ed by. ( 1)
weathering outsJ.de the zone of maJor biologJ.cal actl.vl.ty, (2) reversJ.
ble cementation, development of brJ. t tlenes s, development of hJ.gh bulb
density, and other propertJ.es characterJ.stic of fragJ.pans; (3) gleyl.ng,
(4) accumulatJ.on of calcium or magneSl.um carbonate or rwre soluble
salts; (5) cementatJ.on by such accumulatJ.ons as calcJ.um or magnesl.um
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carbonate or more soluble salts; of (6) cementat~on by alkali-soluble
s~l~ceous material or by ~ron and silica.

R--Underlying consol~dated bedrock, such as granite, sandstone, or lime
stone. If presumed to be l~ke the parent rock from which the adjacent
overly~ng layer or hor~zon was formed, the symbol R is used alone. If
alone. If presumed to be unlike the overlying material, the R is pre
ceded by a Roman numeral denoting lithologic discontinuity as explained
under the head~ng.

SYMBOLS USED TO INDICATE DEPARTURES SUBORDINATE
TO THOSE INDICATED BY CAPITAL LETTERS

The follo~ng symbols are to be used in the manner indicated under the
head~ng Convent~ons Govern1ng Use of Symbols.

b--Bur~ed so~l hor~zon

ca--An accumulat10n of carbonates of alkaline earths, commonly of calcium.

es--An accumulat~on of calc~um sulfate.

cn--Accumulations of concretions or hard nonconcret~onary nodules enriched
~n sesqu~ox~des ~th or without phosphorus.

f--Frozen so~l

g--Strong gley~ng

h--Illuv~al humus

ir--Illuv~al ~ron

m--Strong cementat10n, ~ndurat~on

p--Plow~ng or other d1sturbance

sa--An accumulat10n of salts more soluble than calcium sulfate

si--Cementation by s11~ceous mater~al, soluble in alkali. This symbol is
appl~ed only to C.

t--Illuv~al clay
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APPENDIX D

INDUSTRIAL LAND TREATMENT SYSTEMS CITED IN THE LITERATURE

A variety of experiences with land treatment of industrial wastes have
been reported in the literature. No attempt was made to to verify whether
the reported wastes were classified as hazardous, however, the list ex
cludes references to wastes which were identified as lJ.kely to be non
hazardous.

Industry

Textile (SIC 22)
Industrial Wastewater
Industrial Wastewater
Wool Preserving
Wool Scouring

Lumber (SIC 24)
Wood Distillation

Pulp and Paper (SIC 26)
Pulpmill
Pulpmill
Pulpmill
Pulpmill
Pulpmill
Pulpm111
Papermill
Papermill
Papermill
Papermill
Papermill
Papermill
Papermill
Hard Board
Paper Board
Straw Board
Insulated Board
Sulfite Pulp Mill
Sulfite Pulp Mill
Sulfite Pulp Mill
Sulfite Pulp Mill
Sulfite Pulp Mill
Sulfite Pulp Mill
Sulfite Pulp Mill
Sulfite Pulp Mill
Sulfite Pulp Mill
Sulfite Pulp Mill
Sulfite Pulp Mill
Sulfite Pulp Mill
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Sayapin (1978)
Wallace (1976)
Wallace (1976)
Wadleigh (1968)

H1ckerson and MCMahon (1960)

Wadleigh (1968)
Hayman (1978)
Watterson (1971)
Blosser and Owens (1964)
Kadamki (l971)
Flower (1969)
Vercher et ale (1965)
Jorgenson (1965)
Do1ar et a1. (1972)
Das and Jena (1973)
Aspitarte et al. (1973)
Wallace (1976)
Hayman (1978)
Parsons (1967)
Koch and Bloodgood (1959)
Meighan (1958)
Phillip (1971)
Crawford (1958)
Wisniewski et a1. (1955)
Billings (1958)
Blosser and Owens (1964)
Gellman and Blosser (1959)
Kolar (1965 )
Kolar and Mitiska (1965)
Hashimoto (1966)
Yokota and Hashimoto (1966)
Pasak (1969)
Yakushenko et al. (1971)
Minami and Taniguchi (1971)



Industry

APPENDIX D (continued)

References

Sulfite Pulp Mill
Sulfite Pulp Mill
Kraft (sulfate)
Kraft (sulfate)
Kraft (sulfate)
Semi-Chemical
Drinking
Not Specif~ed (saline)

Other Inorganic Chemicals (SIC 2819)
Waste Sulfuric Acid

Chemicals (SIC 282-289)
Biological Chemical
PCB
PCB
PCB

Pharmaceuticals (SIC 283)
Mycelial Waste
Fermentation
Antibiotic Production
High Nitrogen Industrial Wastewater
High Nitrogen Industrial Wastewater
High Nitrogen Industrial Wastewater
High Nitrogen Industr~al Wastewater

Explosives (SIC 2892)

Petroleum Refining (SIC 2911) and
Petroleum Refining (SIC 2992)

Refinery-Decomp. of Oily Waste ~n Soil
Refinery-Decomp. of Oily Waste in Soil
Refinery-Decomp. of Oily Waste in Soil
Refinery-Decomp. of Oily Waste in Soil
Refinery-Decomp. of Oily Waste in Soil
Refinery-Decomp. of Oily Waste in Soil
Refinery-Decomp. of Oily Waste in Soil
Refinery-Decomp. of Oily Waste in Soil
Refinery-Decomp. of O~ly Waste in Soil
Refinery-Decomp. of Oily Waste in Soil
Refinery-Decomp. of Oily Waste in Soil
Refinery-Decomp. of Oily Waste in Soil
Refinery-Decomp. of Oily Waste in Soil
Refinery-Decomp. of Oily Waste in Soil
Refinery-Decomp. of Oily Waste in Soil
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Knowles et ale (1974)
Flaig and Sochtig (1974)
Blosser and Owens (1964)
Crawford (1958)
Wallace et ale (1975)
Voights (1955)
Flower (1969)
Hayman (1979)

Wallace (1977)

Shevstova et ale (1969)
Woodley (1968)
Gr~ff~n et ale (1978)
Tucker et ale (1975)
Griffin et ale (1977)

Nelson (1977)
Colovos and Tinklenberg (1962)
Uhliar and Bucko (1974)
Brown (1976)
Wallace (1976)
Deroo (1975)
Woodley (1968)

Lever (1966)

Jensen (1958)
Grove (1978)
Dhillon (1973)
Dotson et ale (1971)
Franke and Clark (1974)
Jobson et ale (1974)
Kincannon (1972)
Lewis (1977)
Maunder and Waid (1973)
Giddens (1974)
Nissen (1970)
Plice (1948)
Raymond et ale (1975)
Raymond et ale (1976)
Ongerth (1975)



Industry

APPENDIX D (cont1nued)

References

Refinery-Decomp. of Oily Waste in Soil
Refinery-Decomp. of Oily Waste in Soil
Refinery-Decomp. of Oily Waste in Soil
Tank Bottom
Refinery Wastes: Biosludge, Tank

Bottoms, API Separator Sludge
Refinery Waste
Refinery Waste
Refinery (1) Tank Bottom Crude

(2) Slop Oil Immulsion
(3) API Separator Sludge
(4) Drilling Mud
(5) Cleaning Residue

Leather Tann1ng and Finish1ng (SIC 3111)
Leather Tanning and F1n1shing
Leather Tanning and Fin1sh1ng
Leather Tanning and Finishing
Leather Tanning and Fin1shing
Leather Tanning and Fin1shing
Leather Tanning and Finish1ng

Blast Furnace Slag (SIC 3312) Steel

Primary Alum1num Smelting (SIC 3334)
Waste Oil from Aluminum Manufacturing

Electricity Production (SIC 4911)
Utility Waste
Fly Ash
Fly Ash
Fly Ash
Fly Ash
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Dibble and Bartha (1979)
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Ibid.
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Parker (1965)
Parker (1967)
Jansky (1961)

Wallace (1976)
S.C.S. Eng1neers (1976)

Volk et al. (1952)

Ongerth (1975)
Neal et al. (1976)

Page et al. (1977)
Martens (1971)
Plank and Martens (1974)
Plank et al. (1975)
Schnappinger et al. (1975)
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APPENDIX E

SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

In order to illustrate the 1nterpretation of data from the site
assessment, waste analysis and pilot studies, sample calculations and
design recommendations are given for a hypothet1cal land treatment unit and
a given waste. The components of the waste are considered 1ndividually and
compared to determine the application l1m1t1ng const1tuents (ALC) , rate
limiting constituent (RLC) and capacity hmit1ng constituent (CLC). The
assumptions and calculations used in the design of the HWLT unit are
discussed in detail in Section 7.5. The requ1red treatment area size aDd
the useful life of the HWLT unit are then calculated for the example waste
(Appendix E-7). Additionally, an example of water balance determinat10ns
and runoff retention pond sizing 1S presented.
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APPENDIX E-1

WATER BALANCE AND RETENTION POND SIZE CALCULATIONS

As discussed in Section 8.3.1.1 the water balance method can be used
to evaluate hydraulic load and required storage for surface runoff. This
is a very simplified approach to calculating the water balance and conserv
ative values should be used to guard against any inaccuracy l.n parameter
estl.mates used in the method. The value used l.n these calculations for
discharge can be varl.ed to account for the method of runoff water control,
in thl.s case the storage volume calculated includes the seasonal accumula
tl.on of water.

Inl.tl.ally, climatological data or estl.mates should be made for the
parameters in the water balance. Precipitation values are derived from the
long-term ral.nfall data collected at a nearby weather station, chosen
accordl.ng to the criterl.a gl.ven l.n Section 3.3. Estl.mates of the
evapotranspl.ratl.on can be obtal.ned by USl.ng the class A pan evaporation
value for each month (Figs. 8.9-8.20 show monthly pan evaporation data for
the U. S.) • Thl.S value is then multl.plied by an appropriate annual pan
evaporatl.on coeffl.cient. These coeffl.cients are used to relate pan data to
evaporation expected from lakes. An estimatl.on of the amount of leachate
may be calculated based on the hydraulic conductivity of the most
restrictl.ve layer as reported l.n the Soil Conservatl.on Servl.ce (SCS) soil
serl.es descrl.ption ("blue sheets") or, preferably, as measured for the
sOl.l. The actual leachl.ng may be only 10-15% of that listed by SCS data
yet to mal.ntal.n a ll.beral estl.mate of runoff, leachate should be set at
zero Sl.nce waste application may affect the sOl.l permeabl.ll.ty. The depth
of water applied monthly l.n the waste 1.S calculated from water content of
the waste, waste production rate, and total area of the land treatment unit
watershed. In thl.s example it l.S assumed that waste quality and quantity
are relatl.vely constant, but l.f 1.t is known that these assumptions are
false, monthly estl.mates will vary and can be ascertal.ned from a more
deta1.led accounting of the waste stream. For thl.s example, water content
of the waste is 70% and waste product1.on rate (PR) 1.S 20 metrl.C tons or
about 20,000 liters/day. The total watershed area of the HWLT un1.t is 6.6
hectares. Therefore, water applicatl.on per month is calculated as

W(cm/mo)
= PR x water content x 10-5 x # of days in the month

Watershed area (ha)

2.0 x 104 l/day x 0.7 x 10-5 x # of days/month
6.6 ha

= 0.021 (days in the given month).

Watershed area l.S generally larger than the unl.t area actively receiving
wastes (A), to be determl.ned later, but the watershed l.S a functl.on of A.
Thl.s l.S because for any unl.t area A, there are usually addl.tional areas in
the watershed made up of runoff ponds, waterways, roads, levees, etc.
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Now using the water balance method from Sect10n 8.3.1.1, f1rst use the
entire climatic record assuming zero d1scharge (Table E.1). The example
shows only two years of record for 1llustrat1ve purposes only. A much
longer record is needed 1n practice (20 years if available). Since the
last column in the table, cumulative storage, never drops to zero, some
discharge or enhanced water loss will be necessary.

Next, one chooses a discharge rate (D) by taking the average annual
increase in cumulative storage (CS) for the simulated per10d of record. In
this example, CS is 9.66 and 8.76 for years one and two, respect1vely. The
CS is thus 9.2 and D will assume a monthly value of 0.77 (9.2/12 = 0.77).
Now rerun the simulated record, this time using the D term in the budget
(Table E.2).

Based on the potential hazards of an uncontrolled release of water, a
0.10 probability is considered acceptable 1n this example. The storage
value correspond1ng to this from the second run water budget 1S not read1ly
apparent due to the short record.

If 20 years of data were available, then the highes t annual value
which is exceeded only in 10% of the years (i.e., in 2 years of the 20
years) would be chosen as the design value for normal seasonal storage.
For convenience in this example, 15.62 cm storage 1S chosen.

In addition to this volume, capacity must be available to store the
runoff from the 25-year, 24-hour storm. The 25-year, 24-hour rainfall for
this site is 20.1 cm. Using the SCS curve number method descr1bed 1n Sec
tion 8.3.4, the runoff from the s1te would be 19.5 cm assuming antecedent
moisture group III, fallow land use, and soil hydrologic group C.

Finally, management chooses to design an add1tional 10% volume for
sludge and sediment buildup in the ponds. This would amount to 0.10(15.6 +
19.5) "" 3.5 cm. Minimum freeboard (does not contribute to storage) of at
least 60 cm should be provided above the 38.6 cm spillway level to guard
against levee overtopping or failure. Since the HWLT unit area is 6.6 ha,
this 38.6 cm storage translates into 254.75 ha-cm.

The assumption of zero leaching will be invalid 1n many circumstances,
but it allows a sufficiently conservat1ve water balance for safe retent10n
pond design. Where leaching of waste constituents 1S of concern, however,
better estimates of leaching are needed. In this case, use of the Perrier
and Gibson (1980) computer model is suggested. Aside from computer tech
niques, a ~tberal leaching estimate can be est1mated by assuming runoff and
discharge are zero and setting leaching equal to the runoff values found in
the first run of the water balance (Table E.1).
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TABLE E.1 FIRST RUN WATER BALANCE, ASSUMING DISCHARGE RATE (D) EQUAL TO
ZERO

Water Deep fj, Cumulative
Precipe in Evaporation Percolation Storage Storage

Month (em) Waste (em) (cm) (em) (em)

S 6.4 0.63 6.0 0 1.03 1.03
0 6.0 0.65 5.4 0 ,1.25 2.28
N 6.5 0.63 4.6 0 2.53 4.81
D 8.1 0.65 3.8 0 4.95 9.76
J 8.2 0.65 4.0 0 4.85 14.61
F 7.2 0.59 4.9 0 2.89 17.50
M 6.7 0.65 6.1 0 1.25 18.75
A 8.3 0.63 6.9 0 2.03 20.78
M 7.8 0.65 7.6 0 -0.45 20.33
J 4.3 0.63 9.4 0 -4.47 15.86
J 5.4 0.65 10.6 0 -4.55 11.31
A 6.4 0.65 8.7 0 -1.65 9.66
S 5.2 0.63 6.3 0 -0.47 9.19
0 5.8 0.65 5.2 0 1.25 10.44
N 9.4 0.63 4.7 0 5.33 15.77
D 7.3 0.65 4.1 0 3.85 19.62
J 6.1 0.65 4.1 0 3.85 19.62
F 6.3 0.59 5.1 0 1.79 23.86
M 6.9 0.65 5.9 0 1.65 25.51
A 9.8 0.63 6.8 0 3.63 29.14
M 8.2 0.65 7.5 0 1.35 30.49
J 5.0 0.63 9.7 0 -4.07 26.42
J 4.1 0.65 10.8 0 -6.05 20.37
A 5.8 0.65 8.4 0 -1.95 18.42
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TABLE E.2 SECOND RUN WATER BALANCE, ASSUMING CONSTANT DISCHARGE RATE (D)
OF O. 77 CM/MO

Deep
Water Evapo- Perco- !1 Cumulative

Precipe in ration lation Discharge Storage Storage
Month (cm) Waste (em) (em) (cm) (cm) (em)

S 6.4 0.63 6.0 0 0.77 0.26 0.26
0 6.0 0.65 5.4 0 0.77 0.48 0.74
N 6.5 0.63 4.6 0 0.77 1.76 2.50
D 8.1 0.65 3.8 0 0.77 4.18 6.68
J 8.2 0.65 4.0 0 0.77 4.08 , 10.76
F 7.2 0.59 4.9 0 0.77 2.12 12.88
M 6.7 0.05 6.1 0 0.77 0.48 13.36
A 8.3 0.63 6.9 0 0.77 1.26 14.62
M 7.8 0.65 7.6 0 0.77 0.08 14.70
J 4.3 0.63 9.4 0 0.77 -5.24 9.46
J 5.4 0.65 10.6 0 0.77 -5.32 4.14
A 6.4 0.65 8.7 0 0.77 -2.42 1.72
S 5.2 0.63 6.3 0 0.77 -1.24 0.48
0 5.8 0.65 5.2 0 0.77 0.48 0.96
N 9.4 0.63 4.7 0 0.77 4.56 5.52
D 7.3 0.65 4.1 0 0.77 3.08 8.60
J 6.1 0.65 4.3 0 0.77 1.68 10.28
F 6.3 0.59 5.1 0 0.77 1.02 11.30
M 6.9 0.65 5.9 0 0.77 0.88 12.18
A. 9.8 0.63 6.8 0 0.77 2.86 15.04
M 8.2 0.65 7.5 0 0.77 0.58 15.62
J 5.0 0.63 9.7 0 0.77 -4.84 10.78
J 4.1 0.65 10.8 0 0.77 -6.82 3.96
A. 5.8 0.65 8.4 0 0.77 -2.72 1.24
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APPENDIX E-2

LOADING RATE CALCULATIONS FOR MOBILE
NONDEGRADABLE CONSTITUENTS

Since mobile constituents ~re relatively free to migrate to the
groundwater, some limits should be set for the acceptable leachate concen
tration of each species. The following concentrat10ns in the leachate will
be assumed to be the acceptable maxima (Table 6.48 contains a list of other
elements). These values are the permissible water criteria for public
drinking water supplies.

Constituent

N
Se
Cl

Concentrat10n 1n Water
mg/l

100.0
0.01

250.0

The values to be used in actual design may vary from s1te to s1te depending
on the state regulations or the possible use of the groundwater. The
leachate concentration limits may be used in conJunction with the composi
tion of the waste and the depth of water leaching water (Appendix E-l) to
compute the amount of a g1ven waste that, if applied, will result in the
maximum acceptable concentration in the leachate.

All soils will have some capacity to adsorb and reta1n limited amounts
of mobile species. Additionally, plants may take up N, Se and Cl. If the
adsorption capacity and plant uptake rates are known, they may be taken
into account in the calculat10n. Once the adsorpt10n capacities are satis
fied, however, subsequent additions will likely leach to the groundwater.
Since plant uptake is limited and sorption capacities will eventually be
satisfied, it is best to calculate the requ1red treatment area assuming
that both are negligible.

For example, a waste containing 10 mg/kg Se and 580 mg/kg Cl is pro
duced at a rate of 20 metr1c dry tons/day and is to be land treated on a
site having an estimated leaching rate of 29 cm/yr. From the above 1nfor
mation , the following can be computed.

Constituent

Se
Cl

Concentration
1n Waste

mg/kg

10
580

Annual
Application

(kg/yr)

7.3
420

Waste
Loading
Rate

(kg/ha/yr)

1.5 x 106

1.3 x 106

Chloride is the mst limiting of the mobile constituents, with a maximum
waste loading rate of 1.3x106 kg/ha/yr to maintain leachate concentra
tions at or below 250 mg/l.
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APPENDIX E-3

CALCULATION OF WASTE APPLICATIONS BASED ON NITROGEN CONTENT

The fate of applied n~trogen (N) in soil has been extensively dis
cussed in Section 6.1.2.1. There are many processes by which N may be lost
from the system, but N transported in runoff and leachate water is of pri
mary interest since it can have an adverse impact on the environment.
Since direct discharge from HWLT units will be prevented, only the N con
centration leaving the site in the leachate is generally of concern.
Typically, 10 ppm nitrate-nitrogen ~s taken as the upper limit for drinking
water and as the upper limit of acceptable leachate concentration. The
equations used to calculate the acceptable load of nitrogen-containing
waste are given in Sect~on 7.5.3.4 and are shown below.

where

LR = 105 l10(C + V + D) +n (Ld)(Lc )

I + 1: (M)(O)
t=l

LR =

LR = waste loading rate (kg/ha/yr);
C = crop uptake of N (kg/ha/yr);
V = volatilization (kg/ha/yr);
D = denitrification (kg/ha/yr);

Ld = depth of leachate (cm/yr);
Lc = N concentrat~on in leachate (mg/l),
Pd = depth of precipitation (cm/yr),
Pc = concentration of inorgan~c N ~n the waste (mg/l);

I = concentration of inorganic N in the waste (mg/l);
M = mineral~zation rate given ~n Table 6.4;
o = concentration of organic N ~n the waste (mg/l), and
t := years of waste application.

Example

A waste containing 30 mg/l inorganic N and produced at a rate of 20
metric tons/day, is to be land treated. From this information and that in
Table E.3 loading calculations can be made and are shown ~n the following
equation:

105 [lO(C + V+ D) + (Ld)(Lc ) - (Pd)(PC)]

I + (MHo)

= 105 [10(280 + 0 + 0) + (29)(10) - (63.5)(.5)1
30 + (.35)(260) :"'J

:= 2.53 x 106 kg/ha/yr
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TABLE E.3 WASTE CHARACTERISTICS USED IN EXAMPLE FOR NITROGEN
LOADING RATE CALCULATIONS

Parameter

I (mg/l)

Lc (mg/l)

o (mg/l)

Pc (mg/l)

M

Pd (cm/yr)

C (kg/ha/yr)

D (kg/ha/yr)

V (kg/ha/yr)

Ld (cm/yr)

p (cm/gm3)

651

Value

30

10

260

0.5

0.35, 0.1, 0.05

63.5

280

o
o

29

1



APPENDIX E-4

EXAMPLES OF PHOSPHORUS LOADING CALCULATIONS

The equation presented J.n Section 7.5.3.5 is used to calculate the
acceptable phosphorus applicatJ.on limit. Among the parameters that must be
known are soil horizon depth (di ), the P sorption capacity (bmax)'
P content of the waste, (Pex), the rate of waste productJ.on, and the
crop cover, if any. USJ.ng these values and the equation one can calculate
the area needed for land treatment of a waste contaJ.nJ.ng P.

A waste having wet weight P content of 2000 mg/kg is to be land
treated on a soil having a 20 cm deep A horJ.zon, 30 cm deep B horizon and
50 cm deep C horizon. The sorption capacJ.ties of the horizons are 54, 23
and 89 mgP/IOO g, respectively.

Depth P bmax Pex
Horizon (cm) g/cm3 mg/kg mg/kg

A 20 1.3 540 2
B 30 1.35 230 1
C 50 1.45 890 3

The applicable equation LC = (10)
n

pCb - )
~ d P

t=1
i max ex

where

di = thickness of the ith horJ.zon,
p = bulk density of the soil (g/cm3);

bmax = P sorption capacity estimated from Langmiur isotherms (mg/kg),
Pex = NaHC03 extractable P (mg/kg), and

LC = phosphorus loading capacJ.ty (kgP/ha).

Using the above data the P loading rate can be calculated as follows:

LC = 10 t~1 (20)(1.3)(540 - 2) + 10 t~1 (30)(1.35)(230-1)

n
+ 10 t~1 (50)(1.45)(890 - 3)

= 139,800 + 92,745 + 643,075 = 875,700 kg P/ha.

The phosphorus loading capacity (LC) of the soil is 875,700 kgP/ha, whJ.ch
for a waste containing 2000 mg P/kg is equivalent to a waste loading
capacity of

875,700 kgP/ha

2000 kgP/I0
8= 4.38 x 10 kg waste/ha

kg waste
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APPENDIX E-5

CHOICE OF THE CAPACITY LIMITING CONSITUTENT

The example contal.ned l.n thl.s section l.S desl.gned to l.llustrate the
appropriate approach to l.dentl.fying the potential capacl.ty limitl.ng
constl.tuent from among the conserved speCl.es of a waste. Conserved refers
to those constl.tuents, usually only metals) whl.ch are practl.cally immobl.le
and nondegradable l.n the soil. It l.S important to be sure that the sOl.l pH
l.S at or adJusted to 6.5 or above before appll.cation. The soil CEC needs
to be measured and if less than 5, the loading capacities should be reduced
by 50%. For most purposes, the loading capacl.tl.es presented l.n Table 6.47
are acceptable estl.mates.

A waste 1.S to be land treated on a soil that has a pH of 7.0 and a CEC
of 12.0 meq/lOOg. The chol.ce of potentl.al CLC is made easily uSl.ng the
ratl.O of each metal concentratl.on in the waste residual solids fraction
(RS) to l.ts respective acceptable concentratl.on l.n the soil as shown in the
table below. The most liml.tl.ng metal l.S Cr Sl.nce it has the largest ratl.o)
4.1.

TABLE E.4 CHOICE OF CAPACITY LIMITING CONSERVED SPECIES BY THE RATIO
METHOD

mg/kg l.n Metal Loading
Waste Resl.dual Capacity*

Metal Soll.ds (mg/kg) Ratio

As 230 300 1.30
Cr 4)097 1)000 4.1
Cd 3.4 3 1.13
Cu 4.98 250 0.02
Pb 1,740 1,000 1.74
Ni 53 100 0.53
V 387 500 0.77
Zn 96 500 0.19

* Taken from 6.47.
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APPEND IX E-6

ORGANIC LOADING RATE CALCULATIONS

This appendix includes examples of waste characterist~cs and the cal
culations which are used to determine the organ~c loading rate for each
waste. The second example ~s the general example be~ng used elsewhere in
this appendix. The greenhouse and respirometer studies that can be used to
generate data for these calculations are described in Sections 7.3 and
7.2.1, respectively. The first step ~n determ~ning the organ~c loading
rate is to determine the phytotoxicity or microbial toxicity limit. This
limit is used as the maximum tolerable level of organic waste const~tuents

from which the organic half-life ~s determined. There are two equations
which are used ~n the determination of organ~c half-life. The hrst equa
tion determines the fraction of the applied carbon evolved as C02.

D :=
t

(C02w - C02S)O.27

Ca

where

Dt :=

C02w '"
C02s '"

t '"
Ca '"

the port~on of the applied carbon which is evolved as
from the organic fract~on after time t.
the cumulative C02 evolved by waste amended soil;
the cumulative C02 evolved by unamended soil;
time; and
carbon applied.

In addition to the fraction calculated from equation 1, the rate of degra
dation should be determined for the extractable organics and organic sub
fractions using the following equation.

Ca - Cr - C
i i si=-----'----Cai

where

'" the portion of the carbon degraded from the organ~c

fraction or fract~on 1, 2 or 3,
'" the carbon applied in the organic fraction or fractions 1,

2 or 3;
'" the res~dual carbon in the organic fraction or fraction 1,

2 or 3, and
:= the background concentrat~on in unamended soil of the

organic fraction 1, 2 or 3.

The loading rate can be calculated for the bulk organic fraction or for any
subfraction of interest which may better indicate the rate of degradation
of the hazardous constituents.
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The residual values given in the waste characteristics tables were
calculated with the soil carbon content already subtracted. The lowest
fraction of organics degraded (Dt ) as calculated above is used to deter
mine the halflife of the waste) as follows:

0.5t
tl/2 = -Dt

The half-life is then used to calculate the organic loading rate in (Cyr )
in kg/ha/yr.

1
Cyr = 1/2 ---- Ccr~t

t1/2

where Ccrit is the maximum tolerable limit (kg/ha) of organic waste con
stituents as determined by plant or microbial toxicity. This loading rate
is based on laboratory data obtained under controlled cond~t~ons, and
should be verified by field data. It ~s assumed that the waste has been
demonstrated to be land treatable and will also be monitored ~n the f~eld.

The units are derived from laboratory data, an assumed plow or mixing
depth, and the waste-soil mix bulk density.

The bulk waste loading rate (LR) based on organics applied ~s calcu
lated as follows:

where Cw is the fraction of the bulk waste constituted by degradable
organics.

Example 1: An oil waste which is produced at a rate of 20 metric dry
tons/day is to be land treated on a vegetated site. Ccrit
is determined to be 2.7% (1.2x105 kg/ha-15 cm) organ~cs in
soil. Waste characteristics are as follows (Data from
Schwendinger (1968):

Waste characteristics:

Extractable organ~cs (mg)

Carbon applied (Ca )

Carbon residual (Cr )
Respiration data - C02 (mg)

Waste + soil

soil

Total F1 F2 F3

2500mg Data not given

Data not given
Day 14 28 49

620 1563 2104

20 63 104
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Calculations:

1) Residual Carbon:

data not given

2) Evolved C02:

D = (2104-104).27 = 0 22
49 2500 •

3) Half-life:

4) Organic loading rate:

0.5t
=--=

Dt
111 days .30 yr

Cyr = 1/2(1.2 x 105 kg/ha) 1__ = 2 x 105 kg/ha/hr
tl/2

2 x 105
5) LR = = 2 x 106 kg/ha/yr

0.10

where the organic content of the waste Cw ~s 10% (0.10).

Greenhouse studies ~ndicated that 2.7% o~l in so~l reduces the yield of rye
grass by 25% compared to the yield of unamended soil, therefore Ccrit is
2.78% or 1.2 x 105 kg/ha. A respiration study was conducted for 49 days
and the cumulative C02 evolved determ~ned for the entire time per~od.

The percent of carbon evolved as 002 was calculated to be 22% over the 49
day period. The half-life of the carbon applied was then calculated to be
III days, or 0.30 years. Using the half-life value, it was then determined
that 2 x 105 kg/ha/yr o~l or 2 x 106 kg waste'/ha/yr could be applied to
the soil at the land treatment facility~~le st~ll reta~ning a vegetative
cover. One limitation of this study is that no information is provided
which describes the degradation of the organic subfractions.
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Example 2: An API separator sludge from a petroleum refinery is
produced at a rate of 20 metric tons/day and is to be land
treated. The site will be vegetated with ryegrass. Waste
characteristics are as follows (Brown et al., 1980):

Waste characteristics.

Extractable organics (mg) Total F1 F2 F3

Carbon applied (Ca ) 550 396 121 33

Carbon res1dual (Cr ) 220 153 52 14

Respiration data - CO2 (mg) Day 45 90 135 180

Waste + soil 675 954 1111 1241

soil 85 149 215 271

Calculations:

1) Residual Carbon:

550-220
= .6D =

to 550

396-153
.61D = =t1 396

121-52
.57D = =t2 121

2) Evolved C02:

33-14
33

= .58

3) Half-life:

(1241-271) .27
D180 = 550 = .48

t 1/ 2 =

4) Organic loading rate:

.50 .50
D

t
t = .48(180) = 187 = .51yr

Cyr = 1/2 (Ccrit) 1__ = 1/2(2.2 x 105~) 1 = 2.2 x 105 kg/ha/yr
tl/2 ha (.51 yr)

2.2 x 105
5) LR = = 2.2 x 106 kg/ha/yr

0.10
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It was determined J.n a greenhouse study that the yield of rye grass 100
days after application of 5% wt/wt (2.2 x 105 kg/ha) sludge was reduced
40% below control yields. After 180 days of J.ncubation in a soil
respirometer, the hydrocarbon was extracted and separated into
subfractions. Data analysis J.ndicated that the slowest rate of degradation
Was for carbon evolved as CO2; the value 48% was used to calculate the
half-life which was determined to be 187 days. This value was then used to
determine the maximum loading rate with plant cover wh1Ch was 2.2 x 105 kg
organics/ha/yr. For this organics applicatJ.Qn rate, 2.2 x 106 kg/ha/yr
of bulk sludge would be applied to the top 30 ~ of soil.
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APPENDIX E-7

CALCULATIONS OF FACILITY SIZE AND LIFE

The waste 10ad1ng rate, un1t S1ze and the unit l1fe are dependent on
the waste and s1te characterist1cs. For the following calculations, the
character1st1cs of the waste t the c11mate t and the soil used in the above
examples (Appendices E-1 through E-6) will be assumed, and the resulting
design condit10ns will be determ1ned.

For the case under study, the RLC and the design waste 10ad1ng rate
are determined by a tabular compar1son of values prev10usly calculated for
each waste constituent (Table E.5). By compar1son, the RLC 1S found to be
bulk organics degradation with a loading rate of 2.2 x 106 kg/ha/yr. For
th1s example, no cons tituent was found to limit the size of 1nd1v1dual
applicat10ns (ALC).

Calculation of the required land treatment unit area is done using the
equation from Sect10n 7.5.4.

PR
A =

LR

where

A = required treatment area (ha),
PR = waste product10n rate (kg/yr) on a wet weight bas1s, and
LR = waste 10ad1ng rate (kg/ha/yr) on a wet we1ght baS1S.

Waste production is 20 metr1c tons/daYt so the required area 1S as fol
lows.

A = 20 mt/day(103 kg/mt)365 days/yr
-_......:.._~--~'----"-----"--'--"--= 3. 3 ha

2.2 x 103 kg/ha/yr

The capac1ty limiting constituent and unit life are determ1ned by
calculating unit lives for chrom1um (Cr) (the most limiting conserved
species) and phosphorus and choosing the more restrictive value. For
phosphorus, unit life 1S easily determ1ned directly from the equation:

where

UL =
LCAP
LRRLC

UL = unit life in years,
LCAP = maximum allowable waste load based on phosphorus (kg/ha),

and
LRRLC = load1ng rate based on RLC (kg/ha/yr).
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This reduces to:
4.4 x 108 kg/ha

2.2 x 106 kg/ha/yr

for the example and thus the facility wl.II last 200 years based on phos
phorus.

For chromium calculatl.ons, several chol.ces or determinations must be
made. In this case, aSSume a plow layer (Z ) of 30 cm and a time between
applications (ta ) of 1 for each plot. d{ven that the resl.dual solids
(RS) content of the waste l.S 0.2 and a bulk densl.ty ( BRS) of the resl.dual
solids mix of 1.4 kg/I, the application depth (Za) l.S found as follows:

LRRLC x RS-----x 10-5
PBRS

= 2.2 x 106(0.2) x 10-5
1.4

3.1 cm

The background soil contains 100 mg/kg Cr (Cpo)' the application limit
(Cpn) for Cr from Table 6.47 1S 1000 mg/kg, and the given concentration
of Cr in the waste residual solids (Ca is 4097 mg/kg. The number of
applications of waste (n) may be made can thus be calculated"

30 100-4097
= ~1 In 1000-4097

= 2.5

Unit life (UL) based on Cr is n t a , and since t a is one year, UL equals
2.5 yr. Comparing this with results for phosphorus, Cr is more limiting
and is thus the CLC. In addl.tion to hazardous constituents, the above
results aid in the choice of m:mitoring parameters in the subsequent site
monitoring program.
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TABLE E.5 WASTE CONSTITUENTS TO BE COMPARED IN DETERMINING WASTE
APPLICATION (ALC) AND RATE (RLC) LIMITING CONS'£ITUENT

Constituent

Organics

o volatization
o leaching
o degradation

Nitrogen

Inorgan~c acids,
bases and salts

Halides

Potential
ALC (kg/ha/appl~cation)

x

x
x

x
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Potential
RLC (kg/ha/yr)

2.2 x 106

2.53 x 106

x

x
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APPENDIX F

GLOSSARY

acute tox~city: An adverse effect which occurs shortly after exposure to a
substance.

adsorpt~on: The attraction of ions or compounds to the surface of a solid.
Soil colloids adsorb large amounts of ions and water.

aerosols: Microscopic droplets dispersed in the atmosphere.

ammon~f~cat~on. The biochemical process whereby ammoniacal nitrogen ~s re
leased from n~trogen-containing organ~c compounds.

anaerobic: (i) The absence of molecular oxygen. (~i) Growing in the
absence of molecular oxygen (such as anaerobic bacteria). (iii)
Occurring ~n the absence of molecular oxygen (as a biochem~cal proc
ess).

annual crop: A crop which completes ~ts ent~re life cycle and dies within
1 year or less, i.e., corn, beans.

applicat~on 1J_m~t~ng const~tuent (ALC)· A compound, element, or waste
fract~on in a hazardous waste which restr~cts the amount of waste
wh~ch can be loaded onto so~l per applicat~on (kg/ha/application).

aqu~fer: Stratum below the surface capable of hold~ng water.

available water: The port~on of water ~n a soil that can be readily ab
sorbed by plant roots. Cons1.dered by most workers to be that water
held 1.n the so1.1 against a pressure of up to approximately 15 bars.

base-pair mutat1.on. Substitution mutation in which the wrong base is
inserted into the DNA which then pa~rs with its natural partner during
replication which results in a new pa~r of incorrect bases in the
DNA.

base-saturation percentage: The extent to which the adsorption complex of
a soil 1.S saturated W1.th exchangeable cations other than hydrogen. It
is expressed as a percentage of the total cation-exchange capacity.

biodegradation. The break1.ng down of a chemical compound into s1.mpler
chem1.cal components under naturally occurring biological processes.

bulk dens1.ty: The mass of dry soil per un~t bulk volume. The bulk volume
is determ1.ned before dry~ng to constant weight at 105°C.

calcareous soil. Soil contain~ng suff1.cient calcium carbonate (often with
magnes~um carbonate) to effervesce v1.sibly when treated with cold O.IN
hydrochloric acid.
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capacity l1miting constituent (CLC): A compound, element, or waste frac
tion in a hazardous waste wh1ch restrl.cts the total amount of waste
which can be loaded onto s01l (kgjha).

carbon cycle: The sequence of transformatl.ons whereby carbon dioxide l.S
fixed in living organl.sms by photosynthesl.s or by chemosynthesl.s,
liberated by resp1rat10n and by the death and decomposl.tl.on of the
fixing organism, used by heterotrophl.c specl.es, and ultimately re
turned to its orig1nal state.

carbon-nitrogen ratio: The ratio of the wel.ght of organl.c carbon to the
weight of total nl.trogen in a soil or l.n organl.c materl.al. It is
obtained by div1ding the percentage of organic carbon (C) by the per
centage Qf total nitrogen (N).

carcinogen: A chemical, physl.cal, or biologl.ca1 agent wh1ch l.nduces
formation of cells that are no longer affected by normal regulations
of growth; such formations are capable of spreading cells to other
tissues resulting in the loss of the specifl.c function of such
tissues.

cation exchange: The reversible exchange between a catl.on l.n solutl.on and
another cation adsorbed onto any surface-active materl.al such as clay
or organic matter.

cation exchange capacity. ,The sum total of exchangeable cations that a
soil can adsorb. Sometimes called "total-cation capacity," "base-
exchange capacity," or "cation-adsorption capacl.ty." Expressed in
mil1iequivalents per 100 grams of soil (or of clay).

chelating properties: The property of certal.n cheml.cal compounds 1n whl.ch
a meta1ic ion 1S firmly combined W1th the compound by means of multi
ple chemical bonds.

chromosome aberration:
chromosomes.

Changes in the number, shape, or structure of

chronic toxicity: A prolonged health effect which may not become evident
until many years after exposure.

clay: (i) Soil separate consisting of particles <0.002 mm in equivalent
diameter. (ii) Soil material containing more than 40 percent clay,
less than 45 percent sand and less than than 40 percent silt.

compost: Organic residues, or a mixture of organic residues and sOl.l, that
have been piled, moistened, and allowed to undergo biological decom
position. Often called "artifica1 manure" or "snythetic manure" if
produced primarily from plant residues.
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compos~te To make up a sample of distl.nct port~ons so the sample l.S
representat~ ve of the total mater~al be~ng sampled rather than any
s~ngle portl.on.

denitrifl.catl.on. The bl.ochemical reduction of nl.trate or nl.trl.te to gas
eous nl.trogen el.ther as molecular n~trogen or as an oXl.de n~trogen.

divers~on terrace. A terrace to dl.vert runoff from the watershed above the
land treatment area.

DNA repa~r. Repal.r of genetl.c materl.al by cellular enzymes which can
eXCl.se or recomb~ne alteratl.ons l.n structure of DNA to restore origi
nal l.nformation.

dra~n tl.le. Concrete or ceraml.C pl.pe used to conduct water from the so~l.

effluent: The liqUl.d substance, predominately water, contal.nl.ng l.norganic
and organ~c molecules of those substances whl.ch do not precl.pl.tate by
gravl.ty.

electrl.cal conductl.vity. An expressl.on of the readl.ness wl.th whl.ch an
electrl.cal l.mpulse (generated by l.onl.C actl.vity) flows through a water
or sOl.l system.

erOSl.on: (l.) The wearl.ng away of the land surface by runnl.ng water, Wind,
ice, or other geolog~cal agents, l.ncludl.ng such processes as grav~ta

tl.onal creep. (l.l.) Detachmenc and movement of sOl.l or rock by water,
wl.nd l.ce, or gravl.ty.

eutrophl.catl.on: The reductl.on of dl.ssolved oxygen l.n surface waters whl.ch
leads to the deteriorat~on of the aesthet~c and ll.fe-supportl.ng quall.
tl.es.

evapotranspl.ratl.on. The combined loss of water from a given area, and dur
l.ng a specifl.ed perl.od of tl.me, by evaporatl.on from the so~l surface
and by transpl.rat~on from plants.

exchange aCl.dl.ty. The tl.tratable hydrogen and aluml.num that can be re
placed from the adsorptl.on complex by a neutral salt solutl.on. Usu
ally expressed as ml.lll.equ~valents per 100 grams of sOl.l.

fertl.ll.ty, so~l. The status of a soil ~th respect to the amount and
availab~lity to plants of elements necessary for plant growth.

f~eld capacity (f~eld mo~sture capacity). The amount of water rema~n~ng ~n

the so~l after excess grav~tat~onal water has d:ta~ned away and after
downward movement of water has pract~cally ceased (normally cons~dered

to be about 1/3 bar soil mo~sture tension).

forage crop A crop such as hay, pasture grass, legumes, etc., wh~ch ~s

grown primar~ly as forage or feed for 1l.vestock.
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frameshift mutat~on: Mutat~on result~ng from ~nsert~on or deletion of a
base-pair from a tr~plet codon ~n the DNA, the ~nsertion or deletion
produces a scrambling of the DNA or a po~nt mutat~on.

gene mutation: A ~table change ~n a single gene.

genetic toxicity: An adverse event result~ng ~n damage to genetic mater
ial; damage may occur ~n exposed ~ndividuals or may be expressed ~n

subsequent generat~ons•.
groundwater: Water that f~lls all of the unblocked pores of mater~als

underlying the water table, wh~ch is the upper l~mit of saturat~on.

heavy metals: Generally, those elements in the periodic table of elements
which belong to the trans~t~on elements. They may include plant
essential micronutrients and other nonessential elements. Examples
are mercury, chrom~um, cadm~um and lead.

heterotrophic organism. Requires preformed, organic nutrients as a source
of carbon and energy.

hydraulic conductivity: The proportionality factor ~n Darcy's law as
applied to the v~scous flow of water ~n soil, i.e., the flux of water
per unit grad~ent of hydraulic potent~al.

hydrologic cycle: The fate of water from the time of prec~p~tation until
the water has been returned to the atmosphere by evaporation and is
again ready to be prec~pitated.

infiltration rate: A soil character~stic determin~ng or describing the
maximum rate at which water can enter the soil under specified condi
tions, ~ncluding the presence of an excess of water. It has the
dimensions of Veloc~ty (i.e., cm3 cm-2 sec-1 = em sec-I).

land treatment: The controlled application of hazardous wastes onto or
into the aerobic surface soil horizon, accompanied by continued moni
toring and management, to alter the physical, chemical, and biological
state of the waste to render ~t less hazardous. The practice simul
taneously constitutes treatment and final disposal.

leachate: Soil solut~on moving toward the groundwater under the pull of
gravity.

lime requirement: The mass of agricultural limestone, or the equivalent of
other specif~ed liming material, required per acre to a soil depth of
15 cm to raise the pH of the soil to a desired value under field
conditions.
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loading rate. The mass or volume of waste applied to a unit area of land
per unit time (kg/ha/yr).

lysimeter: (i) A container used to enclose a volume of soil and its con
tents and associated equipment used to measure the evaporative and/or
drainage components of the hydrolog~cal balance. (ii) A dev~ce used
to collect soil solution from the unsaturated zone.

metabolic activation: The use of extracts of plant or animal tissue to
provide enzymes which can convert a promutagen ~nto an active mutagen,
or a procarc~nogen into an active carcinogen.

metal toxicities: Toxicities arising from too great a content of metals ~n

the soil.

micelle: A minute silicate clay collo~dal part~cle that generally carr~es

a negative charge.

microorganism: An organism so small ~t cannot be seen clearly without the
use of a microscope.

moisture volume percentage· The ratio of the volume of water ~n a so~l to
the total bulk volume of the soil.

moisture weight percentage: The moisture content expressed as a percentage
of the oven-dry weight of soil.

mulch: (i) Any material such as straw, sawdust, leaves, plastic fl.lm,
loose so~l, etc., that ~s spread upon the surface of the so~l to pro
tect the soil and plant roots from the effects of ra:Lndrops, soil
crust~ng. freezl.ng, evaporation, etc. (~i) To apply mulch to the
soil surface.

mutagenic: Compounds with the ability to induce stable changes in genetl.c
material (genes and chromosomes).

nitrification: The biochemical oxidation of ammonium to n~t~ate.

permeability, soil. (i) The ease with which gases, liquids. or plant
roots penetrate or pass through a bulk mass of soil or a layer of
soil. Since ,different soil horizons vary in permeability, the par
ticular horizon under quest~on should be des~gnated. (ii) The prop
erty of a porous medium l.tself that relates to the ease Wl.th wh~ch

gases, liquids, or other substances can pass through it.

pH, soil. The negative logarithm of the hydrogen-ion actl.v~ty of a soil.
The degree of acid~ty (or alkalin~ty) of a soil as determ~ned by means
of a glass, quinhydrone, or other sUl.table electrode or indicator at a
specified moisture content or soil-water ratio, and expressed ~n terms
of the pH scale.
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primary degradation: Conversion of waste const1tutes 1nto a form which no
longer responds in the same manner to the analyt1cal measurement used
for detection.

rate limiting constituent (RLC): A compound, element, or waste fraction in
a hazardous waste which restricts the amount of waste which can be
loaded onto soil per year (kgjhajyr).

respirometer: An apparatus which can be used to measure microbial activity
and monitor waste decomposition under controlled environmental condi
tions.

retention basin: A basin or pond used to collect or store runoff water.

runoff: Any ra1nwater, leachate, or other liquid that drains over land
from any part of a waste treatment or disposal facility. That which
is lost without entering the soil 1S called surface runoff and that
which enters the s01l before reach1ng the stream 1S called groundwater
runoff or seepage flow from groundwater. (In s01l science, "runoff"
usually refers to the water lost by surface flow; 1n geology and
hydraulics, "runoff" usually includes both surface and subsurface
flow.)

run-on: Any rainwater, leachate, or other liquid that drains onto any
waste treatment area.

sand: (i) A s01l particle between 0.05 and 2.0 mm 1n d1ameter. (1i) Any
one of five soil separates, namely: very coarse sand, coarse sand,
medium ~and, f1ne sand, and very fine sand.

silt: A soil separate cons1st1ng of part1cles between 0.002 and 0.05 mm in
equivalent diameter.

soil horizon: A layer of s01l or s01l material approximately parallel to
the land surface and d1ffering from adjacent genetically related lay
ers in physical, chemical, and bl.olog1cal propert1es of characteris
tics such as color, structure, texture, cons1stency, nnds, and num
bers of organ1sms present, degree of acid1ty or alka11n1ty, etc.

soil profile: A vertical sect10n of the soil from the surface through all
its horizons, includ1ng C hor1zons.

soil series: The basic unit of s01l class1f1cat10n being a subdiv1s10n of
a family and consist1ng of soils which are essentially a11ke in all
major profile characteristics except the texture of the A hor1zon.

soil solution: The aqueous liqu1d phase of the soil and 1tS solutes con
sisting of J.ons dissocJ.ated from the surfaces of the s01l particles
and of other soluble mater1als.

soil texture: The relative proport10n of the var10US s01l separates 1n a
soil. The textural classes may be mod1f1ed by the addition of suit-
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able adJect~ves when coarse fragments are present in substantial
amounts, for example, "stony silt loam," or "silt loam, stony phase."

sorption. See "adsorption."

subsurface inJection. A method applying fertilizer and waste materials in
a band below the soil surface.

suspended sol~ds: Solid particles which do not prec~pitate out of solution
or do not eas~ly filter out. They may be colloidal in nature.

terrace: (~) A ra~sed, more or less level or horizontal strip of earth
usually constructed on or nearly on a contour and supported on the
downslope s~de by rocks or other similar barrier to prevent acceler
ated erosion. (i~) An embankment with the uphill side sloping toward
and into a channel for conduct~ng water, and the downhill side having
a relat~vely sharp decline, constructed across the d~rection of the
slope to conduct water from the area above the terrace at a regulated
rate of flow and to prevent the accumulation of large volumes of wate~

on the downslope s~de.

toxicity· The abil~ty of a mater~al to produce inJury or d~sease upon
exposure, ~ngest~on, inhalation, or ass~m~lation by a living organ
~sm.

treatment zone· the area of a land treatment unit that ~s located wholly
above the saturated zone and ~th~n which degradation, transformat~on,

or ~mmob~l~zat~on of hazardous constituents occurs.

uniform area Area of the act~ve port~on of an HWLT unit wh~ch ~s composed
of so~ls of the same soil series and to which s~milar waters are
appl~ed at sim~lar application rates.

unsaturated flow The movement of water in a so~l wh~ch is not filled to
capac~ty ~th water.

uptake. The process by wh1.ch plants take elements from the soil. The
uptake of a certain element by a plant ~s calculated by multiplying
the dry weight by the concentrat~on of the element.

volat~l~zaton - vaporizat~on.

vapors.
The conversion of a liquid or solid into

was te: Any l~quid, sem~liquid, sludge, refuse, solid, or res idue under
cons1.deration for d1.sposal.

watershed. The total runoff from a region which supplies the water of a
dra~nage channel.

water table. The upper surface of ground water or that level below which
the so~l ~s saturated ~th water, locus of points l.n soil water at
wh1.ch the hydraulic pressure is equal to atmospher~c pressure.
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APPENDIX G

USEFUL LAND TREATMENT CONVERSION FACTORS

1. a. 1 cubic yard (yd. 3) = 27 cu. ft. (ft3)
b. 1 gal. water = 8.34 lb.

2. a. 1 acre-inch of liquid = 27,150 gallons = 3,630 ft 3 =
102,800 liters = 0.01028 hectare-meters

b. 1 hectare-em of l~qu~d = 100,000 liters = 100 m3

3. 1 metric ton = 1,000 kg. = 2,205 lb.

4. cu. feet per second x 5.39 x mg./l~ter = 1b./day

5. a. million gallons per day x 8.34 x mg./liter = 1b./day
b. (8.34 x 10-3) x mg./liter = 1b./l,000 gal.

6. 1 acre = 4,480 yards2 = 43,560 feet 2 = 4,047 meters 2 = 0.4047 hectare

7. acre-inches x 0.266 x mg./1iter = 1b./acre

8. ha.-cm. x 0.1 x mg./1iter = kg./hectare

9. English-metric convers~ons

a. acre-inch x 102.8 = meter3
b. quart x 0.946 = l~ter

c. English ton x 0.907 = metr~c ton
d. English tons/acre x 2.242 = metric tons/hectare
e. lb./acre x 1.121 = kg./hectare
f. 1 lb. = 0.454 kg.

10. a. 1bs. P x 2.3 = 1bs. P20S
b. 1bs. K x 1.2 = 1bs. K20

11. Sludge conversions in English un~ts

a. wet tons sludge x % dry solids/IOO = dry tons sludge
b. wet tons/.8S = cubic yards sludge*
c. wet tons sludge x 240 = gallons sludge*
d. 1,700 lb. wet sludge = 1 yd3 wet sludge*

12. Concentration conversions
a. 10,000 ppm = 1%
b. %x 20 = 1b./ton
c. (ppm/500) or (ppm x .002) = 1b./ton

13. Wet weight conversions
a. micrograms/milliliter ( g/ml) = m~lligrams/liter (mg/l) ppm (wet)
b. ppm (wet) x 100/% solids = ppm (dry)

14. Rate Conversions
a. 1 1b/acre = 1.12 kg/ha
b. 1 ton/acre = 2.24 ton (metric)/hectare

* Assumes a sludge density of about 1 g/cm3•
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SI
Name

-hectar'e,
c.lbic meter
11ter
CUblC meter
llters per second
degrees Celslus
meters per second
meter(s)
11 ter (s)
llters per hectare per day
11ters per second
Ilters per second
kllowatt
centlmete~

centlmeter~ ~C'beur

k1lometer
meters per second
megaliters (llter x 106)
CUblC meters per hectare
llters per second
mllllgrams per llter
kilogram( s)
kllograms per hectare per day
k1lograms per square cent1meter
Newtons per square centlmeter
square meter
square centlmeter
square kllometer
megagram (metrlc ton)
megagrams per hectare

Symbol

ha
'~
hm
lis
·C
mls
m
I
l/ha d
lis
lis
kw
cm
em/h
km
m/s
HI
m3/ha
1/5
mg/l
kg
kg/ha d
kg/cm2

\ N~cm2

~ 2em
km'¥
Mg (or t)
Mg/ha-

o 405
L 234
28 32
o 0283

'4.8 32
0"555 ( °F-32)
o 305
o 305
3 785
9 353
4 38lxlO-5
o 0631
o 746
2 54
2 54
1 609
o 45
3 785
8 353
43 8
1 0
o 454
1 12
o 069
o 69
o 0929
6 452
2 590

- 0- 907
2 24

CONVERSION FACTORS
U S Custo~ary to SI (Metr1c)

Abbrev1at1on

acre
acre-ft
ft 3

ft 3/s
OF
ft/s
ft

'gal
gal/acre d
gal/d
gal/mln
hp
1n
In /h
ml
ml/h
Mgal
Mgal/act"e
Mgal/d
ppm
Ib
lb/acre d
lb/ln 2

ft2
In 2
m1 2
ton (short)
tons/acre

U S Customary Un1t
Name

acre
acre-foot
CUb1C foot

CUblC feet per second
degrees Fahrenhelt
feet per second
foot I( feet)
gallon(s)
gallons per acre per day
gallons per day
gallons per mlnute
horsepower
Inch(esJ
Inches per hour
mlle
mlles per hour
mlll10n gallons
mllllon gallons per acre
mlillon gallons per day
parts per mllllon
po u l<1.d (s)
poun~s per a~re per day
pounds per squ~e Inch

square foot
square Inch
square mlle
ton (short)
tons per act"e

lit
C

'"

i
~

!
Cl
0

~
.........
'".
'".,

0\ .,
-...J

.
C)

r-o <>
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